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int|oduction,
" In the Infancy of a state arras
tliereof

in the decHiie

lettei-s,

of the sage of Verulaiii,

—
plough— have

guide the
in

Canada

midJle-age

flourish, in the

fall

and long may they

flourished,

for

lectual exertion

been tardy in succeeding to that

advancement.

It

undue prominence

first

a

and

flourish

nor has thj middle-age of mental vigour, and

;

Of those

commerce," a true saying

which we have chosen

this

is

do

the arms, namely, that swing the axe

and arms,

motto,

and

that association

of knowledge

is

stage of

human

of sixteen

the guardian of literature, that the concentration

its

society.

number

to the

from that iron-clad age, the truth

It

its

influence, au'.l the

been

extension, appears to have

ages of oblivion, to

ted, after

which

colleges,

the best preservative of

is

best stimulus to

intel-

and

univei-sities

or seventeen, date their origin

is

due place

its

in

first

readmit-

the framework of

impossible not to recognize at once a proof

no premature signs of

the possession which that discovery took of the minds of men, and

in the last of the three, already portended, like

of the wide diftusion of a desire to cultivate learning, in the fact

would even be well

if

that Europe, thinly peopled as she

and vigorous manhood.

early grey hairs, the decay of a ripe

could boast of nearly

wa.s,

Canada has made a proafress so surprizing in all that promotes,
and in all that indicates, the well-being of a people the dream

sixty univei-sities before the close of the fifteenth century.

of yesterday has become so often the reality of to-day, that did

under

:

we

know how genial is the soil in which tliis prosperity is
how healthy the growth which no Piwtolus fostere but
fevers, with its golden streams
no perpetual summer forces but
withers we might doubt whether it could long endure without
not

rooted,

;

;

those checks which in other communities have usually occurred,
to

throw them back

in the race after wealth,

and fallow as

were the ground which over-production has exhausted.

It

is

it

not

our intention then to dwell on a theme familiar to most of our
readers

;

they need not be reminded by us that the generation

has not yet passed away whicli found in U'pper Canada a wilderness,

-where

leaves a garden

it

before whose steps, as

;

enchanter's wand, roads have opened

and abodes of elegance and comfort

arisen,

far

and wide,

whose

if or

gifts the.se are,

and won

among

yet dwells

may

us,

and by her names of

yet be invoked for other

Material prosperity never

community, and indeed requires

in a

scattered themselves

to carry her blessings to regions

present boundary.

beyond

fails

task faculties

which

satisfy

them

;

that they exist,

jiTOof that the middle-age of

is

duty of the

in the quiet paths of learning

monument
abyss.
They

or philosophy, might rear a

win new planets from the

a high

enterprise, political

rivalry, the daily business of the advocate, the daily
all

their

to develope

for its creation

Commercial

degree of intellectual exercise.

physician,

by an

stately edifices

need they he told that the beuificent Fairy

Industry and Order, and Peace,
gifts,

and

out,

of

human wisdom,

task,

a fact to which

or

but they do not

we appeal

as

a

our state has arrived ; that they do

more than exist, that they absorb so greatly those faculties whose
aim should be higher than the material interests of a day, or a
generation,

is

another fact to which

time has come when
representation,

on

lettere

peril of the place

When Europe awoke
centur}',

and

gave the
Vol.

in Italy

first
I,

No.

and

from
in

we

appeal, in proof that the

must urge

its

their claim to a better

which

is

their birthright.

long sleep in the

thirteenth

France, in England and in Spain,

tokens of dawning civilization, by the foundation
1,

August, 1852.

were the

day.s, liowever,

tutoi-s

and

when

society,

still

in its

Those

governoi-s; before the veil of blind reliance, or

implicit faith, in the

wisdom of one

raised from those of their fellow

two great minds had been

or

men.

Reason then neglected

the principal field of modern science, thase facts of which
take cognizance

by our

ble as a quicksand,

to build

we can

we can

establish

upon foundations

as unsta-

relations

and to waste prodigious strength upon

which vanished

The consequence was

and the

senses,

by experience between them,
subtilties

was

infancy,

a film of gossamer in the grasp.

like

a long delay in that acquaintance with the

bounteous and varied resources of the material world, which
the reward of subsequent .study of

its

is

laws and phenomena.

were not -ivanting who, like our own Roger Bacon, were
prematurely enlightened, but debarred from sympath}-, ,and too

Men

divided for co-operation, while they have indeed
the shadow of a great

name

;

to their

own

left to posterity

generation and those

which immediately succeeded, they were but as light to one who
the
is without organs of vision, or wings to one who is chained to
It

earth.

was

in Italy,

and in the

century, that the truth which

nized in respect to literature, was

and

if

association

fii-st

of the sixteenth

latter half

had been

so long practically recog-

applied to matters of science

were indeed the guardian of the one,

ever since been the very

life

of the other.

« Secrets of Nature" founded,

(how

Naples, the present seat of

intolerance

all

The Academy

are the

mighty

and

it

has

of the
!)

at

restriction, in

the

fallen

year 1560, was the forerunner of those numerous enlightened
which in every country of Europe were about to be

bodies,

drawn together by kindred impulses, and by a common want;
and whicli were destined by the spirit of free enquiry which
animated them, to aid that emancipation from the bondage of
as it had already
tradition, wdiich was dawning in philosophy,

dawned

in religion.

There was a boundless

field

before them.

could liken himIf long afterwards, the grcatet of philosophei-s
shore of the
a child gathering a few bright pebbles by the

,self

to

ocean,

who

can exaggerate the exhaustless novelty, the wondc'-,

love for her beauties
of natuie's works, to ardent minds in which

INTRODUCTION.
was a

and whose

passion,

had aheady appeared by

inspiration

the glorious creations of Titian and Riffaelle, and Michael Angelo.

The

earth and every
To fliem did seem

Apparelled

Ihe

These

societies

common

in

met

spread over Italy with such rapidity, that before

importance: nor was

it

long before the other countries of

Europe were animated by the same spirit. In Spain, the Academy of the Wonders of Nature was founded in 1552. A similar
society, with the same name, was established at Vienna in the
same

Our own Royal

year.

Society of London, the foundation

of which was laid as early as 1645, dates

1662.

founded what

Lastly, Colbert

is

its

incorporation from

now the Institute Nationale

Thus, within the short space of fourteen

of France in 1666.

yeare did these four Moscea Minervce* spring forth, as

from the head of Eurojie, not quite
full

armed and

exempt from

radiant,

Goddess of Wisdom,

like the

the weakness of infancy,

errore of youtli, but possessed at least with

and the

were,

it

one of her

highest lessons, an humble estimation of their actual knowledge,

an un;|uenchable desire

We

further light.

for

need scarcely

remind the reader, that the Royal Society of London was the
honoured mstruraent of giving

Newton

;

that from

its

to the

world the Principia of

and from the

funds,

members, was Flamstead enabled

to

which have made Greenwich the

assistance of

commence

classic

its

those observations

ground of Astronomy

that wherever these institutions have existed, they have

awakened

but for them might never have been aroused

talents which,

first

have

;

for its riches in

who

museum

marine mammalians.

presides over that establishment, promptly

much

aware of the

Gulf of

number

become

one of the commonest frequenters of the

is

Lawrence, and that an easy journey to the banks of

St.

our noble

Then, and not

naturalist in question,

Delphimis Leucas under the name of

that the

Whale

the White

of boxes and barrels,

to Massachusetts.

M. Agasssiz, the

f;ict

number

precaution, in a

and duly wafted from Denmark
until then, did

remams were

a specimen, and the precious

his request for

shipped witli

we

a

the cordial liberality of a brother philosopher, the distin-

guished naturalist

in celeslia! ligbl,

glory and the ireshiie^js of a dream.

At last he remembered

be heard of

to

Copenhagen unrivalled

With

sij:hl

the end of the sixteenth century there was one in almost e\ery
city of

[1862.

was no where

would have placed him

river,

in

possession of any

Need

of specimens his researches might have required.

say that such a

fiict

speaks volumes as to the neglect among-

us of those pursuits by which, not only are the productions of a
country laid open to the use and enjoyment of

its

people, but the

chaimels of scientific information kept also replenished with that

knowledge of

local peculiarities

which

is

so indispensable to the

progress of science.

We have

referred

above to the comparative non-success of the

Elder Societies in Canada not in ignorance of the

ability

and

intel-

ligence with which ever since their formation,one zealous President

or Secretary after another, has endeavoured to animate
cessful exertion,

still

them to

suc-

undei-value those endeavour's, but to en-

less to

quire in perfect respect into the cause of a circumstance so frankly

and honourably admitted by both, and the probability that the Ca-

—

nadian Institute of Upper Canada
ganization

we

the Society to whose recent or-

are about to refer, will be enabled to avoid a like

promoted enquiries which individuals could not have conducted,

result. First, then, it

and given

America, that "eternal Sabbathless pursuit of a man's fortune,"

to

the world investigations and discoveries which,

without their aid might never have seen the
are too familiar to be questioned,

the history of learned societies,

These truths

light.

and without intending

we have

referred to

to pursue

them here

to

point out a legitimate deduction from them, namely, the impor-

an association capable of fidfiUing those

tance of organizing
functions in our

own community.

It can scarcely

Canadii,

made comparatively

little

progress in

and by no means attained the established place which

might have been looked

existed in

of our history.

for at this stage

true that two Societies, directed

Lower Canada

more or

It

less to this subject,

is

have

—

more than twenty years

for

or

cajjacity,

the

which leaves

;

to the

its effect

mind

on which

for the cultivation

depends, has not failed in

of our time to anything more profitable, or half sodehghtthe cultivation of literary or scientific pursuits,

grudged

it

to them,

which alone they are

tion of those habits with

Natural

fession, verj'

members of an arduous and iU-remunerated

few of

whom

can

command

The unwise habit

the expenses essential to their active pursuit.

of overtasking the strength and energy of those engaged in In-

we have

something to do with

deemed
any

entirely

influence in

its

zealous found-

Report of the authorities of the former, be

hist

satisfactory.

Neither has practically exercised

Upper Canada.

But a

short time ago, a cele-

much

found under equivocal geological circumstances in the State of

Vermont.

In vain did he enquire of every collection with which

he was acquainted,

in

America

'Mvseiun Miiifrva was
foimileil

liv

Chailes Ihe

ScieiieeSj but

which

fell

1st. in

to Ihe

;

the unwieldy rarity he sought

Ihe designation of n College or
(or the cnllivalion of the

163.5,

ground

m

Academy

Physical
the troubles of that unlinppy reign.

while the body
it.

progress while those

is

bound

Scientific

who

mind can expahas had

to a tread-mill,

pureuits can never

pressure, the ojiportunities of self-improvement
gress,

which the

which

it

illiberal

and private pro-

ablest value the most.

It rather appeare too,
evil

make

are professionally devoted to

them, are debarred, whether by unfortunate necessity or

brated naturalist had occasion to compare the skeleton of a recent

specimen of the Delphimis Leucas, or Beluga, with some remains

pro-'

the leisure or even incur

tiate at large,

nor can the

reconcileable.

and Botany have been abandoned almost

History

entirely to the

we have

and have neglected the forma-

struction, or filling Professorial Chair's, as if the

ers,

happiness

ful as

the Natural History Society of Montreal founded in 1827, but

has not as yet realized the expectations of

its

here ; not in reality devoting

Literary and Historical Society at Quebec founded in 1824, and

the highest authority for inferring that the latter at least

neither leisure,

much

nevertheless

be denied that the pursuit and cultivation of

the Physical Sciences has

ago denounced

so long
taste

seems probable that the great vice of Society in

and we

refer

to this,

has been principally sought to

because

it

is

the

avoid, in the con-

stitution of the Society just referred to, that the objects expressed

by the

titles

Natural History Society, and Literary and Histori-

cal Society, are

country at
in

too special

]iresent.

to be

able to stand

alone in this

They do not include a multitude

which much of the most

active talent in the country

of objects
is

engag-
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(ill,

example, those involved

for

tlie

professions of the Engineer,

the Surveyor, the Architect,

tiie Artist,

by

iii

Societies of

high standing

them represented

of

all

Great Britain, and therefore

in

capable in their nature of extending the basis of similar bodies
here.

one

must not be forgotten that

It

about the year 1810,

until

demand for
we might almost

Society satisfied almost the entire

greiit

species of organization in

London

Great Britain, for the local

The

limited in character.

(1820

nomical Society,

societies

the Asiatic

(1824

Society,

that no such

therefore,

that an attempt to unite under one roof,

one organization a

may be more

community,

fortunate.

It

and

and

mind of

representation of the acti\-e

full

the

;)

and a host more, are of very

;)

limitation of object has the sanction of previous experiment,

we may hope

say

were few in number and

would seem,

it

;

this

Geological Society, (1807;) the Astro;)

Geographical Society, (1831

modern foundation

itself,

in

the

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.

unhappily true that

is

the great prominence given to classical learning in England, and
ia all education framed

want of

on her models, has led to a surprising

knowledge

either

tical science in

or interest

of,

is

|Jrcsit(cnt

mathema-

physical or

in,

English Society generally; which

best attested

W.

E. Logan, F.R.S., F.G.S., (Director of the Geological Survey
of Canadii.)

by the almost incredibly limited sale of scientific books and periodicals: it must be therefore expected that an English Colony
will

yield,

at

fii-st,

but a slender harvest of

but there

;

knowlalge and thought, a wisdom of the workshop, the
the looin, in every community, which deserves, while

claim the honours of science.

and

Institute,

and

It

this journal as

to this offers

a

medium

its

to this also that the

is

not only as

it is

more strongly against

its

and elevating

Libraries,

and enquire

—Dalrymplk

durator

Alfred Brunel,
Professor Cherriman,
Professor Croft,

booksellei-s,

As

and per-

the early history of the Canadian Institute

when, in future

that impoi-tant position

among

which

and present Membere earnestly hope

it

more

still

fiiculties,

the

and a

We

distaste for

the most

might add the want of

Provincial Univei-sity

with

its

more
there are 234

In the United States

containing from 5,000 volumes and upwards, including

more than 50,000.

In the same

ratio to

popu-

lation, there

should be nearly twenty such in the two Canadas.

We doubt

there are half-a-dozen.

However, in these mattere

cause and effect follow one another, in such recurring succes-

a

circle,

distinguish
facts

to

so "vicious"

be

in

justify

pait

Institute

is

maintained, that

one from the other, and

something more

the assumption with
is

we

it

is

useless to

simply refer to the

which we

wanted, and that something,

attained

not be

this habit, not only for the injury

it

;

its fii-st

promotei's

the subjoined brief outline of

we

started,

that

believe,

may

by the Incovporatiim of the Crinadian

yeai-s,

the Institutions of this country,

its

origin

is

appended, as a

introduction to the office which this journal

form

is

for

fitting

destined to per-

in submitting its transactions to the public.

The Canadian

Institute, like

or two individuals

sion,

may

the Society has assumed

uninteresting,

deserving of that name.

if

L. Cull,
H. Melville, M. D.
William Thomas.

and fed by the

fostered

similar character, dates

Librarie.s,

F. F. Passmork.

Edward

however^
Scientific

great endowments, has not long ago acquired something

five that contain

—

CTouncil

referring,

is

Crawford.

Until parents and teachers set them-

pui'suits.

why

!AsGistmit
QEreastirer

itself,

destruction to the intellect, there will continue to

be a waste of the best
rational

Canadian

instruction,

frequently does to the moral strength of the young, but
universally,

and

by Literary or

cheap trash which loads the tables of our

selves

Qecrctnrn

does not

impossible not to notice the habit

of reading for amusement alone, which

vades society so generally.

hoped of

In

to the causes of the difficulty experienced
it is

field,

present organ, addresses

but of intercommunication and publicity.

Societies in this country,

it

—Frederick Cumberland.
—Sandfoed Fleming.
Secrctarn — Walter MonERLv.

QTorrcsponbiltg Bccrctarg

a fund of practical

is

(Director

Scconb bice J)rC6ibcnt—J. 0. Browne, F.S.A.

and furnish but a small number of minds imbued with those
which produce them

— Capt. Lefrov, R.A, F.R.St

of the Magnetic Observatory, Toronto.)

scientific results,

whether of the nature of observation, experiment, or reasoning,

tastes

Prcsibcnt

J'irst vice

its

whom

many

other Societies of a

origin from a small beginning.

One

inclination led to seek for that inter-

course between pei-sons of a more practical and scientific turn of

mind than
ties,

is

generally to be found in ordinary debating socie-

and being themselves connected with the sun-eying and

engineering professions, were induced to believe that the formation of a society consisting of gentlemen eng-aged in those pur-"
suits,

would di'aw together many kindred minds, and

opportunity of accumulating such knowledge as

is

offer

ap

necessiuy for

the divei'sified practice of the professions, and of mutually benefiting

each other by the interchange of individual observation

and experience.

With

the view of oonsiderins the establislimont of such a

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE.
Suciety, a few Surveyors, Eiiginecrs

and

and near Toronto, met on the

June and

when a Prospectus

of the proposed

membere of

copies forwarded to

20tli

strictly professional

Arcliiteets, residing in

1849)

20tli July,

Society was adopted, and

the professio;^ generally, through-

Subjoined

is

a copy of the Prospectus

which the Society was

ill

now

it

On

accordance with the

22nd

the 10th of May, 1851, the

by the

expressed

they should

A

encouraging wish was then

members -who were

present, that

continue to extend the influence and

Royal Charter of Incorporation was granted on the 4th of

Of Provincial Land Surveyors,
in the

Civil

Engineers

remaining

oflicers

Province, as MeiDl)ers.

9d. Of Members of the same profession not practising in
vince, as Corresponding Members.

the Pro-

it

W.

E. Logan, Director of the Geolo-

Survey of Canada, was decreed First President.

gical
1st.

and Architects, practising

Tho

and membere of the Council, required by the

March

Charter, were elected on the 27th of
office

last,

and accepted

the following week at a conversazione.

Of men distinguished

3J.

in Science and Arte, residing in the
bnt not belonging to either of the above professions, as

Province,

Honorary Members.

Prior to the election of Officers the weekly meetings were

occupied in the usual manner, and in preparing and maturing a

4th.

Of Students under

The

Officers of tlie Institute to consist of a President and ViceCouncil, Secretary, and two Auditors, to be elected

Articles, as Gradujites.

proper code of Laws in accordance with the requirements of the

Presidents,
annually.

Charter for the future government of the Institute.

The Treasurer to be a Chartered Banfe in the City of Toronto, The
Rooms of the Institute to be situated in the City of Toronto.
Libraries to be formed, and collections made of Maps, Drawings,
Models, &c. A Museum to be establislie for the collection of Geolo-

minating

i

and other specimens.
Professional discussions to be held and papers

gical, Mineralogical,

to

Institute

conversazione was held,

first

A very

friends of the

earnestly

November, 1851, and by

PROSPECTUS.

—

Canadian

imjwrtance of the Institution.

of September, 1849.

To be composed

for the

exists.

and numerously attended,

organized, on the

firet

as

character was changed to one of a general

and the way was paved

description,

out the province, soliciting their advice and co-operation.

principles of
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Transactions

read.

Amongst

A review
by Mr.

the papers communicated during the Sessions, ter-

May

10th, 1851,

and April

3rd, 1852, were,

of the several clauses in the Surveyor's

Act of 1849,

Stoughton Dennis,

J.

be published.

Standard Instrimients to be kept for reference.
observations to be made and registered.

Philosophical

Board of Arbitration to bo established for the eettlement of
difiiculties arising between members in the practice of their professions.

The Subscription of Members to bo One Pound per annum.
Subscription of Graduates to be Ten Shillings per annum.
It will thus

be seen that the proposed Society was

a professional character.

The foregoing

The

Upon

the ameliorating influences of the climate of Canada,

the formation of the Peninsula and Harbour of Toronto,
S.

A. Fleming.

Prospectus, with a suita-

disheartened, the

monthly meet-

On Lake

Harbours, &c^ by Mr.

by the

Map and

Edward

L. Cull.

and Geology of Canada,

Oil the Mineral Productions

Models of his

On

the effects of Tides,

meetings were regularly issued, and by some of

On

the application of wire to the construction of

entirely

its

members the

abandoned, at a time when their assistance

was most needed.

At last, the attendance at the monthly meetdown to two, and then the prospects of the young
were gloomy indeed. At that small meeting vai-ious

Bridges,

by Mr.

illustrated

Survey, by Mr. Logan.

Oflicial

ings were but indifferently attended, although notices of such

was

by

Mr. F. F. Passmore.

by Mr.

;

society

by

0. Brown.

of

was transmitted to nearly 500 persons throughout
the Province in reply, from twelve to fifteen letters only were

The promoters were

the use of the Telescope, as applied to field practice,

J.

On
strictly

ble circular,

received.

On
Mr.

A

Ellis.

Bow

String

by Mr. Hanvey.

On

the Geology of the Niagara Falls,

On

the

by Mr. Ridout,

ings dwindled
Institute

schemes were talked of as to the ultimate chance of success, and
it was then considered that by opening out the Society to those

whose pursuits or

studies were of a kindred character,

and by

holding regular weekly meetings for the reading and discussing

Ebb and Flow

of water in the American Lakes,

On

the

On

Piling, as practised

management

and navigable

waters,

of Engineering works,

and applicable

by Mr. Kivas

to

by Mr.

Tully,

On

the supply of water to Toronto, by Mr. Cull.

The experiment was tried, and weekly meetings
Were held regularly during the winter months, the attendance
being occasionally good, although often dispiriting.
Several

On

Crib work, as applied for foundations and

Brunei.

interesting communications of professional
tvere read,

some of them ;eliciting

and general

sjiirited discussions.

the meetings were, however, occupied

by

interest

Many

mined

last

on the 12th of April, 1851,

it

was

deter-

that proper steps be taken for obtaining a Charter similar

to the one the Society

now

enjoys.

By

the works at Portsmouth

On

the

piers,

by Mr.

Dock Yards, by Mr. Cumberland.

Tubular Bridges, by Mr. Brunei,

of

discussions connected

with proposed changes in the Constitution and Regulations of
the Society, until at

On
On

Ellis,

works upon our lakes

of papers, the Society would gradually take a practical stand and

proper footing,

by

Mr. Brunei.

this eftbrt its hitherto

eft'ects

of Railways,

Amongst

A

of different grades upon the economical working

by Mr.

J.

O. Brown,

others promised

and in preparation, are,—

paper upon Concrete, as applied

by Mr. Cumberland,

in

foundations under water,

EDITORIAL.
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On
tion,

economical application of native materials of constnic-

tlio

On

on .account of

accGssible

and which aim

their expense,

ard adapting them to the demands of a highly

by Mr. Thomas,
the varieties of native timber with specimens,

by Mr.

J. S.

wealthy condition of

young and rapidly

.at

a stand-

and

artificial

to the exigencies of

society, rather th.an

a

progressive people.

Dennis.

Even were the

On the application of Screw Piles and

Moorings, by Mr. Brunei.

excellencies of foreign periodicals presented to

the Canadian public in a form accessible to

such a

all classes, yet,

would not meet the demands of the present day. As
a thriving agricultural and commerci.al people sprung, as it were,
publication

€mMm

€\)t

into existence during the last half century

S^tirnii

adaptation of

many

extensive countries.

to the public, than

introduce the Canadian Journal

by submitting a

brief exposition of

its

claims

men

an appeal to the professional

to suppoi-t, conjointly with

whose experience and opportunities confer on them that power of co-operation upon which
the ultimate success of this journal mainly rests.

scattered throughout the country,

which

If proof were wanting of the necessity

exists in this

Province for a publication devoted to the Arts and Sciences of
practical

in addition to

life,

what

duction to the present volume,

merate the numerous foreign

meet with a

•which

not unfrequently

liberal

made

it

foreshadowed in the intro-

is

woidd

scientific

suffice

and

perhaps to enu-

artistic periodicals

patronage in Canada, and which are

the

medium

of communicating to the

world the discoveries and inventions of the " sons of the soU."
might, with equal force, be urged that

—

many

It

useful additions to

—

knowledge of our own country

Our commercial

graphical position,
resources

scientific

We
rooted,

do

not,

however, appeal to a

and most worthily

of Canadians,

—nor do we

so,

spirit

as that sentiment

rest oiu-

in the breasts

object of snatching original thought

upon the meritorious

we have a more extended and

in view.

We
a

is

claim to public encouragement

obscurity,

will afford

of nationality, deeply

far

more

are endeavouring to supply such a publication as

medium

of communication between

all

engaged or

interested in scientific or industrial pui-suits, will assist,

and

from

practical design

lighten

climate, productions,

soil,

and

;

economic mineral

lastly,

the imposing

which numbei-s, while

if

rightly directed,

may

place our literary

and

achievements usefully and even.prominently before the

Where may we hope
Canadas

if

to look for information relating to the

Canadians themselves do not supply the materials and

furnish the record

?

How

world of science and of

sh.all

lettere

we
if

elevate our position in the

the " sons of the soil" do not

arouse and exert themselves ?

In every part of Canada men are to be found possessing high
attainments or profound practical knowledge.
To many

now

look for co-operation with confidence,

that a fitting

for the publicity of the information they possess

daily acquiring

is

and are

hopefully offered to them.

The stupendous railway

operations

now

in progress in

many

parts of both Provinces, present rare opportunities for obtaining

much needed

information respecting the geological features of the

The

country through which they pass.
will,

in

many

possessing

instances, obliterate

economic importance,

all

until

of a single winter

frosts

surface traces of strata

accident leads to

their

We

discovery at some future and perhaps distant period.

earn-

estly desire to enlist among-st the conti-ibutors to this journal

and generally administer to the want of that

the gentlemen engaged in the construction of those extensive

already numerous and

who

are desirous of

still

increasing class in British America,

becoming acquainted with the most recent

linos of

communication.

The ample

opportunities for observations of the most useful

inventions and improvements in the Arts, and those scientific

description

changes and discoveries which are in progress throughout the

to solicit their correspondence

world.*

physical features

It

were vain to suppose that the professional

the enterprising manufacturer,

man

generally, or

much less the scientific farmer, or
command needful information

enquiring mechanic could

respecting foreign or domestic progress in practical science and
art

prosperity.

elevate the laboui-s of the mechanic, will afford information

to the manufacturer,

the

and

demand an intimate and widely diffused
advantages we enjoy in relation to geo-

world.

such we
medium

which the Canadian Journal aspires to contribute.

their influence our industry

write very nearly two million people, imperatively solicits that

withheld from the light by the absence of that encouragement and
assistance

many

which, in the couree of time,

and means of communication

exertion which,

scientific

especially the

communities in new and

to

require information respecting

increase in the population of the Canadas,

we

require special

to those unavoidable

relations

acquaintance with the

are

knowledge

We

physical features of our territory,

1852.

must impress with

We cannot more appropriately

and inventions

which attach themselves

conditions

TORONTO, AUGUST,

artifices

—
—we

from the pages of those pubhcations which, out of the abund-

ance of their resources, necessarily limit their range to one or two

departments of industry or knowledge; which are not generally
•Vidu Prospcclua.

they

which are enjoyed by

may be

To

surveyoi-s,

on

all

and natural history of the

relating to the
in

districts

which

engaged.

the operative, deriving from experience a purely pr.octical

knowledge which experience alone can
in the

induce us respectfully

mattei-s

hope of obtaining

.assistance

give,

we

and counsel

address ourselves

in matteis

wherein

the busy lessons of the workshop arc far more v.aluable than the

unapplied sj^eculations of retirement and study.
It is not

our intention to

by our contemporary

tresp.ass

ujwn the

field

now

the Agriculturist, yet so vast

occupied

and uncx-

ON THE ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA OF
the domain

ploi-eJ

is

amono-

its

novelties

Agricultural Science, that

ol"

may

iiud,

tlie raiiililer

without cncroaclimont,

fruit

and

and ad\ance

flowere in abundance wherewith to enrich our store

the public good.

To

all

who

are interested in the objects of this journal

ao-ain to state, that the progressive

we beg

improvement and extension of

of the work will be commensurate with the support which

be accorded to

Canadian

may bo

it

Institute

by the

public,

and the degree

may

which the

to

and the promotere of the Canadian Journal

successful in soliciting and' combining the talents of tliose

which they appeal.

classes to

LIGHT'
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by the Sun's rays: without this, the shadow of every thick cloud
would involve us in absolute darkness, and the stars would be visible
all day, and at night appear as brilliant sparks in the midst of intense
blackness. The amount of absorption will be greater as the density
of the air which the ray traverses and the length of its path
increase, and from these arise the diminished briUiancy of the
Sun when on the horizon, and also the faintness of the light of
distant terrestrial objects and their coni;equent indistinctness.

De Saussure has shewn by experiment that the blue rays of
the solar light are more reflected by the atmosphere than the
rest, and the red rays more easily tivansmitted ; thus, as the depth
and density of the .stratum of air increases the more will the blue
tint disappear and the le 1 predominate, as we see in the Sun at
its

and

rising

The blue

setting.

more decided

tint is

zenith than on the horizon where the colour of the sky

times quite white,

Indian Remains.

and the

ascend from the earth

NOTICE BY THE REV.

C.

some-

we

intensity of the blue increases as

at a certain height, the

;

in the

is

sky appears nearly

black.

DADE.

On

the evening of a clear day as the

Sun approaches the

following account of a remarkable Indian burying ground,

horizon, the sky in his neighbourhood appears of a glowing red

which I visited soon after its discovery, may be interesting to
you, though, no doubt it has been thoroughly ransacked since,
and you may probably be acquainted with it. The spot is in
Beverly Township, and was then a part of the farm of Mr. Call,

ishing rapidly towards the zenith and the east at the same time,
in the point of the heavens opposite to the Sun, we often see the

The

Dundas and two and a half from the
Guelph road. The burymg ground is situated on a ridge thickly
wooded with beech, maj^ile, &c., running east and west about a
On
mile, and bounded by a rivulet called the Dundas Creek.
the summit I found several pits newl}"- opened, and a vast quanten or twelve miles from

human bones at the depth of about four feet. Among
the bones were iron tomahawks, brass kettles, pipes, beads, wampum, conch shells, &c.

tity of

home

and amongst the rest two
skulls, (the owner of one had evidently fallen by the blow of a
tomahawk,) a pipe elegantly formed of clay, a pipkin, &c.
There were three or four pits which had been opened beyond the
memory of the oldest settler. Trees were growing over tlie
graves of the same size as those in the surrounding woods, (one
It was thought tliat in the
beech being two feet in diameter.)
eleven pits, at lea.st 2000 persons had been inten-cd in one of
I \'isited this
the smallest pits a person counted 125 skeletons.
1 brought

several specimens,

;

place in 1836.

—A

neighbour of mine, last year, ploughed up a copper
P. S.
wedge, of the size and shape of common iron wedges used in
splitting rails, about a quarter of a mile from the lake.
July 3rd, 18.52.

On

the Atmospheric

Phenomena

Clierrimaii,

of Light: by J. Bradford

M. A., F. C. P.

S.,

(Fellow of St. Johtiii College, Camhriilge, and Dep. Prof, of
Mathematics and Natural Pldlomphij in the Univcrsiiy of
Toronto.)
Tiie atmosphere which surrounds theEarth possessesin

common

with other ini|ieifoctly transjiarcnt media the property of modifying
light

which

in three distinct

ways, namely, by absorption, transrais.sion and i-eflection, though in proportions whose
amount is not exactly determinable. Erom the exjierimonts of de
SausRure on the plains of Germany, this much seems demonstrated,
that, of the Sun's rays incident on tlic upper surface of the atmostlie

pluTC, the

entei's

it,

Sun

beingiii (liczeuitji and tlioskv ipiite clear, not more
llian twYHlliinlsrearh Ihe Knrtii, 111.', rest being either alisorbed or
relle<'ted.

sky,
i^x\

tlie

It is to this relleclion tliat

insensible grajation between

light

by which

objects arc visible

we owe

:

same red

tint prevailing,

and attaining

its

greatest intensity just

Shortly aftenvards, below
red part appears a circular segment of decided blue, the line
of separation being in general sharjaly defined as the Sun sinks
lower, the red gradually disappears, and in the west is succeeded
by a briglit grey which fadas off as it meets the blue eastern segment. This latter is due to the shadow of the Earth projected on
the sky and coloured only by the blue diffused light; the grey,
at the instant of the Sun's sinking.

this

:

which

constitutes twilight, is

due to the

reflection of the Sun's

by which we enjoy his
when it can no longer reach us by direct transmission it
deepens by degrees as the Sun sinks, and becomes altogetlier dark
when the Sim is more than 18° below the horizon. The duration

rays at the upper strata of the atmosphere
light

:

of twilight depends on the latitude of the place and the time of
year in the latitude of Toronto, the longest twilight lasts Ih. 36m.
;

summer

and the shortest, about 48 minutes, occurs
on Marcli .3rd and September 5th. In latitude
48 J° and .any place higher than this, t-svilight at the summer
solstice will continue all night
at the

solstice

;

in the presentj-ear

Sometimes, but very rarely, when the Sun has set, there is seen
a pale glimmer extending upwards from him in a conical shape
towai'ds the north-west and reaching to a considerable height.
fine instance was observed in the present year
it is due, undoubtedly, to the light thrown on the sky by the strata of air
actually below the horizon and directly illuminated by the Sun's

A

;

rays.

When a ray of light proceeding from an object passes obliquely
through a medium varying from point to point in density like the
atmosjjhere, its path is no longer a straight hne as in \acuo, but a
curve whose nature depends on the law of variation of the medium,
and as the direction in wliieli tin' oliject is seen is determined by
the direction of the ray on eiileiino- the eye, it lull.iws that the
places in which objects appear In lie are imt (he places tiny actually
occupy the necessity of making an allowance for this gives rise
to one of the mo.st important astronomical corrections, called
:

The

Eefraetion.

eft'ect

above their

\ertieally

of this refraction

real places

is

to

by an amount

raise all objects

wliich

is

greater

as the object

is nearer to the horizon:* thus the Sun's "disc is
completely visible to ns when he has sunk quite below the horizon,
and appears distorted in shape into a sensible o\al, the horizontal

liiebliie e<il(iur of the

day and

when

or orange colour, extending along the western horizon, but dimin-

niglit,

and the

•It

dillii-

notdircctlv illuminaled

is

recorilfi] liy a late

deserts lliere, at

above

their

tii-sl

Alricnn liavcller,

lie invai-ialilv

llial in

shooting on ihe sandy
appealing miieh

lired loo liiali, ilic linds

red places from the uniisuallv sreal

refi.ulion.

ON THE ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA OF LlOHT.
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axis biiing ouo-uiglitli greater

have been constructed

Cluiii

the vertical.

Various

tallies

tor gi\ing tlie aniouut of correction to

be

applied at different altitudes the best English ones are constructed
from the following expression which is to be deducted from the
:

obser\ed zenith-distance.
c.tan.z

(1

—.00128

The aqueous
sec^z)

in the

the apparent zenith-distance, and c represents the
h.
6'J"6f)
in which a; is the temvariable tpantity

Where

z

any hypothesis
and

law of variation of (leii>ily, only ;i^-muing
the same at ecpal distuuees tioiu llir Earlii's
purposes for

as to the

that the density
;

it is

is

sufficiently accurate for astronomical

above 26°, but below this the law of variation must be
taken into account, and as we are altogether ignorant of this law,
the foriuulie and tables for low altitudes are more or less empirical.
remarkable and ingenious one was constructed by Laplace
(Mec. Cel.,) and the French tables are founded upon it but very
near the horizon, the irregularities of refraction, arising from local
and accidental circumstances, are so great as to foil all attempts to
all altitudes

A

:

express

particles suspended in the air as clouds, or fiiUing
shape of rain or snow present many beautiful phenomena.

is

r+.UU2USU3j;' 29.93
perature of the air expressed by the number of degTees above
freezing point, (Fahrenheit) and /* the height of mercury iu the
barometer in inches. This formula is obtaiiird iii;l(.'|«'ndcn(ly of

centre

house on the Catskills, when at sunrise the face of the cliff' and the
front of the house were seen by the spectators standing on the ledge
on which the house is built, together with their own images, vividlyreflected in front of them as the morning mist just cleared away.*

them by a mathematical formula.

It is a singular fact that the changes of humidity in the atmosdo not produce any sensible effect on the refraction the
reason being that the density of suspended vapour is less than that
of air very nearly in the same ratio that its refractive power is
jihere

;

power of aqueous vapour is
about the same as that of the atmosphere. The effects produced
by refraction are sometimes exceedmgly curious. When the stratum of air next the Earth differs very much in density from that
above it, the rays from an object which would not otherwise reach
the spectator, may be bent back from the higher stratum and thus
furnish an image in addition to the one seen by direct rays, and
elevated or depressed with regard to it according as the higher
medium is rarer or denser than the lower one. Thus if the temperature of the sea is higher than that of the atmosphei'e, owing to
the slower coolmg of the former, the stratum of air immediately
above the sea becomes rarer than the one higher uj) and a spectator situated iu the denser medium and looking at an object in that
stratum, mil see, at the same time with the image furnished by
direct vision and below it, an inverted image produced by rays bent
upwards from the lower medium. To this class of phenomena
belong the well-known Fata Morgana, the appearances seen on
the sandy plains of Egypt, and called by the French Mirage, and
the Looming occasionally seen in parts of Great Britain.
greater, so that the effective refractive

:

The gorgeous colouring of the clouds with their infinite vaiieties
of hght and shade are readily explainable on the principles above
indicated, the Sun's light Ijeing transmitted in different tints
according to the depth and density of the vapour through which it
passes, and the clouds themselves reflecting or transmitting it
variously according to the position they occupy relatively to the
Sun and spectator. In the morning and evening, the clouds, floating with their largest dimensions horizontal, present greater masses
of vapour to be traversed by the Sun's rays than when he is vortical,
and this, along with the circumstance of the longer horizontal range
of the air, gives the reason why the sky is then distinguished by
richer colouring than at mid-day.

Among the

arrangements of clouds which produce remarkable
be noticed those of diveig'ing and converging beams,
by the name of the Sun drawing water;"
they generally indicate wet weather, as they only occur when the
air is charged with vapour.
The former arises simply from some
of the Sun's rays being stopped by clouds whUe others are aUowed
to pass through openings therein or, to speak more con-ectly, from
the shadows of clouds being projected on the sky so as to obscure
parts of it in the neighbourhood of the Sun it most frequently
occui-s when the Sun is not far from the horizon.
The latter pheeffects

may

known

in the country

'•

;

;

nomenon

is

of

much rarer occurrence, and consists of arcs of

great

apparently cutting each other in a pioint of the heavens
below the horizon in the prolongation of the fine drawn from the
Sun to the spectator. This apparent convergence is pm-ely an affect
of perspective, the rays themselves being parallel but appearing to
approach each other as their distance from the spectator increases,
hke the opposite rows of gas-lamps in a long street. Another
singular form is that to which the French have given the name of
bandes polaires, when the arrangement of the clouds is such as to
cause the illmninated portion of the sky seen between them to
assume the form of an auroral arch, but considerable obscurity still
hangs over this phenomenon.
circles

When

a light cloud

is

disc is often surrounded

intei-posed before the

by several coloured

Sun

rings,

or Moon, the
each displaymg

the prismatic tints with the red on the inside and the violet outside, the diameter of the inner ring varying from 1 ^ to 4 degrees
these rings are called corona, and are most commonly seen round

Moon; wdien round the Sun, they are best discerned by
and in this way Newton succeeded in detecting three at once. The cause of this appearance baffled even
the

When the

higher stratum

is

rarer than the lower, as sometimes

liappens from the air above the sea being suddenly heated by the

Sun, the appearances wUl be reversed, an inverted image beingformed as before, but in this case elevated above the true image.
second sudden change of density in the ascending strata may
give rise to another image still, elevated above the other two and
erect, as actually observed by Cap)tain Scoresby, who.-ilsn ivlntes
an instance in which he recognized his fatlii'i's \r>s.'l, w Inn nt a

A

30 miles, and therefore far beyond the limit of direct
by means of an inverted image in the air, so well defined

distance of
vision,

This also ])oints to the
sail could be distinguished.
probable explanation of the remarkable case of "the French sailor
who was accustomed to pi'edict the approach of
vessels long before they could be detected by the t^escope, and
wdien they must have been far below the horizon.

that every

in the Mauritius,

Phenomena of

a somewhat similar nature are sometimes produced by reflection, a slight haze acting as a mirror. The spectre of
the Brocken is well known, and a beautiful instance is recorded as
having been seen by Dr. Buchan at Brighton, (see Sir D. Brewster's
Natural Magic.)
The same has been obser\-cd at the Mountain-

reflection in water,

Newton's sagacity, and

it was reserved for the famous Young to
point out, that the rings resulted from his doctrine of the interference of rays on the undulatory hypothesis, the same cause that
produces the colours of a soap bubble and the prismatic tints of a

web. Young announced from theory that the diametere
of the successive rings would be as the natural numbers 1, 2, 3,
and this prediction has been verified by the obser5,
vations of M. Delegenne.
The same principle explains also a
phenomenon, first noticed by Bouguer, and called by him anthelie,
that when the shadow of a spectator is thrown on a cloud, or on
the ground covered with dew, the shadow of the head is seen
surrounded with coloured ring's, like the "glories" round the
heads of saints in old ]Mctures a similar effect has been observed
by M. Babinet when his shadow fell on the smoke of artillery,
spider's

:

*I cannot refrain frotii rccoiiimendinjj all lovers of sceneiy and science
pay a visi; lo llit; Mnujiluin House al Calskill ; llie view of sunrise from
plaKonn, and llie irises of llie walerfall om-rni.
ns oplieal appearances, and liie njlural bcaulies of llie neiglibourh ud are not delracled from
by the fad of the liulel being an txcellunl one.
lo

tlie

.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,
on a bauk of fog, and even on the bubbles of a small brook.
Professor Necker describes another beautiful phenomenon, the
explanation of which must be referred to the same piinciple;
" If the Sun is rising behind a hill covered with trees and brushwood, a spectator just within the verge of the shadow of tlie hill
will see all the little branches thrown into relief against the sky,
not, however, dark and opaque, but glowing with a white brilliancy like silver, even to the depth of several feet bebw the

summit of the

hill."

When the suspended aqueous vapour is condensed and descends
in the

form of

rain, it gives rise to

the splendid and familiar spec-

This consists in general of two circular
tacle of the rainbow.
and concentric arcs, separated by a dark interval of about 8°
breadth, the outer one being much the fainter of the two, and
each exhibiting the prismatic coloui-s, in the inner the violet being
on the inside while in the outer the order of colour is revereed.
The fii-st person to point out the origin of the bows was Antonius
de Dominis, Archbishop of Spalatro, in 1611, A. D.; his explanation y/as appropriated by DesCartes, but as the true theoiy of
colours was not at that time known, it was left for Newton to
give a full account of the phenomenon. It was by him shewn,
beyond doubt, that the inner or primary bow is formed by the

Sun's rays which reach tlie spectator's eye at emergence from the
rain-drops under the angle of least deviation after one internal
reflexion, and in like manner the outer or secondary bow by these

emerging after two internal reflexions. So also a tertiary bow
would be formed after three such i-eflexions, surrounding the Sun
with an angular radius of 40° 21', but the light is so much
diminished at each successive reflexion as to be too faint to make
any impression on the retina, and this bow has consequently never
been seen.* In some instances a colomed arch has been seen
between the two bows, and not concentric with them, aiising
undoubtedly from the reflexion of the lower part of the primary
falls below the horizon at the surfaxje of a river or
Sometimes, also within the primary and outside the
secondary, are seen successive coloured bands, being of a reddishpurple in contact with the violet of the bows, then green, purple,
and so on in the order of Newton's rings. Young shewed that
these resulted from the interference of rays which undergo the
same deviation at angles of incidence a little less and greater than
Lastly, Mr.
that which furnishes the ray of least deviation.

bow which
lake.

&c.
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and property most generally arose.
With regard to the road, or permanent way, from which fewer
accidents occurred than from any other cause, its complete cflTtn;and for
tivencss was the basis of all safety in railway travelhng
keeping it up, constant vigilance was necessary, especially when
any great and sudden change of weather took place, as then the
weak points were sure to show themselves. It was a very rare
occiirrence for trains to run off the line and when they did so,
it was more genejally due to obstructions designedly placed
on the line than to any neglect of the superintendents or
life

and injury

to person

;

;

With raspect to the rolling stock, it appeared
the platelayers.
from a return of one thousand cases of engine failures and
defects witliin two years on the London and North- Western
Railway, that burst and leaky tubes nearly doubled any other
class of failure
and that these, with broken springs and broken
;

amounted to one-thhd of the whole number and though
they caused no direct danger to the public, yet as producing a
temporary or permanent inability of the engine to carry on its
These
train, they might be the remote cause of collision.
and other circumstances had led many persons to suggest
valves,

;

various contrivances for communicating between the passengers,
the guard, and the engine-driver, almost all of which were idenThis
tical in princijile, consisting of a connecting wire or rope.

A

more feasible and favourite
plan had been tried and failed.
one was that recommended by the Railway Commissioners, which
was to continue the foot-boards, so as to form a narrow platform
from end to end of the train, but a committee of railway officials
had subsequently expressed then- unanimous condemnation of the
The plan now adopted on the London and Northmeasure.
western Railway, was, for the guard's van, at the end of the train,
to project about a foot beyond the other carriages, so that the
guard looking through a window in this projection might notice
the waving of a hand or a handkerchief; this was, of course,
All these causes, however, did not produce a
useless at night.
tithe of the accidents which resulted from a want of attention to
signals atid a neglect of regulations, which of all sources of danger
were the most prohfic. The Electric Telegraph had greatly
facihtated working under variable circumstances, and so beneficial
had its effects been, that during the year 1851, out of V,000,000
passengers, or nearly one-third of the population of England, who
had travelled over the London and North- Western RaSwa}', only
one individual had met with his death (from which casualty the

Airy, having observed that the greatest intensity of illumination
does not occur exactly in the place indicated by the geometrical
construction, has investigated the whole subject as a problem of
interferences on the undulatory hypothesis, and his results have
been fully verified by the experiments and measurements of
Professor Miller, so that the theory of the Rainbow may now be

author also suftered) and this was the eflect of the gravest disobedience of orders.
In the six months during which the Exhibition was open, 775,000 persons were conveyed by excursion
trains alone, in 24,000 extra carriages, all centering in a single
focus, arriving at irregular hours and in almost unlimited numbers, from more than thirty railways, without the most trifling

said to be complete.

casualty, or even interruption to the ordinary extensive business

Similar appearances ought to be produced when the Moon is
the illuminating body, but" her light is so much fainter than that
of the SuH as to render the occurrence even of a primary bow
very rare so far as I am aware, the secondary and supernumerary

of that

line.

The author thought undue importance had been

attiiched to the question of irregularity in the times of the trains,

as an essential element of safetj', for with perfect signals
well disciplined

staft'

no amount of

and a

irregularity should lead to

;

bows have never been

seen.

To
Railway Accidents;

he continued.

tltcir

Cause and Means of Prevention;

detailing? particularly tlie various contrivances wliicli
are in use, and liave been proposed; witli the Regula-

tions ot some of the principal Lines, by Capl. 1*1. Ilnisli.
(Read before the Inslitulion of Civil Engineers.)
considered those points connected with the
The author
road, and the machinery employed upon it, from which loss of
first

• Tliis is contrary lo the .statement of Dr. Lloyd, who says that tertiary
rainliows have been observed ; he liowever refe's to no particular instance,
and 1 certainly have never lieard o( one. M. Babinel, an ac ule observer,
was unable under the most favorable citcumslances to perceive the faintest

trace of one.

danger; but, on the contrary, it should, to a certain extent, by its
very uncertainty, induce increased vigilatice, and therefore greater
Accidents veiy rarely happened frotn foreseen circumsafety.
stances, but generally from a simultaneous conjunction of several
The
causes, and each of these was provided for as it iuose.
statistics of railways, and the periodical publication of the Government returns, drew public attention very pointedly to the
aggi'egato of accidents but it was believed that if due regard
was had to comparative results, if the accidents to steamers, or in
mines, to omnibus passengers, or even to pedestrians, were as
carefully recorded, that then, whether as regarded the ease and
celerity of transit, or the facility of conveying nutnbers, the railway system, even in its present state, would be found to be
incomparably safer than any other system in the previous or
;

present history of locomotion.

EXTRACTS FROM EXHIBITION LECTURES.
Extracts from Exhibition Lectures,
delivered before the Society of
Arts.
Professor Osven

g'i\-es

the following

account of a comparatively

which promises

art,

<jf

new branch

to prove of

great importance
Oelatines.

— Such

and

coral, shell,

productions as
are naturally

peai'l,

by their intrinsic beauty or
But the most refuse and unnn iting, and seemingly most worthless

attractive
larity.

>arts

of animal bodies, are turned to

uses of the

most unexpected kind by
skill and science of man.

the inventive

The raw materials chiefly used in
manufactures derived from the gelatinous textures of animal bodies, may
divided, as regards their commer,'

value and application, into two
uds:

al

The gelatines and glues, proso called, derived from the disof certain animal tissues, and

1st.
i-ly

ilution

-pecially fi-om the

of animals

irts

waste residue of

which haxe served

tor food, or for the operations of tan-

X nmg,

^;i;(/^

or for the fabiication, as from
bones, of articles in imitation of ivory,

'^X^

01

_:;^

/

from the waste

^ mg
.

\

more especially of the sturgeon

family,

(Acipenseridce,) preserving a peculiar
texture, on which their value in the

/,;

_™,

."^1 lefining

""^
'

particles in the carv-

itself.

2nd. The cleaned and dried niembranes of different species of fish,

'-jj

\

_

of ivoj-y

of fermenting liquore more
depends such membranes

especially

''

I

;

are called " isinglass."

The most remarkable progi-ess iu
the economical extraction and prepaition of pure gelatines and glues from
the waste remnants of the skins, bones,
1

"

ti-udons, ligaments,

and other

gelatin-

ous tissues of animals, has been made
in France, where the well-organized

admirably

aid

arranged

establish-

the slaughter of cattle, sheep,
horees in large towns, give great

iients for

1

md
md valuable
al

ic

facilities for

the econom-

applications of all the waste pai-ts

animal bodies. Among the beauproductions of this industry, the
exhibited b}' its chief origi\ ecimens
a xtoi, M. L. F. Grenet, under No. 247,
mented pecuhar approbation. They

<

)f

titul

<

mcluded

thm

1

stuffs,

different kinds of gelatine iu

\) ers,

and

adapted for the dressing of
for gelatinous baths, in

clanfi(.ition of

tho
wines which contain a

sufBcicnt cpiantity of tannin to preci-

pure and white
htines cut into threads forthe use of
U(.u' 01 ice pipei, toi LOjiyiiig drawings; and, finally,
gilt aelat nes a 1 ipted to a variety of purposes, and
\

'fll

\eiy thm wliilt. ami tulll^|lalellt sIklI^
the cmfettionei
a quantity of objects of luxiirj
ornaraont foi'iiie 1 d
.

i/

II

\*Si

H^

t,

itite the gelatine

;
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M. Grenet, wlio
to the fjibrication of artificial or fancy flowei-s.
on a large scale, out of various residues

Avas the firet to fabricate

of animal bodies of little value, these beautiful and diversified
product?, many of wliicli previously had been derived from the
costly substauce^singlass,

more

was deemecT by the jury

to

merit the award of the council medal.
Manv manufacturers in France have risen to great eminence
H. Castelle,
in this line by following the processes of M. Grenet.
of Paris, exhibited (No. 107) a still more varied assortment of
the modifications of gelatine, amongst which were particularly
deserving of notice the very large sheets of transparent gelatine,
colourless, white, of various well-defined colours, and embossed or
stamped with elegant patterns.
Bell, Esq., M. P., in his lecture on pharmaceutical proand products, gives a curious illustration of the extent to
which tlie consumer is prejudiced by the obstacles which intervene between himself and producer

Jacob

cesses

:

An

ingenious application of the science of chemistry consists
in the manufacture of artificial essences of pears, pine-apples, and
few specimens which I have received from Mr.
other fruits.
Piper, of Upper Winchester Street, Penton-sille, are on the table.

A

is rather aaid, but when
The best
the resemblance to the fruit is recognised.
and the jargonelle pear; the green
gage, apricot, black cui-rant, and mulberry, when properly mixed,
They are quite innocuous in the proportions
are fair imitations.
I have been
used, namely a drop or half a drop to the ounce.

In the concentrated form, the smell
diluted,

imitations are the pine-apple

[1852

which has

since been obtained from the fruit itself.
Fmther
experiments led to the discovery of other artificial essences.

a series of specimens of scammony from tlie English
No. 1 ispm-e; the others are more or less adulterated,
No.
to
5, which is not worthy of the name of scammon}'.
In the Turkish collection, where we might have expected to find
scammony unusually fine. No. 1 is about on par >vith No. 3 in
those above mentioned, and No. 5 would not be recognized as
seammonj' except by the label on the botttle. It is only witliin
a few yeare that pure scammony has been known in England,
and its introduction arose from the circumstance of several samples of scammony being analysed, and found to be adulterated
(chiefly with starch and chalk) to an extent varying from about
15 to 60 per cent The fact being reported to the merchant
abroad, he rephed, that he made it to suit the demand, and
mixed it according to the price. He said he would send it pure
if desired, but it would be dear in proportion.
From that time,
" virgin scammon}'," as it is called, has been in the English
market, but it has not yet foimd its way to the continent of
Europe. Several foreign professors, lecturers ou materia medica,
and possessors of extensive museums, had never seen pure scammony until they saw it at the Great Exhibition, and were glad
to obtain a few ounces as a specimen, to take home with them as
Similar remarks may be made with regard to opium,
a curiosity.
of which we had specimens from various localities.
This is a
drug which, like many othera, is adulterated to suit the demand.

Here

is

collection.

down

—

informed, that some of the ices furnished in the Great Exhibition
were flavoured with these essences. The introduction of these
preparations originated, I believe, in the discovery of the fact, that

Note We are indebted lo Ihe liberality and courtesy of the Proprietors of
lliii^ilraled London IVeWs for the stereotyped plate of the Canadian
Department of the Great Exhibition. We have also been favoured with
stereotyped plates of various articles contributed by Canadians, which we
We beg lo tender our
shall introduce into the Journal as occasion offers.

the pecuhar flavour of " pine-apple

respectful thants to the Proprietors of the Illustrated

rum" was due

to butyric ether,
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We

would remind those of our

may

mincls

so;u'

to smile at the

illustrate,

tliat

whose

who may be

wide, and

fifty feet

common-place nature of the work we now

one object of the Canadian Journal

information on matters of

common

necessity

in the full con\iction that the efficient

of such

and Bridge

above the preparation of a plan for a Mill-dam

or a Bridge across a creek

tempted

professional brethren

bumble works

is

is

among

to impart

the jieople,

and permanent constmction

as essential, in theh' several localities, to

the general progress of the country, as are those of far gTeater

In fuitherance of

magnitude.

co-operation of

and
give

set

whose

without

subjects, not

ample

all

the

this

attention

confident

purpose,

we

im-ite

the

has been given to these
expectation

that the ex-

by our inteUigeut correspondent, whose diagrams

descriptions

we

wUl be

below,

the

for

a Creek

London News.

Fifty Feet Wide.

A

bed of soft clay.
dam had been previously constructed on the
same site, hut had been twice carried away, o^rfng to the sudden rise
of water, wa.shing away and undermining the banks on each side of
the abutments.
In order to jjrevent the recurrence of suuilar accidents it was necessary to construct a dam vnth a very wide water
way or apron and to connect tlie abutments with the banks by
puddle ditches aud shut pihng, as well as to construct the sluices
in such a manner as to admit of the water-way being readily
enlarged to such an extent as to allow the passage of the water
;

duiing the heaviest freshets without allowing it to rise above the
abutments. These conditions are fulfilled by the design which
I will now briefly describe.

The bed

first excavated to a depth of three
ordinaiy lexel under the whole breadth of the dam,
('one half the breadth of the creek being completed while the
other half served fur
the water,
the dry
season w.^s inconsi-

feet

below

of the creek was

its

I

generously

followed

by many practical
men,whose experience
will

enable

them

derable,^ round piles
1

2

inches

diameter

were driven to a
depth of about 12

to

furnish nititerials pos-

on

feet,

as indicated

sessing that rare value

the

plan,

which experience

the cross timbere are

a-

upon these
drawings

I

in this

com-

munictition were

made

enclose

which

notched and bolted

lone can give.

The

to

a Mill-dam and
Bridge acro.ss a creek,
the banks of which were about 120

longitudi-

nal timbei's are

pla-

ced and secured. The
second row of piles
from the upper side,
being square, are left

for

feet apart,

and of deep loam, the

sufficiently

high to receive the cap piece of the apron, which

is
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double and securely framed to them and braced, as shown to form
Three inch sheet piling was then driven above and
the apron.
below the dam and securely spiked to the outside longitudinal timbers, and continued well into the bank so as to prevent the water
penetrating and destroying the foundation coarse gravel and clay
^vas closely packed among the foundation timbere and well rammed. The whole apron was also filled with the same material,
and covered with five-inch plank, secured with trenails and spikes.
The piers being planked inside and out are in the absence of stone,
which could not be conveniently procured filled to the top vnth.
coarse grarel intei-mixed with clay ; cross ties being inserted at
intervals, dovetailed upon the posts to prevent the sides from
puddle
spreading.
ditch was made about
twenty feet into the
banks on each side
from the land piers,
and being well puddled, secured the banks
;

—
—

A

Ac.

of the planks were put on with If inch oak

In some cases where large stone can be conveniently obtained it
be cheaper to build a Dam of this kind without piHng.
this occui-s the piles may be dispensed with, and the timber merely bedded in the bottom of the creek the piers and
apron being well packed with stone will serve to keep the dam
firm there should then, however, be a pier in the middle of the
length of the dam, instead of the framing shown in the drawing,
in order to keep down that part of the foundation.
Since in creeks
liable to heavy freshets, and where the water sometimes hacM up
below the dam to a

may

Where

;

:

considerable height,the

whole

in
manner
The
which the Bridge is
placed on the piei-s, is

which object
would of coui-se be
effected by the addi-

structure,

evi-

dent from the drawings, and the accompanying estimate of the
quantity of material necessary to complete the structure, will afford
It was deemed
sufficient data from which to estimate its cost.
advisable when building this dam to avoid using any but the most
simple plan for hoisting the sluice boards at the same time, it is
evident, that should it at any time be desirable to introduce a more
complete apparatus, any of the numerous contrivances for that
;

pui^pose

may be

tion of sufficient stone
as before stated.

The

Applications of Centrifugal Action to Manfacturing purIt is well known that a centrifugal machine has been
hitherto employed with much advantage for the drying of textile
fabrics and for clarifying sugar but these are not the only purposes to which it is adapted for every day new applications of
this apparatus suggest themselves, and important problems are
now learn that one of the most
solved by its means.
important operations of bi'ewing may be wonderfully simplified
by the use of a centrifugal apparatus. It has been hitherto considered extremely difficult to reduce the temperature of beer to
the degree of coolness requisite it has been necessary to make
use of refrigeratora for this purpose, and, notwithstanding all
It occurred to
precautions, mistakes not unfrequently happen.
some English brewer's that this difficult cooling process might be
This idea has been
effected by means of a centrifugal machine.
put in practice with complete success. The beer was reduced to
the desired temperature by merely passing it through the machine
and this was effected not only with great rapidity, but also with
considerable economy.
Some time back, M. Touche, of Paris,
endeavoured to produce ice by means of a hydrofugal apparatus.
He did not succeed in reducing water to the freezing point, but
he cooled it to a degree far below that requhed in brewing beer.
It would be superfluous to explain these results, for every one is
acquainted with the effects of a very rapid ventilation, and the
centrifugal machines are made to rotate at the rate of 3000
revolutions per minute, and even quicker.
We are further in-

—

;

;

We

;

following

is

the estimate of material for the

Dam

and

Bridge :

Round

piles

Square

of hardwood 12 inches diameter, hneal

do.

pinewood 12

do.

do.

3 inch sheet piling, board measure, superficial
Oak and elm squared timber, cubic feet,

Pine

readily adapted.

It will be seen from the drawings that the outside jilanking of
the piei-8 was put on diagonally, in order to brace the framing, and
The whole
thus save the necessity of framing braces in the work.

poses.

being

more to prevent the
foundation from rising
than to support the
weight of the super-

ovei-flowing them.

sufficiently

structui-e

becomes so
buoyant that it is in
danger
floating
of
away, hence the object of the piling was
timber,

from destruction in the
event of an extraordinary rise of water

made

the butts only

trenails,

being spiked.

do,

do.

do.

do.
feet,

iron, in lbs.,

spikes, in lbs.,

-

-

do,

3 inch pine plank, board measure, superficial feet
5 inch oak and elm
do,
do,

Wrought
Wrought

feet,

-

-.-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1680
660
5250
3500
3450
42300
12000
1740
goo

in certain manufactories in Alsace a hydrofugal
used for making starch. When the flour is stirred
about in water, the diflerent substances range themselves according to their specific gravities, unless prevented by some peculiar
circumstances.
Now, this is precisely the result obtained by the
centrifugal machine starch, being the heaviest substance, separates
itself from the othei's, and is first precipitated.
The centrifugal
machine may also be advantageously applied for classifying grain,
seed or ore?, according to their respective densities, whether hquid
or sohd, provided they are not of a cohesive nature, or that
whatever cohesiveness they possess may be easily removed. In

fornied that

machine

is

;

the centrifugal appai-atus may be applied to so many different manufactures, that it may be justly looked upon as one of the
most fortunate and fruitful inventions of modern times. Moniieur

fact,

Industriel,

—

Syphon Filter. The Syphon Filter is, perhaps, the most
convenient kind for general purposes, as it may be readity carried
about and used by any ordinarily available pressure. The shape
It is made of wliite
of the filter is that of an elongated bell.
metal ; and, at the top of the beU-sliaped vase, there is inserted
an inflexible metal tube, furnished with a stop-cock near the end.
The vase is filled with powdered quartz, of various degrees of
fineness, and the mouth of it is closed with a perforated cover.
When required to be used, the vase is inverted in the water to be
filtered,

and the tube

is

allowed to hang below

it.

Wlien the

air

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING,
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withdrawn, the water rises through the powdered quartz, and
the tube and, by syphonic action, the Water is drawn do\Yn
The lower the tube the greater the
its superior gravity.
pressure, for the weight of water flowing do-\vi\ operates on the
filtering surface as directiy as if the same column of fluid were
The amount of pressure is, however, limited to
placed "above it.
that of the pressure of the atmosphere for were the tube lengthened beyond 30 feet, the column of water would separate and
This filter rendeis the muddiest water beautifully
leave a vacum.
clear when acting with the pressure of not more than two feet,
Report on the Great
at the rate of four gallons an hour.

Agricultural Engineering.
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ic.

;

The farm

by

;

Exhibition.

Harold

of

Littledale,

practice

County of

now becoming by no means uncommon among the
of the day. The experiment so thoroughly

scientific AgricultuTists

and

by Mr.

successfully carried out

Littledale, deiives additional

and importance when contemplated with regard to the
proposed distribution of the sewage water of London and some
interest

of the large provincial towns, over the farms in the vicinity of

Canadian Farmers are not in

those great centres of popidation.

a position to avail themselves of the expensive

Rodd's Registered Filter-tap.

the

Esq., of

Chester, Eno'land, furnishes an illustration of the very artificial

artifices

described

Such examples, however, serve well to encourage the
enterprising in this country, to seize upon every rational means
below.

is an outside view of Mr. Rodd's filter, and fig. 2 is a
about quarter size. It is of brass, tinned inside, to prevent the shghtest contamination of the water and is composed
of three cylindei-s, the second one having a series of small holes,
dj-iUed laterally near the bottom, through which the water enters
which
the filter,
„„i

Fig. 1

section,

raising the standard of Ilusbandjy,

of

and

to

at that

ari'ive

;

may be

flllil|,JSllili,illliiiiii:i.

attached

directly to the cis-

The

tern or butt.

course of the water
shown by the
is

The

arrows.
is

filter

fiUed with peat

charcoal,

or other

practice

which secures the

neration with comparatively,

The

we

subjoined

details

amount of permanent remu-

greatest

the least expenditure of capital.
extracted from

the

report to the

Board of Health on Liscard Farm near Birkenhead, by

W.

Leej

Esq., Superintending Inspector.

Mr. Littledale has drained

the land on this farm capable

all

Both pipes and

of being drained.

tiles

Some

have been used.

of the drains are laid only 2-^ feet deep, others 4 feet, and latterly,
The average width between
increased as the result of experience.
the chains is about 2 1 feet. The cost was £4 to £5 sterlmg jjer ax;re

approved material.

When
stufi'

the filthy
supplied by

water companies is passed thro'
one of these filters,
it will pass out not

the

Fig.

1.

only

me-

chanical Ij',
but chemically purified,
4\^

from the

Liquid manure

a hydrant for every 300 yards of main.
150 yards of hose the distriThe quantity
butor and boy can irrigate 10 acres per day.
distributed to each acre being about 4,118 gallons.
for

150

-^'' '-^—

^^^

—-'^—S^i

and

There

acres.

The hydrants

is

are so fixed that with

The hose pipe

is

of gutta percha, and consists of 75 yards, 2
2s. 6d. per yard, and 75 yards 1-^ inch.

inches in diameter, costing

Mr. Littledale's capital account for irrigation stand thus

deodoriz ing

cr-p

preserved for distribution in a tank capable

is

It is forced by means of steam
of containing 58,.300 gaUons.
power through iron pipes thi'ough a distance of 2 miles, serving

.
Tank
Steam Engine

purify-

Two Pumps

incfi:

-

-

-

£210

-

-

-

-

-

-

60
70
315

Iron Pipes
75 yards of 2-inch gutta percha hose
do
75 vards of li do

Tot;d

—

Rottox Chemical Works. The chimney of the St. Rollox
Chemical Works is the highest buikhng in the city, and the
Its height is 455 feet from the
hifdiest of its kind in the world.
foundation, 435 feet fi'om the surface of the earth, and, from the
position, it must be nearly 600 feet above the level of the sea.
but it tapers
Its diameter at the surface of the earth is 40 feet
upwards until, at the top, the breadth is reduced to 13^ feet.
St.

@

upon £672 and wear and
7^ per cent.

7

10

6

£672

1

10

will

be the

tear
-

£

50

Fuel due to irrigation

-

-

4

Wages

-

-

13

-

4

9 18

From the data already ascertained the following
annual account for interest and working ex]5en.ses.
Interest

:

8
6
4

8
4

;

but, for nearly 200
This is the measurement within the walls
One chimney is built round
feet upwards, the building is double.
another until the fabric reaches nearly the height mentioned.
;

erection occupied the greater pai-t of two summers, andwas
completed at a cost of £12,000. The St. Rollox works form a
vast chemical laboratory, covering twenty acres of land.
Alhenexiw.

The

£67 19
Divided by 150, the number of acres irrigated, the account
equal to an average of 9s. 0|-d, per acre.

The

IVoiii tlic

ii.'Mrly

^-l:llill

liailitf 's liriiisc,

As

manure consists of 81 milk
and 12 horses. Ah the liquid
r.iw-houses, piggeries, yards, cottages, and the
ilr.-iius underground to the tank.

present live stock yielding

cows, 2 bulls,

100

pigs,

-,

the general result of draining, liquid manures, and other

improvements
tliat

is

eft'oeted

I (Mr. Lee) was infomied
double what it was 10 years ago.

by Mr. Littledale,

the yield of the whole farm

is

HARVEST
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The

liquid

manure

It is intended

grass.

My informant said
" Wc have now 80
first

lias been hithei-to applied to nothing
now, liowever, to apply it to crops.

acres of Itahan rye grass,

for food for the cows.

We

buy nothing

and look

lnit

A

to

for the cattle

it

but

We

malt gi-ains, the annual account for which is about £130.
a portion of the turnips at times, but shall have none to spare
also sell some potatoes and straw, but generally

We

the crops are consumed on the farm."

The Italian rye grass lias liad none but liquid manure, and
has been cut three or four times during the summer and autumn.
The crops averaged from 2^ feet to 3 feet thick each cutting.
The fourth crop from one piece was weighed, and produced 10
tons per acre.
That wiis the least of the crops from the same land, but the
whole produce of that piece was above the average.

Many

calves are sold, but the value of the

as

7t/.,

and

stock

is

low

I could not ascertain the

abont 20 stones each, and the bacon
and tlie hams at 9d, per pound.

weiglit

to

young

sum realised.
From 50 to CO pig's are killed per annum. Some few are sold
pork but the greater part is made into bacon. The average

in tiie market,

sells

is

Two himdred gallons of milk per
New Brighton and Seacombe, at
'The butter averages 180

lbs.

work.
The field was level, and the operation was viewed with
second trial took place on
great interest by the spectators.
the same faim on the 21st of November, with similar results.

times with perfect success, and, as on the first occasion at
Bangholm, to show its capability to travel over a soft surface, it
ploughed a part of the land twice over. This experiment was
supplementary to one which had taken place on the previous
day, in presence of the committee of the Highland Society.
six

The cost of the machine is. about £300, and it is adapted to
ploughing, thrashing, rolling, and harrowing.
It travels 2550
yards per hour, turning oVer 50 inches in breadth, which is equal
to 7 acres in 10 hours, at a daily expense of I7s. or 18s., which
is about 2s. 6d. per acre, while it costs 9s. or 10s. to plough an
Although the firet machine may not be
aci'e with horses.
perfect, still the fact is undeniable that the great obstacle to
ploughing by steam has been got over, and with a little improvement the inventor has no doubt of making the machine

The

wholesale at

day, on the average, are soid

per gallon.

Is.

men

present expressed then- surprise at the superior
manner in which the soil was stirred. Another trial took place
on Friday, the 27th of February ; the plough traversed the field
Pi-aetical

sell

this year.

C'AR'l

cost of the steam-plough per

12 cwt. coals
Engineer

-

-

Two laborere

.

.

Horee, two hours

per week, at Is. 2d. per pound.

Interest

£
Bacon

-

-

481

Milk

-

-

3,650

Butter

-

-

546
£4,677

—

s.

d.

5

5

Steam Plough. The first public trial of Usher's steamplough took place at Baugholm, near Edinburgh, on the 14tli of
November last, when only four ploughs were used, although the
locomotive is adapted for six. The amount of power that, may
and the machine might
be introduced is, of coui-se, indefinite
be made capable of working a series of ploughs to compass any
The ploughshare penetrated
proportionate breadth of land.
deeper than is reached by the horse-plough, and the loam was
thrown up and pidverised as loosely as if the spade had been at
;

perfect.

estimated as follows
-

6s.

Od.

...

-

3s,

6d.

-

4s.

17s.

Farm

:

-

is

:

on machine and repairs

Taking the bacon and hams at 7^d. per lb., on the average,
the annual produce of the farm in those three items alone is as
follows

day

Machineri/.

—The

6d.

portable farming produce mill, from

Mr. Crosskill, of Beverley, has been tried at Canterbury, in the
presence of many of the leading agricidturists in the neighbourhood. The experiment was very satisfactory; it ground oaU

and beans, and, to show what it was capable of doing, flint stones
were ground to fine powder, by putting different kinds of grinding
plates in, an operation which was attested in 15 minutes; and
from which, it appears, any substance can be groimd, from flint
stones to barley meal.
The mill was driven by the portable
steam-engine belonging to Mr. Neame, of Selling, who, we are
informed, has purchased the mill.
At a private trial at Mr.
Neame's farm, at Selling, the mill crushed oats at the rate of 30
bushels per hour, and split beans at the rate of 60 bushels per
hour, and ground barley to fine meal at the i-ate of 8 bushels
per hour, besides grinding bones, and crushing flint stones,
bricks,

&c

CORRESPONDENCE.
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ordinaiy use.
It is maiiufactui-ed by Messrs. Ransome
May,
of Ipswich, wlio obtained the gold medal of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England

at the general

meeting

at Oxford,

and

a second time at Derby. The price of the cart is not necessarily
much higher than those of the older and less efficient vehicles.
Flat carts were used in many pails of the country for the harvest
home, but they obviously incurred more or less damage to the
crop.
Frames projecting at an angle from the body of the cart

CORRESPOiVDEBTCE.
For many years the people of Canada have had

just cause to

the Mother Country.

had such a limited

It is needless

now

circulation in

to enquire into the

England of the progress of the Canadas, and of the
oft'er for the safe and remunerative

investment of capital,

We
the

or the exercise of well-applied industry.

are willing to rest satisfied with the explanation,

blush suggests

first

classes

home

at

relations, that

and

that the commercial

itself,

are so completely

without their attention

engaged with
is

which

at

industrial

their present

pointedly drawn to a

new

by authority upon which they can rely with
they do not care to embark in projects which appear

field for enterprize,

confidence,

doubtful

or visionary, through ignorance of the circumstances

under which they are

to the estahliskment

Government House,

calling the attention of the

Society of

Ai-ts,

Quebec, llth

are there told that " the correspondence

We

by whom

it

Cumberland,

has been conducted are capable of affording

to

make

of great use to this country."

it

further informed, that

among

We

Council of the Society of Arts have in view in establishing the
Colonial Committee, are,

BRUCE,
Gov, Secretary.

Esq.,

Copy of a Letter from the Secretary to the Society of Arts, Ma7mfaclHres
and Commerce, to Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the
Colonies,

Society of Arts. John Street Adelphi, London, ?
26tb March, 1852.
)

are

the principal objects which the

Servant,

Corresponding Secretary/,
Canadian Institute.

which has taken place with

a vast amount of information, which only requires to be collected

and printed

to be. Sir,

R.
F.

the Colonies, on account of the Exhibition, has brought to notice
that those

have the honor

Your most obedient humble

the opportunity of

in the subjoined con-espondence.

)

j

I am directed by the Governor General to transmit to )''ou as
Corresponding Secretary of the Canadian Institute, the enclosed
copy of a letter from the Secretary to the Society of Arts,
Manufactures and Commerce, to Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies, with enclosures having reference
to the establishment of a Correspondence between the Society- of
Arts, and similar institutions in the Colonies.
His Excellency is
desirous to ascertain, through you, whether the Canadian Institute
will be disjjosed to engage in the proposed Correspondence with
the Society of Ai-ts, as he believes that the objects of the Institute
and the interests of the Province would be promoted thereby.

Canadian public to the proposition of the

embraced

July, 1852.

Sir,—

I

we have now

of Communication

between the Society/ of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce
(of London,) and the Canadian Institute, with a view to
advancing the knowledge of the resources and capabilities of
Canada abroad, and of promoting information on the same
subject within the Province.

be pursued.

to

It is with peculiar pleasure that

;

the fai-myai'd.

minor

admirable opportunities they

one of the objects
May's cart which secures not
a perfect guard to the wheels.

In the present state of agricultural fiffaire, small savings are of
great importance to farmers, who may soon economise the cost
of a cart in the saving of labour and time, and the safety to crops
obtained in conveying them by proper vehicles from the field to

causes of the extraordinary ignorance which but too generally
prevails in

to accomplish

obtained by Messi-s. Ransome &
only great width in loading, bxit

Correspondence relative

regret, that information respecting the resources of the vast tewi-

tory they possess, should have

[1852.

were subsequently employed

Sm,—
I am directed by the Council of the Society of Arts to acquaint you,
that they have appointed a Committee of the following Membera of
the Society, viz
:

1st.

To make known

to the mercantile

and general public of

Great Britain and Ireland, the principal products of each of the
Colonies,

2nd.

may be
3rd.

and the

facilities for

To point out

obtaining them.

to the Colonists

any of those products which

advantageously imported into England.

To

afford such information as

regard to Implements, Maehinerj',
nacessary to the prosecution of

its

any Colony

may

require in

Ciieniical or other processes

special branches of industry.

The Earl Grey
Robert Stephenson, Esq. M. P.
Dr. J. F. Royle, F. R. S.
Professor Solly, F. R. S.
John Bell, Esq.
C. Wcntworth Dilke, Esq.

Joseph Glynn, Es^q. F. R. S.
Wyndham Harding, Esq.
Nathaniel Lindley, Esq.
Alfred Reade, Esq.
Lieut. Tyler, Royal Engineers.

to consider the best means of making the Society useful in advancing
the knowledge of the resources and capabilities of the numerous British
Colonies in all quarters of the world, and in furnishing the Colonies
themselves with such information as may be required on subjects con-

nected witli Alts, Manufactures and Commerce.

The accompanying Enclosures, Nos. 1 and 2. will explain the Conhave in view in adopting the
present measure, and the means wnich they possess of carrying them
stitution of tlie Society, tlie objects tliey

into effect.

It is almost unnecessaiy

for

us to urge upon our fellow-coun-

trymen the importance of availing themselves

to the uttermost, of

the opportunities presented by the Society of Arts, tln-ough whose

agency the British people

may be made

acquainteil, not only

with our progress in

tlie Industrial Arts but more especially
with the nature and extent of those vacant and neglected fields

of enterprize in which this country aboinnls.

The Council conceive that one of the first steps towards the attainment of their Objects, will bo the establishment of a Correspondence
Willi similar Institutions in the Colonies

;

or, in

the smaller Colonies,

where no such Institutions exist, with a Committee consisting of three
or more Members, in all cases where volunteers for such n purpose can
be found.
I am therefore, to express the hope of the Council, that you will be
pleased to accord to the Society the advantages of that co-operation
and assistance which the Colonial Office is so well able to afford, to
enable them to place themselves thus in correspondence with the

CORRESPONDENCE.
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And, as IIig readiest means of doing so, I am
directed to transmit to you I'riiited Copies of tlie present Letter and
its Enclosures, Which the Oounoil trusts you will liavo the gjodncss to
forward to the Governors of Oolonies, with such instructions for their
judicious distribution as may appear best calculated to ensure their

numerous

Coliinies.

practical utility.
I

have the honor

to be, Sir,

Your most oboJient

Sf!rvanf,

GEORGE GROVE,
Hacrelarj/,

Enciosurk No.

1.

Brief Statement of the Olijects, Government, Revenue and mode of
Action of the Society fur tlie Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures,

and Commerce
Objects:

:

— Tlie

Society for the encouiagemcnt of Arts, Maimfacturcs

and Commerce was founded in 17,'>4, and incorporated under the above
name by Royal Charter in 1847, they are summed up in the Charter as

—

" Generally to assist in the adva[icenient, development and practical
application of Science in connection with the Arts, Manufactures and
Commerce of the Country."

—

Government: It is governed by a President, Vice-Presidents, two
Treasurers, two Auditors, and from twelve to twenty-four other Memwho form a Council elected annually by ballot at a General
Meeting of the Society. The Secretary and Collector are elected in a
similar manner, and are the only officers who receive any salary. The
following are the Officers for the present year
bers,

:

— His Royal

Highness Prince Albert. Vice-Presidents.
of Buccleuch, The Earl of Carlisle, The Earl of Ellesinere,
The Earl Granville, The Lord Colborne, The Lord Overstone, Sir J. P.
Boileau, Bart., Right Hon. E. Strutt, M. P., Right Hon. T. Milner Gibson,
M. P., H. T. Hope, M. P., Georire Moffatt, M. P., S. M. Peto, M. P.,
Robert Stephenson. M. P., Beriali Botfield, Sir C. Barry, R. A., I. K.
Brunei, F. R. S., Thomas Creswick, R. A., W. F. Cooke. Chas. Dickens,
C. Wentwoith Dilke, M. Faraday, F. R. S., Owen Jones, J. M. Rendel,
Pres. Inst. C. Engrs., W. Tooke, F. R. S.
Pkesident.

—The Duke

Council.—John Bell, Thomas Cubitt, Joi5eph Glynn, P. R. S., W.
Harding, C. E., Professor T. H. Henry, F. R. S., Capt. Henry C. Owen,
R. E., Dr. Lyon Playfair, C. B., J. Scott Russell, F. R. S., W. W. Saunders, Sydney Smirke, R. A., Professor Edward Solly, F. R. S., Thomas
Twining, jun.

—
—
—
—

Treasurers. P. Le Neve Foster, M. A., Henry Cole, C. B.
Auditors. Thomas Winkworth, Samuel Rengrave.
Secretary. George Grove.
Revenue: The Society consists at present of 1200 Members, and its
revenue is about £2000 a year, mainly derived from their individual

—

contributions.

Mode of

tures, and has lately adopted for this purpose the Classification of the
late Exhibition, the Committees being thirty in number, to correspond
with the thirty Classes.

These various Committees examine and report on the merits of all
useful inventions and discoveries, which are publicly e.thibited at cerAnd upon the reports of the Committees
tain periods by the Society.
the Council award Medals and other rewards for inventions, treatises,
or other objects calculated to advance the interests of the Arts, Manufactures and Commei'ce.

The Society by

these

means has been the

first

and principal medium
and

for introducing to public notice the principal discoveries in Arts

Manufactures which have been brought to light during the present
century in this country.
The Council further appoint from time to time Committees for
various Special purposes among others may be named that for Ele;

Schools, and those
Provincial Correspondence.

mentary Drawing

Enclosure No.

for

Foreign, Colonial,

and

2.

The principal objects which the Council have in view in establishing
the Colonial Committee may be generally enumerated under the
following heads
:

1.

To make known

G. To make a comparison of Coins, Weights and Measures, as used
and to receive and discuss propositions for giving them
uniformity.
7. To investigate and report upon the operations of the Patent Laws
in the Colonies.
It is hoped that the periodical transmission of the printed Proceedings of the Society of Arts may olteii convey valuable information to
distant Colonies, and the Society hope to enrich their own Annual
Volume by communications from kindred Associations, and from
Individuals in the Colonics.
The Council feel conliclent that these measures cannot fail to be of
use both to the Mother Country and to the Colonies, and that should
they be unsuccessful in some of the objects above enumerated, benefit
will ensue from the remainder.
It may be desirable here to state the reasons which induce the
Council to originate the present scheme.

in the Colonies,

It was as President to the Society of Arts, thfit His Royal Highnem
Prince Albert first announced to the World the project of the Exhibition of 1851.
The Society had a considerable sliare iu the early
progress of the Exhibition, and counts amongst its Members a large
proportion of those who took an active part in that great Work.

The Society also contains many Members eminent in the several
branches of science, and influential in the Country, and consequently
the Society possesses the means of making extensively known, amongst
the Manufacturers and Public of Great Britain, any new or important
products which may be made available in the Arts, Commerce, or
Manufactures of the Country. As a recent instance of this nature, it
may be mentioned that Gutta Percha and its valuable properties were
made known through the exertions of the Society.
The Correspondence that has taken place with the Colonies, on
account of the Exhibition, has brought to notice that those by whom
it has been conducted are capable of affording a vast amount of information, which only requires to be collected and printed, to make it of
great use to this Country. And the anxiety which has been evinced
for such information as, it is hoped, may be advantageously furnished
by Members of the Society, has directed attention to the fact that they
have now no direct means of obtaining such information. The Society
feels confident, that those who took an active part in the promotion of
the Exhibition, will be the first to come forward and render assistance
to any scheme such as the present, by which efforts are made to perpetuate its results.
It may be interesting also here to refer to a few of the advantages
whicli have been actually derived from the display of Colonial Produce
at the Great Exhibition.

Isinglass

—

The Council appoint annually Standing Commitupon the various Departments of the Arts and Manufac-

Action:

tees to report

to the

Mercantile and general Public of this

Another remarkable instance is the discovery that Corundum, which
has served many of the puiposes of diamond and emery powder in
India for a long period, might also be brought into use in this country
a mineral with which it is believed but a very small portion of the
British public had hitherto been acquainted, and which it is suspected
has in some instances been sold to our large firms under the name of
Diamond powder.
;

Amongst the substances from the Colonies which have been brought
into notice, may be also mentioned walrus skin, porpoise leather from
the St. Lawrence, the resins and fatty substances and vegetable waxes
from Australia, all of which appear likely to e-xcite attention in the
commercial world.
Notwithstanding that these and other substances have been brought
into notice. Colonial Produce was on the whole but indifferently represented in the Exhibition, and the Council confidently hope that the
means they have now adopted may lead to the formation, at some
future period, of a permanent Exhibition of Colonial Produce, either
separately, or what would perhaps be preferable, as part of The Collection arising out of the Great Exhibition, from the exertions of The
Royal Commissioners.
(Signed)

GEORGE GROVE,

facilities for

operations.

had hitherto been regarded as obtainable principally from

the fish of the Russian rivers. But it has been ascertained that the
rivers of Canada abound with fish producing Isinglass of the first
quality, and that a new industrial occupation is thus open to the
Canadians, whilst a supply of Isinglass can be furnished to this country at a much more reasonable price than hitherto.

Country the principal products of each of the Colonies, aad the
obtaining them.
2. To point out to the Colonists any of those Products which may
be advantageously imported into England.
3. To afford such information as any Colony may require in regard
to Implements, Machinery, Chemical or other processes necessary to
the prosecution of its special branches of Industry.
4. To exhibit and make known to tlie British Public, Inventions
which Colonists have otherwise great difficulty in introducing into
notice, that being one of the principal branches of the Society's

15

To

collect for the Thirty Standing Committees, information
relative to the various depiirtiiients of Trnde in the Colonies.
5.

Secretary Socicly of Arts.

Canadian Institute,
Toronto, 31st July, 1852.
SlR,I have the honor to actnowleilge the receipt of your Letter of
the l7th instant, with enclosures transmitted by command of His

SJIENTIFIC iNTELLlGEXCE.
the Governor General, lia\iiiy reference to the estubof a Correspondence between the Society of Arts and

E.xccflk'iiey

hshmeut
the Canadian

Institute, for cert;iiu

purposes connected ^Yith Arts,

Manufactures and Commerce, therein set forth, and in reply to
inform you, that having submitted the same to. the Council of
the Canadian Institute, I am directed to request that you will
a'ssure His Excellency that the Council will gladly take every
means in its power of promoting the intentions of the Society of
Arts; that it will be happy to receive any coramunicatious and
act upon the suggestions of that Society; and is prepared to

become the medium of transmission to it of information relative
of the inxentions of
to the productions and resources of Canada
;

with whatever

pei-sons resident in the Province, together
local interest

or

may

be deserving of

appear to

f;dl

within the scope of

else of

enquiries,

its

its notice.

am

further directed to transmit for the information of the
Society of Arts, a Copy of a Charter of Incorporation of the
Canadian Institute, of its By-laws, and of a Circular of Enquiry

I

under the authority of the Coimcil, by which it will
appear that the Institute is already in some degree engaged in the
pursuit of those objects which the Society of Arts contemplates,
and the attainment of which the co-operation and support of that
Society will most powerfidly and opportunely advance.
I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient humble Servant,

of iron, copper,

FRED. CUMBERLAND,
Corresponding Secretary.

Quebec.

is

cell.

wliich

of time and effecting decompositions which batteries of the
ordinary form and of considerable magnitude often fail in producing.

period

deep by 2
four inches long and 1'^,'

consists of an outer jar (6) of glass 8 inches

inches in diameter, the inner cylinder (a) is
in diameter, closed at one end by a plug of plaster of Paris seven

tenths of an inch thick, and fastened into the outer jar by means of
pieces of cork. Into the inner cylinder is placed a slip of sheet
(c)

4 inches

In tbe outer

by

3 with an attached conducting wire also of

jar,

below the inner cylinder

is

placed a coil of

zinc furnished with a conducting wire. The inner cylinder is
the outer jar
filled with a saturated solution of sulphate of copper,
•with a weak solution of common salt, both fluids standing at the same
fcheet

level.

After some weeks beautiful crystals of metallic copper, red sub-

oxide, and of sulphate of soda arc found adhering to the copperplate
in the iuner cylinder.

An

silver.

This

alcoholic solution of

to crystalize.

An

aqueous solution of the same

gives rise to the formation of minute crystals of quaitz sufficiently

hard

to scratch glass.

By

modiScation of the apparatus. Dr. Bird succeeded in

a slight

and

effecting the decomposition of the bichloridesof potassium

A

nium.

funnel

is

substituted for

ammodecom-

the inner cylinder in the

cell, the bottom is closed by plaster or stucco, and a piece of
tube containing mercury is put in the place of the platinum plate
connected with the conducting wire by means of a spiral
J
being
(pi,
wire of platinun'. With such an arrangement it is oidy requisite to

posing

test

m

leave the battery in action for a few hours to obtain

amalgam

the

the one case

compound of

the other the bulky

of potassium, in

mercury and ammonium.

of

Use

of Oxide

of Zirc

the

carbonate

of

a

as

lead,

Pigment.

—The

white lead,

or

poisonous nature
the

rondel's

manufac-

pigment exceedingly injurious and often
workmen, and it has long been wished that some innocuous compound might be discovered which could be substituted fur it. The peculiar property which lenders the carbonate of
lead so valuable, is what is tecnically called its " body," viz., the
power of completely covering and concealing any other even dark
color, when applied in a thin coating after having been nibbed up

ture of this most valuable
f.ital

to the

is

cell is

the counterpart of the battery itself, the inner cylinder {r) being about ^v, inch

wide and 3 inches long

;ind

furnished with a platinum
plate (pi,) the outer cylin-

der (d) Isfilled with a

weak

solution of common sail

contains an
zinc plate

nections

in large quantities as a mineral and in a state of great
sometimes sold instead of white lead, for which it might

found

is

however no body.

and
amalgamated

(jt)

v.i.\

The conbe seen from

the engraving

;

the

inner

iutinded to re-ceive the metallic or other sjlution which
and the battery and cell form together an
is 1(1 be dcciiinp sed,
an;ngcn;inl of two active cells with four clenicnt.s. When the inner

The carbonate

of zinc obtained

equally useless from the same cause, but

it

by

possesses

it

precipitation is

has been found that the

oxide produced by the combustion or oxidation either of metallic zinc
or of some of its ores, can be en ployed with advantage.

The manufacture

of this substance as a pigment

to a considerable extent on

this continent

by

tho

is

(Sillimaii'a Journal,

The ovens

May

are of brick

now

New

Company, tho quantity produced daily amounting

to

carried on

Jersey Zinc

5000 pounds.

1852.)

and very low, but of large

superficial

area,

they are heated both above and below by anthracite firo. Each oven
1000 pounds of the crushed ore, (Red Zinc and
is charged with
Fianklinite)

mixed with an equal bulk of anthracite coal dust. A
is established by pipes of iron proceeding

current of atmospheric air

from each oven

by means

to a large tube, in

which

The carbon

of a fan wheel.

a stream of air is kept

moving

of the anthracite reddens the

and forms metallic zinc which, however, is immediately burnt by
the oxygen of the air and produces the oxide
that is carried off by

ores

;

woven muslin out
from time to time removed into casks. The oxide is
never perfectly pure, from small particles of dust being carried along

the current through long tubes into sacks of closely
of which

The decomposing

i\lii.Jei- is

tendency

and

easily be mistaken on account of its high specific gravity,

—Tliis apparatus

ran be constructed in half an hour at a very trifling expense, is
exceedingly interesting as affording a constant current for a long

copper

metals

silver, the

24 hours a black deposit of free silicon

of silicon gives in

fluoriilo

e.xhibiling a

pu:ity,

Chemistry and Physics.

copper.

bismuth, antimony, lead or

especially the case with copper

which

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

The battery

with solutions of the nitrates

with oil. Many other substances might be applied as a white paint if
they possessed this property, but as yet all but the oxide of zinc have
been found deficient, for instance the sulphate of Baryta (Heavy Spar)

Governor'' s Secretary,

Guiding Bird's battery and dccomposivg

tin, zinc,

Is filled

are deposited on the platinum frequently in a crystalline form.

lately issued

The Hon. R. Bruce,

tl86'2.

cylinder of the decomposing cell

with

it is

it.

Although oxide of zinc
on account of
free

from

all

is

its salubrity,

decidedly preferable to carbonate of lead

yet

it

does not appear that

it is

entirely

poisonous properties, for several cases of severe colic

have been observed, evidently resulting from exposure

to its iiifluenco.

One case was that of a man employed in putting the oxide into barrels,
who was effected with all the symptoms of violent colic. Other
instances were observed among workmen employed in cutting and
twisting the wires used for securing champagne casks.
Formeily
common iron wire was employed, but in 1850 galvanized iron was
substituted, (i.e. wire covered with zinc).
The wire was covered with
a white dust coiitaining oxide and caibonate of zinc but no lend. In
a few days they Wire all affected with colic. On working with sonve
wire freed from this adhc:ii'g dust, no

ill

eflccts

were observed.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1852.J
Mayiictk Hoience yel'iu
has-been

said,

hifanci).

its

made by Mr. George

— An

important discovery,

Little,

tlie

it

is

electrical engineer, in

whioU continuous streams of electricity can be produced from single
magnets, and be made to decompose water, precipitate metals from
solution, produce constant power in electro-magnets, and work the
chemical printing and double-needle telegiaph. Magnetic science is
but in its infancy, and we should not be surprised, as before said, to
find it evolve almost magical results.
Dr. Faraday lately showed the
possibility of literally collecting the terrestrial magnetism, and
accumulating its force in apparatus used for the purpose. This he

showed could bo done by revolving a wheel

in a certain direction,

them up as it were on
the disc or wheel while placed in the proper direction, and not in any
other.
Here is something that almost looks like that reality of which
the circling manujuvres of the magician's wand were but a supercutting

tlie lines

of magnetic force, or winding

— A discovery akin to that of Mr. G. Little
columns — said to have been made by Mr-

Lightning Oonduclion.
lately noticed in our

the cost of the agojnts oniployed to

The upper stratum
is

is

Roger Brown, of Sheffield namely, that magnetised steel has preeminent power to attract the lightning when used in conductors
instead of the ordinary article. By this means, and by multiplying
;

number of points in the head of tlie cojiductor, its attractive
power is said to he tripled in intensity, its influence extending to some
distance round the spot where it is fixed. Builder.
Application of the Water Gas.

—

Mr. Samuel

CnnlifTe Lister, of

Bradford, has most successfully applied Mr. White's patent water gas

—obtained by decomposing water on

incandescent charcoal or coke

heating of his machines for preparing and combing wool, in

to the

fire from charcoal, as is the general practice in YorkThis must bo a very great improvement indeed, avoiding all
filth at present so troublesome from the use of charcoal, and
avoiding the very deleterious influence of generating such a mass of

place of using

shire.

dust and

many

carbonic acid, so perilous to the workpeople, aud from which so

A gentleman

of them suffer severely.

ham

approves

after a full

it,

trial,

in

300 feet an hour, and at a
heat given out

is

is

so pure

is

way

to

Addiug-

heating of the

about erecting

it

at several of

It is stated to

be very

making 200

expense, while tho intensity of

certainly double

as in no

;

tlie

and Mr. Lister so highly

retort of six feet long

trifling

of iron or copper wire held to the jet
the gas

favor

same purpose.

aud very rapidly made, one

easily

tlie

its

that ho

his other establisliraenls for the

to

who went last week

Mill to seo this gas in operation, as applied to

combs, speaks most decidedly

is

that of ordinary gas.

A

piece

to injure tho finest

The

fills

lip

the small apertures of the singeing machines, Messrs.

Gardiner and Bazley, of Dean Mills, Bolton, are using

— lu a Lecture

Oxonc.

Royal

it

extensively

Leeds Mercury.

for singeing their yarns.

lately delivered

by

the Ecv. Mr. Sidney at tho

gentleman announced his belief in the

Institution, the Itev.

exist-

ence, difl'nscd through plants, of that wonderful condition of o.xygen gas

and which rocently has attracted so much attention, not
only in the scientific but in the manufacturing world, inasmuch as
there now appears some probability of its becoming applied as a
called ozone,

bleaching agent, instead of chlorine.

New
invited

Voltaic Battel

y.

— A party of

by Mr. Martyn Roberts

to

construction, professedly of great

oxide

is

by which

produced

is

it

was

the electrical fight,
It

brilliant.

An

cells

The

we

a point which

this is

are not at

The electrical action of the fifty
The current was employed to exhibit

the effects produced were certainly very

possible to

compare

from a Grove's battery, but we judge

made

e-xperimcnt

it

tlieir

with the result obtained

powers

bo nearly equal.

to

on the decomposition of water gave aliont 7

cubic inches of the mixed gases, oxygen aud liydrogeii, per minule.

cannot but regard

ment on the ordinary

this

very ingenious arrangonient as an improve-

batteries, as far as

economy

concerned, where

is

an electric current is required, since the stannate foinicd must always
be of considerable commercial value. It is curiou.s, too, that the
stratum of fluid iu the immediate neighborhood of the voltaic plates
is

kept uniformly of the same specific gravity, notwithstanding that
acid is rapidly removed. The oxide of tin foinied takes down

the

water with
acid

fresli

and

it,

is

same time

at the

supplied to the plates.

establishes a current

—Wo are informed that

Artificial Preparation of

Flavorivy Matters of Fruits.

tlie

by which

tlio

battery

Atliencum.

coutiuned in most uniform action for sixteen hours.

— One

the most remarkable and interesting achievements of chemistry in

of
tlie

most recent times has been the preparation of certain liquids possessing the flavors of various fruits. So close indeed is the resemblance

we

that

are almost warranted iu supposing the

be actually caused by the presence of a
Several of these articles are employed

when

dissolved in six times

its

bulk of

and agreeable odour of Jargonelle
drops.

end

The

aud

liquids.

confectionary, and

in

amy lie

acetate of

alcoliol,

]iears,

flavor of the fruits to

trace of the above

The

manufactured on a tolerably large scale.

is

aro

oxide,

emits a most powerful

used iu flavoring pear-

valerianate of amyle, dissolved iu alcohol, gives the scent

Butyric ether communicates tho flavor of the

flavor of apples.

and is used in tlio preparation of various beverages.
Various other compounds of the so-called fatty acids, with the oxides
of amyle aud etliyle, possess very pleasing odours, and as they can be
prepared at a reasonable price, may probably admit of extensive
pine-apple,

application in perfumery.

GEOLOGY.
aud

Australia,

it

—

Since the astounding discoveries
has been clearly shown to the public,

Distribution of Gold.

in California

in

numerous

well-written articles in tho daily journals, in periodicals and reviews,
that though gold is tho most universal'y distributed of the metals,

with the exception of iron, yet that it only occurs, in quantities sufticieut to be remunerative, in rocks of a certain antiquity, which have

been crystalised by the action of intense subterranean heat. Tlie
Much
rocks of ISTorth Devon are of this antiquity and character.
popular error still prevails with regard to oilier laws which govern
gold.

It is generally believed that the

silver, iron,

and other metals, applies

or lode increases iu richness

tlio

same

to gold

rule

which regulates

— namely,

that the vein

deeper tho mine descends.

Tlie

and gold
decreases in value aud yield as the vein or lode descends the upper
portion alone being prolific, and generally terminating in some baser
metal. Tho only exception to the rule that we arc aware of is that of
John del Key
the Morro Vclho lode in Brazil, belonging to the St.
converse of this

iu reality, the true geological principle,

is,

gentlemen were recently

witness a voltaic battery of

new

economy, which he has at present in

exception, another

stoneware

— but

— and

was not

Company but

nitric acid.

;

considerable.

;

scientific

neighborhood of Great Portland Street. The battery
tin, about 6 inches by 4,— each plate being
adjusted between two plates of platinum of the same size. These
in

formed,

;

a position to determine.

in

pairs of plates

consisted of fifty plates of

with diluted

witli that

it is

bottom of the

tiio

product will yield a profit of 20 per cent, on the cost of the battery

this

present

action in the

were placed

moment

tlie

combined with soda and as stannato of soda is
extensively employed in dying and calico-printing, it is stated that
cell.

machinery with

it

Dover

and forms

tlie tin,

from the plate

almost instantly ignited, while

comes in contact. We cannot doubt but an improvement so
decided must make rapid way in Yorkshire. The same gas for all
purposes of singeing is stated as far superior to coal or canncl gas, and
which

falls off

precipitated as an hydrated oxido of tin to

tlie

New

the develninieut of elect rictiy-

cfl'ect

of nitric acid acts on

metal an oxide, which

and

We

and vain foreshadowing

stitious

17

about two feet deep, which were

filled

object of these deep cells was, to obtain

a marketable product which .'hould be sufticicnllv valuable to cover

;

as

it

hast/een fairly remarked,

may

exist

whether tho Britannia lode

;

is

if

aud, therefore, it

there be oue admitted

may

stiU be questioned

within or without the accepted principle

and the Morro

Britannia
in geology, for the strong similarily of the
A'elho lodes, in all their bearings, is undoubted.

There arc two sources from which gold

is

derived

:

it

is

found in

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENGE.
alluvial deposits,

formed from extensive ubrasion of

the waters of past ages, or

Bomc

Allhougli, in

depc sits, yet,

alluvial

disseminated

it is

all probability,

in

tbroiigli

found in

believed

-

I)ensate for the

expense of working.

This argument, liowover,

is

not

sustained by general experience or actual facts.

In the Ural, which

in the heart of a large continent, and, therefore,

may be

is

expected to

reach a considerable height, some of the most prolific sources of tlio
gold are at an elevation under 1000 feet above the level of the sea.

Miask and Ekaterinbiirgh are each below that level, while Kyshluirsk
Although there are high
is only 630 feet, and Bogoslovsk 500 feet.
jioints in the Ural, as well as in Australia and California, at which
gold is found, yet the most productive localities in ali these regions
arc of very moderate clcvali'jn.

ZOOLOGY-

now

Tlie gold district

revealed in

the different lower orders of animals, the fact that

is perhaps
one of the most important. Agassiz remarks that it is curious that the
two types of the Animal Kingdom so long considered as the fundamental supporters of the theory of spontaneous generation should have
finally been brought into such close connection, and that one of them

— the Infusoria— should the end turn out to be the
of the other — the intestinal worms being the parents of the

among

the hills of

which gold will repay the enterprise and industry of
those who search for it. Mining Journal.
in

—

This was upon the supjiosition that

With a

it

was

it

was 30 miles

at a greater distance

distant.

—say from

Wo

lava,

A

most intense heat, and

glowing with the

projected into the air to a distance of 500 feet,

was

a sight so rare, and

same time so awfully grand, as to excite the mo.st lively feelings
awe and admiration, even when viewed at a distance of 40 or 50
The diameter of this jet is supposed to bo over 100 feet. In
miles.
some places this river is a mile wide, and in others more contracted.
At some points it has filled up ravines of 100, 200, and 300 feet in
at the

of

depth, and

still it

flowed on.

It entered

a heavy forest, and the giant

growth of centuries was out down before

mower's scythe.

Mounds

No

obstacle can arrest

it

like grass before

it

the

in its descent to the sea.

are covered over, ravines are filled up, forests are destroyed,

and the habitations of man are consumed like flax in the furnace.
Truly, " He toucheth the hills, and they smoke." We have not yet
hoard of any destruction of life from the eruption now in progress.
A rumor has reached us that a small native village has been dosti'oyed,
but of this wc have no authentic intelligence. Two vessels had sailed
from Hilo, both filled to their utmost capacity with ]5cople who desiied
to witness this great eruption.

out through an old

The eruption sceras to have broken
one-third down the side of Mauna

—

about 10,000 feet above the level of the soa, and from the bay of
(Hyruu's Bay) must be smno 50 or GO miles. If it succeed in
leaching the ocean at the )i"inl supposed, after having filled up all
ravines,
gulches, ami inequalities of a very broken country, it will
the
is

Hill)

undoubtedly bo one of the most extensive eruptions of modern times.

—2'olynciian.
Iron. — In the recently discovered
beds are found to

is

that the ore

10,000,000 tuns

stone

01

commenced by

calling attention to the decline

Mr. Bocwhich has taken

place in all the fisheries of the United Kingdom, and jirocceded to point

out thu means by which any sort of
river in

fish might bo restored to a stream or
one season, and the eggs transmitted from one part of the king-

to

them.

S]iriiig

from one country

The main

to .inothcr,

without the least injury

feature in artificial breeding

was

to have a pure

of water, uncontaniinated wilh vegetable or animal matter, at a

temper.ilure of 54 ° to 5G °

At

.

this

100 days, trout in 50 days, and

warmth the salmon egg came into
many other sort of fish in 42 days;

was only the case when the water underwent no change of
temjiorature. By the plan of artificial spawning which he proposed to
but

this

breeds of fish of distant countries might
Having found a pure spring of water, his method was to
place boxes containing the spawn bed in the stream, in such a manner

ado])t, the crossing of various

bo elTected.

that there should bo a constant flow of fresh water through the boxes.
IIo next took

two

fish,

and separated tho spawn and the milt from

into a basin containing sufficient water to dilute the milt that

them

might be absorbed by the egg.

Tho eggs were then placed

in the

coarse clean gravel, three inches deep, and allowed to remain so until

they were bred
trout, 15

days

out.

The brood was then

— and afterwards put into a
and the

left

— of silmon, 30 days

;

of

yearling stream, the small

main stream or river nt
tho season following. If his system of artificial spawning were adopted, a vast amount of labour would be required, and a great additional

left to migrate,

trout sent out into tho

quantity of food produced, while the gain to the proj.rietor of the

water would bo much increased. Supposing 300,000 eggs
ed, the produce of 12 s.alnion, of 25 lb. each, in

would give 3,000,000

lb.

to bo spawntwo years these fi»h

weight, and at that time they in turn would

bo capable of depositing the enormous quantity of three billions of
eggs and yet, with this great i)rocreativc power, the salmon and all
;

lie

is

may bo

other fish were fast decreasing in our rivere and streams.

It was with
a view to remedy this evil, that he desired to carry his jilan into effect,
and ho had already adopted it successfully on the estates of tho Duke
of Rutland, the Duke of Devonshire, Earl Ducie, and many other pcr.sons of distinction and properly in England.
At the conclusion of the
paper a vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Boccius, and after some
little

oUscussion tho business of the evening terminated.

Nati'kalists will be pleased to learn, that in the course of the past

month a young grass paroquet, of the Australian

Iron Districts of Cleveland, York-

ncaily level, varying

12 feet to no loss than 20 feet of iroiibtouo,
feature

prove the Fisheries of this country, and also of the colonies."

fissure, .^bout

Loa, on the north-west side, and not from the old crater on the
summit, called Mocquowcoweo. The altitude of the present eruption

shire, the

Silli-

Artificial Breeding of Fiah.
At a recent meeting of the Society of
was read by Mr. W. Boccius, "On the AniScial Breeding
and Rearing of Fish, and the method to be adopted to jireserve and im-

life iu

play of this jet at night was distinctly

glass the

Infusoria.

considered as entirely dissolved.

man's Journal, May, 1852.

are

40 to GO

observed, and a more sublime sight can scaiccly bo imagined.

column of molten

may now be

d<ini to .another, or

IWcanic Eniption in the Smnlwich Islands. By an accurate measurement of the enormous jet of glowing lava where it first broke forth
on the side of Mauna Loa, it was ascertained to be 500 feet high.

earliest condition

in

Tlic latter class

cius

the Britannia gold-flcld as one of several localities

Infusoria are

nothing more than the Larva; or young of Intestinal Worms,

hesitate to declare our firm conviction that a brief time will cst.nblish

;

—

Larvcc of Intestinal Wonns. Among the most interesting of Agassiz's discoveries in embryology and the metamorphoses of
Itifiisoria the

Arts, a paper

of the opinion that

April 1851 and

in

been at the rate of 200,000 tons per annum.

Devonshire reaches an elevation of 700 feet above the sea. There is
nothing vaUd, therefore, in the assertion of "mole-hills" being preand we do not
Bumj^tive evidence of the non-existence of gold

North Devon

commenced

up the Stockton, Darlington Railway has siuco

the tralHc of ironstone

and,

;

it is

miles.

operations were

principally confined to

it is

owing to the prevailing error to which we have just
by the uucxpcrienccd that much gold is only to
be expected from very high mountains, and that it is, consequently,
absurd to anticipate that the " mole hills' ' of Devonshire will com
the rock

alluded,

[1852.

The

yet be readied.

the solid rock.

may he

North Devon, gold

localities of

rods beneath

llie

gut by open quarrying
got wilh the same

iji

thickness from

the most remarkable
;

and

facility.

is

estimated that

Tliero

is

no lime-

coal iu the district though geologists consider that they

may

species, has been
and also a pair of
Mandarin ducks. One of the ostriches recently brought from Egypt,
has, doling tho month, dc)Hisitcd four eggs, which have been ]ilaced in
one of Cautelo's llydro-lncubators. The result of the ex|ieriinent is

]iroduced in tho Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park

ex; ectod to bo
iutoicst.

known

iu n

few days, and

is

;

awaited with cousideiablo
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Slonthly meteorological Register, nt Ilcr Majcwly's Mngnetlcnl Obfcivatory, Toronto, Cnnndn West.— .Tii!y, 1853.
Longiliah, 79 (%. 91 min. Wed. Elevation aliovc Lake Onlnrio : lOS fed.
Lalitiiik 43 (%. 3D,4 min. Nm-lh.

c

ID

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE

20
wliicli

recent and

more

the

all

interesting researches

Such, for instance, as the investigations of Natlerer and
Faraday, on the production of cold Regnault on specific heats and
noticed.

;

many

others

more

still

.

;

GREAT WESTERiS" RAILROAD.

recent.

the Effu.sion, Diflfusion, and Transpiration of Gases,

The chapters on

Sv.NOP.SIS

are exceedingly full and interesting, this being a part of science that

been more particnlarly studied and elucidated by the author. As
connected with ventilation this portion of the work is of great importance. The chapter on Vapours and Hygrometers is excidlent, but wo

To

lias

think that the treatise on light as well as that on the transmission of

might with propriety have been considerably increased, inasmuch

heat,

[185'2.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.
3 O i«i £ » T I C

fully

are

as both these branches liavo been so materially extended of late years,

OF THE RkPORT OF RoWSELT. G. BENEDICT,
ENGiNEEtt, Jhne 10, 1852.
Direclors of tho Great Western Hail lioad

i!-c

Okxti.e.ven

ultimo

honor

to

:

my

May .^Olh, 1851, until Februaiy, 1852, the expenupun the road, has been confined entirely to
Division helwuen Hamilton and London, a distance of 75
miles, and the Gnlt Branch, 12 miles; every effort being made to
expedite tho completion of llie road, by continuing the work to the
Since

report of

Wo are glad to observe that Professor Graham, in almost all cases,
adheres to old nomcnclatnro and rejects such newfangled names as

the Cunlral

clilohydnc, snlphydric, which are in no respect preferable to those at

heavy

After a clear digest of Isomorphism, Isomerism, and Allatropisni,
inclined

is

favour the salt radical hypothesis, and adduces some strong argu-

to

ments in its favour; wo cannot but think, however, that the counterarguments brought forward by the American editor are of still greater
weight. It may be remarked that the notes appended by Dr. Bridges
are numerous, and tend greatly to increase the value of the work.

chapter on chemical

affinity,

together with

explanation

the

The

of tho

by means of chemical polarity, is perhaps the best in the
whole work. As a method of instruction, it seems far more simple
than any other plan, althongh few may be inclined to adopt so freely
voltaic circle

the purely chemical theory of tho galvanic battery.

We

ing a few extracts from this and other portions of tho

Golding Bird's battery, will bo found at page

Tho remainder
to the Earths

exceptions

;

on

present No.

equally excellent with the

and with some few

subjects.

necessary to add,

tliat

Blanchavd's usual excellent style, and
ber of engravings.

rest,

considered ns faithfully representing tho present!

knowledge of these

It is scarcely

mak-

—one

of the work treats of ChomLstry proper, and extends

it is

may be

stnte of our

IG, of the

intend

work

the
is

work

is

got up in Lea

illustrated with a largo

ife

num-

Wcconsider it without exception thebost" Elements

of Chemistry " yet published.
Ilrjmrt nf

t/ie

Toronto and

G'lidjih Tlailway

— by

\V.

Shanlcy, Esq., Chief

Kvybicff.

Wc

have received a copy of the Report of the Chief Engineer
(Walter Shanley, Esq.,) just issued, and regret that lime will not permit ns to consider
to justify

document.

We

Wc

in detail.

it

saying,

us in

that

have seen
is

it

surticicnt of it, however,
an able and highly interesting

perceive that Mr. Shanley

makes a proposition (open

consideration) in lefcrcnce to the location of the

Toronto
would involro the construction of a water frontage
of
the
city,
somewhat
length
after
the manner of the
throughout the

to

future

Depot, which

long talked of " Esplanade." We should rejoice to see his suggestions
acted upon, but we think thai in a matter involving such extensive

a unity of action should be required
all the Railway Companies proposing to establish
Gommissicnicrs
and the City authorities. It will
Harbor
Depots, the

public and individual interests,
iherein between

be highly important as well for the convenience of the public as of
the respective Companies that somo plan common and acceptable to
all should be adopted, and as the trade and revenues of the city are
involved in tho matter, such a coui.se should be pursued as would
its inhabitants an arrangement suitable to their wants. Perhaps

secure to
tho

economy

of such

ready assent of

about

it

npon

in

all

shortly, as

Ihu

a combination

parties,

at

any

wc understand

We

work would induce the
to hear more

wo may hope

that nogociations are already entered

mailer, between tho

having Termini in the City.
in our nexM number.

in the

rate

Chief Engineers of the Railways

shall return lo Mr. Shanloy's

Report

Company.

:

liavo the

diture, for cmistruclion,

the salt theories are de.scribed and apparently the author

ChIEF

submit the following Report of the state and
pr.igre.=s of the work on tho line of the Great Western Railroad, as
called for in the Resolution of the Board of Directors, dale<l 13th
I

and are both intimately connected with Chon7istry.

present in nse.

EsQ.,

points, leaviuir

llio

lighter nnti

more

easily

graded sections, until

the position of the Company should warrant their commencement.
The work, up(ni eery section of these Divisions, is now in a forward
state, and the grading can be completed if necessary, ready to commence laying the Superstructure, before next December, with the

deep cuttings, between Hamilton and Copctown.
In February last, the contiactors for the Eiistern Division, from Iho
Niagara River to Hamilton, and for the Western Division, from London
to Detroit River, were notified to commence Iheir work and carry it
forwanl with energy. I have the pleasure of reporting, Ihat operations
have commenced, and that the work of construction is now being
vigorously carried on, on every section of the line from the Niagara to
the Detroit Rivers, and the Gait Branch, a distance of 210 miles

exce|ition of a few

The extreme and long continued high water in Lake St. Clair and its
tributaries, during the present season, has retarded ouroperations (m tho
Western Division materially, but I hope to be able to complete 100
miles of the road from the Detroit River east, by the 1st day of
Januaiy, 185;t. The work upon the remaining portion of this Division
is of a heavy character, and will require until the summer of 1853 to
Complete. Tho most formidablo part of it is within eight miles of
London, and consists of heavy excavations, two bridges over the River
Tliamos, and a large culvert at WoodhuU's Creek.

Upon tho Eastern Division, the contractors are making every preparation to secure an early completion of their heavy wm-k, and during
tho present month two Steam Excavators will be at work between St.
Catharines and the Niagara River. The grading from ITamillon to
tlio Twenty Mile Creek
25 miles will bo ready for the Superstructure by the 1st day of October next.

—

—

of this Division, from tho Twenty Mile Creek to tho
Ni.igara Hiver, will require as long time for its completion as any other
part of the road, comprising as it iloes several heavy secti(nis and important structures.

The remainder

The bridge to be erected over the Twenty Milo Creek will be 12(10
feet in length anil GO feet high, and the bridge over the Sixteen Mile
Creek 800 feet in length and of the same height. These two bridges
are to be built with trusses of 100 feet span, and will contain upwards
of oTie niilli(m feet of timber, which is now being prepared and
delivered. The vallies of the Fifteen, Twelve and Tbti Mile Creeks
arc crossed by embankments of about the same heiglit, with culverts
of suflicient cai>acity to jiass the water of the Creeks at their greatest
The stones for these culverts, as likewise for the bridge over the
W^elland Canal, the St. David's road viaduct, and a great number of
smaller culverts, are being placed upon the gfciund, and with three
exceptions I hope to have the masonry on the entire line of road out
of the way before next December, and to have tho whole completed
b) June, 1853.

flow.

In January, 18.52, tho Desjardins Canal
tion with the Directors of the Rail

Company opened

Road Company

a negotia-

for the |iurpo.^e

of

endeavoring to secure a new and direct channel througli Iho Burlington
Heights for their Canal, which would allow the l!aihoa<l Company to
fill up the present channel, and make a solid embankment for the traijk
of their road from tho Heights to tho opposite shore; this proposition
was rejected, your board preferring the iniginal plan, with the prospect
of ultimately having a bridge without a draw, although at an increased
cost.
During the suspension of the work on said secliim No. 1, and
before it w.is relet, these negotiations were opened in different form,
and the Direclors of the Railroad, having satisfied themselves that
they could not obtain the bridge as they wis'^ed, closed an arrangement
witli the Canal Company, whereby the site of the bridge is to be
changed. This arrangement disposes of the only point on tho line of
the Railroad where the highest rate of speed could not be maintained
without liability to accident. By the alteration, the present bridge
will hi-t placed at o point where it can he seen by trains approaching

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.
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from t!ie East and West., and notwitlisfanding snme £4,.'>00 Iiavc been
expended in tlio foundations and pieparations for tlio old bridge, by
lliis agreement with the Canal Oonipany tlie new bridge will cost
when completed less than to have proceeded with the work as originally intended, and the Railroad Company will effect a material saving,
besides having a much safer bridge.
The grading done oa the Railroad up to June 1st, 1352, is as follows
:

•

2,G73,GI6

Total number of cnbic yards moved,
Rock and indurated earth of this amount,

340,493

The amount of Masonry laid, to June 1st, is as follows
Total number of cubic yards, 14,780,
In addition to this amount of masonry, a largo quantity
;

has been delivered, and

is

on hand, as well as timber and

of stono

plank for

The competition

for building the.se cars was spirited, and the conMcQuesten, Williams, Dul ton, ami Brainard, who
contracts for the necessary machinery and materials.
The rate at which this contract was given out is highly favourable to
the Company, and is consitlered as low as the same quality of Cars
can be purchased in the United States, thereby saving the Company
the transportation and duties, which items in themselves will more
than repay the cost of the buildings to be erected, even were they not
needed by the Company on the completion of the road.

tract

are

was given

to

now making

In pursuance of a resolution of the Board I shall immediately confor such Locomotive Engines as will be required on the road

tract

foundations.

Total amount of Feat, board measure 1,086,378.
The total amount of expenditure for Grading, Masonry, Bridging,
Sirperstructure, Fencing, Engineering, and Building, up to June 1st,
according to the books of my Department, is as follows
:

£

s

d

1G95G2 12 5
For Grading, including grubbing and clearing
" Masonry, including foundations andstone delivered.. 32041 19
5
' Bridging, including timber delivered,
7120 2 11
" Supenstructure
-4G87
390C 17 5
"Fencing
" Engineering, etc
23087 4 7
179 8
"Building
Total...

£239885

,

1

9

The Engineer department of the line now consists of the Chief
Engineer, Associate Engineer, nine resident Engineers, eighteen Assistant Eiigineers, seven Draftsmen, two Office CI rks, and the usual
number of Rod and Tapemen for each Assistant.
An Assistant and party are stationed at the following points Stamford, St. Catherines, Grimsby, Stoney Creek, Hamilton, Dundas, Fairchild's Greek, Gait, Paris, Eastwood, Ingersoll, Hofl'man'.s, London,
Wardsville, ThamesviUe, Chatham Light-house and Windsor. Two or
three additional parties may be required after the 1st of July, until
the Iflt of January next. The Draftsmen are employed at Hamilton,
wliaro all of tha plans and maps are made.
In addition to the above Engineering force, two Land Surveyors,
with parties, hare been in the field obtaining and defining boundaries.
Maps of the different Townships through which the line runs from
Niagara River to Chatham, have been completed to place o[i file in
the ofiices of the County Registrars, showing the width of land taken
on each lot the number of the lot the concession, and the name of
the owner.
By resolution of your Board, passed in April last, all of the bridges
and culverts <m the road, from the Niagara River to WoodhuU's Creek,
west of London, a distance of 128 miles, are being constructed for a
<louljle track
those already built can be enlarged without material
additional expense, when required.
Notwithstajuling the unprecedented freshets during the last twelve
months, and tlio remark.ably severe winter just passed, the works upon
the line have passed the ordeal witliout injury, except a slide at. the
Flaniboro' road, which may cost from £1,250, to £1,500 to remove,
and make the road permanent.
I was directed by your Board on the 15th of March Ian, to advertise
fiu' tenders for such buildings as would be required by the
Company
for the manufacture of the Cars necessary for an outfit, the Directoi's
having decided to have them built in Hamilton, where they could be
more directly under the supervision and inspection of the Engineer or
some one appointed to overlook their construction. Tiicse Car shops
consist of one building, 50 by 150 feet
two stories with Engine
house attached, 25 by 40 one building, 75 by 124 feet ; and two
buildings, 40 by 100 feet each. The first two are to be made of stone,
and the last two of wood. On the first day of A]iril, (he contracts
for these were given to Messrs. Searth and Firth for the stone buildings,
and William Dodds for the wood, who have commenced erecting the
same on t'.iC grounds of the Company, and will complete them by the
first day of August next.
The necessary machinery. Engine, <fec., will
then be ready to put up.
On the 20th of April by order of the Board I advertised for tenders
for the fallowing cars, to wit
:

before the opening of navigation in 1853.

The contractor for the piling in Burlington Bay is now at wort, the
necessary piles and timber for completing the docks having been contracted for during the past winter. It is my intention to have the
station grounds of the Company in Hamilton filled up, and the
wharves completed, by the 1st day of November next
The iron rails, weigliing from 65 to 80 pounds to the yard, purchased
by the Company last winter are coining forward, and will be delivered
at Hamilton, Dundas, Welland Canal, Windsor and Chatham during
the course of the suninier.
From a knowledge of the character of the work, and taking into
consideration the difficulties to be encountered in the prosecution of
the same, I do not think it prudent to name a day for the opening of
the whole line before August 1853, il ring which month, unless diflicnltics now unforseen and not anticipated, should arise, I do not doubt
trains will make their regular trips between the Niagara and Detroit
rivers.

Since the commencement of the work in 1850 I have had an oppcrtunity of carefully overlooking the plans, estimates, and calculations
of my predecessor Mr. Stuart, and I feel no hesitation in saying that I
think his estimates were sufficient to complete the work upon the plan
and in the manner specified by him. Some alterations have been
made whereby the cost of the work will be increased, in other cases
reductions have been made
but after making allowances for the
increase of cost in consequence of building Bridges and Culverts for
double track, for the substitution of culverts and embankments in
many cases for temporary trestle work, for stone instead of brick work,
etc., the cost of the road will not exceed the original estimate.
;

All of which

is

respectfully submitted.

ROSWELL

—

—

;

—

—

;

25
4
8
20

Passenger Cars.
Express and Mail Cars.

Baggage Cars.
Emigrant Cars.

100 Platform, Lumber and Iron Cars.
150 House Freight Cars.
100 Gravel Cars.
25 Repair Cars.
15 Hand Cars.
with the oxcpptinn of the Gravel, Rppnirnnd
'

Thrsp

21

are to be of the large size, with § wheels and of the best description,
the Passenger, Express, Baggage and I'lmigrant Cars to have the first
quality of wrought iron wheels.

r-ars

Hand

Cars,

O.

BENEDICT,
Chief Engineer.

Engineei's Office, G. W. R. R.
Hamilton, June 10, 1852.
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Present State and Prosrress of Telegraph Lines in Canada.
2,437 Miles of Wire.
Lines in Canada were first established soma si.x years ago,
commencing at Montreal and extending westward, and to the
«Niagara River, and subsequently to Quebec, and on the Ottawa River.
The lines from Quebec, Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, and to Buffalo,
have proved lucrative to the stock-holders from the date of their construction.
The line west from Hamilton to London, has not done as
well so far as profits are concerned, from the fact that there has been
no branch wires leading to it, and no through connection with the
American line at the West. This, however, is about being remedied,
and the line extended to Detroit, and there connect with five lines that

now

pass through that city. The original capital of the present lines
Canada, was double per mile what is now required, on account of
the reduction of prices for all kinds of material. The last report of
the Montreal Company exhibits the following.

in

Capital of the
Profits of 1849
do
1850
do
1851

The

Company

$60,000
17 per cent
17i„'
.,

20W

do
do

three year's profits 55 per cent. The Company report a reserve
fund on hand of $15,800 equal to 27 per cent, of the original capital
after paying dividends.
It is understood the stock has been mostly
bought up, and is now in some eight or ten hands. The Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Telegraph Company Stock, has been recently consolidated with the Montreal Company.
Tlio present Telegraph
Companies after a monopoly of six j'ears, arc now destined to find a
powerful and energetic riv.il interest in the field. Through the influence of several wealthy gentlemen residing in the Upper aud Lower
Provinces, Mr. Snow, who has been extensively engaged in getting up
companies in the States, and connected with the construction of
over 5000 miles, was induced to visit Canada, with the view of establishing a grand Trunk Telegraph Line, from the Detroit River and the
foot of Lake Huron to Quebec, connecting with the American Lines
at various points, and also with the Line from Quebec to Halifa.x, with

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.
brandies from tiio Tiimlc line to all (he impnvlant (owns and Tillages
^incc lie camo am.iiiij ii^, lie li.is cxliihitcd an cneriry aiul
in Canada,
perseverance rarely o(|nalled, in llie prosecnticiri of liis mission, visiling
most of our towns and villages, while the cnlcrprising portion of onr
citizens have vied with each other in seconding his -^ndeavois to nialto
" Canada a Tilrr/rap/iic net iKirk."
Mr. Snow has jierformed an im*
uicnso amount of travel and labor, and succeeded in organizing Companies for the construction of Lines on twelve routes, amounting to
near IGOO milcx ! The stock on most of them being filled and on the
other portion, but a small addition is wanted. On sonic of the routes
poles are being set, while on others wire is now beir.g strung upon the
The longest line is the Grand Trunk, over 8U0 miles in length
pole.s.
from Port Sarnia to Quebec, by way of Prince Edward's county.
Eleven branches radiate from it making some 800 miles more. Wiring
the Trunk Line west, from Kingston this month,
under the direction of A. F. P wight. Esq one of the energetic and
enterprising Contractors. William WcUer, Esq., of Cobourg, is Pre.'-ident of the Grand Trunk Line and Cecil Mortimer, Esq., of the Pank
Agency at Picton, Treasurer. The Directors are all gentlemen of
wealth, and the highest rcspectabilily, who reside on the Line. The
foUowing are the distances of the Grand Trunk Line and tributaries
All are under contract
in Can.ada in addition to the American Linc.=i.
to be in operation by April 1853.
is to

commence on

,

;

TUUXK

LINE.

Port Sarnia to Hamilton

Hamilton to Toronto
Toronto to Kingston by Picton
Kingston to Montreal
Montreal to Quebec
TranuTARiES to tkunk
Ottawa
Gobourg to Peterborough
Toronto to Parrie and Lake Huron
Toronto to Guelph and Goderich
Hamilton to Buffalo
Prantfnrd and Buffalo Railroad
Brantford to Simcoe and Dover
Port Dover to Port Burwell

On

—

.

,

Port Burwell to IngersoU
Port Stanley to London

Loudon

to

Miles of Wew Lines
Miles no w in operation

CAPITAL

150
30
95
130
70
72
33

in these

;

—

sideration.

The Brock Monument.
Tho Committee appointed to select a new design for the Monument
be erected to the memory of tho lato General Sir Isaac Brock, at
Quecnslown Heights, piet last week at the Parliament Buildings,

45
35

to

Toronto.

1598
840

if 130.000
100,000

ne^

The Trunk Line of Railway.
Li consequence of the negnciations which took place in

Considering the nafuro of the work to be constructed, and how
sehhvm an opportunity is afforded for the o.xercise of taste in so popular and attractive a subject, tho competition appears to have signally
failed.
This may probably be traced to the fact that most of the
Architects declined to interfere in consequence of the claims of one of
their number, whoso design was apiiroved and accepted some years
since.
Seven designs only were siduniKcrl and these were but from
four Architects, and one Sculptor. One a Grecian Doric column,
chaste and effective in cliaracler by Mr. Young, (the author of the
design originally adopted). Two from Mr. Thomas, the first a composite column on a hit;li pedestal and stylobate, extreintly graceful in
design, of great altitude, but perhaps somewbat too delicately enriched,
ami the second, an arch surmounted by an Equestrian Statue of tho
General which could not be said to offer any rivalry to the before
mentioned work by the same master. Another design a Greek
column of no established order but elegant in outline and detail,
by Mr. Hutchinson Clarke, of Hamilton, two by an anonymous contributor
a Corinthian column with a garland wre.ithed around the
shaft, (!) and a Gothic Mausoleum of most wretched character and
miserably rendered with a Doric column having Sculptural ornamentation by a Boston Sculptor, completed tho number of css;iy3
submitted for this unquestionably attractive subject. From amongst
these tho Commiiteo h.as selected Mr. Thomas' Composite column, tho
construction of which is to be immediately commenced, and which
when completed will doubtless approve itself to the public as worthy
of its purpose and of tho high reputation of its author.

—

$290,000
Lines cannot but pay a handsome
interest, while the public will be vastly accommodated, and put Canada
nt least on an equal footing with the States for transmission of intelligence, and all the important cities, towns, and villages, within a
moment's distance of each other. Who would have imagined it two
years ago ? Simcoe Standard.

The investment

Lines.

The Report of the Engineer of the St. Lawrence and Lake Huron
Line has hctii issued. It is proposed to connect the Ogdensburgh
route with Peterborough and the CJeorgian Bay. It has not yet been
determined where the Southern Terminus shall be located, whether at
Kingston or I'rescott the original proposition was to the latter town,
but in view of the early Construction of the Trunk line, Kingston
may it is said be selected, as saving distance and answering the A^hole
purpose. An application is about to be made to Pailiamcnt for a
Charter to construct a Junction Line between Toronto and PeterIxnoiigli
and a reconaisaiice has already been made of the route.
Whetlier as a portion of a trallic line (by which it is affirmed the distance would bo less than by tlie Lake shore) or a loop line to it, by
which to connect the back Townships with Toronto and Kingston respectively, the scheme appeal's to bo well worthy of favorable con-

The Great Western.

IXVF.STF.D.

operation
Do. in progress
in

Lawrence and Lake Huron and Peterborough Junction

The works on this line are progressing with great rapidity. The
Carriage Factoiies at the Hamilton Depot arc nearly complete, and
the car builders will be put in early possession. All the .arrangements
have been made with reference to Locomotive power and general rolling stock, and throughout the whole length of the line there is full
evidence of the most energetic actitm on the part of all Cimcerned.
Engineers in connection wiih this Company are now engaged on u
survej' between Toronto and Hamilton, and a ch.irter will probably
be obtained during the ensuing Session of Parliament .authorizing its
construction.
In this route the two cities will be united at an early
date, and (taking the whole length from the Detroit River to Toronto)
a largo instalment of the Trunk line will be secured.

2437

Tofalmiles

For Lines now

St.

142
48
210
190
200

27
120

Windsor

structed immediately.

MILES.

link.

the

[1852.

tember, and it is intended to complete llio remainder of the length to
Bavrie (09 miles) early in the ensuing winter. Four miles of the permanent way has already been laid, ami the first Locomotive Engine is
daily expected. The Toronto Depot and Road Stations are to be con-

London

Rome time since between the Oelitratcs of
«nd the leading firms of English Uailway

the Provincial Government
CMnlractors, Mr. Ross, Civil
Engineer, has on behalf of Messrs Jacksun, Pcto, Br.assey and others,
made a tour of the Province with a view to ascertain the prospects
nnd facilities which it affords for Railway construction. Mr. Ross has
been accompanied by Mr. Thomas Kuefer, C. E., and they have
together visited the lines in both provinces already in course of coiifltruction, and the routes suggested for those in contemplation.
Mr.
Ross has already taken the contract for the Quebec and Richmond
Railway, and it is inferred from the very favorable opinions that ho
lias cxprcs.sed, that the parties for whom he acts will be prepared at a
•very early d.ite to enter largely upon the construction of other lines.

Mr. Ross goes to England immediately, but is expected to return
after a session there of three or four weeks.

to

Canada

Nortlicrn R.-xilway.
Soma new appointments have been lately made on this lino, consequent upon the resignation of the Honorable H. C. Seymour lato
Engineer in Chief, whose heavy engagements in the United States
induced him to retire from that ollicc. The Company has appointed
F. W. Cumberland, Esq.. as Ih'b successor, and wo uiidcif land that that
gentleman has already entered upon his duties. It is not improbable
at the line to liradfoid (31 mile.'^) will be opened on the 25tli Sep-

—
—
—

—

—

;

Farmer's Associations.

We

perceive by the Woodstock Western Progress of tho I2th inst,
that a Fanner's Association has been just formed in the Township of
East Oxford, in the County (jf Oxford. This is a slop in the right
have time after time urged Hp(Hi our agricultural
direction.
friends tho vast importance of the formation of similar associations
throughout Canada, and we are ploa.sed to see that farmers aru at
ler.gth beginning to comprehend tho solid advantages likely to flow
from them. Besides the dilfusion of useful agricultural knowledge,
the farmers' clubs promote a desirable friendly intercourse and sociability
among farmers wherever they exist, from which the greatest gooil
often Hows. No community of farmers should bo without one, and

We

we
iUs

township in Upper Canada will have
has iieeu .said t' at union is strenptli,
be said that union is knowledge a union

trust that before long every
It

.agricultural a.ssociation.

and with equal truth

it

may

;
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promotes n knowleJgc of favming, ami wlien

it is

woU

knowii lliat this is so, ne aro rallier surprised that farmoi's associations
are not more favorably considered by tlio generality of farmers than
they are in some places at present. At the formation of the East O-vford
Association, Mr. Alexander, wlio was subsequently appointed its President, delivered an admirable address on the benefit of Farmers
Associations.

Colonist.
.,,-.,
„ '^»^'"'^"»' „
t-vhibition.
,

.

.

,

*
The Annual ^
E.xhibition

„,

.

;

.,

,

of the Provmcial Agricultural Association,
will be held in Toronto, on llio 3lst, SSrid, 23rd, and Sltli of September.
E.vtensive arrangements have been made to ensure a display of
the produce and industry of the country, commensurate with the
extraordinary increase in its population and wealth, since the last
Exhibition held iu this city four years .ago.
Tlio Local Committee iu their address to the Citizens of Toronto
express their confident expectation that the Ontario, Sinicoc and Lake
Huron Railroad will be opened, and the Locomotive in operation as
A very largo number
far as Bradford, by Uio time xcd for the fair.
of visitors from all parts of Canada an<l the United States is looked
for, and (for the purpose of aftbrding every facility to strangers to
procure suitable accomodation) the Local Committee have announced
tlicir inlenlion to keep a record of all Houses of entertainineiit in the
city and Eiiviron.s, as also the extent of accommodation each possesses
ai,d the charges for the same.
'

Premiums

be aAvarded by the Provincial Agricultural

to

Association.

For

Afjricultural liciwHs of Counties in Uppor
1 853.
Open 'to general competilion.

For the best County

Reiiort,

Do

-

DoDo-

3i-d
,ltli

Canada, for

.

-

-

-

-£20

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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These Reports, in addition to the usual information required
respecting the condition of Agricultural Societies witliiu their range,
should describe the various soils of the County; modes of Fanning;
value of land amount ol tillage and average of crops breeds (jf live
stock
implements and machines in use metliods of jireserviiig and
applying manures sketch of past progress, with suggestions for future
improvement.
The manufacturing and commercial condition and
capabilities of the County should likewise be stated, together with any
other facts that would illustrate its past history or |iresent condition.
All statistical information should be condensed as much as possible,
and when practicable, put into a tabulated form.
The main object of
each report should be to afford any intelligent stranger that might read
it, aconci.se, yet an a(fcy«ate?_y ij-Ky/yu? view of the Agricultural condition
and Industrial pursuits oi \\\Q County. While all unnecessary j^articulais
are to be avoided in ihe preparation of these Reports, completeness shoMldi
as much as possible be kept in view.
The Rejiorts must be sent in to the Secretary of the Board of
Agriculture, accompanied by a scaled note containing the name and
adilicss of the writer, on or before the 1st of AprU, 1853
and no repoit
will be received after that date.
Such reports as obtain premiums will
become the 'iireiierty
of the Board. Aqriculturist.
'
•'
'
;

;

;

;

;
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7JaiZiM!/«a(;sKcs.— The length of railway open at the end of 1851 was
G890 miles; end of 1850, GC21 miles; and end of 18-19, 6032 miles—
showing an increase in mileage in 1851 over 1850 of 2C0 miles, and end
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;
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At this juncture, as if guided by a special Providence, a strong and
national society is ])reparing to make this subject its peculiar care.
Practical and scientific men, as if anticipating jts increased necessity,
held a preliminary meeting in Westminster, on Wednesday, last week,
to form a Society for the jireservation of life from explosion and other
accidents in mines. It was there resolved tliat a society having these
objects in view, sliould have its seat in London, and its ramifications
in every

mining

district.

;

—

—

Accidents.
In the half year ending the 31st December, the number
of persons killed was 113, and 264 injured. There were 8 passengers
killed and 113 injure I, fi'om causes beyond tlieir own control
9 passengers were killed and 14 injured, owing to their own misconduct or
want of caution ; 30 servants of companions or of contractors were
killed and 17 injured, from causes beyond their own control ; 32
servants of companies or of contractors were killed and 11 injured,
owing to their own misconduct or want of caution ; 33 tre.sp.TSseis and
other persons, neither passengers nor servants of the companies, were
killed and 9 injured, by crossing or walking on railways. There was
;

one suicide,

The Gold Melds of Australia.— T ho Victoria gold fields still enTbsa
the chief attention of fortune-hunters, and really the outmovings ap'pear
In five months— say, from Cctober, 1851, to th»
to be immense.
beginning of March, 1852— the Victoria dig:'ings yielded the enormous
amount of 053,270 ounces of gold, which is valued at £2,319,108103,,
or nearly $10,000,000,
.^
,,.„
mi,
n
> „
v
„i
i, i
j
Batnurst
and
The t>
1 uron diggings,
which
have ibeen ilonger and
raoro
extensively woiked than those of Victoria, have yielded up to March
nearly 1,000,000 ounces of gold the actual exports to Marcli 20 being
1,125,317 ounces. These diggings yield as plentiful as ever, and new
localities, abounding in rich deposits, are being met with in abundance.
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•
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In Van Dieman's Land gold has been discovered, but we h.avo little
more than the announcoraout. Large parties had gone out in different
directions, with the view of prospecting.
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AVe have the names of some of the first practical and scientific men
of the day, as well as of Members of Parliament, who are prep red to
support this Society. In London wo have a concentration of the
science of Europe, and the influeuoo aud the power of the kingdom,
that will truder tu the miucs all human moans aud ajipliauces suites!
i

.

i

deviation

;

,^

"

'

^§9 miles.

rassengcrs.— The number of passengers conveyed on railways in
the United Kingdom for the half-year ending the 31st Dec, 1851, was
47,509,392 for the corresponding period of 1850, 41,087,919 and for
the corresponding period of 1849, 35,073,072 showing an increase in
the half-year ending the 31st Dec, 1851, over the corresponding period
in 1850 of G,421,473 passengers, and for the half-year ending the 3Ist
^ec, 1850, over the corresponding period of 1849 of 6,014,247 passcn-

;

Accidents in Mines.— 'Not less than 0000 of our fellow-creatures
liave been destroj-ed in the mines during the last ten years.
Some of
them have been shattered to pieces in the mine projected against the
sides of this terrible ])iece of ordnance
while others, out of its iinmediate range, in another part of the workings, have been instantly
*^
^
1
1
,.
1
.1
.,
rA.T
poisoned 1by the gaseous productions off the explosion. Others,
again,
',
1
,
{
1
n of< <i
1
r 11
have
been
drowned1 in ,1
the depth
the mine, and some have
fallen
J.
1
1
1
11
,
1
1 -1
i
,1
1
1
many hund ed feet and been bruised to death, while many have been
i

a national society for the miners, inspired by humanity and bo
inlluenced and guided, cannot but be productive of the most beneficial
results.— J/raMi^/ Journal.

;

00
-500
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;

—
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(Wellington and

-

Hastings excepted,)

2nd

S3

for their dangerous condition ; while practical liliowlcdge and cxjiefienco from the mines will offer to science the elements for experiment
and calculation. Thus rellecting on each other, and proceeding hand
in hand, they will bring to liglit abetter and more secure morlo for
working our dangerous mines. Science, thus led by practical knowledge, enabled M. Jars, the French academician, to discover the laws
of the natural ventilation of mines, and then- dangerous condition at
certain seasons.
So led. Sir Humphrey Davy and Mr. G. Stevenson
discovered the safety-lamp and so led, Professor Bischoff, of Bonn,
detected bi-carburetted hydrogen in some of the continental mines
that rendered the safety-lamp in them an instrument of danger
It
^^s this which discovered that the same safety-lamp became a source
of explosion in the hands of the miner, wlien iiassing throu'di an
explosive atmosphere of more than 3 ft. a second. It was this combination of .science and practical knowledge that has given to the mines
their various means of ventilation
the furnace, the fan, the ventilatingpump, the elevated chimney, and the steam-jet. It is tliis which has
enabled us to penetrate nearly 2000 foot into the bowels of the earth,
through quicksands and feeders of water, some of them 0000 gallons
per minute, and to extract tliorefrom the minerals so important" to the
individual man and to the country. It is this combination that is the
iiope of the future.

^^^^^^
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uniformity was remarked in the
number of persons married at different ages, in the proportion of men
^t one age with females at another .ige, and even between the condijions of persons marrying, viz. :— bachelors with sjuusters, bachelors
^,,ith widows, widowers with .spinsters, and widowers with widows,
xhe proportions are shown by tables to differ in a very slight degree
in several successive years, and at different periods of age.
Other
]nnds of observations may be i)ointed out, in which the action of the
will is observed to be in such strict accordance with a general law,
that calculation, though it might be at fault in a few cases, would be
almost absolutely correct in predicting the results iu a large pojiulaThe crimes of which persons are accused vary in their nature
tion.
according to the age and sex but during the twenty years in which
they were rcgistoreJ in France, and during which the number accused
was about eijual to that of tho d atlis of luak'S ri'giritcrcJ iu Paris, the

^^'^"'"^

^'^ y^'"'^-

"^^''^
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1852, of £1,785,097.

The great Fire at the Printing Office of Messrs Clowes, in London,
month of June last, by wliich property to the value of £50,000
was destroyed, has, it appears, a more direct interest for Canadians,
than the readers of the announcement in the papers, were probably
con.scious of. Apart of the twenty thousand reams of paper cunsunied,
consisted of the sheets of 457 pages of the fortliconiing Volume of
observations at H. M. Magneticnl Observatory at Toronto, the whole of
which have therefore to be reprinted.
in the

for speculation.

—

The Amazon. rrofessor Graham has presented a chemical report to
the Board of Trade on the cause of the burning of the ship Amazon, in
which, after investigating the evidence on the subject, he conies to the
conclusion that the origin of the fire must remain a matter of speculation
and conjecture. He does not think that it originated in the spontaneous
corabuslion of the coals, because they were Welsh, which arc not

It appears from the I'eturns prepaied by the Board of Trade, that
during the five months ended the 5th of Juncla.st, we imported no
less tiuin 52,338,676 eggs, tlie whole of which were entered for liome
consumption. Of these, two-thirds were de'ivered to supply the London markets. The average monthly consumption of foreign eggs is
The importations of butter during the first five months of
15,000,000.
the present year were 117,797 cwt., against 129,936 cwt., in the corres-

a dry and dusty
remarkable for this properly, and were shipped
He conceives that the sudden and powerful burst of flan e from
state.
the corfla!i;ration,
outset
of
very
the
which
occurred
at
the store-room,
according to
is strongly suggestive of a volatile combustible, which,
two witnesses, was in the etore-roora, though this is denied liy a third.
Professor Gral am found on trial that the vapour given off by oil of
turpentine is sufficiently dense at a temperature somewhat below 110°
in

to

make

air

pontling period of last year.

explosive on the approach of a light.

—

rrcvcnlion of Incrustations in Steam-IioUers. M. Delandre states that
incrustation,
lie has succeeded in preserving tubular boilers, free from
by placing 2 lbs. of protochloride of tin in a boiler, which works 12
hours daily, with a pressure of 3 atmospheres, consuming in this time
1,500 to l.GOO quarts of water, and is only emptied and refilled once
For steam boilers which are erajitied daily, and are of
in eight days.
great power, the consumption of protochloride should be calculated at
half a pound, for every cubic inetre of water evaporated. The protocloride of tin is changed by the water into an insoluble basis and a
soluble acid salt ; the latter dissolves the earthy and calcareous salts.

—Arlizan.
Dr. Babbington, of London, some time since took out a patent for
preventing incrustation by volaic agency. For iron boilers he i-ecommends a plate of zinc 16 oz. the square foot, to be attached by one of
and both sides of the
its edges by solder, to the interior of the boiler
plates being left exposed to tlie action of the iron and water, voltaic
agency thus excited, is said to have the desired elfcct. For large
boilers, two three or more plates may bo used as necessary.
Slcam-Boikr Explosions. An invention has been registered by Mr.
Dangerfield, of West Bromwich, for the prevention of steam-boiler
explosions. The apparatus is very simple, consisting of a valve, which
is screwed to the top of the boiler, over which stands a hollow iiuted
column about 3 feet high, forming a box to eontaiti the weights on the
valve, and a pillar for a wheel, over which works a flat chain connected with the buoy in the boiler, having at equal distances two long
Two levers, connected with the
links, one on each side of the pillar.
valve, and fixed on centres, pass between the long link, so that the
water in tlie boiler, rising or falling beyond a given level, depresses
;

—

the lever, opens the valve, and permits the steam to escape. An iiidex
on the wheel which gives the height of Iho water in the boiler
the steam is al.so weighed without the addition of levers, and the
weights are securely locked in the pillar to jirevcnt alteration.

is fi.xed

[18c

account of the receipUs and disbursements of the home treasmy
of the East India Company, from the 1st of M.ny, 1851, to the 30th of
April, 1852, shows that the receipts have been £6,099,852 8s. 5d.. and
the disbursements, £3,734,003 lis. 6d., leaving a balance in favor of
the company, on the 30th of April, 1852, of £9 365,848 14s. It is
estimated that the receipts of the home Treasury from the 1st ef May
last to the 30lh of April, 1853, will be £3,858,021, which, with the
balance in hand, will make the total amount £6,224,369. The disbursements for the same period are estimated at £4,439,272, which
will leave a balance in favor of the company on the 30th of April,

An

pro-

former results were found to fluctuate less than
portion of suicides todeaths(l in 70 amongst males, 1 in 125 amongst
death,
fcm.iles) and the age at which they arc committed, the mode of
and even the causes wliicli lead to tla-m, vary only in accordance with
day
of
the
minutes
seven
every
know
that
in
l''ew
laws.
general
some
a child is born in London, and in every nine minutes one of its inThe population of London is, roundly, ?,362,000. If
habitants dies
the averages of the past 50 years continue, in 31 years from this time,
as niany persons as now compose its population will have died in it,
and yet in about 39 yeara;from this time^ if the present rate of progress
continue, the metropolis will contain twice as many persons as it does'
now. The whole population of Liverpool in 1851 numbered 255,000;
while the iucrea.se of itihabitants in the metropolis between 1841 and
and 1S51 was 413,000. It is truly marvellous! "Where it will stop,
and how food aud shelter are provided for these masses, are subjects
tlie latter.

;

that a few nigh s ago
of the constellations
A(|uila and Serpens, about 5 degrees east of the star Tau in Ophiuchu.s.
It shines as a fine star of between the eighth and ninth m.agnitudfs,
and has a very steady yellow light. At moments it appeared to
have a disc, but the night was not sufticiently favorable for high
magnifiers. At Kill. 13rii. IGs. moan time, its right ascension was 18h.
Thediurnal
12rn. 58 8s., and its north polar distance 98 deg. 17m, 09s.
motion in R. A. is about Im. 2s. towards the west, and in N. P. D. two
or three minutes towards the south."

New Pland—ilr. J. R. Hind has announced
lie "disvovered a new planet on the borilers

At a meeting of the vSociety of Antiquaries, lately hold in London,
Mr. Wright, by permission of the owner, exhibited a sword, a spearhead, and what he denominated an arrow-head of the Anglo-Saxon
period, from whence he argued that the Anglo-Saxons used bows and
Mr. Akennan expressed more than strong doubts on the
arrows.
question, and was of opinion that the so-called arrow-head had
belonged to a small javelin. Our notion is that of Mr. Wright,— and
it is very well ascertained that the Ancient Britons, whatever might
have been the practice of the Saxons, employed bows aud arrows, and
pointed the latter with Hint.

It is stated that arraiige.Tients are in progress for extending the
privileges of sending books, magazines, and pamphlets by post, at tlie
low rates adopted for inland carriage of these article.s, to the settlements of Australia.

From official returns just published, it appears that the Irish
emigration in ten years (1841 to 1751) numbered 1,289,133 persons.
The decrease in the population of Ireland between 1841 and 1851 was
1,659,330.
It is said that Col. Eawlinson has opened out the entire place of
sepulture of the Kings and Ciueeng of As,syria. There tl ey lie " in
huge stone sarcophagi, wilh ponilerous lids decorated with the Royal
ornaments and costume, just as they were deposited more than 3U00

years ago."
It is proposed to construct a new Bridge on or near the situ of
Blackfriars bridge, to be of cast iron, and have only five arches iiistuad
of seven. The centre arch would thus be 150 feet open aud the two
side arches 140 and 130 feet resjiectively.

Mr. A. W. Pugin, the celebrated Architect, has become the inmate
of a Pubhc HospitaL His mind having given way under an exccessive
and nervous excitement.

strain of professional

ERRATA.

— Line 40.— For
— Line 10.— For

Page 10
Page 16

"shut," read "sheet."
" bichlorides," read "chlo •ide
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objects,

which we hoped

from the bottom of the ditch to the top of the wall. In
some cases the embankment is not more than a foot in height, and the
trench of the same depth. Lest it should be doubted whether works
so slight can be satisfactorily traced, it may be observed that a regular
and continuous elevation of six inches may always be followed with-

%mml
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1852.

we

alluded briefly to

in general terms the sources

to obtain co-operation

from

We

and support.

now

propose to consider more in detail the manner in which that
co-operation

may be

afforded, not, however, intending to restrict

any way the intentions of our well-wishers, but rather with
the view of suggesting subjects of enquiry and observation which
in

some of our

readei-s

might consider unsuitable to the pages of

this Journal, or the objects of the

Canadian

then,

for observation

now

we

A

To this clear and concise description little need be added.
enquiries proposed by the Canadian Institute, are the following

Institute.

1.

attach great impoi'tance to the opportunities

and discovery presented by railway operations

in progress in various parts of

in the construction of

the different lines the importance of accurately recording the

many

interesting facts

which are daily

We

disclosed.

recently

workmen on the Great Western

of township

and number of

lot in

The
:

which any Intrenchment

exists.

The area and dimensions, from actual measurement, and
a plan, with sections.

3.

A

4.

Are there any

if

possi-

general description of the situation and neighbourhood.

their size, the
to be found ?

growing on the

trees

artificial

earthwork,

if so,

number of rings of annual growth in the largest stump
To cut a tree down to ascertain this fact, unless they

are numerous, would be to destroy a very valuable standing evidence
to the antiquity of the work.

noticed in a local paper* a short account of the discovery of an

Indian burying-ground by the

Name

Mound
2.

ble,

Upper Canada, and would

warmly urge upon the gentlemen engaged

feel

out difficulty."
" In respect to position," adds the same writer, " a very great uniformity is to be observed throughout; most occupy high and commanding
sites near the bluff edges of the broad terraces by which the country
rises from the level of the lakes.
When found on lower grounds, it is
usually upon some dry knoll or little hill, or where banks of streams
serve to lend security to the position.
few have been found upon
slight elevations in the midst of swamps, where dense forests, and
almost impassable marshes, protected them from discovery and attack.
In nearly all cases they are placed in close proximity to some unfailing supply of water, or running streams. Gateways, opening toward
these, are always to be observed, and in some cases guarded passages
are visible."

or
First,

25

and eight

5.

Are there

still,

or were there, previously to clearing, trees of large

size in the area of the

the place

6. Is

work

known

?

to the Indians in the neighbourhood
traditions respecting it 1

by any

Railway, in excavating a bank in the neighbourhood of Windsor.

name

number of Indian
ornaments, consisting of silver pins, brooches, bracelets, amber
bead necklaces, &c., also, red stone pipes, copper camp kettles,
and a variety of articles usually buried with an Indian. The

Are stone axes, arrow-heads, weapons or utensils, ever ploughed
up in the vicinity ? Is broken pottery common ? Have the remains
of concealed stores been discovered ?
Specimens of any of these

" In the burying-ground were found a large

place where these things were found was

ground.

A

great

many

skulls,

an Indian burying-

bones and skeletons have been

Have they any

?

7.

objects will be highly valued.
8. Are there evidences of the place having been suiTounded with
posts or pickets ?

9. Have utensils or weapons of copper or iron ever been discovered,
leading to the inference that the place was occupied since the intercourse of the natives with Europeans began ?

disinterred."

With

a view to collect accurate and complete information on

we have

such interesting revelations as the one to which

just

adverted, the Canadian Institute, in a circular of enquiry dated

June 12th, 1852, proposed ("and distributed
number of queries which we subjoin

and wide) a

far

:

10. Specimens of Indian skulls or crania having evidence of antiquity will be valued. But the Council distinctly disown any wish or
desire to disturb native burial places of comparatively recent date, and
strongly recommend that they be treated with respect.
11. Are there any mounds or tumuli of artificial construction, or any
or elevatious which from their regularity suggest a suspicion
of such an origin, if so, state the same particulars respecting them ?

mounds
12.

—

Indian Remains. Although the subject of Indian mounds and
intienchmenta has of late years received much attention in the neighbouring States, and it has been shewn by the investigations of Mr.
Squiert and others, that they exist in considSerable numbers in western
New York particularly in the regiou occupying the first and second
plateaux round Lake Ontario Upper Canada, a part of the same
region geographically, and peopled originally by the same, or nearly
allied races, remains to a great degree a terra incognita with respect to
I'he Council of the Canadian Institute deem it one
this enquiry.
particularly worthy of tlie attention of those persons who, by their
and from the
pursuits, are brought into contact with such objects
professedly practical character of their body, one of those also upon
which authentic and valuable information may be looked for, at the
hands of its members, as au early result of its incorporation.

—

—

Are there any

neighbourhood

;

local names of Indian origin in your township or
a list of them, indicating the language to which

if so,

tliey belong, their correct pronunciation, their interpretation or

ana the

local circumstances

will be highly .icceptable

on which they

may appear

meaning,

to be founded,

?

13. Copies of any noteworthy native drawings or writings, such as
those existing on what are called the pictured rocks of Lake Superior
and Lake Huron, and generallv drawings of any objects connected
with the subjects of these enquiries, will be thankfully received.

We

solicit

who

the attention of those

are interested in the

;

Tn one county alone, of the State of New York, (Jefferson County,)
Mr. Squier was enabled to discover fifteen inclosures or intrenchmeiits,
and he has estimated the total number which formerly existed in that
from two hundred to two hundred and fifty. " Were these
works," he remarks "of the general large dimensiona of those of the
Western Slates, their numbers would be a just ground of astonishment.
They aie, however, for the must part, comparatively small, varying
from one to four acres, the largest not exceeding sixteen acres in area.
The embankments, too, are slight, and the ditches shallow the former
seldom more than four feet in height, and the latter of corresponding
proportions. The work most distinctly marked exists in the town of
Oakfield, Genesee County it measures, in some places, between seven
state, at

Remains to the foregoing

attractive subject of Indian

For our own

part,

we

shall at all times

the Journal wood-cuts of any

when

enquiries.

to introduce into

possessing peculiar interest,

transmitted for the inspection of the Institute, or as a

contribution to the

Museum now

Another subject of much
is

relic

be glad

in progress of formation.

scientific

and economic importance

involved in the collection and publication of accurate descrip-

tions

and diagrams of

strata,

which may be

disclose<l

by deep

:

cuttings,

either in the drift formation or in

the drift reposes.

rocks

upon which

Fossil remains of large dimensions are not

;

unfrequently found in the
•The Canada Oak.
tSmithsoni.in contributions to knowledge

Vol.

J,

No.

2,

Septkmbee, 1852.

:

Amtrican Journal, Vol. Xlf, No.

3?.

drift,

and the foundation limestone

rocks of the Western part of the Province teem with innumer-

2S

the atmospheric phenomena of light.

Oj^

able relies of former organic

Mucli interest

life.

lias

recently

been excited by the discovery of the bones of an animal of large
dimensions in

neighbourbood of Hamilton,

tlie

phant,' (Mastodon

We

?)

have seen no

-ealled

an

'

Ele-
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—Belleville— Kingston — MaeNab —Bytown, and various parts
of Plantageuet and Hawkesbury — Cornwall —
Bizard — BeauharMontreal—
nois
Island — Cauglm.awag.a
Jesus — Teirebone
Philipsburgh —
Dominique — Grondines— Deschambault — Beauport
— Bay Paul, and Murray Bay — Upton — .\oton — Wickham — Stanstead — Ilatley — Dudswell — Temiscouata Lake — Gasp6 — Port Daniel
— Richmond — Anticosti Island.
Hydraulic Lime
found
the following places — Point Douglas,
Lake Huron — Cayuga,
miles below the
on the Grand River
— Thorold — Kingston — Nepean, near Bytown — Argenteuil.
Magnesian — Exit of Lake Mazinaw — North Sherbrooke, C.W.—
Drumniond —
Arraand — Durham — Sutton — Ely — Durham — Melbourne — Kingsley — Shipton — Chester — Halifax — Inverness — Leeds
Joseph Seigniory.
Giles Seigniory —
Mary Seigniory —
Madoc

Isle

Isle

St.

St.

scientific description

of

the remains, although they possess singular interest and have

in

is

acquired considerable notoriety.

:

village,

31.<

and minerals of every

Fossils

description,

when

properly

arranged and described in a jiublic Museum, acquire a value
they can rarely or never attain in private hands.

v.-hieh

new and comparatively unexplored country, the

In

this

scantily furnished

Cabinet of an amateur, xmless he be professionally interested in

mineralogy or pakeontology, or possessed of industiy to describe
the few treasures accident or searcli
with,

—

^lie

may

St.

St.

have furnished him

shorn of more than half their value, because they do

not thus contribute to public knowledge, or advance the interests

St.

1st.

The number

in Great Britain

have given an extraordi-

nary impetus to Geological science during the

They have opened up

last

twenty years.

the mineral treasm'es of the

country in

marvellous abundance, and every advantage has been taken of
the oppoitunities so frequently oflered.

It

lasting regret if the splendid facilities

now

would be a matter of
within our reach,

any be forwarded.)

The analysis if it has been ascertained.
Whether it exists in quantity and position
:

ical use as
Cth.

an article of commerce, and the

AVhcther

it

exhibits

warrant

to

—

any hydraulic properties and

to

—

to,

We

important subjects of enquiry iu

shall advert to other

numbers of the Journal

future

;

in the meantime,

by Capt.

we call

by

of the Institute

stones of Canada.

members and

friends

sohciting information respecting the

Lime-

It is unnecessary for

us to enlarge upon the

economic importance of the material, or enumerate the many
useful purposes to which it is applied.
It is not generally

known however,

that the Farmer, the Builder, the Smelter, the

Soap-boOer, the Soda-maker, the Candle-maker,
(fee.,

&c., all require

it

peouharly apphcable.

and

analysis, tliat the

subjoined

the Bleacher,

in processes to wliich special varieties
It is

are

with a view to their classification

Council have determined to institute the

:

REGAUDING THE LIMESTONES OF CANADA.
does not appear that the Limestones of Canada have
examined, by analysis or otherwise, in reference to

EXCJUIEIES

Inasmuch
as yet been

as

it

fully

their economical values, or classified for practical purposes, it has be;:n
determined by the Council of the CAXAnrAX Institcte, to collect for
its Museum, in aid of these objects, specimens of Limestones from the
various localities within the Province
tlicy accordingly request that
all parties who, by residence or information, may be able to assist the
Council in this m.attcr, will be pleased to transmit to tlie Secretary of
the Institute, replies to the accompanying questions, with specimens
of the Limestones or Limes to which they refer ; and to add to those
spcimens which are selected, .is ilhistratlns; tlio economical uses more
particularly in view, any wliich exhibit fossil remains of whatever kind.
;

The following is a list of the localities in which Limpstones are
to exist,* extracted from a paper prepared by W. E. Lo"-an
°
Esq, F. 11. S., the President of the Inslitule.
Maiden Manitoulin Islands, along the snutli side St. Joseph
Island
co.ast of L:il!o Huron, from Cape Ilurd to IJiviere au Sable
(north) various parts from Cabot's Head to Sydonliani, in Owen's
Sound and from Sydenham, by Euphrasia, to Noltawnsaga thence
by Mono to E^qnesing, and liy Nelson toAncastcr Tliuroki Matchedash Bay— Onllia— Kama— Mara, and various parts of Marmor.a—

known

'

—
—
—

—

;

—

—

;

—

• NoTK.
The (luanlitius in Ihe loealilies indicaleci arc not in every case of
a suilieienl amount lo be profilably nvailalile, but llicy are always of sulRcienl impurlanue to draw auciilion to llie loealilies as a possible guide to llie

discovery of others

in

the vicinity where quanlilies

may

lie

attention

Lefroy, which has especial

circular of

have endeavored to give a practical

useful du-eetion to the exertions of the

extent,

—

reference to the highly interesting subject of climate.

and

what

—

proved to the uttermost.

enquiry aheady referred

econom-

7th. If Lime has already been mai, ufactured from the stone referred
transmit a sample and state the manner of its manufacture if
to
peculiar
and in what works the same has been used.

to the admirable paper

of the Canadian Institute in their

its

facilities for transportation.

should be permitted to slide from our grasp without beino- im-

The Council

name

31. The geological position of the bed, its thickness, dip, superior
and inferior strata, the nature of the surface, soil, itc. <tc. dec, if known.

5th.

Railway operations

of the specimen referred to (if

The name of the locality (No. of the lot, concession, and
of township and county) from which the same has been taken.
2i]d.

4th.

of Science.

St.

Replies to the following questions or other information on the subwdl be thankfully acknowledged :

ject

greater.

On

the Atmospheric

Phenomena of Li^ht by
;

Cherriman,

91.

J. Bradford

A., F. C. P. S.,

(Fello w of St. John's College, Cambridge,

and Dep. Prof, of

Mathematics and Natural Philosophj in the

University of

Toronto.)

(continued from page

6.)

There is still remaining an extensive class of phenomena known
under the generic name of halo, and comprehending a great
diversity of appearances, about which much ditference of opinion
has prevailed among philosophers. It is now, however, generalljconceded, that the tlieory proposed by Mariotti, and permitted
for a long time to lie dormant, until re-discovered and worked
out by Young, is sufficient to account for most, if not all, of the
observed

facts, its results

agreeing with them not only in general

According to
and

character but even in the details of measurement.
this tlieorj', the

phenomena

aiise

reflections of the rays of light

the air

;

which

crystal.*,

as

is

from the various

by the

ciystals of

well known,

all

refractions

snow or ice in
more or less

exhibit

the angle of 60°, their general form being that of triano-ular or
hexagonal equilateral prisms, terminated by plane bases at right
angles to their sides.

The following is an account of a hah obser\"ed near Toronto
by Mr. II. Y. Hind, on Sth March, 1847:—
"

A ring of

a dull orange colour towards its inner boundary,
about 24° from the Sim, together with a second ring
of fainter colour, distant about 24° from the fornicr.
In the
cii-cumforence of the inner ling, exactly opposite each other, and
cqitally distant from the horizon, were two mock-suns, well
deh'ned towartls the Sun itself, and of a dull orange colour, but
shooting out into a vivid streak of light, siime 10° on the oppoTwo other coloured arcs of
site side, parallel to the horizon.
more vivid coloui's than the former, and seemingly of nearly tho
same nidii, touched them in their vertical point.s, with their
convexities turned towanls tho Sun.
At the points of cont.tct,
w.is \isiblu

ON THE ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA OF

1852.]
tlic

colours were most distinct, being in those parts towards tlio

Sun

of a deep orange, but

latter arcs of

on the inner boundary of the two

an indigo blue, the intervening space of a hght

green."

The

radius of the inner ring, as measured

was 22 °

at Toronto,

by Captain

Lefroy,

53'.

In another lialo, observed February 9, 1851, by Mr. James S.
Clouston, C. T., at Moose Factory, we find " a horizontal circle
of a whitish colour passing through the sun a halo round the
sun of about 22 ° radius, at the point of intersection of which
;

with the former were two very bright mock-suns a second halo
radius, family tinged with the prismatic colours,
of about 45
(and as in the previous one) two arcs touching them at their
hifdiest pohits, convex to the sun, both coloured, but the colours
of the second being very vivid Hke a rainbow; on the horizontal
ch-cle, two faint elongated mock-suns, each about 120 ° (90 ° ?)
;

'-'

on either side of the sun, and a third dircctlj' opposite to the sun,
and very much elongated." Captain Back describes a lunar halo
in which a white cross passed through the moon bounded by a
halo of 22 ° and ha\iug a mock moon in the end of each
branch of the cross. In a halo of the sun, observed by Hevelius
in 1661, A. D., no less than six mock-suns were seen, as also in
At Kiaihta,
another observed by M. Lambert, in June, 1838.
in Siberia, on February 4, 1829, at sunrise, were seen luminous
rays issuing on both sides of the sun, (known in that country
by the name of the sun's ears,) \\hich extended gradually till
they made the complete tour of the horizon, forming a circle in
the circumference of which were situated seven mock-suns. But
of all recorded halos, the most complex and gorgeous is the one
seen at Gotha, on May 12, 1824, and of which a full account
may be found in the Ency. Met. Art. Meteorology.
,

be now seen that the term halo indicates a phenomenon
so complicated as to render its description difficult, no observer
having ever yet seen it complete, and the appearances often
however, the principal
changing during the time of observation
paiis of it may be thus defined
It will

;

:

1.

A

horizontal white chcle passing through the sun

making the complete
2.

A vertical

and

also passing

cu-cle,

through the sun and

terminated by the horizon.

These are produced by

reflection of the sun's ra3's, the

whose

former

axes are veilical and at the

the latter at the faces of the
bases of those with axes horizontal
prisms, whose axes are horizontal and perpendicular to the verti;

through the sun and spectator.

The

crystals tending

to arrange themseb'es according to the law of least resistance,
will naturally

be found in greater abundance with their arcs

horizontal or vertical, than in

any other

position.

These two circles form the white cross in Captain Back's
lialo, and at their other point of intersection give rise to a pale
vivid
mock-sun, which is consequently just in the opposite
and
point of the heavens to the real sun and at the same height abo-\"G
3.

the horizon.

Two

These

though
from

arise

6. Two circular coloured axes, generally of great brilliancy,
touching the first halo at its highest and lovv'est points, and
turning their convexity towards the sun, being red outside and

These are formed in the same manner as the first
by prisms with axes horizontal, and occurring in great
numbera. The circles will have the zenith for their centre, their
apparent diametera varying with the sun.
violet within.

halo,

7. Two precisely similar rings, touching the second halo in its
highest and lowest points, produced, according to M. Galle, in
the same manner as tlie second halo, by piisms whose axes are

vertical

but this explanation does not seem satisfactory.

;

—very

Two

other circles
points distant 60° from
8.

its

rare

—touching

the second halo at

lowest point, of which no account has

yet been given by theorj".
9. Lastlj',

or near,

at,

the intersections of the halos proper

all

circles (1 and 2), have been
observed, at one time or other, images of the sun, mock-sun, or
Those of the first
parhelia as they are called, in number eleven.

with the

and horizontal

vertical

generall}'

along the white

circles

;

appear coloured like the halos
tending away from the sun

tails

but in those of the third halo, which

the faintness of this halo.
of the exact intersection

They occur
of the

owing to

generally a httle outside

circles,

which

is

successfully

explained by Venturi, from the fact of the refraction not taking
place exactly in a plane perpendicular to the edge of the prisms.

may

be other varieties of the halo which ar-e not included
enumeration; and, indeed, the vast diversity of
forms which the ice-crystals may take, and the great number of

There

in the above

ways

in

oft'er

a

which they may present themselves

to the sun, evidently
complication of circumstance that baflles analysis, or
There is still a class of phenomena depending on
the atmospheric polarization of light whose examination must be
reserved for a future occasion, and also a few of which it may be
doubted whether they are due to atmosjiheric action thus, not

description.

;

other wliite circles of verj-

I'are

a variab'e angle, to the vertical circle (2.)
at the faces of prisms when a
considerable number of them happen to have their axes inclined
angle
to the vertical.
at the same
inclined,

;

mention the auroral arch and zodiacal light which some liavo
attempted to resolve into atmospheric phenomena, the dark lines
of the solar spectrum and the twinkling of the stars ma}', with
much probability, be thus referi'ed. Of the former of these two,
no attempt even at explanation has yet been made, and the latter
to

occurrence passing
also through the sun and the above-mentioned image, and equally
4.

;

are extremely rare, the coloui-s have never been seen,

at the faces of the ice-crystals,

cal plane

the third or outermost on the contrary has violet within and red
Inside the first halo is comparative darkness, but on
the outside its \ioIet fades away into the azure of the sky, succeeded
again by a darker space just within the second halo, between which
and the third is considerable illumination followed by darkness
outside the third.
Of these the first is produced by rays refracted
through two adjacent faces of the pilsras in such a position that
the refracted ray undei'goes the le;ist deviation
the second by
those refracted in like manner through a face, and issuing through
the base, and the third by rays issuing after one internal reflection
exactly as in the primary rain-bow. The residts of theory agree in
all particulars with regard to these, with the observed tacts, but
there is mention made in one of Captain Pan-y's halos of a
prismatic circle of 38° radius, and in a halo seen at the Observatory
in Toronto, on March 9, 1841, of one of 30° radius
if these
were not sinqsle coronce (the order of colours is imfortunately
not mentioned in either case), and the measurements be accurate,
they must be regarded as facts yet unexplained, and it appears
very difficult to frame any hypothesis for them.

themselves, and spread out

white

27

without.

and second halo

cu'cuit of the heavens.

LIGHT.

at

reflection

It consists, as may
has been the crux of optical science for ages.
be seen any clear evening, in the star undergoing rapid changes

—

5. Three circular coloured ring's, or kcdos i^i'oper, surrounding
the sun and having radii about 22, 46, and 90 degrees respectively.
They all display the prismatic colors, the two interior having red

of intensity and coloiu'

on the inside and violet without, (these being distinguished at a
glance from coronce or where the order of colour is the reverse),

Philosophers, from Aristotle
hauls in framing hypotheses,

"The

And

fiery Siriiis alters here,

bickers into red and emerald

down
more

to

."

Newton, have

tried tlieir

or less ingenious, to account

GAS PATENTS.
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for thi»; but lata- observers

upsetting

liave contented

and confessing

previous explanations,

all

tKemselves
their

-n-ith

own

some time ag'i, tliat M. Arago
deducing the facts from the undulatory
theory; but his memoir, if ever published, I have unfortunately
Some remarkable appearances, though not difficult to
not seen.
explain, offer themselves during a total eclipse of the sun, of
which a very interesting descrij^tion may be found in Huid's
Solar System.
ignorance.

It

had succeeded

was

undei-stood,

at length in

Gas Patents, by Henry

Croft,

D. C.

t., Professor of Chemistry

in the University of Toronto.

There is scarcely any branch of chemical manufectm-e which
Las attracted so much attention, and has been made the subject
of such numerous patents as that of coal gas we mention coal
gas alone, for although various proposals have been made, and
several carried into execution, for extracting a gas fitted for
illumination from numerous other substances; such for instance,
as oU, fats, rosin, bitumen, soap-suds, and even water, it does not
appear that any one of them can take the place of that from
which the gas was originally produced, viz, coal.
;

Whether wo regard the convenience and utiUty of this illuminating principle, or the enoimous saving of expenditure when its
tise is contrasted with that of all other ordinary combustibles, or
the numerous useful applications which have been made ; among
the most interesting of which may be mentioned the singeing of
cahco and of thread, formerly effected by much more clumsy
contrivances ; we cannot but consider this branch of manufacture
as one most deserving our attention and worthy of more especial
notice.

Many improvements

have been effected in various departments
of this manufacture, as may be seen from the fact of there having
been from sixty to seventy patents or specifications registered in
the Patent Office up to the year 1850.
Since tliat time many
more have been entered, some of which wUl be briefly noticed
in the present paper.

Although the general apphcation of coal gas to the purposes
of illumination may date from the commencement of the present
century, yet the knowledge of its properties was obtained at a much
earlier period.
In lettere written in 1688-9, by Mr. Clayton,
Rector of Crofton, at Wakefield, in Yorkshire, addressed to
Robert Boyle, and afterwards to the Royal Society, we find a
tolerably accurate account of the method adopted by the author
for preparing a gas from coal, and also of its properties more
especially as regards

its

inflammabihty.

Between 1770 and 1780 various experiments were made by
Hales and Watson on the production of an inflammable gas from
coal and other substances, but the first, though unsuccessful,
attempt at the apphcation of such product to useful pui-poses
seems to have been made by Lebon in France, during the years
1785-6. The substance employed by him was wood, which
does not yield nearly so good a gas as common coal, a fact which
may probably account for the faihire of his experiments.

In the year 1792, Murdoch lighted his dwelling house with
and in 1798 a gas-work was e.stabhshed in the factory of
& Watt, with whom Murdoch was connectetl.

gas,

Messrs. Bolton

For some

yoai-s

subsequent only a few pri\ato factories were
means of ilhuiiiiiation. It was first

furnished with this valuable

when Pall Mall in London
was furnished with gius, to replace the clumsy and inadequate oil
lamps, which all old residents in that city may romcniber.
Since
that period the use of gas for this pur])ose has bocomo thoroughly
appreciated and most widely extended.
applied to lighting streets in 1804,

[1852,

Gas which may be apphed to the purposes of illumination is
frequently found in nature, exuding either from the soil, or rock
or passing up with mineral waters.
The hoty fires of Baku, the,
natural gas of Fredonia, (on Lake Erie,) the so called burning
springs above the British Falls, and at Hamilton, the burning
fountain of Dauphine, as

weU

as

many

others in various parts

might here be mentioned. The gas which is thus
however, of the same natm'e as that obtained
artificiaEy from coal, although coal gas does, under cei-tain
circumstances, contain a very large proportion of the above
mentioned compound, and a very considerable quantity in all
cases.
The evolution of this gas is not, therefore, to be taken as a
proof of the existence of coal, although in the coal mines it is
the substance which so frequently produces such calamitous
accidents, being generally known by the names of fire damp,
marsh gas, &c.* It appea.is that long before coal gas was
employed in England, the Chinese were in the habit of employing the natural product tor the purposes of illuminating and
of the world

evolved

is

not,

heating.

Before

entering

upon the improvements which have been
it may be well to describe, in a few

effected in the manufacture,

words, the process as originally adopted, and the objects of its
several parts.
The coal being heated strongly in cylindrical iron
retorts, gives off a mixture of various gases, together with cei-tain
oils, tar and water holding in solution several salts, principally of

ammonia.

From

these bodies the gas

is

purified, firstly,

—by

traversing a large tube or reservoir called the hydraulic main
and, secondly,
by passing through a series of pipes kept cool by

—

a stream of water. The mixed gases are then conducted through
the purifiers, which are large vessels filled with a mixture of lime
and water; noxious gases, and some which are either not combustible or do not give out any great light when burnt are thus
removed, and the so purified gas is then passed off" into the
gasometer or collecting vessel.

In each of the processes above described great improvements
have been effected, while other contrivances have been attached
to the factory, either for the purpose of improving the quality
and illuminating power of the gas, or of rendering available, for
technical purposes, the different products obtained during the
process.

The improvements may be

classified

under three heads:

As

regards the quantity and quality of gas produced from
a given weight of coal.
1st.

2nd.

As

regards the efficiency and economy of the purifying

As

regards the illuminating power of the gas.

process.

3rd.

The quantity of gas produced depends

principally upon the
nature of the coal subjected to distillation, the finer cannel coal
yielding as much as 18,000 cubic feet of gas for every 100 oubio
feet of coal, while poorer kinds do not give more than 9000.
The quantity will also depend, to a considerable extent, on the
rapidity with which the coal is raised to a cherry-red heat; if
the coal be damp, and the heat raised slowly, a large quantity of
tar will be produced, much of which will distil oft' without producing gas. The quality of the gas varies with the duration of
the process, during the first hour that substance which gives its
strong illuminating power to the gas is found to the extent of 13
per cent., while at the end of 5 hours there is only 7 per cent.,
and at the end of 10 none at all, and the gas, consequently,
when bm-ning, gives out little or no light, defiant gas, (tho

illuminating principle) which burns with a brilliant white light,
* The explosion which occurred some few weoki since, in « well on
Queen Sireel, Toronto, but which was fortunately not attended by any
•crious constqiiencxj, was undoubtedly owing to an escape of this gas from
ihc bottom ol the well.

REMARKS ON THERMOMETRIC REGISTERS.
when

any length of

brouglit into contact witli red hot iron for

time becomes decomposed,
the whole of
case, into

marsh

give out but

carbon,

its

deposits either a portion, or even

it

in the former
hydrogen, both of which

when

light

burning.

From

vitriol is

Philippi and Mallet recommended salts of manganese,
which can he obtained in large quantities from the residues in
patent.

these consider-

bleaching works.

becomes apparent that chy coal should be used, that it
should be heated as rapidly as possible, and the process not
continued beyond five hours.

which rather large
aU these processes it

The retoits have been the subject of great improvements as
The old cylindriregards their shape, nature and arrangement.
have given place to flat-bottomed or even kidneyshaped ones, clay vessels have been introduced to save the

atmosphere.

ations

it

destruction of the iron,

mentioned

The

hereaftei'.

pui'ification of the

gas

is

and is even,
liudergoing some improvement.
part of the process,
retorts contains,

among

perhaps the most important
at the pi-esent

The gas

day, constantly

as evolved

others, tlie following

gases:

from the

—

Olefiant

gas,) carbonic oxide and
liyli'i'g"-"I'lie three latter are, in point of illuminating power,
nearly useli^ss, although they may perhaps serve as a diluent for

^is,

lii;'ht

cai'buretted

hydrogen (marsh

Croll uses sulphurous acid as a purifier, by
quantities of sulphur are obtained but in
;

is still necessary to employ either a wet or a
diy lime purifier before the gas is rendered fit for use. The
residue from the hme vats has a most detestable smell, and is
scarcely to be recommended for agricultural piu-poses until it has
either been roasted, or exposed for a length of time to the

cal iron retorts

and an arrangement which seems to be
Seven clay
perhaps the best is a combination of both plans.
retorts are heated by a fii-e placed in the centre of them, the
flames play round these vessels and descending heat five iron
j-etorts.
It is found that the metal is thus much less acted upon
According to Lowe's patent
than according to the old plan.
one-half of the retort only is charged at one time, and openings
halves
are
charged alternately. The
ai-e made at each end; the
propriety of this arrangement seams doubtful, owing to the ready
decomposition of olefiant gas when in contact with a strongly
According to Croll's
heated surface as already mentioned.
patent one half of the retort is charged with coal, the other half
becomes
red
hot,
steam is driven in
with coke, when the coke
(15 lbs. of water to 1 ton of Newcastle coal) which passing over
the re:l hot coke and becoming decomposed mixes with the gas
arisiu;r from the coal.
The rationale of this process wiU be

29

sometimes iLsed, yielding a most valuable manure.
Various acids, and even neutral salts, (for instance, the common
green vitriol, or sulphate of iron) are recommended in Johnson's

and becomes converted,

gas, in the latter into

little

of

An

exceedingly curious and ingenious process has been paby Mr. Laming by which the pm-ification of the gas is
effected by the chemical action of its own impurities on materials
which do not require to be renewed at such short periods as is the
case with lime.
solution of the chloride of iron is mixed with
either lime or chalk, sawdust is then added, and thus a porous mass
is prepared in which after exposure to the air, the principal and
active ingredients are lime, peroxide of iron, and muriate of lime.
The sidphuretted hydrogen is absorbed by the oxide of iroii and
sulphuret of iron formed, carbonate of lime is also produced, and
according to Mr. Laming muriate of ammonia likewise, although
the chemical process which effects this formation does not seem
to be very clearly made out in his description.
tented

A

.

The mixture

absorbs the impurities very perfectly, and possesses
on being exposed to the atmosphere it has
no disagreeable smell, but becomes rapidly oxidized, the sulphthis advantage, that

which salt is again decomposed
and thus the mixtm'e of itself
peroxide of iron and chalk.
After being used a number of times the salt of ammonia accumulates to such an extent as to impede its action, in that case it
only needs to be washed well, in order to restore to the mixture
uret of iron passing into sulphate,

by the

chalk, (carbonate of lime)

returns to

its

its

original condition,

viz.,

original efficacy.

(To

the otherwise too powerful olefiant gas their removal, therefore,
from the mixture would probably not be advisable, even if it

he

Continued.)

;

were

;

entrance into the lime purifiers,
is passed through dilute sulphuric acid, the ammonia remains
behind in combination with the acid, forming a salt (sulphate of
the gas either before or aft«r

ammonia) which

is

its

exceedingly valuable as a manure, and has

for many horticultural purquantity of salt thus obtained is not inconsiderable,
inasmuch as the gas contains about j^th of ammonia. The gas

lately

])ose?.

is

Registers; by Capt. J.
Lefroy, R. A., F. R. S.

Remarks on Thermometric

possible.

There are other substances, however, in the mixture, which if
allowed to remain would be positively injurious, such as carbonic
sulphurous and muriatic acids, sulphocyanogen, sulphuretted
hydrogen and ammonia of these, the fii-st five may be perfectly
removed by means of the hme purifiere, whether they be in a
free state or combined with ammonia, but this latter substance
itself will stiO remain, and has to be removed by some other
contrivance.
As the simplest, and perhaps most economical,
may be mentioned the use of sulphuric acid, (Croll's patent)

been strongly recommended

The

stated to

be very much improved by the separation of ammonia

power is increased 5
action on brass or copper,

in several respects; firstly, its illuminating

per e«ut; and secondly,

its

corrosive

and pipes is materially diminished. Moreover, by the previous removal of the ammonia, the lime used in the purifiers

jets

does not acquire so disagreeable a smell as when not thus treated.
Besides the foregoing patented process of Croll, there are numerous othei-s for the removal of ammonia from coal gas, all depending upon bringing it into contact with some substance which
may either combine directly with it, or else by a decomposition
may effect its removal. For instance, bone dust dissolved in oil

One

of the

firet

physical enquiries to which the attention of

new country

the occupants of a

H.

is

naturally directed, seems to be,

m

almost eveiy case, the Temperature of the Air; and this
is justified, not only by the intimate personal concern we
all have in that question, but also by the circumstance that the
greater part of the other phenomena of the weather, that is, of
choice

meteorology in relation to the business of life, depend more or
And there is a particular interest in
less immediately upon it.
all such observations as date from that gTeat epoch in the physical history of a country, in which it first becomes the abode of
It then begins to imdergo those superficial changes
civilized man.
which his industry toils to effect. From such observations must
be taken, at a futui'e period, the data for a number of refined
enquii'ies of the greatest intei'cst.

By

reference to

them we leam,

whether we can bring about changes of chmate
by human agency whether such changes are always beneficial,
and therefoi-e in harmony with the design of the Universe or
sometimes noxious, and therefore in favour of the opinion that
there are pre-ordained bounds to the extension of cinlized man
over the Globe if we may credit Father Hue, the first result of
the extension of Chinese industiy into Independent Tai-taiy, has
been to render the countiy uninhabitable: may no such result
follow the invasion of Canadian woods by British ploughs, but
thus we learn that such a thing is within the bounds of possibilAgain, inseparably connected with the settlement of a
ity.
or ought to

leai-n,

:

:

:

country,

is

the gradual disappearance of w'hole classes of the
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animal kingdom. The wolf, tlie bear, and the beaver hure disappeared from Great Britain: tlie last public reference to the
latter,

as

among

the ferce naturce of the British

I.iles is,

as

we

Daniel Wilson, in an act of King David I. of
Scotland, A. D. 1124; le&s than a century will doubtless see the
extinction of the same species, and some othei-s in Canada but
that which British naturalists and geologists cannot now determine
by direct endence, namely, whether a corresponding change of
climate has occurred, may be determined by our posterity if we
«-iU only take a little trouble in the matter.
And let me not Ijc
met here by the old, but ingenious objection, that we are not
bound to do anytliing for posterity since posterity docs nothing
learn from Mr.

;

for us.
Posterity does something for us.
With posterity lie the
hopes and aspirations which are a part of the present rewards of
life
is
it
the guardian of our dearest interests, and we can no
more discmneet onreehes from the future than from tlie past.
However, in our circumst;rnces it is not altogether necessarj- to
:

resort to this

argument to

fect state of obsei'vation in

We

justify a reference to the present imper-

Canada with

have, so to speak, side

a view to

b}' side, in this

its

impro.eraent.

extensive countrj', the

and nineteenth century. The nide beginnings of settlement, where man shai'&s the soil with the wildest natives of the
forest, and nothing has as yet occurred to affect the physical
conditions of a state of nature and the fully developed empire
of his industry, where all the local changes likely to occur are
already wrought out.
Can there be no comparison made between
these conditions ?
It is perfectly possible, but unfortunately the
materials do not exist.
twelfth

;

Let us suppose the admirable example of the States of New
York, Ohio and Massachusetts, to be followed by the Canadian
Legislature, or, as
in the

it

may

be,

by the

ajjpropriation of a sufficient

Grammar School throughout
ological instruments;

different District

sum

to supply

Councils,

each District

the country with accurate meteor-

and that a

careful register

is

kept at each.

There would then be about twenty points, in addition to those
already existing, at which the mean temperature for every month
of the year would in a few )'eai-s be known, and they would be
connected with a large number of stations in the States just
named. Situated, as the}' would be, at various ele\"ations above the
sea, a correction would be requisite to reduce them to the same
plane, and possibly, also, other corrections but these apphed, we
should have a series of stations which ought to furnish, with great
precision, the curves of equal monthly temperature, or the isothermais, as they are termed, of the respecti\'e months, in this
region of the American continent.
It would be not a little
curious and interesting to see these lines when drawn on the
map, varying their configuration, as they would probably do, if
the observations were jieifectly good, according to the character
of the country through which they might pass.
To see, for
example, those belonging to the winter montlis bending to the
north, and those belonging to the summer months bending to the
south, when they emerged from an uncleared to pass through
;

a well settled district; to see in like manner the lines connecting
fall of rain or snow, deflected from a
symmetrical coui-se by large areas of forest interpolated between
thriving settlements and open spaces.
What the singular discovery of the very thermometers used by Galileo, aud their comparison v/ith modern instruments, has not shuwn, because Italy
has long ago attained its permanent climatic condition, namely,
the effect of two centurie.s of improvement, might thus very possibly be disclosed to our view in a dozen years, nor could any one
capable of the pleasure arising from the contemplation of natural
laws and operations fail to derive it here.
It would be easy, but
is probably not necessary, to name other reasons why accurate
places having an equal annual

observations of the tliermometcr would bo highly valuable.
I
pass tlierefore, at once, to the question as to wliat is necessary to
give observations this character.
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Almost every house possesses a thermometer, in very many
cases some sort of I'egular register is kept.
A good many of
these registei-s, sooner or later, get printed.
Can anything more
be required ? Alas a great deal nine out of ten of all such
amateur registers are not only worthlass, but mischievous and
deceptive, owing to the neglect of two simple precautions at the
First,
To get a good instrument: Secondly, to
outlet.
;

!

—

establish

it

—

in a proper position.

Of Thermometers.

1.

—The common

instruments purchased

for five or ten shillings at hardwai-e shops, are entirely unfit for

our purpose, on the grounds of inaccuracy and want of sensibilitv.
The best form of thermometer is one in which the bulb is cylindrical, or at least elongated, not globular, and blown extremel}'
thin each degi'ee, at least, should be marked on the scale ; in
the best instruments the degrees are subdivided; the graduation
30° to +1 10°
for general Canadian use should extend from
;

—

Lower Canada

may

employ a
30°: mercury thennometei-s are
thermometer graduated below
preferable to those in which the fluid is alcohol, from the property
which the metal possesses of varying in volume almost exactly in
proportion to the variations of temperature, such is not the case
with alcohol, which is also subject to chemical changes capable of
The expansion of these fluids between the
affecting its volume.
freezing and boihng point of distilled water, the latter, under a
barometric pressure of 29.992, (760 millimetres^ is as follows:
in

Mercury

the

it

:53'3o

«

J5'^

Alcohol

Jg.

volume of each

unity.

occasionally be necessary to

—

= 0.018018
= 0.018153

Dulong and

==0.111

at the freezing point of water

The expansion

Petit.

Eegueault.

being taken as

of volume for one degree will be in pro-

we employ, and from these values
be calculated the dimensions which the bulb of the thermometer must have to render expansions of any degree of minuteness, which may be required, visible in the tube. In making stand-

portion, according to the scale

may

ard thermometers of the highest character, the firet step is to
select a piece of glass tube, and to introduce it into a very small
quantity of mercury, filling about half an inch of its length.
By blowing gently through a flexible tube, this portion of mercury

made to move onwards in successive steps each of its own length.
Shoidd there be any inequahties in the bore of the tube, as is
usually the ease, the same quantity of mercury will occupy somethnes a longer sometimes a shorter space; the exact space it
occupies is measured with all the precision possible in each jwsition,
marked on the tube, and afterwards subdivided as much as ma}'
is

The scale is thus divided according to equal capaof the lore, a circiunstanoe obviously essential to the accubulb being next blown on to the
tube the thermometer is finished in the usual way.
The next
point is to determine the value of the divisions on the tube in
terms of Fahrenheit's or any other scale. This is done by first
immei'sing the instrument in a mixture of crushed ice with water,
ami noticing by the aid of a telescope, from a distance, the exact
dixision at which the mercury stands; then suspending the
be necessary.
cities

racy of the instrument

A

instrument in a vessel of peculiar construction over boiling water,
and noticing in the same way the division at which it stands
when the air has been completely expelled from the \'6sscl, and
it is filled with steam whose elasticity is represented by the barThe temperature of such steam
ometric ju'cssure at the moment.
reduced, if necessary, to the standard barometric pressure, is the
physical constant which philosophers have agreed to refer to for
the upper fixed point on the scale, that of freezing water beiuij
the lower fixed point; but there is a slight discrepancy in the
dati used in Englaml and in other countries.
The standanl
barometric press\ne is 29,800 inches in England, measured on a

and 29,922 inches in
France, measured on a brass scale having a temperature of 32°
brass scale having a temperature of 62°,
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tbe temperature of the mercury is supposed to be 32° in botli
cases.
29,800 inches at 62° is but 29,791 inches at 32°, there
inch between the
is consequently a real discrepanc}'' of 0,131
standard barometric pressure in the two countries, and trifling as
this quantity may appear to be, it makes the French boiling-point
nearly a quarter of a degree Fahrenheit higher than the English
(''0°.24), and like the use of different scales and measures, is one
of the anomahes in science which it may be hoped will be
removed at no distant day. Let us supjjose then that the mercury in a thermometer, graduated as described, stands at 1 1 5.7
divisions in ice, and at 61 0.9 in steam of the standard elasticity.
Then, if Fahrenheit's scale be adopted, we have 501.2 divisions
to represent 180 degrees, whence each division =0°.2784 Fahrenheit, and the exact temperature corresponding to any division
The term stand:ird thermometer is imjsroperly applied
is kllo^vn.
to any instrument which does not extend from the freezing to
the boiling point, and of which the perfect equality of the subdivision has not been established, it is however commonly apphed
to instruments on which unusual pains have been bestowed, and
which have been compared with a true standard. Thermometers
manufactured and sold by wholesale ha\e not the slightast preIt is essential that every obseiTer
should verify for himseltj at least the freezing point marked on

tensions to this character.

by immersing it in pounded ice and
32' on the scale. The best instruments
watei', up
will frequently deviate a little from the truth, owing to a change
which tlie capacity of the bulb undergoes in course of time, the
cause of which is still very obscure an error of one or even two
degrees is by no means extraordinarj- in common instruments.
In Canada it is chiefly the graduation below the freezing point
which the observer has to suspect, and it is desirable where a
standard thermometer cannot be leferred to for comparison, to
test an instmment by immersing it in a mixture of 1 part common salt, 2 parts snow, thoroughly mixed together and stirred up
4°; this temperature is
in a deep cup, when it should sink to
however not absolutely constant like the others, but sufficiently
the scale of his instrument,
to the division

;

—

for a

so

The

useful practical test in the absence of better means.

observer should not in these experiments trust to a single
take a considerable number, with an inter\-al of a

reading, but

minute between them.

The cup

exterior vessel filled with snow.

much

in error at the

summer

(To

On

itself

may

be placed in an

Thermometers are not

in general
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which they act is a straight line, for such is the line which
would follow if free to move. The attractive force is not
amount, if a third body is made to
by gravitation or otherwise upon either or both of the first

line in

either

altered, either in direction or

act

A

two.

balanced cylinder of brass gravitates, to the earth with
a weight exactly the same, whether it is left like a pendulum
freely to hang towards it, or whether it is drawn aside by other
attractions or by tension, whatever the amount of the latter may
be.
new gravitating force may be exerted upon a, but that
does not in the least att'ect the amount of power which it exerts
towai-ds b.
We have no evidence that time entera in any wa}into the exercise of this power, whatever the distance between the
acting bodies, as that from the sun to the earth, or from star to
stai\
We can hardly conceive of this force in one particle by
itself; it is when two or more are present that we comjsrehend it
yet in gaining this idea we perceive no difterence in the character

A

of the power in the ditfercnt

ptai-tieles
all of the same kind are
In the case of gravitation, no effect
which sustains the idea of an independent or physical line of
force is presented to us; and as far as we at present know,
the line of gravitation is merely an ideal line representing
the direction in which the power is exerted.
Take the sun in

and

equal, mutual,

;

alike.

which it exerts upon the earth, namelj",
wanning power. In this case rays (which are

relation to another force
its

illuminating or

lines of force)

may

We may
;

We may

cut

them

direction either

alter their

we may make them pursue curved

refraction

find

pass across the intemiediate space; but then we
by different media applied to them in their

affect these lines

course.

them

off at their oi'igin,

by

and then search

and occupy eight minutes

sun to the earth

so that they

:

their source or their final

may

in

and

for

They have a

before they have attained their object.

relation to time,

reflection or

or angular courses.

coming from the

exist independently either

home, and have

C)f

a clear distinct
physical existence.
They are in extreme contrast with the lines
of gravitating power in this respect as they are almost iu respect
iu fact

;

of their condition at their terminations.
The two bodies
terminathig a line of gravitating force are alike in their actions
in eveiy respect, and so the line joining them has like relations

The two

in both directions.

utterly unlike in action

the line

;

and the

;

bodies at the terminals of a ray are
is a source, the other a destroyer of
has the relation of a stream flowing

one

line itself

in one direction.

tempei'atures.

he continued.)

In these two cases of gravity and radiation, the
between an abstract and a physical hne of force is
immediately manifest.
Turning to the case of static electricity
we find here attractions (and other actions) at a distance, as in
the former cases but when we come to compare the attraction
with that of gravity, very striking distinctions are presented
which immediately affect the question of a physical line of force.
In the first place, when we examine the bodies bounding or terminating the lines of attraction, we find them as before, mutually
and equally concerned in the action but they are not alike on
the contrary, though each is endued with a force which, speaking
generally, is of the like nature, still they are in such contrast
that their actions on a third body in a state hke either of
them are precisely the reverse of each other, what the one
attracts the other repels; and the force makes itself evident
as one of those manifestation of power endued with a dual and
antithetical conditionNow with all such dual powei-s, attraction
cannot occur unless the two conditions of force are present and in
face of each other through the lines of force.
Another essential
limitation is, that these two conditions must be exactly equal in
amount, not merely to produce the effects of attraction, but in
diflFerence

the Physical Lines of Magnetic Force ; by Piof. Faraday.

;

On

a former occasion, certain lines about a bar magnet were
described and defined (being those which are depicted to the
eye by the use of iron filings sprinkled in the neighbourhood of
the magnet,) and were recommended as expressing accurately
the nature, condition, direction, and amount of the force in any
given region either within or outside of the bar.
At that time
the lines were cortsidered in the abstract.
AVithout departing
from or unsettling anything then said, the enquiry is now entered
upon of the j'ossible and probable physical existence of such
lines.

Many powers

nature

is

act manifest^ at a distance their physical
incomprehensible to us still we may learn much that
is real and positive about them, and amongst other thing-s something of the condition of the space between the body acting and
that acted upon, or between the two mutually acting bodies.

Such

forces

are presented to us

light, electiicity,

fomid

;

:

magnetism,

(fee.

by the phenomena of gravity,
These when examined will be

to present remai-kable differences in relation to their respec-

and

same time that they establish the
in some cases, will facilitate
the consideration of the question as applied especially to magnetism.
Wh<ii\ two bodies, a, h, gravitate towards each other, the
tive lines of forces

existence of real

;

at the

physical

lines

:

;

—

every other case

;

for

it is

impossible so to arrrange things that

more electric power of the one
Another limitation is, that they must be in
and that when a positive and

there shall be present or bo evolved

kind than the other.
phj'sical relation to

each other

;

a negative electrified surface are thus associated,

we cannot

cut
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off this relation except b}" traiisfevniig the forces of these surfaces

amounts of the contrary forces provided elsewhere.
Another limitation is, that the power is definite in amount. If
a ball a be ohai-ged with 10 of positise electricity it may be made
to act with that amoiuit of power on another ball b charged with
10 of negati\-e electricity
but if 5 of its power be taken up by
a third ball c charged with negative electricity, then it cau only
act with 5 of power on ball a, and that ball must find or evolve 5
of positive power elsewhere
this is quite uidike what occm-s
with gi-avity, a power that presents us with notiiing dual in its
character.
Finally, the electric force acts in curved" Unes.
If a
ball be electrified positively and insulated in the air, and a round
metalhc plate be placed about 12 or 15 inches oft) facing it, and
uninsulated, the latter will be found, by the necessity mentioned
above, in a negative condition
but it is not negative" only on the
side facing the ball, but on the other or outer face also, as may
be shown by a carrier applied there, or by a strip of gold or silto equal

;

:

;

ver

hung

against that outer face.

Now,

the power aftecting
this fiice does not pass through the uninsulated plate, for the
thinnest gold leaf is able to stop the inductive action, but round
the edges of the face and therefore acts in curved lines.
All
]e;if

IN

1852.
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A

magnet can in no way be promedia placed in their course.
cured having only one magnetism, or even the smallest excess of
When the polarities
northness or southness one over the other.
of a magnet are not related externally to the forces of other
magnets, then they are related to each other i. e. the northness
:

and southness of an isolated magnet are externally dependent on
and sustained by each other. Now, all these tiicts, and many
more, point to

tlie

existence of physical Hues of force external to

They exist in curved as well as
conceive of an isolated straight bairound disc of steel magnetized

the magnets as well as within.
in straight lines

magnet, or

more

;

for if

we

especially of a

regularl}', so that its

magnetic axis

shall

be in one diametei',

it is

evident that the polarities must be related to each other externally by curved lines of force for no straight line can at the same
time touch two points having northness and southness.
Curved
;

lines of force can, as I think, only consist of physical lines of force.

The phenomena

exhibited by the moving wire confirm the same
the wire moves across the lines of force, a current
of electricity passes or tends to pass through it, tliere being no
conclusion.

As

called a current of force

such cuiTent before the wiie is moved. The wire when quiescent
has no such eun-ent, and when it moves it need not pass into
places where the magnetic force is greater or less.
It may travel
in such a com'se that if a magnetic needle were carried through
the samo course, it would be entirel}' unaffected magnetically, i. e.,
it would be a matter of absolute indifference to the needle
whether it were moving or still. Matters may be so arranged
that the wire when still shaU ha\e the same diaraagnetic force as
the medium surrounding the magnet, and so in no way cause
disturbance of the lines of force passing through both ; and yet
when the wire moves, a cuiTcnt of electricity shall be generated in
it.
The mere fact of motion cannot have produced this current
there must have been a state or condition around the magnet and
sustained by it, within the range of which the wire was placed

is

and

these pioints indicate the existence of physical lines of electric
force
the absolutely essential relation of positi\'e and negati\-e
:

—

surfaces to each other,

and

conclusion.

dependence on each other conforces, admit of no other
lines must depend upon
there is a third important charac-

their

known mobility of the
The action also in cm-ved

trasted with the

a physical line of force.

And

same result, namel}-, its affection
by media having different specific inductive capacities. When
we pass to dynamic electricity, the evidence of physical lines of
force is far more patent.
A voltaic battery having its extremities
connected by a conducting medium, has what has been expressly
ter of the force leading to the

nmning round the circuit, but this current
an axis of power having equal and contrary forces in opposite
It consists of lines of force which are compressed or
expanded according to the transve^e action of the conductor,
which changes in direction with the form of the conductor,
which are found in every part of the conduotor, and can
be taken out fi-om any place by channels properly appointed
for the purpose
and nobody doubts that they are physical lines
of force.
Finally as regards a magnet, which is the object of the
present discourse.
magnet presents a system of forces perfect
in itself, and able, thei-efore, to exist by its own mutual relations.
It has the dual and antithetic character belonging to both static and
directions.

;

A

dynamic

and this is made manifest by what are called
by the opposite powers of like kind found .at

electricity

its polarities,

i.

e.

;

and towards its extremities. These powers are found to be
absolutely equal to each other
one cannot be changed in any
degi-ee as to amount without an equal change of the other and this
is tnie wlien the opposite polarities of a magnet are not related to
;

;

each other, but to the polarities of other magnets. The polarities,
or the northness and soii/hness of a magnet, arc not only related
to each other, through or within the magnet itself, but "they are
also related externally to opposite polarities, (in
static electric induction) or

relation involves

new

and

the

manner of

they cannot exist; and this external

necessitates

this state shows the physical constitution of the lines of
magnetic force.
WHiat tliis state is, or upon what it depends,
cannot as yet be declared. It may depend upon the ether, as ;t
ray of light does, and an association has already been shown
between hght and magnetism. It may depend upon a state of
tension, or a state of vibration, or perhaps some other state
analogous to the electric current, to which the magnetic forces

are so intimately related.

Whether

it

of necessity requires matter

depend upon what

is underetood by the
term matter. If that is to be confined to ponderable or gravitating
substances, then matter is not essential to the physical hues of
magnetic force any more than to a ray of light or heat but if
in the assumption of an ether we admit it to be a species of
matter, then the hnes of force may depend upon some function
of it
Experimentally, mere space is magnetic but then the
idea of such mere space must include that of the ether, when one
is talking on that belief; or if hereafter anj' other conception of
the state or condition of space rise up, it must be admitted into
the view of that which, just now, in relation to experiment, is
called mere space.
On the other hand, it is, 1 think, an
ascertained fact that ponderable matter is not essential to the
Athenceum.
existence of physical lines of magnetic force.

for its sustentation will

;

;

an exactly cquaJ amount of the

opjiosito polarities to wliicli those of the

magnet

are related.

So

if tl le force of a magnet a is rel.ated to that of another magnet b,
cannot act on a third magnet c without being taken off from l>,
to an amount proportional to its action on c.
The lines of mag-
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that

Hugh

ft'eymonr

Tremenheere.

it

by the moving wire to exist both within
and outside of the magnet also they are shown to be closed
curves passing in one part of their coui-sc through the magnet
and the amount of those within the magnet at its equator, is

netic force are .shown

;

exactly equal in force to the amount in any .section including the
•whole of tliose on the outside.
The lines of force outside a

magnet can be

affected

in their direction

by the use of various

who has considered these Provinces thus far now
moment at their great and flouiishing towns; Ham-

Let any one
glance for a

beneath a bold escarpnu'ut and enfolding hills richly covei'ed
with the primeval forest; the undrdating plain on which it stands
divei'sified with foliage, cultivation and villas; the inlet from the
Lake, which forms its harbor, presenting an agreeably vai-ied
outline; the \illas generally in a thoroughly con-ect style of
architectmc, and Buri'ounde<.l by gi'ounds as well kept and as neat

ilton,
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as art and care can make them the streets wide, the houses substantial, the pubHc buildings creditable, the shops and wholesale
warehouses showing every sign of a thriving and exuberant
;

Toronto, spreading over a wide and gently rising plateau
on the Lake shore, handsomely built, increasing naost rapidly,
possessing public buildings which in dimensions, in correctness of
ti'ade.

taste,

and

by few of a
England; its wealth

in solidity of construction, are surpassed

similar kind in the second rate to-mis in
steadily accumulating,

under perhaps the comparatively slow but

certain course of the strict business principles and mercantile
honor of the " old country" ; its numerous neat and well kept

and houses of larger pretensions attached to considerable
farms at a further distance from the town, attesting the etfect of
Kingston, also showing signs of prosperity and
the process.
progress; distinguished, even among the towns in Canada, for
tlie grandeur and correctness of design of its public buildings
(market houses, public offices, &c.) occupying an important position at the head of the Rideau Canal guarded by its strong
fort, which combines in the landscape with the varied outline of
tlie town, the inlet forming the small dockyard, the woody islands
and the surrounding country. Montreal, alive with commerce,
pleasing the eye with the gracefid forms of the hills around;
some of its old narrow and somewhat picturesque streets remindvillas,

;

;

ing one of Europe its public buildings erected and in progress,
Quebec, with its undying
equally substantial and creditable.
interest, its beauty of position and outline, its crowd of masts
along its wharfs, its fleets at anchor below the citadel, or in
the "Timber coves" beneath overhanging cliffs and foliage,
;

old

quaint

its

streets,

its

imposing

fortifications,

and

its

busy

population.

will

S3

be seen how extensive a

further

The

employment of
*
*

field is there

British Capital

*

and

opening

for the

still

labor.

*

*

*

and admiration I conceived for that splendid
colony on seeing it from, one end nearly to the other, were in no
wise diminished by what I witnessed or heard of the French
Canadian portion of it; nor were the anticipations of its future
progress in any degree lessened.
And should any one in this
country be disposed to undervalue it, either in itself or as " part
and parcel" of the British dominions, I would beg him to go
and pass through the length and breadth of that favored and
respect

magnificent land.
Let him picture to himself its thirty millions
of acres of soil, than which finer and richer never came fi-om the

hand of nature let him survey that splendid river,
bearing to the ocean vessels that have navigated its parent water
for two thousand miles let him examine its Canals— those noble
works of skill and science that have as it were smoothed the
rapid and made a stepping stone of the rocky ridge that throws
Niagara over its brow let him walk through those towns on the
margin of those lakes and that river ^towns which wealth has
already decorated, and which a sober and correct taste, and solid
comfort and convenience, have already stamped with a thoroughly
beneficent

;

;

—

;

Let him then look at the varied and in some
picturesque scenery, either glowing in the hot summer's
sun, or arrayed in the gorgeous tints of an American Autumn,
or reposing under the bright and silent winter's sky.
Let him

English character.
parts

many and vai'ious fruits of the earth pouring into those
towns daily, as from the very lap of plenty. Let him think of
the genuine English feeling, grounded on the participation of
British freedom with the pride of British origin, which pervades
the land and the no less deep and elevated sentiments of French
nationality, with which, in singular and beautiful union, a chivalrous loyalty to our Queen is mingled as the colors in a prism, distinct
yet united. Let him see and consider these things, and then ask himself if that is a country of which to speak lightly, as one that may
possibly be torn, or may one day fall away from the British Crown
see the

;

Let

these chcumstauces

all

be weighed; the

gi'cat

natural

resources of these provinces, the energy now at work in developing them, the inducements thereto held out by the home growth

of a consuming population and by the expanding facilities of
transport either to the home or to the foreign markets and it
;

The
The

Irish

Submarine Telegraph.

would have been greatly
means had not been found of passing the electro-

success of the Electric Telegraph

circumscribed,

if

Intelligence would have been transmitted
current under water.
The
swiftly over continents, and arrested by narrow channels.

instraments of perfecting important discoveries sometimes appear
The electro cuiTent can be conveyed
alonT with the invention.
beneath water by the aid of gutta pcrcha, and this singular

came into the western markets at the precise time when
The wires of the
was required to accomplish this work.
Electric Telegraph, when stretched on poles by the side of
railways, according to the common piaetice mtluscountn, are

is entirely imaginative
but, in the case of
the subterranean telegraph, information of an evil deed seems to
But the telegrapih has other, more
spring out of the earth.
common, and more important purposes to serve, than that of a
police assistant.
It is not always charged with messages of evil.
It carries all the more important missives of the age, and if it ever
brings a tale of danger of war, it will as often convey the glad

wires, although that

material

tidings of safety

it

all

on the

and of peace.

;

and tendencies are
and amity, for it utterly

Its operations

side of inter-national friendships

and will maintain yet hourly
communications between the most dihtaut legions of the earth
annihilates distance, in one respeotj

rapidity.

But deep, wide oceans intervene between them, and neither the
English nor the German systems of telegraphing are practicable
Science had not material whereby to throw a bridge
on them.
with poles and wires over the Atlantic, while the subterranean
system seemed at least equally improbable. The latter, however,
The insulation
affoi'ded suggestions for a subaqueous telegraph.
and protection of the telegraph wires were requisite in the
subterranean system, and were fully aftbrded by gutta pereha.
The wires had been covered by that strange gum, extracted from
an eastern tree, and while this covering did not interfere with

the train hurries over the line, the traveller has leave to
imagine that his eye detects a shghttremulousness in neighbouring

the transmission of messages, it efiectually shielded the swift
messenger on the journey, or perhaps we should describe it with

when they aie cariied through
The aerial telegraph, although
The subterranean
not universally used.

independent of gutta pereha; but
tunnels, its

common

aid

is

in Britain,

necessar}'.
is

Germany. We suspend the wires
and the Prussians cover them up in a trench. The
idea of messages ovei-taking railway trains, passing them with
inconceivable rapidity, and preparing for travelleis an unwelcome
reception at the end of their journey, has become a frequent
system

on

is

chiefly practised in

poles,

subject of sentimental writing.

It is

not quite so startling as

those underground messages transmitted with equal

As
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more

propriety as the shield of the fragile

highway on which

that

Even scientific men do not always perceive
the more obvious facts connected with the matter on which they
the
first instance, subaqueous telegTaphs were
in
and,
operate;
proposed of wire, coated with gutta pereha alone. That material
possesses great powew of resistance but yet, placed beneath the
ocean, sunk a hundred fathoms, or any other number of fathoms
deep, and chafed against rocks, even the wrecte of vessels, or
many other substances, it would fail. The wire coated with gutta
pereha was even, we believe, thrown over the British channel, but

messenirer travels.

;

did not maintain the communication for more than twenty-foiu'
It was now clear that the gutta pereha would protect the
houi-s.
wires of the subaqueous telegraph, if it could be itself secured
against the rough handlingwhich all invadingsubstances experience
it

from the ocean. The latter object has been effected by
galvanized wires twisted in a spiral form round the gutta pereha
The telegraph across
case, in which a copper wire is enclosed.
the channel to the French coast was put down in the month of
September last. It has now been in operation from ten to eleven
months, and the insulation of the wiro is so complete that the
at times

In June last, a
communication has been steadily maintained.
teleo-raph line was thrown over the Irish channel from Holyhead
The distance between these points is full sixty miles,
to Howth.
The agitation
and the coast on both sides " rocky and rough."
in favour of an Irish Atlantic steam-packet port caused considerable
excitement on telegraphic matters. Wires could easily be suspended
from Dublin to Gal way along the line of railway and the difficulties
of the channel once overcome, intelligence received on the west
coast of Ireland might be transmitted to London with great
rapidity.
The absolute transmission, if the line were not broken
by intervening stations, can scarcely be measured by time. The
messenger would not require a second on the way over the wild
;

which are

to be converted i:ito gold, and over the
lands of that country, which require no such
conveiision for they are already more valuable tlian gold itself
down bene.ath that deep and riften stormy channel past the busy
towns of the north-west of England, and over all the breadth of

Irish bogs,

wilder

fertile
;

—

nel

is

narrowed

;

and again on the Irish coast towards Belfast
still one more considerable than from
Donaghadee.
company was therefore formed to connect the
They have adopted the
British and Iiish coast fi-om Portpatriek.
subterrraneous system from Dumfries onwards through a great
Argyleshire

coast,

for a shorter distance, but

A

breadth of country, foi-ming the south-western shoulder of ScotUpon the Irish shore the BuKist and
laud onwards to tlie coast.
County Down Railway does not come within ten miles of Donaghadee, and for that distance the railway will render no aid to
These operations necessarily occupied considerathe telegraph.
ble time, and, although now completed, yet other parties, by a
decided step, telegraphed the wider channel between Holyhead
and Howth, while the northern company were digging trenches.
One day a gentleman called at the Gutta Pereha Oompanj-'s
works, in London, and inquired if they could supply him with
one wire, double covered with gutt;i peroha, and eighty miles
long, within

two weeks.

for the order, taken in

question was

somewhat
its

starthng,

perform-

was out of the common line of business. It was however,
Of couree the company cover
accepted, and it was accomphshed.
telegraphic wires with gutta pereha as part of their

business;

while their customer probably wished to keep his own secret, and
so their department was completed, and the work for some time,
and re-covered at works in Newcastle on Tyno, with galvanized
wires, before they were made acquainted with its destination.
This was the first telegraphic wire which crossed the Irish channel and

it

wrought well for some time. We have learned, howhas been broken, and is ireeparable. The report has

ever, that it

causerl conside;able anxiety

among

commei'cial

men

in reference

but the circumstances show nothing
Even if wires of the descri]itiiin employed should
against them.
be altogether unsuccessfnl, the communications will still be formed
and maintained. The first engraving shows aceui-ately the form

to sub-marine telegraphs

fragile or rather

size of the

;

wire from Holyhead to Howth.

business.

where a choice can be readily obtained, tlie narrow cro.ssing nf
any channel will probably bo adopted. T]u'. cro.S'^ing between
Pcrtpatrick on the Scottish coast, and Donaghadee in the neighbourhood of Belfast, is not nuuh over twenty iiiilc'^. The clian-

The

connexion with the time for

ance,

and

The ehaimel between IIol\hoad and Howth is o\cr sixty miles
in lireadth, and Howth itself is at a considei'ablo distance from
Duljlin.
The cost of prepared wires nnist lie very heavy; and

ten miles between the western

but
corner of Arg3'leshire and the eastern extemity of Antrim
the telegraphic wire would have to be carrricd by land for maBv
miles from Glasgow to the point nearest to Ireland on the

The
the land from Holyhead to Lothbury or Chariug-cross.
that fact was unquestionable
Irish telegraph would bo formed,
Rival companies were,
after the completion of the French lino.
therefore, anxious for the work, and those who carried oxev the
fii-st intelligence were likely to be successful in preserving the

—
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more than

to little

telegraph wire is insulated within a double covering of
gutta pereha, and the latter is protected by twelve very small
The rope is
galvanised wires twisted around it in a spiral form.
only of the thiekne-s ropi'esented in the engraving, and has a

The

weak apjiearance
between Hoi)- head and Howth.

The

villagers of

for

the rough kind of work

Donaghadee and Portpatriek had long been

between the two islands. Neither of
had a natural harboui'. The shelter atforded by
had been almost entirely cut out of rocks. The
The water
cun-eut ill their great ferry rescmblod "a mill race."
seeiuoi.l ever to be in haste to get in, or else to get out au'.l awav

interested in the intercoui-se
tlii'se ]ilaees

them

for shipping

SOUTH WALES EAILWAY.
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where Scotland and
Immense sums of money, which we
Ireland struggle to meet.
shovdd not like to count over, have been expended on this passage, for the benefit of Donaghadee, and Portjsatriek in particuWhen raillar, and the world at large, in a more general way.
ways and steam navigation changed this "ferry" a few years
ago, the villagers on both sides cmisidered themselves very badly
used indeed, by science. They otter a practical example of the
propriety of jieople trusting to the " march of impi'ovement,"
and waiting on. Another stage promised to restore and secure
the more interesting part of the communications between the
Tlie two villages were to link
countries to its old channel.
together
not oul}' two islands ^but the eastern and western
again, between the narrow points of land

—

—

Then, with this renewal of their hopes,
came the Hol3'head and Howth competition to destroy them.
I\ow, however, the reported destruction of the rival communicatiug wire has given new confidence to Donaghadee and Portdivisions of the earth.

])atrick, and the wiser class of persons in the two quiet villages
say that people cannot expect profitably to cross the plans of
one of these plans being decidedly in their favour.
nature

—

A more important section of the community express fears that
the submarine lines of communication wDl always be liable to
stoppages, and, from the destruction of whes, will become
unreasonably expensive.
Neither party have any ground for the
opinions of the one, or fears of the other, in anj^ event which has
The second eiigraving, when contrasted with the
vet occurred.
first, will convey a better idea of what the Holyhead wire should
have been, what the Dover one is, and the Donaghadee one, as
we believe, wiU be, than any statement of the diiferences between
them which we could make.
telegraph in this instance consists of four wires.
Each
separately insulated in a double covering of gutta percha.
double coating has been adoptej to prevent the probabiht}"-

The
wire

The

is

of imperfections in the material.
The scheme completely obviates
for it is highly improbable that the deficiency would
occur in both coverings at the same point.
The four wires,
distinguished by the letter
in the engraving, being insulated
by the gutta pei-cha B, are not brought into contact with the
that risk

;

A

but are wrapped up with spun yarn, saturated
which protects them from the galvanized wires D. Ten of
and thickness, are twisted
round the tarred yarn, which co\'ers the gutta j^ercha in which
the four conducting copper -wires have been insulated.
The
adoption of the spun yarn as a covering or shield to the gutta
jiercha, prevents the possibility of accident, from the latter being
The jirobal.iility of that accident is not
chafed by the win'S.
protecting wires

;

in tar,

these wires, of considerable strength

great,

but

still it exists.

We

liave seen part of a telegraphic wire

absolutely twisted into the shape of a knot,

whUe

still

the gutta

33

maintained perfect the
insulation of the copper wire.
The galvanized wires in the rope
which has maintained the communication with the French coast
for the past ten months are very strong
and while the weight
of the first specimen was only one ton per mile, the weight of the
specimen on that station in actual use, is fully seven tons per mile.
percha, faithful to

its

important

trust,

;

The differences between the two telegi'aphs are thus apparent.
The successful telegraph contains four wires, each doubly covered
with gutta percha, wrapped in 3'arn carefully tarred and twisted
round with ten thick galvanized wires, forming a rope of 1|- inches
of diameter, and weighing over seven tons per mile.
The
unsuccessful telegraph contains only one wire, also doubly covered
with gutta percha, but not wrapped in yarn, and with its covering
of twelve thin galvanized wires, not

more than ^ inch

in diameter,

and one ton per mOe of weight.

The galvanized wires are unnecessary as a protection of gutta
percha against the influence of ocean water; for we have seen
very thin gutta percha netting immersed for five yeai-s in brine,
but still as firm and tough as on the day of its manufacture. It
is doubtful whether the material be not improved by the process.

We

have heard that some extensive

in the form of the second illustration

—

coils of telegraphic wire,

We

—

wire have
Gutta Percha

^the successful

been ordered, and are now in preparation
Company's Works.

at the

that we shall soon hear of more submarine
ten or twenty years have come and gone, a

infer, therefore,

telegraphs.

When

net-work of telegraphing will be laid under many seas, and carried
Intefligeuce will pass from nation to nation
over many lands.
" quick as the lightning flash."
This apparently feeble agency
will help to break the barriers which separate mankind.
And
while it is e\'olving gi-eat benefits to commerce, the instrument
which has rendered "subaqueous telegraphing" practicable should
The " savages," we are told, who gather this
not be forgotten.
gum in the forests of oriental isles, and make it up in blocks for
the market, put stones and other useless substances into these
masses of professed gum, to increase then- weight. The civihzed
are astonished that the "savages" should have learned to cheat.
And yet the vice is natural. Kelp-burners sometimes try the
kelp-owner told us that he
same means of mone3'-making.
was greatly distressed on the subject of Irish kelp, because it
Cheating is even practised among civilized
contained stones.

A

But if the "savages" are guilty of dishonesty in their
gum-gathering, as their help in making submarine telegrajihs is
indispensable, an effort should be made to bring them out of
Their gutta percha has been a useful
their savage state.
discovery to Europeans, who should try to make its discovery
Expositor.
still more useful to the " savages."
persons.

South Wales Railway.

The South Wales Railway bids
arteries

fair to

of communication between

become one of the great

London and

several of the

was abolished by the opening of the stupendous iron Bridge over

most important countries of the globe.

The

terminus, at the best and safest harbour of the kingdom,
Milford Haven, has already led to the formation of a company for
constructing a class of steam vessels of a size, hitherto deemed

The Eastern Navigation Companj^, guided by their
engineer, Mr. Brunei, we understand, contemplate vessels

impossible.
scientific

of 600 feet in length, and of a proportionate power, which will i^erform the voyage from Milford, viA the Cape, to India in less time
tlian Ls at present occupied

by the overland

making their port
most westerly harbour in the kingdom.

panies contemplate

Hitherto an unfortunate break

passengers had to be conveyed about two mOes over a rough
On the 19th July this hiatus
country fi-om station to station.

mail.

at Milford,

occiir.-ed at

Other comwhich is the

Chepstow, where

the River Wj^e for public traffi 3; and
that the rich minerals of South Wales

we may now

—

able description for steaming

found in

all

the midland and

its

anticipate

coals of every avail-

and household purposes

—

will

be

London markets.

The railway haviug to cross a rapid navigable river without
interruption to vessels, the Admiralty very proporiy required that
mid channel shoidd not be less than 300 feet;
headway of 50 feet above the highest known

the span over the

and that a

clear

Bridges of this size are so rare that we
tide should be give.i.
These works
propose to illustrate the present one in detail.
require the highest effort of mechanical and constructive skill.
Britannia
bridge
displays
magnificent
one
Mr. Stephenson's

SOUTH WALES KAILWAY.
method of crossing wide

Tlie present -w-ork of Mr. Brunei's

spans.

another mode," and shows, as might have been exjjected, his
peculiarly oris;inal and bold conception, accompanied by extraorthe form of a large
dinary economy, by arranging his materials
suspended truss, and attaching the roadway to suspension chains
is

m

kept in a state of rigidity by vertical trusses or struts inserted
between the chains, and a circular wrought-iron tube, spanning
the

river,

feet in length.

309

The bridge is 600 feet long there are thi-ee spans over the
laud of 100 feet each, which are supported upon cast-iron cyUnThese cylindere were
der-s 6 feet in diameter and Ij inch thick.
sunk to an average depth of 48 feet, through numerous beds of
clay, quicksand, marl, &c., to the solid limestone rock, which was
found to dip at an angle of 45 degrees; it had, therefore, to be
carefully levelled hoiizontally, and the cylindere bedded level.
These cylinders were sunk by excavating within them, and pressing them down by heavyweights; in doing which very great
difficulties were overcome—immense volumes of fresh water were
The
tapjjed, requu-ing a 30 horse engine to pump them out.
:

In the annexed diagram, (Fig. 2) the cyhnders are b the standard
On the west
(e e e) having openings to admit the train to pass.
standard is a cross girder of wrought-iron (s) upon which the
The tube serves to keep apart and steady the
tubes (i) re^t.
;

towere; and to the ends of the tube are attached the suspending
Xow, in an ordinary suspension bridge, the chains hang
chains.
in a festoon, and are free to move, according to the limited
weights passing under them but this flexibiUty would be inad;

missible in a railway bridge, and the continuity of the rail would
if a very small deflexion took place when passed
With a view to give this necessaiy
over by a hea\"y locomotive.

be destroyed
rigidity,

tube a

Mr. Brunei has introduced at every third part of the
-m-ought-kon girder, connecting firmly the tube to the
and, with the aid of other adjusting screws, the

stiff

roadway girders

;

suspension chains are pulled or stretched as nearly straight as
desirable.
Other diagonal chains connect these points, so that at
whatever part of the Bridge an engine may be passing its weight
is distributed all over the tube and chains by these arrangements.

upon the iron standards, but is free to move
The expansion
the top of the masonry standai'd.
on the hottest day yet experienced has not exceeded one inch.

The tube
upon rollers

is laid

at

[1852.

much increased during high water, which lises 44
many of the cyhnders work had to be suspended until

quantity very
feet,

and

in

Although the Wye is a tidal river, and therewater was found in these sinkings. Again,
from
sudden and extensive irruptions of soft river
dangers arose
silt, "often bursting in with such rapidity that the men had hardly
time to escape. Some of the strata were found covered with
immense conglomerate boulders, indicating a former river bed.
These having been overcome, the cyhndei-s were filled with concrete, composed of Portland cement, sand and gravel, which set
The concrete is filled up to the
in a few days as hard as rock.
level of the roadway, so that, shoiild a cylinder decay, it might be
taken out and replaced in sections in safety.
the tide receded.

fore salt,

no

salt

cyhnders at the west end of the main span upon
tower of cast-iron plate.?, fifty feet high, is
similar tower of masonry is bmlt at the east end, upon
erected.
Each roadway being
the edge of the rocky precipice of thy Wye.
perfectly separate, we wOl describe that which is now opened.

There are

sis

;

those, a standard or

A

Fig.

1.

diameter, to the saddle links

where

thfi

width

is

14

sides of the

on the

roadway

at g,

feet.

The second tube is now comand may be seen in the
yard near the Bridge it is expected to be floated next month.
The pontoons for can-ring one
end of the second tube across the
river are economically fonned of

plete,

:

ordinaiT

six

iron canal

boats,

three being placed bottom up-

wards upon the lower

thi'ee.

The

other end of the tut*
win be conveyed upon a railway

formed upon piles, extending
from the land to the six river
so that while the
pontoons ai-e pulled across by
powerful tackle at one end, the
latter end wiU be on a can-iage
cylindeis;

rolling

upon the railway

to its

Strong temporaiy erc-ctions of timber are constnicted
upon each side of the river to
must
lift the second tube.
not omit to mention that the
place.

The tube
phragms or
and

is

strengthened within

discs at every

30

feet,

by the

inti-oduction of dia-

which render

it

both hght

We

stiff.

Tlie

roadway girders (d) are fonncd of a deep thin

At

stiffened at inter\als.

to resist compression,

and

the top

at the

it

plate of iron,

has a strong triangular

cell

bottom a double plate of riveted

iron to resist extension.

Between these

side road girders are small cross girders (k)

(l), so that by
inches of gravel are laid over

Eighteen
and then the ordinary permanent

crossing each other
all,

stitfhe.ss is producei.!.

longitudinal sleepers.

The land abutment

In the plan the
(a) is built of masonrj-.
b indicate the supporting cylinder; e e are the tubes; h h
the cLaias radiating from the ends of the tube, which is 9 feet in
letters

and

cipal

connected -snth
work, were made

calculations,

this laborious

under

(Fig. 1) riveted to them diagonally. Ujion the cros,? girdere 4 inch
creosoted planks are secured in the contrary diagonal direction

way upon

elaborate drawings instructions,

Mi-.

Brunei,

ai»istant

in

by

his prin-

London, Mr.

Robert P. Brereton. The resident engineer of the hne of tlie
bridge is Mr. William George

Owen, assisted by Messrs. Dibbin
and Siiycrs.

The contractors for the ironwork are Messrs. Finch & Willey,
of Windsor Foundry, Liverpool ; for the masonry, Mr. Sharpo.

PORTABLE LIFTING MACHINE.
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Annexed
the bridge

is

a

summaiy

of the cast

and wrought

iron used in

:

Tons. cwte.

Wrouglit

Wrought

iron, in tli'ee spans of 100 feet eacli, double line
iron in the girders, floor-bearers, and other work

of the main span of 300

feet, double line iron tubes, each 312 feet long
iron beam on the standard to support the tubes
Vertical trusses
Tie girders to connect the caps of columns - - Saspending links in main chains and diagonals •
Saddles at points of suspension rollers - - - -

Two

278

wrought

Wrought

--..•••...-•.

Adjusting screws
Eollers of main tube
Rollers of girders

BolU

277

-..••.....
.........
---.--.-•.

37

qrs.

S?

CANADA AT THE GBEAT

S8

consequence of the rubbing action being confined to the revolving
of the friction rollere upon their axles, instead of the inclined
plane rubbing upon the pins, or the thread of an endless screw
rubbing upon the teeth of a worm->^'heel, which has ouly contact
This has a scraping action, tending
at a little more than a line.

Canada

EXHIBITION.

[1852.

constantly to remove the oil from the surface, but in the friction
rollers there

sure,

and

is

this

a

much

larger surface in contact to bear the pres-

surface being always in contact never has the oil

scraped off the surface, and can retain the oil for a
Civil Engineer and Architects Journal.

much

longer

time.

at the Great Exhibition.

CANADIAN TIMBER TROPHY.
( Extract from the

Of
is tlie

Official

Reports 2nihUshed ly the Iviperial Conuiiissioners of the Great Exhilition q/"1851.)

all the British Colonies, Canada is that whose exhibition
most interesting and the most complete, and one may even

say that

it is

superior, so far

a.s

the mineral kini^'dora

is

concerned,

have forwarded Iheir jn'uduets to the ExhiThis arises from the fact tliat tlic collection has been

to all countries that
bition.

made

and it results that the study of it
means of appreciating at once the geological structui'e and the mineral resources of Canada.
It is to Mr. W. E.
Logan, one of the members of the Jury, who fills the office of
in a systematic mannei-,

furnishes the

Geological Surveyor of Canada, that

we

are indebted

for this

and its value arises from the fact, that he has selected
on the spot most of the specimens that ha\e been sent to the
Exhibition, and ha.s arranged them since their arrival in London.
collection

;

The arrangement

that he has adiipted,

—

which

is

entirely technical,

and metals
obtained from them; Minerals which require conqilicated operations to render them tit f)r use; Lithographic limestones and
minerals employed in jewelery, and in tlie mannfactui-e of glass
of various kinds; Various kinds of clays and refractory sandstones; Rocks furnishing whetstones, hones, and polishing stones;
Roeks ami minerals in use for improving soils; Materials used
in constinetiou, and rocks serving for architectural decoration;
Condinstihlc^ minerals.
All these classes include materials, of
great interest, for industrial pur]iose.s, and we think it useful to
mention some more s]iecially. The ores of iron require notice
first of all for their abunlanco and excellent quality, as the magincludes eight divisions,

\'iz:

Metalliferous minerals,

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING,
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worked in upwards of ten diflferent localities. The
mines of Marmora, the most important of all, are situated in the
west of Canada, and are worked in a mass of ore more than
100 feet thick. The magnetic ores obtained from them are
accompanied by pig iron from the works established on the spot,
and belonging to the Marmora Iron Company. The Juiy has
recognized the good quality of their products by making honourable mention of this Company and the same is awarded to
Dr. J. Wilson who has exhibited magnetic iron ores from
South Sherbrooke, and phosphate of lime from Burgess. Ordinary mention has also been made of Mr. Lancaster of Vaudreuil,
Captain Morin of St. Vallier, Messi-s. L. Seer of Eustache,
E. Caron of St. Aiui, Montmorency, G. Duberger of Ifjurray
Bay, and R. W. Kelly of Gaspe, who have exhibited ores
of iron and iron ochres of difterent kinds. Massive hydrous
oxide of iron is an important mineral amongst the iron
ores of Canada, and is workable in large masses in several localities.
We may mention, particularly, that of St. Maurice, which
for more than half a century has supplied the iron works and
foiinderies of that name.
The Honourable J. Fenier, the proprietor of the mines, whose jjroducts are exhibited in No. 5, has
added to the ores, specimens of pig and other iron, besides slags
and ashes obtained during the working of the ores. The iron
from St. Maurice is of good quality, and the products exhibited
show that the establishment proceeds with regularity, in a metallurgical point of view; these considerations have induced the
Jury to award a Prize Medal to the proprietor. The exhibition
of Canada includes the ores of zinc, lead and copper, from several
localities.
The ores of copper from Lake Superior and Lake
Huron ai'e remarkable for their richness, and that called " Brace
Mine " on Lake Huron has been worked for some years. The
Mining Company of Montreal (the proprietors of this mine,)
have erected an establishment for working the ores on the spot,
according to the methods adopted at Swansea, and the objects
sent by this Company exhibit by the side of the ores the
various products of smelting, besides the specimens of black and
refined copper.
Specimens of copper and native silver, from the
Island of St. Ignatius, on Lake Superior, are added to these,
and the Juiy has awarded to the Co)upany a Prize Medal for
these various objects.
The existence of sprangles and pepites
of gold have been proved by actual in\estigatiou, in several
ri\'ers in the East of Canada, and honourable mention is made
of the Chaudiere Mining Company who exhibit pepites
of native gold collected in the washing of those streams.
Messrs. Bodm & Lebert are also rewarded with a mention
for the white quartzose sands which they exhibit, which are used
with advantage in the manufacture of flint and crown glass,
The last awartl that we have to mention in the case of Canada is
the honourable mention adjudged to Mr. Logan who has exhibited iron
ores,
lithographic stones, minerals, and various
rocks.
Our colleague has not thought it right to add to these
the geological map he has made of Canada, a matter which the
Jury greatly regret, not because they would then have been able
netic oxide

is

;

—

for the
higher reward for this beautiful work,
member of the Jury, would I'cnder this
would
because
of
great
interest
it
have
but
the

to adjudge a

position of Mr. Logan, as

impossible,

—

the Canada Exhibition.
The lithographic stones
by Mr, Logan belong to a palajozoic rock, occurring at
Marmora, where the magnetic iron ore has been mentioned as
forming a deposit of enormous thickness.
These stones are
remarkably homogenous, and fine grained the degree of finish
of the drawing's tliat Mr. Logan has caused to bo made upon

added

to

exlnbited

;

tliem giving every promise of the quality being good.

Tlio

and the reporter is
not aware of such material having been previously found in the

geological position of the stones

is

inter&sting,

old rocks, since up to the present time those who practice
lithography seek for stones from rocks of the oolitic series.
The
discovery of Mr. L<igan proving that the palaeozoic rocks may

also
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<fec.

good lithographic

furnish

stones,

increases the resources

available for this imporEant branch of engraving

We

must

Logan, a

also

notice,

and drawing.
amongst the articles exhibited by Mr.
an animal discovered in one of

cast of the footsteps of

the argillaceous schists of the palaeozoic period.
When the
were first laid bare to a certain extent, Mr. Logan observed
the impression of footsteps repeated several times, and he had the
upper bed removed to satisfy himself as to whether they were
confined.
Their existence, under these circumstances, fully proves
that the markings were made at the time of deposit of the bed,
and thus carries back the existence of the quadrupedal animal to
the earliest silurian epoch.
The length of the track discovered
schists

was eight
are

feet,

traceable.

footmarks,

and

as

many

as twenty impressions of each foot
is an impression between
the
be regarded as the trail either of the

Besides these

which

may

abdomen

or the tail of the animal.
It would carry us be3'ond
the jiroper limits of this report if we were to give even a sketch
geology of Canada, and those who wish to become
acrjuainted with the subject, must be referred to the report

of the

by Mr. Logan to the Governor General of Canada,
and published by order of the Legislative Assembly of the colony.
We must, howe^'er, mention the presence of phosphate of lime
and gypsum tl>e former disseminated in large prismatic crystals
in the metamorphic limestones occurring in thick beds at Burgess,
while the gypsum is found in many localities forming large
irregular ma&ses, intercalated in the upper members of silurian
series, especially at Oneida Seneca, on the Grand river.
This
gypsum has an even fracture, is fohaceous, and a fine white
colour, and being very pure, may be used for the manufacture of
addressed

;

plaster for casting.

AGRICULTUKAL
Recqnng Machines.

EWGIlVJiERIlVG, &c.

— At the dinner

following the recent show
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England at Lewes (where
no fewer than 17 varieties of the reaping machine were exhibited,)

Mr. Thompson, the chairman of the York and North Midland
Railway, and a great agricultural improver in the north of England, remarked, in the course of his speech:
'Nearly twenty
years ago I saw a reaping machine at work in Scotland,
which did its work feirly; and, so far back as 1816, a
machine was constructed in the north of England, not very
dissimilar in appearance to the present machines, the maker
of which, not being patronised here, emigrated to America.'
Of
this ingenious Yorkshire mechanic, this is the fii-st time we have
heard but by common consent the chief merit is assigned to the
invention of the Rev. Patrick Bell, now minister of the parish of
Carmyllie in Forfarshire. It was produced in 1826, the cutting
operation being eftected by a series of scissor blades, so working,
that, when pushed along a corn field, it cut down the grain as if
done by hand, but more cheaply and expeditious!}'. The Highland Society, upon the report of a committee, awarded the Rev,
Mr. Bell a premium of £50 for his invention. Mr. Bell of Inchmichael, the brother of the inventor, adopted and improved the
machine, employing it to reap his crops at the expense of onl}'
3s. 6d. the imperial acre.
Several othere have at different periods
been in operation in Forfarshire but no attempt seems to have
been made to introduce them generally over the county. In
accounting for this apparent neglect of an important auxiliary to
the farmer, Mr. Thompson (whom we have quoted above) alleges,
that as the machine did not save the crop with sufficient care, and
as at that time the abridgement of manual labour was of less value
than it is now, from emigration and other causes, it was not encouraged as in other circumstances it would have been. It is known
that several of the machines were sent from Dundee to America in
1831 and 1832, and probabl}' became the models of the American
reapers. Indeed, in the opinion of competent judges, there is the
closest possible resemblance between Hussey's and Bell's machines.
;

;

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING, &c
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8team Plough.

t/shei's

mounting a

This invention consists, fli-st, in
series of ploughs
same plauo around an axis, so that the ploujrhs shall

in the

successiveh'

come

to give rotary

into action

motion to a

;

and, secondl_v, in appl3'ing power

series of

ploughs or other instruments

for tilling tlie earth, so that the resistance of the earth to the

ploughs or instruments, as they enter and travel through the
earth, shall cause the machine to be propelled
thus making the
ploughs act in the earth in the same way as paddle-wheels do in
:

[1852.

'
b, the intermediate
(f and /-), which are wheels similar to h
part (f) being by preference removable at pleasure, so as to
stages
of cultivation.
different
suitable
to
parts
fender these bearing
This compound cylinder has its axle supported in the bearings (g)
attached to the lower or to the under side of the carriage frame.
The axle of this cylinder carries also at one end the wheel, h,

A

movable lever frame (i i i i) is
to be afterwards noticed.
The free ends
supported on an axle or shaft {k) as a fulcrum.
[i! i) are formed into the toothed segments (Z), and are concentric
to Jc; these segments being acted upon by the two toothed

^^

Fig. 1.

the water,

by which the

vessel

is

moved along and
;

of the earth being greater than the water, the

the resistance

power obtained

is

Fig. 1 shows a side elevation of the steam machinery

In

;

fig.

2

a plan thereof, the steam-boiler and engine being removed.
fig. 2 the under edge of the mouldboard and share is formed

from the centre of the shaft, or axis, on which
the ploughs are affixed a a indicate the bed-frame, or carriage
The fore carri.age wheels (b h) are mounted
of the machine.
on an axle, which turns in bearings (c) attached to the swivel
frame (d), which moves on the bolts (d) for turning the machine
portion of the swivel frame (d) is
rounil in a small space.
to a curve struck

;

A

toothed,

and acted upon by the pinion and winch (e).

The

hind p:u-t of the carnage is here shown, sui)ported upon the
hollow cylinder or roller (f), composi^d of two cxtrcnie parts
*

On the carnage thus constructed is placed the
locomotive boiler, with its engines, the power of which is applied
through the medium of connecting-rods (o) to the crank-shaft (p),
supported on two standards (q).
On the shaft (^) there is also

of the conductor.

proportionably more.
is

pinions and spindles (w), which elevates or depresses the hind
part (j i) of the lever frame, and all that it carries, at the pleasure

Sec Auguet Dumber, page

13.

fixed the spur pinion, indicated

and

this pinion,

shaft,

/•,

by taking

gives motion, at the

carried round

by the dotted

into the wheel,

same

on the same shaft

(K^.

The

takes into the wheel. A, before referred to,

/; and

circle,
»,

p' p', in

fig. 1

mounted on the
t, which is

time, to the pinion,
pinion,

t,

thus actuated,

on the bearing cyUnder,

t,
should be applied so as
and out of gcai', with its wheel, though not so
IJ}' this arrangement of parts, a slow
engraving.
progressive motion is obtained tor the whole machine; on the one
hand, through the cylini.!cr, f, and, on the other hand, a separate

it

is

preferred that the point,

readily to ]nit into

showu

in

t!io

1

THE BROCK MONUMENT.
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rotary motion, at a certain increase of speed, is connnuTiicated
through the wheel, r, to the pinion, w, fixed upon the shaft, u u,
which last-named shaft has its bearings (v v) attached to the

movable frame,

i i.

On

the shaft,

u

u, are

placed a series of

plates or projections, iixed at regular distances.
Or such plates
or prtvjections, with their ploughs, may be placed upon separate
.shafts, each with its own proper gearing; but it is preferred to

place

them on one shaft. These plates or projections have affixed
them several ploughs, which, in revolving, penetrate

to each of

and by their mouldboards elevate and turn over portions
thereof: a a are the plates or projections fixed upon the shaft, u.
Each plate («') has three arms or piolongations (6 i b), which
terminate in the radial direction shown; a further prolongation
(cf d') is carried obliquely upon each of these arras.
Upon the
plate and projections thus constructed is affixed the tilling
apparatus, which consists, first, of the pait, e, which acts the
the

soil,
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part of the mouldboard or tura-furrow in the

and

to

is

it

prolongation,

common

plough;

be fixed by screw
d' d'.

To

bolts, or otherwise, to the
the fore part of this mouldboard (e e) is

a bar of wrought

iron, which is also furnished with a lug,
attached to the plate by means of screw bolts, or
the bar, thus secured, forms a head or share-bearer,
as in many common ploughs.
To the fore part of the bar the
share is adapted, and fixed by its socket
The mouldboard, and

affixed

by which
otherwise

it is

;

may be varied in form. An adjustable fore-cutter
is affixed in front of each share.
It will be seen, that
not only the ploughs which are set in the same plane around the
axis follow each other into action, but that the ploughs of the
other sets (wliich are affixed around the axis in parallel planes)
are arranged and come into action so that two plough-shares will
also the share,

or coulter

not strike the earth at the same instant.

AKCHITECTURAIi NOTICES.

The Brock Alonumenti

The Committee

for the Erection of the

Brock Monument, on

the Queenston Heights, invited Architects to compete in the
preparation of Designs,

by

offering a

premium of £25 currency

to the successful competitor, |^whose design should be adopted.

The meeting of

the

Committee took

on the 2nd of

last

adjourned to the 10th

ult.,

designs,

place,

to receive the

month, at Queenston, and from thence
at the Parliament Buiidirgj, Toronto^

where a large meeting of the Committee took

place, viz,

:

His

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Honour the Chief Justice Mr. Chief Justice Macauley, and Mr.
Colonel Allen The Hon.
Sir Allan MacXab
Justice McLean
W. Robinson; T. C. Street, Esq., M. P. P.; The Honourable H.
Tliauburn, Esq.; Captain
Merritt; Colonel McDougal;
Munro; &c., &c., and others, amongst whom were Dr. McCaul,
President of the Toronto Univei-sity Captain Lefro)' W. Cayley,
After the inspection of the several designs
Esq.; (fee, &c.
;

;

;

;

;

;

submitted, the Committee awarded the premium to W. Thomas,
Esq., Architect, of this City, for the best design; which is to be
forthwith carried into execution, under his superintendance.

[1852.

proper military costume.
From the
stone,
gallery in the sub-basement is continued to the summit a staircase
of stone, of capacious breadth, of 250 steps, worked with a solid stone
newel, the entire height lighted by small loop-holes in the fluting
The whole height of the Monument, including
of the column.
the Statue, is 185 feet, to be executed wholly in Queenston stone;
but it may be required to select a stone of finer quality for the
basso relievos.
The comparative heights of some of the principal
monuments of the kind, ancient and modern, are as follow

16

high,

feet

in

:

A

wood-engraving of which we

Entire hcighL

Pompev's

•

-

is

of the

Roman Composite

Order, with

is

distinguished

by plainness of character

being 38'.0" square at its base, having on one
of its sides a plain polished granite slab, with a suitable inscription
The
to the memory of the departed Hero, in lettei-s of bronze.
Bub-basement is placed on a platform slightly elevated, within a
dwaif wall enclosure 7T.0" square, with a fosse around the
interior; at each angle are placed military trophies in carved
It is proposed that the entrance to the
stone 20'.0" in height.
enclosure, and doorway to the interior of the Monument, shall be
solidity,

on the south side, giving access to a gallery, or corridor, 120 feet
in extent, round the inner pedestal, by 6 feet 6 inches wide on
the east and west sides of which, in suitable vaults under the
floor, will be deposited the remains of General Brock, and those
The gallery is lighted by
of his Aid-de-Camp, McDonnell.

911.0

11.5.0

•

12.3.0

-

202.0
137.0

-

.

-

-

.

...

•

•

of 27 feet, at the angles of which are lions rampant, supporting
It will be seen
shields witlr the armorial bearings of the Hero.

and great

.
•

132.0
Napoleon Column, Paris . l.-iCO
July Column, Paris
175.6
Alcxaruler Column. St. Petersburgh
- ir.2.7
Mehille Column, Eilinburgli
134.0
Nflson Column, Dul.lin - 140.0
Nelson Column, Yarmouth Nelson Column, London, from the level of Ihe
pavement in Trafalgar Square
171.0

Pedestal, stands on a platform, or sub-basement, of an elevation

that the sub-basement

.

Pillar

York Column

of the composition.

The Column, which

-

.

Tr..jaii'"s

its

Pillar

Antonio Column Miinument on Fish Street Hill

insert.

In the preparation of this design, the endeavour has been to
combine Architecture with Sculpture, so as to render it characteristic and appropriate, avoiding plagiarism, but without affecting
that novelty of charactei', which woiiTil be injurious to the grandeur

in

Thus, then, there is only one column, either ancient or modem,
Europe, that exceeds the entire height of the pi'opo^ed Brock

Monument, which is that erected in London by Sir Christopher
Wren, in commemoration of the great fii'e in 1666.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert has honoured the
guished Director of the Geological Survey,
F.iLS.,

an autograph

with

letter,

W.

distin-

E. Logan, Esq,

(accompanying a beautiful

bronze Medal,) acknowledging the valuable services rendered by

;

The bold rocky scenery of the
wreathed openings.
Queenston Heights which surrounds the site of this proposed
Monument, and the space immediately adjoining, together with
the close masses of dense foliage in picturesque clumps, as seen
in connection with it, induced the Architect, from repeated

circular

column and pedestals, as not to
have the general effect deteriorated by these objects, however
The pedestal to the
beautiful they are, as taken separately.
column is 16'.9" sipiare and 38'.0" in height, the die having on
observations, so to elevate the

its

enriched

pannelled

sides ajipi'opriato

ba'^so relievos.

The

blocking coui-se to the pedestal, is
enriched with lions' heads and wreaths, continued round each
wreathed
openings
between each, to give light to the
side, with

plinth of the Order,

as a

The column

interior.

itself is

95

feet in

height and 10 feet in

diameter, fluted, and having an enriche:! b.ase of laural leaves
entwined on the lower torus; tlie base of the shaft is enriched

The
with palm leaves, upon which the flutes terminate.
of the column, wliit-ii is very beautiful, and particularly appropriate,
is 12'.(>" in height; on each face will be sculptured a figure of
Victory lO'.G" in height, with extended arms over military
shield?', as volutes, having on their outward angles lions' heads,
helmets, &C., the spjices between the acanthus being wreathed
with palm leaves, somewhat after the example of a capital of an
The enriched abacus is
anticjue column at Albano, near Rome.
15'.0" square, in the angles, of which will be formed spaces for
j)ersons to stand ouUide to view tlie surro\uiding scenery, to avoid
Upon the abacus
the imsightiy appearance of iron railings.
stands the cippus, supporting the SUitue, w hiih is to be of cast
capital

having within a chamber CO" diameter, for
persons to stand in to view the magnificent scenery and interesting
Upon the
obje ts wliicii the grandeur of tlie situation aftbrds.

iron, galvanized,

cippus

is

raised a Statue of the Hero, proposed to

be executed in

that gentleman to the Exhibition of Industry of

much

have

all

We

nations.

pleasure and pride in congratulating the President of

the Canadian Institute upon this marked acknowledgment of his
zeal

and energy

in

so greatly adding to the interest

and import-

ance of the Canadian Department of the late Great Exhibition.

Subjoined

—

is

a copy of the letter

:

have the honour, as President of the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, to transmit to 3'ou a medal
that has been struck by order of the Commissioners, in commemoration of the valuable services which you have rendered to tho
Exhibition, in common with so many eminent men of all countries, in your capacity of juror.
In requesting youi' acceptance
of this slight token on our parts of the sense entertained by us of
Sir,

I

the benefit wliich has resulted to the interests of the Exhibition
from your haxing undertaken that laborious oflice, and from tho
zeal and ability displayed by you in connexion with it, it aftbrds me

much

pleasure to avail myself of

o]iportunity of conveying

tliis

you this expression of my cordial thanks for the assistance
which you have gi\en us in carrying this great undertaking to a
successful issue.
I have the honour to be, very respectfully youn^

to

ALBERT.
W.

F. Logan, Esq., F.R.S.

Notes and Queries.
1.

What

is

tho most northern and

what

is

the most eastern

township in Western Canada, in which the Cactus
2.

What

are tho limits of the Black

is

found

?

Walnut (Jiiglans nigra)

and Sweet or Spanish Chesnut, (Castanca vesca)?
3.

What

is

the botanic

name

of the tree which furnishes the

White Wood of Western Canada, and

in

w hat

district is

it

found

I
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a suitable furnace, and the amalgamated metal is dipped into
has a proper coating of silver or alloy employed.

in

it

un-

til it

Chemis.ry and Physics.

Under

the patentees claim the process of coating iron or

this head,

Coaling Metah: Henry Grissell's (of the Regent's Canal Iron-works)
improvement in coaling metals with other Metals. Patent dated January

other metal or silver, or alloy of silver and copper,

Eiinilied J.ily lOili, 1851, (Loiulon Patent Journal.)—
11th, 1851.
The patentee's improvements ia coating metals with other metals are

melted

—

BS follows

purpose the patentees use a bath
by means of heat

or vessel of irun, or other suitable material, in which,

they melt tlie zinc, and on the surface of the melted zinc place a thick
lajer of cldoride of zinc (prepared by dissolving zinc in muriatic acid,
and dnvinij ofT the water.) i-ra mixture composed of 8 parts of chloride
of zinc, and 10 parts of chloride of potassium, or a nii.xt'ire of equal
parts of chloride of zinc and chloride of sodium, or chloride of potassium.
the raetnl

a state of fusion, the iron to bo
dipped into the metal, th ougli the covering of

and the

coated with zinc
fused

silver or alloy.

Tin, or Lead.

— For this

is

salt are in

and becomes coated with

salt,

zinc.

If,

however,

found

it is

— In

copper or alloy used

this case, the

the layer of salt into the melted metal,
to

times coat the iron with zinc, or with

iron with copper or brass,

is

upper part of which

crucible

heated

powder,

mentioned

the

u.=e

is

Under

this part of their inven-

of chloride of zinc applied as above

in the fused state; also of the

mixtures of the various salts

above enumerated.
Coating Zinc, Iron coaled with Zinc, or other Metal, with a Metallic Alloy.

—For

this

purpose the patentees u*e a vessel of iron, or other suitable

which

material, in
is

allny

tlie

composed of zinc

is

One

melted.

10 part*, tin

26

parts,

of the alloys u.sed by

and lead 5

A

parts.

chloride of zinc mixed witli an equal weight of sal-ammoniac

is

them

layer of

kept in

a fluid state.

The metal

to

be coated

is

sufficient to

The

and

tin

3 parts

;

is

absolutely necessary to

patentees use also the alloy called

make

"fusible metal," which they prefer to
parts, lead 5 parts,

in

dipped into the melted alloy,

is

but not allowed to remain there longer than
receive a cn.iting of the alloy.

keep the alloy

as follows: bismuth 8

alloys of other compositions will

below 4110 deg. Fah. The
patentees claim the u.se, in the manner above stated, of the alloys specified and r^fer.ed to, and of the method above described for coating

Coating Iron or other Metal with Tin, or Tin alloyed with Lead.
this

which the

tin

aUoy

is

melted, and on the surface of

tlie fu.sed

metal lay a stratum of chloride of zinc, mixed with about

weight of sal-.inimoniac.

The metal

to

be coaled

is

itate that

will

it

its

it

may come

in

also advantaaieous in the
met.il into a hot

immersion

contact often with the layer of fused salt

preceding process to dip the iron or other

and slightly acid solutionof chloride of zinc, previous
bath of me ted metal. The patentees claim, under

in tlie

this he.id of their invention, the use of a

mixture of chloride of zinc and

lal-amnioniac forming a saline compound, which

is

kept

in

a state of

fusion on the surface of the melted tin or alloy, in the process of coating

amalgamating procee-s a mixture of 12 parts o; morcury, 1 of zinc, 2 of
aulphale of iron, 2 of muriatic acid, and 12 of water; the mixture to
be heated, and, when 200 deg. Fah., the iron to be amalgamated is
placed in the mixture, and the mercury rubbed on the .>ur(ace of the
silver, or alloy of silver, is

placed the iron to be coated.

is

The

and heat applied as
and coming in contact

the above case, the vapors of the zinc

placed,

in

rise,

\rith the

copper-coated iron, convert the

Instead of chloride of copper, a mixture

coating of copper into brass.

of metallic copper and sal-ammoniac

may be

used, or a mixture of

oxide of copper and sal-ammoniac.

The patentees claim under

this

head of

their invention, the use

of

borosilicate of lead, in a fluid stale, over a surface of melted copper or

of the alloys ab ive mentioned, in the process of coating iron
a'.so, the process of coating iron by the action of fused
;

bra,ss, or

by immersion
chloride

i

f copper, or the

mixtures above named, and of coating with

by subsequent treatment with vapors of

brass

—Silliman's
On Rain

zinc, as

above mentioned,

Journal.
lFa^er.5.— M. Chatin

sults of his operations

makes the following statements as

re-

:

countries,
1. The chlorides which abound in the rains of maritime
are at Paris more abundant than in the waters of the Seine whenever

the wind blows from the sea.
2.

Sulphates exist

in a notable

that of Central France

;

quantity in the rain of Paris and ia

rain waters, thoui^h generally containing less

of chlorides than the waters of rivers, usually surpass the latter in th»

proportion of sulphates.
3.

Salts of lime

and soda are contained

in rain watera in

an appre-

ciable quantity.
4. Rain waters are especially distinguished by containing even half
a decigramme to a litre of azotized organic matter, which may b«
represented in its composition by a mix'ure of ulmate of ammonia
and uUnic acid this ingredient is found also in the lower strata of tli«
;

at

m

and on the borders of the sea than
whence it is deposited by the dews and
and may be separated by washing.

atmosphere, (thou'.;h less

Turin

Paris and in Maurienne,)

mists,

Argillaceous earths retain better than lighter soils this principU
The atmosphere, and the rains which wash
perform an important part in agriculture, in restoring to the soil a

5.

Coating Iron or other Metal with Silver, or Alloy of Silver and Copper.
In this case, the surface of the iron or other metal to be coated is to
be amiilganiated in the usual way. The patentees prefer to use for the

The

it to the vapor of chloride
bottom of a copper cruci-

coated with copper be placed in the upper part of a covered crucible,
in which meialic zinc, covered with animal and other charcoal, is

metals with other metals.

iron.

ia

The patentees
in ol-

that substance at the

If the iron thus

be found advantageous, in the use of this and the

preceding processes, to dip the metal to be coated several times,
der that

own

then dipped into

the raetnl liquid or alloy, until the coating is effected.

or even

and the vapors of

purpose the patentees nse a vessel of iron, or other suitable mate-

rial, in

to

— For

allowed to remain

The

chloride volatilize and coat the iron with copper.

do, provided that their melting points are

metals with such alloys.

it is

to redne.ss, in a suitable furnace,

a state of fusion on the surface of the metal alloy, the temperature of

which must not be carried higher than

by placing

tin,

that of exposing

ble, in the

in

again dipped into the melted zinc.

tion, the patentees claim

where

acquire a coating of the metal.

of copper,

quantity of sil-aminoni:ic,

melted in some

patentees someamalgamate its surface with mercury, in the way above mentioned, and then proceed to
dip it into the melted copper or alloy. Another method of coating

long enough

which

is

is

and on the surface of the melted metal is placed a
Inyer of borosilicate of lead, (composed of 112 parts of oxide of lead,
24 of boracic acid, and 16 of silica,) and when the metal and the salt
are in a state of fusion, the metal to be coated is introduced through
suitable vessel,

that a sullicient quantity of zinc lias not adhered to the iron a small

sprinkled over the iron,

by amalgamating
and then putting it into the

Coating Iron with Copper, Brass, or any alloy of Copper, with Zinc,

:

Coating Iron with Zinc.

When

the surface of the metal to be coated,

then melted in a crucible, placed

dissolved in rain waters.
it,

portion

of soluble

mineral and

organic

matters highly

useful to

vegetation.

Dr. Kemp's Eleelro- Magnetic Engine.— S. summary account of this
January
invention was given in the Mijiing Jownal for the lOth of
considerable importance, a mor»
last ; and, as the subject is one of

extended notice

will

probably be read with intsreat.

The prodigioui
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and, 80 far as our present eiperienca goes, unlimited power of an
electro-magnet in sustaining weights attached to an armature in contact

with

it

and at various times, induced invent-

has, in different countries,

ors to adopt C(nitrivances for pressiiig this agent into service as a
labouring force ; and experiments on a small scale liave repeatedly

led to the

nio.»t

A

sanguine expectations.

however, proved

hitherto,

more

rigid investigation has

fallacy of these expectations, ai d the

tlie

attempt to construct engines on a 'arge scale been abandoned. Prof.
Page's maciiine may, perhaps, be considered an exception to this
remark, as

it is

well

known

that he has constructed and publicly exhi-

Practical difficulties, however,

bited a powerful working engine.

have intervened, or we should, doubtless, have seen

seem

in

extensive

operation, the more especially as the magnificent grant of the

American

to

Government

tion that they are stoppiid

fur

want of pecuniary

would occupy too much space

It

it

in aid of the professor's researches precludes the BUpposi-

resources.

Beconda:y action

—

thus the rotatory ergines of Davenport. Jacobi, and

;

centrifugal

it

;

expenses of

its

working.

Coaling avd Ornamenlivg Zinc.
F. H. Greenstreet. of

surfaces

by means

Albany

— A patent has been taken out by Mr_
coating and ornamenting zino

street, for

of acids alone, or in combination with other matters.

may be applied by s))rinkling, dabbing, sprea 'ing, or
and the surfaces are capable of further ornamentation by
painting. Muriatic acid, diluted with water to about 1-114 specific
chrome yellow, with the same acid^
gravity, gives a light ash colour
The

solution

marbling

;

;

to enter into a detailed historical

account of clectm-niagnetic engines. Tlie means adopted, however,
1. Those involving the direct action
may be classed under two heads
of an eloctro-magnet on its armature; and 2, those which employ a
;

[1§52.

pump,

must be extremely Bcrviceable, as it can be useJ in localities where, from want of working room,
or the presence of irrespirable gases, the ordinary engine would be
inadmissable. For all kiiids of agricultuial machinery, quartz crushing
machines, mills, printing presses, and numberless other minor uses, its
whilst the lessening of insurance expensea
value must be apparent
would, in many cases, pay the cost of the engine, and defray the

Gwynne's admirable

the more recent elegant arrangement of Prof. Wlieatstone, depend for

a yeUowish grey

;

Saxonj' green, mixed gradually with the acid to a

paste, andstiired until effervesence ceases, produces greenish iron grey

;

white lead with the iicid, or Kremintz white, gives a grey coating the
acid with sulphur produces a yellowish white. Butler of antimony
;

gives a black colour, but

them

effect

;

when m xeJ with

the other pigments does not

The

but makes a good ground work.

surfaces having

stationary niagnets, or vicevei'sa; whilst that of Prof. Page depends

been coated, should be protected by a coat of varnish. Copal may bo
used, but the patentee prefers a preparation of wax, as effectually pre-

upon the tendency of

venting oxidation.

upon a

their action

series of armatures, passing successively in front of

a bar of soft iron to place itself in a state of

magnetic equilibrium, with reference to a succession of helical coils,
through which, one after the other, the galvanic current is caused
It may, however, be shown by experiment that this latter
to pass.
as well

force,

that of an armatuie,

as

with a row of electro-magnets,

tric

passing in

is far

concen-

a circle

which

inferior to that with

an electro-magnet attracts an armature, placed at right angles to its
axes. This direct action was the first employed as a motive power;
unsuccessfully, however, in consequence of the extremely smdl distance to which the magnetic energy extends.

Could

this diOiculiy

be

Burraounted, i.o reason can be given why engines of any amount of
power may not be constructed. In order to effert this object. Dr.
Kemp introduces two contrivances, which may be used separately or
conjointly, for the purpose of transferring the magnetic force.

The
The

Electric Cluck.

following engraving illustrates the application of electricity in

moving tho pendulum of Mr. Bain's electric clock. The pendulum a is
drawn in dotted outlines. The bob of the pendulum 6 is a brass box
containing a coil of covered copper wire on a bobbin and cc represent permanent bar- magnets projecting from opposite sides of the
cl"ck-cnse in the centre of the pendulum bob while rf is a voltaic
pair with the current shown by arrows. Dr. Wilson in his work oa
;

;

electricity, gives the following

account

ot the operation

:

In the

place, a series of bars of iron, or armatures, are so arranged that

first

may

they

come within

successively

the range of the lines of four of an

equal nuiu er of electro-magnets, and so placed as that, in the course
of their approach to the magnets, they cut the greatest possible

ber of magnetic curves.
of these armatures,
is,

As

A

by stems and

stops,

upon an armature

secured to the piston-rod of a cylinder

in its turn,

num-

further arrangement provides fur the action

the piston ascends, or descends, the fluid

longer cylinder, provided with a rod, which

is

is

plate,

filled

which

with

fluid.

forced into another

brought by any suitablo

contrivance into connection with a crank, by which machinery

be caused to move.

may

Instead of reciprocating motion, rotatory motion

may at once be effected by means of a suitable disc. Tlie whole
then rests upon two facts, which cannot he disputed
1.
That an electro-magnet is capable of attracting a considerable weight
for a shmt distance
and 2, that this force may be transferred to
machinery by means of incompressible fluids, or practic; lly such.

—

inventi<pn

;

Should it be found that this power can be economically
immense advantages must accrue from its use. Tho whole of
occujjicd by

fuel

— will
of risk

:

—

and tho value of

be iepresen:cd

ton, for each

dom

af plied,

the spaco

boilers will be rendered available for passengers

this in one case almic
that of tho
by the enormous sum of £3200, at £4 per
voyage across the Atlantic. Its perfect safety, and fieefrom file, must also recommend it especially for emi"-rant

or freightage

Asia

and

In the locomotive department, the compactness and comparative lightness of iheulectro-magnutic engine must induce itssubsliluiion

ships.

"A

wire from the cop])er

rod, then

down

its

is conducti d to the top of the pcndularaleft-hand side to the bob, in which it is coiled many

times, and then ascending on the right side to the tup of the

c

it is

made

of grooved ag:itc.

(

for the

motive-power now

ill

use.

For canal navigation,

of lightmss must also be n great rccommendatiun
prnperly, so

much depreciated by

ba rendered

lii^hly

productive.

tlie

;

and

this

competition ol railways,

For fire-engines,

in

element

this species of

may

yet

connection with

perdulum-

brought down within the clock-case, and terminates in a disc
The black dot in the groove represents a
old stud which forms the term. nation
f the wire from the copper
/ is a second grooved disc, made, however, entirely of metal, from
rod,

which a wire proceeds

c

to the zinc.
The current thus can only pass, if
a metallic bridge stretches from the disc/ to Ihc gold stud in the ditc*.
This bridge g g stands on the grooves in the two discs, the kft citrein-
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the metal,

ity sliding in

tlie

right extremity in the agate,

h hiss,

off the gold stud,

piece of brass attached to the pendulum-rod, so as to touch the bridge

magnetism.

and cany

it

it

from side to

side.

In the diagram the apparatus

touch the gold stud in the agate disc,
of wire in the

by

not

Suppose, however, that the right hand extremity of the bridge

acting.

left

is

tlicn tlie current passes,

pendulum-bob becomes magnetic, and

the action of the bar-magnets.

In so doing

it

ia

the coil

carried to tho

slides the bridges

45

and thereby cuts

It returns to the right

off the current

by

its

own

from

itself,

and

tores the current to the wire
infinitum.

shown

;

and renews

Strictly speaking,

magnetism

its

;

and so on ad

the e Iges only of the disc should be

they are represented as

if

seen a

for the sake of indicating the grooves

little

more

obliquely from above,

distinctly."

monthly Meteorological Register, at Her Majesty's Magnetical Observatory, Toronto, Canada West.— Angust, 1852.
Latitude 43 deg. 39.4 min. North.

i

loses

weight, but in so doing

replaces the right end of the bridge on the gold stud, and thus res-

Longitude, 79 deg. 21 min. West.

Elevation above Lake Ontario

:

108 /«rf.
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Bytown and Prescott Railway.
the spring of 1851, and
This undertaking, which was commenced
has, since then, quietly, unobtrusively, but surely, been advancing

m

towards completion,
.

,

ere long, notwithstanding the small

destined,
..,,.,,
has hitherto

'

,

is

share of public notice

most important

it

"Main Trunk,"

'tt

liether

viewed as a

or as an independent track, connecting

Ottawa with that of the St. Lawrence, and opening
r
r .1
/
to the Tast region watered by the former of these monarch streams,
(which the old "voyageurs" loved to ctU "La Grande Riviere du
Nord") a new channel of trade, via the Ogdensburgh RailwoT, to the
several seaboard cities of the United States, its importance as a great
,
public work cau scarcely be over-rated. At some future period, we may
lay before our readersa statistical sketch of the "Ottawa country," the
capital of which
Bytown bids fair to rival, in size and commercial
the

commerce

of the

,,

,

.

,

,

,

1

,

.

importance, the most thriving of our Canadian

;

to

'

•'

.

itsmerchantsandcapitalistshavingboldly undertaken, notonly unaided

from any outward resource, but in the face of much seiesh opposition,
.,
^,
1
J
T
1,
r
11
to commence the railway we are speaking of; and which, from all
•

present appearances,

is

likely to be the

<•

first

completed

work

.,.

,

,.

,

/.

and within a short distance

of,

flourishing village of Kemptville,

o T
»i
1 .1
the St. Lawrence, passes through the
.,

and has

its

southern terminus near

the eastern limits of the town of Prescott, opposite to the Ogdensburgh
a point where the St. Lawrence never freezes up.
Railway Dep6t,-at
"^
„,
,
r !-• 1.
u
1
The country through which the line runs is of high agricultural

,,.,,..
improving — and

•'

capabilities

country,

—

•

as

rapidly

is

we have seldom

seen

surpassed,

it

yrowing

wheat

a fall

wcs-

the

The

province.

.

no grades exceeding 30 feet in the mile, whilst more than half the road
is /«'«/.
Its lineal arrangement shows about four-fifths straight line,
in tangents of

from 4

Upon

to 7 miles.

the whole,

its

capacities, as a

and are such as will
admit of the timber of the Ottawa being deposited on the banks of the
•„
,
T,
.St. Lawrence in such quantities, and at such rates, as will make r rescott
the great lumber mart, not only for a wide tract of our own country.

freight road cannot be surpassed in the province,
,

,

"

,

.

,.

,

,

,

r

but also for a large portion of the state of

New
T,T

ir

1

^ork.

mi
The

work
1

c

of

grading was boldly commenced last October, and is now well advanced.
Much has been done with very little means, the expenditure thus far
having been wholly provided for by the two towns it is destined
to connect: affording to many richer communities an example of
We
courageous enterprize, which they would do well to profit by.
observe tliat the Municipal Councils of the several counties interested in
the undertaking have petitioned parliament f(n' aid to bring their work
They have watched whilst others slept
to a successful completion.
and we lieartily wish them the success they merit. We look upon this
undertaking as one of such real importance that we shall probably

—

;

reveit to

it

again,

and enter more

r

fully into the details of the project.
r;^

_

Railway Suspension Bridge over the Niaoaua Kiver.

—

,^,
1

_

.

he Bridge

It is to serve as a conwill form a single span of 800 feet in length.
necting link between the railroads of Canada and the Slate of
York, and to accommodate the common travel of the two countries.
It is estalilished by ample experience, tliat good iron wire, if properly
united into cables or ropes, is the best material for the sujipori of loads

New

in virtue of its great absolute cohesion, which amounts
130.000 lbs. per square inch according to quality,
form
a stniight hollow beam of 20 feet wide and 18
The
deep, composed of top, bottom and sides. The upper floor, which support.s the railroad, is 21 feel wide between the railing.s, and suspended
The lower floor is 19 feet wide
to two wire cables assisted by stays.
and 15 hi"h in the clear, connected with the upper one by vertical

and concussions,
to

from 90,000

Bridge' will

to

910,130

lbs.

M^'i^T
44,332

}u''
lbs.

------------------------------

Castings,
Rails

66 740
531,400

Cables between Towers,

,._„

.,„

lbs.
lbs.
,,

D iS /22 lbs.

Weiaht of Raii-road Trains

One Locomolive,
27 double freight Cars, each 25 feet long, and of 15 tons
,,

.p°

'

"

'

"

,".

'

J'^f'f
,"on
i' i
'n fall
r li'
upiin
a total
gross weight ofr 430
tons which
will
cables when the whole bridge is covered by a train
of cars from end to end and tothislS per cent weight
of pressure as the result of a speed of 5 miles per houj-,
which is a very large allowance,
^^^ ^^j^j^^ ^^ superstrScture,

Making

.

25 tons.

*"

jj^g

:

maximum

weight,

-----

61 tons.

782 tons.
1,273 tous.

The tension of cables, which result from a weight of 1,373 tons and
an average deflection of 59 feet, is 2,340 tons. Since the assumed maximum tension can but rarely occur, it is ccmsidered ample to allow four
But asj;,,^^^ ^^^ ^uex^.th to meet this tension-that is 8,960 tons.
suming 2,000 tons as a tension to which the cables may be subjected,
five times the strength to meet it is allowed, and an ultimate strength
"f '0,000 tons provided for. For this purpose, 15,000 wires of No. 10
Will be required.
At each end of the upper floor the upper cables will
^^ ^^^.^^
,^y jg ^j_,^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^l'^^^^^ strength will be equivalent
^^ 1,440 wires
these deducted leave the number of wires in the four
superior cables 1.3,560, the number of wires in the four superior cables
13,560, the number of wires in one cable 3,390 diameter of cable 9)4
inches.
The rail-road bridge will be elevated 18 feet on the Canadian,
^_^j gg ^^ ^^^ American side, above the present surface of the bank,
and above the present structure. It will be the longest railroad bridge,
between the points of support, in the world. St. Catharines Joxtrnal.

J

;

even in

features of the gi-ound are
,
^
..
,
mi.
Li.
are to be
There
highly favourable for the construction of a railway.
tern portions of the
,,'
,,
„

•—

Weight of Bridge.
TVeight of Timber,
Wrought Iron and Suspenders,

Total aggregate

Upper Canada.
The distance, by this route, from the Ottawa to the St. Lawrence is
533< miles. For some 20 miles from Bytown, the road is laid parallel
'

m

every foot square

of the kind

in

to,

—

us of this

little is known of that most
but we have "facts" and "figures"
show that, whilst it is little behind us in the ordiiary march
of improvement and civilization, it has outstripped us in enterprize:

beforeus

Sa.ldles of cast
They will conof two parts
the lower one stationary, and tlie upper one moveaThe saddles will have to sup^^^^^ resting upon wrought iron rollers.
pmt a pressure of 600 tons, whenever the Bridge is U aded with a train
of ma.ximuiu weight. The towers are to be 60 feet hiirh, 15 feet
square at the base and 8 at the top. The compact, hard limestone,
used
the masonry of the towers Will bear a pressure ol oUU tons upon

1

more favoured "West," comparatively
interesting section of the country

cables,

out lifting the wi.ole rock to a considerable extent.
cables on the top of the towers.

.

To

cities.

its sides,

i™ ^'" support the

—

—

forming

sist

.,

attracted, to rank as one of the

lateral railways in the province,

'feeder' to the

,

,

,

[1852.
and suspended on two other

which
have 10 feet more deflection than the upper ones. The anchorage will
be formed by sinking 8 shafts into the rock 25 feet deep. The bottom
of each shaft will be eularsed for the reception of cast iron anchor
^hese cliambers will liave a prismatical secp,^jg^_ ^^f g f^^^ ^^^^^^
tion, which, when filled with solid ma.sonry, cannot be drawn up withtrusses,

—

Canals of Canada. The gross revenue derived from all the Canals
The
of Canada, for 1851, was £79,999 ; the expenses were £27,335.
"" ^ber of vessels which passed through the Canals for the san.e year
was 18,874 the total tonnage, l,9/3,b41.
:

Canal ToLLS.-The tolls collected on the Wellaml Canal during the
month of July last, was £1682 3s. Sd., against £a909 /s. 6d. in the
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^y j^^^ ^^^^ ^,,^ number of vessels passed through was
750, being an ii. crease of 60 over July of last year, and of 262 over the
same month in 1850.
NewChl-rch. The result of the competition by TV. Thomas, Messrs.
Cumberland A Storm, and J. Sheard, in preparing designs for the erection of an Irish Presbyterian Church, at the corner of Queen and Mutual
Streets, in this City, has been the adoption by the coiLinitlee of the
design of W. Thomas, Esq., Architect. The Church is of the Norman
or Lombardian style of architecture, with two staircase towers and
spires on the rincipal front, to Queen Street, to be erected of white

—

|

brick, with

to the interior, and with circular apsis
The size of the body of the Church is 81'.0" by 55'.0",
accommodation of 612 sittings on the ground floor.

open timbered ruof

at the north end.
and will give an

are gratified to learn that Sir Chas. Lyell, who standsat the head
geologists, arrived at Halifax by the last Steamer, and
to visit the County of Albert, in this Province,
now becoming eelebiateil for its mineral wealth. As this Province
ri'quires only to bo better known, to take a much higher rank than has
hitherto been given to it, we look upon the visits, and the publicity
given to the opinions of such gentlemen, as of very great importance.
The opinion of Sir Charles will go far to settle the much disputed
coal or asphaltum question, as if this mineral is in the place where it
has been formed, it will belong to the coal family and on the other
hand, if it has been melted and ejected into its present situation, it will
bj entitled to the name of asphaltum. Xova Scotia paper.

We

of

modern

immediately proceeded

;
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FOnsiGN.
The New
On Thursday

Crystal Palace at

Sydenham.

column of the new Crystal Palace was

last the first

erected, amidst the acclamations of a large and very respectable
company. Tlie scenery around the spot chosen is very beautiful, and
the site presents facilities and opportunities which, it is expected, will
be made good use of by those who have charge of the undertaking.

The company present included many illustrious in rank, science,
and commercial rank and letters of apology, regretting their
absence, were read from some of the most distinguished persons in the
country.

literature,

;

At half-past two o'clock, the visitors, guided by a programme which
had been delivered to them, assemtJed round the spot where the pillar
of the palace was lo be planted and shortly afterwards a procession
advanced, preceded and marshalled by Mr. Harker, the toastmastcr.
Si.K workmen, bearing a large and handsome banner, insciibed "Success
to the Palace of the I'eopU-," were followed by Mr. Laing, M.P. (the
Chairman of the Crystal Palace Company), Mr. F. Fuller, and the other
The column was immeiliately raised and inserted in its
director.s.
;

young lads assisting in the operation. A bottle was
deposited under the pillar, containing the coins of the realm, and a
paper bearing the following inscription
socket, three

:

"Tliis Column, tlie first support of the Crystal Palace, a building of purely English
Architecture, designed for the recre.ition and instruction of The Million, was erected on
the ijthday of Au,;'ust, 18o-2, in the lOth year of the reign of Her Majesty dueen Victoria,
by Samuel Laing, Esq., I\I P., Chairman of the Crystal Palace Company. 'J'he original
structure, of which tliis column forms a part, was built, after the design of Sir Juseph
Co , and stood in Hyde Parit, where it received
Paxton, by Messrs. Fox, Henderson,
tlie contributions of all Nations, at the World's Exhibition, in the Year of our Lord 1851.

&

" I, your glass.
Will modestly discover to yourself
That of yourself which yet you know not of."

The new building, which is expected to be finislied by the 1st of May,
1853, will differ in many important respects from the old. In consequence
of the great fall in the park in whicli it will be situated, an additional
story will be necessary in front, which will have the effect of remedying
a defect in the old structure, the want of elevation, as compared with
slight curtailment of length will also be made,
its vast length.
although the area of ground covei'ed will be equal to that occupied by
The centre transept will be extended into a
the Hyde-park building.
semi-circular roof of 120 feet diameter; and two smaller transepts will
be placed towards the ends of the building. The centre transept will
be nearly 200 feet in height, and 120 in width; those at the sides 150
The columns and girders, instead of falling so
feet high, and 72 wide.
rapidly towards the extreme end, and thereby preventing the spectator
from arriving at a conception of the extent of the building, will not
now keep the same line as before, but every 72 feet pairs of columns,
24 feet apart, will advance 8 feet into the nave, and from these columns
will spring ari.'hed girders 8 feet deep, in lattice work of wrought iron,
which support the girdeis of tlie roof. These advancing columns, tied
together, will form groups of pillars like those in s gothic cathedral,
and oceuning at every 72 feet down the nave, will furnish to the eye
Tlie ends of the
a means of measuring which it had not before.
building will extend into large wings, attached to one of which will be
the railway station, and these wings will terminate in lofty glass towers.
The area in iri>nt will be laid out in terraces and gardens, interspei-sed
with .statues, f luntains (one of wliich will rise to the height of upwards
of 200 feet), and temples, and adoined by a choice collection of plants,
shrubs, and flowers.

—

A

One of the most conspicuous and attractive sections will be that of
Ethnology.
No museum has vet ever attempted to show models of
the dift'erent varieties of the human race, together with their national
costumes, their domestic and agricultural implements, their armour,
their dwellings, their modes of conveyance, and other cliai'acteristic
But, under the guiding direction and
objects appertaining to them.
personal superintendence of such an eminent ethnologist as Dr. Latham,
no fears are entertained but that all these will one day ornament the
compartments of tliis noble building, and that a very large proportion
of a complete collection will be ready by the opening.
It is intended to arrange the growing plants in such a manner as to
are the peculiarities which mark the Flora of different paits
To this end the surface of our globe will be divided
of the world.
into regions, or natural piovinces, which are each characterized by
particular races of animals and vegetables, and all the arrangements of
natural objects will tend towards the due illustration of the "countries"
(as it were) which nature has mapped out upon our earth, and which
she has peopled with the subjects of her three kingdoms.

show what

The ethnological specimens will, therefore, appear near the plants of
the region to which they both belong.
Close by them will be placed
specimens of the most characteristic quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, fishes,
nioilusca, and insects, which are to be found in the same j^arts of the

A1
shown

most natural

to them,
and best exemplifying their peculiar habits and dispositions ; for which
purpose the assistance of the exhibitor of the most life-like stuffed
specimens in the Great Exhibition will bo obtained.
The fish will be

All these will be

world.

in the attitudes

preserved on a plan not hitherto tried, that of making thera appear to
be swimming, in very large glass vessels containing a sufficient quantity
of some preservative fluid having the appearance of water.
The
mollusca will be represented, not by their shell only, but by shells
containing models of the animals crawling or swimming in the localities
peculiar to them and in all cases the soil or situation which all these
creatures inhabit will be imitated and represented as closely as po.ssible.
So that a visitor will find himself surrounded, wherever he goes, bj'
groups of objects, taken from all the three kingdoms of nature; not
ph ced, like museum specimens, "all in a row," but artistically arranged
so as to exhibit individual habits and peculiarities to the best advantage;
and so associated as to give an accurate idea of the Fauna and Flora
The selection of
of the region they are designed to illustrate.
characteristic examples of the zoological portion has been kindly
undertaken by Profes.sor Edward Forbes, Mr. Waterhouse, and Mr.
Gould, whose attainments, as naturalists, are too well known to need
comment; and the whole will form an extensive series of small
collections, illustrating, in a manner never hitherto attempted, the
Such an exhibition, while it
physical geography of the whole world.
cannot fail to be amusing, will be, at the same time, replete with
instruction of the soundest character, and afford a clearer insight into
the subject of the distribution of plants and animals on the surface of
the earth than many months of reading.
;

It is ultimately intended to exhibit a series of geological illustrations,
correspouding to those of physical geography, on a scale which no
geological museum can attempt, for want of space. Not only will the
external appearances of the earth's crust at different places be shown,
but also the geological strata of particular portions. Models will be
prepared to illustrate mining and quarrying, to show the action and
results of volcanoes and earthquakes, and to exhibit geology in its
practical bearings with reference to well-sinking, the supply of water
The name of Professor Ansted will be a sufficient
tunnelling, &c
guarantee for the accuracy of execution of these details.

For the present, however, the principal endeavours of the Company
are concentrated in bringing out as complete a collection as possible of
life-sized restorations of those colossal extinct animals and birds, which
we now only know of by their fossil remains. Under the diiection of
it is confidently believed that a museum of such creatures
formed which will excite the wonder of every one, and afford
opportunity fur disapprobation,even amongst the most scrupulously
particular anatomists.

Di-.

Mantell,

will be
little

Reference must also be made to another section of the natural history
department, which is likely to prove the most useful and commercially
though, perhaps, not one of the
valuable portion of the exhibition
;

We allude to the collection of raw produce, which is
attractive.
designed to show all the various articles taken from the animal, vegetable
and mineral kingdoms, and applied to ornamental and useful purposes
most

With this view, the directors invite the assistance
skill of man.
of all, in the way of contributions of raw products, either now in use
or likely to be brought into use, in the arts and manufactures; and
they may reasonably look forward at no distant period to being able
to fhow such a collection of raw materials, conveniently arranged and
tritely labelled, as shall not only convey an immense amount of useful
instruction to the mass, but give a far greater impulse to improvement
amongst the niannfactureis of Europe than was imparted even by the
Great Exhibition of 1831. Illustrated London Aden's.
by the

—

The ELECxrac Time-Ball ix the SxRANn. After the satisfactory
completion of the requisite arrangements which had been for some time
pending between the Electric Telegraph Company and the Astronomer
Royal at Greenwich, Mr. Edwin Clark, the Company's engineer, had
entrusted to him the constiuction of the ingenious apparatus fur the
developement of the electric telegraph system, as applied to the regulation of time on a plan for distributing and correcting mean Greenwich time in London and at all the principal ports throughout the
United Kingdom every day at one o'clock. The ball that has recently
been raised on a pole upon the dome of the Electric Telegraph Comstation, No. 448, Strand, opposite Huugerford-market
(similar to the ball which surmounts the Royal Observatory at Greenwich,) which is a remarkable object of attraction lo all persons passing
It is about 6
to and from the west-end to the city, is now completed.
feet high and IG feet in circumference, made of zinc, and painted of a
bright red colour, so that it may the more clearly be discerned at a
distance, and can with ease accommodate three persons in the interior.
It has a broad gilt belt round it, thus having the appearance of a " great
globe," and at tlie extremity of the shaft is a cross, or bright gilded
weather wand, with the four points, N. S. E. W.; and below the arms

pany's West-end

Company, with their initials, "E. T. C."
have been experienced in the completion of this new

of the Electric Telegraph

Many

difliculties

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE,
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idea of electricity, in consequence of numerous otstacles with regard
to the correct working of the telegraph wires along the streets of London and the Greenwich Railway to the Royal Observatory. These,
however, have been overcome to the great satisfaction of iho directors
of the Company and the Astronomer Royal, and for the last three
days the experiments have been made with the most complete success,
the ball or globe dropping by the electric action simultaneously wilh
the one at the top of the Royal Observatory, precisely at one o'clock,
It is now
P. M., both balls being in fact, liberated by the same band.
in active operation, and will communicate the .standard time of Greenwich and London, by the different lines of railway, to all the principal
ports of the United Kingdom and Scotland on the same principle, as
arrangements have been made to make it one of the mo.st complete
improvements of the present day, not only as regards the time for regulating chronometers on board vessels, but the chief public clocks of
the metropolis, and from one end of the countiy to the other. An
electric dial is now being completed in the midway opposite the office
in the Strand which separates the crossings, and the new lamp, or light,
at the top of the post has been tested as to its power of reflection, and
that dial or electric apparatus will show forth the hour, minutes, &c,,

both day and night,

to the public.

—

[76i(?.

Hock Blasting.— The reef rocks at Hurl Gate, New York,
are in course of being blasted, and tlie New Tork Tribune of the 22nd
" The tiring
ult. in describing a resumption of the process, says,
recommenced on Way's Reef. Sin.-e then thirty-eight charges have
been fired on that rock, and we hope it will be reduced to fifteen feet
mean low water before the close of ne.xt week. The firing on Way's
Reef is fiom a battery of ten pairs of plates, placed on the metal float
moored on that reef As many as nine charges have been fired during
a single tide. As soon as Way's Reef is broken down, Shell Drake
Rock' will be fired upon, until it is reduced to fifteen feet below mean
low water. After that, 'Frying Pan,' a very dangerous rock in midchannel, and in rapid and deep water, will be attacked, and the firing
continued on that rock until it is reduced to the same depth as Pot
Rock, namely, 20'o feet below mean low ^ater. As soon as the rocks
here mentioned shall have been reduced to the depths respectively
stated abo^e, operations by JVIessrs. Maillefert and DeRaasloff, will be
commenced on Diamond Reef, situate between Governor's Island and
Siihmarire.

—

'

A

charge containthe Battery. This is a large rock in 16 feet water.
ing 500 lbs. of powder will be fired on this rock. Two blasts will be
made on Hallets Point, at the Gate, in which a preparation of potash
The whirlpool has been entirely filled up
will be used for blasting.
by the debris of Pot Rook, and the smallest row boat may pass over
what was once Pot Rock, at any time of tide. This great and wonderful result M. Maillefert has accomplished by the firing on the surface
of the rock under water without any drilling, 284 submarine charges,
containing in all 34,231 lbs. of powder, and at a cost of less than 7,000
It is a woik of great impoitance to the United States, and in
dollars.
fact to the whole world, and is conducted with the greatest economy.
We purchase the powder, blasting-cans, and ballast-bags with ready
money, and pay M. Maillefert weekly a stipulated price for each charge
he furnishing the labourers em'Joyed, the wires,
fired on the rock
battery and floats. The expense of removing Pot Rock, Fr;ving Pan,
and Diamond Reef, to the depth of 20^^' feet, and Way's Reef and
Shell Drake Rock to the depth of 15 feet below mean low water, will
Srobably not exceed 15.000 dollars. The success that has attended
laillefert's new mode of submarine blasting will greatly benefit the
commerce of the world, will be tie means of saving thousands of lives
and millions of dollars in value of property ; for this system of submarine blasting will be adopted in every place where dangerous rocks
obstruct navigation, inasmuch as but a small sum of money is required
to pay the expense, compared with what would be required under the
old system. His excellency the Portuguese minister takes great interest
in the.se operations, and he has communicated to his government the
result thus far obtained at Hurl Gate.
In April last the Portuguese
war steamer Porto made dre.idful .shipwreck on a rock in the harbour
of Oporto. The most influential families in that city have now obtained
one of the Francis metallic llfo-boals, and are in hopes to obtain the
services of Messrs. Maillefert and De Raasloffto remove this dangerous
rock by submarine-blasting. M. Maillefert has entirely recovered from
the wounds he received by the disastrous explosion of a blasting-can
above water, during the operations on Frying Pan, on 2Gth March last."
;

M

[1852-

rows of column.s, apparently extending a considerable distance, the
cellar of the palace still containing regular rows of 'jars, which had
evidently been filled with wine and at the bottom of which jars there
M. Place has, moreover,
is still a sort of deposit of a violet colour.
discovered the storehouse of pottery, containing various articles. In

—

addition to all this, he has cau.'^ed excavations to be made in the hills
of Bachiccha, Karamless, Teu Lenhen, Mattai, Karaki>ck, DIgan, <Stc.,
on the left bank of the Tigris, within ten leagues from Khoreabad. In
them he has found monuments, tombs, jewellery, and some metals
and stones. At Dgiglran there is a monument, which, it is supposed,
may turn out to be as large as that of Khorsabad. At Mattai, and at
a place called Barrican, M. Place has found bas-reliefs cut in solid
rock; they consist of a nun: her of colossal figures and of a series of
full-length portraits of the Kings of Assyria. M. Place has taken
copies of his di.scoveries by means of the photographic process; and
has been authorized to make diggings near the palaces which the English are engaged in examining.

—

Prizes of the Academy nf Sciences of Paris. At the session of the
22nd of March, the prize in Astronomy, for 1852, was divided between
Mr, Hind and M. de Gasparls, the former for his dl.scovery of the new
planet Irene, and the latter for that of Eunoniia. The Cuvierian prize
(a triennial prize and never before awarded) was given to Professor

Agasslz for his Researches on Fossil Fishes.

Among

is one for 1854, in the department of
To determine the equations of the general
the earth's atmosphere, having in view the rotation of
the earth, the calorific action of the sun, and the attraction of the sun
and moon. The authors are desired to exhibit the concordance of their
theory with the best observations on the atmospheric nio%'eraents.
Even if the whole question is not resolved, but some important steps
are made towards its solution, the prize will be awarded by the academy. The prize is a gold medal of 3,000 francs.
There is also an extraordinary prize for 1853, on the application of
steam to navigation. The prize was proposed first in 1836, and has
been continued to 1838, 1841, 1844, 1848. and finally to 1853. It is
offered " for the best work or memoir on the most advantageous ememployment of steam for steamships, and upon the best system of
mechanism, ' installation,' stowaae, and armament for such vessels."
The prize is 6,000 francs. Time,'December 1, 1853.

the prizes offered,

Mathematics, as follows

:

—

movements of

A

British ladusirial

Wniversilt/.

— In course

of last

month

it

was

in our columns that there was reason to believe His Royal
Highness the Prince Consort " contemplated the foui.dallon of a great
building and establishment in which theory would be combined with
practice, in tlie advancement of .science and art, by a concentration of
talent and skill."
We believe we may now state without any impropriety that in all probability the surplus of £150.000 and upwards, in
the hands of the Royal Commission of the Great Industrial Exhibition
of 1851, will be devoted to the foundation of an Industrial University
This cenin London, such as was long since mooted in The Builder.
tral concentration of science and industry will ultimately he organized,
with radii or branch institutions, throughout the whole country but we
scarcely think that the Royal Commissioners, as has been stated, have as
yet formed any definite scheme f.-'r the establishment of such a univerBuilder.
sity, although it is their known design to carry out the idea.

announced

;

.

—

French Researches at Nineveh. The Minister of the Interior has
received further accounts of the explorations, which are being carried
on by M. Place, Consul of France at Mossul, in the ruli,s of Nineveh,
In addillon to large statues, bas-reliefs In marble, pottery, and articles
of jewellery, winch throw light on the habils and customs of the
inhabitants of the ancient city, he has been able to examine the whole
of the palace of Kliors:ibad and its dependencies, and in so doing has
elucidated some doubtful points, and obtained proof that the Assyrians
He has also
•were not i<;norant of any of the resources of architecture.
discovered a large gate twelve feet high, which appears to liave been
one of the entrances to the city, several constructions iu marble, two
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Orillia.
T.,

may meet

nothing more being required of the members of the

Cliatliam.

Toronto.

Com].ton, E.
Port Slaiilcy.
, Toronto.

by

Those who,

1st.

2nd. Those

espei'ience.

QuebeCi
Port Dover.

Haycock, F. H...

Institute.

of labour, the weight of

L'Orignal.

Cameron, Hon. Malcolm
Chisholm, Rev. James J
Clark, John
Copekmd, WiUiam

Hale,

researches, or discoveries, can f>romote

the

who may,

classes of persons

HamUton.

Simcoe.

Burgess, Dr.

There are three

2.

W.

aud the dissemi-

Architectui-al Professions.

join

London, C.

James
John

and

Coaticook, E. T.
Toronto.

W. R

Blackie,

Dexter,

last

and manu-

arts

formation of a Pro\'ineial Museum, and

Wilkinson, C. A.

of Members I'roposed since

of

subjoin a few

"

Walsh, F.S
Walsh, Robert
AVells, Robert
Widder, Frederick

Ijist

Lie Jesus.

Coaticook, E. T.

Stark,

Giandford.

Stewart, George

W

"

Toronto.
Bentinek.
Toronto.

A

Port Stanley.
Coaticook, E. T.

Hamilton.
Quebec.
Hamilton.

Mas.'^on,

Toronto.

.

Smith, William

Storm,

Lawson, Walter
McCallum, Archibald

St. Calharines»

H

Walter

Spratt,

Schwieger, A.
Langton, John, M. P.

Toronto.

"

Scobie,

Shanle}',

Toronto.
liamiltou,

Portland.
Toronto.

D. D.

Ryei-son, E.,

Rykert, George
Seadding, Rev.

Jones,

"

..
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(fee-

W.

Sydoiiiiam.

contribution of each

The

member

shall

bo the sum of

following annuiil contribution of each

fifteen shillings.

Tlie

fii-st

]>ayable at the time of his election,

member

contribution of eiich shall be

aud the ^x;ond

shall

become
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due

in

advance on the fust day of Januai

session after that in

The

4.

he

-vvliich

in the next following

now

wai? elected,

sessions of the Institute shall

commence annually on

the

fii-st Saturday in December; and
onjinary meetings shall beheld
on evciy succeeding Saturday (omitting tlio Christmas holidays)

until the first

Saturday in April; but it shall be in the power of
the Council to protract the sessions, if it should seem necessary.

The

may

chair

be taken when

A general

5.

on the second Saturday

state of the Institute,

are present.

shall

be held annually,

December, at seven o'clock in the

in

evening, to receive and deliberate

on the

members

five

meeting of the Institute

upon the report of the Council

and to

elect the officers

and members

of the Council for the ensuing year.

Persons desirous of being admitted into the Institute as

6.

members, are requested

occupied by a city containing thirty-two thousand inhabiand furnished with nearly all the requirements of modern

civilization,

skill

wliich characterizes

Sixty years ago, the population of Upper
Canada consisted of
families, dispersed over a territory containing
upwards of forty-six thousand squara miles,
enjoying but
a very limited means of communication
between themselve.?,

a few thousand

and deriving few advantages from a chequered
intercourse with
the world beyond tlieir own great lakes.

At

time we write, this extensive province is
peopled with
one million freemen, in possession of those civil
and religious
blessings which can alone be won and enjoyed
by an enterpi-ising
the

Suiprising and even wonderful as this progress may
seem to
it is but an illustration of that
onward movement common
to

whose mother tongue

races

the one in which

is

however, a most favourable
Canada were to be compared with the
It

TORONTO, OCTOBER,

and much of the energy and

the age.

the vast expanse of territory on this continent occupied
by the

SiiiirmiL

Cminiiiiiii

stood alone on the spot

tants,

be,

€j\)t

wigwam

and vigorous people.

communicate with the Secretary.

to
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Sixty years ago, an Indian

1852.

is,

we

illustration,

write.

Upper

for if

" Thirly

The Provincial
In our present attempt

to

an

of the

illustrated

narrative

Provincial

Agricultural

we have

view two important

kee]^ in

which

Canadian public with

furnish the

recently held in the city of Toronto,

voured to

noble nations
Conlederale in one,"

Agricultural Show.

objects,

Fair,

earnestly endea-

which can alone

succeed in giving to our descriptions and criticisms the practical

we hope they

value

The

will jiossess.

Canadian Journal

position of the

fully warrants us in striving

public,

ackncwledged

by any

to

the

in relation to

fear of reproach, or desire to secure individual favour or

support.
It

number

into

she would probably throw a

The population of Upper

the shade.

Canada has doubled

itself

within the last

has the population of Toronto.

ten years, so also

The improvements which have

taken place during that period, both in the Province and her
capital, have increased in a tenfold greater ratio.

To

confine ourselves

more

especially to

Toronto,

we may

perhaps furnish without exhausting the patience of our readers,
a few facts which will shew the direction this remarkable progress
has taken.

has been our aim to give,

department of the

Show

be important and

a

and

.secondly,

ti'uthful description

of each

to suggest,

where
to

useful.

The scene of an event
our annual

;

first,

and improvements which appeared

occasion offered, changes

in.stanee

to the

ennobles and elevates a nation,
greater

accomplish a task of

without the suspicion of being biassed

difficulty,

East and the South, she would distance in point
of population twenty-two of their number, and in much
that
lie

Exhibition

so interesting to Canadians as that of

of Industry,

a special notice

;

we

requires

in

shall take, therefore,

the

present

a preliminary

In place of almost impassable roa^ls during the spring and
autumnal periods of the year, cutting off " Muddy Little York "
from the surrounding thinly-settled country, not much more
than twenty years ago, we find now, radiating from Toronto, itself
a city of one hundred

streets,

—hundreds of

macadamised and plank highways

way

in

various

stages

;

three different lines of

of completion;

glance at the histoiy of the Capital of

Upper Canada, together

for

with those

and development which

well-appointed stages for country travel

collateral stages of progress

—

miles of excellent

eighty

hcensed

rail-

cabs

the convenience of the citizens; a score of omnibuses and'

appear to distinguish the advance of the Western Province in a

numerous steam-boats
frequenting the haihour; direct communication by water, ea-^tward,

very note-worthy manner.

with the great highway of

But

few, perhaps,

among

the thirty thousand visitors to the

Exhibition ground on Thursday,
their thoughts to

wander back

September 23rd, pemiitted

to the time

when

the spot, so

densely occupied by the " pale faces," and crovrded with their

works of patient industry and
forest,

tenanted only

and

in the

later

date,

forest

suburbs of a

memory

village,

enterpi-i,«ing settlore.

skilful art, vv^as

a wild and marshy

by a few -sundering Messassaugas

;

or,

at a

of numbers then present, the

which mimbered but a few hundred

unintemipted

access,

New York

of the intermediate

Not many

nations

—the

ocean;

equally

westward, to eight States of the Union

without breaking bulk, and

with Quebec,

all

;

.la.stly,

and

New

instantaneous communication
Orieans, together with

most

cities.

years ago, the ground recently occupied bi' the

Provincial Agricultural Show, was a forest-covered

tract,

and

regarded by the citizens of York as altogether "in the country,"

and so

inaccessible that

when

the late Hon. D' A.rcy Boulton built

the house in the field adjoining the clover pasture where the

VIEW OF THE SHOW GEOUND.
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horses where exhibited, his
"

who

does he expect to

The most romantic
Toronto,
short

cit>/

visit

friends

him

in that outlandish place."

dai-ed

the forest wild

suppose, that in one

to

would have become the

judiciously chosen spot for a Canadian Pro\incial

many himdreds
industry or

of exhibitors

othere stamps, perhaps,

all

the

agricultm'al people, namely, farming stock,

and

Show,

—

—but one

character of

New York

an

of such individual

excellence wore the animals exhibited,

collective

which

to

specimens of their

contributed

and to allude to one department only

ai-t,

which above

asked,

believer in the future splendid destiny of

would have scarcely

generation,

amazement

in

that the

gifts

[1852,

which nature has showered

must always be present

One

own

their

These are

facts

Empire

To compare

which speak volumes

Toronto, and searcel}'

less for

for the progress

tion at

Toronto

Striving

of

field

the hand-in-hand development of

shall

the magnificent provinca of which she

the capital, and from

is

which she has derived her present imposing position and

stores

of sohd wealth.

We must not

forget,

however, that Upper Canada owes much,

soil,

—

and her salubrious climate

three

glorious

View
The ground

enclosed for the purposes of the

an area of about seventeen
its

acres, exclusive of

Show

by a winding but shallow

a running stream of water found
the ground was quite clear of

two noble elms,

ravine,
its

trees,

ol the

contained

the hoi-se jjaradc;

form was that of an oblong, nearly equally divided

parts

artifices

and processes

familiar

things with gTeat, but

small

to

oui'selvcs

of

is

to teach the people of

among

exalted standard of comparison,

where comisetition

we be

Canada ?

we can only form an estimate of
in a contracted sphere.
To an-ive at a
our merits and demerits, we must have a

ourselves,

is

and turn

to a

a struggle between giants

;

world-wide
there alone

able to ascertain whether there has been brought to

bear upon our works of industry and art tbat general knowledge

and

practical

skill

which

distinguishes

true

progress from

energies improperly directed.

very much, to her admirable position for commercial intercouree,

her bountiful

by

Nations, was an acquaintance with

highest importance, what are the lessons which the late Exhibi-

more

Stito.

truly

and artizans of other competing nations.

useful appreciation of

at the late fair of the

all

ignorance of numerous

to the manufaotui'ei's

indixidual excellence

State Agricultural

we would

our \iew when

to

and which

her,

of the most valued lessons taught to the Bi-itish people

the Great Exhibition of

Association

the

upon

estimate the industrial and social position of her inhabitants.

publicly acknowledged their superiority to the specimens sho\vn

President of

lavishly

into

two

through a part of which

way.

The southern

half of

with the exception of one or

stately records of the forest

which a few

ye;iiK

We

now

proceed to give a general description of the show-

ground, and shall afterwards a.hert more in

djtriil t'>

the

pai-t-

cular departments of the Exhibition.

Show Ground.
The northern half of the enjlofure was
wooded with second growth timber, which aftbrdcd an

since covered the spot.
prettily

admii'alle park for the display of
collected in groups

numerous

under the' shade of the

varieties of cattle
trees.

A

circular

open space near the nortliein boundary of the enclosure was
originally intended for the horse parade, it was found, however,
to be much too small for that purpose.
The hoi-^^es were exlu-

VIEW OP THE SHOW GROUND.
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bited iu a field, tlie property of Mrs. BoultoD, adjoining the

delayed by the necessity of giving up their tickets to the con-

marked on the plan " The Horse Park."
The Toronto Cricket ground and the pleasure grounds of Caer
Howol formed the northern boundary of the Show ground.
Upon the smooth bowling green attached to Caer Howel a large

stables in charge of the narr.)^^

enclosed ground, and

there were but two.

the east side of the enclosure the noble a\enue leading to

Upon

the spacious and oi'nameutal grounds of the Toronto University,
offered entrance to and exit fiom the Show gTounds, through

The

Caer Howel.

carriage drive round the open half of the

enclosure set apart for the display of agricultural implements,

was well marked out by small pine

trees,

which added greatly

ciiii-ulo door-ways, of
::ingle tickets

lii(i;>;\iid

which

were sold

on Thureday, besides upwai'ds of two thousand members badges,

which admitted the member and

refreshment tent was erected, in Avhich the Judges and Officers
of the day breakfasted before proceeding to their allotted duties.

EiglitiTii

We

were

his family.

also informed that

no

than eleven hundred

less

Yonge

vehicles passed through the toU-gate situated on

Street,

immediate neighbouihood of Yorkville, on Thursday

the

in

This number does not include those
the 23rd September.
which entered Yorkville by the Davenport plank road, which
may be estimated at three hundred more, thus making a total
of fom-teen

hundred

Toronto by the great

entering

vehicles

to

northern road in one day.

the pleasing effect of the whole.

However

The

buildings erected

by the Local Committee

Upper Canada

of those articles which would have been hijured by exposure,

were

number, the Fine Arts Hall, the Floral Hall, the

five in

smaU building

Agricultural Hall, the Mechanic's Hall, and a

attached to the Fine Arts Hall for the display of School appa-

In front of the Mechanic's and Agricultural Hall two

ratus.

magnificent tents were placed for the display of Horticultural and
Agricultural specimens, and specimens of Mechanical industry^

which could not be conveniently an-anged in the buildings
designed to receive them and well it was that these auxilliaries
;

were obtained from our American

friends, otherwise the buildings

erected for the reception of articles

would have been

to render inspection

an impossibility.

so

crowded as

E ven with the large amount

who

to all

which

and

filled

them to excess. In the open space before the halls
and varied assortment of implements covered a

visited the

it

We

scale.

who thronged

of the curious

distinct impression of the merits

conveyed away any

halls,

was evident

ground that the arrangements of the Local
the

and

do we sujipose that one-

peculiarities of their contents, neither

tenth part of the solid and pi'aetical information which such an
agricultural

show was eminently

calculated to inculcate,

could

have been received by the thousands who came not only to see
but also to learn. In relation to this subject, we were glad to notice
that

some

is

by the Board of Agricid-

steps are about to be taken

which

made

will unquestionably be attended

of the advantages

with benefit if proper

which may be expected

to accrue

from the recognition of the principle contained in the subjoined
resolutions, which were submitted to the meeting by Angus
Cameron, Esq. of Kingston, and referred

to the

Board of Agri-

tents a large

considerable portion of the area; Machines of Canadian
struction occupying the inner portion of the area,

carnage road

culture for further consideration

bounded by the

the Foreign implements covering the space between

;

Along the southern
for poultry, &c.,

fence, ticket offices,

committee rooms, pens

and refreshment booths were

with the entrance and exit gates.

Tbe

ai-ranged, together

horse park was well

adapted for the disjjlay of the eighty noble looking animals

which were

at

one time assembled in

it.

The -thanks

of the

Local Committee were tendered to Mrs. Boulton for the liberahty

Numerous

varieties of

sheep occupied between

fifty

" That it would be of great importance to the interests of Agriculture
throughout the Province, that eacli county should be enabled to erect
buildings for the purpose of receiving ancl protecting all such productions as may be exliibitedat County Sliows, rather than continuing the
present practice of erecting temporary buildings at great expense, and
removing them after a few days use.
" That it be recommended that the President of the Association and
Board of Agriculture memorialize tlie Governnv General in Council,
to appropriate a sum of money, not less tlian £250 to each county, for
the purpose of procuring land wiiereon to hold llieir annual exliibitions
and erect buildings. This boon from the Government to be conferred
only on such connliesas shall procure by subscriptions an equal amount
for the

We

that lady exhibited in placing the field at their disposal.

and

pens, constructed against the western poition of the fence.

The

Shows should be
the subject
that

the
of the

Show Grounds

do not presume to

offer

for

may

any opinions
County

be required."
as to the

mode

in

or Pro\incial Agricultural

sixty

Caer Howel.
general appearance

purpose of erecting such buildings as

which future arrangements

pigs were disposed upon the opposite side of the grounds near

The

:

con-

the road and the eastern fence, as shown upon the plan.

to

to every well wisher of

Committee were made on much too contracted a

use

found far too small for the display of the industrial products

must have been

question whether one-tenth

of additional space obtahiedby the erection of the tents, into Avhich
not easily spoiled by exposure were placed, the halls were

it

to witness the very large display of almost every

kind of Agricultural produce and implements, yet

ture,

articles

delightful

for the display

during the

whole of Thursday and Friday was remarkably striking outside
of the high fence enclosing them it was not less so, and at one
;

is

carried out, but Ave are well pleased to see that

under the consideration of the Board, and

some measures may be adopted which
ditficidties,

so frequently

and

lessen

many

will obviate

trust

many

of

of the disappointments which

accrue from df^fective an-augements in our annual

expositions of industry.

We think

too, that if

permanent build-

that the fence would not have been able to sustain the pressure

County Agricultural Shows were erected, a gi-eat step
towards the establishment of a County Agi-icultural Museum
woidd be gained, the most feasible method of instructing the
people at large in those artifices and contrivances which distin-

of the vast body of people anxious to obtain admission, and

guish the progress of the age, and are

time
at

it

threatened to be

more animated than

about 10 o'clock on Thuraday grave

agreeable, indeed,

feai-s

were entertained

ings for

now

so necessary to succes'.

THE AGRICULTURAL HALL.

The
Each

side of

tliis

for the

with competitore' sam-

filled

The very

ples for the great prize of the day.

wheat entered

Agricultural Hall.

building was divided into seven compart-

ments, four of "whicli were entirely

large quantity of

Canada Company's prize— consisting of

not less than twenty-three samples of five-and-twenty bushels

each

—

occasioned

much crowding

in the grain department.

to witness the large accumulations of

which might well have occupied one-half more space than could
allotted to

it

in the Agiicultural Hall.

In the compartments

next to those in which the wheat for the Canada Company's prize

was

.stowed, the

two bushel samples of

fall

Marrowfat and

common

field

peas occupied the

On the

partment on the west side of the Hall.

last

east side

ous specimens of various kinds of potatoe, some of a

have seldom seen surpassed,

filled

the

first

and manufactured

state,

&c.

much

The next two

all

centre of the Hall

table, abiiut

In the middle of the table a

raised platform eighteen inches in breadth

rious articles to

which we

ser\'ed to exhibit va-

shall afterwards allude.

The

supports

of the roof of the buiMing were very tastefully decorated with the
e\er-gi-een hemlock,

which gave

to the general

appearance of the

whole, a rustic and even graceful finish.

numersize

we

table,

the

first

object

was an enormous

which

cheese,

attracted the

weighing 658 lbs,

from the dairy of Mr. Ranney of Dereham, County of Oxford.
Other cheeses of smaller dimensions were exhibited by the same

We were told

gentleman.

that they were a portion of the pro-

The

duce of 12G cows, which constitute Mr. Ranney's dairy.

monster cheese was backed
the other

filled

l.iy

two

bee-hives, one

merely a model,

with a rich store of honey and comb.

Several

other hives of less pretending dimensions, but enlivened by hosts

which though showing a praiseworthy

of living occupants, were arrayed on one side of the larger hives.

very useful yet common-place

a varnished

be placed

in

We think

that the objection

bari'el,

Wc

in keep-

do not think

article, flour,

requires to

even in an Agricultural Hall.

which

.so

many urge

against ijildcd

ploughs obtains with equal force in the case of varnished
barrels.

prom-

some aiming

ing with the homely nature of their contents.
tlic

was occupied by a large

length by six broad.

Reposing upon the

exhibiting exte-

endeavour to attract public attention, yet seemed scarcely

that

The

attention of the visitor,

spaces were filled

neatness and care in workmanship and

at a style of decoration

east side,

inent position.

and

and second compart-

with very neat specimens of flour in barrels,
riorl}',

Between the compartments on the

com-

After these were placed bales of hops, flax in the raw

ments.

corn.

wheat were arranged

in order, then carae specimens of spiing 'wheat, oats, barley
rye.

and bi'oom

large cattle squashes placed on dividing shelves, occupied a

It

sacks containing the staple production of Canada, a quantity

be

khol-rabi, mangel-wurtzel, Indian corn, cattle carrots, field beets,

"fifty feet in

was however very pleasing

[1852.

The succeeding

I'omymrtment.s were

filled willi

flour-

tiiniips,

AVe were glad
represented

;

to see these little industrious

perly stocked until

mens of
British

commimities so well

no Canadian farmer should consider
lie

his

farm

has secured a good hive of bees.

pix>-

Speci-

foreign oats, Canadian tobacco, and several varieties of

wheat succeeded the

bees,

aud were themselves preceeded

by minierous bags containing turnip
flax so >d,tiinnniy seed au^l licnip

.seed,

while beans, clover seed,

»^od followed,

up

to (he top of the

AGRICULTURAL HALL.
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At one

table.

two barrels of

side of tlic entrance

boue-diist, of

different degrees of fineness, sliowed that attention

directed

by our farmers

Butter in

now being

is

to tlie subject of special manures.

numerous kegs,

firkins,

and

pots

occupied

dislies,

with a pretty largo variety of

filled

from the dairy of

cheeses, including the Stilton

Rdph Wade, jun.,

Cobourg.
platform in the centre of the table was covered

The narrow
manufactured

we

maple sugar, a model straw

biscuits,

chicorj',

At

&c.

stack,

the south entrance of the hall

some splendid specimens of Indian corn growing in
stalks of which coidd not be less than four-

noticed

some of the

boxes,

teen feet high.

Although we were very favourably impressed with the satisfacto-

it

happens with

produce, that where you succeed in obtnining one bushel of

fine

roots or seeds,

you may

little

inferior to the

one desiguod for exhibition.

The
be

select half

gcnei'ally

;

and we

a dozen very

do not appear to

regulations for the guidance of Judges

sufliciently exp)licit

that the very existence

feel sure

of any description of rules could not have been credited

Judges of Ayrshire

with samples of

frequ-.^ntly

field

about one-half of the east side of the table and elevated platform,
the remaining portion being

55

Every one knows Low

as prizes.

In their report

Cattle.

by the

to the Association

they state that,

"The Judges of Ayrshire Cattle beg to submit their regret at the
hmited competition in this class of animals, there being only twentyThe competitors were also few.
one entered for twenty-four prizes
The Judges, if they had the option, would not have awarded all the
prizes when there were so few competitors. In the class of Cows, for
iustance, all were owned by one gentleman. The undersigned respectfully suggest the expediency of leaving to the discretion of Judges in
future to withhold prizes under such circumstances, unless in case of
very superior merit in the animals exhibited."

ry evidence, oflered by the contents of the Agricultural, Hall of the

some
The show

progress of husbandry in the Province, yet in

instances our

expectations were not fully answered.

of roots was

very defective, the specimens exhibited were few in

by

generally not distinguished

and

figure

The

gi'ain

which one expects

number and

those excellent peculiarities of size

meet with

to

nor,

we

if

The

excellent

of butter and cheese was not large,

disjjlay

except Mr. Ranney's monster cheeses, and Mr. Wade's

and double

Stilton

Gloucester, not particularly note-

We

worthy, either in appearance, quantity or quality.
in vain for
especially

many

engage the attention of the farmers of

To

Province.

why

plants;

oil

absent from our annual exhibitions
flax are gi'adually

coming

into favour,

in the face of the subjoined regulalist

:

—

8th. In the absence of competition in any of the Classes, or if the
Stock or Articles exhibited be of iuferior quality, the Judges will
exercise their discretion as to the value of the premiums they award.

Many

discrepancies also occur in the

some Judges

prizes;

award of discretionary

inclined to be too liberal, others too

ai'e

Prizes are awarded because an article possesses novelty,

exacting.

or exhibits ingenuity,

though without

profitable

application, or

shows a disposition on the part of the contributor to add

to the

show, or evinces sharpness and energy in advertis-

interest of the

ing his wares, &c. &c.

this magnificent

are their representatives

hemp and

It is true that

?

was presented

'^'

We are inclined to

advert to two classes of agricultural plants only,

dye plants and

viz.,

looked

produce which should

varieties of vegetable

report

in AgTicultural shows.

was unquestionably good, a splendid evidence of the
admirable adaptation of our climate and soil to the growth of
the cereals.

The

tion of the Association attached to the prize

and thanks to the Canada

Company, they will soon, we hope, become a stajjle article of
growth and manufacture but, where were the spiecimens of oil

to Bi-ide Cake, to

with the
to

name

question the projDriety of awarding a prize

Soda

Biscuits,

to specimens of Biscuit baking,

of the manufacturer in broad letters on his boxes,

Four Reversible Coats and one pair Pants,

Wigs, or to an Over-coat,
tionably very useftd

all

of

them

and creditable

articles

to

an assortment of

which are unques-

in their

way, but which

;

from

their seeds,

flower;

from the white and brown mustard, and the sun

where was the

oil

cake for feeding cattle

?

And

respecting dye plants, the bastard saftron, yiekhng the rich Tm--

key

red,

and of which upwards of $2,000,000 worth
States,

exhibition nor in the prize

Madder was alike

list.

is

aimually

found not a place in the

produced in the neighbouring

scarcely

othei-s

which might

jirofitably

We

into

our

would

at the prize

list,

after the

surprised to find that, in

were given to one individual

for

some

awards were published!
instances,

three j)rizes

Association.

We

think the regulations for

the entry of articles for competition should limit the exhibitor to

one specimen of each kind.

Under

present arrangements,

it

appears to us that a successful cultivator of any variety of vegetable

may

any one

secure to himself the whole of the prizes offered for

article,

by sending

to

the

upon the

;

and they should be of such a general

make them

applicable to onr county as well as to

our Provincial Expositions of Agricultural Industry, thus leading
to that uniformity

was awarded, although

there appears to have been no competition, and yet two or three

by the

printed

and exactness which

is

so greatly to

be

desired.

specimens of the same descrip-

tion of article, in other cases but one p)rize

prizes offered

series of regulations for

They should be

page of each prize book placed in the hands of the Judges

before going their rounds
character as to

In glancing

money

urge upon the Association the pro-

and pubhshing a

especial guidance of Judges.

exhibitions.

we were

respectfully

priety of preparing

unrepresented,

be introduced

in for a shai'e of the prize

of the Agrictdtural Association.

first

and

have a right to come

the exhibition as

many

specimens

AGRICULTITRAL PRODUCTIOM-S.
JilDUES

—Jos. Webster, James Williams, James L. Green, James CrawWm. Matthie, Thos. Hatt, James Wright.^James Rogers,
P. Gage.

ford,
J.

The Canada Company's Prize of £25.
For the best 25 bushels of Fall Wheat, the produce of Canada West,
being the growth of the year 1852. The prize to be awarded to tha
actual grower only of the wheat, which is to be given np to, and become the property of the Association, for distribution to the Connty
Societiee for seed.
J B Carpenter, Townsend, £25 9 (by the Asso;
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Lewis

1,

West Flan.bormigli,

Mills,

Flamboroiigli,

U

15s

;

3,

B Jolmson,

Twu

W.

1,

15s

9,

Etibocobe,

1,

1/ 5s.

Smart, Darlington,

2,

;

W.

Patterson, Scarborough,

\l

;

F. Taylor. Davenport, 5s.

3,

John Smith, West

biishcU Spriiig Wlicat.

Forfar, Scnrborougli, 2^ lOs

4, J.

;

10s;

'21

[18512.

Pour largest Squash for Cattle.
Alexiuider Shaw, Toronto, 15s
2, Robert Baldwin, ToroLto, lOsj

West

elation) Robert Tunibull, Diimfiies, £10; 3, Isaac Anderson,
FJamlionjugli, £5.
Two hiifhch Winter Wheat.

Twoily lbs. Jfanufadured I'obacco, Growth of C.
George Lewis, Toronto, \l.
Broom Corn Brush, 28 lbs.

Alexander Shaw, Toronto,

1.

II; 2, do., I5s

;

W.

3, do., lO.s.

The Canada Compnhy's Prize for Flax.
Best 1 12 lbs of Flax, R. L. Di-noison, Gl. and diploma 2, (by the
Association) J. Fewster, Whitby, 3/. 10s 3, A. AVright, Bathurst, 11 10».

II 53.

1,

Tu'O bushels of Barle;/.

;

;

U

P. R. Wri?lit, Cobonrg.

1,

10s

Alexander Shaw, Toronto,

11; 3,

Two
Toronto,
Flamborough,"lOs.
J. Laffcrtv,

1,

J.

1,'

1/

2,

;

1

.

10s;

Best 112 lbs
tion) do, do., 21. 10a.

U

do,

do,

;

West

G. Anderson,

Agricultural Machinery

and Implements.

;

W.

2,

;

Parson, York,

11

;

John Dew,

3,

10s.

W. Gordon, Whitby, U
Two

W. M'Micking,

10s;

Henry Jennings, Markham,

11; 3,

IDs.

Stamford,

Corn in

the ear.

lOs; 2, do, do, 11;

11

3,

machines
Baron de Lon-

and various

presses,

a clover seed gatherer

;

;

;

3,

Isaac

;

;

labom'-saving

other

a cross-cutting saw mill also

;

All these machines bore a high

attracted particular attention.

stamp of

Bushel of Clover Seed.
3, W.
2, B Mitchell, Darlington, 11
1, Thomas Snider. York, 11 10s
Esquesing,
lOs.
Early,
Bushel of Hemp Seed.
3, J Fewster, Whitby,
2, do, do, 15s
1, Alexander Shaw, Toronto, 11

(occup3'ing wondeifully

horse-power,

agricultural

gueuil, lOs.

Bushel of Timothy Seed.
2, T. Snider, York, 15s
1, S. Mills, West Flamboro', 1/ 5s
Flamboro',
lOs.
West
Anderson,

drills,

machines, chaff and straw cutters,

small space for the power exerted,) cultivatois, fanning mills,

churns and cheese

bushels of Indian

mowing

grain and root crusher.^ and cuttera, thrashing machines of various
construction,

Marrowfat Peas.

2,

In Agricultural Machines were to be foutid ploughs,
haiTows, reaping aud

bushels of Peas.

W. Gordon, Whitby, iHOs

Captain Shaw, Toronto,

1,

2,

Two bushels of Oats,
Stodders, W. GwiUimlniry, 1/ lOs
2, P. Wheeler, Scarborough,
J Gninty, West 6«illimbury, lOs.

Tteo bushels of
1,

Canada Company's Prize for Hemp.
of Hemp, J. Fewster, Whitby, il; 2, (by the Associa-

10s.

bushels of Rye.

\l

Two
York,

I.Anderson, WestFlamborough,

2.

;

and were not surpassed by those of English

excellence,

and American make.

The

subsoil

plough was,

in the foreign

department, prominent, thus shewing a decided approval of the
latest

improvements in English and Scotch agriculture there were
;

wanted but the draining plough, and draining

machine

to

tile

and pipe

represent the latest and most permanent improve-

;

;

ments which British ingenuity has produced in her struggle

lOs.

Bushel of Flax Seed.
1,

Alexander Shaw Toronto,

Wright, Bathurst,

Dew, York,

11 10.s; 2, J.

against the world.

Abel

11; 3,

10s.

Though not evincing so gi'eat an imjsrovement
we had hoped to see, the collection

Swedish Turnip Seed.
1,

exhibitions as

3 Stuart, Darlington, 15s; 2 R. Allen, Darlington, 10s.
Bale of Hups, 112 lbs.

1, J.

10s;

Ritson, Oshawa, 21 10s 2,
B. Belton, London, 1/.
;

Agricultural Machineiy presented

W. McGrath, Toronto Township,

11

1,

Lewis Bate, 15s

1,

P. Armstrong, Toronto, 15s

chiefly so

;

2,

P. Armstrong, Toronto, lOs

;

3,

compared with
3,

Thomas

is

many encouraging
manner

the very favourable

facts to

in

our

which

Armstrong, Toronto,

;

it

Bushel of

Bed

D. Falkner, Toronto,

3,

;

1, J.

Bitshcl of Manffel Wur'zel.

2,

P. Armstrong,

Toronto,

to

2,

be regretted that our mechanics have so long
;

it

tacitly

needed but an impar-

examination of the machines exhibited

its fallac}!-,

3, do.

Long Bed.

Coxswell, Toronto, 10s

fiivours

aud

to demonstrate that

last

—beyond

a

fitir trial,

we need but

month

to enable us of

a

to prove

fau- field

Canada

—aud

to

com-

pete successfully in the manufacture of Agricultural implements

with our older established brethern across the border.

Let us

not be understood here as repudiating our obligations to our very
;

3,

James

energetic neighbours:

we owe them a turn

for

rubbing

off

our

5.s.

Bushel of Yellow Globe, Mangel Wurtzel.
1. Baron do Longueuil, Kingston, 15s ; 2, Mrs. S. A. Boulton, Toronto,
10s 3, R. Slibljiird, York, .'Ss.
;

Twelve Root of lOtol Rabi.
Gordon, Toronto, lOs 2, Professor Croft, Toronto, 5.

1.

W.

1,

Biis''el of Sugar
Baron de Longueuil, Kingston, 15s;
3,

put all attempts at successful competition out of the question.

It is

tial

;

do., 5s.

;

as to

no

;

other side," as a matter of course,

Carrots.

Bushel of White or Belgiati Carrots.
Sislcy, Scarborough, 15s; 2, W. Wilson, Etobicoke, lOs;

Shaw, Toronto,

"

admitted the truth of that assumption

5s.

1, J. Sisley, Scarborough, I5s

neighboui-s.

has been generally admitted, though almcst without enquiry,

15s,

Baron de Longueuil, Kingston, 15s

1,

by our

produce implements so superior to those manufactured in Canada

do, do, 5s.

Bushel of White Globe Turnips.
2, R. L. Denison, Toronto, 10s.

2, P.

It

similar productions exhibited

that the older hands on the

Busliel of Aberdeen Yellow Turnips.

108

and

3, J.

Bushel of Potatoes.
1, B.Johnson, Etobicoke, 15s; 2, J.Hogg, York, 10s;
Snider, York, 5s.
Bushel of Swede Turnips.

lOs

notice;

over former
of Canadian

B. L. Denison, Toronto,

of M' Cormick,

Beet.

Ss.

;

Hussoy

reference to their

Alexander Shaw, Toronto,

Bushel of Parsnips.
1, Baron de Longueuil, Kingston, ISs
2, J. Orford, Toronto, 10s
Mr. Parrir, Toronto, 5a.

The Reaping and Mowing Machines exhibited by Mr. Helm
Hope are, to our luiiid, fully equal to the imported ones

of Port

;

2,

rusty spots.

;

3,

mode

&

Ketchum, whether considered

in

of operation, or the workmanship dis-

played in their construction.

The Ploughs exhibited were numerous, and displayed a fair
amount of me(^hanicaI skill in their construction, as well as a
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great deal of judgment in adapting tlae forms of their mould
boards and other parts to the attainment of an easy draft and a
perfect performance of their dut}'.
The best form for the attain-

ment of

these points

not,

is

we

believe, very well defined,

and

is

one of those problems which has to be solved by the jn-actical
man without the aid of mathematical formulae. As a natural
consequence of this, a great many crotchets are advanced without
much reason. Among Wooden Ploughs we would point out
Mr. Hurlburt's of Presjott, Mr. Modland's of Etobicoke, and the
Messi's. McTavish of Darlington, othere were also well deserving
of notice. The Iron Ploughs by McSherry of St. Da\id's, and
Dunbar's of Pickering, were good examples. We could not
admire the armorial bearings ( ?) nor (loyal though we be) the
Union Jacks painted on the mould boards of some of the 2>loughs.
Painted ironwork, when exhioited as a sample of workmanship,
is an abomination, and to our mind only suggestive of concealed
flaws
we had rather bear with the rust

appeai-s to

leave but little to desire in this chiss of implements
the arrangement and character of workmanship is equal
to
anything we have seen.
much regretted the bad taste
which induced the attempt at ornamental (daubing?) ijaintinir
displayed on this excellent piece of mechanism; the°eal
wood or
plain white coloui-s always look appropriate, while the
wretched
attempts which aie sometimes made at imitating a
mahogany
panel on a Fanning Mill, with perhaps satinwood framing^and
-

We

rosewood mouldingTS, are truly distressing; in equally bad"
taste
we noticed some Farm Waggons bedaubed with all the colours
of the rainbow.
Commend to us the mechanic whose work will
bear inspection without such wretched aid.
How well the
natural grain of tlie tough ash, hickory, and oak, of
some of the
American machines contrasted with the gaudy colours of our own.

—

The

1'hreshing Machine

a good

We

did not see any Subsoil Ploughs among the Canadian
implements; it is a blank which we trust will be filled next year;
there were several among the American articles, and denoting,
as their use does, a great improvement in agriculture, we shall
be pleased to see evidence of their manufjicture in Canada, as
indicative of a sufficient demand to render them worthy the
know that they are used on
attention of our mechanics.
some farms in Canada, we wish to know that they are

—

We

manufactured here.

The

off the straw

to the

ville

was a

though an important implement, was not well
one of its class was exhibited by Mr.
Catharines, another by Mr. Brown of Bowman-

fan- article.

The same may be

We

is

Among
we would
Oshawa,

by Haggart Brother, of Brampton, is
by Sandei-son, of West

that exhibited

is

think the very long contrivance for carryino-

rather a far-fetched

work of the

idea,'

horses, without giving

and must add very much
any adequate advantao-e.

the Straw Cutters, which appeared in great variety,
especially notice that exhibited by Butterfield,
of

combining the very essential points of simplicity',
and facility for using.
great deal of useless
is usually bestowed on these very
useful machines,

as

.strength,
_

A very good

of St.

and so

A

complication

Cultivator,

Sampson

article;

Flamborough.

and we
represented.
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A Threshing Machine and Hoi-se-power by Medcalf of Toronto,

said of Harrows,

we

did not see any worth

refeiTing to.

It may be driven through a belt or by hand.
There were several
others on the ground worthy of consideration, among
them may
be mentioned Seawright's and Humphrey's, both of Toronto.

The Farm Waggons displayed some good workmanshij), with
we have previously remarked) some very bad taste in the

(as

way

Drills are not yet so widely used in

Canada

as to warrant the

much variety in that class of implements; we
were therefore much pleased to see those exhibited, giving evidence
Next to the Plough, they are the most
of a demand for them.
valuable of all the implements u^ed on the farm, though on half
cleared lands many obstacles exist to their being adopted, still, a
great extent of country is now advanced to that state of cultivation
which will warrant their introduction, and this should induce our
None of those on the
machinists to give them their attention.
ground realized our idea of what a G-iain diill should be, but we
would point to one exhibited by Thomas Haggait of Chinguacousy as a fair sample.
expectation of

We think
if

our best

of painting (daubing would be the most appropriate term).

A very ingenious machine was exhibited by a Mr. Wright, of
Port Hope, for cross-cutting timber, which could be applied to a
variety of purposes, as. cutting stave lengths, shingle bolts, (fee; it
was attached to a horse-power, and appeared to perform very
satisfactorily',

improvements

though,

A
ilton,

in

in

our opinion,

it

is

susceptible of

many

in the details of its mechanical constmction, without

materially increasing

its cost.

Cheese Press and Curd Breaker, by John Amos, of Hamthough not distinguished for the mechanical skill displayed
noticed in order to

call the attention of our mechanics
to
of implements.
With the same view we mention a
Portable Cider Press, by J. Fergusson, Eldon, and we trust that
next year we may ha\e to notice a decided improvement in both.
it, is

this

The Hoi-se Rakes made a poor show as to number.
they would have been found improved in quality

are jdeased to see this successful attempt to simplify
them.

class

makers had exhibited.

A

The usual vai-iety of Horee-powers were on the ground, and
showed some improvements in the details of their construction, as
well as in workmanship for light work, and where compactness
;

the railroad horse-power has our preference, as being
very portable, and easily adapted to a variety of purposes.

is desirable,

The Field Roller by Mr. Becket, of Toronto, is a very good
example of what such an implement should be; it is made in
two lengths, an arrangement which very materially assists it in
turning.
further division might, we think, be profitably
copied from one exhibited by Rapelje, of Rochester.
Mr.
Becket's Garden Rollers were very good.
The manufacture of
these machines indicates that the advantages resulting from their
use is underetood by our farmers.

A
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new opportunity for agricultural enterprize and a new article
of expoi-t for the Province was pointed out by the introduction by
the Canada Company of a Farmer's Flax Dressing and ScutchinoMachine, imported for the occasion, and, although from an accident which happened to it in ite transit through the United States
it could only be seen in pariial operation, yet it was in sufficiently
good order to exhibit its value as a new article of domestic
industry.

The

importation of flax and

hemp

into

Upper Canada

during the year 1851, was, according to the
the value of £15,987
for

15s. 7d.,

and when

official

it is

alone,

returns, of

considered, that

both these articles the climate and soil of Canada is peculiarly
it cannot be doubterl that these articles ought to be
those

suited,

of export and not of import.

MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS.
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inacliine in qiiestioTi

—

has also this peculiar excellence,

it

enables the farmer within his own family and means, and during
the unoccupied winter months, to reduce an article of growth
into a staple fit for export or home consumption without gjing

The

avei'age weight of
from 2 to 3 tons; the
manufactory, and
seal is always eagerly sought
in the English and Ganadiau markets bvingS' a good prica

tlirough the hands of a nianufacturey.
flax straw

grown on an

acre of land varies

after for the oil

The merchantable fiax fibre produced by the machine in
question averages one-fourth of the weight of the fiax straw ; the
chaff and refuse is available for feeding cattle, and is equal to a
The flax to be dressed
similar weight of oat or barley straw.
the machine rei^uires neither steeping or rolling, it is taken
from the barn after being tbr.ished, and with a slight drying if damp, or in damp weather, is at once converted into a
merchantiible article for which cash is now paid in every town
and city of Canada, and for which there is an almost unlimited
demand in England. Armed with this machine, the Canadian
farmer has not to fear the losses to which the Canadian manuThe cost is not more tlian that of a
facturer is at tim® exposed.
common thrashing machine, the labour is entirely amongst his
own family and hands, the maeliine is simple, easily repaired, and
not likely to get out of order, and the extra profits on one year's
crop will far more than pay the outlay and cost for obtaining it.

The

[1852.

exhibition of foreigii

advance of the

home made

Machinery though not so innch in
articles as to give

it

that

premium

exhibited some things worthy
the attention of our meclianics> especially in the superior taste
displayed in the finish of their work. The McCormick and Hussey reaping machines were coBspicuoiis in this part of the exhibihitherto usually

awarded to

it, still

and though circumstances have recently transpired in Scotland which go far to take from our neighbors the originality of
the invention, they still claim our acknowledgements for intioduelook upon
ing it here. (See Caiiadkm Jcntrna/,j>age 39.)
the Ketchiira Mowing Machine as of fully equal if not superior
importance to the farmer as the Reapers, especially to those who
raise large quantities of Hay.
tion

We

ly

direct

Accompanying the maeliine was a pamphlet of

full

particulars

and instructions, and a lithogi'aphic plan of the machine; these
were distributed gratis to all cornel's, and can be obtained free of
cost by applying to the Canada Company's Office in Toronto^
where also the machine may be seen in full operation.

We

noticed a " Gang Plough " which appears to be a very
implement and exceedingly well made. We mention it as
did not observe a similar machine by Canadian exhibitors.

useful

we

The Straw Cutter

exhibited by Messrs. E. Taylor, Thomas <fe
York, claims notice chiefly from its novelt}', and not
in our opinion for any excellence it possesses over other varieties;
indeed we think it inferior to many on the ground. It' consists of
a series of circular knives placed parallel to each other on an axis
and entering the gi'oves of an opposite cylinder, the latter being
furnished with projections.
The fodder is passed between the
cylinder while revolving and is thus cut.
There was one thing
connected with it which we would commend to the notice of our
Canadian manufacturei's namely, the perseverance of the perCo., of

New

—

sons exhibiting this machine in setting forth
all othei-s,

past or present.

There

is

its

superiority over

no denying but our neigh-

bor
The

liberal

best sample of

£6 was
and a sum

prize of
flax,

were taken by Canadian

given by the
of

£4

for

Company

for

the

hemp, both of which

fai-mei-s.

The liberality of the Canada Company in giving these prizes
and the expense they have incurred in thus importing the flax
machine, as well as their handsome prize of £25 for the best
sample of Fall wheat, cannot be too highly spoken of, and it is
believed, is fully appreciated by the public.
Near the Flax Machine, we noticed a beautiful piece of
mechanism for plaiting Whips. We invite especial attention to
it as suo-o-estive of many complicated operations to which machinery may be applied with advantage. It was exhibited by Mr.
Modcalf of Toronto.

The celebrated Montreal Fire Engine of A. Perry, which
It is
obtained a prize at the World's Fair, was on the ground.
too widely known as a masterpiece of workmanship in its waj',
it fully merits all that has been
to need any eulogy from us
said in favour of it.

—

Another very superior example of Canadian constructive skill
was exhibited by D. O'Goi-man, of Kingston, in 'a beautiful Skifl
Her model we
of 19 feet keel, made to pull two pair of sculls.
consider faultless, and the workmanship equal to anything of the
was
built
of
She
Red
Cedar
seen.
and Butever
have
we
kind
ternut Wooil, and not being painted, exhibited the grain of the
wood and the excellent workmanship to good advantlige. It may
be interestinif to some of our readers to know that 0' Gorman h-is
built

skill's

crlauil,

in King-ston, to

one of which

the past season.

It

we
is

an onlcr sent to hiin from Switzfortunately saw safely shipped during
fill

said that equally

good

niat<;rial

is

not

found there an I some gentleman being desirous to have the very
bf-st commissioned a friend to procure th ini, who had been in
Kini;Klon and who at once sent tho order to O'Gormaii.
,

are far ahead of us in this system of bringing their articles
We were at a loss to obtain particulars of Canadian
implements in many instances ^no one appearing to own them
or have any interest in them.

into notice.

A Root

—

Cutting Machine appeared well calculated to answer

tho purposes for which
of our mechanists as

was intended, and is worthy the attention
must be an essential implement on farms

it

it

where roots are raised

for feeding- cattle.

—

There were some very excellent cultivators exhibited, that
termed the Expanding Cidtivator we consider the most generally
useful.

There were some very useful Drills for a variety of puqioses
The
the Grain Drill by Shipton we consider a very fair article.
Horee Powere did not present any new features to our notice
The
neither did the Fanning Mills, Grain Separators, &c.

Ploughs we did not consider as

at

all

superior, indeed hardly

equal to those exhibited by Canadians.

We ^\'ould

particularly

commend

to the

more general

attention

of our mechanics a Tenoning Machine manufactured by Harding
of Rochester; also a machine for working moulding^s in wood by
They are of coui-se chiefly of interest to the
the same maker.
builder and cabinet-maker, to whom they must be great labour
si\ing machines
as such, economising the production of ai'ticles
which contribute to the comfort of all.

—

but still equally valuable, we would
the jireparntion of hard bread, biscuit,
It is
erackei's, ifec, by Messrs. F. 'W. and T. Gage of Rochester.
a ver}' effli'ient machine and worthy of notice as an example of

Of

notice

a very diftbrent

a machine

nianufacturin;'

skill.

cliuss

fiir

FLORAL HALL.
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Tlie Floral Hall.

The

internal deoorations of tlie Floral Hall were simple,

and efiective. The
to be one mass of the delicate
»-ery chaste

ceiling,

but

or rather roof, appeaj'ed

foliage of the hemlock, varied
of sDver jx>plar and the red berries of
The introduction of a fountain in aetiv^e play

«»ccasioiiallj witli festooas

the mountain asL
during the exhibition, was a pleasing novelty, and greatly conare
tributed to the numerous attiactions of the Floral HalL
indebted to the Fam'tly Herald for the subjoined brief sketch of
the contents of the Hal). Entering by the western door, on the
right hand, the firet disjslay consisted of a lai-ge assoi-tment of
grapes, pears, peaches, plums, a few specimens of winter apples

We

and a

from Judge Campbell of
om were a beautiful specimen of the
Ale.\ander apple from Mr. Farrow, of Yorkville, some fine specimens of Hothouse grapes from W. H. Boulton's garden, and
some very fine specimens of open air clingstone peaches from J.
F. Smith of Yonge Street The centre tier of the table and two
adjoining shelves were covered with greenhouse plants and exotics,
sent in by Mr. Fleming, Yonge Street.
Mr. G. Leslie, Toronto
Nui-sery, made a veiy fine disjJay of apples, pears and plums,
most of them only as specimens of the kind of trees they are
cultivating, and are for disposal in their nureery.
They exhibited
70 different varieties of apples, although they did not compete
for so man}', 30 varieties of different kinds of pears; 12 varieties
of plums, one of which got the prize for the best variety. There
were some beautiful coxcombs from Mr. Lewis of Yorkville,
large and finely formed.
Mr. Watson, farmer, Yonge Street,
sent in a pretty plant of the Jerusalem cherry.
Rev. Mr. Harris,
of Yonge Street, exhibited some very good apples and peal's, and
Mr. Silas Snider, of Yonge Street, had a large collection of
apples and pears.
In the centre of this table there were some
variety of greeu house plants,

Niagai-a.

A

little

farther

by Mr. Fleming, and a collection of annuals in
bloom from Judge Campbell of Niagara. Captain Dick had a
very fine dish of pears, Flemish Beauty and Mr. Bamhart of
Streetsville, exhibited 40 varieties of apples and 20 varieties of
The opposite side of the hall was nearly all devoted to
pears.
There were fine verbenas from Proforeign fi'uits and flowers.
fessor Croft, and two collections of dahlias, from Mr. Barnet of
Niagara Falls, and Mr. Fleming. From the Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, 40 varieties of verbenas, 32 varieties of Roses
and bouquets of flowei^ 26 \'arieties of pears, 22 varieties of
apples, and a large specimen of onions aud tomatoes; from
Ryan's Flank Road Nui-series, Rochester, 75 varieties of dahlias,
31 varieties of apples, 21 varieties of peare and 6 specimens of
quince, from Donnellan's Nursery, Rochester, 16 varieties of
peai-s, 37 varieties of apples; large specimens of musk and
water-melons, and a fine display of dahlias, verbenas, and china

pretty bouquets

;

asters.

In the Horticultural tent there were some specimens of the
tobacco plant from St. Catharines, some large plants of the Palma
Christi or Castor Oil plant, and an excellent assortment of Cabbages and pot herbs from various Toronto gardeners. At the
end of the centre table were four Cauliflowers from Wade &
Jeckell, Port Hope, of a very large size and finely formed. Some
specimens of the Martynia, from Mr. Fleming and Prof. Croft
There was a large display of Onions, some very extraordinary
specimens from Baron de Longueuil of Kingston. Mr. Leonard
Peal's, of YorkviUe, had some very fine Chicory in the root, and
several specimens of manufactured Chicory from roots raised by
him this season. The Baron Longueuil displayed also some large
purple egg plants and table carrots. There were fine beets from
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Two large floral ornaments, one
the garden at Elmsley House.
from Mr. Fleming, and the other, a most elaborately constructed
Several extraordinary sunflowers, one
one, fiom Mr. Leslie.
about 10 feet liigh, with a head about 18 inches in diameter.
Two tubs of annuals from Mi'. Maynard, Upper Canada College,
very neatly arranged; two immense pumpkins and a large
variety of squashes from Mr. Gordon of Yongo Street; a large
specimen of garden seeds from Mr. Fleming, a basket of vegetables from Mr. Maynard, and a small Jerusalem cheny plant; a
tine assortment of apples from Mr. Granger of Yonge Street;
some pretty bottled gooseberries from Euocli Turner; a large
iissortmeut of extraordinary sized Tomatoes from various Toronto
Gardeners; twenty varieties of aj)ples and pumpkins from Capt.
Shaw, and some specimens of musk melon. The displa}^ of
fruit and flowere and vegetables exhibited in a maiked maimer
the extraordinary jirlaptation of the climate of this country to
all the purposes of Horticulture.
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Cotton and Woreted Netting was very well displayed, but
might have been much varied and improved by the use of
dittiirent sized meshes and greater variety in the colours of
materials.

Knitted

Work was

not exhibited in any great variety, nor

w;»s the display in general of

that this

many

ai-t,

marked

merit.

would appear

It

so dear to the Penates, the innocent resource of so

has been somewhat neglected for more
showy, but less useful and social occupations.
Ladies by
exercising their fancy and ingenuity may make anything with
there is no end to the improvements
their knitting-needle^
this art can receive; for instiince, knitted quilts would be in every
way superior to the patch-woik articles on which so much time
is wasted.
It is to be regretted that any prizes are given to
these latter laborious, but tasteless productions.
large number
of them was, howevei', as usual, exhibited.
a solitary

fire-side,

—

A

A

Fiue Arts, Ladiex' Depaitment*
Tlie law of assaciation by which Worsted and Water Colours,
KaneandCrotchet,came to be so nearly connected in the programme
That excellent
of the Exhibition, is not entirely obvious to us.
Judges of Fatchwork may be found at ace/tain great Provincial
Institution, we are far from denying; but we are ignoiant if any
School of the Fine Arts includes Wax Flowers and Tapestry,
Papier Mache and Fancy Netting, in its coui-se of instruction.
Happily for ourselves, while invoking aU the female Saints in the
calendar for guidance through the array of elegant industries
included under class R, one of them
not yet in the calendar
graciously dictated the following remarks, and we commend them

—

cortlially to

the attention of the

fair

contributors to this department.

very beautiful specimen of Raised Woi-sted Work, by Mrs.
Haas, attracted much attention, and gained tlie first prize; nor
nuist we omit to mention that a carpet, twenty feet square, in
Woisted Work, by the Ladies of Hamilton, was an object. of
great admir'ation.
Unfortunately its size rendered it impossible.,
to place this beautiful specimen of their skill in its proper
association with similar objects; it was exhibited under the tent
devoted to harness and machinery.
The wax figm-es exhibited
were not of Canadian work, but there was a good display of wax
fruit and flowere ; one group of which, by Miss Willson of Toronto,
deservedly gained a prize in both classes.
The firet prize for
flowers wa«, however, awarded to Miss Clench of Cobourg-.
Hats and Bonnets of Canadian stiaw were indifferently represented, there being only three competitors; but this number

by two that of the competitors for the prizes so invicliously
awarded for gentlemen's shhts only one lady condescended to
notice it.
Among the unenumeiated aiticles we observed with
much pleasure some veiy beautiful examples of work in hair, by
Mis. J. Cameron of Toronto, and Miss McDonell of Edwardsburg.
The exquisite elegance and variety of which this work is susceptible
recommend it strongly tor more general adoption. Painting on
velvet, and painting in imitation of papier mache, found each a
representative, and we doubt not as these showy and beautiful
arts become more generally known, we shall see as high a degree
of excellence attained in them as in those which are more familiar.
To this class should also be referred the very pretty D'Oyley's,
with designs in the centre etched on Jean with marking ink an
elegant way of furnishing an additional attraction to the dinner
table they were contributed to the Fine Arts department by a
e.xceeds

!

The

work which, upon the whole, perhaps, was best
was Crotchet; there were fifteen competitors, and

species of

represented,

thirty-one entries in this class.

The

first

prize,

gained by Miss

Galbraith of Toronto, was awarded to a specimen which, liesides
its delicacy of execution, exhibited much original and elegant
fancy.
Tatting, the amusement of the Delias and Meliissas of a

former day, and lately revived at the Irish Industrial Schools,
and elsewhere, was not represented by a single specimen; as it
makes a very pretty and everlasting trimming, as it can be varied
and patterned for anything; it may be hoped that it will become
were sorry
better known, and brought into general practice.
not to see more competitors in the very elegant art of Silk
Embroideiy, now so fashionable ; but one specimen was
exhibited ;* the exquisite and costly embroidery or lace work on
muslin, of which so much is now produced in England, Ireland,
and Scotland, often in cabins whose exterior makes its elegance
doubly admuable, was not represented at all.

We

Woreted Work

—

:

;

gentleman.

Of

the department of Fine Arts

it

may be

said, that

the

distressing mediocrity of a large proportion of the contributions^

which
of Ait or

evincing that unconsciousness of what
must prevail in a coimtiy where there are no Galleries
Schools of Design, was fully redeemed by the merit of other
Foremost, as usual, was Paul Kane, who contributed
portions.
eight beautiful painting-sof Indian subjects our warm admiration
is real excellence,

was a very extensive and beautiful
Embroidery in various shapes; the
perfection of some of the work, when closely examined, could
scarcely be surpassed; but we have one hint to give for the
future.
It will be found that the richness and general effect of
this sort of work will be greatly increased by mingling Chenille
For instanc<3, introduce it in flower.':,
more profusely with it.
and foliage, in draperies of figures as trimmings, robings for furs,
and such like; it will be found in all these to have a most
there

display of Ladies' Worsted

;

for the Udents of this truly excellent

and

self-taught artist, leads •

us to express the hope that he will overcome a certiiin sameness
of treatment, and fonilness for browns and yellows, which threatens
tc) give a monotony to his otherwise most spirited and faithfid
pencil.

beautiful effect,

The prizes for historical paintings were not awarded
Tho

antiquity of tliis Art is well-known, liiU, it is not often tlnit its
an opporluni.y of inspcclinf; an cxanipli' of ancient work
«o fine as oue which is in Ihe possch.sion ipf Mrs. SrotI ISurn. of 'l'oidnti>,
a robe wlii(Oi was emt)ioi<le]<'il for, and worn Ky Ihe Knipress llai ia
1'lieresa of Austria.
It would probably bo cliHicult to match lhl;(
Bljccinicii of Needle-work in North America.
•

.-ulmircrs liavc

:

the subjects

entered by Mi'. Kane, which consisted of illustrations ofcotemporary Indian life and mannoi's, wei'e not considered by the judges

come properly under that designation. As it was clearly a
misapprehension of the nature of the subject required, not a want
of power, which occ;U:ioncd this disappointment, wc shall hoiie to
to
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see,

upon a

last war,

gress

and

future occasion, that tlie spirit stirring incidents of tlie

or the gi'eat events

which ha\e marked the

social pro-

constitutional history of tlie country, have found their

fitting expositor in the fii'st native artist of Canada.
Considenng
however, that historical painting is the highest branch of the art,
must
remark
offered
are
wholly
insufficient
to
we
that the prizes
tempt an artist capable of executing such a subject to sacrifice
time which might be given to easier and more remunerative
employment. It must be long before anything but portraits will
bo ni demand in this country the prizes should be oft'ered for
the best sketch or study for an historical painting, not for the
painting only.
Portrait painting was abundantly but very indifferently represented.
It by no means follows that a young artist
who can catch a tolerable likeness, and has overcome the first
difficulties of the brush, can deal with a full sized portrait.
Forgetfuhiessof this fact, produced some sad examples of vaultingambition which o'erleaps itself. The portraits were generally too
large, and their defects more glaring than their meiits, which
might not have been the esse had they been of half size.
pleasing likeness of a lady b}' Mr. Geo. Reid, and a portrait in
full profile by Mr. Griffith, of much expression, although the colouring and especially the back ground, were far from pleasing,
were, with the two Indian portraits, which gained the first and
second prize, the only exceptions we remarked. These latter had
all the quiet truth and the mellow tone which most of Mr. Kane's
portraits possess.
Among the landscapes, one by Mr. Whale of
Burford, attracted much notice.
Whether such trees ever grew
in Canada may be a question, but of the merits of the paintingthere could be none, and the artist who produced it may aspire,
with study, to, a very high rank in his profession. Mr. William
Hind exhibited two oil paintings which showed considerable
talent and gave fair promise of future excellence in the
There was also a view of
higher departments of Art.
Burlington Bay, with a boat and a few figures in the foreground, by Mr. Bartram, of much merit for its simplicity and
:

A

Among the most spirited and striking works
exhibited was a coloured crayon of a ship on her beam ends after
a storm, by Mr. Wm. Armstrong.
The freedom and seaman-like
truth to nature.

with which the disorder of the wreck was treated, the
and a delicacy of
it is difficult to describe, gave this drawing an artistic
character we should have been glad to recognise in more of the
fidelity

aiJmirable effect of the wild heaving waves,

handling

The same gentleman obtamed the first prize in
water colors. There was also a crayon drawing, we believe by
Mr. Keid (we would suggest that the names of the artists in all
cases be attached) which it is a pleasure to notice, a landscape
with a group of trees in the foreground, the foliage remarkably
well handleii, the lights and shades on the stems and branches
extremely good, the sea in the distance and a little church in the
middle ground, very well done. Of the twenty three young
ladies who exhibited in the amateur Hst, few we grieve to say,
came up to the indulgent standard adopted by the judges in their
behalf.
The greater part of the drawings exhibited in these classes were inditiijrent enough.
In several of them no prize was
awarded, in othei-s only the second prize. That this apparent
rigour is absolutely necessary, few who examined the exhibition
would deny, and if it leads the exhibitors to form for themselves
a much higher standard of excellence, they will not regret hei-eafter, their disappointment, but it must be admitted to be a difficult question to define the degree of proficiency which the competitoi-s in these classes should display.
Some dift'erence there
will probably be always in the standai'd adopted in different years,
and efforts be held unworthy of distinction in one place which
have obtained it at another. Miss Ida Jones of Bockville, Mrs.
J. B. Campbell of Toronto, and Miss Fitzgerald, were the lady
amateui-s who gained first prizes.
Mr. R. J. GriflSth was the
gainer of scv-oral in this class, and before quitting the list we must
subjects present.

not

ei

commend

the pleasing portraits in water colors by Mi-.
to which the first and second
The unsuccessful entries may
be referred to as aftbrding a sort of criterion of the extent to whicli
painting or drawing, whether regarded as an accomplishment or a
to

fail

Hoppner Meyer

(professional)

prizes of that c!a«

were awaided.

is cultivated in Canada.
It appears th;it thrr.; were
two lists, piofessional aii<l ainalcur,
and about 143 entries, VS in the former class, all iuiiiLsLed by
Toronto, Hamilton and Buiford; 70 in the latter class, to which'
Brockville, Picton, Cobouig, Niagara, Queenston, Oakville and
Wellington Square contributed. The dissemination of an interest in the subject evinced by this list, is the best part of the case,
and we believe that it only needs the formation of a School of
Design, to elicit works of art as creditable to Canadian ability as
were the more practical departments of the Fair. Lithoo-raphy
W!is represented by two very indift'erent portraits and some maps
and plans. Mr. Fleming's plan of Toronto, executed at Mr. Scobie's establishment, was by tar the best specimen of the art and
obtained the first prize.
Woodcutting and engra\'ing- on copper
and steel, were also very inadequately represented, and if the

profession,

thirty-eight competitors in the

these departments desire to secure to themselves the
for works of the kind in Canada, a little more

artists in

growing demand

Most of the wood cuts have been repeatedly
being- chiefly the maps and illustrations of Smith's Canada, exhibited by Mr. McLear, are well
known, and scarcely do justice to the state of the art in Toronto,
however fairly they represent the existing demand. Mr. Da\id
Fleming exhibited two figures in wood carving, both spirited,
and also a number of bread trenchers executed inCanadian wood,
of the designs which the Art Jovrnal has made so familiar.
These very favorite novelties open a wide field for the wood
carver, and it may be hoped will be followed by other things of
exertion

is

desirable.

exhibited before

the kind.

—

the

new ones

If they also

recommend wood-carving

cularly adapted to the amateur,

and lead

to

its

as

an art

parti-

extension to arti-

cles of household furniture and ornament, few who have witnessed the massive carved chairs, chests and tables, of -old English
farm-houses one the one hand, or the delicate and spirited wood
carvings of the Swiss and German peasants on the other, will
think it a bad result.

We

must conclude this long notice, which is neveitheless
by suggesting to those artists who ai-e not in the
habit of exhibiting on these occasions, that although a shed at

incomplete,

an Agricultural Show can ne\-er be made a Gallery of Ait, it
will long be the best opportunity the bulk of the population have
acquiring correct ideas upon the subject; a consideration
beyond the value of the prizes should therefore induce them to
contribute something upon each occasion to raise the standard of
taste, and elicit among the thousands before whom they are displayed, that power and enthusiasm which is only dormant, not
dead.
The quality of the exhibition in this depaitment must be
for

greatly raised, before a stranger can be referred to it as a criterion
of the progress tlie Fine Arts have made in this country.

Educational Department.

At

the east end of the Fine Arts Department a building was
specially erected and appropriated for the reception of a variety
of educational requisites and school furniture, contributed bv the

Rev. Dr. Ryersou, Chief Superintendent of Schools for lliipcr'
Canada.

The

collection

was very

extensi\-e

and

varied, including

many

interesting articles, never before introduced into the Canadian
Schools, designed to assist in promoting the instruction of youth

by an appeal

as well to their senses

as to tlieir intellect.

The

samples exhibited were selected from the dejsository connected
with the Department of Pubhc Instruction for Upper Canada.
They are for sale by the department to public scliools throughout

HORSES.

«3

The

articles exhibited

the province.
1. School Furniture,

may be

classified as

foUows;

[1852.

Arrowsmith) only they are engraved on a much smaller

The " combination " maps of
and outline maps mounted on the same

probably one-half the
series (i.e^ the full

2.

Maps and

3.

Chails and Diagrams,
Prints and Miscellaneous Illustrations,

cihty for testing the

Apparatus, &c.,
School Books and Publications.

ture geography.

4.
5.
6.

Atlases,

—

scale

size.

this

can-

many excellencies, and afford greater faknowledge of the student than any of the
contains majas of ancient, modern and scrip-

vass and rolleis) present

Each

othei's.

series

We

understand that the majjs are sold at the

depository, mounted, ready for use, at about currency
1. The School Furniture consisted of master's desks, desks and
The general
seats for students, and for large and small pupils.

appearance of the desks may be gathered from the accompanying
figure, except that in the engi'aving the writing desk is omitted
and the third or lowest drawer occupies the place of the feet of
the desk.

foi'

sterling,

or about 30 per cent, less than they could be otherwise obtained,
to the very satisfactory arrangements made by the Chief

owing

and American

Schools with the English

Superintendent of
publishei-s.

The Atlases of the depository exhibited, included those pubby Johnston, Chambers, Reid, AVhyte, ifec^ (fee, and comprise the elementary of the more advanced and the highest class
The prices noted on the atlases
of publications under this head.
the cost of Johnston's
varied from £1 10s. up to £2 12s. 6d.
lished

—

celebrated Physical Atlas, (quarto edition.)
3.

The

series

of Charts

and various

charts

and Diagrams included

illustrations in natural

historical

philosophy and astron-

Johnston's lUustration of Natural Philosophy, Youman's
Chart of Chemistry, andVarty's Astronomical Diagrams, attracted
general attention from their distinctness and vivid colours.

omy.

Fig.

1.

The other articles of furniture comprised a double desk for two
students with appropriate chair s.-ats (see figure 2.) and a variety

—

The selection from
4. Prints and miscellaneous Illusiratsons.
the specimens in the depository under this head was the fullest
and most striking of the articles exhibited. It included illustrations of natural history, (200 specimens,) scripture history, scripsites, scripture scenes, geography, gTammar, spelling, reading,
astronomy, geometry, writing, music, drawing, &c , ifec. In teaching these branches the aid of the senses is called into requisition,
and almost all the sheets contained engraving's or drawings of

ture

some

description accompanied

by

letter press d(»cription,

in lai'ge type so as to be seen at a distance.

ments,

Each desk is furnished with
of single desks with similar chaii-s.
a shelf underneath the upper part of the desk, as seen in the
Both desks and seats are attached to iron
engraving. (Fig. 2.)
supports which are designed to be fastened by screws to the floor.
The height of the desks and seats are graduated, so as to answer
for pupils of all ages. (See figures 2 and 3.)
For the younger children a single chair-like

pro\ided with a small open work
iron basket attached to its side, designed to
contain the pupil's books, &c.
seat

manufactured in
oak, by Messi-s. Jaques <fe Hay, Toronto, at prices varying from
20 to 30 per cent, cheaper than the same articles could be procured in Boston, where the samples were obtained.
2.

after

the patterns exhibited,

The specimens

of

Maps

is

exhibited included samples of the

Irish National Series, Jolin.ston's, Vai'ty's, the Christian
Societ}',

Chambei-s' and other publishei's in

Knowledge

Britain

;

—

a

printed on large sheets for hanging up in the schools,

—

itself.

6.

School Books and Publications.

— Among

the books ex-

hibited were the Dublin edition of the National series, various

elementary works on agriculture and chemistr}-, natural history,

Among the publications issued by the depository we
(fee, (fee.
observed an admirable littliB work on " Physical Training in
Schools " in a series of g}iunastical exercises (without the use of
apparatus,) containing upwards of one hundred engravings of the
Also the ten
difterent positions of the gymnast; piice 7id.
commandments, the Lord's prayer, and some admirable i-ules for
schools,

in

sheets,

7|^d.

for

the

three

;

—

school

teachers'

registei's, (fee, (fee

and the

Each series is characterized by some peculiarity
The National Maps present a bold outline and
Johnston's are accurately drawn and beautiare highly coloured
fully coloured and varnished; the Chris. Kno. Soc. maps are
very full
the land and water are coloured and varnished.
Chambers' are clear and bold. In these maps the initial letter
of the names of ]ilaccs is very lai'ge and the remainder of the
word small. This is designed to avoid confusion arising from
Vai-ty's
the multiplicity of names usually crowded on a map.
are rimilar to the National Maps (both being constructed by

United States.
and excellence.

also

command-

School Apparatus Under this head was exhibited Holbrook's School Apparatus, comprising an orrery, tellurian, lunarian, geometrical forms and solids, and other useful adjuncts to a
Also, the " Natural History' of the Silk Worm " in a
school.
neat glass case, containing the worm, the moth, the egg's, and the
It is a beautifid little musenm in
cocoon, under two aspects.
5.

is

rig. 3,

Furniture

(fcc,

printed

There were

great variety of tablet lessons, rules for schools, the ten

Altogether the display of school requisites was very interesting
and attracted general attention. The collection was referred to
by the President of the Association and other gentlemen, as
among the most valuable contributions to the exhibition in its
relation to the schools, and to the country.

We were surprised to notice the large number of hoi-ses that
were biought together on this occasion. Every Canadian pre-

PRIZE CALF.
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must Lave

proud

such a collection of splendid
animals.
The dashing carriage or coaching horee and the ponderous cart horse, were both represented there.
We understand
that there were ninety stsillions of all descriptions exhibited, a
number not often equalled at any of the shows in Britain.
sent

felt

63

to see

Best 2 year old Stallion
1, S. Shunk, Vangban, £3
William Cbirry, Markham, £1.

The very liberal and public spirited premium offered by the
President of tlie Association, T. Street, Esq., for that stamp of
horse which would come up to our ideas of a good coachingThis prize was won by the
horse, occasioned much competition.
horee " King George," (who also won the prize for the best agricultural horee,)
a breed of horses reared to a
a Cleveland bay,
In activity and hardiness these horses
great extent in Yorkshire.
have no superior. Although we agree with the Judges in their
decision as to this horee coming nearest to our notion of a coaching horse, yet we must be permitted to remark that we considered

—

—

him

deficient in the thigh,

awkward

rather

We would
gest to

which appeared to account

for the

Peter Mussleman, Vanghan,

£2

;

3,

£2 103; 3, William Cox, Darlington
William McMicking, Stamford, £1.
Best 3 year old Filly.
1, T. Lumsden, Whitby, £3
2, Richard Ibson, Toronto Township,
£2; 3, William Fitzpatrick, York, £1.
Best Span Matched Cairiaye Horse.i.
1, W. H. Dickson, Niagara, £4; 2, John J. Petit, Saltfleet, £3; 3.
Hon. WiUiam Allan, Toronto, £1.
1,

£2

The show of thorough-bred horses was rather small, but there
were several specimens on the ground. Those that more particidarly attracted our notice were " Valparaiso," and a young
horse owned by Walter Dickson, Esq., of Niagara.

2,

;

Best 3 year old Filly.

Jesse Tnill, Darlington,

lOs

;

3,

;

1,

£3;

Best Span Draught Horses.
William Armstrong, Markham, £4 2, William Miller, Pickerjnu.
3, Simon Shunk, Vaughan, £1.
;

Brood Mare and Foal.
1, J.

3,

Brown, Etobicoke, £5

WiUiam

2,

;

Thomas Armstrong, Vaughan £3

Best Saddle Horse,
1,

E. C. Jones, Toronto,

£2;

2, J.

Grantham, Toronto, £1 lOs;

William Lafontaine, Toronto, £1.
Judges.

action of his liind legs.

— Geo.

3,

CLASS G.— BLOOD HORSES.
Robson, Peter Davy, John Harland, 0. Blake, Walter
McKenzie.
Tlwrough-bred Stallion.

all

deference to our agricultural readers, sug-

trial

of breeding this description of horse, which

with

them the

from lengthened experience of Canada, we can confidently advise
this stamp of Horee having abundance of power for all the pur-

I,

H, Huntingford,

Dickson, Niagara,

£2

£7

10s;

2,

George Cooper, York, £5;

We

must confess that we were rather disappointed at not seeing
a larger number of well-matched carriage horses exhibited, for
although there were several very good pairs present, yet in a city
like Toronto, a much greater number might have been expected.
Among the young horses exhibited there were many promising
animals, which we have no doubt will bring high prices to their
Among the heavy
ownei-s, when broken in and fit for use.
draught horees there were several good animals. We underetand
that the pair which received the first prize were sold for £100,
which may be considered a substantial return for the trouble and
expense of rearing them.

3,

W.

H

lOs.

Tliorough-hred^ year old Stallion.
1, George S. Ross, Toronto, £5
2, James White, Trafalgar, £3
William Shane, Toronto Township, £1.
Thorough-bred 3 year old Filly.
1, Joseph Holly, Weston, £4
2, George Cooper, York, £2 IDs.
;

poses of the farm.

;

3,

;

Thoroiirli-bred 2 year old Ftlly.
1,

Judge McLean, Toronto, £3.

1,

James White,

Thorough-bred Mare and Foal.
Trafalgar, £5.

The Judges appointed to examine the aforementioned description of
Horses, regret to say that the exhibition in this class is very limited
;
they hope, however, next year the few superior animals that have been
exhibited will produce an improved and more numerous Stock.

Before closing our remarks on this description of stock, we
have much gratification in recording the fact that our " go-a-head "
and shrewd brother "Jonathan" places a high value on the
horee produced in Canada, which is substantially proven by the
large sums of money annually left by our neighboure, who also
overrun Western Canada in the purchase of all other descriptions of stock.

Before we proceed to give the names of the successful compewe must award our meed of praise to the exej tions of the
Executive Committee for their arrangements in relation to the
display of horees
the ground being of the most ample descriptitore

—

tion

:

HORSES COMPETING FOR THE PRESIDENT'S PRIZE OF £30,

—A. Alcorn, David Jones, John Barwick,

Judges.

J. P.

Hough,

Piize Calf.

John Kerr.

Thomas

Blaiichard, Toronto Township, £30.

Bed Stallion for Agricullural purposes.
Thomas Blanchard, Toronto, £7 10s 2, Joseph Aehford, Drumniondville, £5; 3, Robert Robson, London, £2 10s.
1,

;

Best Heavy Draught Stallion.
3,

Mrs. Ward, Markliam,
John Wilson, Whitby,
'

1,

£3

;

•

Trull, Darlington, £1.

£7

10s

£2

IDs.

;

2, J.

<Sj

W.

Crawford, Scarboro',

£5

;

Best 3 year old Stallion,

William Waddel, Pickering, £5
3, Robert Brown, Cobourg, £1.

;

2,

Isaac Modland, Chinguacousy

As it w^ould be outstepping the legitimate limits of the Canadian Journal, to notice at length the Farming Stock exhibited
Show, we shall confine our remarks to one or two remarkable illustrations of the progress which has been made in Canada, in this most important department of Agricultural industry.
Among the most conspicuous on the ground we noticed the herd
of Mr. Ralph Wade, Jan., Cobourg.
One of his calves, a heifer
six months old, a portrait of which we attach to this notice, realized
the sum of $300, ha\ing been bought by Mr. Becar of New
at the
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York.
J.

Anotlier of his

Wood,

cattle,

a

Esq., Jeliiirsou Coiint_v,

Lull, tliree )'eai's old,

New

was

sold to

York, for the same amoant.

Alontr with the general symeby of these animals, we could
not but be struck with their velvety softness of hair and delicacy
Mr. Wade informed us also, that on the side of both
of touch.
sire and dam they are descended from a race of most excellent
milkers.
They were bred from a cow imported by Mr. Ralph
Wade, jun., the foundation we believe of his present stock. Their
sire "American Belted Will," lately sold to Mr. Duguill, of Genesee
County, was bred from an imported cow, by Mi'. R. Wade, sen^
and took the first prizes at the Pi'ovincial Shows, both at BrockThe sire of " American Belted Will " took
ville and Kingston.

the second
castle,

premium

We

carrying off the

rejoice to see

meeting at NewMr. Hopper's celebi'ated

at the British agricultural

where twenty four were shown

bull, Belleville,

;

The
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column just to the left of the column
of Pounds, denote the number and cla.ss of prizes awarded under each
heading, whether first, second, third, <fec., as the case may be, or all of
them. Where no entries have been made it does not arise in all cases
from the absence of the articles in the country, but rather from the
accidental circumstance of the owners or producers not hajipeuing to
offer them for competition, either through indifference or inattention.
Where entiles have been made, and no prize awarded, it has arisen, in
some cases, from the want of merit in the articles, or in others from
some objection on account of non-compliance with some rule of the
iigures, 1, 2, 3,

ifec,

in the

Association, or in other cases, possibly, from oversight or being too late
upon the ground, ito. The Diplomas awarded are not mentioned here,
being given along with the names of the parties in the published list
of prizes. In estimating the whole number of animals or articles
entered, it is necessary to observe that, a number of the entries, as iu
sheep, poultry, and various manufactures, are each for two or several
specimens of the article exliibited.

first prize.

our Canadian farmere raising herds of such

purity and of so independent a character, as while it aftbrds us an
opportunity of making use of any really valuable strain arising

the cattle of our American neighbors, cannot fail to draw
market as the most desirable in which to seek those
infusions of new blood so necessary to maintain in full vigor any

among

them

into our

race of cattle.

Poultry.

The shew

of Poultry at the Exhibition

was very good, although
the large breeds, it was

from the prizes being oflered only for
not so vaiied as might have been wished. The kinds of fowls
shown were the " Shanghae," the " royal Shanghae," (two distinct varieties,) the " black Java," " Cochin China," and a large
These were the largest.
kind of fowl called the "Queen's breed."
Next in size were the " black Spanish," then the " Dorking
and " Poland," ail-extremely fine of their various kinds, but more
conspicuous for size than symmetry of figure indeed, the whole
of the first named sorts from the' eastern coasts of China and its
neighborhood, seem to have been bred for the sake of size alone,
weight having entirely counterbalanced beauty of plumage and
figure.
As a pure breed, it is doubtful whether any of the eastern breeds will prove profitable to the farmer, but as crosses with
our various domestic kinds all will doubtless prove highly advantageous.
The pure breeds are too scanty of feathers to enable
them to brave our Canadian winters unprotected, but their judicious admixture with the common barn-door fowl will raise the
The chief exhibitovs were Messra. Goodestandard of poultry.
The Hon. W. Allan exhibited some white
nougli and Home.
Shanghae and Dorking fowls of superior quality. Amongst
these various giant breeds were exhibited two cages of diminutive bantoms, which excited considerable attention from the contrast in size and figure.
The latter, although good layere, can
pair of enormous
only be considered as pets and curiosities.
geese of the black-billed variety, some excellent turkeys, and a
great variety of pretty pigeons, some of the English variety
of wild rabbit, bred in Canada, and some musoivy and common
dudjs completed the collection. There is little doubt that the
introduction of the improved breeds will raise the standard of
Canadian poultry far above its present grade.
;

A

Analysis of

tiie

Exhibition.

Statkme.*;! relative to the late Proviucial Exhibition, sliowiag the

amount of competition brought out by the liberal prizes offered, the
number of entries made, tlie number and class of prizes avraidcd, and
the amount of the same, under each headinff, llic tnUiI in each chiss,
and the whole total in all the cliusses. The Juili;i's luivc not in all c.i-scs
adhered stricUy to the number of premiums laid down in the published
prize list, but have in a few discretionary inslances chanf^od them
For the
slightly, making them fewer or more as the ease may be.
exact amount offered in e.ach class of prizes under each heading, refer
to the jiiintcd

list

published before the Fair.

CLASS
Durham
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Bull
do. 3 year old
do. 2 year old
do. 1 year old do. Calf of 1852

£

A.

-

-

-

-

5
5
12
5

-

-

-

-

8

-

19
7
9
5
6

Cow
do. 3 year old

Heifer 2 year old
do. 1 year old
do.
Calf of 1852

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Durhams

Total,

81

CLASS
Devon Bull
Do. 2 year old
Do. 1 year old
Do. Calf of 1852

------i
.

-

.

-

.

Cow
Heifer, 2 year old

Do.
Do.

year old
Calf of 1852
1

Total Devous

CLASS
Cow
Total Herefords

Cow
-

-

-

E,

-

7
5

1,2,3.
1,2,3.

4
4

1,2,3.

30

No. 20

j.

1,2,3.

1

1,

2
2

1,2.

5

5

4
2

1,2,3.

1,2.

1,9.

1.

17

1.

-

E,

1.

1,2.

1,9,3.

1,2.

-

11

1,2,3.

5

1,9,3.

3

1,2.

7

1,2.3.

7

1,2,3.

33

14

7
7

1,9,3.

2.

Fat Ox or Steer

Cow

i.

1,2,3.

Total Grades

CLASS

37.

1,2,3.

2

Grade Cow

-

No.

1,2,3.

21

-

1,2,3.

1,2,3,4.

-2

Total Ayrshires

Do. 3 year old
Heifer, 2 year old
Do. 1 year old Do. Calf of 1852

1,2,3,4.

I

1

CLASS

1,2,3,4.
1 A- 2.

4

3
3
4

-

1,2,3,4.

D.

Ayrshire Bull
Do. 2 year old
Do. 1 year old
Do. Calf of 1852
Heifer, 2 year old Do. 1 year old
Do. Calf of 1852

1,2,.3,4.

C.

Hereford Bull
Do. 1 year old

CLASS

1,2,3,4.

B.

4

.

1,2,3,4
],2,.3,4.

---.-,•;

or Heifer
of Working Oxen
Steer for Butcher's Priza

-

-

-

2

1,9.

and Oxen

-

-

-

21

11

Yoke
Ox or

Tobal

F.at Cattle

1,9,,3.

l,o ,1
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Prizes

Ent's.

Awd'd.

ARTICLES.

No.

CLASS

F.

Stallion for President's Prize
for Agricultural

Do.
Do.
Do.

37

purposes

Heavy Draught

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

Spau matched Carriage Horses
Do. Draught Horses
Brood Mare and Foal

.

3 year old
3 3'ear old
year old
2 year old

Do.

Filly, 3

Do.

-

...
....

Saddle Horse
Total Hoi-ses,

.

-

-

.

CLASS
Thorough-bred
Do.

G.

Stallion

3 years old
Thorough-bred 3 year old Filly
Do.
Zo.
2 year old Do.

do.

-

Thorough-bred Mare and Foal
Total Blood Horses

CLASS
Leicester

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Ram

two Shears or over

do.
do.

Shearling

-

-

Lamb

-

-

-

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

2 ewes 2 shear and over
2 ewes Sheailing

Ewe Lambs

2

Total Leicesters

South
Do.

Do.
Do.

.

Down Ram, two
Shearling

Do. Lamb
Two Ewes two

Shear and over

-

.

-

.

-

-

-

.

.

.

Lanbs

Total South

Downs

-

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

-

-

.

-

Merinos Ram two Shear and over
.
Do. Shearling
Do.

Lamb

.

-

Two

Eavcs, two Shear
Do. do. Shearling

Do.

.

.

.

.

.

and over

Ewe Lambs

-

-

-

.

-

-

.

.

-

-

.

Total Merinos and Saxons

Fat Sheep,

.

-

Shear and over

do. Shearling

do.

H.

-

-

----..

Two Wethers

Two Ewes

Total Fat Sheep
Boar, one year and over

Breeding Sow, one year and over
Boar of 1852

-

Sow

.

of 1852

-

-

.

.

Total Pigs, Large Breed

CLASS L
Boar, one year and over

Breeding Sow one year and over
Boar of 18.52
Sow of 1852
Total Pigs, Small Breed
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair

Dorking Fowls
Poland Fowls breed Fowls
Turkeys large Geese
lai'ge

-

-

...

Muscovy Ducks
Common Ducks
Guinea Fowls -

Lot of Poultry
I

.

-

•

.

.

-

-

(for best)

Total Poultry

-

-

57 14
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No. Prizes

ARTICXES.

Wooden

Ploiigli

Iron Plongb
Pair of Harro-n'S
F uning Mill
Tbvesliiug MacUine
Grain Drill
Straw Cutter
Smut Jlachine

Grain Cracker
Cora and Cob Crusher
Clover Machine

-

Two-horse Waggon
Horse Rake
Metal Roller

Reaping Machine

Stump Extractor
Mowing Machine
Cultivator
Set of Horse Shoes

Half
Half
Half
Half

-

dozen NaiTow Axes
dozen Manure Forks
dozen Hay Forks
dozen Scythe Snaiths

Ox Yoke and Bows
Grain Cradle
Half dozen Iron Shovels
Total Agi-icultural Implements

CLASS

-

If.

-

Firkin Butter, 56 lbs. or more
Cheese, 30 lbs. or more 2 Stilton Cheese, 14 lbs. or more
Butter, not less than 20 lbs.
30 lbs. Maple Sugar
Sugar made by Indians Staich

-

-

-

-----•

Collection Soaps

-

-

-

Total, Dairy Products,

•

-

-

<S:c.-

CLASS

O.

Side Saddle
"VVhips and Whip Thongs
.
Set of Farm Harness
Set of Pleasure Harness .

.

-

-

-

-

-

.

.

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

Saddle aud Bridle
Travelling Trunk
Side of Sole Leather

Side of Upper Leather
Skirting Leather Calf Skin

Side of Harness Leather

Fur Hat
Fur Cap
Fur Sleigh Robe
Bootmaker's work
Total Leather and Furs

-

CLASS
Specimen Silversmith's work
Oruamental Iron work (cast)
.
Coppersmith's work
Iron Tiuproof Vault Door
Furniture
and
Cooking Stove
,,.
Parlour Stove

0, 2.

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

.
-

-

'

SysUm of Ventilating Buddmgs
Balance Scales
Model Hot ail- Apparatus
feedmg Stock
Ste;uiiin;,' Apparatus for

"
-

Set of ruopei'sToob
Set of licuch Planes
Pair of Uames

.

.

-

-

.

-

-

-

Blacksmith's Bellows

.

-

-

-

Rifle

Total manufactures in >Ietal

-

CLASS
Specimen Sawed Pine
Specimen Sawed Oak
Graining
Do.
Centre Table
Sofa

P.

.

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

Wood
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No.

ARTICLES.

—
--------...
.--..-3
-----

Engraviug
Copper Engraving
Steel Engraviug
Seal Eugraviiig

Eiit's.

_

Ge7wral

Wood

Stucco Moulding
Stained (Jlass
Dentistiy
Mechanical Production,

Am'flt.

Avvil'J.

Continued.

Carving ill Wood
Modelling iu Plaster
Oruamoutal Writing

StufTed Birds
Picture Frame, Gilt
Picture Frame, Veneered

Prizes

5

1,2.

4

1,2.
1,

1

2

1.

3

1,2,.3.

2
4

3

I.

2

2
4

1,2.

2.

.

-

-

-

1

2.

-

-

.

-

3

0.

1

0.

2

0.

-

-

1

0.

Mcch. In. Prize
Ornamental Penmanship, competing for a
niedid
gold

-

4

0.

for

Total Fine Ai'fs

CLASS

2 10
2 10

1

1

43

59 10

T.

Specimens Bookbinding

1,2,3.

2

1,2,3.

2

1,2,3.

5

5
5

(fcc.

.
Pair Moccasins, plain
Pair Moccasins, with Porcupine quills
Avitli Beads
do.
Do,

Total Indian Prizes

.

-

Specimens of Pottery

-

Draining Tiles
Do.
Dfizen Bricks

-

5
.

-

CLASS

Water

1)

10
10
10

Medal

2
-201

Ream of Printing Paper
Letter-press Printing
Total Bookbinding,

10

-

y.

-

-

.

1,9,3.

-

-

-

1,2,3.

-

2
2

5
5
HI
15

7

15

1.

Filteis

1.

8

12

Total Pottery

CLASS W.— FoKEiGx.
Devon Ball
Blood Stalion
Merino Ram
Two Merino Ewes

Plough
SubsoU Plough
Pail'

HarroAvs

1.

1,2.

2

1,3.

2
2
22

1,2.

1,2,3,4,5.

3

1.

2
3

1,2.

6

1,2.

1

10

1.

1

----.-l
------1
-----

0.

1.

1

3

1.

4

1,2.

2 10
1 15

-

-

-

-

-----------I

Fanning Mill
Threshing Machine
Seed Drill or Barrow
Straw Cutter

Smut

Macliine
Portable Grist Mill

1.

1.

10
10

1.

2 10

1.

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

2

1.

Cultivator

U

10
10
5

1,2.

1

Graia Craeker
Root Cutter for stock
Corn and Cob Crusher
Clover Machine

Reaping Machine

10

1

4

-

Stallion, Agricultural

10

10
5

Ass(ntment Agricultural Implements and

Edge Tools
Total Prizes

1

cla.ss

—

Discretionary Bntries

and

5

1.

72

31

£50

5

Prizes,

Embracing articles not enumerated in the published Prize List. The
items cannot well lie given in detail, as it would occupy two much
space, nearly every entry under each general heading being a different
article
and the a; tides being of Foreign and Canadian growth and
manufacture indisc^riminately, but the majority Canadian.

—

Figures iu 2nd columu from the
Prizes.

left

denote the whole number of

......

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, ifcc
Poultry, itc
Horticiiltuie, Fruits, Seeds, <fcc
Flour, Meal, Pot aud Pearl Barley, specimens

B.iking,

(tc.

45

18

Implements, Tools, Machinery, Models, and
General Manufactures In Wood and Metal,
<<:c.

178

41

17

5

6Y

HIGH BRIDGE,

«8
Al'jssrs,

Jdcqacs

&

Hay':^ Cabinet

Dejn:

tinsni.

We

omitted to notice in its proper pl;ice Messrs. Jacques &
Hay's Cabinet Department. The subjoiueJ desoription of that
truly admirable exhibition of Canadian woikmani^hip we extract
from the Family Herald. The furniture was arranged in a small,
single-roomed cottage, 21 feet by 17 inside, with three windows

and a door, erected by themselves, and nicely hung witheiimson
and drab damask, and carpeted with rich Brussels. It cont;iined
On the right hand
a unique display of walnut cabinet furniture.
was a three-door Ladies' Wardrobe, made for C. H. Tuiner, Esi|.,
The door
of Rook's Nest, Surrey, England, and valued at £35.
panels ai'e veneered with a very rich curl, and the mouldings are
broken in the centre of the circle, by a carved ornament. The
On
inside is all tinished in birds-eye maple, and finely polished.
the

left

hand stood the

principal attraction,

—

a veiy magnificent

French Bed, with au elabojately-carved foot board and pediment.
In the centre of the foot-board is a Madonna and child, boldly
carved, surrounded by a graceful wreath of convolvulus, combined
with a garland of flowers, copied from nature, including the dahlia,
German aster, rose, and convohulus, all neatly grouped and carved
in relief.
On the top of the pediment is a Cupid, with a bird on
its finger, and at each end, suspended from a scroil, is a group of
The pillai-s are closely in keeping,
fruit, also taken from nature.
being surrounded with groups of convolvulus on the upper jiart,
and hung with wheat and wild flowers on the under part. The
This
rails are also tastefully decon.ted with raised panelling.
bed, worth about £60, was got up expressly for the Exhibition,
principal
parts
and
the
by Messi-s. Jacques & Hay, and designed
executed by Mr. Charles Roger, Designer and v arver for the
Beside the bed stood au antique Confessiorud
estabhshment.
The back and seat are
chair, made for Fred. AVidder, Esq.
covei-ed with very elegant sewed work, executed by one of Mr.
carving
is
a
combination of the pink
Widder's daughter. The
and tiger-lily. The value of the chair, without the needle-woik,
In one corner was a veiy elaboratelj'-carveJ
is about £10.
French Card Table, fo]-ming, when folded, a very handsome ^lier
In the opposite corner was a small ornamental table, with
table.
a pretty^ good specimen of dining room chair, done in Morocco,
In the centre, between the bed and the
standing beside it.
wardrobe was a fancy drawing room table, with four truss legs
and oval top of Italian Maibte. The rails are carved in relief
and partly fretted. This table has been purchased by Mr. ChanIt is worth about £14 10s.
At the back of the
cellor Bla'ke.
table stood a French Chair done in rich French Damask of an
This completed the
elegant style, and very tastefully finished.
furniture of Messi-s. .lacques & Hay's rural cottage, and gives a
very favourable idea of the kind of work turned out of the
establishment, and speaks highly for the refined taste, skill in
design, and mechanical ability of Mr. Roger.

" HisSi

Bridge,'' Portage,

\ew

ITork.

Those of our readers who attended the opening of the Buff'alo
and JS'ew Yoik City Railroad, will remember the immense Wooden
Bridge which sp.^xs the Genesee Valley at Portage in Wyoming
County, and which formed the chief object of interest on that
through the kindness of Mr. Lelaud, of the Ontario,
ocaision;
Simcoe and Huron Railioail, we are enabled this month to give
an illustration of the Bridge in question with some particulai's

—

in reference to

The

Buft'aio

its

one of the m:my roatos of travel which will connect ad\antjigsously with the lines of Road now being built in Canada.

At

New York

Portage, the
its

gentle slopes

and City Railroad,

is

continued to the mouth of the Niagara River,

when

will

form

at other

contracted to a
dns-hes over

falls of about three hundreii and fifty tVet, between almost perpendicular banks of rock, piled in horizontal
stratii, of from ten to thirty feet in thickness, to a height immediately below the middle fall of about eight hundred feet. Thirty
yards above the Upper Fall, at a point where the banks are eight
hundred feet asunder, the Railroad crosses at a height of 234 feet
above the bed of the ri\er viewed from the foot of the fall,
which adds au hundred feet to the height of the structure, a
piissiiig train, relieved against a clear sky, has a wonderful and
while the view fiom the train, embracing
bc^autiful appearance
as it does, a large portion of Wyoming, is one of surpassing

—

—

grandeur.

The Bridge was designed by Mr. Silas Seymonr, the Chief
Engineer to the Company, and the successful economy with
which he has succeeded in overcoming the difficulties opposed to
him, is entitled to great praise, especially when we take into
account the short space of time in which the works were
completed. The general design of the Bridge will be understood
from our Drawing. The Piere on which the 'Trestles' rest are of
the best Ashlar Masonry, of compact Sandstone obtained from
the Banks of the River; their base is 75 feet by 15 feet; they
are cari'ied up with a slight batter to a hc-ight of 30 feet above
the Bed of the River, and coped with heavy Limestone Blocks.

Upon

these aie placed the

Timber

shown

Trestles (as

Drawing), connected with each other in a
by a system of Braces and Girders.

ver}' secm'e

in the

manner,

The Trestles are 190 feet in height, from the top of the Pien=,
At their base they are composed of 21 Vertical Posts, 14 inches
by 14

inches, dimini.-hed in

size to

Braces,

number
The

and

15

to

also the Girdere, are 6 inches
is

at

the top; and in

Lateral and Longitudinal

12 inches by 12 inches.

Trestle or Pier

by

1

2 inches.

Each

calculated to be capable of sustaining a weight

of one thousand tons, in addition to

its

own.

The Trusses resting on the top, and connecting the several
(which are 50 feet from centre to centre), are
14 feet in depth, and a.e composed of three Framed Girders,
with Main Counter and Sivai/ Braces, in the usual manner.
On the top of these Trusses the Track is laid.
Tiestles or Piei-s

The whole length of the Bridge is eight hundred feet, and each
span (with the exception of that across the canal, which 54 feet)
is fifty feet.
The arrangement of the structure is such that, w hen
any particular piece becomes defective, it can be taken out and
The
replaced without disturbing other parts of the Bridge.
occurrence of tire is, theretbre, the chief danger to which it is
liable, and against such a calamity every precaution is taken.
Tanks of water are placed at convenient distances, and watchmen
are

employed day and

The

tot;d cost of the

night.

Biidge was about £35,000 currency, and

the quantity of materi;il employed in

one of the

it

famed

is

river

three successive

Masonry
Timber

Branch Roails which have sprung from the New York and Erie
Road anvl is the more especially interesting to us as bringing the
six foot guage to our fivntier, and which will at an early date be

valley of the Genesee,

fi-uitful

and teeming farms,
deep and nairow gorge, through which the

points for

construction.

and

flSoi

Ac.

Wrought Lou

_ _

its

construction

is

as follows:

9,200 cubic yards.
1 33,500 cubic feet.

49

tons.

was estimated that the cost of a stone viaduct would have
cent., would
been about £250,000, the interest of which, at 7
It wis also
n new the present structure every two years.
It

^
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estimated that the interest on the cost of a wrought-iron Tubular
Bridge, of 500 feet span, with stone piers and suitable approaches,

would renew the present Bridge every third

year.

PALACE,

09

the spring of thj arch, and 118 feet to the crown; and on the
outside,

with the lantern, 149

building are ingeniously

The

feet.

up with a

filled

exterior angles of the

24

sort of lean to,

feet

The masonry was commenced on the 1st of July, 1851, and
the first Locomotive passed over it on the 14th of August, 1852,

high, which gives the ground plan an octagonal shape, each side

embracing a period of only thirteen and a half months, a rapidity
of construction which speaks volumes for the energy and zeal of

tower, eight feet in diameter,

Lauman,

the contractors, Messrs.

and

Rockafellovv,

who

Mooj',

The famous

which the Piers or Trestles''' were erected may
be worthy of notice.
They were commenced on the Eastern
bank, and as each ^'Trestle''' was completed the Trusses were
placed on them, and the track laid upon which a Travelling Crane
w;is ad^anced, over-reaching the space to the next Trestle, and by
means of which each stick of timber was let down to its place,
until the whole of the next Pier was completed, when the Truss
was placed and the Crane advanced as before.

this

^^

in

Timber Biidge in the world
the development of any new principle

believe, the highest

and though not notable for
of construction, it is worthy of our notice, for the cheapness, the
quickness, and the completeness with which it has obviated a
serious obstacle in the way of an important line of Railroad,
all
matters of first-rate importance to ns at this moment.

—

The New York

Reservoir Square, of which the municipal

reservoir,

lease,

have

authorities

west of the Croton distributing

lies

and between that mighty mass of stone and the Sixth

The precise distance from the reservoir to the Sixth
avenue is 445 feet, and the width, north and south, from Fortieth
to Forty-secoud street is 455 feet.
On this piece of ground not
avenue.

very favourable,

have determined

association

which the plans have been

whom may be

—
—

must be owned,

it

either in shape or location

the

to erect the building in question, of

selected

among several

competitors, of

mam features

idea of the edifice
intereection.

There

long.

The

Joseph Paxton and others.

&

tor are Messrs. Cai'stensen

The

only 128

of the building are as follows

:

—The

a Greek cross, surmoimtel by a

is

365

cross will be

be three similar entrances

be approached by a

feet

— one on

nave and two

— each

aisle

circular ftmlight,

aisles,

54

feet

41

feet

the arch of the nave.
to thj height of
is

spanned,

is

of octagonal shape

recollect,

Now, a few words

On

as to the size

arched nave, 41 feet wide, 67

on approaching the

a

feet across,

what

little

40

we

at

diamster

is

this edifice.

and 385

will find himself

an

vista of

feet lono-;

while,

under a dome,

A few comparisons will show

feet high.

The Croton R3servoir is itself
Trinity Church is
and 64 feet high. The City Hall

this will look like.

feet long,

216

^but its

floor.

by the

is,

be saluted by the

feet high,

he

centre,

and 113

feet high, so it will

189
is

—

and proportion of

entering, the observer's eye will

by 84

feet wide,

105

feet Ions:,

be quite overtopped.

feet wide, and, including the attic,

85

feet

high.

The

Capitol at Washington comes

including the wings,
feet

deep

is

the rotunda

;

352

95

is

somewhat

feet in

nearer.

and each wino-

feet in length,

That,

121

is

dianaeter, and, to the top of

the dome, 120 feet high.
So, if the eye could have a clear sweep
from the extrem3 end of the Senate chambei', across or throurrh
the Rotund:i, to the othjr extreme of

mind would get

the

tives,

a pretty

tlie

House of Representa-

good idea of oae-half of the

we have said a Greek
would present two vistas hke this.

Crystal Palace, for that building being as
cross of equal proportions,

41

67

one on ea3h side

On

wide.

is

—

each front

broad and 21

The

feet,

This

broad.

feet

at the

5 inches

the Sixth

Eask

of the cross

divided into a

the nave 41 feet
is

a large semi-

feet high,

answering to

central portion or

nave

and the semi-circular

arch,

feet broad.

For aught we

There are thus, in

carried

is

up

by which

it

two arched

effect,

be a great show of

and

of spa2e,

in

its

square feet more,

two acres and a
acre

making a

half, or

and 44-100

acres.

is

an

aisle,

54

feet

broad and 45

The exterior of the ridgeway of the nave
dome is 100 feet in diameter 68 feet

—

is

71

inside

feet.

feet high.

The

from the

ground

total area of

total,

111,000 square

feet

wide,

62,000

173,000 square

feet, for

There are thus

exactly 2

—

floor,

which are 54

— 52-100;

feet

in the

ground

floor

in the galleries, one

within an inconsiderable fraction of four

There are on the ground

columns, 21 feet above the

floor,

floor

one hundred and ninety

8 inches diameter, cast hollow,

of ditfarent thicknesses, from half an inch to one inch thick

on

;

the gallery floor there are one hundred and twenty-two columns.

Now,
wonders

to
:

compare

this building

St. Paul's, of

London,

with some of the great foreio-n
is

five

this beats the Reservoir square Palace.

decidedly smaller.

and on each

its

galleries,

the purposes of exhibition.

84,025 square

side of these naves

efiective in

If so, the edifice

itself.

This building contains, on

high, to the crown of the arch,

feet long;

to the inevitable

and more

view than anything in the country.

naves crossing each other at right angles, 41 feet broad, 67 feet

and 365

we must come

see, therefore,

conclusion, that this building will be larger,

will

street.

Each arm

flight of eight steps.

on the ground plan 149

wide

Ravenna,

at

general

dome

entrance will be 47 feet wide, and that on the Sixth avenue will

central

VitalLs,

aisle is

feet.

its interior

Gildemiester.

Each diameter of ths
will

successful competi-

avenue, one on Fortieth, and one on Forty-seaond

is,

from the

feet

mentioned, Mr. Saeltzer, the architect of the Astor

Library; Mr. Downing, killed on board the Henry Clay; Mr.
Eidlitz, Sir

Each

24

width, and

San

an octagonal

is

feet high.

The Reservoir square nave will thus be twice as long as Trinity
Church, and nearly twice as long as the City Hall.

CiystaL Palace, Reservoir Square.

given the association a

old church of

moment

100

we

is,

own

its

each angle

and 75

way, the only instance of any considerable building that

;

This

At

wide.

feet

covered by a gallery of

were also the contractors for the whole hue of the road, and have
been long connected with public works.

The manner

149

or face being

feet

on

its

and has 527,069 square
on the ground

central

be,

floor to

with the

galleries,

ground

St. Peter's

and

is

thus,

Church, at Rome,

So

feet.

floor, just-

floor,

hundred

is

h;is

only

on the whole,

669

feet long,

that our Crystal Palace

half the size of St. Peter's

the available

and

feet long,

But, St. Paul's

room

in St. Peter's

is

will

—

but,

only one-
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But the true

rival will

probably bo tliougbt to be

fiftli

larger.

the

Hyde Park Paxton

BiiilJing,

now

That building was 1,848

feet long,

by 408

ing,

on the ground

floor,

Sydenham.

feet broad,

thus giv-

seven hundred and fifty-three thousand

nine hundred and eighty-four square
eighteen acres.

erecting at

This building

feet,

covers

and, with the transept,

only one-eighth of the

ground occupied by the Hyde Park monster, but the available
space, with the galleries, is about one-fifth or
is

plain

enough

that,

one

But

sixth.

it

independent of the question where so large

a building as the Paxton Palace should or could be put,

it

would

11

be very absurd to erect one here of such gigantic dimensions.

The

Atlantic

is

not yet quite abolished, and the business of

crossing the ocean, to

English

enough

Channel.

the building with goods woilhy to be

The

New York

serious than crossing the

tural eifeet

and beauty of the building, there

The

Palace

Crystal

for every purpose, in all conscience.

comparison.

—

fill

would be a good deal more

exhibited,

As

is

large

to the architec-

will

be no

sort of

general idea of the Reservoir square building

that of a Greek cross with a

not by any means new,

is

dome

over the centre

—though

one of approved architectural

effect.

monthly Meteorological Register, at Her Majesty's Magnetical Observatory, Toronto, Canada West.— September, 1852.
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REVIEWS,
REVIEWS.

—

Thomas Maclear, Toronto. The fifth
beea laid upon our table, and
character as a very interesting and important

The Anglo-American itagasine

number

:

of this excelleut periodical has

coutinues to sustain

its

addition to Canadian Literature.

Mr. Macleai' announces his intention

numbere of the Anglo-American, a genAmerican War of 1812, '13 and '14. We feel confident that a truthful relation of the stirring incidents of a war in which
the people of this country bore so active and honorable a part, will
secure for the enterprising proprietor of the Magazine, an extensive and
of introducing into succeeding
eral History of the

remunerative support from the Canadian public.

—

The British Colonial Magazine : Hrmry Rowscll, Toronto. Tlie subjoined extract fi'om the prospectus of this " Weelclu Jonrnal of Literature,
Science, Indruction

hensive design

and Amusement,'^

fully expresses its very

compre-

:

"The

projectors of this Periodical believe that the time lias airived
when, from the erfent of its population, progress and prosperit}', Canada is capable of supporting, and should possess, a Literary Journal cf
its OAvn, and no longer remain dependant upon the United States for
the gratification cf a large portion of its intellectual necessities. Each
number of this Jouraal will contain 94 pages of the choicest reading
matter, selected fi'om every avaUable source, both Ancient and Modern,
Original Articles Literary Intelligence from every quarcomprising
from the "Great Metropolis" to the "Celester of the civilized world
Interesting Discoveries by Sea and Land
Progress of
tial Empire"
the Arts and Sciences Improvements in Manufactures Notices of New
Discoveries, and Investigations In History, Geography, Zoology, Botany,
Entomology, Conchology, Mineralogy, Chemisby, <fec. Nor will our
Selections of the "Gems of Poesy" will be
fair fi'iends be forgotten.
made occasionally from the productions of the best "miters of the past
and present day and, as soon as practicable, arrangements will be
entered into for the contribution of Original Articles by some of the
&'st living Authors of Europe."
:

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

Ac.
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might have been accelerated by six or seven hours. This event, was
not calculat<-d to produce great and immediate political results
although England contains not the remains of any man more generally
honoured than the late Duke of Wellington but it is obvious that
events requiring immediate me.asures might occur nnder the same
cii'curastances, and that, therefore, this proposed line is one of great
public importance, irrespective of its commercial merits, which are, we
;

think, sufhcieut to repay the outlay necessary in

The following appears

in the

Times

shall be delighted to find the British

Colohial Magazine

fulfil

formation.

" An amalgamation between the Electiic Telegraph Company and
the Irish Submarine Telegraph Company, recently incorporated by
Royal charter, is being carried out for effecting this object. The principle upon which the cable now manufacturing at the MiUwall works,
where the wire ropes for the Admiralty are made, is constructed, differs
from that hitherto adopted, and consists in insulating the interior wires
by means of India rubber as well as gutta percha. These, after being
laid up or twisted into a rope, are passed tnrough an anhydrous solution, and then covered with spun yarn, and formed into a hempen rope,
which is again passed through another, but different anhydrous solution.
The whole is then pa.ssed through a wire rope machine, worked by
steam, which encases the interior core in a metallic wire rope, formed
of twelve separate strands of six wires each, or seventy two wires, in
all forming a solid three inch cable.
These plaits or close convolutions
of wire are thought preferable to the single spiral wire, as calculated to
give greater flexibility and sti'ength, and to prevent any portion of the
cable from becoming unstranded. As it is manufactured it is payed off
the machine and formed into a Flemish coil. The cable is seventy
miles long, allowing ten miles for contingencies, the distance from
shore to shore being only sixty miles. There are to be four wires,
making a total of two hundred and eighty miles of copper wire, and
of tills one hundi'ed and eighty miles are completed,"

On Wednesday a new line of pipe was being laid down along the
to connect the General Post-office with the Admiralty, Houses
of Paiiiameut, and the Telegraph Station at Charing cross.
Strand

;

We

its

:

—

The Gkeat Telescope on Wandsworth Common. The following are
the particulars of the refractive powers and focal lengths of the lenses
in the great achi'omatic telescope at Wandsworth common, made by
Mr. Thomas Slater, of Somersplace West, Eustonsquare
The object
glass is achromatic, consisting of plate and of flint glass.
The plate
glass was cast by the Thames Plate Glass Company, and is a most
excelleut piece, bemg jjerfectly homogeneous and free of stiije. The
refractive index of this glass turned out to be 1 .5 1 03, and it is worked
The flint glass is a very
to a positive focal length of 30 feet 1'., inch.
superior piece, and does great credit to the manufacturers, Messrs.
Chance, of Birmingham. It is of uniform density, and very transparent its refi'active index is 1.6308, and it is made to a negative focus
of 49 feet lOKj inches. The combined focal length of the plate and
the focal length will be 85
flint glass lenses is 76 feet to parallel rays
feet only to objects at about 700 feet distance from the object glass.
The diameter of the image of the fuU moon in this telescope is about
8 inches, and Mr. Slater has made an eye piece of that diameter, having
a magnifying power of 125 another eye piece, which takes in about
half the moon's diameter, has a magnifying power of 2.'>0 other eye
pieces are also made, the powers of which vary fi'om 500 to 3000.
:

the expectations which

its

able field of Literature

it

has already reached

its

adverting to

its vai'ied

the opinions

we have

liigh-sounding

title,

and the almost

illimit-

proposes to range over, naturally excite.

sixth

number

;

we

contents until future

shall,

It

however, postpone

numbers confirm

or

modify

formed.

Progress of Electric Telegraphing.

The European Telegraph Company are consti'nctiug a new line from
to London by the old coach road, leading through Deptford,

Dover

Greenwich, Shooter's-hill, Dartford, Gravesend, Kochester, Cliatham,
The line is sunk in the old turnpike road. The
copper wires are encased in gutta jierclia, and deposited in a trough
cousti'ucted of kyanised timber, which is placed in trenches, eighteen
inches fi'om the surface of the ground. The trendies are dug and the
wires are laid at the rate of one and a half mile per day. Six sepai'ate
wues are deposited in each box, by from two liundred to three hundred
workmen. The Aviies are to be divided in the proportion of two for
the Paris, two for the Brussels, and two for the Mediterranean routes.

and Canterbury.

The B.iitish Telegraph Company are constructing a line on the old
system between Glasgow and Greenock, on that railway. The line
would have been more important before the efforts made to establish
submarine telegraphs. Glasgow, by the steamers to Belfast, furnished
the latest tclcgrapliic intelligence to Ireland, and the formation of this
line would have brought each day 's intelligence one hour farther down.
By that route all Britisli telegraphic intelligence to four P. M. of the
previous day would have been published in the North of Ireland each
morning.

—

;

;

;

;

THE CANADIAN JOURNAL
Will be published Monthh', and furnished to Subscribers for 15s. per
in advance.
To Members of the Canadian Institute the
Journal will be transmitted without charge.
Persons desirous of being admitted into the Institute, as Members,
are requested to communicate with the Secretary. The Entrance Fee
(including one year's subscription) is One Pound Currency.
There are three classes of persons who may with propriety join the

annum,

Institute,

—

1st.

Those who by

their attainments, researches, or discov-

by their union of l.ibour, the weight of
2nd. Those who may
reasonably expect to derive some share of instruction from the publication of its proceedings by the Journal and an acquaintance with
the Improvement in Art, and the rapid progress of Science in all
3id. Those
countries, a marked feature of the present generation.
who, although they may neither have time nor opportunity of contributing much information, may yet have an ardent desire to countenance
a laudiible, and to say the least, a patriotic undertaking a wish to
encourage a Society, where men of all shades of religion or politics
may meet on the same friendly grounds; nothing more being required
of tlio Members of the Caxahian Ixstitutk than the means, the
eries,

can promote

their support,

its

objects

and the aid of

their experience.

;

We understand that n line will be formed fi-om Edinburgh to Perth,
Dundee, Aberdeen, niiil tli.' Nniili Kast of Scotland. That line appears
to be required, and will [jioIimIjIv answer as a commercial speculation.
The business and the |iii|)iil:ili(iii lo lie iicconiraodated by the line are
very considerable. A nicLiinlinlv cxamiilo of its necessity occurred on
the recent death of tljc Duke ni \Villini;ton. That event occurred on
llli nil., and was known in Edinburgh
the afternoon of Tuesdriy, llir
and Glasgow, a dist.anrc of 4(il) to 170 iiiili's, from the telegraphic
The cli>taiK-e of Bidmoral by the
intelligence on the sainc ai'lcnHiini.
ordinary routes from cillicr Glasgow or Ediulnngli is 120 to 130 miles.
The Court and the Premier
Its distance from Atirrdccu is JiO miles.
Balmoral. The information did not reach
were at the date resilient
If a telegraphic
the Royal residence inilil the afternoon of the 16th.
line had been completed to Aberdeen, it is obvious that the intelligence
1

.'it

—

opportunity, or the disposition, to promote those pursuits which are
calculated to refine and exalt a people.
All communications relating to the Canadian Institute to be
addressed to the Secretary.
All communications connected with the
Journal to be addressed to the Edi;or. Remittances on account of the
Journal received by the Treasurer of the Ca.vadian Institute, Toronto.

THE CANADIAN JOURNAL.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
The Canadian Journal.

—We

have to acknowledge the
receipt of the first number of the Canadian Journal, a record
Institute, and devoted to
the
proceeding's
the
Canadian
of
of
industry, science, and art in general.
The typography is by our
neighbour. Mi-. Scobie, and does him infinite credit. The paper
also is capital, and everything about the woik has a highly

The introductory ai-ticle is excellent,
containing very appropriate and just ideas, expi-essed in easy and
graceful style.
Altogether, the work is exceedingly creditable to
its promoters, and we hope that it will meet with hearty sujiport
from the public.
I'ecommend an examination of the firet
Olobe.
number as the best inducement to subscribe to the work.
respectable appearance.

We

—

—We

have received the first number of this periodical, published by Mr. Scobie, for the Council
of the Canadian Institute.
It contains 24 pages, 4to., and is
neatly printed, on the best quality of paper.
It is to appear
monthly. We are glad to record the appearance of a scientific
periodical like this in our own country, and judging fi'om the
specimen before us, the work will be conducted with ability.

Tub C anadian Journal.

The

fii'st

number contains a

variety of interesting scientific articles,

— Christian Guardian.
The Canadian Journal.—The August number

both original and

able

From a perusal of
a record of the progress of

monthly publication has been leceived.

we

note that

it is

;

—

The Canadian Journal. We have to acknowledge the
of The Canadian Journal, a repertory of Industry,

receipt

Science and Ait, and a record of the proceedings of the Canadian Institute, published by Hugh Scobie, Toronto.

We
we

have carefully looked over the number now

before- us,

and

bound to say, that it fully suppoi ts the highest aspirations
might h!\\'e been formed by the friends of Canadian progress in the Arts and Sciences.
It contaiiis many highly
interesting and e\'en I'aseiiiating essays, oiiginal and selectetl.
Those of the latter character have been chosen with great care,
are

that

many of the former, arc not only cleverly written, but
contain many entertaining- and instructive suggestions.
The
while

t/bwrna/ contains

sevei'al

very faiily executed wooil Eiigi'avings;

one of the Canalian Department of the Great Exhibition, and
several of useful imentioiis in Arts and Manufactures; and also
of J'armiiig' Implements.
We trust the Canadian Journal will
be taken up with spirit, and leseive the patronage, not only of
men of hle/aiy an scientific attainments, but also of the honest
Yeoman, who desi)es to economise his labour, and to render the
cultivatiiin of the earth a profitable pursuit; and of the Manufacturer and Art'zaii, -whose professional skill, will every month
1

receive fresh acciuisitio

is

in

knowledge and the Arts, from

this

valuable and interesting pnblication.

We

obsene that all remittances are to be forwarded to the
Canadian Institute: by the Council of which
body, the work is sent forth to the public— /'a/?'/o?.
Treasurei- of thi!

to

acknowledge the

of their countiy to support this publication, at the same time, we
may say a woi'il in faxour of the Canadian Institute, under whose
auspices the journal

is

being published.

The Canadian Journal.

Montreal Gazette.

— Toronto:

Hugh Scobie. This is
published as a record of the pi'oceedings of the Canadian Instiand is one of the best publications that has as vet proceeded
from the press in Upper Canada. It is beautifully printed anil
tute,

Mirror.

—

The

Canadian Arts and Sciences and general industry and contains
information adajited to the wants of the scholar and practical
man. Nor will its usefulness be confined to this country, for in
its colunins we find copious gleanings from European Journals,
ti'eating of the kindred science in other lands.
The Journal is
published for the Canadian Institute, by Mr. Scobie, of Toronto,
and furnished to non-subscribers of the ''Institute," at 15s. per
annum. Barrie Herald.

have

Art; and a i-eoord of the proceedings of the Canadian Institute.""
a specimen of Canadian typography it is one of the very best
we have ever seen, and the illustrations, with one exception, are
admirably executed. The contents seem, from the hasty glance
we have been enabled to give them, to be of a very superior kind.
We can only say, that it will be a high honour, indeed, to the
progress of the arts and sciences in Canada, if such a periodical
is properly sustained among us.
In order that this result will bo
achie\-ed, "material aid" is necessary, and we recommend all of
our readers, who feel an intei'est and a just pride in the progress

illustrated.

of this valu-

—We

As

selecteil.

well filled pages

its

The Canadian Journal.

receipt from Mr. Scobie, the publisher of the second number of
" the Canadian Journal, a Repertory of Industry, Science and

Canadian Journal. Hugh Fcobie, Toronto. The
Canadian Journal, designed as a Repertory of Science, Industry
and Art, is a publication whose appearance we have looked for
with considerable interest, and so far our expectations have by
no means been disappointed. The number which has reached
us contains a

\-ariety

of original papers

and general

scientific

most valuable description. Agriculture, Engineering, Geology and Meteorology, each receives a veiy considerable share of ie\iew and so far as talent of a high order is

intelligence of the

;

necessary to the success of such a work, the original papers bear
sufficient testimony that the Journal bids fair for a jiermanent
place among the literary publications of the day.
The superior

typographical appeai-ance of the
still

fnither to enhance

cordially to wish

it

its

Canadian Journal will tend
On such grounds we are able
Examiner.

merits.

success.

—

The Canadian Journal. The first number of this Scientific
Monthly is now before us. To .the man of science this work
must be welcome, while within its pages the studious mechanic
and farmer will. find much to stimulate improvement
Brockville

Recorder.

The Canadian Journal

is published by H. Scobie, Esq., for
the Council of the Canadian Institute.
It treats on Scientific
and Mechanical subjects, and contains some well executed illustrations on wood.
This is a national woik, and should be liberally suppoi-ted.
It is intended to issue monthly, and will bo
fiirnishelto subsciibers at 15s. a yeai- in adv;in- e.
To members
of the Institute, the Journal will be transmitted whhout cha-ge.

The annual
is

subscription for membei'ship, including entrance fee,

only four dollars.

Dundas Warder.

The Canadian Journal.

—We have from

Toronto, under

iiame. a " Repertory of Inlustr}-, Sjieiice and Art, and a

th'.s

Record

of the proceedings of the Canadian Institute,"

which promises
to be well conducted.
The Cana liau Institute, when first proposed in 1 849, was to be composed mainly of survey irs, eni:iiiee:8,
and architects; but ultimately its professional chaiacter was
changed to one of geneial description, an a nr/al charter of
1

incorporation was obtained in

(London, Eng.J

Novcmb

r,

1851.

— The

Bui'.dcr,
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the building, as to the times when they will use the building, in
order that they maj' not meet with any difficulty as to access, &c.

€\)t CiinaMim Sntirnnl.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient

The Cauadian

1852.

completed

Institute has just

its

Captain Lefroy, R. A.

year of

first

granted hi November of

last year.

ning of April, 1852, that the

was not

It

the government of the Institute entered

upon

Secretary.

sions respecting the

if

commence
we may draw conclunew proof which we have just

Canadian Institute

session of the

w;is

will

fi'om the present

future,

this

until the begin-

by the Charter

officers required

The second

most auspiciously, and

Royal Charter of Incorporation, which

existence under the

Servant,

THOMAS BEGLY,

TORONTO, NOVEMBER,

recorded, of the desire of the Prowncial

Government

advance

to

for

the interests of Science, Literature and Art in the Canadas, coupled

their duties.

with the willing courtesy of the Commissioners of Public Works,

Thus

tar

its

pecuniary resources have been limited to the

annual subscriptions of

and success

fulness

its

members, and

work

in the great

useful information, to the zeal of a

its

hope of future

of collecting

and

and

warm and

vigorous to infuse into

commands

them

will

unquestionably awaken both far and neai' a

annually producing useful and interesting

would hope

—

results of

moment to

spirit

results, if

of enquiry,

—

not

We

that ardour which almost

The Treasures of our
The products of the

Forests.

embrace the most important items

forest

of Canadian exports, and from their bulky nature secure to

success.

shall not anticipate the report of the

Council to be laid

on Saturday, Dec. 11th;

it is

our grateful

however, to announce that one oppressing difficulty

privilege,

towai'ds the extension of the

Canadian

we

sufficiently

a greater amount of intereoui'se with Great Britain than

before the Institute

as

the jjeople of British America.

in the

literary society

with ramifications throughout the country, has been

invariably

diffusing

few whose confidence

possibility of organizing a powerful scientific

use-

Institute has been

most

us

other

export or import collectively.

articles of

The

all

relation

which the products of the

productions, in a commercial point of view,
for the years 1849,

1860, and 1851

forest bear to other
is

represented below

:—

happily removed.

1849.

The

Provincial Parliament has generously responded to the

petition of the Institute for pecuniary

voting

Two Hundred and

Institute, gives to

and enables
large

it

native wealth

light,

and

its

latent resources

and united

and native power
for

of

all

£1,32*7,537

forest exjiorted.

other productions

1,000,027

Balance in favour of the products of the forest
forest exported to Great

in science

and

Britain, not including ships built at

Value of

all

Quebec

other productions exported to

£1,009,669

Great

Britain

the want of opportunity to

338,755

direction to indicate the couree they

Balance in favour of productions of the forest
exported to Great Britain

also

much

£327,510

Value of the products of the

action, a

should pursue.

"We have

"

for the purposes of the

the means of developing

which languish only

biing them to the
^

Pounds

to call at once into vigorous

amount of

literature,

it

Fifty

encouragement, and by

Value of the products of the

pleasure in announcing that the future

meetings of the Canadian Institute will be held in the Hall of

Assembly, Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

That magnificent

£670,914

1850.

Value of the products of the
"

of

all

forest

exported

£1,360,734

other productions

1,309,264

apartment, together with three adjoining rooms, having been
kindly placed at the disposal of the Institute by the
sioners of

Pubhc Works. Subjoined

of Capt. Lefroy, R. A., F. R.

Sir,

S.,

am

10th

Commis-

the reply to the application

on the

pai-t

of the Institute:—

Public Works,

—

I

is

directed to acknowledge the receipt of youi- letter of the
applying, on the part of the " Canadian Institute,"

insfcmt,

occupy the Chamber in the Parhament Buildings at Toronto, together with some other rooms, and in reply,
I
inform you that the Commissionere are willing to grant
you the use of the Hall of Assembl}-, with the three rooms
adjoining it, to be occupied by the " Canadian Institute,"
so long
as it may not be required by the Go^•ernment;
and upon condH
tion that the former shall make an ari'angement
with the Insurance Company relative to any additional risk.
The Institute will
also be required to arrange with Mi-s. McElderry,
the Keeper of
to

VvL.

Balance

favour of products of the forest exported
to Great Britain

Quebec, 11th Nov., 1852.

for permission to

have

Balance in favour of products of the forest
Value of the products of the forest exported to Great
Britain, not including ships built at Quebec
Value of all other productions expoi-ted

I,

]<!o.

!,

NOVUMEER,

1852.

£51,470

£971,375
229,474

in

£741,901

1851.

Value of the products of the
"

forest

exported

£1,509,545

other- productions

1,315,085

Balance in favour of products of the forest

£184,460

of

all

Value of the products of the

forest exported to Great

Britain, not including ships built at

Value of

all

Quebec.

.

other productions exported

Balance in favour of products of the forest exported
to Great Britain

£1,180,000
325,350

£854,658

THE TREASURES OF OUR FORESTS.

V4
Hence,

appears,

it

tliat

the value of

exported to Gi-eat Britain,
three years; the

£670,914;

tlie

steadil}- increased

lias

numbers indicating those

in 1850,

products of

£741,091;

in 1851,

values,

during the

grow

last

being in 1849i

[1852.

merated in the attached

tlie forest

and

well

and credited

list

abundant

are

in

to the

United

States,

Canada.

WOODS OF NORTH AMERICA.*

,

£854,658.
AGE OF

GROW!

Table showing the kinds of forest productions exported, in

1851:—
A'aliie

Valne of

of
Exports.

Exports

£172,496

£153,528

43,8G5
3,726
5,505
49,146

42,282

435

404

57,460
400,972
114,875

1,194

1,415
5,934

47,425
38 ,370
114,524
517
113

79

243

43

1,195
4,509

20,769
92,044

88,213

729,C59
3,526,647
PlajksandBoards, Sup. Feet. 120,175,596

11,060
239,369
209,108

ARTICLES.
Ashes, Pots, brls
Pearls, do
Timber, Ash, tons
Birch, do
Elm, do
Maple, do
Oak, do

:..

Pme,

ffTiite, do
Red, do
Tamarack, do
Walnut,
feet
Basswood,
Butternut

M

27,944
8,463
3,018
4,043
35,644
449
40,976
453,435
91,145
4,356

3,710
5,504

49,072

Staves, Stalidai-d, MUe
Other, do
Battens, Knees.Soautling, Tree
Nails, ifec, pieces
Deals, do

1

5,5 1

525
238,931

855

and Handspikes,
9,482
17,356
20,972
34,425

Lath and Fiiewood, cords
Shingles, niiUe
Saw Logs, No

14,101
11,641
7,880
8,642
11,364
28,085

Other Woods
Eurs and Skins
Total

12,505
8,142

acquainted with the
perceive

7,939

and y«t who, that

is

(Tilia)— U.

Even grain,
limewood

C,

divei-sified trees

of'our

forests,

can

fail

to

that very extensive sources of revenue are neglected

adapted to the peculiar puiposes of artificere in Great
Britain, but do not appear in the enumerated list of exports.

e.specially

are led to these remarks in consequence of the infoimation

useJ

—

;

common

beecli

Shipbuilding

black (Betula nigra)

Nova

— ?)—

common

carpentry
tlie wood
has more rut'ous tint than

Drj'

9

Upper Canada
Bii'ch,

like

2

in

Scotia,

Canada and
but not a

durable wood

C

11

An

Butter wood
28
Button wood,sycaraore(Pla- 36

12
8

Shipbuilding
Much used tor making bed-

tauus occidentalis) U. S.
Cedar (LarLx
?)— U. C, 18
Cedar, red or pencil (Juui 34
perus bermudiana) Ber-

6
15

Birch (Betula-

U.

30

inferior

wood

Box elder, ash leaved maple 24
(Acer Negundo) U. S.

—

Butter uut (Jugkusciuerea)

Upper Canada

—

steads

—

Shipbuilding and
ing pencils

for

mak-

muda
so good as
bermudiana

—

Cherry wood (Prunus
?) 29
Upp. Canada
Cherry, wild (Cerasus vir 32
giuiana) United States
Chesnut (Castanea vesca) 25
U.S.
Coffee tree (Gymnocladus
canadensis) U. S.

3

4
7

(Cupressus disti- 33
"cha)— U. S.
Dogwood (Cornus florida) 47

13

—U.S.
Elm (Ulmus

the junip.

15

10,

—

For making pencils, but not

10

Cvpress

from ignorance of the value of many species of wood, which are

We

Wood

Beech, white (Fagus amer- 12
icaua) U. S.
Beecli (Fagus fennigiuea)
36

—

of Pot and Pearl Ashes, and the Furs and Skins of animals, are
us,

much

Carpentry.

Cedar, led (.Juniperus vir- 26
giniana) U. S.

seen at a glance that forest productions, exclusive

of the highest economic importance to

elastic,

14

Upper Canada
Bass

887

£1,510,135 £1,171,998

It is thus

Tough,

—

1

and

Hiclcory,do

Spars, Masts
pieces

to U. B.

Ash, American (Fraxinus)
Ash, white Upper Canada. 30
Balsam (Picea balsamea)
19

Hard, compact, sti-ong, tough

Grows

to an

immense

size

I

Hard, close-grained strong

4
I

americana)
U. C.
Elm, american rock
Elm, rock
Elm, swamp
Elm, white

56

11

)6
(3

3
10
10

34

5

37

ShipbuUding
preferred to English elm

By wheelwrights

Ehu, red (Ulmus fiava)U.S

respecting forest productions which the recent Exhibition of All

Nations in London has brought to

Gum

light.

Not less than one hundred and thirty varieties of British wood
were exhibited at that magnificent exposition of industry. Among
them, it may be well to mention, specimens of apple, pear, plum,
and apricot
being

much

were introduced, in consequence of those woods
sought after by toy manufacturei-s, turnei's, &c. For

sour, or black
multifiora)— U. S.

tree,

(N"3'ssa

Hack-berry (Geltis

Tough,

crass-

ca)
do.

dc

do.

Esteemed in British North
America for shipbuilding

3

trees

obvious reasons, such woods would possess httle value in this
countiy, either as an article of export or for the purposes of
domestic manufacture.

Europe contributed

Hazel, wych, or Quebec rock

elm Ulraus

Shipbuilding

—Canada

?

.43
.51

Heralock( Abies canadensis):23
U. S.
Heml-ck spruce U. C.
.123
Hickory (C;iryaamara)U.S.!
Hickory,
pignut ( Carya;49

—

forty-nine \arieties of wood,

most of them

used in ship building, carpentry, furnitm'e, and dyeino-.

elastic

ifolia)—U. S.

Hackmatack (Larixameri-

porcina)

—U.

Common

carpcutiy

.

Stronger and better than any
other kmd of Iiickory

S.

Hickory, shell-b,irk (Ciirya43

Asia contributed about two hundred specimens.
Stat&s forty-two.

Canada

The United

thirty-one.

We subjoin a list of the woods sent from the United States
and Canada, lemarking however, that some of the s^ -?ics enu-

sulc.ita)— U. S.
I

Hickory?
Hickory
u. c.

.

J47

.

(Juglaus alba)

Honey

locust
triacantluis)

LabcllcJ and

— 48
I

(

Very

Glcditschia 40

—U.

S.

Cla»siliocl

bv Mr.

liard, splits

with great

facility

|

W. W.

Saunders,

al the

Oreal Exhibilion.

REMARKS ON THERMOMETRIC REGISTERS.
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Weight

its

per

Specific

Cub. Ft.

Griivity,

museum
public

—U.S.

—

Shipbuilding

occasionally,
chiefly for treeuails

—

41

11

Maple, soft (Acer eriocar- 36
pum)— U. G.
Maple, red, (Acer rubrum)
U. S.
Maple, sugar (Acer sccliariuum) U. S.
39
40
Maple, bird's eye XJ. 0.

14

6
15

Maple, curly U. C.
Maple, var. bird's eye

36
36

10

Maple, hard— U. C.
Mulberry, red (Morusrubra)
u. s.
Oak (Quercus alba)— U. S.
Oak, white— U. S.

39
35

10

47
40
44
33

14

—

Oalc,

white— II.

Oak, Quebec

C.

— Canada

Oak, Quebec white

— Cauada 53

Common

carpentry

4
11

12
6

2
14

S.
live

numerous and

known, treasures of our

e.\tensive,

forests.

Registers; by Captain J.
Lefroy, R. A., F. R. S.

H.

these instruments will soon be found in the apartments of
and Literary Societies in Canada: § it may bedesirablo

Scientific

therefore lo refer

was dent

somewhat more

fully to

theh

verification,

than

in the previous part of this article.

(1 .)

(Quercus virens) 6

4

51

II

22
(Uvaria triloba)
U. S.
Persiniou (Diospyrus virgiuiana) U. S.
I'iue, yellow (Pinus mitis) 13
Piue, Ainer. yellow „
22
Pine, red (Pinus resiuosa)

7

S.

Pawpaw

—

8
15

To determine the

an arbitrary

1

32

— U.
— U.

little

;

scale,

zero point, if the thermometer

or verify

it,

is one with
graduated to Fahrenheit.

if it is

a quart measure or similar vessel, with ice that has been
fine in a bag or cloth, the finer and more uniform the better. Add a little water, immerse the thermometer, standing upright,
in this, up to the point 32 ° on the scale, and after allowing it
a little time to settle, read the scale to the nearest tenth of a
take several readings, with an interval of a minute or
division
two between them, and note them all in the register, whether they
vary or not. The observation cannot be made very accurately
in "the summer, and the nearer the temperature of the air in the
room at the time is to 32 ° Fahr. the better.
Fill

Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding, butnotd'rble
Specimen of an infeiior
quality
Shipbuilding,
repute
Shipbuilding

but not

in

pounded

:

U.S.

Oak,

Crystal Palace, where the British

familiar with the

REmaiks on Tliermometric

tliat

Ornamental work by carpenters and joiners
Ornamental work a jjeculiar growth of the tree

Oak, black (Quer. tinctoria) 34

Oak, red ( Quercus rubra)

in tlie

( Continued from Page 31.^
British Association having very recently
announced its readiness to supply true standard Thermometers to
members of that body and others, at a low rate, it may be hoped

—

—

be deposited

The Committee of the

—

—

Sydenham

may be made

but comparatively

Close-grained, compact

red bud 33
(Cons canadensis) U. P.
pseud- 45
Locust (Robiuia
acacia)
U. S.
or

tree,

Jiid.is

to

in progress of formation, with duplicate specimens for

contribution to the
Iron wood(Ostrja vii'ginica)

15

members, au assortment of woods,

To determine

the boiling point on the scale of the ther-

Heaviest and hardest of the
oaks

mometer.

Hard, close-grained

Get any tinsmith to make a vessel for generating steam, after
It consists of a boiler holding about
the drawing given below.

(2.)

c

Carpentry work
Carpentry

;

•

sti'ong

U.S.
26
Piue, Amer. red
„
Pine, pitch (Pinus rigida)— 32
South Carolina

n

Carpentry
Strong and durable

Much used

in shipbuilding

Piue, Virginia „

Pine

?

—Upper Canada

Same purposes

as

common

deal
Poplar,yell'w(Liriodeudroi: 24

3

—

tulipifera)
U. S.
Poplar (Populus
U. C.

20

11

19

4

Light, inferior

wood

—U. S 37

4

From a young

tree

Spruce, white (Abies alba) 23

13

Red bud,

sen

Judas

?)

tree

Sassafras (olJlciuale)

Button wood
Tamarac (Larixauiericana) 23
U. C.
Treenail (R ibiuia pseud 41

Sycamore,

.see

—

15

Good

5
15

From a young

—

acacia)
U. C.
^yahult, white- U. S.
30
AVahuit,
black
(Juglans 28
nigra)
U. S.

—

for shipbuilding purposes
Treenails for shipbuilding

tree

Strong, tough, uot liable to
split

Upper Canada

The foregoing

list

contains a very imperfect enumeration of

Canadian woods;

it

may

exceedingly interesting and highly important

be

made an

will serve, however, as a

beginning of what

which
and ten high

half a gaUou, (b) to
in diameter

sion, if the

Canadian

Institute

can succeed in collecting, through

is

added a tube {a) about three inches
but not communicat-

exteiioi to tins,

made at
Regulation ok CouKCiL.-Tliat Standard Thermomeleis
Associalion, and
be supplied on application to members of lire British
Meeting,
Belfast
&:e.,
Report,
each.
£\
slg.
Fellows o( ihe Royal siciely, at
§

kind of information, and easily susceptible of considerable exten-
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KEMARKS ON THERMOMETRTC REGISTERS.
iiig

with

tlie boiler, is

a secouj tube

(f)

of the same height, hut

to have a space of au inch or more clear between
the two, at the bottom of this outer tube is a small pipe fur tlie
escape of the steam ; it may be three-quarters of an meh in dia-

lai-o-e

enough

Lastly, a cap tube [d) closed at top, is
orifice.
the exterior tube, and slide upon it tightly enougli to
In the centre of
stand at any height at which it may be set.
the top of this latter tube is made an orifice large enough to receive a common quart bottle corlt, and a short neck soldered on

meter at the

made

to

fit

The boiler then being half or two-thirds filled
it firml}-.
with hot rain or snow water, the thermometer is passed through
slipped
down through the orifice just mentioned, una cork, and
til the ball nearly, but not quite, dips in the water, the exterior
drawn out so that no more
tin tube being at the same time
of the tube of the thei-mometer is abox'e the cork than is absoluteThe apparatus is then set over a braizer's furnace
ly necessary.
or something of the same nature, until the water boils briskly

to hold

and the steam by degrees expels the whole of the
freely

by the pipe

left for

the purpose.

air,

and escapes

If the size of this escape

pipe is properly propoitioned, which does not appear to be a
matter of much nicety, the vessel will now be filled with steam
of an elasticity precisely represented by the Barometric pressure
at the moment; and the mercury in the thermometei', rising just
above the cork, will stand at the boiling point. It is desirable to
ascertain whether the escape tube is rightly proportioned by partially stopping it; if two or three such alterations of its size have
no ™ible effect upon the reacUng of the thermometer, we may
be satisfied. In finished instruments a mercurial syphon guage
is

attached.

The follomng

table, calculated

by M. Regueault,

contains the

true temperature of steam, of elasticity corresponding to the bar-

ometric pressures annexed; in other words, the temperature
which should be indicated by a thermometer plunged in the
steam of .such a vessel as is described above, when the elasticity
of such steam, (me:rsured by the exterior Barometer) is e(pial to
the pressure stated. The English equivalents of the French measures are given for convenience.
TKMPEll'rUUE.i
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been shown by

tlie

same experiments that a tliermometer

radiates

into space at the rate of one-tenth of a degree for every

its lieat

11

tenth of unclouded skj' visible from the bulb. Other experiments
have established the law that the cooling of bodies by radiation
at night, is always in the same proportion to the clearness of the

be the actual temperature. Hence a thermomebe so placed that no portion of the sky shall be visible
from the bulb that it must be screened from rain is self-evident,
and the same arrangement will fulfil both purposes, but it is not
necessary for the former of them that the covering should be of
a substantial nature, the very thinnest substance that can be interposed being sufficient to arrest entirely the radiation of heat
sky, whatever

its

Mean Temper.

ter should

into space.

Such, then, being the principles upon which the place of a
it will be acknowledged that
a great proportion of those consulted for private information,
whatever else they may indicate, do not indicate the true temperature of the air, in the sense understood by Meteorologists and
hence a largo proportion of the discrepancies and anomalies

1835
1836
1837
1838

44.09
43.41
43.45
44.75

Mean
The

phical position of about

:

collection

For example,

discouraging a task.
at

auv

Quebec— 1828-1836

Hist.

Soc,

Vol. Ill,)

find a sudden fall of two and a half degrees in the
temperature for the latter half of the series.

Mean Temper.

Mean Temper.

9 A. M.

—

—

1828
1829
1830
1831

37.90
37.81

1832.
1833
1834
1835
1836

38 24
38.43

Mean

January
February

9 A. M.

35.87
35.85
35.98
•_._. 35,06
34.83

able

+
+

+

....

June
July

August
Suptember

November

*

+

.

Octnber
.

December..

—

+

m

1

+0

2.7(> +2.-52 -f-2-52
01
-f 1,53
-)-2.07 l-f2.39 4:2,55 -f-2,l2 -F0,92

-1.41
-(1.53

at certain incomplete hours of the day, to true

-1.70
-2.44
-3.14
-3.85
-4.92
-4.77
-5.49
-5 57
-4.85
-1.33
-2.44
-1.72

number

are not convenient,

Croft,

be

-4.86
-5.87

-5 88
-6.72
-6.39
-5.95

-5 36
-3.34
-2.52

(^Conlinued.)

efteeted

by the

various

U

appreci-

They

are

P.M. Midn,

—2.63 —0.12 +0. 07+0.44 +0.77
—4.47 —0.13 +0. 52 -1-106 -1-1.,60
4.fi5-|-;i.03+j,,00 +1.63 +2 ,01
—5.81 +0.66 +1,,78 +2.59+3,07
-5 72
-7.17 4-0.43 +2,3! +3.29+4,20
-6.83
-7.60 -1-0.33 +2.,44 -f3,80 +4,76
-6 59
—8.25 -1-0.68 +2, 99 +4 24+5.,21
-7.58
—7.79 -1-1,23 +2,70+3.73 4-1 54
-7.11
—6.75 4-0,81 4-1,,90;-|-2,94 4-3, 61
-6.58
—5.17 +0,48 -t-1.,251-1-1,97 4-2,68
-5.76
-3.74 -3,82 —3 64 —2.83 -j-n.' 9 -j-"^.,44+0.78! 4-1,,13
-3.06 —3.31 —3.13 —2.47—0.12 4-a,,l8 4-'-),47'4-3. 59
-479

D. C. L, Professor of Chemistry

principal object intended to

means.

M. y P. M. 3 P. M. 4 P. M. 8 P. M. 9 P. M. lUp. M.

-2.92
-4 49

will therefore furnish very

in the I'niveisity of Toronto.

The

P.

-415

accurate means, and they are, perhaps, the most convenient houi-s
in the twenty-four.
Any three equidistant observations furnish

Gas Patents, by Henry

1

-2.48
-3.56

regularly at those two hours throughout the year, if a

greater

is

derived from the seven years of hourly observations at Toronto

JN

It will be seen that, at 8 A. M. in the summer, and at 8 P. M.
in the winter, the eoi'rection is extremely small.
Observations

made

and place it so as to render that effect, which
from a considerable distance, almost impossible.

The following table contains the horary corrections to observations of the thermometer in Canada, or the corrections necessary to reduce the mean temperature, derived from observations

35.52

+2.46 +I.«3 +1.94
.66|+),63 —0.59
0.95
+4.23 +4.34 +3.29 +1.02
1.91
1.35 +4.75 +3.93
1.89 —0.25
.7.5
+3.22 +1.09 —1,01 -2.45
+7 83 5.40 +2.43 +0.06 —211 -3.81
+7.g8 1+5.21 +2.41 +0.10 —1,82 -3.49
+9 02 +5 92 +3,38 —0,31 —2,39 -3.98
-4.
1.21 —2,26
-t-7.89 +6 57 +3.28
—1,52 -3.47
-f6 77 +6.17 +3.68
-2.'I3
-i-i.77 +4.71 -i-3.94 +1 66 —1.0

.47.53

it faces,

7 A. M. 8 A. M. 9 A. M. 10 A.M 11 A.M.

... -f3.ii2

March'
April

May

M

A.

Mean.

equivalent to a change in geogramiles, or to a removal from Ancaster
is

;

we

This must have been caused by some change of the Instrument,
5 A. M. 6

47.59
47.94
47.66
47.22
45.80
48.18
48.33

Ohio.
Errors of position generally affect the final result
with their fall weight—-errors of graduation sometimes balance
one another upon the whole it is, therefore, of great importance that the former be reduced, by attention to all the circumstances indicated. Practically, a box with lattice sides, not
too contracted, excluding rain and sun, but allowing free circulation of air, while it checks the force of the wind, will generally
answer, but the observer must exercise his own judgment as to
whether heat is reflected iato this box from the wall or window

mean annual

Mean

38.09

A. M.

to

of observations so

some observations made

in

{Trans.

150

9

1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845 j

.44.17

difference in this case

is

Mean Temper.

A. M.

—
—
—

therm6meter should be determined,

collation of

9

—
—
—

:

which make the

exposure, but no explanation

given of the circumstances.
In a similar manner the mean temperature at Ancaster,
C.W., rose three or four degrees in 1 839, according to the observations of Dr. Craigie, published in HalTs Medical Journal, 1846,
and which are, in other respects, deserving of every confidence.

or of

,

1

—3.16
—4.90
—5.15
—6.16
—7.20
—7.37
-8 26 —8.34
-7.62 —7.98
-6.96 —7.01
-6.04 —5.85
-3.20
-4.88
-5.31
-6.14
-7.13
-7.03

—

+1-47
+1.73
+2.63
-1-3.22

-F5.02
4-5.15

+6.37
4-5.33
4-3.96
4-3.32
4-1.80
4-0.90

A. M., 2 P. M. and 10 P. M, or 7 A. M.,
P. M., 11 P. M.; of these, the first is now 2'ener ally adopted.

true mean, such as 6

Note.— At p. 30, second column, line 25, for 29 992 read 29 922, p. 31,
reference to the freezing mixture of 1 part salt, 2 parts snow, producing
5° , it should have
a teniperalure of
4 ° , or as some aulhorities give it
been added, that equal weights of sr.ow and sail reduce to 0*0, or' zero both
mixtures should be tried if possible.

in

—

—

:

only lime purifiers being used, but it was absorbed by the water
in the gasometer; its economic value is now so great, that as
before desci'ibed, it is separated by a special apparatus.

contrivances already mentioned, as applied to the purification of
gas, is the separation of the
],)huretted

in

hydrogen

;

any way contribute

two gases carbonic acid and

sul-

the former, not being combustible, does not
to,

but rather diminishes the brilliancy of

inasmuch as the light
very feeble, a suftbcating
compound (sulphurous acid) is foi'med during the combustion,
and moreover, it possesses a disagreeable smell and poisonous
properties.
In the older plans the ammonia was not separated,
the gas, while the latter

which

it

is

objectionable,

gives out during burning

is

Besides these substances which are thus removed from the
gaseous mixture, there are several other bodies which are deposited either in the hydraulic main, in the cooler,?, or in the purifiers,
and which of themselves possess very great illuminating jjower,
from containing a large proportion of carbon. These bodies will
burn with a brighter flame than even pure olefiant gas, and it
would therefore appear that the processes of coohng and purifying
have had the effect of diminishing the excellence of the e-as
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by

reiuoviuir
Ill

tliese

so-called

b3'drocai'bons

from the mixtm-e.

1826, Faraday discovered various compouuds of tbis nature
by compressing oil gas, aud among otbers

iu tbe liquid obtained

a substance wbicb was afterwards formed by Mitscberlicb from
This substance
tbe decomposition of benzoic acid, viz., benzine.
was proved by Hoffmann to be present (mixed with a variety of
bodies of a similar nature) in common naptba or coal tar oil,
wbicb is obtained in large quantities during the distillation of tar,
and it has lately been obtained from that source iu large quantiThis body possesses iu an eminent degree the
ties by Mansfield.
illuminating power when burnt in a good draught, and as it is a
very volatile substance, it would be better fitted for " napthalizing"
the o-as than any of the other hydrocarbons with which it is
On account of ecouoiu}-, however, the rectified coal
associated.
The process of naptar oil is used without further purification.
thalizing consists simply in saturating the purified coal gas with
the vapoui-s of some of those substances from which it had been
freed in a previous part of the process, and this is eftected either
by filling the meter by which the gas is measured with the uaptha,
or by passing it through a kind of closat containing shelves, on

which are placed pieces of sponge or of pumice stone soaked in
In one contri\-ance the gas is freed from ammonia
that liquid.
by passing over pumice stone soaked in sulphuric acid, contained
in one-half of the apparatus, aud is then napthalked by being
carried thi'ough the other half filled with sponge or pumice stone
saturated w-ith coal tar

;

machine, of converting water entirely into oxygen or hydrogen
by merely changing the electrical poles. No one would have
been astonished if such a statement had been made in the times
of Geber or Albertus Magnus, but that the possibility of such a
convereiou of elements should for one moment be entertained at
The water having by
tbe present day, seems rather curious.
this incredible process been converted into hydrogen, a gas which
gives out little or no light in burning, is then endowed -mth
The gas
illuminatino- powers by a process little less incredible.
says,
is ijassed through oil of turpentine and becomes, as Paine
caialized, the applicability of which term, derived from a Greek
word, signifying to loosen or dissolve, seems niore than doubtful.
By this process, without taking up any turpentine, although it
acquires its smell, the gas is said to become capable of emitting
a powerful light on combustion. According to the best information that we as yet possess on the subject, the whole invention

be designated as humbug.

Another plan in which water is employed is more feasible, viz.,
that invented by Gilliard, which depends upon the intense light
emitted by platin um rendered incandescent in the flame of hydrogen.

The hydrogen is obtained by parsing the vapour of water over
heated coke, by which means a mixture of hydrogen, carbonic
acid carbonic oxide, with a small trace of carburctted hydrogen,
By the ordinary lime purifiers it is freed from
is produced.
carbonic acid, and is burnt in jets, over which are suspended
wire.
There can be no doubt of the brilliancy
platinum
cages of
of the li""ht emitted, but the .safety of the process seems somewhat doubtful, when we consider the explosive qualities of
Lvdrofen when mixed with air, and the remarkable ease and
rapidity with which this gas escapes through tiie finest crevices,
and when under pressure through tissues, which to other gases
This gas has also been applied to heating
are ti>t;illy impervious.
motalUc plates placed in a grate so as to replace burning coals,
and

ay>)iari'ntly

Ill til'-

with some success.

foniif-r

paper

a plan

its

Various substances of a nature similar to rosin, such as asj^haltbituminous slate, oils, fat«, (fee. have been employed at times for
the preparation of gas, but although each may be more particularly applicable in certain localities and under peculiar circumstances, yet, as a general means of preparing gas they cannot
compete with coal.
Since writing the first part of this paper I have found that a promaking gas from wood has been invented by Pettenhofer,
is being extensively employed in various parts of Germany

cess for

and

The gases evolved from the destructive destination of an}'
animal or vegetable substance \vill always be essentially the same,
diftering in the relative proportions of the gases, and in those
compounds which are formed in small quantities during the process, and are either mixed with the gas or deposited with the tar.
The general process for purifying and collecting remains the same
as abo\e described.

A

oil.

apphcation of tbis napthahzing process has been made in
a plan for preparing gas, which has attracted a good deal of
attention in the States of late yeai-s \iz., Paine's process for
Paine claims
preparino- gas fitted for illumination from water.
to have discovered a method by means of a magneto-electric

An

mav

[1852.

elements by passing through one-half of a retort
filled with incandescent coke, aud a modification of this process
seems to be that adopted at the Astor House in New York, and
It is
alluded to iu the Annual of Scientific Discovery for 1851.
clear that the process is incorrectly described in that work, but it
seems to consist of a combination of the water-decomposing
process by means of hot coke, and the production of ordinary
gas by the destructive distillation of melted rosin.
resolved into

was

few words might be said in reference to the uses of the
produced during the formation of gas, as
some which were formerly considered as useless have lately been
proved to be of considerable value.
different substances

The coke which remains behind

water was

exceedingly valuable as a

without collecting the gas for the use of the railroad locomotives.

The

tar is frequently returned into the retorts or else

keeping up the fire, the coking furnaces mentioned
paragraph are sometimes fed by means of it. When
in

employed
in the last
distilled it

and a volatile liquid called naptba, from
resemblance to mineral naptba. This substance is a mixture
of a variety of interesting chemical compounds, and is applied to
several useful purposes in the arts; such as the solution of caout>
chouc and gutta percba. The gas liquor, which is the aqueous portion of the contents of the hydraulic main, contains a variety of coiupioimds, and possesses a most disagreeable odour, it was formerly
thrown awa}', and often allowed to run into rivere to the destruction of fish and the entire deterioration of the water for domestic
purposes. Even at the present day this nuisance exists to a certain
extent in London.
The greater portion of it, however, is employed
The gas hquor of itself conin the manufacture of sal ammoniac.
tains a considerable quantity of this salt, but a much larger proportion is obtained by the addition of muriatic acid, evaporation, heating until charring commences, and resolution in water, crysfalizaIodine and Bromine ha\e lately been discovtion or sublimation.
ered in the gas liquor, and \\ hetlier these ^•aluable medicinal bodies
can be economically obtained from it, remains yet to be pro\'ed.
yields a residue of pitch

its

The

from ,the purifiere is used for agricultural
and in some instances has been found eflicacious in the
it must, however, be employed
with caution. By exposing it to the air for some time, a largo
refuse lime

purposes,

destruction of the \virewori\i;

quantity of a peculiar

salt,

the hyposulphite of lime,

is

generated,

from which may bo iire]iared the corresponding compound of
soda, a substance wbicb finds rather an extensive use iu Photography and the preparation of Daguei-reotypes.

The
iiifiitioncl In- wlii-li

is

from the fact of its having been deprived of all volatile
ingredients, and therefore forming little or no smoke when bm'ut.
In England large quantities of the best canuel coal are coked
fuel,

separation of

.alreadv described.

ammonia from

tbe g.aseous mixture

h.as

been
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Landscape is divided into three parts, distance, middle and
foreground, one-fourtli for light, one-fourth, for shadow, and half
for middle tint, or medium between hght and darkness.

Azure distances require autumnal
and Gamboge.

between Sienna

tinted foliage,

Trees most green at prominent parts, grey at top and
If a tree

requu-ed on a blue sky, let

is
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Water Colour.

Hints to the beginner in

it

sides.

be yellower than

The beginning of a creature, whether animal or vegetable, is
Nevertheless, continued
a mystery seemingly unfathomable.
microscopic research is gradually revealing indications, dim yet
not uncertain, of the phenomena that are grouped around the
Every new fact brought to light thi'ough
the laborious perseverance of indefatigable observers, raises more
and more our astonishment at the mingled simj^lieity and complexity of procreating nature.
Within the last ten, or rather
within five years, great advances have been made in the study

genesis of the germ.

German

of embryology.

otherwise.

botanists have especially chosen this

of research, and their endeavours have been rewarded with
no small amount of success. The scientific naturalist, to whom
their writings, mostly in the form of scattered memoirs and short

line

If dark fohage on yellow ground, bluer.

The sky near

the zenith blue, but paler as

it

neara the horizon.

papers

The

general shade

Indigo and Indian red, the general

tint.

may be

results

an excellent digest of the
two very able reports by Mr. Henfrey, a

inaccessible, will find

arrived at in

who

earning well-deserved laurels by
It is not easy to
make clear to the genej'al reader the particulars of such incj^uiries, although the conclusions which have been induced from them are
We shall endeavour, nevertheless, to
of remarkable interest.
present, in plain and untechnical shape, one of these curious histories, and teU the story of the beginning of a pine-tree, for the

young English

glazing yellow-ochi'e and lake.

botanist,

is

his zealous labour's in this difHcult department.

Vivid

and yellows used sparingly.

blues, reds, greens,

Highest lights not profusely scattered over the picture.

The

princijsal object to

The

eftect is

be placed in the best possible view.

bad when the

benefit of lovers of Nature,

many.

parts are

Warm

effect

of colours, white, yellow, orange, red, purple and

black.

Cold

etfect

of colours, black, dark blue, blue, green, yellow

pale yellow and white.

In general
in a

warm

warm

effect,

must predominate

colours

green a

medium between

red

;

medium

is

and dark.

light

whose time and

tastes are so

to prevent their seeking jjersonally for

ed as

employ-

these fiowei'-born

truths.

Plants that have distinct and mimistakeable flowere produce
nurser3'-cradle (ovary or germen,) constituted out of metamorphosed leaves, or unprotected
and exposed foundling fashion. Among the latter are firs,
pines, cedars, junipers, yews, cypresses, and similar cone-bearing
trees these cones being whorls of scale-hke leaves arranged to
serve as screens to the little eggs that are the essence of the cone,
or else to the little anthere that originate the jsotent dust or
" pollen," which is destined to fertilize the eggs and convert them
The grains of pollen-dust, though microscopic in
into seeds.
their dimensions, are by no means simple in their structure, for
their is, as it were, organ within organ, included within their
Each consists of an outer coat and an
diminutive frames.
inner one, the latter endowed with a marvellous ability of gi-owth
when set free, its filmy membrane
extension;
elongating,
and
their eggs (ovules) either within a

—

;

Cold

tints

tints -with

are

made with blue and

yellow, blue,

and warm

yellow and red.

Greys are

warm

as the}' contain orange, cold as they contain

pui'ple or green.

Pure tones are those that approach purple, heavy as they near
Avoid greenish blues and yellows; and green, between
blue and yellow that the}' produce.

to green.

Red becomes more

rich as

it

tends to blue

—

^brilliant

as

it

advances to yellow.

Purple and orange are pleasant in
it becomes yellow.

but green

their tints,

all

grow with magical quickness, and transmit through their cavities the still minuter vivifying particles
The poet sings a libel when he makes
that live within them.

into dehcate tubes that

his talking tree
" La7igiddly adjust.

only as

It

Indian red, indigo and yellow-ochre are the primitives for
mixing, the following being produced by their combinations
:

Orange by Yellow and Red.
Green " Yellow " Blue,

dust."

has fallen upon the ovule (in anglosjjermous plants upon the stigma or viscid disc that crowns the
ovary) does the embryo of the future plant begin in any way to
be manifested. The former event may be said invariably to precede the latter, the relation between them being one of cause

Not

until the pollen grain

effect.

Purple

"

Red

"

Blue,

Brown
Ohve

"

Orange
Green

"

Purple,

"

"

Orange,

and

Slate

"

Gi-een

"

Purple,

that they cannot be accepted as objections to

Black

"

Olive

"

Brown and

White

"

Black diluted to the highest

Slate,
tint.

Colours most vivid by contrast:

Yellow

The

vapid vegetable loves

With authers aud with

when opposed by

are repeating

The &gg of the pine is an assemblage of minute cells forming
a kernel enveloped in a single cellular coat. Deep in its sub-

Purple,

"

"

" Green,

Blue

"

"

"

Orange,

stance

Dark Orange
Red Brown
Red Purple
Dark Pm-ple

"

"

"

Warm

ca\-ity.

"

"

"

Dark Green,

"

"

"

"

"

"

Yellow Green,
Warm Brown.

is

made by

anomalies, are obscure and exceedingly few, so

this rule.
So faiwhat every youth, acquainted with the rudiThis
knowledge
was
ments of botanj', knows.
the_starting point
for those who woidd investigate the mystery.

we

Red

opposite of either primitive

The

Green,

the other two.

a row of cells that combine to make a special sac or
the grains of pollen have fallen upon the egg
they burst, and their inner linings protrude in the shape of tubes,
and penetrate its substance. Soon after, the sac that lies within
year rolls away in
it becomes filled up with new-born cells.
is

When

A

* Weslrainsler

Review

— October.
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—

those
of the parent tree the cells of various kinds
have multiexternal to the central sac and those of its interior
The
plied abundantly, and enlarged their several chmensions.

the

life

;

—

sac itself has become twenty times as lai'ge as it was formerl}',
and is filled with lesser ceUs, among which a change commences.
Certain of them ("the number varying in diti'ereut tribes) grow
laro-er than the others, and those that are between their larger
ceUs (corpuscles) and the wall of the containing sac divide them-

The purtransverse vertical partitions.
the construction of an avenue of approach,
(Jells, and leading into the greater cell or cor-

selves each into four

by

pose of this division

is

guarded by four new

puscle that hes below.

[1852.

German

who

has worthily following in
The complexity of the changes, the
the wake of Robert Brown.
simplicity of the operations and organs by which they are brought
about, and the strangeness of the result, leave an impression of
amazement on the mind of the botanist, knowing, as he does,
that in many plants, yet higher in the scale of vegetable organization, the process of reproduction is comparatively simple,though
By endeavouring to dessufficiently wonderful and mysterious.
cribe these phenomena in unscientific language, we cannot but
fail to convey anything like a full sense of their singularitj'. Our
attempt, may, however, serve to show, by example, how wondrous are the minute secrets into .which the microscopic observer
of Hofmeister, a

botanist,

endeavoui's, not wholly without success, to penetrate.

All this cell-making, and changing, and re-arrauging, is preparatory to the inauguration of the germ of the future pine-tree.
But other changes must be eflected before that germ can begin. In
the cavity of each corpuscle new free cells are produced, among
which one the lowermost ^has a special mission of its own.
After the pollen tubes have forced their way, guided by unerring
instinct, through the substance of the egg-miiss, through the wall
of the included sac, and through the canal formed by the four
cells that separate each corpuscle from that wall, this one begins
Against the membrane of the corpuscle itself the
to enlarge.
It is then that the lowermost
extremity of the pollen-tube lies.
of the new-born cells mthin the corpuscle begins to grow and to
generation
of cells, commencing with
itself
a
new
produce within

—

—

these re-di\'iding, make
cell that divides itself into two
from which, by a fresh operation of division, result eight.

a free
four,

;

And now
Of

all

a word about the investigator's of plants.

orders of naturalists, that of botanists

mo.st prolific in

is

There is scarcely a town of moderate dimensions in
Europe which is not the home of one or more votaries of the graceful and gentle science,
'i he same may be said of North America,
individuals.

or, at least,

Natural history

of the United States.

and Botany

one of

is

religious, there

its

is

a^ religion,

But, unlike the sects of most

sects.

The

neither hate nor jealousy between them.

is

and the geologist, can all worship side by
side, and offer homage to the same Great God, according to their
several faiths and forms, without seeking to close the doors of
Nature's temple against each other. Botany is a religion of love.
It is the hfe so beautifully defined in the moral of the " Ancient
Mariner :"
botanist, the zoologist,

eight, the four lower ones divide again, until, by force
of pressm-e, the mother-cell is bui-st, and its matricidal progeny,
combined among themselves, lodge in the dissolving membrane

Of these

"

He

livetli

best

who

loveth best

All things both great and small
For the great God who loveth us.
He made aud loveth all."

of the egg-mass.

If moroseness, or viciousness, or indigestion, or envy, (for natur-

This

is

the beginning of the end.

The mass

of cells thus

lodo-ed has a four-fold constitution, being made up of four rows
that separate from each other like so many filaments. And now

For the lowermost cell of each of these filais in view.
ments ('suspensorsj becomes, by a new process of division and
miUtiplication, the embryo, the germ of the future pine-tree.
the end

ahsts being mortals, are afflcted occasionally with these original

wiU sometimes work in the brains or stomachs of its devoand make an occasional delinquent prick the soul of his
neighbour with the stiletto of harsh and galling criticism, it is
That, at
not on account (if that neighbour's shade of belief.
But though a Schleiden, intellectually athleleast, matter's not.

sins,)
tees,

yet ill-regulated in his strength, may delight in his striking
or a Watson, indefatigable and deservedly illusout at random,

tic,

But Nature, after an intricate and seemingly tiresome series of
there
proceedings, having at length given birth to the germ
beiuo- as many stages in its manufacture as in a complicated
machinery process devised by inventive man for some very simis not content with her laboui-s of
ple though profitable residt

—

—

multiplication

of the

and germ

new being

No

creation.

perfected, than a

sooner

work of

is

the

fearful

begmning
destruction

commences.

Fom- times as many germ-plants have been produced as there
were " corpuscles " in the s<ac within the egg. B^or each of the
cells so styled has resulted in giving origin to a body that has
divided into four sections, and each of its four filamentous segments has developed a true germ at its extremity. In some of
the pinas there are as many as five corpuscles formed in every
efg-mass in some of the junipers, as many as eight of these
The result of the fertilization of the egg is, therefore, the
bodies.

—

trious in statistics, but'

much when

in

ill

grown misanthrophic by working

humour,

find

—

motives to his fellow-labourer's
nists is at peace with itself and friendly with its f)hilosophical
The wanderer among them who shares in their
neighbours.
tastes, needs no introduction, not even the mention of his name,
His fame may have spread among the
to ensure a welcome.
gatherers of flowei'S in all climates, and he may find his physiognomy framed and glazed, occupying an honourable place among

—

or he may be utterly
the Lares and Penates of his enteitainer
undistinguished, the author of neither book, nor paper, nor communication, as yet undignified by having genus or even species

named

after

him

—famous

—

—and

same

the early Christians

One
juniper egg, only one, in each case, is intended to survive.
favoured "infant, although as yet a microscopic embryo, is nurThat tyrant
tured and reared at the expense of all its brethren.
They
arrests their growth, and pushes them rudely aside.
waste awa)', and soon cease 'to exist: the chosen one only has a
chance of growing up into a tree.

one

Such

arc the lately

anmuinced

fruits

of the miuulc researches

creed,

will cherish

stranger-believer.

show

or obsctu'e, provided that he

proof of the true faith of a botanist

;

in
production in the former of as many as twenty pine-germs
the latter, of as many as thirty iuci[)ient junipers. But the world
is not destined t<5 have the benefit of these baby plantations.
Out of the twenty gemis in the pine-eggs, and the thirty in the

over-

a melancholy in attributing evil
the great congregation of bota-

liim as

aU

who

trust in the

did

Let him only exhibit his \-asculum and

many

a

folio,

and he will be joyously received,
bed and board freely offered. We speak from experience. More
than once, in countries where we could ill express our wants in
naj',

intelligible language,

our

damp

in

instances, find

sheets of drying pajirr spread out

on the bench by the inn dooi's, aud our well filled vaseuiuni, have
served us in good stead and secured for us hospitable entertainei's,
worker's in the same pleasant field, who now, after a lapse of yeai-s,
are numbered among our firm aud valued friends.

Nor

is

Botany the science only of a

cla.«s,

even, though,

haps, on the whole the doctors have the best of

it.

In

its

]ier-

train
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—

monarclis and
all professions
There is one king in Europe who
back upon the
is a good practical botanist, and who must look
hours spent in the arrangement of his iine herbarium with far
more pleasure, than upon those wasted in a vain aud retrogade
The monai-ch in question is His Majesty of
course of pohtics.
Saxony, who, in his scientific career at least, has gained honour
are representatives of
artizaus, priests

and

all

ranks and

soldiers.

Many is the Story told by his subjects
when following his favourite and

and respect

adventures

ruler's

—

of their
harmless

how, more than once, astray fi'om his yawning courhe had wandered in search of some vegetable rariiy, aci-oss
the frontier of his legitimata dominions, and on attempting to
return was locked up by his own guards, as a spy or a smuggler,
siuce he could produce no passport, nor give any more probable
account of himself than the preposterous assertion that he was
Fifteen years ago he made a famous excursion to
their king
It was
the stony and piratical httle republic of Monte Negro.
literally a voyage of botanical discover^', and tha potentate sailed
down the Adriatic in a steimer, fitted out with all the appliances
On its deck he might be seen busily
of scientific investigation.
engaged in laying out his plants, ably and zealously assisted by
his equerries and aids-de-camps, and guided by the ad\'iee of
eminent botanists, who accompanied him as members of his suite.
Such a kingly progress had surely never been seen before, unless
Alexander the Great may have relieved the monotony of conquering by making occasional natural history excursions with his
quondam tutoi-, Aristotle. The Monte-Negriotes, on ordinary
occasions very troublesome and by no means trustjTvorthy people
folks who still keep many of the woi-st habits of the old
were mystified into tranquility by the
Scottish Highlanders

hobby

;

tiera,

!

—

—

and his noble attendrender due honour to so distinguish-

peculiar proceedings of their royal visitor

Resolved, however, to

ants.

ed and unusual a guest, they furnished a guard of state to
accompany him in all his peregrinations, and wherever his botanical Majesty stooped to gather a new or rare species, the soldiei-s
halted, and with much ceremony presented arms

Were some mighty member

of England's over-proud peerage
to be told this true tale of kingly amusement, it would probably
be received with a smile of mingled pity and scorn, and an
expression of compassion for such " sad trifling."
Give credit
where credit is due, whether to king or caitift'. Which is the
real tiifler ?
the man who, fortunate in having leisure houre and
months of vacation, degrades the healthful exercise he seeks by
tainting it with the barbarous pleasure of torturing the beasts of
the chase and the birds of the moor, multiplied and cherished
thi'ough a demoralizing system of " preservation," protected by
vicious laws
or he who gains exercise as healthful when seeking to extend his knowledge of the wondrous variety of creation,
and to delight his ej'e and improve his mind by searching out
in their native wilds the hving evidences of the exquisite beauty
and cm'ious workings of Nature?

—

:

—

We may suppose the hypothetical opposite

of an absolute king
be embodied ia. a journeyman tailor. In a diagram ponstructed hke that made by Mr. Owen Jones, for the department of
Practical Art, these personages would hold much the same relative places as the "primary red" and " secondary green "
if, indeed, our tailor might not be better paralleled by " tertiary rus-
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the crowd, and invited us, as one naturalist invites another, to visit
Gladly was the
liis humble home, and share his frugal supper.
invitation accepted for the earnest and intellectual look of our
evidently poor host excited no small interest and some cmiosity.
:

He led

his guests

through long, dreary, tortuous, and imsavoury

up an interminable stair, faintly illumined by the
moonlight that seemed to ooze through loopholes. In the story
a journearest the sky was the home of this student of nature
neyman tailor, with a wife and innumerable children, the eldest
of whom was a fine intelligent lad, verging upon manhood, assisting the work, and sharing in the tastes of his father. Their
fa\ ourite studies were manifested by the conversion of an old
cupboaj'd into the case of a well-arranged herbarium, by a glazed
cabinet filled with stuti'ed birds and rows of impaled insects, and
by a shelf of well-selected scientific books, the purchase of which
must have absorbed the profits of many a close day's work. The

alleys,

and

tiien

—

matron of the

fainity,

a smihng, courteous dame, seemed to par-

ticipate in the evident delight of her

husband and

first-born,

and

On the round
to take pride in a heartfelt approval of their studies.
deal table a clean white cloth was spread, with simple food to
grace it and two pleasant hours were spent in lively discourse,
larded with hard scientific names, well undei-stood, though strangeThe happiness of the whole family was, we
ly pronounced.
believe, \'isibly increased when, a few weeks afterwards, it became
our duty to announce to the head of it, that he had been elected
;

member

honorary

of a distinguished scientific society.

Who

that has read the story of " Mary Barton," does not
recollect the admirable picture of the quaint old artisan-natura-

There are literally hundreds of such men scatand they are a blessing to it. At almost
British Association for the Advancement of
the
eve'ry meeting of
Science, some worthies of this class may be seen enjoying the
happiest day of their fives, by hstening to dry and seemingly
Most welobstruse discoui-ses in the Natural History section.

list.

Job Leigh

?

tered over the land

—

are they when they appear and there is no more thoroughly
hearty welcome, unspoiled by offensive savour of social inequality
than that given by philosophers of fame to their brethren of
humble worldly position.

come

;

"

The nature

She

of flowers

teachetli

them

Dame

all to

Physic doth shew:

make known

to a few."

Such was the homely view cf botany taken by most of our
ancestors, and set into rugged rhymes by quaint old Tusser. The
chivalrous Lord Herbert of Cherbury entertained more exalted
notions of the fair science, for, writes he in his delightful "Life,"
" it is a fine study, and worthy of gentleman," who according to
his lordship, ought " to know the nature of all plants, being our
We maintain the same
fellow-creatures, and made for man."
position, and humbly submit that even the few instances of the
our king
fineness of the study, and its woi-thiness for gentlemen
and our tailor both deserve that often-abused though most honus
to
cite, are
space
has
permitted
our
which
orable of titles

—

—

unassailable evidences of

its

truth.

to

—

However

set."

ditferent

pleasant tint of happiness

and

tailore

in

their respective compositions, the

may

by the same pure

be given

to the lives of both kings

ingredient.

If royalty grows earn-

can similar tastes
a poor tailor as happy as a king.
In a town far north,
years ago, we were present at the annivereary of a Mechanics' Institution, and had to say a few words about flowers and
trees.
It was well on towards midnight ere the proceedings
est sfid simjjle in the pui'suit of herbary, so also

make
many

closed,

when a dapper wiry

Httle

man

rushed out from

among

Twenty Second

Of

the

JUeeting

British Association for the advancement

(Extracts

from

of Science

the Presidents Address.)

Hitherto the researches of Sidereal Astronomy, even in their
widest extension, had manifested the existence of those forces only
with wliich we are familial- in our solar system. The refinements
of modern observation and the perfection of theoretical representation had assured us that the orbits in which the double stars,
immeasurably distant from us, revolve around eaih other, are

governed by the same laws of molecular attraction which determine the orbits of the planetary bodies of our own system. But
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Nebuke have revealed to us the probable existence in the yet
more distant universe of forces with which we were previously
The highest authorities in this most advanced of
unaC'^uainted.

by

the sciences acknowledge themselves unable even to conjecture
the nature of the forces which have produced and maintain the
diverse, yet obviously systematic, arrangement of the hosts of
stars which constitute those few of the Spiral Nebula; which have
been hitherto examined. Hence the importance of increasing

pereion,

the

all

our knowledge of the variety of forms in which the phenomena
present themselves, by a similar examination of the Southern
Heavens to that which Lord Rosse is accomplishing in the

Northern Heavens hence also, we may believe, in great measure
the devotion with which his Lordship has directed the unprecedented mstrumental power which he has created almost exclusively
But \,'hilst we cannot but admire
to the observation of nebuL-c.
the steadiness of purpose with which an object regarded as of
pureued, we can scarcely
undeviatiugly
importance
is
paramount
forbear to covet at least an occasional glance at bodies which from
their o-ieater proximity have more intimate relations with ourselves, and which, when viewed with so vast an increase of optical
;

power, may afford instruction of the highest value in many
branches of physical science. In our own satellite, for example,
we have the opportunity of studying the physical conformation
and superficial phenomena of a body composed, as we believe
mainly at least, of the same materials as those of our own globe,

but possessing neither atmosphei'e nor

sea.

When we

reflect

how

of the surface of the earth consists of sedimentary deposits,
and consequently how large a portion of the whole field of geological research is occupied with strata which owe their principal

much

characteristics to the ocean in

cannot but anticipate

many

which they were deposited, we
which may be

instructive lessons

furnished by the points of contrast, as well as of resemblance,
which the surface of the moon, viewed through Lord Rosse's
telescope, may present to the best judgment we are able to form
of what the appearance of the earth would be if similarly viewed,

—

—with what may

be more difficult perhaps to imagine what
suppose the earth would appear if it could be stript of
its sedimentary strata which conceal from us for the most part the
traces of that internal action which has played so large a part in

o

we may

mouldino- the great outlines of the
surface.
It is underetood that Lord
the wish that such an examination
and, should the
should be made,

]^resent configuration of its

Rosse himself participates in
of the surface of the moon
desire of the Association be
expressed to that effect, is willing to undertake it in coujunction
with one or two other gentlemen possessing the necessary physiit will be for the membei-s of the
cal and geological knowledge,
Association to determine the fonn in which a Report on the
'
Physical Features of the Moon compared with those of the
Earth' may most appropriately be requested.

—

The Mathematical and Physical Theories

of

Light

have

many interesting and profitable discussions
A, and have usually had one day in the six specially
them. Those discussions will derive a more than
usual interest at this meeting from the remarkable discovery
recently made by Prof. Stokes, that under certain circumstances
a change is effected in the refrangibility of light, and from the
advantacfe we possess in having amongst us on this occasion the
eminent mathematician and physicist by whom this most important contribution to the science of physical optics has been made.
His researches took their origin fiom an unexplained phenomenon
discovered by Sir John Hei-schel, and communicated by him to
afforded subjects for
in Section

allotted to

—

A

solution of sulphate of quinine
the Royal Society in 1845.
examined by transmitted light, and held between the eye and the
light, or between the eye and a white object, appears almost as

transparent and colourless as water but when viewed in certain
as]X'cts and under certain incidences of light, exhibits an extremely
This colour was shown
vi\id and beautiful celestial blue colour.
;

Sii-

from the action of the strata
on entering the liquid and the
producing it was named by him epipolic dis-

John Herschel

which the

[1852.

to result

light first penetrates

dispei-sion of light

;

from the circumstance that it takes place near the surface
beam of light having passed
by which the light enters.
through the solution was to all appearance the same as before its
entrance; nevertheless, it was found to have undergone some

A

—

for an epipolized beam of light
mysterious modification,
meaning thereby a beam which had once been transmitted
through a quiniferous solution, and had experienced its dispersive
In speculaaction
is incapable of further epipolic dispersion.
ting on the possible nature of epipohzed light. Prof. Stokes was
led to conclude that it could only be light which had been deprived of certain invisible rays which in the process of dispersion
had changed their refrangibihty and had thereby become visible.

—

truth of this supposition, novel and surprising as it at first
appeared, has been confirmed by a series of simple and perfectly
decisive experiments showing that it is in fact the chemical rays
of the spectrum, more refrangible than the violet, and invisible in
themselves, wliich produce the blue superficial light in the quini-

The

;

Prof. Stokes has traced this principle through
a great range of analogous phenomena, including those noticed
;"
by Sir David Brewster in his papere on "Internal Dispereion
and has distinguished between " cases of false internal dispersion"
or " opalescence," in which the luminous rays are simply reflected
from fine particles held in mechanical solution in the medium,

ferous solution.

and those of " true internal dis|>ersion," or " fluorescence," as it is
termed by Prof. Stokes. By suitable methods of observation the
change of refrangibility was detected, as produced not only by
transparent fluids and solids, but also by opa^jue substances; and
the class of media exhibiting " fluorescence" was found to be very
large, consisting chiefly of organic substances, but comprehending,
though more
of the

fact,

rarely,

as

some mineral

we now

bodies.

undei-sfaind

it,

to

The

many

direct application

highly interesting

obvious almost on the firet announcement. The facility with which the highly refrangible invisible
rays of the spectrum may be rendered visible by being passed
through a solution of sulphate of quinine or other sensitive
media, affords peculiar ad\antages for the study of those rays;
the fixed lines of the invisible part of the solar spectrum may now
be exhibited to our view at pleasure. The constancy with which

and important purposes,

is

a particular mode of changing the refrangibility of light attaches
to a particular substance, exhibiting itself independently of the
admixture of other substances, supplies a new method of analysis
for organic compounds which may prove valuable in organic

These and other applications of the facts as they are
us, will probably form subjects of notice in the
Chemical and Physical Sections; and a still higher interest may
be expected from the discussion of the principle itself, and of the
discovery of this nature cannot be
foundation on which it rests.
otherwise than extremely fertile in consequences, whether of direct
application, or by giving rise to sug'gestions branching out more
and more widely, and leading to trains of thought and experiment
which may confer additional value on the crigiual discovery by rendering it but the first step in a siill more extensive generalization.

chemistry.

now

explained to

A

Among the subjects of chemical inquiiy which may well deserve
the attention of a combination of philosophers, perhaps few could
more usefully occupy their joint labours than the revision of the
Equivalent Numbers of the Elementary Bodies. This is a task
which must necessarily require the co-operation of several properly
be accomplished in anything like &
Most of the Numbei-s now im use
depend upon experiments performed by Berzelius, at a time when
the metho(.ls of research then known were inadequate, even in
such hands, to deteimine these constants with an accuracy suffiSo much has
cient for the wants of science at the present day.
this been felt to be the case, that many of the most accomplished
qualified

individuals,

if it

reasonable period of time.
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now

have undertaken extensive and laborious,
though isolated researches ujjon the combining quantities of some
of the most important elements.
But much more than has been
already performed still remains undone.
Such a subject, it is
believed, might be highly proper for consideration by the Chemical
chemists

living

whose

would be introduced by the distinguished chemist, Dr. Andrews, who presides over that Section,
and than whom no one could be named as more competent to
estimate the importance of such a revision, or to judge more truly
of the qualifications that would be required for its execution.
Section

;

to

notice

it

We

recognize in terrestrial magnetism the existence of a power
present everywhere at the surface of our globe, and producing

everywhere

eflects indicative of a systematic action
but of the
nature of this powei-, the character of its laws, and its economy
in creation, we have as yet scarcely any knowledge.
The apparent complexity of the phenomena at their first aspect may
reasonably be ascribed to our ignorance of their laws, which we
;

of Heat has made great advances within the last
Mr. Joule has by his experiments confirmed and
illustrated the views demonstrated about the end of the last century by Davy and Rumford regarding the nature of heat, which
are now beginning to find general acceptance.
He has determined with much accuracy the numerical relation between
quantities of heat and mechanical work.
He has pointed out

shall doubtless find, as

the true principles upon which the mechanical value of any
chemical change is to be estimated, and by very careful experiments he has arrived at numerous expressions for the mechanical

sensible to us

The theory

ten years.

equivalents in

some of the most important

in galvanic batteries, and in combustion.

cases of chemical action

These researches appear

to be laying the ground-woi'k for the ultimate formation of a
Mechanical Theory of Chemistry, by ascertaining experimentally

the mechanical equivalents expressed in absolute motive force of
the thermic, electric, and magnetic forces.

In connexion with the subject of heat, I would advert to the
experiments in which Mr. Hojskins is engaged for investigating
the possible influence of high pressure on the temperature at
which substances in a state of fusion solidify an inquiry which
was shown by Mr. Hopkins, in a report recently presented to the
British Association, to have an important bearing on the questions
It
of the original and present state of the interior of the earth.
is well known that the temperature of the earth increases as we
descend, and it has been calculated that at the rate at which the
increase takes place in such depths as are accessible to us, the
heat at a depth of 80 or 100 miles would be such as to fuse most
of the materials which form the solid crust of the globe.
On the
hypothesis of original fluidity, and assuming that the rate of
increase known to us by observation continues farther down, and
not counterbalanced by a considerable increase in the
is
temperature of fusion occasioned by pressure, the present state
of the earth would be that of a solid crust of 80 or 100
miles in thickness enveloping a fluid nucleus.
Mr. Hopkins
considers this state to be inconsistent with the observed amount
of the precession of the equinoxes, and infers that if the temperature of fusion be not increased considerably by pressure, the
hypothesis of internal high temperature being due to primitive
heat cannot be corre;t; whilst, on the other hand, if the temperature of fusion be considerably heightened by pressure, he considers the conclusion to be unavoidable, that the earth must be

—

solid at the centre.

Mr. Hopkins is assisted in these experiments, which are carried
at Manchester, by the well-known engineering knowledge of
Mr. Fairbairn, and the equally well-known experimental skill of
Mr. Joule
The principal difficulties attending the experiments
with substances of low temperatures of fusion have been overcome, and strong hopes are entertained of success with substances
of more difficult fusibility. The pressures employed are from

on

three to four tons to eight and ten tons on the square inch.
The
latter is probably equal to the pressure at several miles beneath
the earth's surface.

From Heat
natural, to

the transition

is eas}',

and by many may be deemed
a science which perhaps

Terrestrial Magnetism,

—
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more than any other has profited by the impulse and systematic
direction communicated to it by the British Association, and
which perhaps more than any other required such external aid.

we advance

same remarkable character of

—and the
— a power

frequently surmised,
philosophical one,

means

in knowledge, to possess the

simplicity

which

anticipation

that

whicli,

is,

so far as

of judging, prevails everywhere in our

prevail in other bodies of our system,

also

our
has been
I believe, a strictly
calls forth

of molecular attraction.

admiration in the laws

—

own

It

we have
planet,

the

may

and might become

—

in the case of the sun and moon particularly
by
small perturbing influences measurable b}' our instruments, and
indicating their respective sources by their periods and their epochs.

As

we kuow

of neither argument nor fact to invalidate this
but, on the contrary, much to invest it with a high
degree of pi'obability.
Be this, however, as it may, we have in
our own planet an exemplification of the phenomena which
magnetism presents in one of the bodies of our system, on a
scale of sufficient magnitude, and otherwise convenient for our
study.
Accordingly, the first object to which the British Association gave its attention was, to obtain a correct knowledge of
the direction and amount of the magnetic force generallj" over
the whole surface of the globe corresponding to a definite epoch.
It has been customary to represent the results of magnetic obser-

yet

anticipation

vations

by

;

three S3'stems of Lines, usually called isogonic, isoclinal,

and isodynamie

lines.
(Lines of equal horizontal direction, of
equal vertical direction, and of equal force.)
In the maps of
these lines existing in 1838, large spaces of the earth's surface
were either blank, or the lines passing across them were very
imperfectly supported by observations.
In the more frequented
parts, where obser\'ations were more numerous, the discrepancies
of their dates impaired their suitability for combination for the
position and configuration of the magnetic lines have been found
to undergo a continual process of systematic change, with the
causes of which we are as 3-et wholly unacquainted, but which
has obtained the name of secular change, to distinguish it from
;

periodical vaiiations of

known and

limited duration.

Amongst

the most marked deficiencies in these maps, were the greater part
of the extra-tropical portion of the southern hemisphere,
the
British possessions in North America, and British India;
magnetic surveys of these were expressly recommended, and the
practicabihty and advantage of making the observations on board
ship, and of thus extending them over the surface of the ocean,
were pointed out. It is most pleasing to recall to recollection,

—
—

and gratifying to acknowledge from this chair, the favourable
manner in which the recommendations of the British Association
were received by Her Majesty's Government and by the East
India Company, and how promptly and effectually they ha\e
been carried out. The blanks in the southern hemisphere have
been

filled

up by maritime Expeditions appointed

expressly for

Magnetic surveys have been completed of British
North America at the ex-pense of our own Government, and of
the Indian Archipelago at that of the East India Company,
and India itself is now in progress whilst owing to the zeal of
our naval officei-s, contributions have flowed in from almost every
The co-ordination and mutual
accessible part of the ocean.
connexion of so large a mass of materials is necessarily a work
of time, but is progressing steadilj' towards completion, and when
presented in one connected view, will fonn the groundwork on
which will securely rest a " general theory of ten-estrial magnetthe purpose.

—

;
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Lm"

corresponding to

nomena, or

as

it is

now

tlie

present epoch.

ciistoniary to call

Tlie magnetic phe-

them, the three magnetic

elements, api>ear to he everywhere and in both hemlsplieies the
resultants of a duplicate system of mag-netic forces, of -which one
at least undergoes a continuous and progressive translation in

geographical space, the motion being from west to east in the
It
northern hemisphere, and from west to east in the southern.
is to this motion that the secuhu- change in all localities is chiefly
if not entirely, due; affecting systematically and according to

globe the config-urations and j^eolines, and producing conformable changes in the direction and amount of the magnetic
globe.
The comparison of the
every
of
the
elements in
part
earher recorded observations with those of the present epoch
gives reason to believe, that ^iewed in its generality, the motion
of the system of forces which produces the secular change has
their relative positions

on

tlie

graphical positions of the magnetic

been uniform, or

neai'ly so, in the

last

two or three

centuries.

fiivouvable conditions the regularity of this movement can
be traced down to comparatively very minute fractions of time.
By the results of carefid observations continued fir several yeare
where, in common with the
at the observatory of St. Helena,
greater part of the district of the South Atlantic, the secular
change of the declination exceeds eight minutes in the year, and
from its magnitude therefore may be advantageously studied,

Under

—

every fortnight of the year is found to have its precise ahcjuot
portion of the annual amount of the secular change at the station.
This phenomenon of secular change is undoubtedly one of the
most remarkable features of the mag-netic system; and cannot
with propriety be overlooked, as it too frequently has been, by
those

who would

connect the phenomena of

terrestrial

magnetism

generally, mediately or immediately with climatic circumstances,
relations of land and sea, or other causes to which we are assur-

—

and wlio
edly in no degree entitled to ascribe secular variation,
reason therefore as if the great magnetic phenomena of the earth
were pereistent, instead of being, as they are, subject to a continual
and progressi\'e change. It may confidently be affirmed that the
seculai- magnetic variation has no analogy with, or resemblance
to, any other physical phenomenon with which we are acquainted.
appear at present to be without any clue to guide us to its
physical causes, but the way is preparing for a future secure
derivation of its laivs to be obtained by a repetition, after a sufficient interval, of the steps which we are now taking to determine
the elements corresponding to a definite epoch.

We

The periodical variations in the terrestrial magnetic force, which
I have before adverted to as distinguished from its secular change,
are small in comparison with the force itself; but they are highly
deserving of attention on account of the probability that by
suitable methods of investigation they may be made to reveal the
sources to which they owe tlieir origin and the agency by which
they are produced. They formed accordingly the subject of a
distinct recommendation from the British Association, which met
To mvestigate these variwith an equally favourable reception.
ations by suitable instruments and methods, to separate eajh from
its
its
epochs
of maximum and
period,
the others, and to seek
minimum, the laws of its progression, and its mean numerical
value or amount, constituted the chief purposes for which magnetic observatories were established for limited periods at certain
stations in Her Majesty's dominions, selected in a view that by
a combination of the results obtained at them a general theory of
variations might be
and tests be thus su]i|ilied whereby the truth of physical
thi'ories propounded for their ox[ilanation might be examined.
We are just beginning to jirofit by the collocation and study of
the great body of facts which has been collected. Variations
coiTcsponding in period to the earth's revolution around the sun,
snd to its roUition around its own axis, ha\e been asccrLiinod to

each

at least of the principal periodical

dc-i-ixc'l,

exist,

and their numerical values approximately

d(.'tcrmincd

in

[1852.

each of the three elements, the Declination, Inclination, and Magunhesitatingly refer these variations to the sun
netic Force.
as their primary source, since we find that in whatever prn-t of
the globe the phenomena are observed, the solstices and equinoxes
are ihe critical epoclis of the variations whose period is a year,
whilst the diurnal variation follows in all meridians nearly the
same law of local solar houre. To these unquestionable e\Tidences
of solar influence in the magnetic afl'ections of the earth, we have
now to add the recently ascertained fact, that the magnetic storms,
or distm'bances, which in the absence of more correct knowledge
were supposed to be wholly irregnilar in then' occuixence, ai'e
strictly periodical phenomena, conforming with systematic regulai'ity to laws in which the influence of local solar hom's is

We

distinctly traced.

But whilst we recognize the sun as the j>rimary cause of variwhose periods attest the source from whence they dei-ive
their origin, the mode or modes in which the eft'ects are produced
constitute a question which has been and may still be open to a
ations

yariety of opinions; the direct action of the sun as being itself a
magnet its calorific agency in occasioning thermo-electric and

—

gahauic currents, or in alternately exalting and depressing the
magnetic condition of substances near the surface of the earth cahave been severally
in one of the constituents of its atmosjjhere,
adduced as hypotheses affording plausible explanations. Of each
and all such hypotheses the facts are the only true criteria; but
it is right that we should bear in mind that in the present state of
our knowledge, the evidence which may give a decided countenance to one hypothesis m preference to othere does not preclude

—

their possible co-existence.

The

analysis of the collected materials,

and the disentanglement of the various effects which ai'e comprehended in them, is far from being yet complete. The correspondence of the critical epoelis of the annual variation with the
solstices and equinoxes rather than with the epochs of maximum
and minimum temperature, which at the surface of the earth, in
the subsoil beneath the surface, or in the atmosphere above the
surface, are sepai'ated by a wide interval from the solstitial epochs,
appears to favour the hypothesis of a direct action as does also the
remarkable fact which has been established, that the magnetic force
;

ii greater in both the northern and southei'n hemispiheres in the
ii'.onths of December, January, and February, when the sun is
neaj'cst to the earth, than in those of May, June, and July, when
he is most distant from it: whereas if the effect were due to
temperature, the two hemispheres should be oppositely instead
Still,
of similarly affected in each of the two periods refeiTed to.

doubtless minor periodical irregular variations which
have yet to be made out by suitable analj'tical processes, which,
possible accordance with the epochs of maxinnmi and minimum
temperature, may support in a more limited sense, not as a sole
but as a co-ordinate cause, the hypothesis of caloiific agency so
generally received, and so ably advocated of late in eomiexion
with the discovery by our great chemist and philosopher of the
magnetic properties of oxygen and of the manner in which they
It may
are modified and affected by differences of temperature.
indeed be diflieult to suppose that the magnetic phenomena which
we measure at the surface of the globe should not be in any
degree influenced by the v.iriations in the magnetic conditions of
the oxygen of the atmos]ihere in difl'erent seasons and at different
hours of the day and night; but whether that influence be sensible or not, whether it be ap]irociable by our instruments or
inajipreciableby them, is a question which yet remains for solution
by the more minute siftnig of the accumulated facts which are
now undergoing examination in so many quartere.
tliere are

To

justify the anticipation that conclusions of the

character,

materials in our ])ossession,

we

most striking

may

yet be derivable from the
need only to recall the experience

and •wholly unforeseen,

of the last few months, which have brought to our knowledge
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the existence of wliat
as

it is

ical

certainly at

may

first

possibly

prove

tlie

most

sight the least explicable of

all

instructive)

the period-

magnetic variations with which we have become acquainted.

I refer to the concurrent testimony which observations at parts
of the globe the most distant from each other bear to the existence of a periodical variation or inequality, affecting alike the
magnitude and frequency of the disturbances or storms. The
cycle or period of this inequality appears to extend to about ten
of our years the maximum and minimum of the magnitudes
aflected by it being separated by an interval of about five yeai-s,
and the difiei'ences being much too gTeat, and resting on an
induction far too extensive, to admit of uncertainty as to the facts
themselves.
The existence of a well-marked magnetic period
;

which has
to render

no counterpart in thermic conditions, appears
more doubtful the supposed connexion between the

certainly

still

magnetic and calorific influences of the sun. It is not a little
remarkable that this periodical magnetic variation is found to be
identical in period and in epochs of maxima and minima with the
periodical variation in the frequency and magnitude of the solar
spots which Mr. Schwabe has established by twenty-six years of
unremitting labour.
From a cosmical connexion of this nature,
supposing it to be finally estabhshed, it would follow, that the
decennial period which we measm-e by our magnetic instruments
in fact, a solar period, manifested to us also by the alternately
increasing and decreasing frequency and magnitude of obscura-

is,

tions

on the surface of the

phenomena

solar disc.

May we

not have in these

the indication of a cycle or period oi secular change

in the magnetism of the sun, aft'ecting visibly his gaseous atmosphere or jshotosphere, and sensibly modifying the magnetic
influence which he exercises on the surface of our earth ?

The determination of the figure and dimensions of the globe
which we inhabit may justly be regarded as possessing a very
high degree of scientific interest and value; and the measurements necessary for a correct knowledge thereof have been long
looked on as proper subjects for public undertakings, and as
liighly honourable to the nations which have taken part in them.
Inquiries in which I was formerly engaged led me fully to concmwith a remark of Laplace, to the eft'ect that it is extremely probable that the fii-st attempts were made at a period much anterior
.to those of which history has preserved the record
the relation
which many measures of the most remote antiquity have to each
other and to the terrestrial circumference strengthens this conjecture, and seems to indicate, not only that the earth's circumference
was known with a great degree of accuracy at an extremely
;

ancient period, but that it has served as the base of a complete
system of measures the vestiges of which have been found in
Egypt and Asia. In modern times the merit of resuming these
investigations belongs to the French nation, by whom the arc of
the meridian between Formentera and Dunkirk was measured
towards the close of the last century.
The Trigonometrical
Survey of Great Britain commenced in 1783, for the specific
object of connecting the observatories of Greenwich and Paris,
was speedily exjjanded by the able men to whom its direction
was then confided into an undertaking of far greater scientific as
well as topograjshical importance, having for its objects on the
one hand the formation of correct maps of Great Britain, and on
the other the measurement of an ai-c of the meiidian having the
extreme northern and southern points of the Island for its terminations.

A

from Dunnose

portion of this arc, amounting to 2 °
in the Isle of

Wight

0'

50',

to Clifton in Yorkshire

viz.,

—was

published in the Fhil. Trans, in 1803.
As the whole arc,
extending from Dunnose to Unst and Balta, the most northern of
the Shetland Islands, would comprise more than 10 °
and as
nearly half a century had elapsed since the publication of the
,

Survey, it is not surprising that some degree
of impatience should have been felt, both by those who desired
the results for scientific use and by those who were interested for
earlier part of the

86

the scientific character of the nation, that the general results of
the survey applicable to scientific purposes shall at length be
given to the world. Accordingly, at the Birmingham Meeting
of the British Association in 1849 a Resolution was passed
appointing a deputation to confer with the Master-General of the
Ordnance, and a similar resolution was passed about the same

time by the President and Council of the Royal Society.
recent letter to

Engineers,

my

who

is

By a

predecessor from Capt. Yolland, of the Royal
intrusted with the direction of the publication,

am

enabled to have the pleasure of announcing that the
made with the Zenith Sector, for
the determination of the latitudes of stations between the yeaj-s
I

" printing of thg observations

1842 and 1850 is finished, and will be presented in time for the
meeting of the British Association, and that the calculations
connected mth the triangulation are rapidly advancing towards
their completion."

In the mean time, the great arc of Eastern Europe has been
advancing with unexampled rapidity, and to an extent hitherto
unparalleled.

Originating in topographical surveys in Esthonia

and Livonia, and commenced in 1816, the operations, both
geodesical and astronomical, have been completed between Izmail
on the Danube and Fugleness in Finnmarken, an extent of 25-J
meridional degrees.
Next to this in extent is the Indian arc of
21° 21' between Cape Comorin and Kaliana; and the third is
the French arc already refen-ed to of 12"^ 22'.
It appears by a

—

note presented to the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St.
Petersburgh by M. Struve, that a provisional calculation has been
made of a large part of the gTeat arc of Eastern Europe, and
that it has been found to indicate for the figure of the earth a
greater compression than that derived by Bessel in 1837 and 1841,
from all the arcs then at his command, Bessel's compression
having also been greater than Laplace's previous deduction. It
is naturally with great pleasure that I perceive that the figure of
the earth deriyed by means of the measurement of arcs of the
meridian approximates more and more nearly, as the arcs are
extended in dimension, to the compression which I published in
1825 as the result of a series of Pendulum Experiments which,
by the means placed by Government at my disposal, I was
enabled to make from the equator to within ten degrees of the
pole,
thus giving to that method its greatest practicable extension.

—

—

made on the tides of the ocean have
such a connected knowledge of the
subject as would enable us to follow the course of the tide over
an}^ considerable portion of the ocean
and in the opinion of
persons most competent to judge, it is only by systematic observation, specially directed for the purpose, that this connected
knowledge is likely to be obtained. The recent researches of
Capt. Beechy, which have given a new and imexpected view of
the tidal movements of the ocean, show how much yet remains
to be learnt respecting the tides even for the practical purjjoses
of navigation.
The

been

observations hitherto

insuflicient to furnish

;

The

a few years since from the barometrical obshowing the existence of a lunar atmoshave been corroberated in the last year by a similar

facts derived

servations at St. Helena,

pheric

tide,

drawn by Capt. Elliott, of the Madras Engineers, from
the barometrical observations at Singapore.
The influence of
the moon's attraction on the atmosphere produces, as might be
expected, a somewhat greater effect on the barometer at Singapore, in lat. 1. ° 19, than at St. Helena, in lat. 15. °57.
The
barometer at the equator aj^peare to stand on the average about
°
in.
precisely
0.006
(more
0.0057, in lat. 1
.19) higher at the
moon's culminations than when she is six houre distant from the
meridian.
conclusion

We have

received from our valued

Corresponding

Member

Prof. Dove, for presention to (his Meeting, an important continu-

VORTEX WATER WHEEL,
on the temperatures at the surface of the
In former communications he has furnished us with maps

ation of Lis researches
globe.

showing, so far as observation permits, the isothermals of the
He has now given us,
o-lobe in every month of the year.
latitude in
fii-st, the normal temperatures of each parallel of
each month being the average of all the temperatures in that

whole

—

;

parallel in

such month,

—

and, second, the abnormal temperatures,

between the temperature of each place and the
mean temperature of its paraUel. From these again are formed
surrounding and
lines of abnormal temperature for each month
marking out those districts or localities which, from peculiarities
or the difference

—

of the

sui-fiice

characterized

or other causes affecting the distribution of heat, are
excessive abnormal heat or abnormal cold. The

by

importance of these researches on the general theory of the
causes which interfere with the equable distribution of heat
according to latitude,

The

activity

is

obvious.

which has prevailed so greatly of

late

in the col-

lection of meteorological data has been almost exclusively confined
to that portion of the surface of the globe which is occupied by
land, although the portion covered by the ocean is not only much

greater in extent, but

is

also

better suited for the

be adduced

to

show that

" individual zeal " in

Many

solution of

might
and not
naval men, which has been wanting; and

several meteorolog-ical problems.
it

is

striking examples

" systematic direction,"

has been therefore with great satisfaction that meteorologists
have learnt that a proposition has recently been made from the
United States Government, to the British Government to underit

take, conjointly

and

in co-operation, a system of meteorological

the two great maritime nations in the

way

that has been pointed

out.

The analogy of the configuration of the land and sea on the
north of the continents of Asia and America h^s for some time
past caused an opinion to be entei-tained that the sea on the north
of the Parry Islands might be as open as it is known to be
throughout the year in the same latitude on the north of the Siberian Islands.
The expectation that Wellington Strait might, as a
continuation of Barrow's Strait, prove a channel of communication
from the Atlantic into that part of the Polar Ocean, has been considerably strengthened in the

owe to the
The access

hardiliood

and

last

year by the discoveries which we
merchant seamen.

intrepidity of our

to the Polar Ocean, and the degi-ee in which it may
be navigable for purposes of discovery or scientific research, are
amongst the few geographical problems of high interest which
remain to be soh'ed; and we may confidently look for a solution,
in the direction at least that has been adverted to, by the Expedition which has be^n despatched under Sir Edward Belcher to
follow up the discovered traces of Sir John Franklin's vessels.

Gentlemen, I have now occupied fully as much of your time
and attention as I can venture to trespass on, and yet have
found it impossible to comprehend within the limits of a diseouree
all the topics to which I would have gladly called your notice,
even in those branches of knowledge in which I may consider

—

myself as least uninformed, in three of the seven departments into
which our science is divided. I have left wholly untouched those
wide fields of Geology and Natural History, which would of
themselves have furnished fitting subjects for an address of still
No one can be more sensible of this, and of
longer duration.
many other imperfections and deficiencies, than the individual
who addresses you ; yet, if he has not wholly failed in the purpose
he designed if the impression which he has endeavoured to
convey, however faint may be the image, be true to that which
you have not failed to recognize the
it is intended to represent

made

at sea in all ships belonging to the
naval service of the two countries, and sufficiently simple to be
In a partial trial
participated in by the merchant service also.
which has been already made of this system in the United States,
it has been found to produce results which, exclusively of their

observations, to be

[1852.

But doubtless we can now estimate only a small part of
the advantages which Terrestrial Physics as well as Hydrography
and Navigation would derive from the concurrent exertions of
estuaries.

beanng, are of great importance to the interests of navigation and commerce, in materially shortening passages by the

scientific

—

knowledge of prevailing winds and currents at particular seasons.
The practical advanfciges arising from the co-ordination of the
observations in the Hydrographic Office of the United States,
and the circulation of the charts of the winds and currents, and
of the sailing directions founded on them, have been such and

—

gratifying picture of British Science in the full career of energetic
action and advancement, pressing forward in every direction to

measure of the sphere of its activity in the domain of
on the one hand of the minutest
details in the patient examination of natural facts, and on the
other hand diligent in combining them into generalizations of

fill

it is stated, more than one
engaged in making them.
The request for British co-operation in an undertaking so honourable to the country in which it originated, was referred in the
spring of this year by the Earl of Malmesbury to the President
and Council of the Royal Society for a Report.

so appreciated, that there are now, as
thousand masters of American ships

the

full

intellectual culture; regardful

the highest order,

by the

aid of those principles of inductive phil-

osophy which are the surest guide of the human intellect to the
comprehension of the laws and order of the material universe.

the most valuable results which Physical Sciences
expect to obtain from this extensive system of nautical observation, we may reckon the constructiouof charts of the isothermals of the surface of the ocean corresponding to ever}' month in

Amongst

Vortex Water Wheel.

may

a new form of Vortex Water- Wheel. By J. Thomson, C. E.
This wheel, Mr. Thomson observed, is a new variety of the
In this machine
general class of water-wheels called turbines.
the moving wheel is placed within a chamber of a nearly circular
Tiie water is injected into the chamber tangentially at the
form.
circumference, and thus it receives a rapid motion of rotiition.
Retaining this motioii, it passes onwards towards the centre,
where alone it is free to make its exit. The wheel which is
placed within the chamber, and which almost entirely fills it, is
divided by thin partitions into a great number of radiating pasThrough these passages the water must flow on its course
sages.

On

the year, similar to Prof Do\e's monthly isothermals of the temperature of the air; and a knowledge of the normal condition as
well as the abnormal valuations, with their special causes and
effects, of the great Gulf-stream which connects the shores of the

Old and New World, and in its normal effects is influential in
many ways on the climate of the United States and Western
Europe, whilst its abnormal effects are princijially known, so far
as we are yet awai'e, by the peculiarities of climate which they
Of
occasionally produce on the European side of the Atlantic.
the extent, depth, and limits of this remarkable current in ordinary and exti-aordinary years we are as yet very imperfectly inOf the zoology of the great tracts of ocean which are
formed.
covered by its banks of seaweed, we know nothing beyond the
fact that they are the habitation of a countless number of oceanic
animals giving rise possibly to deposits which may have distinctive characters from littoral deposits or from those of marine

—

•

towards the ceutre, and in doing so imparts its own rotatory
motion to the wheel. The whirlpool of water acting within the
wheel-chamber being one principal feature of this turbine, leads
vortex srs a suitable designation for the machine as
For some time past there have been several of these
new turbines in course of construction and erection. The one

to the

name

a whole.

SLEIGHS AND THE SLEIGHING SEASON.
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fiist

completed and brouglit into action for practical use was for

a new beetling-mill of Messrs. C. Hunter & Co., of Duiiadry,
It was constructed in Glasgow, and on being
near Antrim.

in falling

through a

of the water,

87

vertical space equal to half tbe

or, in othei- words:,

vertical fall

with the velocity due to half the

and that the orifices through which the water is injected
wheel-chamber should be conjointly of such area that
when all the water required is flowing through them, it also
maj' have a velocity due to half the fall.
Thus one-half only of

fall

;

brouo-bt across tbe cbannel and erected at its destination, its first
This trial
trial was made on tbe day before Christmas last.
proved completely successful, and tbe subsequent performance of

into the

tbe machine has been bigbly satisfactory.

tbe

fall is emplo3fed in producing velocity in the water; and,
still remains acting on tbe water within
the wheel chamber at the circumference of the wheel in tbe condition of fluid pressure.
Now, with the velocity already assigned
to tbe wheel, it is found that this fluid pressure is exactly that
which is requisite to overcome tbe centrifugal force of the water
in the wheel, and to bring tbe water to a state of rest at its exit,
tbe mechanical worlv due to both halves of the fall being transferred to tbe wheel during tbe combined action of the moving
water and the movino- wheel.

therefore, the other half

is

Mr. Thomson explained that tbe velocity of the circumference
made the same as tbe velocity of the entering water, and

thus there

wheel

no impact between tbe water and the wheel

is

;

but,

contrary, tbe water enters tbe radiating conduits of the

on the

gentlj', that is to say,

with scarcely any motion in relation

In order to obtain the equalization of these
necessary that the circumference of tbe wheel
with the velocity which a heavy body would attain

to their mouths.
velocities

it

is

should move

\/
rig. 1.— Elevalion

an elevation and

Fig.

and Section.

and

a plan of this
machine. B, is the body of the wheel, which is broad in the
centre, and tapers off to the circumference, having a space A,
of about three inches for tbe entrance of the water; E, is tbe
central apertm-e for the discbarge of the water, which flows out
Fig.

1, is

section,

fig.

2,

Sleighs

Double

the

sleigh,

fell

on tbe

Sleigh,

enlivening our

streets,

AAA;

;

fixed to the wheel,

and revolves with it. Tbe wheel is worked a
level L, of the water.— C. E. and A. Journal.

few inches below the

manufactured by3Mr.

2'7tb

give a cbai-m to

is

and tbe Sleighing Season.

of November, reminded us of tbe delightful sleighing season, which all at this period
of the year, look forward to with delight. The merry bells of

The snow which

2.— flan.

the conduit-pipe through which tbe water
C,
is injected against the sides of the radiating passages
shaft
represents apportion of the outer case and S, is tbe vertical

above and below ; P,

Canadian

J. J

|SAUflIN,

of

Quebec.

which can scarcely be undei-stood in the more temperate, but less cheerful climate of England.
The sleighs sent from Canada to tbe Great Exhibition, (of
whicb we give two illustrations,) attracted many admii-ers, and

winter

life,

CULTIVATION OF FLAX.
led to iuquiries

and

among

the uniuitiateJ curious as to their object

use.

At

the

commencement of

question asked, whether

we

we constantly heai- the
have much sleighing during the

-winter,

shall

approaching season. This is indeed a momentous question to
No inconsiderable portion of
farmere and country storekeepere.
the rewai'd of almost a yeai''s industry, is dependant upon good

Single Sleigh, manufactured

by Messrs.

people have an idea of the number of days on which rain
and snow falls in the vicinity of Lake Ontario during the winter
months, although that number is accurately known for Toronto
during a period of eleven yeai's, yet, fi'om such data we can
scarcely form a coiTect idea of the duration of snow upon the

Few

Rain.

sleighing

!

Winter

[1852.
is

the season

when

the farmere of the back

townships bring their produce to market, and in the absence of
bad roads ai'e felt in the extreme.
It were vain to attempt to satisfy ouKelves respecting the probability of the continuance of good sleighing weather during the
coming winter. The completion of our magnificent system of
Railways will render this question less important thaa it now is.
sleighing, all the terrible evils of

REVIEWS.
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The produce of seed per

stalk.

value of

£5

was nearly equal

IGs., wbicli

—

amounted

statute acre

to the value of

wheat

per acre supposing the straw valueless having also this advantage over wheat, that the flax might be sown in the spring and
jjulled up even before the wheat crop.
It was not to be wondered
at that the farmers of this country had long ago abandoned the
growth of flax, considering the trouble and expense of retting,
exposed in ponds, with constant watching necessary. The seed
also, which at least ti'ouble is the most profitable part was then
neglected.
But if by any such plan as Mr. Watts's they could
readity convert the flax straw grown in the fields to the purpose
of manutiictures, the objections to its growth would be greatly
obviated, and it would be remunerative.
In Fife they have now
five hundred acres of flax grown.
Some conversation then ensued.
Mr. Sowell, of Penryn, said the societ}' had offered a £5
premiiim, and a machine had been promised, yet although he
had stimulated parties togrow flax, (nearly a ton weight growing
in Constantine,) still he had received neither the £5, nor the
Sir C. Lemon inquired how much the bulk was dimmachine.
inished by the use of the simple machine Mr. Fox had spoken of?
Ml'. C. Fox replied, it was diminished about l7-28ths, but the
whole taken away was not useless the finer flax, however, was
about 11 lbs. in 28. Maclean and Go's, machine breaks 56 lbs.
of straw per hour into 22 lbs. of flax, 14 lbs. of clean tow, 12
After some further
lbs. of straw, and 8 lbs of roots and refuse.
inquiries in reference to the process, Sir Chai-les Lemon referrring
to what Mr. Sowell had said, stated that last year he said he
would give £5 towards the jjurchase of a machine, and Mr. Enys
said he would also give £5, it being then understood it would
cost only £10.
He was ready now to renew that promise. He
also asked Mr. Sowell how his crop of nettles got on, which he
Mr. Sowell said he had grown a crop
talked about last year ?
of nettles this year in his garden, and they had produced excellent flax, though no seed.
It was long, but considerable coai-ser
;

;

than that grown from the

evening will include the nomination cf Officers for

to the

and the discussion of matters

The Second Meeting of the
December llth. The election

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Scobie's
It

of officers will then be proceeded with-

Canadimi Almanac for 1853.

speaks well for

HughScoeie:
Upper Canada, that

progress of

tlie

we omitted
list

of Life

to place the

of

name

of Mr. Vincent Parkes,

Members; Mr. Parkes having been

such

Mr. Scobie's Almanac for 1853.

The Astronomical and MeteorThe notes appended to the
Meleorological table for Balsam Lake, contain some curious and even
startling records. Very delightful indeed for our Balsam Lake savans to
have the opportunity of making notes like the following
1841, Aug.
11, two calves killed by wolves
1850, Ang. 20, bears iti'hc wheat;
is

ological portions are highly interesting.

!

We

shall

among

elected an

be enabled to furnish a con-ected

the annual election of officers and
will take place

members

21st shot a bear'

Lake

is

our north-east, and sufficiently inaccessible.

to

—

one on 'Gold and Silver,' and another on the
Winter of 1851-2 in Upper Canada,' contain much interesting information of great value for reference. The Tariifs of Britain, United

place in such publications,
'

States, Canada,

and the N. A. Provinces are given

Besides

tant details.

representation of

many

Law, Physic and Divinity
America

the Provinces of British

the

list

if(ler

of the Institute, which

October and November numbers of the

The

difficulty of

procuring suitable paper for the

An immense amount

led to their

somewhat tardy appearance.

forbearance of

oiu'

We

readers in these matters, and

have

control,

solicit

the kind

we hope

that

such measures have been taken as will secure the appearance of
each future number at

its

its

happy

are

to

it

in our

power

to

announce that

through the courtesy of a zealous member of the Canadian
Institute,

we

shall

be enabled to furnish a record of Canadian

its

"Reports by the Juries
1851."

Cauadian
1852-3 will

— The

the Census Returns for 1852, to-

:

tlie

meet

in the

is

compressed into an exceed-

work does

infinite

credit to the

Province, which can so

to the

publication possible in the country.

—Exhibition of

London

:

the ^Yorhs oflnditslr.y

"W. Clowes.

of all

,^

aliens

1852.

its visitors,

—
—the order of

all its details,

—

award of the

—

—

its

catalogues,

—the

prizes, and their distribution,
after all these, each in
au evidence of most judicious conception and most pei'fect
realization, we now have before us a quarto volume of nearly 900 pages,
itself

making

classes into
list

down

guidance of Jurors in

for the

their awards, the classification of subjects in detail of the thirty

which the Exhibition was divided, a list of the Jurors, a
and the explanatory and descriptive Reports of the

of the awards,

Juries in reference to the articles rewarded, with, finally, a complete

by

the

medium

of the

name

of the country, of the

exhibitor, or of the ai'ticle rewai-ded.

The value of these Reports cannot be too highly estimated. They
embody the deliberate and unprejudiced opinions of the gi'eatest
amongst the savans of Europe, on the most recent and

valuable illustrations of the Practical Science, the Industry, Ingenuity
Taste, and SkiU of the world ; and, as such, are alike invaluable f jr

Institute.

present teaching and Historic record.
Session of the Canadian Institute for

commence on Saturday, December

Institute will

find

We have received a copy of this exti'aordinary work. It seems as
though the wonders connected with the Great Exhibition are never to
cease, and the Commissioners never to be weary of their labours.
After aH the great and glorious successes appertaining to the Exhibition,
its organization.^its building,
its wonderful collection,
the con-

celebrities

Patents in the order of their grants.

IfoTiCE TO Members.

we

Index, which facilitates reference to every note-worthy item of the

appropriate season.

have

in this Province,

value as to absorb an immense edition with that prompt-

Exhibition, either

We

impor-

relating to

the Statistics of Schools for all

;

of information

containing the principles laid

and other causeg over which we had no

lists

gether with a Statement of the Affairs of Canada and sister Provinces

—

Journal have been delayed beyond the time specified for their

Journal,

in all their

highly valuable tables and

a Regnal table for computing dates

course of

publication.

Balsam

lis well f >r Toronto sportsmen that

<fec. ifec.

some 70 miles

"We notice the introduction into the Almanac before us of some admirable
articles on subjects of general interest which do not usually find a

Honor-

on Saturday, December 11th.

We regret that the

—

;

Institute,

ary Life Member, on account of the services he has rendered the
Institute.

possible

have compiled and printed ninetyany amount of
figure, and a good map of the country got up especially for the work,
and all for the paltry sum of sevenpence half-penny.
And yet,
six octavo pages of close matter, in small type with

appreciate

membqrs of the Canadian

Toronto.
it is

for an enterprizing publislier to

itude which renders
list

of the

REVIEWS..

energy of the publisher as well as

In enumerating the

ensuing year,

Institute will talre place on Saturday,

ingly small space, and altogether

flax plant.

tlie

the organization

relating to

Institute.

Government House.

4th.

The

Members

of the

business of the

"We most strongly
study af

all

commend

this

volume

to tlie close

who, not content with the excitement,

and careful

dcsii-e to

sharp in
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the sterliug and insb'uctive results of the Exhibition

;

and

in doing so,

must not omit to congratulate the Canadian Exhibitors, to all of
n-hom a "Presentation Copy" is, we understand, about to be" sent, as
an acknowledgment by the Commissioners of their co-operation.

Txe

In most of

Reports sre find some commendatory reference to

tlie

[1852

" at the time of deposit of the bed, and thus carries back the existence
" of

quadrupedal animals

" the track discovered

is

to

the earliest Silurian epoch.

eight feet, and as

" of each foot are b'aceable.
" the footmarks,

"

abdomen

many

Besides these

is

The length of

as twenty impressions

an impression between

which may be regarded as the
animal"*

ti-ail

either of the

or the tail of the

Canadian coubibutions but it is especially in connection with the
Geological Collection formed and tiansmitted by Mr. Logan, tliat the
" Of all the
liighest honoiu-s have been accorded to the Province.

we

" British Colonies" (says the Report)

the Province, but because they bear evidence to the valuable services

;

•'

"

is

"Canada

is

the most interesting and the most complete

tliat it is

superior, as far as the Mineral

;

that

whose exhibition

may

and we

Kingdom

is

even say

concerned, to aU

" coimti-ies that

"

have forwarded their products to the Exhibition.
This arises fi-om the fact tliat the collection has been made in a
systematic manner, and it results that the study of it furnishes the
means of appreciating at once the Geological structure aud the
Mineral resoiures of Canada.
It is to Mr. W. E. Logan, one of the
members of the Jury, who tills the otflce of Geological Snn-eyor of
Canada, that we are indebted for this collection and its value arises
fiom the fact, that he has selected on the spot most of the specimens
that have been sent to the Exhibition, and has arranged them since
thcii- anival in Loudon.
The aiTangement that he has adopted,

"

which

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

;

is entirely technical,

includes eight divisions"

(

detailed in the

Report), "and all these classes include materials of gi-eat interest for
" indusbial pui^oses."

The

We

mention the several items of the
collection.
The ores of iron are noticed for their "abundance aud
excelleut quality," the Marmora and St. Maurice mines being honour-

of the distinguished President of the Canadian Institute,
in connection

The

Reported, the latter

and copper, are respectively
from Lakes Superior and Huron being characterized
ores of zinc, lead,

The native sUver from the Island
Lake Superior, and the pejjites of native gold fi'ora the
Rivers of Canada East, are the objects of honourable mention, as also
are the white qumlzose sands of Messrs. Bondora and Lebare, used by
them with advantage in the manufacture of flint and crown glass.
as "remarkable for then- richness."
of Ignatius, on

"

award," continues the Report, "which we have to mention
is the honourable mention adjudged to Mrhas exhibited iron ores, lithographic stones, minerals,
" aud vai'ious rocks.
Our colleague has not thought it right to add to
" tliese the Geological Map he has made of Canada, a matter which the
" Jury gi-eatly regret, not because they would then have been able to

The

last

In the Agricultural Section, Canada

is mentioned as sending "a fine
supply of 'Wheat, aU of the ordinary English kinds, but everi/ sample
" of more than ordinary excellence."
Mr. Christie's Wliite Wheat is

'•

commended, and the Polish Oats

of

of "admirable quality," as

the Barley exhibited.

adjudge a higher reward for this beautiful work,

'•

Ml-.

—

for the position of

Logan, as member of the Jury, would render this impossible
but because of the great interest it would have added to the Canada

The Canadian Buckwheat

;

by Mr. Logan belong

to

a

" palceozoic rock, occurring at Marmora, where the magnetic h'on ore
" has been mentioned as forming a deposit of enormous iliickness.
" These stones are remaikably homogeneous and fine grained the
" degree of finish of the drawings that Mr. Logan has caused to be
" made upon them giving every promise of the quality .being good.
" Tlie Geological position of the stones is interesting, and the reporter
" is not aware of such material having been previously found in the old
;

up

to the present time, those

who

" seek for stones from rocks of the oolitic series.
" Logan, proving

tliat

the pala'ozoic rocks

practise Litliographv

The

may

discovery of Mr.

also funiLsh

good

" Lithographic Stones, increases the resources available for this impor" taut branch of Engiaviug and Drawing.
"

We

must

also notice,

amongst the

ai-ticles cxliibited

" a cast of the footsteps of an animal discovered in one of the argillaceous scliists of the pala-ozoic period.
When this schist was first laid

'

"
"

ai-e

mentioned as being

by E. Freiiholme is characterized

Logan observed the impressions of footsteps repeated several times, and he liad the upper bed removed to
satisfy himself as to whether they were continued.
Their existence,

bare to a certain extent,

Sir.

under these circumstances, fully proves that the markings were made

Oil,

The Type and Stereotype

Plates from the

Foundry

of Mr.

Pa Ugrave

of Monti'eal, are mentioned as being "very beautiful."
"

" of

From Canada West,"
Axes and

"

power of her Artizans

to

is

a large assortment

and

supply those pailicular

which her physical exigencies give the highest importance."

ai-ticles to

The names
and Scott

says the Report, "there

Tools, the former especially of excellent quahty,

" proving the skill and

of S.

Shaw

of Toronto, C. P.

Ladd

of Montreal, G. Leavitt.

mentioned in comiection with
the manufacture of Axes, and A. Wallace with that of Planes.
Glassford, are honourably

ifc

For Stoves, the name of G. H. Cheney
is

that of Mr.

Ladd of Monbeal

for

is

honom-ably mentioned, as

Balance Scales.

For Coopers' Work, the name of J. Bailey stands first on the list, the
Canadian Pails beiiig reported as very superior, and, both on accovmt
of the neatness and durability of the workmanship and the cheap
price at wMch they ai'e sold, well calculated for extensive use in Europe.
shall close our exti'acts(necessarily very imperfect)

Clay Pipes, which one of

highly

;

and

tlie

by a reference

seem to have appreciated very
which we do not ajjpear to have

Juries

to Confectionary, in

excelled, for the Report, with very matter-of-fact facetiousness, observes

"Canada scuds an uuirajiortant contiibution cf Confectionaiy,
Horehound-Candy, reputed in that Province to be a

that

" consisting of
"

most excellent specific for a cold a merit which an cxperiinerd did not
Perhaps we may comfort the unsuccessful exhibitor by
obser\'ing, that a fail' test of Canadian Horchound can only be obtained
in Canada. Doubtless our countryman never presumed to offer it as an
;

C07ifirm!"

antidote to

Loudon

fog, or a specific for its

troublesome eftects

!

As

to

the Clay Pipes, the amiability of [the Report induces us to conclude
that "the experiment"

was very

agreeable.

Report of the Commissioners of Public Works, for 1851. Printed by
Roha
order of the Honourable the Zefjislalive Assembly. Quebec

—

by Mr. Lon-an,

'

'

SUk, Porpoise

We

lithographic stones exhibited

" rocks, since,

exhibited

Watts

Flax, and Timber,
and Glue, are each specially commended, and
some useful suggestions made with reference to then- marketable value-

Raw

to

The

JIi-.

sample" in the Exhibition, being superior to that sent
from the LTnited States, Russia, and Belgium.

" Exhibition."

"

is also

as "the finest

who

"

"

has,

knowledge.

scientific

" in the case of Canada,
" Logan,

who

with the Great Exliibition, not alone promoted the interest,
by his researches, has made important additions to

of Canada, but,

—

to.

(which, however, fi'om want of space,

exti'acts

The Hops, Linseed, Arrowroot, Hemlock-bark,

reporter then proceeds to

ably refeiTed

have made these

are uuable to complete), not only because they are honourable to

Ca.mpbell: 1852.

We have

a copy of this important Report before us, in the shape of

a very shabby looking quarto pamplilet of 91 pages, with poor typo-

graphy,

mean
•

lu«k

coai-se pajier,

that

wmUd

aud a vulgar yellow wrapper, so unconscionably
ti ashy

disgrace the cheapest edition of the most

lra<:l;s are now ihoughi to have been produced by a gigantic
not a qundru|>cdal animal.

These
:

it

Mol
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Romance published in Tankeedom. A
such permanent importance and value as this
issue a collection of these Reports embodies the history of all the
public -works of Canada, and is therefore, and will always be, of the
highest interest. This, however, does not seem to be appreciated by
the parties entrusted with the pubUcation, for the same meanness which

paper" of so much and
deserves more rare in its

" State

:

characterizes the mechanical execution of this Report

the

—

for

which by

printer can be held respon-

bye neither the Board of Works nor the

—

seems to have been allowed to coutroul its distribution, so small
a number of copies having been printed, that to obtain one, even as a
matter of pubhc business or of personal favour has, from the first day

sible

Documents

of its publication, beeu extremely difficult.

of this class,

as for instance, Mr. Logan's invaluable Geological Reports, Reports on

Railway Enquiry and Legislation, on Prison ilisciphne, on Provincial
Surveying, aud the like are public property, and are to a large class
of persons of great practical value, and ought to be widely circulated
for public information.
Not one copy, however, as far as we can leam,
can be obtained for any public libra-y, unless indeed a member of

—

parliament claims gratitude by generously foregoing his privilege in

This woidd not be of so

its favor.

much jmportance

if

the documents

be purchased, but immediately that the small " regulation" number has been struck ofi^, the printers' devil distributes the
in question could

hungry

type,

and

libraries

notwith-

scientific societies to the conti'ary

standing, and therefore they are not to be obtained for love or money.

We

that this

ti'ust

tion of all

wiU speedily be amended by

the authorized dislribn-

parliamentary papers having any scientific bearing, to the

and

respective public libraries

We commend the

Province.

scientific corporatioils

throughout the

subject to the consideration of our parlia-

—

mentary fiieuds an order of the House, or even the Speaker's order,
would effect the desired object.

We

proceed 'now to consider the Report, which bears date August,
and refers first, to the WeUaud Canal, recommending with great
judgment the lighting by gas the locks on that part of it between St.
Catharines and Thorold, which includes twenty -thi'ee of the locks, and
other improvements calculated to facilitate its use.
1852,

The revenues

-

£34741 18

-

37925 17

7

In 1851,

-

50460

8

261

do.

Shewing an increase

do.

do.

of about 10 per cent, in 1850 over 1849,

8

6

and

of 33

per cent in 1851 over 1850, while the receipts up to 1st August in 1852

amounted
£21,154

to

£23,352

and

7s. 5d.,

to

the same period

last year,

lis. 5d.

balance fi'om last year of £29,360
4s.

Id., for

4s. Id.,

gives a present contemplated

what purposes however does not

clearly

voracity of the " deep cut" has not yet,

we

we

see that " the conti'actor Mr. French

with his dredging operations"
of the

work

so as to adopt

to effect the

Lake

suppose, been satisfied,
is

they appear

cost of repairs,

"

The

movement" on

it

poi"tion

seems,

;"

and

was an

the tonnage of steamers on the contrary there

and

tons,

in the

number

has suf-

13,630'2' tons

of 10,266 in " the tonnage of vessels."

of passengers of 8059

f

increase of 25,354

we infer,

;

(

In

therefore, tlu t

removal of the tug boats rather than to any
other depreciation of the route, which iu connection with steam is
evideutly growing in favour. The above statement however cannot be
the decrease

is

due

to the

taken as stnctly illustrative of the comparative business of the two
years, for it has been made up to an
whereby 1851 obtains an advantage

arbitrary date, 1st July, in both,
of 10

days over 185?, iu conse-

quence, probably, of an earlier opening. The Commissioners, indeed,
claim a rise in the " movement," reckoning by the average daily traffic.

But

this manifestly gives

ti'ausit

an incon-ect

resnlt, since the

property in

doubtlessly accumulated previous to the later opening in 1852,

and was pushed forward with

gi'eater

despatch so as to increase the

movement in the commencement of
To make the comparison good the business

daily

the season of navigation.
of a like

number

of

days

from the opening in each season should be given. The amount expended on these canals in 1851, was £36,702 6s. Od., the vote now
required is £39,827 18s. 6d., which, with an unexpended balance from
last

year of £31,464

£71,292

The

Os.

Is. 6d.,

gives a present contemplated outlay of

Od.

clauses of the Report referring to River Lights, Slides,

Roads

and Bridges, demand no special comment in the matter of the
'harbours," and "piers below Quebec," however, we perceive this
that whilst the ' Whitby, Dover, and the Rondeau Harbours
contrast,
have been sold," and the interests of navigation and commerce in
connection with such works thus left in Upper Canada (we do not say
;

unwisely) to local care and private enterprize, a lai-ge expenditure is
being incuiTed on the banks of the St. Lawrence below Quebec in the
consb-uction of piers, with reference to which the Commissiouers assert
" no reasonable doubt can be entertained but that they wiU be of infit
nite importance towards the improvement of their several respective

aud tend materially to

accommodation und convenience of
There seems to be an inconsistency

the

the shipping navigating the river."

of principle here scarcely traceable to

any but a geographical

basis.

Referring to " Public Buildings," the Commissioners Report a total
past expenditure on Govemmeut buildings in Toronto of £ 19,4 9 1 9s. 4d ,

and a contemplated outlay there of £10,000 on a Government House,
and £2183 2s. 8d. on the Post Office, making a total of £31603 2s. Od.

The

past expenditure on similar service at Quebec appears to have
4s. 9d., and the further outlay is estimated at £38,047

— a fartunaie one

making a

total of

£55,474

18s. 7d.

is to

Poor Stephenson and his seven hundred

thousand pounds worth of tubular bridge was a victim
cost of its exercise

moved

ccllecliveli/,

compared with 1851 of

been £17,427

Brantford and Buffalo, and the Great Western.

merciless official authority.

tiling

these Canals, up and down

fered a diminution in 1852 as
" all property

13s. lOd.,

canal,

—the

to

steadily progressing

deepening of that

Erie as the summit level.

be crossed by two Railways now in proOf course
the Commissioners give a mysterious hint of some threatened "obstiuction of the navigation."
Every Railway that was ever proposed over
any canal or navigable river has appeared as " an obsti'uction of the
navigation," Icoming in the future in the prophetic vision of some

The

gress,

body of the Report, but by appendix No. 1
have been £52,812 lis. 6d., reduced, however, by the
collection and management to £10,901 Is. 8d.

specially alluded to in the

1

appear, the items of the service not being given, but the well-known

since

The St Lawi-ence Canals are reported as having been opened
throughout on 25th April, and closed on 25th November, thus affording
215 days for the season of 1851. The Tolls during that year are net

localities,

The expenditure on this canal in the year 1851, was £30,968 10s. lOd.
The vote now required is £33,046 Os. Od., which, with an unexpended
outlay of £62,406

;

—

are reported as steadily "continuing to increase^"

In 1849, the gross toUs amounted to
In 1850,
do.
do.
255 days navigation,

do.

—

as in duty bound they have teazed the Engineers a little
about " the obstruction," but have eventually "adjusted the difficulty."

matters

ti'uly, if

may be

to this sort of

the b'iumph of his skUl rather than the

difficult to please

in

such

Architectural legacies bequeathed to the Commissioners

by

seem to have been more embarrassing than profitable.
The suspension of the Montoeal Court House " iu consequence of grave
wliilst
errors of design in arrangement^" ti-oubled them in that citj',
their predecessor,

abandonment during progress of the original plans for the
Parliament buildings and the substitution of oUiers," with such mistakes at Spencer Wood as have led them to " regret that th|first step
" the total

taken was not that of puUing

them

taken as the standard.

Happily our Commissioners are not so

The

We

it

down," would

appeal- to

hav^otliered

at Quebec.

come now

to the consideration of that important

and intercstmg
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p:irt of tlie

Report relating

Lake Cliamplain wiUi

a Caual to connect

to tlie constiuctiou of

Lawrence.

tlie St.

[1852.

the Commissioners

make this annoimcemcut than they drop the subject
had taken to prove the case, we were prepared for

After the pains they

a strong recommendation that the

The

"

object of a Canal," tliey submit, " to connect

Lake Cliamplain

and (nom
reduced transliipments) a more desirable route to the great ti'ade which
passes between tide-water in the Hudson River the Raihoads of New
England, and the city of New York, on the one hand and the Western
States and Canada, on the other and by so doing to bring traftJc and
tolls to the St. Lawrence Canals, which, by the completion of the
Oswego and Erie Canals, and Ogdeusburgli and other RaUi-oads, and
the want of an efficient connection between them and Lake Chaniplain,
obtain scarcely any of the transit ti'ade between the Atlantic and the
Western States, or Canada. For tliis transit trade, this Caniil would
compete with the Erie and Oswego Canals the Erie, New York,
Centi'al, Ogdeusburgli and Cape Vincent Railways," and in this com~
petition the Commissioners submit it would be successful
the

•\vitli

La-nrence,

St.

is to

fmiiish a cheaper, quicker

ft'ithout

—

;

—

;

They argue

would open the great lumberUpper and Lo\\'er St. Lawrence
that of Albany and Troy
to the greatest lumber market in the world
it would afford to the Distiicts on Lake Champlain a shelter and
that whilst such a Canal

ing Disb-icts of the Ottawa, and of the

—

—

cheaper route

for

imports of coal,

iron, salt, fish,

oil, ifec,

which, in

consequence of tonnage entering inwai'ds in ballast can be laid do^Ti
cheaper in Quebec than in any port of the Union.

work should be undertaken, but we
and suggestions"

find that they only intended to submit "theii' views

any

them

effort to give

Favom-able, however, as

is

a practical application.

the view which they have taken of this

and indeed solely in connection with the ti'ade
Hudson River and New York, we cannot help thinking they
might with some advantage have turned their eyes towards the Lower
St. Lawrence.
Whilst most anxious to divert the carrying trade from
the Erie Caual and the RaUi'oads of the State of New York to the St.
Lawrence, they only indulge that river as iai' as Lake St. Louis, whence
tlic trade is again to be diverted /rom it, and thro-mi into the lap of

subject, in connection,

of the

New

the city of

York, that on the

way

may

it

swell the revenues of

The St. La-svi'ence might be dammed at Lake
St Louis fur all they seem to care. No mention made or hope expressed
of the lower waters, no Gulf! no Ocean! except indeed, where with
great complacency they remind us (as an argument in favour of their
project) that "tonnage citlers inwards at Quebec in ballast!
Colonel
PhiUpots in 1839* was bold enough to declare " tliat when once the
inland navigation has been so far improved as to render it possible to
bring the ti'ade of the west by this route," (the Welland and St. Lawrence) "the westei'n merchant and fai'mer would find as good a market
at Mouti'eal and Quebec as at New York or elsewhere."
And again,
the Champlain CanaL

there can be no doubt that a very hirge portion of this vast trade (the

Independently, however, of these items of
it

would contend

stated to

is

be

—

ti'affic,

the b'ade for

"Through tonnage down"

1st.

which
ai-riv-

ing at the Hudson from the Western States or Canada, via Buffalo.

Oswego and Whitehall, which

amounted in 1851 to 1,047,684
2nd. " Through tonnage uj." leaving

Hudson

for the

same

Upon

£j 15,742,460.
it

Western States

in the

collectively,

year,

by the same

or Canada,

inland ports

192,023 tons, of the value

this ti'ade of com'se it is

fail'

to calculate

a

of,

say

rise, for

has more than trebled during the last six years, and the consti'uction

of 1000 miles of Railway per

(tending as

it

annum

in the

North Westei'n

State.'-,

does to the direction of the Ohio and Mississippi tradu

Lakes in preference

to the

powei'ful influence in

its

to the Atlantic,

collectively

tons of the value of £7,096,494.

the

—

the cheapest and most convenient route
and that Montreal and Quebec will become two of the
greatest emporiums in North America."( !)

westei'n) will pass this waj',

to

New

Orleans) cannot but exercise a

A

more recent writer,t himself a stienuous advocate of the ChamLawrence Caual, (for which, in one part of his essay, he
claims this trade, and therefore, in some degree, damages the value of
hisojnnion) asserts that on view of all the rival routes he " sees no
leasoii to believe that the trade will leave the St. Lawrence for the
American routes," declaring that it cannot be supposed "that the
main body of western exports will leave tlie broad bosom of our river

plain and St.

to climb over the table lands of

favour.
it

It is found that the traffic of the

WeUaud

greater ratio than the Erie Canal, as

tlie

Canal has increased in a

Oswego

route has progressed

more rapidly than that by Luffalo, simply because the Boat Caual
navigation has thereby been shortened 154 miles, but this Canal would
dimiui.sh the Boat Canal navigation 297 miles.

will

exude through the Gulf of

We may

New York
St.

smile at the enthusiasm of Col. Phillpots, but the snmmil

of the ocean trade

by the

his prophetic errors

St.

may be

Lawrence has not yet been reached, and
errors only in dates

fi'eight

steamer fi'om Cleveland would deliver her

daj's more,

making

six

would reach Albany in l}^
days time against nine days by Buffalo and tlie
it

Erie Canal.

By

this canal it

Cleveland to
it

would be

As

would be

New York via

23. 9d.

The

cost of a barrel of flour

Buffalo and Albany,

is 3s. Od.,

by

is

We

without referance to
If,

tlie

however, this

enlargement of the caual from Vfliitehall to
latter should be effected, the " thi'ough tran-

^Ihout transhipment from the Upper Lakes

to

New York

in

DOO ton steamers would be secured, ])lacing the route above all rivalry
as an unequalled chain of inland navigation iuwards A'cui luri.

The

but

we

it

cost of the

work

is

estimated at

£ 160,000, —but

after travelliug

Lake

and having just

were, the borders of tide water, clamber with them oyer
1

could Lave wished to have seen the Commissioners treat this
-ft

ith less manifeat partiality

The Report

;

they have put a case as advocates

of the Commissioners in relation to

Ocean Steamers"

to

"A rrovincial

most satisfactory and unexceptionable.

is

summer

contract provides for fourteen fortnightly

Quebec and MouUeal

;

and

five

monthly winter

trips

Line

The

from Liverpool

trips to

Portland in

the State of Maine, connecting there with the Portland and Montreal
Railroad.

This service

is to

be performed by a Line of Screw Steamers

of not less than 1500 tons burthen, capable of carrying 1000 tons of
•

The Canal Navisalion

Weale— London
t

no sooner do

are not prepared

and

which they should have argued as judges, and this is the more unfortunate as they coquet with and would gilt the St. Lawrence to wed
the Hudson.

avoided.

In convenience, expense, and time, therefore, the Commissioners
claim for the Champlain Canal the superiority over all its rivals, even

reject the

heartily) f.om the far west to the foot of

the green mountains in seai«h of the seaboard

of

sport"

;

pilotage of these gentlemen,

in competition

boat navigation

Tro3'.

— we may

there turn our backs on the St. Lawrence,

St. Louis,

project

with the Raili'oad route, one transhipment is saved,
with the Erie Caual, a length of 297 miles of

we do

with tliem (as

from

this canal

2s. 5d.

in competition

and as

to accept the foreign

brushed, as

In point of expense, the whole cost of the carriage of a barrel of flour
from Hamilton to New York, is 3s. 3d., via Ogdensburgh and Whitehall.

:

double reasoning of Mr. Keefer and satisfying ourselves with OLe of
his opinions, that " the trade will exude through our Gulf," make a
present of the otier to the Commissioners

In point of ibne, a

cargo in i}4 days at Whitehall, whence

a respectable portion of

;

Lawrence."

The Cnnals

jiitu:

ISOO.

:

of

of the Canadas

;

by Lieut. Col.

Phillpots,

R. E.

1S40.

Canada

;

by Thomas C. Keefcr.

C. E,

Akmouk— To-

.
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The

cargo.

accomitiodatlou for passingcrs

is

be of tluxe

to

rates not e.'icoediiig the following fares respectively,

cabin,

£12

12

and

;

£6

steerage,

63.,

—

caliiii,

classes,

£2\

;

2nd

The

freight

from

Liverpool not to exceed 60s. per ton measurement, nor the freight of

produce above that demanded by sailing vessels. For this sei-vice the
contractors are to receive £24,000 sterling per annum, to which sura

Company and

the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railroad

Portland are to contribute £5000
stg.) as

By
is

slg.,

leaving the balance (£19,000

the annual Provincial charge.

nearly 400 miles less tliau that to Boston,
Straits to

saving of

2};,

days

'ivhich,

with smooth water

Quebec, and vessels of equal speed, will give a
in the

voyage.

We

may,

hope

therefore,

to estab-

an improved mail line for the Province, and perhaps ultimately

when our

Railroads shall have beun completed, instead of paying for

transit of our mails

make

through the States, be enabled to

We

a profit on

We

reduced, and the whole shipping interest served.

nothing more judicious than the completion
lealization

of the

can imagiue

of the contract

enterprize

and

its

and the

success

the Province.

Revenue" of a Canadian Canal at the Sault Ste. Marie,
made to the sources whence that revenue is to be
derived, should be in connection with " the South shore I"
Have they
on the North shore no "sanguine expectations" on a large scale ? no
realizations on a small one ?
We were prepared to hear (whenever we
heard anything in connection with our Superior Mines but "calls") that
very little had been done
but we are now obliged to infer, from Mr.
the only references

;

Keefer's silence, that nothing

We

After recommending an expenditure of £30,000

Lawrence, with

tlje

01

the rapids of the

view of obtaining a safe and

facile

channel

worth the outlay, the Commissioners proceed to consider the propriety
of the construction of the proposed canal at the Sault Ste. Marie. As
in the case of the Champlain Canal, however, so iu this. They no
'

A survey has been
ad interim" report submitted by Mr. S. Keefer, but all
to no purpose
the Commissioners will not be tempted or driven to a
judgment. We are glad to see that Mr. Keefer insists upon Lockage
sooner state the cost than they drop the subject.
"

—

of the fullest capacity for the largest class of steamboats on our lakes.

The

obstacles and inconveniences, nay,

we may even

say, the positive

losses resulting

from a contrary course on other canals, prove the wis-

dom

making a permanent

of at once

ulars

;

besides,

if

the estimates

may, the extra expense

is

sufficient provision in these partic-

may be

unworthy

relied on,

and we

consideration

'^f

cost of this canal 120 feet wide, with locks

250X55X9

infer that they
:

will

for while the

be £100,00^^

that involved iu a width of 159 feet with locks 100 feet longer, 11 feet

wider, and with one foot additional draught of water, viz

would only be £20,000 more,

:

350X66X10,

or £120,00.1.

In the estimate of " Prospective Revenue,"

find

expectations of transporting 100,000 tons (1) of this orp eastward immediately upon the opening of the canal. They e.xpect to be able to
it

into railway bars at the cost of

£7

10s. per ton,

and

thereby to revolutionize the iron trade."

This Iron has, it is said, been ascertained by experiment to possess
an ultimate tenacity when rolled into bars of 89 882 lb.s. upon the
square inch while that of the best Russian is but 79.000 lbs., and of

—

*

expected

own

I

this

important and valuable

impressions in relation to such pajts of

it

demand comment, and if we have extended our notice to
an unusual length, we rest our excuse on the public interest of the
seemed

subjects,

to

and the very great

(to

difficulty

which we have before

referred) of obtaining a copy of the document.

—

Improved liailroad. Mr. Carpenter, of Rome (N". T.) has made an
in the ordinary ii'on raikoad, calculated greatly to diminish the liability, if not utterly preclude the possibUity 01 a train running of the track, under any cii-cumstances. The improvement consists
of a middle rail of iron or wood, running the whole length of the track,
precisely in its centre, and raised a foot or so above the side or bearing
rails.
Friction rollers are attached to the engine and cars beneath, to
play Ujpon the sides of the middle, or guiding rail, whereby the motion
of each car is steadied, and any ieudency to fly the track at once
aiTested.
Experienced and competent engineers concur in the opinion
that the adoption of this invention would add greatly to the safety and
security of raih-oads, and prevent a large class of accidents to which we
are now exposed. As they now are, it is left to chance and good luck
whether or not we are carried safe. If nothing happens to it if
nothing is thrown upon the track, by accident or by design if no stone
or rock should happen to roll down upon it fiom along its numerous
banks if no limb from a tree, or a rail or stake from a fence, is blown,
upon it if no animal get upon it if no child, in its innocent sport,
should place a sbip of boai'd upon it (as was recently the case in England, thereby throwing the cars off and kiUing five persons) if none
of these, and numerous other similar unforeseen and unavoidable casualties should occur, we may be carried along safely enough on railways as now constructed. With this improvement the speed may be
increased to almost any extent, with entire safety, so far as there would
be any danger of running off. In short, without it a railroad is incomplete, so much so as a ship without a rudder or a carnage without a
tongue.
are informed by Mr. Carpenter tliat the only objection
made to his improvement, is the cost of it and yet he is fully of the
opinion that it would be a matter of economy, and for the manifest
interest of railway companies to adopt his improvement.
It would not
only prevent a large class cf accidents, but it would prevent the wheels
from wearing as they now do, the friction being much less. JVeui York

—
—

the Reporl, it does not agree well wilh
ihal the proprietors of the iron mounlain expect
in

the statement further down
'>9 furnish railway bars al £7 IOj. per ton.

—

—

We

jtribhne.

Although the above paragraph bas recently appe«,red
the American and English journals, yet

it

in several of

occurred to us that a similar

improvement had been proposed iu Canada several years ago, and
upcn enquiry we found, that iu the spring cf 1847, a patent was secured

by Mr. Sandford Fleming,

of Toronto, for a centre rail railway. Mr. F
farther than to insure the safety of the train, by guide wheels
actiug on the middle rajl; he also proposed to have horizontal driving

went

wheels revolving against the sides of it by wliich the locomotive and
carnages were propelled. A model was constructed on this principle,
which, we are told, elucidated the mode of propulsion satisfactorily
it must be admitted that there are difnciilties to encounter
before
the detaOs of this proposed system of locomotion could be properly
can-ied out yet if the extra cost of an additional rail was not suflScient

but

;

preclude

its adoption, the liability of trams to run off the
track,
greatly diminished, and consequently the safety of
passengers and property, in the samti ratio, increased.

to

This piite must be a misprint

—

—

;

we

some interesting
information in con:.ection with the Mining Companies of Lake Superior.
The population now engaged on the South siJe, numbers 2500.
Thirty-seven Mining Companies have been there formed, of which
fifteen have commenced operations, and will produce this year (1852)
about 2000 tons of copper, worth at Pittsburgh £120 per ton. Two
Iron Companies (also on the South side) expect to produce 1000 tons
of "blooms" this season (1.-52; which sell at Detroit for £16 5s.* per
" The proprietors of the Iron Mountain are sanguine in their
ton.

manufacture

is

have thus given an abstract of

improvement

throughout, for vessels drawing 10 feet of water, an improvement well

made and an

—

—

is

fraught with advantages direct and indirect affecting every interest in

St.

may be realized, and the
But why so much about the

Did Mr. Keefer see too much or too little of these
North shore operat ons ? perliaps both perhaps he saw too much of
how little was doing, and thought it more prudent or more charitable to
give our compai ies the go-by. Strange, that in an estimate of the

as

Lawrence and

the Straits of Belle Isle,

the character of the navigation will be improved, insurances

— the

"

operations on the South shore, and nothing, positively nothing, about

throughout the Lower

it

contain 69 per

those on the nortli?

Report, venturing our

manner of

in its native state to

trust these " sanguine expectations

resulting from the contract will be the erection of proper lighthouses
St.

—and

truth of those experiments substantiated.

One great improvement

the carriage of an American Mail to the west.

whereby

;

" Prospective

the Straits of Belle Isle the distance from Liverpool to Quebec

from the
lish

City of

the

lbs.

cent, of pure Iron.

every reqiusite being found, and

a mail and mail officer being carried free of charge.
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would doubtless be
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animal possesses a kind of crest, increasiug iu height from before hackwards, and ibniied principally of a thickness in the scalp. This crest
the animal diaws forward when enraged, increasing his naturally
hideous appcnrance, wliich is rendered still more liorrible by tlie lower
lip consisting of a liu'^e mnscular flap, very distensible and dropt over

moments

the chiu iu

of auger.

;

his tuslcs.

He is said to seize a
his teeth.

;

:

—

;

The mnscles of the neck, arms, thighs and trunk are enormously
The specimen
the wrist was one foot in circumference.
examined, tlie skeleton of which was presented to the Academy, had
been eviscerated before it was brought to Dr. Ford, but even thus it
T/eighcd one hundred and eighty pounds, from which some idea may
be formed of the enormous size of the animal. The arms are proportionately longer than in the Chimpanzie.
Tlie Ngena is represented as the most terrible monster of his native
forests, an idea which his hideous appearance and implacable enmity
The moment that he scents a man he
to man sufficiently justifies.
prepares for the attack, and acts on the offensive. With crest erect and
projecting forward, nostrils dilated and under lip thrown down, uttering his peculiar cry, which is more of a grunt than a growl, he rushes
ou his antagonist, and unless disabled by a well directed .shot, generally
succeeds in dashing him to the ground and tearing him to pieces with
develojxid

abundance of moisture is removed. The acid being an aqueous solution,
will not have atlached ilsiUto Ihc ink on the paper, printers' ink being
and if llic |Ki)iii' Ihus prepared be placed on a polof an oily nature
In
ished sheet of zinc and siilijiTiiMl (u iiressure, two results follow
the first place, the printed ]X.n1iou ^^-ill leave a set-off or impression on
the zinc
and secondly, tlie nitric acid attached to the non-printed
parts of the paper will eat away and corrode the zinc, converting the

musket and instantly crush the barrel between

The original being
fact, into a very shallow stereotype.
removed (perfectly nninjured,) the whole zinc plate should next be
smeared with gunj water, which will not stick to the printed or oily
whole, in

A

charge
part, but win attach itself to every other portion of the plate.
of printers' ink being now apphed, tliis in its turn only attaches itself
The final process consists in
to the set-off obtained from the print.

'

pouring over the plate a solution of phosphorous acid, which etches or
coiTodes more deeply the non-printed portion of the zinc, and produces
a surface to which printers' ink will not attach. The process is now
complete, and from such a jirepared zinc plate any number of impressions may be struck off. Tlie uses to which this invention may be
applied are various copies of rare prints may be obtained without the
aid of an engraver. Reproductions of books, or of works out of print,
may be had without setting up the type, authors may illustrate their
own works, and amateur artists may have fac-similes of pen-and-ink
sketches at a very inconsiderable expense.

—

—

—

—

On the Koh-i-noor Diamond,' by Prof. Tennant. At the last
2nd.
meeting of the British Association, Dr. Beke read a paper On the
Diamond Slab supposed to have been cut from the Koh-i-noor.' He
" At the capture of Coochan there was foimd among the jewstated
els of the harem of lieeza KooU Khan, the chief of that place, a large
diamond slab, supposed to have been cut from one side of the Koh-inoor, the great Indian diamond now in the possession of Her Majesty.
It weighed about 130 carats, showed the marks of cutting on the flat
and largest side, and appeared to correspond in size with the Koh-inoor." Prof Tennant was induced to record his opinion of the probaHe had made models in flour spar, and
bility of this beuig correct.
afterwards broken them, and obtained specimens which would con'espond in cleavage, weight, and size with the Koh-i-noor. By this
means he was enabled to include the piece described by Dr. Beke, and
probably the large Russian diamond, as forming altogether but portions
of one large diamond. The diamond belongs to the tesselar crystalline
system it yields readily to cleavage in four directions, parallel to the
'

'

His natural eneniy seems to be the leopard, with whom he wages a
not always successful warfare. Young specimens have exhibited such
an implacable disposition as to resist the most persevering efforts at
taming them.
The flesh is by some tribes considered as delicate eating he feeds
on roots and fruits, but is evidently to some extent carnivorous.
;

The height

mounted skeleton is four feet nine inches.
Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences of Philadelphia, Feb.
of the

1852.

—

Human footprints in Solid Limestone. At a meeting of the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia on 1st June, Mr. Lea called attention to the stone slabs containing supposed imprints of human feet,
deposited by him in the museum that evening. This slab is from the
limestone formation immediately under-lying the coal near Alton,
The impressions have evidently been sculptured, and bear the
Illinois.
marks of some blunt instrument with which they have been executed,
Mr. Lea observed that those are not the first instances of this kind
which have been noticed, and referred to a description of a similar
slab published in SiUiman's Journal several years since.
stated that the slab of limestone alluded to by Mr. Lea, as
found on tlie Mississippi near St. Louis, is the same which is now
preserved in his (Dr. Owen's) collection, and on which two articles
have appeared in SiUiman's Journal one by Mr. Schoolcraft and one
by himself. Dr. Owen in that paper gave it as his opinion that these
feet marks were carved on the rock by the aborigines.

Dr.

Owen

;

Since that article appeared. Dr. Owen had obtained the most satisfactory corroboration of this inference in two large slabs of magnesian
limestone of lower Silurian date, obtained at Moccasin-track Prairie in
Missouri, which slabs contained a gi'eat many carvings of human feet,
as well as those of animals, and rude imitations of the human form,
something like figures made in gingerbread. The foot marks bear
indubitable tool marks, and some are deficient in the true number of
toes, while in others the foot is distorted, with the little toe standing
out almost at right angles.

These specimens, as well as that of Mr. Lea's, show clearly that the
aborigines of Missouri had the same propensity for carving the imprint
of feet as the Southern and Western aborigines of this continent had
for representing the hand on the walls of the ancient edifices, and other
situation.s.

Any one acquainted with Indians knows that there is no subject
which they study more closely than all kinds of tracks in fact their
life, tlioir maintenance and their whole security depend upon an intimate and cunning knowlege of podology.
;

Proceedings of the Academy, June, 1852.

Mxtrac ts from the Proceedings of

—

—

—

—

:

planes of the regular octahedron. Two of the largest planes of the
Koh-i-noor, when exhibited in the Crystal Palace, were cleavage planes,
one of them had not been polished. This proved the specimen to be
not a third of the weight of the original crystal, which he beUeved to
have been a rhombic dodecahedron and if slightly elongated, which
is a common form of the diamond, would agree with Taveruier's description of it bearing some resemblance to an egg. Sir D. Brewster
made some observations, and stated that the English translatjon of
Tavernier's work left out the minute details which were fully given in
the original Sir David expressed his satisfaction with Mr. Tennant's
which clearly proved the diamond to be only a small
iUusti-ation,
pai't of a very large and fine stone.

—

;

—

—

—
3rd.

Notice of a Tree struck by Lightning in Clandeboye Park,'
by Sir David Brewster. The tree stood in a thick mass of wood, and
was not the tallest of the group. The hghtning bolt sbaick it laterally
'

—

about 15 feet above the ground, exactly at the cleft where the two
principal branches of the tree rose from the ti'unk. A large part of the
bark and a piece of the solid wood were driven, to some distance, and
the electilc fluid passed down the ti'unk into the ground, sphttiug the

The fact
in two by a rent thi'ough the whole of its tliickness.
contained in this notice, that an object may be sti-uck by lightning iu
a locality where there are numerous conducting points more elevated
than itself, shows that a hghtning bolt cannot be diverted from its
course by conductors, and that the protection of buildings from this
species of meteor can only be effected by conductors stretching out in
ti'ee

all directions.

—

—

On

the Aurora Borealis,' by Admiral Sir John Ross. This
of auroras originally explained by Sir John Ro.ss at the
He gives the opinion of Schumacher in
favom' of his theory, and of Arago against it and asserts that Messrs.
Gaineaud, Martins and another were sent to Hammerfest in 1 842 to test
its accuracy, and returned impressed with the con-ectness of his views.
4th.

'

was the theory

Dublin Meeting iu 1835.

;

the British Association at Belfast,

September, 1852.
Printing,' by S. Bateson, Esquii-e.
1st.
' Anastatic
" The term
'Anastatic' means raising up, or a reproducing as it were, and very
significantly does the name exjjress the result
for by it any number
thousands upon thousands of reproductions of any printed document may be obtained, each of which is a perfect fac simile of the
original, no matter how elaborate the engi'avuig may be, or how intricate the design. I will now endeavour to describe the actual operation
of Anastatic printing. The print of which an Anastatic copy is required
is first moistened with very dilute nitric acid (one part of acid to seven
of water,) and then being placed between bibulous paper, all super-

—

:

;

5th.-' On the Aiu-ora,' by Lieut. W.H.H.Hooper.-This is a theory pretty
nearly the same as that of Admiral Sir John Ross. The author says :
" I believe the aurora boreahs to be nor more nor less than moisture in
some shape (whether dew or vapour, liquid or frozen,) illumined by
the heavenly bodies, either directly or reflecting then' rays fi-om the
frozen masses around the pole, or even from the immediate proximate
snow-clad earth." This opinion he supports by facts and argument.

On the Re-concentration of the Mechanical or Energy of the
ty W. J. M. Rankine. Ml'. Rankine observed that It has
long been conjectured, and is now being established by experiment,
6th.

'

Universe,'

—

—
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under the old system, £1.659,509 1840, including one month of the
fourpenny rate. £1,033,764; 1841, under the new system, £.500,789;
1842, £.^61,249; 1843, £600.641; 1844, £640,217; 1845, £719,957;
1840, £761,982; 1847, £82.5,112; 1^48. £984,496; 1849, £740,429;
1850, £840,787; 1851, £803,898 1852, £1,118,004.
Public Revinne and Expendilnre of Great Britain. The state of the
public revenue and expenditure from the year 1822 to 1851, inclusive,

that all fi)ims of physical enpvgf, whether visible motion, heat, light,
maiTiicti,*!!!. fleotricity, chemical action, or other forms not yet uiiderstnnd, SVC mutually co'uTcrtible that the total amoimt of physical energy
merely its condition and
ill tlic uuiverso isimchaugeable, and varies
localitv, by conversion from one form to another, or by transference
from o'ue portion of matter to another. P)-of. W. Thomson has pointed
out, that in the present condition of the kno'svn Tvorld there is a preponderating tendency to the conversion of all other forms of energy
into heat, and to the equable diffusion of all heat a tendency which
seems to lead towards the cessation of all phenomena, except stellar

;

;

—

;

may

be seen

a glance by reference
House of Commons. By it,
at

;

;

energy re-produced.
7th.
On the Causes of the Excess of the Mean Temperature of Rivers
above that of the Atmosphere, recently observed by M. Renou,' by W.
M. Renou having for four years observed the temperaJ. M. R.\XKixE.
ture of the River Loire, at Vendome, as compared with that of the
atmosphere, has found, that the mean temperature of the river invariably exceeds that of the air, by an anlouiit varying from II3 .to 3 centigrade degrees, and averaging" 2°.24 centigrade, and a similar result has
been deduced from observations made by il. Oscar Valin on the Loire
at Tours. M. Renou and M. Babinet account for this fact by the reradiation of the bed of the river of solar heat previously absorbed by
Mr. Rankine thinks this supposition inadequate to account for the
it.
facts because the excess of temperature of the river over the air was
considerably above its mean amount in November, and very near its
'

—

Religious Census nf Upper Canada.

is

a return of the

under the authority of law,

;—

Church of England

and because the mean dimnal variation of
temperature of the river was much less than that of the air. He considers that friction is more probably the principal cause of this eleva-

December

—The following

religious census of Upper Canada, as taken
in the years 1842, 1848, and 1852

1842.

1848.

1852.

128.897
99,343
115,120
78,119
19,662

106,340

223,928
208,611
204,622
167,930

;

in

a return, printed by
appears that in 1822 the

it
order of the
after deducting drawbacks and repayments, was
total revenue,
£59,823,835, and tlie expenditure £55,079,316, leaving a surplus income of £4,744,518. In 1824 the revenue exceeded tliat of 1822 by
the sum of £5857, but the e.Kpenditure was nearly £1,000,000 more.
From 1824 the public income gradually declined, until in 1835 it fell
to £50,408,579, showing a deficiency, as compared with 1824. of no
less than £9,421,112.
The expenditure, however, in 1835, was the
lowest during the last 30 years, the amount being only £48.787,633
while there was a surplus income of £1,620,092. The revenue and
expenditure have .steadily increased since 1835, until in 1851 the revenue reached £56,729,390. and the expenditure amounted to £54.002,994,
leaving a surplus of £2,726,396. In the 30 years from 1822 to 1851,
inclusive, there was a surplus in 19 years, and a deficiency in 11 years.
The years in wliich the expenditure exceeded the income of the country were 1827, 1828, and 1832, from 1837 to 1843 both inclusive, and
in 1847 and 1848. Tlie surplus revenue since 1822 exceeded £50.900,009,
while the deficiencies did not amount to more than £16,000,000.

;

motions. The author of the present paper points out tliat all heat tends
ultimately to assume the radiant form anil tliat, if the medium which
sun'ounds the stars and transmits radiation Ijetwcen them be supposed
to have bounds encu-cling tlie visible world, bevond which is empty
space, then at these bounds the nuliaiit licit will be totally reflected,
and wiU ultimately be re-concontinliil inli. tuci at one of which if an
extinct star arrives, it will be resolved into its elements, and a store of

maximum

to

;

Methodists (all)
Presbyterians (all)

Church of

tion of temperature ; for if water descends in an uniform channel, with
an uniform velocity, from a higher level to a lower, the whole power
due to its descent is expended in overcoming friction that is to say, is
converted into heat, as the experiments of Mr. Joule have proved. This
must cause an elevation of temperature, which will go on until the loss
of heat by radiation, conduction, and evaporation, balances the gain by
friction, and at this point the temperature of the river will remain

Rome

Baptists

137,7.52

148,182
119,810
28,053
7.186
5,993
5,951
2,196

Lutherans

;

Congregationalists

5,095
6,230

Quakers
Universalists

Unitarians

Not

stationary.
8th. ' On Graphite Batteries,' by Mr. 0. V. "Walker.—After referring
to the unfitness of copper, and the too gi'eat cost of tlie superior metals
for the purpose of batteries, Mr. Walker said he had early sought a
substitute tnr both purposes, and had found one which seemed to promise all that was required in the deposite cf carbon fi-om gas, or

23,582

classed

486,055

Totals

The following are the returns, according
Natives ofVpper Canada

Tte Planet of August 22nd, 1852.
To the Edi'or of the London Times :
Bm, Having been deputed by Mr. Bishop to find a name for the
Planet which I discovered on the 22nd of August, 1 propose to call it
" Foi-tuna."
The foBowing elements of the planet's orbit have been
calculated by Mr. Vogel, assistant at this obseiTatory. In addition to

—

our own observations, other taken at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, and at Cambridge by Professor Challis, have been used in the
computations
Sec.
Min.
Deg.
MeBn anomaly, counted from the perihelion, 1852,
13
12
321
September 10, at Greenwich, noon
23
29
30
Longitude of the perihelion
211
35
25
Longitude of the ascending node
32
13
Inclination of the orbit
1
:

Eccentricity, 0.157564.
Mean distance from the .sun, 2.44093.
Period of revolution, 1.393 day.s.
This orbit is remarkable for its small inclination to the earth's path.

12,085
7,931
7,497
2,088

678

833

78,461

,70,471

723,332

952,005

to the places of nativity

:

523,357
177,055
82,482
75.700
43.360
26.500

of Ireland
of England
of Sco'tland
of the Untied States_

graphite.

45,4.57

Natives
Natives
Natives
Natives
French Canadians
Natives of Germany
All other countries

9.721
13,700

952,005

Total
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can promote

their support,
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Mr. Bishop's Observatory, Regent's Park, Oct.
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—
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Post Office.— In the year 1839, under the old system,
75,907.572 letters werejdelivcrcd, and 6.503,024 franks. In 1840, under
the new system, 168,768,344 in 1841, 190,500,191 in 1842,208,434,451
in 1»43, 220,l.->0,300; in 1844, 242.091,684; in 1845, 271.410,789; iu
in 1849,
1846, 299,586,702; in 1847, 322,146,2-13 in 1848,328,830,184
The net
in 1851, 360,647,187.
337,399,199 in 1850, 347,069,071
revenue in each of the above years, ending the 5lh of .lanu.iry.iiichid1839,
iug the charges on the Government dcpartmcnte, has been

The

r>rilish

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

a laudable, and to say the least, a patriotic undertaking a wisli to
encourage a Society, where men of all shades of religion or politics
may meet on the same friendly grounds; nothing more being required
of the Members of the Caxauhx Ixstitcte than the means, the
opportunity, or the disposition, to promote those pursuits which are
calculated to refine and exalt a people.
All communications relating to the Ca.vadian' Institute to be
AH communications connected with the
addressed to the Secretary.
Journal to bo addressed to the Edi'or. Remittances on account of the
Journal received by the Treasurer of the Canadiax Institute, Toronto.
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Q'J

Annual Report of

Canadian

the Council of the

Institute for

the year 1852.

The

present Council having taken office shortly before the

close of the last session of the Institute,

have

more

little

to report

than their own proceedings in carrying out the objects of the
Society during the recess.

In the short period

ment and the

Annual

1.

On

Concrete,

On

Limestones, by Mr. Thomas.

3.

On

Auroras,

4.

On

the Probable

December 11th, 1852.
it is

The Annual Meeting

of the Canadian Institute was held in

House on Saturday, December 11th. The
commodious apartments in that building which

the old Government
spacious and

have been placed at the disposal of the Institute by the Governinent,

more convenient and

are

than the Hall of

accessible

Assembly and the adjoining rooms, which were alluded

November number of

Report of the Council, and

tiie

1st

and the Report being

and members

Esq., junr.,

read,

it

a few unimportant amendments.

Report speaks

and we give

absent

for

itself,

it

with respect to the progress of the

was

The

at length, in order that

members may have an opportunity of

satisfying themselves

The

Institute.

list

of candi-

dates for membership proposed at the last meeting was then read

and the gentlemen

members

elected

of the Institute.

In addition

inserted in the October number of the
we have now to announce the names of seveial other
gentlemen who were proposed on Saturday, and the formality of
to the

names which we

Journal,

whose

election will

Life Members

Institute.

M.

D.,

be completed

Numbere of
by Capt Lefroy.

The Election of

which tei-minated as follows

Officers

the Indian Races Inhabiting

papers, however, led to such discussion as
elicit.

the further pleasure of submitting a

list

of sixty-three candidates,

the formalities of whose election could not be completed during
the recess, but whose names will be brought before the meeting

evening in accordance with the by-laws of the Institute,

The number of inembers
and

hundred

twenty-six,

pi-eviously

making

on the books was one

in

all

one hundred and

eighty-nine.

Among
was

the

first

objects to

which the attention of the Council

was the provision of some means

directed,

for the

regular

and speedy publication of the papers read before the Society
subject to such regulations as might be necessary to sustain the
character of
it

is

transactions.

its

only by offering

scientific societies

interest of the

their

Experience appeara to show that

facilities

of this nature that literary and

can for any length of time either engage the

community, succeed

membere, or secure

in calling forth exertions

to themselves the

from

advantage of hearing

papere of permanent value read before their meetings.

meeting of the

Hutchinson, George Herrick,

Ordinary Memhets

James Cotton;

Hirschfelder.

— John

at the next

Lefroy.

During the above mentioned short period a considerable number of new members joined the Institute, and the Council have

was adopted

after the introduction of

viz.

of the

In the absence of the

and 2nd Vice Presidents, George Duggan,
chaii-,

to in the

discussion

election of officers

constituted the business of the evening.

called to the

by Capt.

the wish and the object of the Institute to

this

The

the Journal.

were read,

by Mr. Cumberland,

Each of the above
Gieneial meeting,

;hich intervened between their appoint-

2.

Biitish America,

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.

^

close of the session only four p>apers

—H.

S. Fripp, T.

was then proceeded with,

As

it

was impossible in the mfanc}' of the Society to sustain a
by its own funds, the method was adopted

reo'ular publication

after

much

consideration of originating a monthly periodical,

which, while claiming public support upon independent grounds,

:

should also be under the control of the Council to a sufficient
Capt.

J.

H. Lkfrot, R.A., F.R.S.
•Professor

mm% Wkz

'^mi^mt

©rjagiartr

Cherkiman.

—Fred. Cumberland, Esq.
Dalrymple Crawford, Esq.

-Professor Croft.

^?«?tatg
I

Such is the
Canadian Journal, which, under the editoi-ship of Professor H.
Y. Hind, to whose able and gratuitous .services the Institute is
extent to secure the attainment of their objects.

most deeply indebted, has now reached

Vol.

I,

Jfo. 5,

Dece.mber, 1852,

fourth number, and

public opinion throughout the Province.

Alfred Brunel, Esq.

Edward

Cull, Esq.

In order,

still

interest of the

Professor Hind,
Walter Shanley, Esq.,
Sandford Fleming, Esq.,

its

has been recognized in flattering terms by most of the organs of

further, to extend the usefulness

Journal, proposals have been

and

made

increase the

to the Natural

Professor Buckland,
Rev. Professor Irving,

History Society of Montreal, and to the Literary and Historical
Society of Quebec with the view of rendering the Canadian,

Dr. Bovell.

Journal the organ

for

the publication of their pro:eedings.

It
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make

proposed to

is also

Institutes

similar apiilicatiuiis to all tho Mechanics'
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co-operation from the Smithsonian Institute at Washington, a copy

througbout the Province.

of whose

The want of
Ontario,

information respecting the watei' levels of Lake

which are

variable to such an extent as seriously to

embarrass the operations of engineers who, as

to

had no

yet, liave

standard lake-level upon which to establish their investigations,

make enquiry

induced the Council to
Public
yeai«,

Works

as to

of the Couimissioneis of

any existing records of the

levels of past

and to suggest the propriety of establishing a future

reliable

system of observation aud registration at various points on the
lake shore.

some

special observations

which had been made

and referred

in connection

with the construction of the Provincial canals, were not prepared
to

recommend the Government

to take

any action in the matter

further than to place the services of light-house keepers in

its

emplojTuent at the disposal of the Institute in the pursuit of

Such

such enquiry.

would very greatly

assistance

facilitate

the

attainment of the object in view, and the Council submit for

your approval the expediency of arranging during the ensuing
winter, a regular system of observation, believing that

be productive of

great jjleasure in announcing that the Pro-

The Council have
vincial

Government has not only made the hberal grant of £250

to the Institute, for the cuiTent Parliamentary year, but has also

sanctioned
in tlie

its

occupation of spacious and convenient apartments

Old Government House, and thus afforded

and accommodation

Museum and

for

it

every facihty

an immediate commencement

of

a

Libraiy.

Commissionei's, however, whilst they acknow-

The

leilged the importance of the proposed investigation,

to

the

transactions will also be presented to

valuable

Library of the Society.

afl'ect

and manufacture, and greatly

the interests of navigation

ha\ e already received assurance of assistance and

The Council

results very valuable to the public,

would

it

and thereby

In reference to the

heve that a plan

first

of these objects, there

reason to be-

is

by the Government

in contemplation

for the

formation of a general museum, which, however, in the opinion

by no means supersedes the necessity of forming a
more private and special collection connected with the Institute.
Such a museum need not be of so extended and various a nature
as that contemplated by the Government, and might, perhaps^
with propriety be confined to the products of the Province, and
the illustration of those Arts and Sciences which are more
of the Council,

the objects of the Institution.

especially

A private

collection

of this kind, freely at the use of the members, will naturally be

more

justifying the expenditiu-e of a portion of the public grant.

is

and more

ae-ceptable

easily

any large

available than

Public Museum.

The Council

also distributed circulars

throughout the Province,

requesting information respecting two subjects, the one interesting

on account of

its

In furtherance of

connection with the former history of the counIstly.

try,

and the other of great value from

The

circulai's

respecting Indian

stones, printed in fiiU in the

its

economic importance.

Remains and Canadian Lime-

second number of the Journal, have

CouncU would recommend:

this view, the

That immediate formal apphcation be made to the

Government,

for

mens belonging

any

to

Geological

the SuiTey,

of

and

Mineralogical

may

which they

specij)Ossess

duphcates.

been widely disseminated, and the Council are happy to
that favourable results are beginning to arise

state

members of the

Institute,

requesting their co-operation in the formation of a

museum,

from the course

adopted.

2ndly. That circulai's be sent to

all

by the donation of such specimens
It affords the highest satisfaction to the Council to
to

announce that there is every

of the Society of Arts of
suit of their

mutual

been opened with the
authority of

Her

By

Institute

a correspondence which has

by

that Societ}',

(under the

and by recommendation of His Excellency the Governor General)
the Council have reason to hope that the foundation has been
a nature which

will

tend

" to

and

will ensure to its inhabitants

as the Society of Aits are enabled to furnish

with Arts, Manufactures and Commerce."

such information

on subjects connected

The Council being

be diligently puraued

;

Institute, strongly

recommend

action, correspondence

that

having a

like bearing,

full

and

efficient

be opened with

other kindred Societies in Great Britain and the United States;

whose

liberality in

Institutions,

extending advice and aid to

has already been

be able to

aiiipl}- illustrated.

less

That

special application

he made to Engineers and Sur-

engaged on RaUi-oads or mining operations

for specimens

obtained in cuttings or excavations, over which they

may have

superintendence, special attention being paid to Geological sections.

all

That such

collection shall for the present

objects connected with Ai-chitecture

comprehend

and Engineering, Natural

Histoiy and Bobmy, Mineralogy and Geology, Indian Antiquities,

and Arts aud Manufactures,
Sthly.

That a Museum Committee be apjiointed

to act in con-

junction with the Curator.

it

and would further suggest that so soon

as the Institute shall have been brought into

3rdly.

veyors,

4thly.-

impressed with the conviction that such a co-operation will result

most advantageously to the

may

advance

the knowledge of the resources and capabilities of this Province
in England,

tliey

procure.

Institute in the pur-

Majesty's Secretary of State for the Colonies,

laid for reciprocal services of

as

prob.abiht}' of the earlj' co-operation

London with the

objects.

be enabled

advanced

With

reference to the Library the Council

liberal appropriation

be made by

recommend

their successore in

wards the formation of such a Library of reference as

that a

oftice,

to-

will tacili-

and encourage the special jiui'suits of all classes of the
members of the Institute. That standard works on practical

tate, assist

Engineering, Architixture, Manufactures, Transactions of learned

THE RAILROADS OF CANADA.
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Societies,

and

other similar series, suoli as are seldom

in this country in private hands, be

first

met

expense be at present incurred in forming a Miscellaneous Library.

This Council would also recommend that application be
to

Government

for

copies of all public

made

documents printed by

authority of Parliament, on the subject of Engineering, Archi-

The Council have to report that they have entered into a correspondence with the Toronto Athenreum, with a view to an

ment

to

Societies,

cil

on terms expressed in a docu-

ful prospects that lie before

creasing

and

ing a few books, geological reports, and meteorological observations, various

mineralogical and geological specimens,

esting Indian remains, several valuable maps,

some

inter-

and models of the

Toronto Hai-bour and of a locomotive.

The

be the case with

all

young

societies,

lations as at first framed, require

that the

By-Laws and Regu-

more or less modifications. Some

propositions relating to changes in the terms of subscription,

other desirable alterations will presently be

The

large

and continually

;

and usefulness

all

1.

>

outstanding acc'nt per Voucher, No. 15
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Balance in favour of Institute

in-

with us of other

scientific intelligence

these facts encourage the belief that

its infancj',

will

soon extend

to every part of the Province,

among

and

its

influence

will ultimately

the great national societies of the world.

in order to realize this expectation,

your Council would beg

urge uj)on the members individually, the necessity of peraoual

exertion, each in his

formation of a

own department; not only in promoting the
Libraj'y, but more especially with

Museum and

reference to papers to be read before the Society,
sions that

may

afforded

inducement

ensue thereon,

and the

by the Canadian Journal, while

it

offers additional

for the preparation of such papers, at the

calls for judicious selection

discus-

1'he opportunity of publication

same time

of subjects, and increased zeal in their

iuvestigation.

Subjoined

will

be found a statement showing the

dition of the financial affairs of the Institute.

Balance Sheet, showing

your Coun-

and

brought before the

meeting.

Dec'br.

it.

become the recognized organ of

the Society, though yet in

now

experience of the past year has shown, as must naturally

Office,

the establishment and successful issue of a Journal which

throughout the Canadas

to

from

sufficient income, the probable incorporation

societies,

But

The Council have also gratefully to acknowledge the receipt
of a considerable number of donations to the Institute, compris-

retiring

of membei-s, the reasonable expectations of an assured

list

take rank worthily

be presently laid before the meeting.

and

this Report,

cannot refrain from congratulating the Institute on the hope-

bids fair to

tecture, Railways, Statistics, Prison Discipline, &c.

amalgamation of the two

In concluding

witli

provided, and that no

the Financial state

of

the Institute.

j^resent con-
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Com-

Great Western Railroad on behalf of the Desjardines Canal

ments " were rendered necessary,
unsuccessful attempts of the Great

in

" improve-

Such

pany, for certain improvements in said Canal."

unavoidable, by

fact

Western Company

the

to construct

a bridge across the present Canal, at the Burlington Heights,

where, after expending a large amount of money,
advisable

the Canal

—

change

this

is

projected,

Main

valuable contributors to the trade of the

iiterior of the

and

will

become

Line.

found

vcas

it

which some are already

countr}', of

Many branch roads

be constructed, stretching into the

will doubtless

must, to a cer-

still it

Grand Trunk.

tain extent, be a feeder to the

The

abandon the works and change the couree of

to
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—

Niagara Frontier into the adjoining State

considered, to a certain extent, an im-

distances

roads, will

from Trois

Pistoles to Detroit,

be nearly as follow

by

this

system of

:

provement of that navigation.

145
90
70
170
165

Trois Pistoles to Quebec, say
"
is

An

Act

to incorporate the

the most impoi-tant Railway Act of the session, and

more extended

The Company

will

of £3,000 sterling,

which accompanied
nothing to do

we

notice than

be

now

are

entitled to the

With

per mile.

—but we may be

the political

for the early

it

of a main line of communication through the
of Canada, and our hope that
as well with a view

to the

in reference to

its

movements

Via Port Sarnia:

we have

From Toronto

our

Guelph

satisfac-

At

we

believe,

no more

is

Via Hamilton:

From

—below

Montreal

the Atlantic and St. Lawrence road, as far as Richmond, already

and the Richmond and Quebec road, now under

construction, will connect the

Quebec the Trois
thence

Main Trunk with Quebec

Pistoles road will carry it

on to that

"

Hamilton to Detroit

and

Nova

thus uniting with the roads projected and in progi'ess in
Scotia and

New

Brunswick.

Westward of Toronto, the Toronto and Guelph
under contract as

far as

Guelph, and

its

The Main Trunk, therefore, with its
1074 miles in Canada, of which 387
and

—below

point,

expected a road vnW be constructed to Miramichi,

it is

road,

now

recently chartered exten-

"

most

fertile

region

struction to Port

and within one-

fourth of a mile of Port Sarnia,) will connect through Detroit,

and by the Michigan Central Railroad, with Chicago and all the
roads west and south-west of that point. From Port Huron,
another road, partly constructed, extends through the heart of

Grand PLaven, opposite Milwaukie, while Port Sarnia
the foot of Lake Huron, will command a large poition of

Michigan
being at

the north-western trade, borne over Lakes Michigan and Huron.

of sucli a chain of communication through the

Provinces and extending into the adjoining Republic can hai-dly

be over-rated,

.ind the

connexion which the Main Tiunk has with

the lines

we have named, can

lation.

These are

derive support.

Hamilton, with

not

fail

to

may

it

not, however, all the sources

It will
tlio

a profitable specu-

from which

it

wUl

be connected by a line from Toronto

to

Great Western road, which also connects via

Detroit with most of the linos above
point,

make

named westward

and though the larger portion of the

reasonably he cvppcted

to pass

over

its

extension

in operation.

the Erie and Ontario Railroad

Company,"

mouth

of the Niagara River and

Chip-

by Railroad on the Canada

side.

direct competition with the

one already commenced on the oppo-

Two

This road will of course be in

of the river to extend from Buffalo to Youngstown.

site side

Acts were passed in

relation to the

The Bytown and

ing a former charter.

Bytown and

Prescott

amend-

Prescott road connects

the heart of the Ottawa country at Bytown, with the St.

rence at

immedisitely

Prescott,

—

Ogdensburgh road
of this road
that

it

is

Act

Law-

opposite the terminus of the

a distance of about 54 miles.

in a forward state,

win be opened

"Au

and

it

is

The grading

confidently assei-ted

for business next season.

to incorporate

the Toronto and Guelph Railway

Company." This title hardly expresses the object of the Act,
which empowers the Compa: ly previously chartered to ext«nd
We have altheir line to the waters of Lake Huron at Sarnia.
ready alluded to this in connexion with the Grand Trunk line;
it

will

compete

far w&?t,
is

and

witii the

will

Great Western for the trade of the

undoubtedly obtain that portion of

it

which

destined to pass through Canada, on the other hand, the

Great Western must always counnand sucli
business as will find a

of that

Gro.at Western's

miles are under contract

chartered in 1835, for the construction of

a Raih'oad between the

to

The importance

amend

miles.

that

(we believe now under conopjsosite

to

Company

220

Railroad, one granting certain lauds in Bytown, the other

of the Canadian Peninsula; beyond

Huron, immediately

Act

miles.

pawa, thus connecting the navigation of Lakes Erie and Ontario

Main Trunk with the waters
the head of the river St. Clair, and with the

point a short road in Michigan,

An

40
180

extensions, will consist of

and about 90 miles

in a forward state,

relates to a

sion to Port Sarnia, will connect the

of Lake Huron, at

miles.

214

Toronto to Hamilton

known

intended to extend from

it is

Montreal to Kingston, and thence to Toronto

in operation,

47
115
52

to Sarnia

location will be determined,

its final

present,

miles.

640
Guelph

to

Sarnia to Detroit, (in Michigan)

construction

whole length

economical construction and subse-

route than that

to Montreal

Montreal to Kingston
Kingston to Toronto

it.

quent working of the road, as to conserve the broadest interests of
the whole Province.

Richmond

Government guarantee

pei mitted to express

opened by

tion at the fair prospects

to

Richmond

demands

prepared to give

passage through the Legislature,

its

Quebec

Main Trunk Railway of Canada,"

roads of

New

more

profitable channel to

of the

western

market over the

York.

Trade
tn tlie

Tlio "

Toronto aixf Saniia" road, ns

it

may more

correctly

bo
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named, passes through the best agricultural

command a

Canada, and will

Upper

districts in

profitable local business.

lui

construct a Railway from opposite
for the extension of

Quebec

to Trois Pistoles,

and

such Railway to the Eastern Frontier of this

Province."

The next Act

the

relates to

"

which was

Railroad, a charter for

Peterborough and Port Hope
granted in 1846.

first

It is

an

important branch road, and when constructed, will biing a rich

Canada

section of

into

communication with the navigation of

Lake Ontario and with the

"

Main Trunk."

or rather renews a charter,

ters,

struction of a railroad

Hope)

profitable,

and

either

act char-

from Cobourg (only seven miles from

to Peterborough.

ed to construct both

Another

granted in 1834, for the con-

we presume,

It is not,

The

rivalry

we

Neither, of the lines,

will

be the successful competitor.

line

has

made

his report of

to

first

any serious

An

Act

for

completed

—

has only a local importance.

is

overcome that

survey

—we

are not

"

coe

An Act to amend the Act incorporating the Ontario, Simand Huron Railroad Union CompamjV The amendment

relates to the election of Directors,

aware that anything has been done on the other route.

original Charter
"

An

Act authorizing the

construction of a Railway from Gait

This line will be an extension of the branch from

to Guelph."

the Great Western to Gait, already under construction.
effort

to obtain for

the Great Western

Road and

Hamilton, a share of the business of Guelph and

which

will otherwise

may

It

line.

by

This road

lottery.

less

be tbe

first

the completed portion of

therefore be considered as an extension of the

Company.

miles, the

grading

is

will

be an important road, as connecting the two principal

of Canada West, and as a link

likely to

make

cities

connecting the Great Western

with the Main Trunk at Toronto.
difficulties

It

cities.

There are no engineering

an expensive road, and

this

it

will

undoubtedly afford ample remuneration for capital invested in

A

preliminary survey has been

Benedict

—

We think

late

made under

it.

the direction of Mr.

Chief Engineer to the Great Western Company.

own

Toronto would have consulted her

interests

had

she taken a more active part in the successful prosecution of this
enterprize

—

it

will

form the connecting link between

the roads of the State of

New

this city

a

fair representation in its

management

it is

An

Act

make

of great importance.

very nearly completed as far as Barrie, (63

fall

It is a

of 1853.

This road will receive the

for one-half of the cost of its construction.

road of great importance, as being the nearest connecting

between the navigation of Lakes Huron and Michio-an, and
Ontario, and will without doubt command a lai-ge share of

link

the business of the north-west, and

all

the business of the vast

mineral regions of Lake Superior, since the distance by this
route to the projected canal at Saidt Ste. Mary,

of Mackinaw, from

New York

250 miles than any other

and Boston,

and

Independently of

route.

empower any Railway Company, whose Railway
the Main Trunk Line of Railway throughout this

Province, to unite with any other such

or to purchase

Company and

the property and rights of any such
tain

Company,
;

this,

by some
however

65 miles of the road pass through a very rich and thickly setwhich has hitherto found its way to

Toronto, over the "

Yonge

Street

Macadamized Roads."

"An Act

to authorize the Brantford

and Buffalo Joint Stock

Railroad Company, to construct a Railway from Fort Erie to

This road had been commenced from Fort Erie to

repealed.

The

their line to

present

Goderich

Road

Act empowers the Company

—

it

will

Act, since
to

extend

therefore cross both the " Great

Western" and the "Toronto and Sarnia" roads

at nearly right

to repeal cer-

Acts therein mentioned, incorporating Railway Companies."

This Act requires no
future

"An

—

comment

working of the main

line

^it

is

intended to

facilitate

the

through the Province, under

one management.
"

to the Straits

will be less

tled country, the business of

Goderich."

to

forms part of

open

immediately, beyond this twenty-seven

it

Brantford, and partly graded under the General
"

There are

in contemplation to

and

York, and the interests of her

business in that dii'ection, as well as westward of Hamilton,

and

from Toronto,) thence to the waters of Lake Huron
about 30 miles, the surve3's are already made, and the road will be

Government Guarantee
a Charter for constructing a Railroad between those

laid,

money

will doubt-

miles

constructed before the

The Hamilton and Toronto Railway Company has obtained

to raise

and

completed road in Upper Canada.

the City of
vicinity,

in a very forward state

is

already 27 miles of iron

its

and repeals that part of the

which empowered the Company

an

It is

be drawn off by the Toronto and Guelph

charter of the Great Western

Govern-

From Trois Pisof Nova Scotia and

to amend and extend the Act incoi-porating a Commaking a railroad from the Village of Industry to the
Township of Rawdon in Lower Canada." This road is nearly
"

pany

The engineer of the Port Hope

a pi'eliminary

entitled to the

opening the

believe, offei-

the

be

per mile.

Brunswick.

in

;

;

It will

sterling,

a road to Miramachi will meet the roads

engineering difficulty to their consti'uction and the only obstruction will be of a financial character

early construction.

its

ment guarantee of £3,000

New

of Coboui-g and Port Hope, which are bidding for the business of

Peterborough.

pect for

toles

confined to the towns

is

understand that the necessary capital has
been subscribed towards this hne, and that there is a fair pros-

made

would answer every purpose

interior of the country.

form the eastern extension

will eventually

it

We

towards Halifax.

seriously intend-

that event neither could be

lines, as in

Poi't

This has already been noticed in connexion with the Main

Trunk, of which

An

Act

to provide for the incorporation of

a Company, to

to incorporate the Grand Junction Raih'oad ComThe Grand Junction Railway, we believe, is intended
to connect Peterborough with the waters of Lake Huron at Gloucester Bay, with Toronto, and with the Main Trunk at or near

Act

pany."

Belleville.

It

would undoubtedly open a

vast

and valuable

tract

PERREAULX DIVIDING MACHINE.

loa
of couutiy, but
is

wc

are of opinion that part of tlio project at least,

premature.

We have now,

we

amount of Railway

Legislation

Canadian Pai'liament, and

Canada

will in

munication.

Acts relating to

believe, noticed all the

Railways, pa'sed dining the recent session.

if

all

They embrace an

certainly unprecedented in a

the roads projected are built,

no way be behind her neighboui-s in

It is true that

value, or at least,

some of the

premature ; but none of them

ai-e

ceeded with, except such are well calcidated to
turn for the capital invested.

We give

Rafli'oad

com-

projects are of doubtfid

hkely to be pro-

make

a

fair re-

below a synopsis of the

Railroads chartered and in progress in Canada,

by which

it

will

be seen that we now have 205 miles in operation; 618 miles
under construction

;

and 1056 miles chartered.

NAilE OF RAILROADS.
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witli a

dift'tji-eiit

Such

scale.

is

netical piibhcations refen-ed to, all of

probably have been saved

if

mag-

the case with the

literally

which inconvetiience would

the machine

we

refer to

had formed

a part of the equipment of such establishments, thus allowing a
scale of

any

is

as

value required to be j)roduced as often as

special

—with

needed

the ordinary engines, the generation of a

In

a serious undertaking.

new

fact the uses of Perreaulx

an addition to general philosophical

ajsparatus,

scale

machine

owing

to the

extreme minutene.ss and accuracy of the linear measurements of

which

it is

and the great variety of

capable,

scales

which can be

produced are as numerous as we think they would be found in
the more practical pursuits above referred

and we should be

to,

glad to hear of some enterprizing mechanic in Canada providing

one of them.

£20

The

additional the

price in Paris

about

is

means of circular

£42

currency

;

for

division are added.

103

usefid services.

its

He

put a gentle check upon

it

just as

it

was

about to escape at the top of the furnace he gently enticed it to
pass through a channel or pipe which bent downwards and
gently brought it under the boiler of the steam-engine which
worked the blowing machine for the furnace.
clever device
this for this economised caloric heated the boiler without any
other fuel whatever, and there was a saving of three^hundred and
fifty pounds in one year in the fuel department for one boiler
alone.
Mr. Budd told all about this to the British Association,
at Swansea, in 1848; and at Edinburgh, in 1850, he was able
to tell them much more.
He stated that he had applied the
method to all the nine smelting-furnaces at the Ystalyfera works
and that it has also been applied at the Dundyvan Works in
Scotland.
The coal used in the Scotch works is of such a kind
that the wasted heat from one furnace is believed to be enough
to heat the air for the hot blast, and to work the blast engines
for three furnaces.
Mr. Budd states that his plan enabled the
Dundyvan proprietors to smelt ore with a ton and a cjuarter less
coal to a ton of iron than by the old method and he shows how
this might arise to a saving of one hundred and thirty thousand
pounds a year for the whole of Scotland.
pretty-saving this
a veritable creation of something out of a commercial nothing.
;

;

A

;

;

Penny Wisdom.
is a huge heap of chemical refuse now near the banks
Tyne at Gateshead, which is not only a commercial nothing,

There
of the

but the manufacturer who unwillingly calls it his property, would
most kindly greet any one who would take it oft' his hands for
he has to lease sundry acres of land for no other purpose than to
deposit this refuse theieon.
It is of such nothings as these that
we would speak ; and of the ingenuity which, from time to time,
draws something therefrom. And we would also direct attention to a few miscellaneous examples of the useful application
of materials loug_, valued the causing " a httJe to go a great
way."
;

—

Schoolboys display great skill in breaking then slates. Shall
they be allowed to continue the exercise of this interesting practice
or shall we. invite them to use the new Wurtemberg slates ?
manufacturer in that country has invented a mode applying
;

A

a surface coating to sheet

mark

iron,

which enables

of a slate pencil it is said to be
hable to injury, than a common
iron slates, why not sheet-iron paper ?

much

;

less

slate.

it

to take freely the

lighter,

If

and much

we have

sheet

Baron Von Kleist, the
proprietor of some iron works at Nandeck, in Bohemia, has lately produced paper of this kind, from which great things seem to
be expected. It is remarkable for its extreme thinness, flexibility
and strength, and is entirely without flaws. It is used in making buttons, and various other articles shaped by stamping; and
"Whether the world
it Ts capable of receiving a very high polish.
we must leave
is ever to see the Times printed on a sheet of iron,
to some clairvoyante to determine but, no sooner did our mami;

facturere

become acquainted with

this

Bohernian product at the

Great Exhibition, than they instantly set their wits to work to
produce better and thinner sheet-iron than had before been made
In the Birmingham department, before the exhiin Eno-land.
bition closed, there
three, consising of

made
44

iron literature

may

its

le;.Yes

about two ounces and a

half.

appearance about

five

inches

by

of sheet-iron, the whole weighing
are getting on: the age of

We

yet arrive.

A

—

Horse-shoe nails, kicked about the world by horses innumeranot the useless fragments we might naturally deem them.
Military men may discuss the relative merits of Minie rifles, and
needle guns, and regidation-muskets but all will agree that the
material of which the barrels are made should be sound aud tough,
and gun-makers tell us that no iron is so well fitted for the purpose as that which is derived from horse-shoe nails, and similarly
worn fragments. The nails are in the first instance made of good
sound iron, and the violent concussions which they receive, when
a horse is w-alking over a stoney road, give a peculiar- annealing
and toughening to the metal, highly beneficial to its subsequent
ble, are

;

use for

gun

barrels.

An

advertisement in the Times notifies, that " the Committee
for managing the affairs of the Bristol Gas Light Comj^any are
ready to enter into a contract for a term, from the twenty-first

December next, for the sale of from sixteen thousand gallons of
ammoniacal liquor, produced per month at the works of the Company."
What is this ammoniacal liquor ? It is a most unloveable compound, which the gas-makers must get rid of, whether
it

has commercial value or not.

which escape
are extraordinarily complex in their character ; they comprise, not
only the gas which

intended for illumination, but acids, and
all of which must be
removed before the street gas arrives at its proper degree of purity.
By washing in clean water, and washing in lime water, and other
alkalies,

is

and gases of many other kinds

is gradually brought about.
But then
the water, which has become impregnated wdth ammonia, and
the linie, which has become impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen and other gases, are dolefully foetid and repulsive; and
in the early history of gas-lighting these refuse products embar-

What a sad waste
extraction of the metal from its stong matrix.
of good fuel is here what a provoking mode of driving money
oufof one's pocket! So thought Mr. Budd, of the Ystalyfera
He found that the heat which escapes from
ironworks in Wales.
an iron furnace is really as high as that of melting brass and
compel this heat to render some of
might
he pondered how he
:

;

But now the chemists make

rassed the gas-maker exceedingly.
all sorts

The

of good things from them.

ammonia

made from

lady's smelling-bottle

this refuse

ammonia, and

sul-

another product from the same source the
tar, which is another of the ungracious consequences of gas-making, is now made to yield benezole
a remarkable volatile liquid

phate of

;

—

processes, this purification

contains volatile salts

Our learned chemists have lately discovered that, in making
or smelting iron, not less than seven-eighths, of all the heat goes
only one-eighth being really made availabe for the
off' in waste

After coal has been converted

into coke in the retorts of a gas-house, the vapours

is

;

—which manufacturers employ

—

varnish, and perfumhonoured by the name of oil
of bitter almonds, and housewives employ in removing grease
spots, and economical ladies employ in cleaning white kid gloves;
the naphthaline, which annoys the gas-maker by choking up his
pipes, is made to render an account of itself in the form of a
in short, our
beautiful red colouring matter, useful in dyeing
ers

employ

in

making

that

in

which

making

is

—

PENNY WISDOM.
gas works are a sort of niagieal Saving's Bank, in which commercial nothings are put iu, and \aluable souiethiBg taken out.*

Mr. Biokeden has taught us

how

to

make

pencils out of dust.

known, are made
from Bo)Towdale plumbago, brought from a mine in Cumexhausted
and
becoming
a question has
This mine is
berland.

Our black

k-ad pencils, as

is

pretty generally

[1S52.

high

a mountain or rather
a table-land of difficulties.
Here then, we see how chemical
manufacturers are saving a penny out of some of their refuse,
and looking wistfullj- towards the day when they may [)erchance
save a j eniij' out of this monstrous commercial nothing.

and thirty or forty

in extent,

feet

:

it is

chierty

;

Various compounds
arisen how the supply shall be kept up.
have been suggested in different quartei-s, but Mr. Brokeden has
Alhappily hit upon an expedient which premises wonders.

though pieces of plumbago are scarce, plumbago dust is tolerably
He presses
plentiful, and Mr. Brokeden operates upon this dust.
a mass of the powder together, then draws out the air from beneath the particles by means of an mr pump, and then presses
airaiu with such enormous force as to convert the mass into a solid
block, which can be cut into the oblong prisms suitable for pencils.

—

one ounce in
If a ton of lead contains three ounces of silver
twelve thousand ounces will it pay to dig out this silver, mechMr. Pattinson,
Will it save a penny ?
anically or chemically ?
a manufacturing chemist at Newcastle, says, and shows that it
will" although, before his improvements were introduced, the

—

attempt was a losing one, unless the lead contained at least twenty
ounces of silver to the ton. Nearly all lead ore contains a trace of
silver, which becomes melted and combined in the ingot or pig
of lead. Vast are the arrangements which the manufacturers are
willino- to make to extricate this morsel of silver from the mass
iu which it is buried huge furnaces, and melting vessels, and

perhaps necessarily, very wasteful people.
the mouths of their pits large heaps of
small coal, which, formerly, rendered service to no one; and in
some parts of the country they burn this coal simply to get rid
of it.
But, thanks to the Legislaiure, it sonietiines does good by
interfering in manufacturing att'aii'S.
It ordained that locomotives
should not send forth streams of smoke into the air, and we ai'e
thus freed from a nuisance which sadly affects our river-steamers
and steamer-rivere while^ at the same time, coke being used as
a non-smokable fuel, and the supply from the gas-woiks being
too small, coke-makei-s have looked to the heai)S of small coal at
the pit's mouth and the result is, that thousands of locomotives
are now fed with coke made fi'om the smaU waste coal at the
colheiies.
The railway companies get their coke cheaper than
formerly the coal owner makes something out of a (commercial)
nothing; and the ground around the coal-pits is becoming freed
from an iucumbrauce. And what the coke makere would leave,
if they leave anything, the ar-tificial fuel makere will buy
for in
most of the patent fuels now brought under public notice, coaldust is one of the ingredients.

Coal proprietors

are,

They accumulate around

;

;

;

;

;

crystallizino- vessels are provided,

The

fully conducted.

companion while the
wards in the fonn of dazzhng

silvery

and elaborate processes are

lead, itself, is all the better

;

silver

makes

tea-services,

its

care-

for losing its

appearance

after-

and such hke.

How

pennyworth of beauty out of old bones and bits
which the French gelatine-makers have
solved very prettily.
Does the reader remember some gorgeous
sheets of coloured gelatine in the French depai-tment of the
of skin,

to get a
is

a problem

Great Exhibition
of Newcastle calls to mind our opening paragraph,
The history of this
relatinri- to a certain table-land of refuse.
useless product carries with it the history of many other remai'kThus it is.
once useless, but now of great value.
able pioducts
Sulphur is thrown into a " burning, fiery furnace ;" it biu-ns away
this,
being
called
sulphurous
acid
gas
and is converted into a
combined with steam and water, becomes liquid sulphuric acid.
So far good there is no refuse. But let us go on. Common
salt, or rather rock salt from Cheshire, is heated with this sulpeculiar penetrating gas nses, which
phuric acid in a fui-nace.
is muriatic acid; the soda makers (of whom, more presently,) did

The mention

—

;

;

A

not want this troublesome gas, and they, therefore, sent it up
But the gardeners and farmer's all
aloft throuijh the chimneys.
around complained that the muriatic acid vapours poisoned their
trees and plants, and then the manufacturei's were driven to construct chimneys so lofty as to overtop our loftiest steeples in order
to cany away the enemy as far above the region of vegetation as

But good luck or g^od sense came to their aid tliey
of combining the gas with water, and thus was
produced muriatic acid or spirits of salts and then this muriatic
made
to yield chlorine, and the chlorine was made
acid was
to form an iiiui-.'diciit in Mcai'liing powder; so that by little
and little, the "ihv .Inali'l niuriatic acid gas has become a most
Meanwhile
respectable and r.'spivtrd iVirud to the manufacturer.
the salt and the sulphuric acid are undergoing such changes, by
kinds,
that
different
they
both
mixings
of
disappear
and
heatings

possible.

devised a

the useful product left liehind is soda, so valuable in glass-making, and soap-making, and other processes; the
usela«s product is an earthly substance, consisting of calcium and
;

sulphur, which nobody can apply to any profitable purpose,
nobody will buy, and nobody even accept as a gift. At a large
chemical work near Newcastle, this product has been increasing
at such a rajjid rate that it now forms a mass six or eight acres
also

Miscellany.

owed them

to

the slaughter-houses of

all

;

;

ornamental uses of the confectioner, or made into veiy thin white
and transparent sheets of papier f/Iace for copying di'awings, or
applied in the making of artificial flowers, or used as a substitute
for paper on which gold printing may be executed.
In good
sooth: when an ox has given us our beef, and our leather, and
our tallow, his cai'eer of usefulness is by no means ended; we
can get a penny out of him as long as there is a scrap of his
substance above ground.

;

from the scene

See

that

mode

;

•

We

?

Those establishments are so well organized and conducted,
the refuse is carefully preserved, to be applied to any
purposes for which it may be deemed fitting. Very pure gelatine
is made from the waste fragments of skin, bone, tendon, ligature,
and gelatinous tissue of the animals slaughtered in the Parisian
abattoirs
and thin sheets of this gelatine are made to receive
very rich and beautiful coloui-s. As a gelatinous liquid, when
melted, it is used in the dressing of woven stuffs, and in the
clarification of wine
and, as a solid, it is cut into threads for the
Paris.

an

ariicle

headed Gas Perfuir.ery,

iji

volume

3,

page

SS'l

of ihis

Dyers and caUco-printers,

like

mauufocturing chemists, have

frequently accumulations of rubbish about their

jireraises,

which

they heartily wish to get rid of at any or no jn'ice and at intervals, by a new item added to the general stock of available
knowledge, one of these accumulations becomes suddenlj' a comThe dye material called madder will serve
mercial something.
Madder is the root of
to illustrate this as well as anything else.
a plant which yields much colouring matter bv' steeping in water;
and after being so treated, the spent madder is thrown aside as a
The refuse is not rich enough for manure no
useless refuse.
river conservatoi's will allow it to be thrown into a running stream
and the dyer is thus perforce compelled to give it a homestead
somewhere or other. But, some clear-headed experimenter has
just found out that, actually, one-third of the colouring matter is
;

;

left

to

imused in

make a

madder; and hehasjshown how
penny and an honest pennj- out of it, by the

the'so-called spent

pretty

aid of certain hot acids.
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Whether any perfumed lady would he disconcerted
the sources of her perfumes, each lady must decide for herself;
but it seems that Mr. De la Rue and Doctor Hofl'man, in their
iit

learning

have made terrible
havoc among the perfumery. They have found that many of
the scents said to be procured from flowers and fruits, are really
produced from anything but flowery sources the perfumers are
chemists enough to know that similar odours may be often 2)roduced from disshnilar substances, and if the half-crown bottle of
perfume really has the required odour, the perfumer does not
expect to be asked what kind of odour was emitted by the subNow, Doctor Lyon
stance whence the perfume was obtained.
Playfair, iu his summary of the jury investigation abjve alluded
to, broadly tells us that these primary odours are often most
"
peculiarly foetid oil, termed fusel oil, is formed
unbearable.
in making brandy and whiskey; this fusel oil, distilled with
The
sulphuric acid and acetate of potash, gives the oil of pears.
oil of ajjples is made from tlie same fusel oil, by distillation with
The oil of pine-apples
sulphuric acid and bichromate of potash.
is obtained fi'om a product of the action of putrid cheese on sugar,
or by making a soap with butter, and distiUing it with alcohol
and sulphuric acid and is now largely employed in England in
making pine-apple ale. Oil of grapes and oil of cognac, used to
impart the flavour of French cognac to British brandy, are little
The artificial oil of bitter almonds, now so
less than fusel oil.
largely employed in perfuming soap and for flavouring confectionary, is prepared by the action of nitiic acid on the foetid oils
of gas-tar. Many a fair forehead is damped ^\dth eau de milleJleurs, without knowing that its essential ingredient is derived
from the drainage of cowhouses. In all such cases as these, the
chemical science involved is, really, of a high order, and the
perfume produced is a bona-fide perfume, not one whit less
The only
sterling than if produced from fruits and flowers.
question is one of commercial honesty, in giving a name no
longer applicable, and charging too highly for a cheaply produced
scent.
This mode of saving a penny is chemically right, but
commercially wrong.
capacities as jurors of the Great Exhibition,

;

A

;

The French make a large quantity of sugar from beet-root
and in the processes of manufacture there remains behind a thick,
black, unctuous molasses, containing much sugar, but from other
causes impregnated with a nauseous taste and a most disagi-eeable
smell.
Men will not eat it, but pigs will and so to the pigs it has
gone, imtil E. Dubranfaut showed (a? he has lately done,) that
;

this molasses

is

something better than

pig's meat.

He

dissolves,

he ends by producing a kind of eau sucre, a beautiful clear and colourless syrup
the saccharine
nearly
whole
of
the
or sugar-liquid, containing
principle from the ofleusi\e and almost valueless molasses.

and decomposes, and washes, and

clari ties,

until

mal;e one kind of paint or liquid produce many
an amount of material almost
beneath the power of
to weigh or measure ? Mr. De la Rue
has solved this question by the production of his beautiful iridescent and opalescent paper.
Both mechanically and optically, the

How

can

we

different colours, an^l this witli

mm

production of these papers

poured into a

flat vessel

;

is

and,

Water

strikingly interesting.

when

is

quite tranquil, a very mnnite

this, by
is sprinkled upon the surfaco
a species of attraction between the two liquids, spreads out on all
sides, and covers the whole surface in a film of exquisite thinness.
sheet of paper or a card-board, or any other article, is then
dipped fairly into the water, and raised gently with that surface

quantity of spirit varnish

:

A

uppermost which

is

to receive [he coloured adoi'nment; it lifts

up

the surface of the water, and this
The paper is held
film becomes deposited on the paper itself.
in an inclined position, to allow the water to drain off from
beneath the film and the varnish then remains permanent on
Now, the paper thus coated with
the surface of the paper.
the film of varnish from

;

oft'

105

colourless varnish exliil]its the prismatic tints with exquisite clear-

—

the film of varnish is so extremely thin so far beneath
anything that could be laid on Avith a brush or pencil that it

ness

;

—

on the same principle as the soap-bubble, exhibiting
dift'erences of colour on account of minute diflerences in the
thickness of the film at different parts; and not only so, but the
reliects light

self-same sjjot exhibits different tints according to the angle at
which we view it. It is a lovely material, and lovely things may

be produced from

We

it.

thing out of nothing

;

cannot speak of it as producing somea means of producing a beautiful

l>ut it is

result with a marvellou.dy small expenditure of materials.

The

clinkei-s, ashes,

or cinders, which remain in furnaces after

metallurgic operations have been completed,

may

appear to be

among

the most useless of all useless things.
Not so, however.
If they contain any metal, there are men who will ferret it out
so:ne
means
otlier.
or
Not many years since, the ashes of
by

the coke used in brass-furnaces were carted away as i-ubbish but
shrewd people have detected a good deal of volatilised copper mixed up therewith and the brass-makers can now find
a market for their ashes as an infeiior kind of copper ore.
It
needs hardly to be stated that all soits of filings aird raspings,
cuttings and clippings, borings and turnings, and odds ani ends
;

;

in the leal metallic ibi'm,

the metal

may be

—

ai'e all

available

grist that

fo;'

comes

re-melting, \vh;itever

If the
metal be a cheap one, it will not jiay to extricate a stray per
from
ceutage
ashes and clinkers but, if it be one of the more
costly metals, not only are all scraps and ashes and skimmings
all

is

to this mill.

;

but particles are sought for in a way that may well
astonish those to whom the subject is new.
Take gold as an
example. There are Jew dealere and Christiaii dealeis also, who
wait
upon
gilders
sedulously
and jewellers at intervals, to buy up
everything (be it what it may) which has gold in or upon it.
Old and useless gilt frames are bought they are burnt, and the
preser\-ed,

;

up

The fragments, and
dust of gold, which arise during gilding, are bought and refined.
cushion
which
the gilder uses is bought when too old
The leather
for use, for the sake of the gold pai'ticles which insinuate themashes so treated as to yield

all

their gold.

odd nooks and corners. The old leather apron of a
bought; it is a rich prize, for in spite of its dirty look,
it possesses very auriferous atti'actions.
The sweepings of the
floor of a jewellei-'s workshop ai'e bought; and there is probably
no broom, the use of which is stipulated for with more stiictness
than that with which such a floor is swept. In short, there are iu
this world (and at no time so much as at the present) a set of
veiy useful people, who may be designated manutactnriug scavengei-s they clear away refuse which woidd else encumber the ground
and they put money into the pockets both of buyers andsellers they
do eftectuaUy create a something out of a commercial nothing.
selves nito

jeweller

is

:

;

How to save a penny by using dairy drainage, and slaughterhouse drainage, and house drainage, and street drainage, and
stable drainage, and old bones, and old rags, and spent tan, and
how to create value by using such refuse as
flax steep-water
manure for fields and gardens is one of the great qu&stions of
the day, which no oue who takes up a newspaper can fail to find
Chemistry is here the grand
elucidated in some form or other.
oconomiser.
C hemistry is indeed Nature's housewife, making

—

—

" The clippings of the traveUiug tinker,"
the best of everything.
as Dr. Playfair well says iu one of his lectures, " are mixed with
hoofs
from the smithy, or the cast-oft'
horses'
parings
the
of
woollen garments of the inhabitants of a sister isle, and soon
afterwards, in the form of dyes of brightest blue, grace the dress
The main ingredient of the ink with which
of courtly dames.
I now write was possibly once part of the broken hoop of an old
bones
of dead animals yield the chief conThe
barrel.
beer
The dreg-s of port wine carefully
stituent of lucifer matches.
rejected by the port wine driidier in decanting his favouiite

—

PARKES' STEAM ENGINE.
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—

beverage

are takeu

Seidlitz powdei-s,

to

liim in tlie moniiug,

by

reinove the

eti'ucts

in the
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form of

of his debauch.

The

and the washings of coal-gas re-appeai' careoti'al of the
fullj' preserved in the lady's smeUing bottle, or are used by her to
Bicheni Household Words.
flavour i?anc?;iaM(/eforherfriends."
streets

We
tion

have much pleasure in inserting the following communica-

from Mr. Viucent Parkes, of Toronto, whose earnest desire

to disseminate practical

and

useful information

Institute

among working

acknowledged by the CanadiRU

mechanics, has already been

and the Toronto Mechanics'

Institute.

Mr. Parkes has

Fig

3.

himself constructed a beautiful httle working model of a locomotive, in which the steam
spirit

lamp.

which

Many

is

—

Section of Steam-Chest, showing

Steam and Exhaust

Pipes.

generated by means of a sraall

of our readers will

remember the

interest

at the

annual exhibition of

the Mechanics' Institute a year or two ago.

Since that period

this little locomotive attracted

Mr. Parkes has invented and constructed a new variety of steamengine, a description of
cation.

We

are

happy

which forms the

subject of his

communiand the

to state that both the locomotive

working model of his new engine,

medal from the Governor General
Exposition in 1850,) are

now

(for

which he received a gold

at the

Canadian Industrial

the property of the Canadian Insti-

tute, having been presented to that body

by

Mr. Pai-kes

Fig

4.

—

Slide Valve, showing segment of Mitre
the cavity of the Face.

Wheel

cast

in

:

In all the diagrams, a represents the steam port,
cating from the branch pipe j to the steam-chest.

communi-

—
with
communicating irom
C —Steam
the lower end
the
the
communicating with exhaust
D —Exhaust
E — Segment mitre-wheel working
corresponding
wheel F
moves
G— Centre pin upon which
firm

B Steam port passing dhect through, communicating from
the steam-chest to the upper end of the cylinder.
port connects

side pipe,

of

steam-chest to

cylinder.

port

pipe.

of

into the

in face of slide valve.

the slide valve

seom-ed

upon the upper end to prevAt
by the action of the mitre wheels.

into the face, with a washer secured

the valve from rising off the face

H —Lever

secured on

the spindle

and connected

i

to the

eccentric rod.

— Spindle of mitre wheel.
—Branch pipe from
K—Upper end
L L—Trunions showing

I

boUer.

J

of eccentric rod.
the external appearance on the exhaust

Fig

1.

—

Perspective view.

side

and section on the steam

side.

PENDULUM STEAM ENGINE BY MR. VINCENT PARKES.
The object in view was to simplify the ordinary Oscillating
Steam Engine. The arrangement consists in a semi-rotary slide
valve moving within the steam-chest, and placing the steam-chest

arrangement the steam ways are much simpUfied, the
trunions, cylinder, cover and steam ways are in one castiug that
may be iiuished entirel}' in the lathe. By the trunions being
placed at the upper end of the cylinder it becomes a pendulum,

(with its peculiar steam ports) upon the end of the steam cylinder,
the steam and exhaust branch pijjes of the steam-chest to form
trunions upon which the steam-chest and cylinder can freely
vibrate so as to conform with the position of the crank, as is
illustrated by the following diagrams

and does not require the same effort of the crank
motion of the cyhnder, also the angle of vibration
than the ordinary arrano-eraent where the trunions

',

;

By

this

the centre of the cylinder.
reverse gear,

is

is

much

less

This kind of engine, with suitable

particularly appUcable to propellers.

The Ancient Miners of Lake
I shall

to arrest the

are placed in

Superior

;

by Charles Whittleser**

not enter into a description of the extensive mining

operations that have been carried on in very remote periods,

the shores of

Lake Superior.

They

are of great

are founil extending over a \yide space.

As

on

magnitude and

fer

as at present

known, the most striking I'emains of the ancient mincis, are on

Fio

2.

—

piuTi

showing the F.ico of Steam-Chest, Steam-Ports,
Steam and Exhaust Pipes.

•Tlli!
rticle, showing the connexion of the Aztecs or Ancient Mexicans^
Willi 111
ncicnt mining operations on Lake Superior, was prepared for
delivery belore the American Associnlion, nl the expected meeting at Cleveland, in Angujt \aH.— {Annals oj t<cience, Cleveland.)

THE ANCIENT MINEES OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
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the Ontonogon River, extending 15 or 20 miles along the trap
range each way from where it crosses the course of that stream.
are also very apparent in the vicinity of Portage Lake.
Point Kewena they may be seen extending from the Forsyth
location, ('now Fulton,) eastward along the range about 20 miles,
and across the Lake on Isle Royal, are abundant evidences of
mining operations of the same era. The details, concerning the

They

lOV

exceeded in bulk by the Pyramid of Cholula, in Mexico; but all
belong to the same S3'stem. The similarity of the earth-works,
over so large a space, is one of the links in the chain of evidence
adduced by Mr. Delafield.

On

—

mode in which these mines were worked the dejjth and extent
of their excavations the tools, implements, Ac, used may be
seen in the Reports of the Government Geologists, and in Mr.
Foster's paper on that subject in the Smithsonian Contributions.

—

;

I shall coniine myself to the evidences which show the connexion, or rather the identity of the jjeople who wrought these
mines, with the " race of the mounds," which anciently occupied

the State of Ohio, and from them to the Aztecs, the ancestoi-s of
the Mexicans.

That part of the discussion which connects the

" race

of the

" mound builders" with the Aztecs, will be brief.
foundation for this relationship, is the leai-ned work of Mr.
Belafield, upon the Antiquities of America, where all the points
bearing upon the question are most ably presented. If Mr.
Delafield does not establish the point that the Mexicans are
descendants of the " mound builders," he succeeds in giving his
opinion as nearly the character of a demonstration, as the nature
of the subject allows. Many of his proofs musf^ of necessity,
rest upon tradition, which is always vague, upon symbolical paintings, sculptures, and characters, such as all the ancient, ignorant,

mounds" or the

Another pomt

is supported by historical proof.
There ara
the Mexicans, national annals, which say, that about the
year 600 of our era, their ancestors migrated from the north,
under an Emperor named Citin, or Votan. There have been

among

Comparisons made between three sculls, taken from ancient mounds
in the valley of the Mississippi, and that belong to the race of
the mounds, if any of the relics which are found here do ; and
three others, which were procured from ancient tumuli in Peru.
Ancient Monuments, see p. 291-2. Their anatomical proportions correspond so well, that craniologists pronounce them to be
of the same family.

—

The pyramid of Cholula, which our officers visited during the
war, is built of unburnt brick and of clay.
The ruins of Astelan
on the Rock River, Wisconsin, show that brick were used in the
construction of the walls but which were partially burnt.
;

The

and

half civilized nations

history,

and

made

which

in a court of law
we
command our belief.
we must of necessity, deal
;

if

or

we must abandon

and which
is

constitute their

cannot expect, in such
required under oral testi-

did, there is little of written history

that would

quity

of,

We

their only history.

enquiries, the strict conviction,

mony

use

In

affairs

of such remote anti-

in speculations

and deductions,

The Mexicans believed in, and worshipped, an evil spirit, which
they called Tlacalecalatl or the " rational owl," and had made
images of this bad deity in the form of an owl. The " mound
builders," also made and deposited in their tumuli, images of the
owl, which doubtless had some connexion with their superstitions,
probably the same as the Mexican owls.
These are the principal proofs that the race of the mounds
were the ancestors of the Aztecs, and of the Toltecs, a branch of
There
the same family, who inhabited the country about Copan.
is, moreover, a tradition, and also hieroglyphical maps among the
progenitora,
Mexicans, and credited by them, showing that their
like the Mongohan ancestors of our Indians, were emigrants from

way

Asia, by the

of Behring's Straits.

the subject altogether.

Nothing is better settled in ethnology, than that the North
American Indian, or Northern Aborigines, belong to the Morogolian or Tartar family, which inhabits Northern Asia.

I adopt the conclusions of Mr. Delafield, as to the mound
builders, because it is not merely an hypothesis
but is based on
;

strong analogies, and

upon many

facts.

that the " race of the mounds" has become extincb
more unreasonable, because it is contrary to the
of nations, and is sustained by no evidence.

To suppose

On

the basis of craniology, according to which the

human race

is divided into families, by naturalists, the race of the mounds is
unequivocally distinct from the North American Indian. Mr.
Delafield's -enquiry into the origin of the " race of the mounds,"
and the excellent work of Squier and Davis, upon the Ancient
Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, show conclusively, that the
ancient mounds of the Mississijipi valley are the same as those of
Mexico and Peru.

They have been examined from

the western part of

New York,

southerly and westerly, through the States, on the Mississippi, to

Texas, and thence through Mexico and Central

and

are found to have a

America to Peru,
The same
Ohio and in Mexico, on

common external

appearance.

elevated platforms of earth are seen in
which, it is presumed, the same religious rites were once celebrated.

In Peru, the Spaniards, when they conquered that country,
found lines and circles of embankment, with exterior ditches,
situated on the summit of difficult hills, having the form and
stmcture of the so-called " Indian forts," that are so numerous in

would be
history

far

Here I leave the subject of identity between the ancient Mexand the ancient race of the mounds and turn to the con-

icans

;

wrought the

copiper veins of

At
ai'e

the South, these works are built on a larger scale than they
same general pattern.

here, but after the

The mounds
at

St.

Louis,

at Grave Creek, Virginia
Mo.; and at Moorehouse
;

at

Miamisburgh, Ohio

Pan's,

Louisiana,

are

Lake Superior

who

in ancient times.

among the
who inhabited

Mr. Delafield observes, that there are traditions
Indians, that their ancestors drove out a people

North America, and who occupied the ancient earth-works of the
west.

I have never been able to verify the existence of such a

tradition

;

but in numerous

cases,

where Indians have been ques-

tioned upon the subject of the mounds, they have replied that

they knew nothing about them, or the people who built them.
The most probably theory, on this point, is, that the countiy was

abandoned voluntarily by the Aztecs. These military works show
no signs of having been attacked, or of having undergone proIf they had been attacked, there certainly would
tracted sieges.
have been resistance for a people so numerous, and so well fortified, woidd not have fled like cowards before an enemy, however
numerous, in the open field. An enemy could not have invested
these fortifications without constnicting similar works of attack.
A permanent fortification, of any kind, cannot be carried by storm
but only after a tedious approach, sustained by works of a like
kind, such as ti'enches of circumvallation and contravallation.
;

this State.

whether they are the people

sideration of the question,

THE ANCIENT MINERS OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
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of attack there are no remains, so far as I am informed,
and but one instance where earth-walls appear to have been demolished in their day this occurs, in a shoi't line of embankment,

Of works

more than 1000

[1852.

and that they were

years,

their inunediate

successor's.

;

separating the great fortification, on the Little Miami, into two
The double walls across the narrow part of the works,
parts.

appear to have been thi'owu down, violently, as though a
party in the north portion of the fort had succeeded in breaking
into the southern portion,

inside,

no proof that our Indians erected works of defence
and Spaniards had taught thorn to do so,
Before this time, they had
by
no need of such defences, under their mode of warfare, against
each other.
Of what value would picketed forts be to wandei'ing
tribes, who malie war with knives and arrows; by long journeys
and sudden surpi'ises who nev&r accumulate provisions or attack
Much less, woidd they build permanent
in the open field ?
works with walls and trenches.
There

is

until after the Fi'ench

building stockades in their midst.

;

they withdrew suddenlj', leaving a
and well cultivated country, which they owned and had
strongly fortified, in one night as the Israelites did Egypt.
They
gradually changed their position for a still more fertile and genial
region, upon tlie Gnlf of Mexico, and the Pacific Ocean.
In
time the Northern Indians, who lived upon wikl game and fish,
and not upon the products of the soil, finding the country south
of the great Lakes unoccupied, and growing up to be again a
forest, where game could exist, extended themselves over it.
It is not probable that

beautiful

But, admitting that the Aborig-ines were the next occupants
the mound builders, is there any substantial grounds for

after

to the

atti-ibutlng

Indians, the ancient workings of the copper

mines of Lake Superior ?
If they did possess the

There are cases where our North American Indians, after the
appearance of the whites, and the introduction of fire-arms, as a
matter of necessity, have fortified themselves against other tribes,
and the whites, who had musquetry as weapons of attack ; but
even this rude picketing which they have been forced to set up
is of very rare occurrence.
They make war now, in general, as
they did 250 years ago, by surprise; striking a secret and terrible
blow, securing the scalps of the enemy and making a sudden
retreat.
They have, and always have had, too little industry and
forethought to make permanent defences, preferring, like the wild
animals they resemble, to make strongholds of jungles and
swamps provided by the great spirit in preference to the
artificial works of their own hands.
people that does not
cultivate the soil, will not be likely to construct works to protect
them in the possession of it.

—

—

Neither

A

is

there any satisfactory evidence, that another people

intervened between

the

mound

occupying the country after

and the Aboiigines,
the mounds were built, and before

the Indians took possession of

builders

it.

skill to plan,

and the industry to exe-

immense rwk excavations which are obser\'ed there, it is
evident to all who know them in the present state, that they have
lost both their skill and their industry.
cute the

Is

same

it

rational to suppose, that the

under the same

spot,

same people living upon the
would have thus changed ?

influences,

The working of such extensive mines would require, not only
the persevering labour of many hundred men, but the labour of
as

many more employed somewhere

soil,

or in

wrought

some other mode,

in the

cultivation of t"he

collecting provisions for those

who

North American Indian capable
of devising or carrying out any such prolonged and systematic
in the mines.

Is the

plan of oprerations?

By what

much above
keep him there?

influence did he rise to that condition, so

his present one, that

would not have operated

to

In his history, from the landing of the Spaniards in 1528, to
he has exhibited as a great family of the human race,
a most dogged indisposition to impro\ement, and even to change
this day,

If the Mexican history

anived

is

true,

according to which the Aztecs

Central America about the year

in

A. D. 600;

or

1200

yeais ago, there has not been time enough, since their departure

from the bardcs of the Ohio, and Mississippi, for another people
occupy the same ground and to disappear. If their
was such a people, the present Indians would be more likely to
know something of them than their predecessors.

to arise to

In the year 1001, the Icelanders sailing westward to Greenand coasting thence southward, visited the shores of New
England. They found upon the Atlantic coast a savage people,
who, from the description given, were the same as our Aborigines.
Only five hundred years after, when Sebiistian Cabot, and Aniericiis Vespucius navigated the same seas, the same tribes inhabitcxl

land,

tlie

New England

About

De

Soto,

coasts.

the same time Pamphileo Do N.ir\arre and Hernando
(1528 and 1540,) traversed the interior of Fldiida,
Tennessee, Arkansas, and Texas, and found there

Mississippi,
tribes that

remain to this day.

bones, and particulaily the skulls, that Mr. rrainerd and
myself exhumed last year in asandstone cavern, in ]Cly]'ia, Lorain
Co., Ohio, noticed in the proceedings of the Anieiiran Associa-

The

the Cincinnati meeting, are in all iirobahil!(y those of
Aboiigincs, and are fiom 1000 to 2000 yen's olil.

tion, at

All these fads go to show, that the present Indi.-m f;iniily has
the iMUutry, W^'m which the mound linilij.'i^; rmigrali'd,

OccvipicMl

of pursuits.

He is fond of giving traditions, both fictitious and real, extending back in the history of his people many hundred yeare.
Would he have lost, or pretended to lose, the memorj- of such a
titct as the working of these mines ?
is an old Indian, of the Chippewa nation, who lives at
mouth of the St. Louis River, at Fond-du-Lae, of Lake Superior, by the name of " Loons Foot," who ti'aces back his ancestors
by name, about 400 years, dunng which time they have been

There

the

like

him, hereditary chiefs

in his tribe.

In September, 1849, I caused him to be questioned, by a
gentleman from Canada, who is his nephew, in relation to the
copper mines that have been worked of old, on Lake Superior.
Ho made a long storj', as Indians generally do, \\'ith many gesticulations and embellishments, which was in substance as follows

"A long time

ago the Indians were much bettor ofl' than they
cojipor axes, aiTOW heads, and spears; and
also, stone axes.
Until the French came here, (1641,^ and
blasted the rocks with powder; wo have no traditions of the
copper mines being worked, and don't know who did work them.
Our firenilliers used to build big canoes and cross the Lake over
to Isle luiy.il, where tlicy found more copper ihiui anywhere else.
TIk! slone hammers tliat are now found in the old diggings we
know nolliing about. 1'lie Indians were formorlv much more
are now.

They had
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numerous, and Iiappier, than tliey are now.
wars, and such troubles as they have now."

The

earhest

They then had no

French Missionaries found among the Indians, a

But
very few, but very rude and illy formed copper knives.
there is no difBculty in distinguishing the implements of copper
which they had from those that are found in the aucient mounds

They are much more rude, and less perfect, in their
One of these kni\'es may be seen figured by Mr.

of Ohio.

construction.

on page 201, of the Smithsonian Contributions,

Squier,

vol. 1.

The Indians knew of the existence of boulders or detached
masses of cojjper, and when they found small piieces of it in the
gravel, or on the pebble beach, they made use of the best skill
of which they were possessed to fashion it into some useful
implement.
Mr.

S.

W.

Hill, of

Eagle Harbor, Lake Superior, informed me,

that in digging the foundation for a house at that place, at about
four (4) feet below the surface, in the water washed sand of the

Lake, there was found evidences of an attempt to melt by fire,
some pieces of copper from a neighboring vein. This was,
doubtless, the work of our Indians.

Mr. Bailey, of the same place, described to me an instrument
of copper which he found in the gravel within Fort Williams,
that appeared to have been used either for skinning animals or
It resembled, somewhat, the
for dressing and working the skins.
circular knife of a saddler, without its wooden handle.
I have found in the soil or loose materials, pieces of native
little beating in a cold state, might be fashioned into a rude knife or cutting instrument; and it is from such
masses that I conclude all the implements known to the Indians
were made. Those taken from the mounds of Ohio are much
more finished and entu-ely diflFerent in form.

copper, that with a
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of no other country can show.
As these have all been the results of fresh and original research, they present a mass of valuable data suflicient to form a secure basis for important generalizations.

From

these materials, and from the results of the inquithe distribution of creatures in the depth of our seas,
conducted by a committee of the British Association, a clear

ries into

notion may be formed of the elements of which our submarine
population is corajjosed.
Extensive tables, exhibiting tiie sublittoral distribution of marine invertebrata, from the South of
England along the Western coasts of Great Britain to Zetland,
mainly constructed from the joint observations of Professor E.

Forbes and Mr. MacAndrew, are now preparingfor publication, as
a first part of a general report from the committee refen-ed to.
The data embodied in these tables are the produce of researches
conducted during the last eleven years, and registered systematically at the time of observation.
British marine animals

and plants are distributed

mines would make

it.

The conjecture that the Indians knew of and woi-ked the mines,
but concealed them from the French, is not very plausible.
The

entire length of the excavations

now known, must be 25

some of them on the

coasts and navigable watei-s,
Althougli the Indians are reluctant to
disclose minerals to white men, they have done so in many cases
They
of copper masses, but never of veins or ancient mmes.
would be as likely to do one as the other, if they knew of them.
But all of the ancient works yet explored, show that they have
been abandoned more than 500 years, and not only before the

or 30 miles,

and not

easily concealed.

heard the Indians speak of copper, but before Columbus landed on the Continent.

French

first

(To

he continued.)

The Natural History of the
The Natural History

British Seas;

By

;

weed Lichina and the common mussel (Mytilus

common

with the third sub-region

fishes,

Cetacea, portions of the

Articulata, the Mollusca, Radiata, Zoophytes, Sponges,

have been published, either
publishers, or

by the Ray

at private cost,

or

;

it

edulis.)

In

almost always p)resents rocks
where our shores are

so that

broad white band, entirely composed of these shell-fish,
seen when the tide is out, marking the middle space so
conspicuously as to be visible from a great distance. In the third
sub-region the commonest form of wrack or kelp (Fucus articulatus) prevails, and the largest periwinkle (Littorina Vdtorea)
with the Purpura capillus are dominant and abundant. In the
fourth and lowest sub-region the Fucus just mentioned gives way
steep, a

may be

for another species, the
shells are replaced

Fucus serratus and

by a

;

in

hke manner the
and pecuhar

fresh Littorina (littoralis)

Trochi.

Once below low-water mark the periwinkles become rare, or
and the Fuci are replaced by the gigantic sea-weeds

disappear,

known popularly as tangles (species of Laminaria, Alaria, djc.,)
among which live myriads of peculiar forms of animals and lesser
plants.
The genus Lacuna among shell-fish is especially characteristic

of this zone.

replaces the

In sandy

places, the

Zostera or grass-wrack

The Laminarian Zone extends

Laminaria

to a
depth of about fifteen fathoms, but in its lowest part the greater
sea-weeds are comparatively few, and usually the prevailing plant
is the curious coral-like vegetable called NuUipore.

Prof. E. Forbes.

Seas has for a long
time been a favorite subject of investigation. Within the last
fifteen years, however, fi'esh inquiries have been set on foot, and
the details of their zoology and botany worked out to an extent
beyond that to which the examination of any other marine proNumerous and beautiful illustrated
vince has been carried.
of the British

monographs, treating of their

depth (or

;

thickly encrusted with barnacles

According to the relations of the Jesuit Missionaries, the
Indians often preserved pieces of pure copper, which they picked
up on the beech, as " manitous," or Gods, which they would not
have done had this metal been so common as the working of the

in

bathymetricallyj in a series of zones or regions which belt our
shores from high water mark down to the greatest depth explorThe uppermost of these is the tract between tidemarks this
ed.
Whatever be the extent of rise and fall of
is the Littoral Zone.
the tide, this zone, wherever the ground is hard or rockj', thus
affording security for the growth of marine plants and animals,
presents similar features, and can be subdivided into a series of
con-esponding sub-regions through all of which the common
limpet [Patella vidgata) ranges, giving a character to the entire
belt.
Each of these sub-regions has its own chai-acteristic animals and ptlants. Thus the highest is constantly characterized by
the presence of the periwinkle Littorina rudis, (and on our western shores, Littorina neritoides,) along with the sea-weed Fucus
canaliadatus. The second sub-region is marked by the sea-

and Algse,

by the

patriotic

Society, such as the scientific Mterature

From 15

to

50 or more fathoms we find a zone pi-olific in
life, but from which conspicuous vege-

peculiar forms of animal
tables

seem almost

entirel}'

bitants are predacious.

The majority of its inhaof our larger fishes belong to this

banished.

Many

on account of the plant-like zoophytes abounding in it, the name of Coralline Zone has been applied. The
majority of the rarer shell-fish of our seas have been jjrocured
region, to which,

from

this region.

Below 50 fathoms is the region of deep-sea corals, so stjled
because hard and strong true corals of considerable dimensions
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bo looked
for around the Zetlaiid.s and Hob)ides, where many of our most
curious auimals, forms of zoopbyte-s and ecliinoderms, have been
drawn up from tha abysses of the ocean. Its deepest recesses
have not as yet been e.xwiiined. Into tbis region we find' that
not a few species extend tbeii- range from tlie higher zones.
When tliey do so they often change tlieir aspect, esjiocialiy so
far as color is concerned, losing brightness of hue and becoming
In the lower zones it is the associadull-color or even colorless.
tion of species ratber than tbe presence of peculiar fomis which
arc foimJ in

gives

them a

In

doptli':.

its

tliL-

Britisli

distinctive character.

.-^eas

it

is

to

All recent researches,

when

conducted, have confirmed tbis classification of produces of depth. When we have an apparent exception, as in
the case of the submarine ravine oft' the Mull of Galloway, dredged by Capt. Beecby and recorded by Mr. Thompson, in which,
tbouo-h it is 150 fathoms deep, tbe fauna is that of the coralline
scientifically

seek for an explanation of tbe anomaly by inquirIn this
the geological history of the area in question.
particular instance there is every reason to believe that the i-a\ine
mentioned is of very late date compared with the epoch of dittuzone,

we must

ino- into

sion of tbe British fauna.

When we
British seas,

most

in the

trace tbe horizontal distribution of creatures

we

though our area must be mainly or alone of the great European marine pro-

find that

entu'ely referred to

which the lecturer has given the name of Celtic,
yet there are sub-divisions within itself marked out by the preTbe marine fauna and flora
.sence or absence of peculiar species.
of the Channel Isles present certain differences, not numerous but
not the less important, from that of the south-western shores of
England, which in its turn differs from that of the Irish sea, and
The Coniisb and Devon sea
it ao-aiu from that of the Hebi'ides.
fauna and that of the Hebrides are marked by redundancies of
sijecies; that of the eastern coast of England on tbe conAlong tbe whole of our western coasts,
trary by deficiencies.

influences of

warm

[1852.

currents flowing north\fards

germs of species of more southern regions

and

dift'using

in the coralline

the

and

temperature or the
higher at some depth than near the sui-firoe.
On the
we find in a region farther to the south than Britain
an outlier of the Celtic fauna preserved in the bays of Asturias,
wliere it was discovered in 1849 by Mr. MacAndrew; a very
remarkable fact, and one appealed to by the lecturer as confirmatory of his theory of an ancient coast extension between Ireland
and Spain.
i-leep-sea-coral zones; for in the arctic seas the

water

is

other hand,

much

be done in the investigation of the natand many districts remain for more
minute exploration. It is chiefly among articulate animals and
especially among worms, that fi'esh discoveries may be looked for.
Yet even now, new and remarkable forms of mollusca ma}' occasionally be procured, and, during the autumn of last year, in a
cruise with Mr. Mac Andrew, no fewer than twenty additional
molluscs and radiata were discovered in the Hebrides, and have
just been described b}' tbe lecturer in conjunction with Professor
Goodsir.
Among these is one of the largest, (if not the largest)
compound ascidians ever discovered.
In our southernmost
province, fresh and valuable researches have been conducted during the past year by Professor Aclaud and Di-. Cams, who,
selecting the Seilly Isles as a field for exploration, have filled up
a blank in our fiiuna.

There

is still

to

ural history of our seas,

\Tnces, that to

The lecturer concluded by an expression of gratification at the
spread and progress of natural history studies in Great Britain
among all ranks, and at the love of science manifested in the
systematic manner in wdiich our fauna and flora ha\e been
explored, and the beautiful works which have been pi'oduced in
illustration of them.
Government

of Mines.

whether

of

creatures

prevailing,

Playfair,

find certain
Great Britain or Ireland, we
In
not present on our eastern shores.
the south coast of Ireland we find an asemblage of
creatures which do not strictly belong to that province, but are
identical with similar isolated assemblages on the west coast of
In the ^^'est of Ireland we find a district of shore disScotland.

tbe depths

oft'

tinguished from

all

other parts of our coasts

by the presence of

a

peculiar sea-urchin, to find the continuance of Avhose range we
must cross the Atlantic to Spain. In such phenomena the lecturer sees evidences of conformation of land, of outlines of coast
dift'erent climatal con-

and connections of land with land under

ditions than at present prevail within our area, for an explanation
of which we must go back into the history of the geological past.

If

we do

so,

we

can discover reasons

for these anomalies,

but not

othenvise.

on the very appropriate subject of the industrial
education on the Continent.
re^iew was taken of the vast
importance of skill and labour in the arts, by which this

A

country was enabled to import cotton from India and America,
to export it again as calico and manufactured articles; malachite
and other cupriferous ores from Russia and Australia, to be sent
to all parts of the wojid as refined copper, with many other
natural products which received an equal increase in value from
the hands of tho artizan, rendering it of the utmost importance
to cultivate the intellect, and improve industrial experience with
the light of scientific truth.
It was then shown that intellectual
information on the Continent, as relates to the arts, existed to a
greater extent than in this country, partly owing to the care
bestowed on real scientific education there, and partly to the
British artizan relying too

The dredging researches about to be published, go
that among our sublittoral animals the northern element
a fiict indicated by the number of
over the southern,

—

northern >i"iirs;

be

al

to

show

prevails

peculiar

same time the southern forms appear to
imrllnvanU more rapidly than the nor-

the

dilfn-in^^- tliiin-ilM s

This diffusion is mainly maintained along
thern do .southwards.
our western shores, and appears to be in action, not only in the
We must atBritish sea.s, but also along tho shores of Norway.
it to the influence of warm eiuT<'n(s flowing northwards,
The body
originating probably in extensions of thi' guir-strcam.
of colder water in the depths of our seas prc-jerves the original

tribute

inhabitants of this area, remnants of the fauna of the glacial
epoch, overlain and surrounded by a fauna of later migration,

A

curious fact respecting
to a highoi- temperature.
the marine creatures of the Arctic seas of Europe, viz., that tlie
littoral and laminarian fonns arc ]ie.culiar]y arctic, whilst the
deeper species are boreal or eeltic, may be explained also by the

and adapted

.

Scliool

The session of 1852-3 was opened on Wednesday,
November 3rd, with an introductory lecture by Dr. Lyon

much on

jiraetice,

and too often sneer-

ing at the application of scientific theories, so essential for carrying
out that practice to a successful issue.
It w&s also shown that
this education had led to the establishment and rapid growth of

new
ard.

which foreign states were realizing an
amount of production, leaving us a decreasing stand-

industries abroad, b}'

increasing

In describing tho \arious continental schools. Dr.

commenced with

I'layfair

where there are three descriptions of
the
the Real Schools, and the Trade
Schools; pupils admiftrd at 14 years old for two yeai's, must
have had a prarti.',il cirnientary education, when they receive a

institutions,

full coui'se

Prussia,

G\Tiinasia,

of instruction, (pialifying

them

for minei's, engineei's,

mathematicians, or for any branch of the arts for
may bo intended. The education is not gratuitous,
but does not cost each student more than from 30s. to 60s. per
aimum, wdiilo the cost to the Stat* for about 1200 students is
£7000 a year. Saxony also lias the same three kinds of schools.
Austria has no Trade Schools, but several polvteehnie establisharchitects,

which they
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ments, the one in Vienna being the largest in Europe, costing
£1 1,000 jser annum tliere are also Holidaj' and Sunday Schools,
;

in wliich the

workmen

take great interest, and their knowledge

sciences is a matter of astonishment
Englishmen. In Bavaria there are no Real Schools, but 26
Trade Schools, one for every large town they are supported by
the localities, the Government exercising supervision, and sending
commissioners periodically to inspect. There are also Holiday
Schools, and the entire number of students may be about 3000.
The Baden Gymnasia, and High Standard Schools of burghers
and trade were represented as the most perfect in Europe, there
was an average of 41 teachers to 430 pupils; the expense to the

and research mto the various
to

;

Duchy is about £4100 per annum, and the
£6 annually. The lecturer estimated that

cost to the student

there were 13,000

students receiving an industrial and systematic education in

all

Germany, and from 30,000 to 40,000 working men improving
France was next
their mind by HoUday and Sunday Schools.
reverted to: besides the great and well-known schools of the
Government, such as the Hcole Polytechniqiie, the JScnle des
Mines, the IHcole des Fonts et Chwussees, and the Conservatoire
des Arts et Metres, there is a private institution, the Hcole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures, established by private capital,
which has obtained the most ample remuneration hj its success.
So important is this to the industry of France that the Government and the Conseils Generaitx of 29 departments have
it.
The school has
300 students, taught by 40 professors of the highest eminence.
So much valued are the certificated students of this school by

established exhibitions in connection with

the manufacturers of France, that they ai-e sure of immediate
and important employment. Belgium and Denmark were also
noticed as having public schools and the lecturer emphatically
implied that the time had now arrived when England must no
longer be supine in the matter, but take a bold step on the sub;

ject of in Just]'ial education, inculcating the principle that practical

experience must go hand in hand with philosophical science to
bring the arts of any country to a high standard of exceUence.
The coui-se of lectures for the session of five months are
1.

2.

—

Chemistry applied to Arts and Agriculture Lyon Playfair, F.R.S.
Natural History applied to Geology and the Aits Edward

—
—Robert

Forbes, F.RS.

Mechanical Science, with its Applications to Mining
Hunt, Keeper of Mining Records.
3.

Special AppKcations—Jno. Percy, M.D.. F.R.S-

4.

Metallurgy, with

its

5.

Geology, and

Practical Apphcations

6.

Miumg and Mineralogy— Waiingtou W.

its

—A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S.

at

home; but

;

Vegetable Sports

—

A

asunder.

It

is

known

to few,

and

—Some

of Wheat.

14

Sicilian grass, presentiug features of difterence to

him

him to conclude that it was an accitook the seeds of this plant and sowed them.
The produce of this seed of the original plant exhibited stiU
greater departure from that original than the produce of the first
He dealt with the seed of the second year as he had done
year.
with that of the first; and so on from year to year, from 1839
and the result of this experiment was that the ^gilops
to 1851
ovata was turned into beautiful wheat. The plant had lost all
afliuity with the character of the plant from which it sprung, and
had assumed a new type and form thus demonstrating that the
most useful and valuable of cereal products is in fact nothingmarked

to lead

He

;

;

more or

less

than a sport from

^gilops

ovata.

—

A

The Potato Disease. At a late sitting of the Academy of
Sciences, M. Brierre stated that, having noticed that the potato
blight did not occur on lands that had been covered by the sea,
he'made a strong solution of salt in water, and placed the cuttings in it for some hours before planting, the result being perfect

attracts little notice

freedom from disease. At tlie same meeting, M. Bayard, of
Chateau Gouttier, averred that the blight was owing to excessive
vitality in the plant; and that, therefore, before setting, he had
inserted a pea into each cutting both plants, the graft and the
tVs the pea vegetated first, M.
potato, flouiishing most healthily.
Bayard supposes "it carried oft' the sui»rabundant moisture of the

Highland Society has a copy made of it, carries it over to Edinburgh, where the scientific principles of its construction are
highly lauded, and for the next six months all the Ayrshire
amateurs are treating their friends to butter made in ten minutes,
and amusing them with the wonder's of the French churn.
Yorkshire smith, Uving in the midst of heavy land, fixes harrow
teeth into a long cylindrical axle at uniform distances, and fittingtwo of these axles together, so that the teeth of one shall play
between those of the other, when it is dragged along the laud,
forms a maehuie admirably adapted for the tearing of heavy
brittle clods

— Supposed Origin

or 15 3^ears ago, Monsieur Esprit Fabre, a continental botanist of
great eminence, met with a plant of the ^gUo2)S ovata, or

dental variety.

The Origin of some Agricultural Inventions.- -A Devonshire
farmer invents a modification of the rotatory churn, in which, by
making it revolve in an outer casing of warm water, tempered
by the aid of the thermometer, he can at all seasons of the year
command the best degree of warmth for separating the butter,
and thus finish the process in a time at once brief and uniform.
The French minister sees this at the Society of Arts and encloses
model is made, somewhat altered,
a description of it to Paris.
and exhibited at the " Exposition." A Scotch director of the

Seen thereby an Englishman,

Norway.

A

sufficiently

Agricultural Extracts.

Ill
gets to

it is pronounced, as it is, a thing of first-rate exceUence, and,
under the name of the " Norwegian harrow," it obtains a distinguished place in our future agricultural shows.
Scotch
Presbyterian minister puts together, in 1825, an adjustment of
wheels and scissors-blades, so working that when pushed along a
corn-field at harvest-time, it cuts down the grain as if done by
hand, and far more cheaply and expeditiously.
His brother, a
farmer, improves upon, and adopts this machine, and for a dozen
successive years, employs it in reaping his crops.
But it, also, is
seen by few.
The National Society gives the inventor a prize of
£50, but makes little noise about it. Nobody cares to make a
fortune by pushing it, and although, in 1834, several were in
operation in Forfarshire, few of the supposed wide-awake Scotch
farmers thought of adopting it as a sa\"iiig of labour, even when
But four of the machines were sent
the hai'dest times had come.
to New York from Dundee, the chief place of manufactiu'e.
Thoughtful, pushing emigrants, settlers in the North American
prairies, where wide flat fields, easily covered with waving corn,
offered speedy fortunes to those who could command hands to
reap it, saw, or heard, or read of these machines. The reaper
was re-constructed, modified in ditfereut ways, as so complicated
a machine could not fail to be, and probably for the better, by
ingenious mechanics, was brought into successful operation, made
by thousands for the farmers beyond the American lakes, and
obtained a deservedly high reputation, as a means both of doing
work well and of saving labour much. In 1849 we saw it at
the great State Show in Western New York, and brought it
The American reaping-machine
thence to Loudon in 1851.
proved the main attraction of the United States department of
Implement-makers vied with each other
the Great Exhibition.
in seeking to secure the privilege of manufacturing the patented
machines for the English market; thousands of practical men
became persuaded of its economical applicability to our English
hundreds of machines were bespoken by Enghsh
soil and crops
cultivators, and all the while no one knew that the original model
machine was at the very time quietly cutting its yearly harvest
on the farm of Inch Michael, in the carse of Gowrie. Edinhurgh
Review.

common

Smith, M.A., F.G.S.

it

;
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potato,

and thus saved

it

from

by means

principle of counteraction

He, in

disease.

acted on the

fact,

of the issue^ using a pea

instead of the orange-bud.

—

i lately
T/ie Potato Disease, and Cutting off the Haulm.
paid a visit to Mr. Diploc-k, of the Gritiininu, Fk-tchiug, vihich. I
have done for three yeare in succession and as Mj-. D. has been
ver3" succes-sful with his potatoes, not having one diseased tuber
;

yeai-s, while his neighboui-s

for the hist three

around hun have

entu-e loss of theii-s,

liad to deplore nearly the

I give

you the

As soon
prevents the ravages of the malady.
as the slightest symjitoms of .dise;ise are manifested in the leaf,
and before it has reached the stem, Mr. D. has the tops cut off
mode whereby he

same time in passing he presses in with
behuid ; they are then thickly earthed over
to prevent bleeding and if the soil is observed to be damp a few
days after, a fresh coat of soil is added. It is to the pi-eventing
of the bleediusr that Mr. D. attributes his success, as he finds by
close to the soil, at the

his foot the

to}) left

;

mode that" the potatoes swell and grow as usual, while those
uncovered become exhausted by bleeding, and grow no larger.
Mr. Diplock has now a fiue healthy crop of potatoes, and not a
diseased tuber among them, while every other grower in this
this
left

—

Wm.
ueifi-hbourhood finds theii-s more or less diseased.
Woodlands A^ursery, Meresjield, near Ukejied, Sussex.
The

affects

—An

of Liquid Manure.

prietor, in Ayrshire, writes

us (the

large quantities should a

EDWARD
Institute,

Geological Survey of Canada.
John Lovell ; Quebec.

Another of

Sir.

Geological Survey of Canada has reached us. Mr. Logau's absence
from the Provinces during the year 1850-51 for the pui'j^ose of super-

intending the anangement of the collection of economic materials

forwarded from Canada

(of London,) and the Canadian Institute, with a view to
advancing the knowledge of the resources and capabilities
of Canada abroad, and of promoting information on the
subject within this Province.
the Secretary of the Colonial Committee of the Society of Arts,
Corresponding Secretary of the Canadian Institute:

Copy of a Letter from

—I am

instructed by the Colonial Committee of the
Sir,
Society of Arts, to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
31st July, (see August No. of Canadian Journal,) and the
various papei-s which accompanied it, transmitted to the Right
Sir J. Pakington.

The Committee

are

much

gratified

by

the cordial promise of co-operation with which their proposal
has been met by the Council of the Canadian Institute and trust
that the correspondence thus commenced will hereafter lead to

important practical

results.

the Exhibition of the Industry of all Nations
reporting at the usu.al time

;

to the expiration of tlie Provincial

survey.

of communication
Society of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce
to the estahlishment

to

him from

and owing
Act of 1345, making provision for
the survey, and the unavoidable lapse of time before it could be
renewed, the season available for field exploration was considerably
curtailed. Notwithstanding the drawback last mentioned, the Report
in London, prevented

contains

CORRESPONDENCE.

Report of Progress for the years 1850-51.

Logau's admirable Reports of Progress made in the

some highly

interesting information,

able progress has been

Hon.

Secretary.

Toronto.
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:

forty tons of moist Italian rye-grass."

to the

SOLLY,

Cumberland, Esq.,

extensive landed pro-

Glasgow Daily Mail)

they o-raduaUy fall ofl' eating as much per day of the Italian
rye-o-rass, and can consume not more than eight pounds per day.
It is quite wondert'iil what a quantity of Italian rye-grass, watered
with the liquid manure, can be cut from a Scotch acre. It can
be cut four times in the year, and the weight of the four cuts is

same

If there are, however,

Your's verv faithfully,

Canadian

fat

between the

arise.

;

F.

You say that twenty sheep can be kept on an acre of Itahan
I know that many more than that number can be
rye-o'rass.
At present there are about seventy
kejJt on a Scotch acre of it.
sheep, of about twenty pounds a quarter, fed on a Scotch acre of
Itahan rve-"'rass per month. \Yhen fii-st put up in the peus,
within doors, each sheep eats twelve pounds per day of Italian
rye-grass and half a pound of rape-cake ; but as they take on

Correspondence relative

demand

any productions, not at prft5ent articles of commerce, the value of
which you are desirous of having ascertained, I am desired to invite
you at once to send them over to the Society, and they shall
immeliately be brought under the notice of competent persons
for practical examination and report as in so doing it is for more
satisfactory to make trial of any new substance on a manufacturing scale, it will greatly facilitate the laboui-s of the Committee if
you will send large samples, say of at least a half a hundred
weight of any gum, resin, oil, dye-stufls, fibre, ornamental wood,
and at least ten jjounds of any metalUc ore or stone.
I am, .Sir,

Wood,

"

upwards of

[1852.

m

fact
whether used or known in commerce, or not, indeed it is
even more important that the list shoidd include the Latter than
the former, as the chief object which the Connmittee have in
view is, to become acquainted with those productions which are
not yet known in commerce. It would be of advantage if in
the enumeration of these substances the local or native names were
given, in addition to the English or European ones, accompanied
by memoranda of any uses to which the substances are appli ed
and of the probable facility with which they could be supplied in

The

made

in

some

and shows that consider-

of the important details of the

subject of the distribution of gold possesses

much

attrac-

and in its relation to Canada has received due
attention from Mr. Logan. 'We append that part of his Report which
tion at the present period,

relates to this important subject

:

Report of Progress preceding this, mention is made of a
This
partial examination of the gold-beaiing drift of the Chaudiere.
examination was last season continued, and the facts resulting from it
constitute the only additional topic to wliich I have to invite your
Excellency's attention. The am'iferous district was found to spread over
an area probably comprising between 3000 and 4000 square miles. It
appeal's to occupy nearly the whole of that part of the Province which
lies on the south-east side of the prolongation of the Green Mountains
into Canada, and extends to the boundaiy between the colony and the
United States. Two general lines of exploration were followed one
of them up Uie Chaudiere and Ririere du Loup, from the seigniory of
and the other from Lake Etcherain to
St. Marl' to the Proriucc Line
Sherbrooke, on tlie St. Francis. The former, running transverse to tlie
and the latter, with
rock r.anges, measmcd about forty-five miles
The ti-ausverse line was more closely
them, about nhiety mUes.
examined than the other, and traces of the precious metal were met
with at moderate intervals thioughout the whole distance. They were
not confined to the channels of the main streams merely, but tliose of
various tiibutiuies furnished indications sometimes for a considei'able
" In

tlie

:

;

;

distance up.

The Committee
greatly

facilitiitc

consider in the

future enquiries

if

fii-st

instance that

you would be

so

it

good

would
as to

productions and raw jiroduce of
Canada pro]iared and sent to me. This list should include as
far as possible, the name of every substance, whether mineral,
vegetabli', or animal, occurring or being produced in the colony.

have a general

list

of natural

"Tlie lowest point in the valley of the Chaudiere at which the drift
yielded tr<-iccs of gold was ou a small stream, falling iu on the left side
of the river, not far within the siuith-eastem boundary of the seigniory
of St. Mary.
They were found to occm' on four tributaries in the
seigniory of St. Joseph, for distances of one and two miles from their
mouth.s.
One of lhe.se joins the main stream on the left bauk. about a
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quarter of a mile below tlie parish church, and the other three are ou
the right. The lowest of them is about two miles below the church ;
the next about the same distance above it ; and the fourth is the
Riviere des Plautes, about half a mile farther up, and near the southeastern boundary of the seigniory.
In Vaudreuil Beauce they were
discovered ou the GuiUaume, much further up than previously stated,
and on the Bras opposite to it. On this and some of its tributaries the
metal was traced to tlie centre of tlie township of Tring, a distance of
about twelve miles. Three other streams wliich yield it in Vaudreuil
Beauce have hei'etofore been ineutioned they are the Ruisseau Lessard, Ruisseau du Moulin, and the Touffe des Pius, on which it was
first discovered.
In Aubert d'Isle it was found on the Famine and
traced to Rarbottles Settlement, and beyond the seigniory into WaterSome particles were
ford, a distance altogetlier of about ten miles.
obtained ou the Ruisseau d'Ai'boise, about a mile above the Famine,
and it was followed about tliree miles up the brook coniniunly called
Pozer's Stream, in Aubert Gallion. On the Riviere du Loup, in addition to its occurrence in a multitude of spots, in fact almost continuously from its mouth across Jersey and Marlow, it was found iu
nearly all its tributary brooks, such as the Ladyfair, the Grande
Conde, the Metgermet for four miles up, the Travellers Rest, the
Portage, Kempt's Stream, Oliver's Stream for four miles up, and
another stream between it and tlie boundary of the Province. Above
tie Loup, ou the Chaudiere, it occurred at successive intervals in
twenty places iu sixteen miles, as far as the south-western boundary of
:

—

—

Dorset Township.

"The

localities of its observed presence on the other line of explorawere on Lake Etchemin, and along the Famine in Aubert d'Isle,
and Pozer's Stream in Aubert Gallion, towards Tring, and again ou
the St Francis, in Dudswell, in Westbury, and near the joint corners
of Westbury, Stoke, Eaton, and Ascott, as well as in this last township

tion

near Sherbrooke.
" It is not supposed that the limits of the auriferous district have been
ascertained, but that it very probably extends much farther to the northeast and attains the valley of the river St. John, while to the south-west
it is known to reach Vermont, and to be traceable at intervals through
the United States, e^en, it is said, as far as Mexico. In its breadth,
however, it does not appear to cross the range of mountains with which
it runs parallel, and no traces of it have been met with on their northwestern flank. The deposit in which the gold occurs is part of an
ancient drift, probably marine, and supposed to be of higher antiquity
than that which, from the extent to which it occupies the valley of the
St Lawrence and some of its tributarie.s, Mr. Desor, who has recently
bestowed much attention on the detrital deposits of North America, is
disposed to give the name of Lawrenciau. Iu this, alluded to in
various Reports as tertiary and post-tertiary, the remains of wliales,
seals, and two species of iish
the capeling and the lump-sucker and
many marine shells of those species still inhabiting the Gulf of St
Lawrence, are found. The shells on the Mountain of Montreal attain
a height of about 470 feet above tide level in Lake St. Peter, which is
the greatest altitude known to me. None of the remains have yet been
found in the Canadian gold drift; and as this appears in its lowest
undisturbed parts to be at a height of about 500 feet above the sea, it
is probable what is now exposed of it had emerged from the ocean
before the Lawrenciau drift was placed, while in lower levels it would

—

be covered up by

—

it.

"In the localities iu which the gold occurs, the coarser materials of
the di'ift are made up iu a large degree of the debris of rocks similar
to the clay slates and interstratitied grey sandstones on which it rests ;
but these are accompanied by fragments and pebbles of line conglomerate, talcose slate, and serpentme, which with magnetic, specular,
chromic, and titaniferous iron (none of them absent when the gold is
present), are derived from the mountain range, bounding it on the
north-west pebbles and fragments of white quartz are abundant)
which may be derived from veins of the mineral prevailing in the
mountain range, or from others ou the south-east of it With these
materials there occasionally occur in the vaUey of the Chaudiere and
its tributaries large boulders of limestone conglomerate, similar to the
beds of St Giles and St. Mary and more rarely of gneiss, identical in
character with known kinds of the rock on the north side of the St.
Lawrence. Not only is the gold absent from the drift on the northwest flank of the mountain range, but also are the clu'omic iron and
the serpentine, notwithstanding that the two have been traced in association 135 miles, constituting a marked band accompanying the range
from Potton to Cranbourne.
On the north-west flank, however,
boulders of northern gneiss are frequent ; and a few of limestone have
been met with even pretty high up on the hills showing by their
fossils
their derivation from the Trenton limestone, the nearest
exposures of which are on the north side of the St Lawrence. In fact,
in respect to the drift of the whole country, it may be said, that on
southem foundations are found resting the ruins of northern but no
northern rocks are met with overlaid to any extent by debris derivable

113

exclusively from southern. The auriferous drift shows no exception to
this and there is little doubt that causes connected witli northern currents, when the rocks were beneath the surface of an ocean, have
placed the whole. Ever since the surface however has risen fi-om
beneath this ocean, causes similar to those now in operation in the district have been working in a contrary course.
The rivers of the
district emptying into the St. Lawrence, flow north
iu so far, therefore, as their forces modify the distribution of the drift, the materials
of which it is composed are earned in that direction. This, no doubt,
has some effect ou the finer and lighter materials, and occasionally,
with the assistance of ice and great freshets, on some of the coarser
and heavier but the streams, washing away the former in larger proportions than the latter, concentrate these in the valleys and channels
the gold, being the heaviest sub.stance, is moved the least It may
occasionally be pushed along the bottom when this is smooth, but it
seeks every hole and crevice in its course, and when it has once
obtained shelter there it remains protected. Where the edges of the
slates come to the surface, the plates have all been moved by superficial forces, and they therefore lie more or less loosely ou one another,
and the fine particles of gold gradually work themselves down between
them, reaching sometimes as deep as three feet.
;

:

;

;

" Although it is probable the whole of the drift on the south-east ol
the mountain range both that iu high and that in low places may
be auriferous, it appears certain that the metal will be most concentrated in the valleys and the channels of streams ; and the larger the
stream, the more frequently it has broken down its banks, the
oftener and more extensively it has changed its courae, the more
important the auriferous deposit is likely to be and it is probably
only in some such situations, if any where, that it will be worked to
advantage. From the combination of the materials associated with the
gold in the drift, there appears a strong probability that the metal is
derived from quartz veins situated in the mountain range, through the
agency of some southward-moving causes and even if traces were
found north of tliis range in the channels of the main streams, such as
the Chaudiere and the St Francis, the circumstance would not militate
against the supposition, as ti'aces iu such positions may be expected
from the fluviatile remodification of the drift but with the exception
of one vein in talcose slate near Sherbooke, no auriferous quartz veins
have yet been discovered and in this one there was merely a trace
of the metal, so that the facts of this gold district as yet ofi'er no contradiction to Sir Roderick I. Murchison's theory that the gold, when it
was originally placed in the veins, occupied only that part of them
which was towards the then existing exterior of the earth's crust ; and
that this part, having been subsequently worn down by various
destructive causes, the productive portion of the veins has been wholly
or in a gi'eat degree removed, leaving only their more quartzose continuation behind iu situ ; while the gold, the vein stone, and tlie rociv
enclosing it have been carried away to form the drift. In this way it
is his opinion that the drift wiU always be more productive than the
veins but whether this is to be borne out by the facts of California
and Austialia, remains yet to be proved.

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

"The object of this examination has not been so much to ascertain
the quantity as distribution but an effective experiment being now in
operation on the Riviere du Loup, under a letter of license from the
Government, one condition of the lease being that a correct return
I am iu hopes by the end of
shall be made of the quantity obtained,
have a few such facts as will afford some
tlie present season to
criterion to determine whether there is reasonable ground for supposing
the deposit in that vicinity can be worked advautageously."
;

—

—

Mr. Mun'ay's investigations, during the

latter

part of 1850, were

The determination of the boundaformations by which the Western Peninsula is

carried on over a very large area.
ries

of the several

;

;

:

and the

underlaid, their geographical disti'ibution iu the interior,

nature of the economic materials the various deposits contained, were

among

the chief objects of his laborious investigations.

Mr. Murray considers the whole of the Western Peninsula to be
if not to surpass, in its capabilities of soil and climate, any other

equal,

part of British America, " as the rapidity with which

it

has been

annual increase of its products, and the gr..wth of its
numerous towns and villages abundantly testify." Valuable economic
materials are abimdantly distributed throughout the part of the
country visited by Mr. Murray, namely, the valley of the upper portion
of the Grand River, the Speed, the Saugeen, &c., and their affluents.

settled, the

In the seventh concession of Nassagaweya there is a vertical precipice
ofeucrinal limestone, varying from eighty to one hundred feet in

;

height

;

and

in

Eramosa a branch of the Speed runs between

vertical

KE VIEWS.

lU

and eighty feet. Tlie Credit, iu
Caledoa, is flauked by siuiUar cliffs aud iu the valley of the Nottawasaga, in Mono, the same character prevails. SiniUar cliffs were
observed in Mulinur and Nottawasaga, aud in the valley of the Beaver
river iu Euphrasia aud Artemesia the same limestone is at least 120
and

solid

calcareous

cliffs

of sixty

;

feet thick.

the roofs and floors being studded ivith small

stalactitic incrustations.

The

;

:

Mr. Mm'ray goes on to state that huge caverns are sometimes fouud
in this limestone,

[1852.

third bed was seen on the seventieth or seventy -first lot of the tii'st
concession south of the Durham Road in Brant this bed is exhibited
in the bank-^ ,uid on the bottom of a small tributary of the Saugeen,
near its junction witli that river, aud is iu some parts fully three feet in
t)uckii('<s.
ladirations of the presence of the same substance were
observed likewise near the junction of the Rocky Saugeen and the
main stream and it is probable that it ^"Ul be found to exist iu many
other parts of tlie region, where its value as manure wiU doubtless be
sufticieutly appreciated as tlie settlement advances in improvement.
" These marls, which are almost entii-ely composed of an aggregate
comminuted fresh-water shells, are usually concealed by a rich
black vegetable mould or peat. The ground is usually swamjjy and
sometimes assumes somewhat the character of praiiie Umd. I was
informed of some instances in which the peat is sufflciently tluck and
free from earthy matter to be available as a fiiel, but none of these
came within my observation.

of

encrinal limestones are e%-eryw-here qualified to

make a durable

and handsome building stone and in some parts, when sufficiently
removed from atmjsphevic influences, might be used as a marble for
common ornamental purposes. Most of its beds are likewise of good
;

my

quality for burning lime.

Gypsiferous works were recognized in the Speed, the Irvine, and
aud Mr. Murray observes, that " sharp conical
the Rocky Saugeen
;

hiUs and mounds, aud large circular sinks or depressions, such as have
been described in a former Report, are of frequent occurrence in tlie

" In respect to the tufa, none of the deposits that came within
notice were of sufficient importance to be deemed cf economic value ;
but indications of it were met with on the banks of many springs and
streams ; aud in consequence of the calcai'eous nature of the soil, and
the adjacent rocks iu .so gi-eat an extent of the Western Peninsula,
The material is applicable as
lai-ge deposits of it may be looked for.

a mineral raanm-e, and

may be

resorted to for lime for moi-tar.

gypsiferous country, were observed iu the township of Waterloo and

Saugeen and
improvement advances, and the hills

it

to intersect them, this useful mineral

wiU eventually be found

in several parts of the

;

extremely probable that as
cut into where roads liappeu

is

ai'e

in

many

places."

—

" Drift. It has already been remarked in the Report of 1843 that a
great deposit of loose deMtal material, consisting of clay, sand, gravel,
and boulders, deeply conceals the older sti'ata in a great many pails of
Western Canada ; aud this remark is peculiarly applicable to the
Peninsula between the Niagara Ridge and the St. Clair River. The
lower portion of the more recent deposits, as exhibited on the shore
of Lake Erie, where the cUffs are in many parts over 150 feet high, is
a blue calcareous clay, frequently holding pebbles and small boulders
of limestone, and small round fragments of granite or gneissoid rock.
Clay of an ash-grey colour, when dried, but presenting a light brownish
colour in the bed, succeeds the blue clay, and tliis again is overlaid by
pale buff and occasionally yellowish tinged clay. Back from the lake
these clays are capped with a stratum of sand, and the more elevated
parts present beds of calcai-eous gravel
" No organic remaias of either marine or fresh-water origin have
hitherto been observed among the superficial deposits of the Western
Peninsula, with the exception of the shells which constitute the freshwater shell mails, and the impressions of leaves and moss whicJi are
frequently preserved in the tufaceous deposits around calcareous
springs and on the banks of rividets, both of which are evidently of
very recent origin. The marls are only found immediately below the
vegetable mould, and contain only shells common to almost all the
lakes and rivers of the present day and in the accumulations of calcareous tufa the impies-sions are only of such plants as now grow iu
the immediate vicinity of the springs and brooks, to which the
deposits owe their origin.
:

"Springs cf petroleum, commonly known in the country by the
designation of oil sprinrix, rise in the River Thames, near its right bank,
on the twenty-eighth and twenty-uinth lots of the first range of Mosa,
where the bituminous oil is frequently collected on cloths from off the
surface of the water, 'and is very generally used in the neighbourhood
as a remedy for cuts aud cutaneous diseases in Imises. Similar spiings
are known to exist in the township of Euniskilleu, and a deposit of
mineral pitch or mineral caoutchouc is said to extend over several
acres on the seventeenth lot of the second concession of the township."

Tlie Report of T. S. Hunt, Esq., Chemist

and Mineralogist

to the

Provincial Geological Survey, follows that of the Assistant Geologist.
Ml'. Hunt gives the analysis of several felspathic minerals, which were
first discovered in Canada by that indefatigable collector. Dr. Wilson of
Perth, aud Dr. A. R. Holmes of Montreal, and fii'St analyzed by Dr.
Thomson of Glasgow. Perthiie, Mr. Hunt states, is of the same composition as Orlhoclase ; Perisleritc he shows to be Albite ; Bytownite to be
identified with Atiorthile ; PrelinalUe a compact MarmoliU. jThese
minerals, suggested by Dr. Thomson to be new species, are thus found
to be identical with previously described vai-ietics. Mr. Hunt has
however succeeded iu discovering a new mineral, which he fouud in a

mass

of lime-stone,

exposed in constructing the timber slides on the
He has very appropriately named

Ottawa, near the Grand Calumet.
it

Loganllc.

We

have not space

to advert to

Mr. Hunt's admirable series of

analyses of mineral waters, with which the Geological Reports for the
last

two or three years have been em-iched.

We can onl}-

say, in con-

ficial deposits,

commercial and
and while they reflect great credit
scientific interests of this Province
upon the Govenimeiit wliicli provides the means for the prosecution of the

and

researches they detail they will be a lasting record of the indefatiga-

"
J^

The

materials of economic importance, connected with the superare brick clays, bog iron ore, shell marl, calcareous tufa,

peat,

"All the clays are more or less calcareous but some portions of the
deposit are, nevertheless, ad mirahh' adapted for tlie manufacture of
bricks, aud are used for that purpose over a great pail^'of the northern
country.

clusion, that the Reports are of the highest value to the
;

ble

gentlemen

industry and rare talent of the

engaged

in

the

;

iron ore is found in many parts of the country in greater or
abundance, along the edges of marslies or on tlie marshj' banks of
streams. It usually occurs in roiigli, in-e^ular, detached masses, and
of all sizes under one foot diameter, generally deposited on clay, and
concealed by vegetable mould and marsli grasses.

"

Bog

less

Fresh-water shell marls were obseiTed at several places in the
of Bentinck and Brant. One bed, extending over
between two and three acres, witli a tliickncss vai-ying from three
inches to one foot, occurs on the properly of Mr. Jackson, on the nineteenth lot of the first concession west of the Owen Sound Road, witliin
a mile of the village of Durliam. Another bed occurs on tlie fifty-ninth
lot of the first concession south 'n Bentinck, on the Durham Road, the
extent of which was not exactly iLsoertaiued, but it shews a tliicknesa
A
iu several places on tlie side of the road of not less than two feet,
'•

new townships

arduous work of discovering and describing the geological treasures
of Canada.

Amr.ricaii Journal of Science

—This

and Arts.

—A. H. Armour

long cstablislied Journal, edited

by

<t Co.,

Toronto.

Professor B. SiUiman, B_

Sdliman, jr., and J. D. Dana, aided by Dr. Wolcott Gibbs in Chemistry
and Physics, aud Professor Asa Gray in Botany, is published at New
Haven, Ct., in uumbeis of 152 pages each, every two months, coramencuig each year with January, making two volumes a year. Price,

—

$5 a

ye:u- in

advance.

The work embraces

in its range,

the departments of Chemistry,

Physics, Geology, Mineralogy, and the other natural sciences. Meteorology, Astiouonij-, and collateral branches, with
cation.s.

Each number

tlieir

practical appli-

contains various original Memoirs, besides

extended selections from the

scientific

Journals of the other Continent,

and a geueval exposiliou uf the prugress of science in

several

its

(lepartinents.

has
This Joiireal was cstablislied in 1819 by Professor SiUiman, and
A Second Series was commenced, January,
its 34th year.
with the number
1846, and the IStli volume of the new series begins

reached
for

January, 1853.

We commend

tliis

Journal to the attention and

substantial support of all fi-iends of science.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
On the OrriCAL Properties of a eecently-discovered Salt of QuinHerapath in Uie PhilIXE "by Prof. Stoics.— This salt is described by Dr.
recommended
osophical Mao-azine. and is easily formed in the way there
namely by dissolving- disulphate of quinine in warm acetic acid,
"

and allowing tlie
addino-'a few drops oin solution of iodine in alcohol,
reflecting
Uquid''to cool; when tlie salt crystaUizes in thin scales,
metallic lustre.
(while immersed in the fluid) a green light with a
green
by reyellowish
are
crystals
Wheu taken out if the fluid the
following observations were
flected li"lit with a inclallic aspect. The
crystals
pos-.—The
manner
this
formed
in
cvvsials
made wifli s'ninll
polarizing light, so that Dr.
sess in an ciniiu'iii ilr-rce the property of
tourmalines, for which
of
instead
them
iiiploy
prnpo-r.!
Heinpitli
be obtained in
they woul'l form ,in :iamivable substitute, could they
They appear to belongto the prismatic system at any
sufficient size
properties
optical
their
to
rate thcv are symmetric il (so far as relates
respect to two rectanand' to tl"ic directions of their lateral faces) with
here be
wiU
planes
These
scales.
the
gular pianos iierpcndicular to
length and the principal
called respectively the principal plane „f the
direction
the
in
longest
nsuaUy
being
crystals
plane of the brcadUi, the
hght directly
ofthe former plane. When the crystals are viewed by
incidence or analyzed
ti-ansmitted, wliich is either ptdarized before
one of the
in
polarized
light
after transmission, so as to retain only
Ught polarized in the
principal planes, it is f-mnd that with respect to
and nearly
transparent
are
crystals
principal plane of the length the
which are usually
colourless —at least when they are as thin as tliose
to hght
respect
with
But
mentioned.
above
formed iiv the method
thicker crystals are
polarized in the principal plane of the breadth, the
light, which is ot a
transmitting
only
ones
thinner
the
black,
perfectly
by the light reflected
deep red colour. Wien the crystals are examined
observation is practicable, and the
at the smallest an"-le witli which the
polarized in the
light
first,
retain,—
reflected li'dit is analyzed, so as to
other principal plane,— it
leno-th and secondly,' light polarized in the
lustre and the
vitreous
a
have
crystals
is fSuud that in the first case the
is yelsecond case the
reflected Ught is colouiless, while in the
the plane
When
lustre
metallic
have
a
crystals
the
lowish green, and
inciangle
of
and the
of incicfeuce is the principal plane ofthe length,
the reflected pencrl
dence is increased fromO= to 90 ° the part of
remarkable
no
undergoes
wliich is polarized in the plane of incidence
somewhat metiiUic.
chano-o except rc-.linns iliat the lustre becomes
the foraier
When the part wlu.l, i> p.Kaiizcd in a plane perpendicular to
crystals have no angle of polarization,
is examined it is \uu:n\ ihat the
its colour, passchanging
only
but
vanishing,
ii.vrr
the reflcted' U"lil
was at first, to a deep steel blue,
in « from y.ll.rwisli "iven, which it
incidence. When
which colour it ;i~-iiiiifs at a considerable augle of
of the breadth is examined in
the li"ht reil.-nc.l iu Uii' p'iuoipal plane
the plane of incidence
asimriu- niaunev tlu' i.-n.il which r- polarized in
appearance
reinavk'ali'.r rl.an^c, continuing to have the
uuder"ocs
nntai, wlille the other or colourless pencil
of beiu<' reflected IVmn
this
that
so
reappeai-s,
afterwards
;m,_;I.
,,nd
vanished at acerlr.in
then, for distinction s
plane the crystals luv. a p.larizhig angle. It
belonging to a
as
crystals,
the
which
peu.ils
two
the
sake, we call
transmit independently of each other
.

:
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refi-acting

m

medium,

which is transmitted
ordiniru and extraunlinary. the former being that
that the
with little loss, we may say, speaking approximatively,
opaque
medium is h-ansparent witli respect to the orSmary ray, and
the
reflexion,
regards
while
as
;
with respect to the extraor.linary
medium or of a metal
crystals fiave the properties of a transparent
If
extraordmary.
or
the
ordinary
tlie
is
ray
refracted
according as the
produced,
common Uoht merely be used, both refracted pencds aic
together; but bv
mixed
pencils
are
refleeted
corresponding;
and the
pns,,,, the reflected
analvzin- the ,vHeri,.,l li-l.l-. by n.ear.s uf n ^u-uls
^yllen the observations are
DenJils mn- be view.. M'n;.v;ii'rlv,-;il le;i,t
doubt biaxal, and
are
n„
eryst.ls
The
Sinedr.hep=i.-,>M p'laues.
are those which in
the pencils here e;ill.d oidin;iry and extraordinary
ofthe wave sursheets
different
to
eon,
-pond
ore
the lano'uao-e of tie
one
embraced
fhe^reflcetiu"- pioperiies of the crystals may be
face
refractmg and
doubly
only
as
not
medium
the
regardh.g"
view by
speak,
ot
to
so
doubly "absorbing, but donbh/ metallic The metallicity,
the pomt of the wave
the niedium of course alters continuously with
not
is
doubtless_
and
belongs,
considered
I

'

m

surface to

which the pencil

mathematicallv null even

for

the ordinary ray.

If the reflection

be

really of a metallic nature, it ought to produce a relative change in the
phases of vibration of light polarized in and perpendicularly to the
plane of incidence. This conclusion the author has verified by means
of the effect produced on the rings of calcareous spar. Since the crystals were too small for individual examination in this experiment, the
observation was made with a mass of scales deposited on a flat black
surface, and arranged at random as regai-ds the azimuth of their prinThe direction of the change is the same as iu the case of
cipal planes.
a metal, and accordingly the reverse of that which is observed in total
internal reflection. In the case of the extraordinary peucU the crystals
are least opaque with respect to red light, and accordingly they are
less metallic with respect to red light than to light of higher refi-angiThis is shown by the green colour of the reflected light when
bility.
the crystals are immersed in fiuid so that the reflexion which they
exhibit as a transparent medium is in a good measure destroyed. The
author has examined the crystals for a change of refrangibiUty, and
found that they do not exhibit it. Safllower red, which possesses
metallic optical properties, does change the refrangibility of a portion
of the incident light but the yellowish green light which this substance reflects is really due to its metallicity, and not to the change of
refrano-ibility, for the light emitted from the latter cause is red, besides
which'it is totally different in other respects from regularly reflected
Unlit In conclusion, the author observed that the general fact of the
rellection of coloured polarized pencils had been discovered by Sir
;

;

David Brewster in the case of chrysammate of potash ;* and in a subsequent communication he had noticed in the case of other crystals the
difference of effect depending upon the azimuth of the plane of incidence.t Accordingly, the object of the present communication was
merely to point outthe intimate connexion which exists (at least iuthe
double
ca.se ofthe salt of quinine) between the coloured reflection, the
absorption, and the metallic properties of the medium.
Specimens of Sensitive Media were exhibited by Professor Stokes.
a crystal of green fluor spar, which, by the developcThese were
ment of blue light within it, changed its colour ;— the solution of the
:

—

disulpliate of quinine in acidulated water, which, b^^ its action
on the invisible rays developed blue light; and the solution if the
green colouring matter of leaves in alcohol, which by a siniila- action

common

became blood

red.

—

Reduction of Metals et Phosphorus axd SirLPnuR. It had been
observed by Woehler that phosphorus in combination with copper
M. Wicke has made the following
excites an electrical current.
observations

:

wound round with a strip of silver was
placed iu a highly concentrated solution of nitrate of silver. The sUver
covered with a blackish film afterbecame
instantly
and phosphorus
wards silver began to be reduced in a wart-like form upon the strip of
weeks it was covered with an exfew
a
lapse
of
the
after
and
silver
tremely shining coating of crystalline silver, although not in immediate
could
contact with the phosphorus. The whole of the reduced silver
be removed from the strip of silver as a compact coating with a shining
inner surface. The phosphorus was only covered superficially with a
unchanged
thin coating of dark phosphuret of sUver, and remained
The silver separated so evenly, and with such a shining
internally,
galvanoemployed
for
perhaps
be
might
process
this
surface, that
1.

A stick of phosphorus

;

;

plastie purposes.
•

phosphorus and lead in
2. In a similar manner, by a combination of
a solution of nitrate of lead, the reduction of crystallized lead took
place upon the lead, whilst the phosphorus was covered with a thin
the action, however, was weak, and soon stopped
black film
;

altogether.

of phosphorus was placed on the axis of a closely-pressed
the tube
of oxide of copper, both covered with water, with which
was filled, and then made air-tight the reduction of the oxide to
weeks the
metallic copper was gradually effected, so that after several

A stick

3.

mass

;

stick of phosphorus, which was
capsule of crystalline copper.

still

remaining, was surrounded

by a

and laid in solution of
4. Sulphur, surrounded with a strip of lead,
the lead in form of
nitrate of lead, effected the reduction of lead upon
a loose crystalline coating.
with a bright copper wire,
5. When a piece of sulphur. suiTounded
became
laid in a saturated solution of sulphate of copper, it
covered after some time, in the place where the copper touched it,
sulphuret
of
copper,
indigo-coloured
with a loose crystalline coathig of
solution of mtrate of copper
whilst the copper wire was dissolved. A

was

•

Report ofthe Meeting of Ihe British Asaociation
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\

II., p. 7.

Ditto Oxford, 1S47.
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acted Btill more rapidly. On the .tlier hand, uo action toolc place on
the employment merely of dilute sulphuric acid. Artizan.
.

of GoirjiERCE.— The article known in commerce as
cloves, .ire the unopened flowers of a small evergreen that resembles in
appearance the laurel of the bay. It is a native of the Molucca, or
8pice Islands, but has been carried to all the warmer parts of the world,
iud is largely cultivated in the tropical regions of America. The
flowers ai'C small in size, and grow in large numbers in clusters at the
very ends of the branches. The cloves we use are the flowers gathered
before they are opened, and whilst they are stLU green. After being
gathered, thoy ai'e smoked by a wood fire, and then dried in the sun.
Each clove consists of two parts, a round head, which is the four petals
or leaves of the flower rolled up, inclosing a number of small stalks or
The other part of the clove is terminated with four points,
filaments.
and is, in fact, the flower-cup, and the unripe seed-vesseL All these
parts may be distinctly shown if a few leaves are soaked for a short
time in hot water, when the leaves of the flower soften, and readily
unroll.
The smeU of cloves is very strong and aromatic, but not
unpleasant. Their taste is pungent, acrid, and lasting. Both the taste
and sraeU depend on the quantity of oil they contain. Sometimes the
oil is separated from the cloves befoi'e they are sold, aud the odor and
taste in consequence is much weakened by this proceeding.

TnE Cloves

—

Liquid Glue.— i?^ if. Sc. DamouVm. Chemists well know that heating aud cooling I'epeatedly a solution of glue (gelatine) in contact with
the air, it loses its property of becoming a jelly. M. Gemelin has
shown, that a solution of fish-glue in a sealed tube, placed in a water
bath heated to the boiling point for several daj's, exhibits the same
phenomenon i.e, the glue remains liquid, does not gelatinize upon cooling.

The change eff'ected, is one of the most difficult problems to resolve,
of organic chemistry. It appears to be a p.oduct of the action of the
oxygen of the air and the water, upon the glue as demonstrated from
the action of a small quantity of nitric acid, on a solution of strong
know that on ti-eating gelatine with an excess of this acid
glue.
in the presence of heat, it is converted into malic and oxalic acids, tat,
tannin, Ac. This does not occur when we treat the glue dissolved in
its weight of water, with a very small quantity of nitric acid, we ob-

We

1

—

;

changeable glue, is fabricated. This glue is exceedingly convenient
for cabinet-makers, joiners, pasteboard manufacturers, toj'-makers, &c.,
since it can be used cold. It is prepared as follows

We

:

The hquid glue prepared as above directed, we can recommend from
own experience it is readily aud cheaply made, aud nuist prove
an invaluable substitute for solutions of gum-arabic, jiaste, etc. The
proportions mentioned are those best adapted for ordinary use, one
need not however be very particular on this point. If the glue should
gelatinize in the cold, the shghtest warmth willliquefy it again. Br.Pa.
Presekvatiox ok Eggs. By M. P. ChamhorrJl. By sn.bmitting a
thin stratum of the white and yoke of eggs, about one-twefth of an in.
thick, upon glass or porcelain plates, to the heat of an oven, a mass
will be obtained aftei 21 hours drying, readily pulverized, and whicli
is not altered hy the acticm nf the air after diying again a day.
Each
pound of powdered egg thus prepai-ed, when desired for use requires
two pounds of cold water, witli which it is to be beaten up, and is
equivalent to 50 eggs, and may be used for omelettes, pasti'ies, or other
our

;

—

culinary purposes.

The New

—

Belgiqno Induslrieltc.

Railw.vt Locomotive.

—

ifr. MfCn}inr!/'s. h;i Fairhairn, of
The first cx]icrimental trip made willi liii locomotive
Mnnrhrstrr.
on the Ijondon ami Ncirtli-Western lino, fmin Wulvr Imh to London, was perfectly f,ili^racliiry, and no doubt was uuliitaiucd that
the distance from l.nii.l..ii In Hirmingham could easily be accomplished
The engine being new, the highest
in the time srggf>lr.l— iw.i ln.urs.
speed obt.ained was (ifl mills per hour. One peculi.ir novelty is that
tlie steam pipe presents a broad flat surface to the heated air as it
pa-sses the tuucs, so that it is "dried" as it passes into the cylinder.
The pistons aud rods are in one piece of wrought-irnn, thus diminishto 2 cwts,, reducing the reciprocating resistance
ing the weight from
at a velocity of fiO miles ])e<-hour, from 1-10 tons to about !(() tons per
minute. The springs are ot India-rubber, on Coleman's patent ; ithag
a Bourdon's steam-pressure meter, showing the pressure of steam in the
boiler and a Canett and Marshall's steam-pump, to enable the driver

—

,'i

;

and the axles are tubular,

m

12, 1852.

Dissolve 2 pounds of stroug glue in one quart of water in a gluea water-bath, when the glue is entirely melted, add httle
by Uttle, to the amount of 10 ounces of sti'ong nitric acid. This addition produces an effervescence due to the disengagement of hypo-nitJ'ic
acid, when the whole of the acid is added, remove the vessel from the
I have preserved glue thus prepared, more
fire, and leave it to cool
than two v'ears in a stoppered flask, without its undergoing any alterThis liquid glue is very convenient in chemical operations. I
ation.
have employed it with advantage in my laboratory, for the preservation of different gasses, the same as lute, covering the little bands of
hnen with the glue. Comptus Rctulus, Sept. 27, 1-52.

;

of PitoPEtLixo Vessels. Professor A. Crestadoro has
just secured, under the new patent law, an interesting scheme
He eonsidere the use of paddles or
for
propelUng vessels.
blades to be a mistake similar to that which prevailed so
long in the application of locomotives or vaih-oads, aud which materially retarded the progress ot that invention, when, taking for granted
the inability of the plain chcumference of the wheels to propel
the
the carriage, much labour and skill had been wasted
contrivance of levers which acted on the road in a manner somewhat
Now, as the apprehended insuffiresembling the feet of horses.
ciency of the adhesion of the plain circumference of the wheels with
the road to propel the carriage has been proved a feUacy, so he considers the necessity of paddles or blades, of whatever description they
may be, as altogether fallacious, and that the best and cheapest mode
of improving the propeller is to use simply the plain circumference of
cylindrical drums. It is a natural supposition tliat a plain round surface should have no tractic adhesion with the water ; but, on close
examination it will be found that not only such is not the case, but,
what is even more surprising, the tractic adhesion of a plain cj'liudrical drum is far greater than that of a paddle wheel of equal size.
Taking for instance the steam-vessel Atlantic, whose paddle-wheels
are of 35 feet diameter, and length of paddles 2 feet 6 inches, supposing a moderate immersion of 5 feet paddles one pair of drums of
equal size at equal immersion would displace a pair of cubic segments
of about 135631 Hjs. of water or, what amounts to the same thing, a
pressure of not less than 60 tons would act upon the drums as a tractic
adhesion, which is by far superior to that afforded by the best method
of paddle-wheels in the most favourable circumstances.
Now the
cylindrical propeller has tlie substantial advantage that it can be, when
reduced to a moderate diameter, appliefl as well totally immersed, if
it be (as proposed by the patentee) fitted into a serai-cylindrical case,
with only such a clearance as is just sufficient to let the drum have a
proper action, the other half-drum or semi-cylinder projecting out of
the case for the propelling action, European Times, {Liverpool,) Nov.

New

ities,

kettle, or in

The cylinder-covers are of

—

New Method

which preserves a long time its primitive qualand which no longer has the property of gelatinizing. In this
manner the glue sold in France uniler the name of liquid and un-

tain onlv a sti'ong glue

[1852.

supply the boiler when not in motion.
Wrought-iron, only half the usual weight
reducing the weight one-third.
to

System of Alanufacturing Sugar.

have been favoured, says the London Times, with an opportunity
of witnessing an improved process for making sugar, recently invented
and put in operation byMr.H.Bessemer, civil engineer, at his premises,
Baxter-house, Old St. Pancras-road, aud, in common with several gentlemen practically conversant with the subject who were present, have
to express the high gratification we experieuced at the results brought
under our notice. In the present condition of our West India colonies
every improvement in the manufacture of sugar, and everything that
tends to cheapen its production, cannot fail to excite interest and a
brief description of this new process may not the efore be unacceptable
to the reader. This we shall attempt to do in language as free from
technicaUties as the nature of the subject will admit of In the manufacture of sugiir from the cane the saccharine juice is by the usual
system expressed by a roller-mill, wh ch, on an average, obtains from
50 to 55 per cent, of juice whereas the cane, according to the most
eminent writers, contains 90 per cent, the remaining 35 or 40 per cent.
being left in the " cane trash," Mr. Bessemer, by a great improvement
on his original invention of the cane-press, is now enabled to obtain,
b}' a principal of continuous pressure, from 75 to 80 per cent, without
any additional cost. In order to produce granulated sugar from the
;

;

juice of the cane, it is necessary to separate a large portion of the
water in which the saccli.arine matter is held in sohition. This has
hitherto been effected by boiling, the water passing off in the form of
steam. It has, however, been discovered, that the heat necessary to
produce ebullition effects a rapid chemical decimiposition of a large
portion of the sugar under operation, which assumes a dark brown or
blackish colour, aud is perfectly uucrystallizable, in which condition
sugar is commonly known under the name of molasses or treacle, and
amounts to 40 per cent, of the entire quantity of saccharine matter
present in the juice. In the new process just patented by Mr, Bessemer,
this separation of the aquccuis portion of the fluid is uo longer elTected
by boiling, but is dependent imi that l)cautiful law of mature by which
evaporation is carried on s|)(inl;mei>nsly, and every shower of rain again
vaporized, and caused to asi-cml in llie atmosphere. To carry this into
practice, a small pan only is rcpiin-d, in which is placed a screw of
peoiliar cnnstriictimi, presrntinu' aliniit (i.OflO suporfioial feet of surface,
which is kejit wetted liy slowly revolving in the fluiil lo be evaporated
and in contact with tliis wet surface some 10,1100 cubic IVot of warm
atmospheric air is forced per minute by a common blowing fan. The
aqueous portions of the solution are thus rapidly absort>ed by the air,
a ,d pass oft' as a perfectly invisible vapor, while the tcni]ieraturc of the
fluid is only UO degrees' Falu'enheit, The most remarkable fa.-t is that
the evaporation at this low temperature is equal to that of firepans of
the same dimensions with a powerful fire beneath them, A vast amount
of fuel is thus saved ; and a still more important result obtained from
;

evaporatiug at this low temperature is, tliat none of the saccharine
matter is converted into molasses, nor is there the least perceptible
increase of colour. Hence, not only is the quantity increased in this
single process 40 per cent, but the superior quality of it would command 7s. or 8s. per cwt in the market over the ordinary colonial produce. In the usual mode of manufacturing sugar, after the crystallization has taken place, the " mother liquor," in which the crystals are
formed, is separated by a very slow process of drainage through holes
made in the bottom of the hogsheads but as the whole of the dark
viscid syrup will not drain out by the mere action of gravity, a coating
is left upon the crystals, which render them brown and of less value.
By another more important invention of Mr. Bessemer, this drainage is
effected with extraordinary rapidity and perfection, by continuously
passing a very thin stratum of sugar over a tine wire gauze surface,
beneath Avhicha partial vacuum is formed, and on which a number of
fine jets of water (like a syringe) are allowed to flow ; the passage of
;

the water through the interstices between the crystals of sugar entirely
removes the syrup from their surface, and renders them at once sufficiently dry for sh.praent.
The time which the sugar is exposed to the
action of the water is one-seventh of a second only, during which
minute interval the water is drawn into the vacuum chamber, without
being allowed sufficient time to dissolve any portion of the crystals.
This instantaneous conversion of brown sugar into white must however be witnessed to be appreciated. These are the mo.st sti-ikiug as
they are the most useful inventions applied by Mr. Bessemer to the
manufacturing of sugar, though thei-e are a variety of other important
details, a description of which seems less called for. We understand the
improvements have received the approbation of numerous scientific
aud practical men, several of whom have expressed their op nion
that their adoption will be one of the first steps towards the restoration
of that prosperity which has been so long withheld from our sugargrowing colonies.

Alonthly Meteorological Register, at Her Majesty's Magnetlcal Observatory, Toronto,
Laiitndc 43 dag. 39.4 min. North.
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:
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Royal Geographical Society.
At the last meeting of the Royal Geograi)hical Societj', Captain
Petermauu read a paper on "Sir Jolin Franklin, the navigableness of
the Ai'ctic Rc;;;ions."
the Spitzbergeu Sea, and the Whale Fisheries in
first referred to his plan of search, which he was induced
:—
submit again to the notice of the public for the following reasons
The assumption on which that plan was based, namely, that Sir
strongly
had
been
Cliannel,
Wellington
up
passed
had
Franklin
John'
confirmed. Secondly. That it would take Sir E. Belcher two or tlu-ee
years at least to follow Sir John Franklin in his track, which had taken
him six years without being able to extricate himself, and return to his
Arctic
country. Thirdly. Tliat the whole of the Asiatic portion of the
in which the missing expedition most probably had been
reo-ious
that
arrested was at present altogether unprorided for in the search
and that
that portion was the nearest and most accessible to Europe,
through the sea
to it his proposed route was directed that route went

The author

to

First.

;

;

between Spitzbergeu and Novaya Zerabya, the subject of his present
communication. As the sea under consitleration had no name, and as
present
the denomination of "Spitzbergeu Sea" was superfluous in its
generally called
use, being only applied occasionally to the sea more
" Greenland Sea," he proposed, in his remarks, to apply that name for
Dutch, Rusthe sea in question. That sea had been navigated by the
but the author wislied to
sian, and other nations, besides the Engbsh
impress upon the minds of his hearers, that the facts he was going to
draw their attention to were exclusively derived from English authors
;

was now-a-days
of the highest authority, and stiU Uving. That sea
considered by every one as altogether impenetrable and impracticable
but he would show that that assumption was entirely groundless, and
curious geographical
rested upon the imagination, forming one of those
preiudices which, when once they took hold of the public mind, were
Birst, then, on the prima facie evidence, he
difficult to eradicate.
considered the Spitzbergeu sea to be the most practicable and easiest
by far
of all openings for vessels into the Polar regions, because it was
that Oapt.
the -widest, indeed the only oceanic opening. He then stated
title
Scoresby's' able work on the Arctic regions did not contain a
impracticable.
of evidence to justify the assumption of its being
On the contrary, it was distinctly stated in that work, that an
important whale fishery had been carried on at the eastern side of
Captain
Spitzbergeu, m the beginning of the eighteenth century.
Beochey's work, the most important one on that region, confrom
views
and
his
support
information
to
definite
more
tained StiU
a communication of Mr. Crowe, British Consul at Hammerfest, an esta;

_

;

blisher and proprietor of a British settlement at Spitzbergeu, the following passage was quoted:—" Mr. Shordslin, an intelhgent Russian,
with whom I have frequently conversed, actually passed 39 wiuters on

;

pounds, many lives, many years and vessels to attain the latitude of
only 76 deg. The voyage of' Captain Wood, in 1676, the last attempt
careful review,
to effect the north-eastern passage, was then passed in
and it was proved that that unfortunate navigator, from being disappointed in not being able to effect the passage, had given out many
impossibility of
false and groundless statements, in order to show the
navigation in those seas, and, as Captain Beachy stated, "he seems to
which should
imaginary
barrier
an
to
create
have''been determined
deter any other persons from renewing the attempt." Those false and
since
seemed
ever
1676 to have
said,
author
tiic
statements,
absurd
influenced the minds of tlie public, and cnnl.d tlic aforesaid prejudice.
sl.jiuer could settle the
The author then slated that a voyage Willi
rimf.tion at issue iu a fortnight, ami a nin^l ii illini;- .-ost compared with
the millions wliic-Ii liail Ii'tii si>i'ut in Arrlic :inil Antarctic discoveries
nnd 1h' sr.i.j llnil invsiin.'l .'1\ "i'lln' l-'miik lin snnrcli, lln' cxiilnral Ion of
ni..sl |,n.l«lil V lr:nl to rcsullsof
llnit \:y'i- Mini v,.|-vn,Tc^sll.l''sc:i,«..nM
The iivcnland sea
tiu'lii'dnsl inii.url.-nnctolhr Itrilish ^^ lial.' lislnTV.
had l.e.n " lislic ,1 nut ;" bul In the S,.ilzl..r-,n m-;, Ihc « Inilns had uc^vor
beondistnrl.nd ;nnl ho adancnd oeftain la.'ls In sln.w lln.t hn nnniher of
whales in thai dirccti..n mnst be prodi-i.n.s. He linn nlludiMl to the
Americans, who had fished up iu the Bchring Straits whale-fishery
years, and hoped
the value of .illH.niin.OOf) in the short space of two
the English would nut allow themselves to he anticipated in like
Aud as to Rcographical discovery,
in the Spitzbergen
,!

;

1

'.

1

I

Sii-

;

—

—

—

The Electric Light. Mr. Thoma.s Allan, of Edinburgh, who has
successfully introduced several valuable modifications iu the construction of the electTic telegraph and its working detaUs, has just suggested
a novel arrangement for keeping up a constant and equal distance
between the carbon points in the production of the electric light. The
two electrodes are formed spiraUy, or on the principle of the screw,
and each bearing its carbon point, they are placed perpendiculaily to
each other at a proper distance, aud made to revolve slowly 6y a
simple clock-work movement. As the distance bj' the action of the
current is gradually being increased, the points are always gaining
their proper position by tlie rotation of the electrodes presenting fi'esh
pouits of action. The proper distance between the points, is therefore
constantly kept up, aud a steady, as well as a brilliant light is the
result.
The plan is said to promise to be highly effective for lighthouse
purposes.

—

New Alcohol M. Wurtz, Professor at the Ecolc de Medicine, has
succeeded iu extracting from the oil of potatoes a new alcohol, whicli
he

calls "

Alcool entylique."
Its composition is Cs Hio O2

Spitzbergeu, and resided therefor fifteen years without having once
He declares, that during his residence he invariably
left the island.

found the coasts free from ice for four and sometimes for five months
I am enabled to add that my own vessels have fi-ein every year.
quently navigated the coasts from Ryke Yse's Islands, the soutii east
extremity, round the west coast, to tha Seven Islands, at the northern
extremity^ and that four times out of six they might have circumnavigated Spitzbergeu." The author then compared Spitzbergeu, reaching
bevond the latitude of 80 deg., with the regions on the American side
in little boats, had attained
in'lat. 75 deg., and stated that Sir E. Harry,
the latitude of 83 deg., to the north of Spitzbergeu, in a voyage which
and back, and only cost
Thames
river
the
from
months
six
took
only
£9,977 whereas on the American side, where all the recent expeditions iiad been accumulated, it had cost many hundred thousand

[1852.

was evident that when

E. Perry had been able to reach the
latitude of 83 deg. in little boats, with the assistance of steam, results
might be attained which would eclipse in interest all other Arctic
discoveries yet made. This paper excited a great deal of interest,
and a lively and prolonged discussion upon it followed, chiefly between
the author and Captain Beechy, E. N". This gentlemen said that the
Spitzbergeu sea had been frequently tried without success ; that Sir
E. Perry had found much ice aud that, if any expedition was to be
sent up that way, it should go on the western side of Spitzbergeu,
and not on the ea.steru side, as Mr. Petermauu proposed. To these
objections Mr. Petermann replied that since 1676 no attempt whatever had been made to proceed to the east of Spitzbergeu ; and that
even of the slight attempts previous to that date, that of Barentz the
very first had been exceedingly successful.
Those early voyages
altogether could form no just criterion for the present day.
Admiral
Lutke, wlio had been employed for four successive years in surveying
Novaya Zembya, had distinctly stated that a vessel, as fitted out by
the English in their Arctic expeditions, would be able to navigate
those seas. As to Sir E. Perry, that gentiemen himself, at the conclusion of his work, had emphatically stated, "that a ship might
have sailed to the latihide of 82 deg. almost without touching a
piece of ice." At all events, he hoped that the geographers and navigators, as well as the authorities of this county, would agree with him
in considering it desirable aud important that the great Spitzbergen
sea should be thoroughly explored, for the cause of humanit}', as well
as for commerce and geographical science.
it

It

is

obfciined

by repeated

distillations.

.
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DOniSSTIC.
Toronto Northern Railroad; Election of Director?.

On

Saturday, December 10th, the election of Directors of the Onta-

Simcoe and Huron Railroad Union Company, took place at the
of the Company, on Wellington Street, iu conformity with the
provision of the amended Act of Incorporation. The President of the
Company, Charles Berczy, Esq., presided, and explained the object of
the meeting, when some desultory conversation arose, and explanations,
in answer to questions, were macle by Mr. Morrison, the ^'ico-1'resideut,
and other members of the Board. Mr. Sladdeu ofllciated in his place
as Secretary, and Messrs. Arnold and MiUer were ajipointed Scrutineel'S.
The voting was continued until four o'clock, P. il.. when the Secretary
and Scrutineers commenced to sum up the votes, which was an oper-

rio,

oflice

ation that occupied several hours. The return of the followiug names
of gentlemen duly elected, to fcn-m the new Board of the Company,
put the uames iu the
formally made at eight o'clock, P. M.
order of the votes, with the numbers opposite to each

We

was

;

B.

W. Smith

5,8.i2

Isaac Gilmor

C.J.Orton
J. C.

Morrisou, M. P.

5,747
5.739
5,699
4,908
4,891
4,570
4,998
4,955
4,238
4,192

,

P

HughScobie
James Mitchell
Duncan Macdonnell
G.H. Cheney
E. C. Hancock
Angus Morrisou
W. A. Baldwin
The above named gentlemen

first meeting of Ihe uewlv elected Directoi's, held at the Board
on Tuesday, Decombor 13th, Josejih C. Morrisoii, Esq., was

At the

Room

members of the Board
and Huron Railway Union Comp.any.

are, therefore, the

of Directors of the Ontario, .Sinicoc
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Hugh

appointed Presidcut of the Company, auJ

Scobie, Esquire, Vice

and it
President, The position of the Oonipauy is very satisfactory
appeared from the proceedings that tlie operations are such as to ensure
an early opening of the road over a portion of tlie line, as far as Lalse
Simcoe; and the full extension of it, for traflic to Lake Huron, soon
The meeting was satisfied with these favourable prospects
thereafter.
and we congratulate the Company on its trulj' prosperous condition,
which must be very gratifying to all concerned, in the success of the
;

;

undertaking. The beneficial influences of the work are already felt in
the country through which the line passes and will be infinitely more
so wlienthe " Iron Horse" commences to make its regular rnn, day by
day, between broad Ontario and Huron. There is but a very short
time to elapse until this great benefit to the inhabitants of the intermeColonist.
diate places, and both exb'eraities, is realized.
;

completeness,

when regarded

in their connection together as a whole,

prominent place in the interest of all profound and
logical minds, but as possessing a yet deeper interest for the human
race, when it is remembered that this science constitutes the language
through which alone we can adequately express the great facts of the

them

entitle

to a

natural world, and those increasing changes of mutual relationship

which, visibly or invisibly, consciously or unconsciously to our immediate physical perceptions, are interminably going on in the agencies

we

of the creation

Caniidian Canals.
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and tabulating any fraction whatever, being, so to
speak, the embody ment of the science of operations. " Those," she writes
" who view mathematical science not merely as a vast body of abstract
and immutable truths, whose intrinsic beauty, symmetry and logical
ted, of developing

live

amidst

;

those

who

think on mathematical

weak mind of man can
works, wiU regard with especial

truth as the insb'ument through which the

The
is

total

movement on the

as follows

canals for

1851, and three years previous,

:

WELLAND

OANAI..

1849.

1850.

1851.

351,596

399,600

1,640

1,930

468,410

588,100

691,627
4,758
772,623

1848.

Tons

307,611
2,487
372,854

Passengers

Tonnage

of Vessels
ST.

LAWRENCE CANAL.
164,637
2,071
5,648

Pas-sengers

Tons
Passengers

659

Tonnage of Vessels

The

receipts of 1851

450,400
33,407
6,934

288,103
35,932

213,153
26,997
5,448
OHAMBLT CANAL.
77,216
17,835
470
8,430

Tons

Tonnage of Vessels

6,169

109,040

1,264

278

120,720
1,860

2,878

1,727

£76,216

were

12,285
48,241
21,276

Expenses

Of the gross toUs, the Welland produced
The St. Lawrence
Agricultural Products of the United States, for

Wheat
Indian

tlie

year 1850

Tobacco

pounds 199,752,646

Cotton

bales

Wool
Wine

pounds

2,468,625
52,529,450
221,219
pounds 312,990,730
tons
12,739,323
pounds 33,880,617
gallous

Butter

Hay
Maple Sugar

rO
The Countess

R E 16 N.

lady whose rare

of Lovelace, the sole daughter of

Lord Byron, died on

Such is the brief announcement of the death of a
endowments were worthy of her illustrious parentage,
4.)

and who appears to have inherited, with much of the genius, ranch also of
which combined with it, to make him, as he proudly

the moral daring

asserted, " not altogether of such clay" as that race of fellow

whom

he professed such unhappy contempt.

being one of the

many

to

whom

Lady

the authorship of that

men

for

Lovelace, beside
'

rock of offence'

the Vestiges of Creation has been at one time attributed, a proof at
least that her attainments in the subjects it treats of

order,

was the avowed author

were of a high
seldom to be

of works, of a character

found proceeding from a female pen, and particularly of a masterly

Memoir of the Analytical Engine
by Charles Babbage, Esq., {Scicniific Memoirs, vol. III.) which
she accompanied by elaborate and learned notes, considerably longer
than the memoir itself, involving not only the applications of very high
translation of Chevalier Menabrea's

'

invented

mathematics, but a thorough mastery in principle of one of the most

and complicated inventions of the human mind. This engine
must not be confused by our readers with wliat is commonly called
Babbage's calculating machine, it is one of a much higher order. The
latter, or difference engine, in the words of the gifted lady we have now
to deplore, could ordy tabulate accurately and to an m^imitcd extent all
series whose general term is comprised in the formula,
°
*
u^ =^ a -{- bx -j- ex 2 _|- dx ^ "l"
^'^ ° "F g''
difficult

fi-'^

paying

it

a passing

ti'ibute.

The IroB Trade.
The recent

rise in the price of iron,

and the discussion which

caused respecting the s'ockof Scotcli pig-iron have induced us to

some

1

articular inquiries into the state of this trade, of

it

has

make

which we sub-

At the commencement of the present year 114 furnaces
join the results.
were in blast in Scotland. The price of g m Brands m no was 38s. per
ton but the market became more depressed and prices receded to
35s. 6d. in February; for prompt cash in exchange for store warrarts
few furnaces were soon after blown out but
f. o. b.
in Glasgow.
large purchases having been made on speculation, at 36s. to 37s. per
ton, and some English consumers having enteied on large contracts,
confidence was restored in the article, and with that came a demand
for increased wages from the miners and iron workers, followed by
improved sales of malleable iron, which, altogether, tended to advance
the price of pig-iron, and secure the average quotations of subsequent
large speculative business has been done
months, whicli we subjoin.
for some time past, but upon a stronger basis than tlie speculations of
We are aware that at the periods in question numer1815 and 1850.
ous transactions occurred in pig-iron, which was not made, and was
The
represented by tlie makers' engagement to deliver on demand.
present purcliases are made on store-keeper's warrants, and we know
the
month
February
Since
of
existence.
for
in
article
paid
is
tliat the
to the present time the receipts in the store-keepers' yaris here have
;

;

A

Death of the Countess of Lovelace.

Saturday, (Dec.

•

A

:

bushels 100,493,874
592,286,224
do.

Com

most effectually read his Creator's
interest all that can tend to facilitate the translation of its principles
In this high spirit did the translator
into explicit practical forms."
undertake her laborious task. That talents so great and masculine, in
union with purposes so noble, should sometimes come out of the retirement, often ignorantly associated, by the detractors of hereditary
nobility, with no other idea than that of frivolous amusement or vapid
idleness, is a thing we rejoice too much to see, to lose this occasion of

+

and was chiefly designed for the calculation of nautical and astronomical
tables; the former, or Analytical Engine, would be capable, if comple-

The production in Scotland is
becau.se on that depends
greatly dispi ted by different parties;
Changes have
the question whether stocks are accumulating.
made in the construction of furnaces, and in the
been
which, although
recent
years,
during
smelting
process "of
not universally adopted at once in all the works, have gradually increased the aggregate make from the same number of furnaces ; and
the average per furnace may now be assumed at 135 to 141 tons per
week. One high authority on these matters states the differences in
production at from 100 tons to 180, and even 200 tons weekly per
furnace. We do not think that 200 tons have been reached in many
instances, or even 180 but still we think tbat 135 tons are probably
The Scotch cnnsumption was calculated in
the average production.
1851 at 250,000 tons in all descriptions of works. The malleable
works have increased their products, and the number of foundries has
also increased
but we believe, that since the recent rise in iron, as
foundry goods have not gone up in an equal proportion, the supply
The Scotch consumption during
for them has rather been contracted.
the first ten months of the present year has been estimated at 220,000
tons.
A decrease of shipments during the same period of 23,000 tons
has also occurred. In November the latter trade has obviously and
rapidly revived ; while a larger than the usual quantity now waits
freight.
If the present prices be permanent the production will be
increased; but that cannot be done rapidly, for a number of furnaces
are always out of blast. An increase of the Ayrshire furnaces is expected, but not during the currency of the present year.
not been less than 1,000 tons daily.

;

;

The number

of furnaces built at the 1st

143, andbuildingl
Of which, at that date, were

last

-

Ditto at 1st July hist
Ditto now
The annual production

January

in blast

-

was
144
114
104
1^2

of 112 furnaces at an average of 130 tons
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and deducting 230,000 tons
per week
for local consumplion, leaves over half a million for export, but with
existing means that qaarjtity could be greatly increased, and the yield
gives an aggregate annually of probably 60 000 tons over this statement. The difference between February and present prices if the
latter can be maintained is, therefore, equal to £800,000 annually to
each, is annually 757,120 Ions,

the meders.

Expositor.

—

New Tiikrmojietee for Maximum Temperatures. Some three cenhave now passed siuce the invention of the thermometer by
Sartorius and Drebell, iu which but little improvement has been made
on the original Siuce the introductiou of the registering thermometer
no advance has been, and the steel index has been depended upon,
although ahvavs liable to great incorrectness, either from becoming
fixed in the tube, and the mercurj' pa.«^siug it or from its falling back
with the mercury, and not registering at all In the thermometer just
introduced Messrs. Negretti have no needle, the mercury registering
correctly itself. About an inch above the bulb a small cyhnder of
glass is forced iuto the tube, which is then bent at right angles, the
graduated portion lying horizontally. With an increase of temperature,
the mercury finds its way tluough the capillary pores left between the
but on a decrease, the
cvlinder and the circumference of the orifice
inercury left horizontally in the tube cannot get back to the bulb, and
remains at the index of the highest point of temperature it had reached
In the construction of the instrusince it had been previously set.
ment much delicacy is required ; it being so arranged that the mercury,
from the effects of heat, passes the glass valve, but on cooling cannot
return, the resistance offered being greater than the attraction of cohesion between the particles of mercury above the bend and those below
Tliis instrument is most admirably adapted for ascertaining the
it.
temperature of shafts and levels in deep mines, the sea at various
depths, and other like purposes. To asceitain the temperature at any
moment, it is only necessary to place it vei-tically ; the mercury instantly
subsides, and a few seconds will show the precise heat of the atmosphere. This instrument has given the most complete satisfaction to the
Astronomer Rov'al, and mauy other philosophical and scientific individuals and bodies, and the Council oi the Meteorological Society stated
that " this thermometer is the best which has yet been consti'ucted for
maximum temperatures, and particularly for sun observations for as
the reading is determined by the entire mercurial column being detained at its highest point by simple contrivance within the tube, the
necessity for an index is avoided, and with it the constant and distressing recurrence of derangement attendant upon the employment of those
generally iu use." Almost the first important improvement made in
the thermometer that of enamelling tlie back of the tube, was introduced by Messrs. Negretti, but for which, as is too commonly the
case, we believe they have not had that justice awarded which the
are led to make these observations, knowing the
idea deserved.
difficulty frequently experienced by inventors in the introduction of a
new insti'umeut, however important, when it is their wish to retain the
credit of their own discovery; mauy objects present themselves as the
jealousy of the trade, settled prejudice against what is termed "innovation," and private interest so that in but few instances the desired
end is attained. The Exhibition Jury, iu this particular class, evidently
took much care in discriminating the works of different exhibitors ;for
here we have a firm comparatively unknown to the scientific world,
proclaimed, to the surprise of many, as manufacturing instiuments of
this description superior to any in the Exhibition of all Nations [vide
Report, page 654] an assertion which we see fully borne out, by their
now having perfected an instrument which had long been attempted
in vain, most completely supplying a scientific requirement long severely
Minivg Jonnial,
felt.

turies

;

;

;

—

We

—

—

—

—

Electric Telegraphs in India.
It has been announced that
the East India Company have determined to establish immediately
a veiy extensive system of electric telegraphs in India, under
the superintendence of Dr. W. B. O'Shaughnessy, wf their medical establishment It is intended to connect Calcutta, Agra, Lahore, Bombay, and M.ndras. and as many of the principal towns and stations as
can be embraced in the routes between these places. The distance to be
traversed is upward.s of 3000 miles, and it is intended to proceed with
such expedition in its construction that its completion may be
expected in three years from the present time. Dr. O'Shaughnessy
has lately been employed in India in carrying on experiments with
the electric telegraph, in order to discover the best system which could
be adopted.

— ModeiTi London

contains, for its nearly three millions of
inhabitants, thirteen general hospitals, all of them well appointed with
every"api)lian<e for llie relief of suffering humanitj'. In this list we

CuARiTV.

include St. Bartholomew's, St. Thomas's, Guy's, the Westmiuster, St.
George's, the Loudon, the Middlesex, University College, Charingcross, King'.s College, tlie Royal Free, and St. JIary's.
The thirteen
hospitals contain a collective staff of from 140 to 150 physicians and
surgeons, all of whom we must suppose to be fitted for the highest

[1852.

Besides the accredited medical staff of each
hospital, at least an equal number of qualified medical practitioners
are attached to them as resident medical officer.s, pathologists, regisThe poor persons and others
trars, and ass. slants of various kinds.
seeking relief from our hospital
for all hospital patients are not poor
system, amount to no less than the astounding number of 300,000
annually. We have extracted this amouut, without any wish to exaggerate, from the best returns, as furnished by the hospitals themselves.
The figures will be accredited when we state that the largest of our
nosocomial establishments, the Eoj'al Hospital of St. Bartholomew,
succours nearly 5,500 in-patients annually and that its in aud out
patients nearly reach 80,000 in the year. Yet this vast system of
relief, and the immense amount of medical and surgical skill consumed
iu its bestowal, are nearlj'
we had almost said, entirely gratuitous.
Was ever such a spectacle of gratuitous toil exhibited as that which is
involved in these figures ?

duties of the profession.

—

;

—

—

—

TuRKET IN Europe. The projected English railroad through the
northern Turkish European provir.ces excites much attention there,
and is pronounced by the Wanderer to be a matter even more important than the Egyptian Railway. It appears that six English engineers have already been examining the country between Constantinople and Belgrade and in a letter from the latter city to Agram, a hope
is expressed that the Servian government will also construct a line
from Alexinao (probably Ale-xinitza, near Nissa, on the western frontier of Bulgaria) to Belgrade.
;

—

Transmission of Motive Power
M. Fonlaine-Moreau, of SouthFinsbury, has patented a plan for the transmission of power in
cog-wheels and pinions, straps and bands. This is effected by
means of an angularly grooved wheel, with another working therein of
a wedge form, and by the grip to be obtained any description of machinery may be set in motion.

street,

lieu of

—

Railway Traffic in Great Britain The general results of traffic over
the railways in the united kingdom show that the aggregate number
of passengers conveyed in 1850 amounted to 72,854,422; in 1851, to
being an increase of 14.536,673, or 17i„ per cent. The
85,391,095
gross receipts from passengers in 1850 amounted to £6,827,761
in
1851 to £7,940,764, showing an increase of £1,113,003, or 16-3 per
cent.
The gross sum received for the transport of goods amounted, in
1850, to £6,376,907, and in 1851, to £7,056,695, showing an increase
of £679,788, or 106 per cent. The gross revenue of all the railways,
arising from traffic of all descriptions, which in 1850 amounted to
£13,204,668, amounted, in 1851, to £14,997,459, or very nearly £15,000,000, showiug an increase of £1,792,791, or 135 per cent.

all

;

;

The Debt of the United

—According

to a calculation by the
the debt of thatcountry amounts
estimate of that portion of the
above owned or advanced on, abroad, is as follows
Federal loann,
$40,000,000; Slate loans, $143,000,000; county loans and bonds.
$24,000,000 country loans and bonds, $2,000,000 railroad bonds,
$20,000,000 total, $225,000,000.

New York

States.

amount of
The minimum

Times, the total

to 270,000,000 dollars.

:

—

;

;

:
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Mineral Springs of Canada" would be read before the Institute

Sniirmi

iiitt

by Professor

Croft, at their next meeting,

on Saturday, January

15th.

TORONTO, JANUARY,

1853.

The

Preshient's Aiinaal Address.

The termination of the official year, gentlemen,
commencement of a new session, is the time when
of addressing to
position,

—

it

that

or

it

commentary on

may

likt

||^'

where there

course,

any

is

or the essential part

in sustaining the

whose voice

itself

real activity in the

action of the Society,

was dehvered on Saturday, January

8th, at the

the Institute, in the old Goveinment House.

The

present exceeded forty.

well-wishei-s of literary

and

presence

many other
scientific

Rooms

of

The numher of
of the Hon. The

distinguished and earnest

progress in the

On

Canadas,

officer

and

of which the Society

ability,

account

this

I

ia

have not shrunk fi'om the

upon a similar occasion. Nor will I
pay the Society the questionable compliment of too strongly

expressing
to feel

—a

—what

me; and which,

pleased to call

and

—very

if it

not

which you have been

implied anything more than

gratifying

some

perhaps,

of,

me

would, however, be impossible for

it

sense of unfitness for the office to

services,

of the

that less

President's representative

in the proceedings of the Institute.

— of previous

myself

to

from accidental

advantages,

circumstances, for aiding the endeavours of the Societj^, I should

have

most reluctant

been

of the

you

therefore, that
Institute, the election of

coming from an

you now, notwithstanding the circumstance

an acknowledgement

The preliminary business of the evening consisted
and amendment of the Regulations and By-laws

to respond to

than twelve months ago you were pleased to accept nie as the

afforded a very gratifying indication of co-operation and interest

revision

body

have a weight precisely proportioned

will, in general,

the exponent.

to address

of the President of the Canadian Insti-

Chief Justice Robinson and

I think there

responsibility of establishing the proper precedent, b}' venturing

INCOaPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.

members

in a Report.

which an annual Address may peiform

to that earnestness, activity,

tute

its

can be no difference of opinion as to the advantage of this

it,

The Annual Address

— and

affairs,

its

be that counsel and suggestion,

which cannot be well incorporated

full

seems

President of our Society to exercise the privilege

fitting for the

actual

the

or
it

members, &c.

assume.

to

on

will

this

I

occasion

merely beg,

will

divest

my

views or

may possibly
commend themselves

advice from any other claim lo authority than they

The

following gentlemen were elected

The Reverend

V/.

A. Adamson, D.

members

of the Institute

D., Librarian

to

Legislative Council

W.

which they

in

your own judgment.

Quebec.
It is

Rahn

Toronto.

Fitzgerald

Toronto.

Charles

from the manner

derive

not organization, gentlemen, which makes the

between things animate and inanimate, but
J.

Samuel Spreul

Toronto.

The members proposed

were,

make

the learned society,

having done

Dr. Connor

Toi'onto.

themselves.

William Hawkins

Toronto.

upon the

Toronto.

much

Thomas Henning
The President announced the
Medals by the Council for the
:

—

the Public
tions

2.

best

Two

Prize

Essays on the following

value £10, for the best comprehensive essay on

Works

of

may

is

not enough for

I venture to pi'ess this very obvious truth

spirit

of our

may

American Public Works,

and other

statistics,

to

do,

what

member.

we may

is

the

list

but must

strive

besomes but nominal,

active

of the

fiora the

liberal

men

exertion

of

members

societies

to

—

give

a claim

each individual

an MS. preserved in the British

be accom-

which gives a

fairly claim

and longer established

efforts,

in their cases

because

;

In our actual circumstances, we

trust, as larger

There

if

probably depend

which enlightened and

interest

spontaneous

to

may

complete session

the support which

of the society upon
their

first

take in our proceedings.

reality to

peculiarities," cost

It

individually leave those objects to take care of

community, and the

of Canada, their commercial value, their rela-

to a general system of

engineering

panied by

establishment of

we

so,

caunot altogether

—A Medal,

—but Learning.

us to have combined oureelves to effect certain useful objects,
Montreal.

1.

difference

Stone wallf,

do not a prison make ;" nor do apartments and paraphei'ualia

Major Laehlan

subjects

"

Life.

Museum

of the Royal Society at

illustrations.

— A Medal,

a very early date
value £10, for the best essay on the physical

formation, climate, soil

—and

and natural productions of Canada.

Notice was given by the President that a paper
Vol. I, No. 6, .T.s,Nr.4RY, 1853.

on

"

The

;

and a

sort of

memorandum

of each, as to what might be expected of him.

I

am

sorry to say

words " no pay " against

Newton

their names.

is

against the

name

There are some,

one of them,

— with

the

Sometimes, however, with
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the addition, " will contribute experiments

tbere were otbers

were expected not only to pay, but to " give yearly one

who

Now,

entertainment to the Society."

we do

that

;"
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anl do expect
confidently
parts

I tbink,

our members

all

may we

which

those

said that

impel

will

"pay;"

to

but

more

still

expect that lively general interest on their
fi-om

all

whom

may be

it

looked, to "contribute experiments;" that

upon the

may be

it

not indulge these briUiant prospects of entertainments,

reasonably

to prepare papers

is,

and induce

subjects of their several pui-suits or studies,

who have joined

us principally with the kind and generous

purpose of assisting objects which they respect, but do not

one

give

to

pui-sue,

proof of their

additional

by

interest,

occasionally attending our weekly meetings.

[1853.

am

director of the geological sur\-ey has not, that I

ported as yet with his

but refer to

own

authority,

simply as a recent

it

Canadian geologist, of what

as if

awaie

were

it

of,

by a

furnished

illustration,

sup-

establislied

prompted by a

close observation,

and sustained by sound knowledge, may detect

spirit of en.pury,

in

—

an apparently unpromising

Mr. Abraham's interesting

field.

discoverv of crustacean footprints in the argillaceous schist of

Beanport

is

We might come much nearer

another case in point.

How many

home.

made our

of us have

daily walks in this

neighbourhood subservient" to the same study
tolugy, collect fossils at Toronto

!

the idea were preposterous

;

as

if

busy

Study Paljeon-

?

some one

I can imagine

to say,

yet one of our members, Pro-

Hind, has found a laige proportion of those of the Hudson

fessor

Ri\er group, figured iu that magnificent work, the Pakeontology
It

is,

much

perhaps, too

to expect that there can be, at present,

any considerable proportion of papere upon

Not

ehcited from the Society.

scientific

subjects

dwell upon the fact that the

to

production of such papers presupposes the existence of acquire-

ments and of pureuits which we know
istics

of a different state

Upper Canada

in

and stage of

at present,

and which

and sameness, over great
this peninsula,

—

study of

For

our hope and aim

embody, we labour

instance, the simplicity

of the geological formations of

their comparative poverty in fossils,

of mountain ranges,
ductions;

areas,

from that existing

is

it

to develope, rather than our pretension to

under several special disadvantages.

be the character-

to

society

—

the limited catalogue of

its

—the absence
mineral pro-

undoubtedly combine to deprive that delightful

all

many

of

its attractions,

and to deprive

societies like ours

of an allurement and stimulus to individual exertions.

The same

physical peculiarity limits to a certain extent, I presume, as

pare! with other geographical provinces of this continent,
field of

for

we
is

to

of

com-

—

the

the naturalist and botanist, at least in some departments

entomology and probably ornithology are exceptions.
should

very wrong

be

nothing for the
learn,

the

in

was

It

the

a

infer

from

that

this

there

even of those branches of science

cultivatoi-s

nothing which they
world.

detected

to

But

may

contribute to the knowledge

keen

coarse-grained

eye

Mr. Hunt which

in

sandstones

silicious

of

the

River Quelle, belonging to the Lower Silurian formation,
those few, scattered, anomalous foreign substances,

in diameter,

whose chemical

constitution, revealed

—

the longest

as

it is

to ha\-e

its

his skilful

which even geology, habituated

landmarks carried ever further and further

back into the bosom of the eternity behind
extravagant for

by

belief.

us,

deems almost too

These bodies consist in great part of

phosphate of lime; and every thing about them, save only their
startling antiquity, leads

reason to think,

by

him

—shared
—

to the belief,

geologists of great

eminence,

also,

there

accompanying them, are

coprolites: thus

—

York,

some

believe

1

fifty

than the banks of the
held in this

Humber

—no

At

bay.

should have least expected to meet with
every one

who saw

it

the late Pro\incial Fair,

I

?

we

which suggested

it,

to

the happiness of a lo\e for natural history,

and the astonishing richness of the humblest
field

further from hence

not one thing exhibited, where

wiis there

city,

and some

or sixty at least,

there,

section of that

wide

allude to the curious collection of objects illustrating

by Mr. Couper, of

insect ai-ehitecture, gathered

accompanied his entomological
close observation

and a love of nature

to find the

varied to meet a thousand needs, in which the
intelligence of the Architect lived

this city,

And

collection.

it

which

needed but

works of instinct,

humble yet Divine

before us, where most of us,
I know that
who combined the

perhaps, have found only the pests of our gardens.

a military

this garrison,

recently in

oflicer,

formed an extensive ornithological

naturalist with the sportsman,
collection, while actually

have

of us

performing his duties here;

contemplated

with

interest

and

collection of birds, shot I believe entirely in this

which

Mr. Doel

has

exhibited

cannot be said that there

on

and most

instruction

the

neighbourhood,

various

It

occasions.

not ample scope for pui-suits of

is

natural history even in this neighbourhood.

It

may

require an

Agassiz to detect in the Lepidosteus or gar-pike of our lakes,

remote reptilian character which distinguishes

that

known

fish,

and stamps

it

as the last

tive of the gigantic race of fish-lizards

but

we need not such

no one
fields,

all,

tions

full

of the secondary epoch

our streams, our lakes, our woods, our

beyond a doubt,

productions, a

from

confirmation of the truth which probably

will question, that

—

it

and only representa-

—

present, in their inhabit;ints or their

proportion of those nice and narrow distinc-

from similar objects elsewhere, which form the peculiar study

of the

natui-alist,

and are

so

and most important enquiries

often connected with the broadest
raised in the progress of science.

is

that they are

the bones of vertebrate animals, and that certain nodules of similar
constitution

New

every

fragment about an inch and a half long and one-fourth of an inch
analysis, sustains a supposition

of

which are apparently undescribed

In venturing, then, to guard against exaggerated views of what
such a society as

oui's

can

effect,

by remarking that we must not

actually

expect that papere on purely scientific subjects can be frequently

revealing not only the existence but the carnivorous character of

presented to us, at present, I had in view, chiefly, the circumstance

races of the animal

kingdom which have been

posed to have had no existence on our globe
period.

I

do

not, liowever, allude to

this

until

hei-etofore sup-

a

discovery

much

later

—on which

Mr. Hunt observes becoming caution, and which thodistinguisheil

some measure,

that oiu' constitution

is

avowedly

even professional

it

wiis the Professional Society of

;

for

and Architects from which
lins

it

practical, and, in

derives

its

origin

;

Engineers

and any one who

remarked the curious descent, as some might

call

it,

.ascent

PRESIDENT'S
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would rather

say,

which the successive
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established in

societies

Toronto ha\e made, from objects chiefly fanciful to objects essen-

who

tially real,

the principle of association through the

traces

original Shakespear Societ}', the Literary

and Historical

Societ}',

the Athonasum, to the Canadian Institute, will doubt that in this
practical element lits our best
acti\'e

hope of a more permanent and

existence than rewarded the establishment of the societies

which have preceded

on

Already have our great public works created

this continent.

demand

a

for the highest science of the engineer. Railroads,

their long traiu of applied arts

which science

facture,

are obeying the attraction of profit,

on

this

new

With these

soil.

five or six universities

or

practical sources of support,

been boldly said by Tennyson, that

We

And

in the

may

morning of the times.
All

which time alone can bring to maturity may be wanting around
but ought we not to find in

and the

our results may, perhaps, for a time appear

centuiies of science,

diminutive enough

from

;

them not

let

something of

oureelves,

which made heroes, and

fail,

however, to receive at least

that

sages,

grateful

acknowledgement

and demi-gods,

of the authors of sufficiently simple discoveries.

however,
not

if

life,

Measured on the gigantic scale of

youth?

asjiirations of

place the buoyancy, the

its

in times of old,
It

be well,

will

the same state of things do not betray us into a danger

unknown

to similar associations

:

ultimately aspire.

that of substituting recipro-

by

means

a ly

we cannot

among

the endless examples furnished
-of v\liom it

he

plete, as

us at

the sup-

feel

and

by the

some of them,

;

and

all,

life

must be a

it

interest of

Among

all.

of that illustrious man,

has been so truly said that he

no duty incom-

left

no honour unacquired,— there

left

Upper Canada

we must

say that this Institute as yet

to gain the confitlence

—

surely something

is

unites the strength of these bodies

I believe, are not represented

work of time

it

society in

But, gratifying as

port given to us to be,

Assuredly these words are no where more true than here.

us,

rank,

beyond a provincial standing t) which a

are the ancients of the earth,

and with

including a very numerous

colleges,

names of distinguished academical
It has

direct,

and naturalizing themselves

and one which counts among its members many

professoiial body,

us.

and science alone can

divulged,

first

with

and sciences; processes of manu-

one so appro-

is

maybe pardoned for alluding
Duke of Wellington remember

priate to our present subject that I

to

Late in

it.

that

lie

human

had

rivalry

did the great

life

to testify his respect for those

still

and

Wollaston, Young,

labour, in

other fields of

which the elder Herschell, Davy,

— while he was waging the

battles of liberty,

—

and

were winning equally imperishable fame, and adding other con-

indolently lowering the standard by which the world will judge

quests to the dominion, not of their countr}', but of their race. In

cal

compliment for a well-founded estimate of our

us, to

upon which

that scale

One of

ourselves.

it

may be most

agreeable to judge

the most distinguished of the

science in the neighbouring States has recently
ture,

—

— of the degree

succeeding the
deriving

its

War

men

drawn a

of true

lively pic-

however, he appealed to

for the truth of which,

hearers,

real status,

to which, in the generation

all

his

immediately

of Independence, a species of charlatanism,

countenance and support from the general ignorance

of the community, intruded into the place of science, and outvoted
it

"Our

in every division of forces.

real danger," said he, in

words

applicable to every country in which an elevated standard of ac-

quii'ement

wanting. "

is

which makes

mei'it in

in othei'S, or in

branch

r-f

all

;

lies

lighten those

is

press

it

has

them

real progress in

others.

one

Sometimes

who, not having the force to en-

as to their real

cause which they would fain promote,

Merit thus moulded

made

be an arbiter in

men

thrust on

who

a modified charlatanism,

one subject an excuse for asking authority

and because

science, claims to

this authority

now from

b}'

claims, injure the

being too impressible.

assumes the form of the impressing body.

Whether the authority be seized or accepted it is unlawful."
Thorough knowledge of subjects of science other than those by
which, in a young country, men may earn their bread, is not
ordinarily reconcileable with that indispensable prerequisite

happily

it

is

;

but

not ignorance, makes the charlatan.

pretence,

his seventy-eighth year

A similar view
applies

he became a Fellow of the Royal Society.

would add not a

A command of funds

little

assistance granted to us

by our use of

all

those to

whom

equally

it

our strength and our resources.

to

much more essential to a society like the
may at fir.^t sight appear. The liberal

is

Canadian Institute than

I trust,

by

of duty taken

by the government,

it,

amply justified,

to be

has for the present relieved us from em-

barrassment; but with our pi'esent very low rate of annual sub-

a considerable portion of which

scription,

member

in the

members

almost indispensable.

is

list

It has been already stated

the Council in the annual report, that
at

returns to the

also

form of a monthly publication, a numerous

we do not aim

of

by

at present

forming a general library or a general museum; but we desire

that at the earliest possible period, students in any ordinary sulject of science, shall find here the

most recent^ standard works on

that subject, and collections illustrating

been ordered

tion has already

very

much

with ourselves. It

;

is

it.

Of

the former, a selec-

our progress with the

much

latter rests

to be wished that

members

should bear in mind the great accejjtability at the outset of almost

any thing belonging
history,

By

their power.

and natural

to the departments of geology

and make such individual contributions

as

may be

in

—

the

separate exertions, in different quarters,

quadrupeds and the

birds,

—

the fishes, the insects,

—

the land and

might un-

Avoiding exaggeration of language, and sustaining always, by the

fresh-water shells, as well as the flora of the country,

aid of a well-selected library, and ready access to contemporary

doubtedly be pretty complete!}' collected in a year or two, and a

scientific literature, a just

and temperate view of the

regards the world, of those

effoi-ts

of high importance,

we cannot

fail

which

to pass safely over that

of danger, which, in the case referred
of the national growth.

I see

value, as

to ourselves alone are

to,

epoch

preceded the maturity

no reason why,

in a

few

yeare,

a

Canadian society should not rank with those of highest character

great impetus,
researches.

well

as

It is

attended the exertions

Montreal

in

as a great

assistance,

given to future

a pleasure here to refer to the success which has

this

of

respect,

our
as

sister

societies

calculated

to

at

Quebec and

give us

much

encouragement.
I

have alluded

to the

Canadian Journal, and

tiust I

may

be

pardoned

medium

ready

moment upon

for dwelling a

cation to our active

den;re&«, the

of publication,
to

;

elicit,

and

upon them, but

it

may

that

life

it

to attract as

may seem

be scarcely

of a

encourage the

tendenc}' to

its

publi-

tliat

The advantages
were

it

information and knowledge which

community, are so great that

index of the

the claims of

and zealous support.

preparation of papers

by
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is

to itself,

afloat in the

superfluous to insist

less valuaTjle, I conceive, as

an

in us; a ci'iterion of the actual state of

is

knowledge in Upper Canada, and a permanent evidence
of the widening basis, the expansive growth of those pui-suits,
which it is the object of this Institute to combine and strengthen.
scientific

Let us hope, that while

the practical departments of the

in

mechanic, the engineer and the architect,

ment of

greater,

it

witnesses the treatsubjects eveiy

more important, and more various

year, as the industrial progress of the country will cause

85 also there

may appear the

nece-sity for such an

class

as may shew increasing strength, and a higher faculty, in that
It is greatly desirable at present that our
of readers.

individual endeavours be given to extend

put

upon a footing

it

to yield

It

is

Gentlemen, that I

with great pleasure.

to

just remuneration for the

some

bestowed gratuitously upon

editorial labour at present

and

circulation,

its'

announce that the Council has decided

to

it.

in

by

necessary maps, plans, or

all

drawings.
of £10, for the best essay or

paper upon the physical formation, climate,
productions of

maps

sary

Upper Canada,

to

be also

and natural

soil,

illustrated

by

honour to the country.

civil

and

Canadian

Institute, as

of

tlie

Toronto

am

most
cft'ect.

gTatified to

Athenxum
be enabled

It will give us the

perseveiing and indofiitigable exertions

rivalry or division

with

this

It

of

its

Thompson, and remove

all

of forces in a

would be doing an

cause

in

adxantage of

most

efficient

appearance of

which

injustice to this Society

this occa-sion, to mention,

should

all

on any

false

were

grounds of

T

to omit,

delicacy, a

circumstance which cannot be regarded as unim[)oita;it, in

ence to the progress of the physical sciences
to the intention, oflicially expressed

•whom

I

in

thio

in

by the

This Society has a dignified, an honourable and a

patriotic object before

harvest

if

;

the field

it;

the labourers are

ledge, contingent

still

wide, and ready for the

is

few,

and

if

much

upon a thousand advantages never

of that
as yet

know-

brought

withia our reach, which alone cau truly appreciate or encourage

will gain

low point among

ground with

rapidity,

and

us not doubt that

us, let

receive

new

impulses,

and

we make to carry into effect
The talent and the energies

rewards, from e\ery endeavour

for as confidently in our body, as in
it

might be

said, are as

shewn by the

best

among

oui-selves;

any similar

unquestionably present

I think

society.

—but

this will

With harmony and mutual

event.

be

respect

with a liberal disposition, as a body, to encour-

age whatever

may justly claim

to listen to

whatever has a just claim to respectful attention,
will often

happen, the subject

perhaps scarcely

interest,

our countenance, and as individuals

intelligible, to

may

ourselves;

be of

we

little

shall see

the Canadian Institute more respected, because more useful, eveiy

and have the reward of witnessing our

society,

grow with

progress in every element of material prosperit}-, will bear comparison favourably with that of any other in the world.

Oil the

Rocks of

Canada.

I

authorities

by which

Meeting

W. E. Lo^ritn, F.R.S'.,
e Gccliigiial Survey.

by

:

tl

Geological
at Ipswich in Itiol,

aud

G.S.,

of the. British Association, at tlu
and ordered to be printed in full in tlu

Sertioii,

RrpoH.)

my

purpose to place before the
In the present paper it is
Association, in as condensed a form as possible, one or two of the
main features of the ph3'sical structure of Canada, ascertained in
the progress of the
country, under

my

geological

direction,

survey

now

carried on in the

by the authority of the

provincial

government.
allude

under

a series of

Magnetism and Meteorology has been maintained

neighbourhood, since the year 1840.

Can.nt!,.

Director of
to the

refoi--

have the honour to be employed here, of withdrawing

at an early period the military detachment

observations in

a body, cannot be indiflerent.

to state, to

combine.

on

it

I have now, Gentlemen, trespassed sufficiently long upon your
patience.

(JOommuiiicnl ed

S.

is

ofl3ce to

the Librar}', which that institution owes in great measure to the

Mi-.

on the other hand,

colonial question; but, neither,

me, in the

the growth, and strengthen with the strength, of a country whose

be speedily carried into

Secretary,

an

it

not for me, on the point of resum-

is

which you have been pleased to call me,
to neglect to call your attention to a question in which the public opinion will probably have its due weight, and to which the

for

year,

a subject referred to in the Annual Rejoit of the

Council, promises, I

It

culti-

may make

ing a purely military position, to concern myself unduly in a

neces-

all

or diagrams.

The amalgamation
Society,

has hitherto

it

vated; and with such additions as in abler hands

although, as

And, one medal of the value

which

interesting subjects of enquiry,

and

which can overcome disadvantages, can unquestionably be looked

value of

illustrated

adequate to the continued investigation of the numerous

fully

the objects of our incorporation.

an engineering point of view, cost and other

be

whatever can bring

am bound by very strong ties, I
means may be devised in the Colony f(T

cannot but hope that
maintaining a Physical Observatory at Toronto, upon a scale

new

;

particular?, to

in

which I

for

£l 0, for the best comprehensive essay
or paper on the Public Works of Canada, their commercial value
and relations to a general system of American Public Works their
chai'aetcristics

and

life,

permitted to

competition in the session of 1853-4.

One medal of the

credit to a country to

their exertions, is at a

two medals

ofi'er

my own

best yeai-s of

the

it

am

which have absorbed

interested in the continuance of enquiries

in

scientific sub-

the standard of the original and selected articles on
jects,

do

to

it

improvement
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Naturi'lly deeply

the exception of the drift, the country is composed of
none of wliich are newer than the carboniferous epoch. The

With
rocks,

general geographical distribution of these rocks, a.s far as ascertjuneil, and as connected with the physical structure of the bor-

dering States of the Ame; ican Union, on the one hand, and the
sister British Provinces on the other, is represented on the map

which

is

displayed to view.

ON THE ROCKS OF CANADA.

853.]

1

One

of the points to

-wliicli it is

ray wish to draw attention

is

the age of the copper-bearing rocks of Lakes Superior and Huron,
as determined by tlie evidences collected on the Canadian survey;

and another, the diti'erenees chat exist in the structural condition
of the western and eastern parts of the Province.

Lake Superior consist of redand syenite, which in ascending ordei' pass into
horublendic
gneiss
and allied forms. These are
micaceous and
succeeded by chloritic and partially talcose slates, which become
intei'sti'atified with obscure conglomerates, with a slaty base; and
upon them rest unconformably bluish slates, with intermingled
bands of chert and limestone towards the bottom, and a thick and
Reposing on
extensive overflow of greenstone trap at the top.
these are wldte sandstones, which puss by an alternation of colours
into red sandstones and conglomerates, often with jasper pebbles,
and these are repeated after the occurrence of an uncertain amount

The

rocks on the north shoi'e of

dish granite
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denuded of all vegetation, resting in uncomformable repose, in a
nearly horizontal position, upon the tilted beds and undulating
and its strata filling up valleys o^•ertopping mountains; and concealing everv vestige of dykes and
copper veins and it would appear that some of these mountains
have required the aceunnilatiou of the whole thickness of the
surface of the quartz rock

;

:

;

lowest three and part of the fourth fossiliferous deposit, equal to

about 700

feet,

to

bury their summits.

The chief difference in the copper-bearing rocks of Lakes
Huron and Superior seems to be the great amount of amygdaloidal trap present among the latter, and of white quartz sandstone
among the former. But on the Canadian side of Lake Superior
there are considerable areas without amygdaloid, while white sandstone are present in others, as on the south side of 1 hundor Bay,

though not

in the

cation as those of

same vast amount or the same state of vitiiiiHuron. But, notwdthstanding these diderences,

The sandstones

there are strong points of resemblance in the interstratification of

and conglomerates become interstratified with amygdaloidal trap
layers, and an enormous amount of volcanic overthrow divided
The sandstones are often argillainto beds ci'owns the summit.
ceous, and display i-ipple-mark and crack casts on their surfaces,
while the concentric curves of flow sometimes characterize those
Lmumerable dykes cut up the sedimentaiy and
of the tra]).
volcanic beds; and both the dykes and the oveiflows are almost
The
universall)- marked by a transverse columnar structure.
thickness of the whole from the base of the blue slates cannot be
less than 12,000 feet; and the whole formation is intersected by
copper lodes of dift'ei-ent characters in difl'erent places, which run
in directions both with and transverse to the strike.

igneous locks, and the general mineralized condition of the whole,
as to render their proximate equivalence highly probable
and
the conclusi\'e evidence given of the age of the Huron would thus
appear to settle that of the Lake Superior rocks in the position

of reddish limestone of an argillaceous qualit}^

On the north shore of Lake Huron the granite is succeeded by
a formation consisting of wdiite, often vitreous sandstone or quartz
rock of great thickness, sometimes passing into a beautiful jasper
conglomerate, and alternating with great beds of slate and bands
of conglomerate with a slaty base, both being interstratified with
persistent band of limestone of
thick masses of greenstone.
about 150 feet in thickness, and interstratified with thin cherty
layers, occupies a place in the series, probably somewhere about

A

the middle.

The

mark; and the

may

surfaces of the sandstone often exhibit rip]ile-

total thickness of all

be about 10,000

the

members

of the formation

Difierent intrusive rocks intersect

feet.

those of stratification and, as related to one another, they display
a succession of events in the history of the foi'mation. Thei'e is
cutting the
greenstone, no doubt,
of coui-se a set of dykes,
;

—

—

sedimentary rocks, and giving o'igin to the greenstone overflows.
It is difiicult, however, to identify these but another set of
greenstone dykes are seen cutting both the sedimentary and igneous strata intrusive granite, sometimes occuyping considerable
areas, thrusts these antecedents aside, sending forth dykes of its
own order, intersectnig all, and reaching to considerable distances
from the nuclei and then another set of greenstone dykes, and
Evidences of disturbances
all that previous causes had placed.
;

;

given to them by Di'. Houghton, the late St;ite Geologist of
Michigan, as beneath the lowest known American fossiliferous
deposits and in this sequence those of Lake Huron, if not those
of Superior, would apjiear to be contemporaneous with the
;

Cambrian

series of the Bi'itish Isles.

hmit of this formation on Lake Huron is in the
enstei-n extremity of the
Great Manitoulin Island, whence it gradually recedes inland, taking
a north-eastern course; and farther down the St. Lawrence and
its lakes the Lower Silurian appear to rest upon gneissoid rocks,

The

eastern

vicinity of Colling's Inlet, opposite the

without the intervention of the Cambrian.

be drawn on the map in continuation of the Hudson
and Lake Champlain valleys to the vicinity of Poitneuf,
about thirty miles above Quebec, and thence in a north-eastward
direction, it will di\'ide the country into two areas wdiich, though
neai-ly resembling one another in the general formations of which
they are composed, yet present important differences in their
If a line

Ri\-er

;

Each

area belongs to a great trough of fosCanada, with the exception of the supporting Cambrian formation of Lakes Huron and Superior, on
gneissoid rocks, and containing coal measures in the centre; and
stiuctural condition.

siliferous strata resting in

the conditions, in which the two areas differ, are the general quiescence and conformable sequence of the formations fiom the base
of the Lower Silurian upwards in the western, and the violent
contortions and unconformable relations of those of the eastern.

;

;

and

dislocations

accompany

all

these successive intrusions,

—

those

connected with the granite being the most violent. But there is,
in addition, another set of disturbances of still posterior date, and
it is to these that is due the presence of those metalliferous veins
which give the country its value as a mineral region.

In respect to the age of the Huron cuprifei'ous formation, the
evidence aftbrded by the facts collected by my friend and assoour Report of Progress for
in
ciate, Mr. Murray, (pubhshed
1847-48,) on the Grand Manitoulin, La Cloche, Snake, Thessalon,
Sulphui', and other Islands, points ranging along a line ninety
miles out in front of the coast, is clear, satisfactory, and indisputably conclusive.
On these Islands, the Potsdam sandstone, the

and the Loraine shales,
the lowest fossiliferous group of North

Trenton limestone, the Utica
successive formations in

America, were each,

in

slates,

one place ot another, found

in exposures

The

coal measures of the eastern area are those of

and

in a metaraorphic state of Massachusetts,

Scotia and

New

New

Bi-unswick.

None

Rhode

Island,

and those of Nova

of the producti\-e part of the

Brunswick coal measures reaches Canada; but there comes

out from beneath

it,

on the Canada side of the Bay Chaleur, .3000

feet of carboniferous red sandstones

and conglomerates.

These

by 7000 feet of Devonian sandstones, which rest
upon 2000 feet of Upper Silurian rocks, consisting of limestones
and slates. The base of the Up]3er Silurian group has been traced
a distance of about 700 miles from Gaspe on the Gulf of St.Lawrence, first to Memphramngog Lake in Canada, thence to Halifax
on the southern limit of Vermont, and further into Massachusetts,
are succeeded

In
its outcrop at a variable distance from the coal.
the interval, between the Upper Silurian and the carboniferous
formations, there can be little doubt the De\onian sandstones will
keepiniT in

display a cons]iicuous figure in the eastern area, as they are known
to be still 2500 feet thick in the eastern portion of the western
area, in which they do not die away until reaching the banks of

In the eastern area the Lower Silurian sb-ata
the Mississippi.
sweep round the LTpper, oe^-upying a zone of between 40 and 50
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miles broad and the lowest rock common to both, connecting the
troughs on the antiohual, in the valley of Lake Charaplain, is the
;

they were derived when they became covered up, and in wdiich

Trenton limestone.

On

the noi-th-western side of the western area the formations
are in a general Hat and quiescent condition from Lake Sii[ierior
to Penni^ylvania, and they succeed one another without any

observed want of conformity from the base of the Lower Silurian
But it has been shown by
to the summit of the carboniferous.
Professor Rogers, that proceeding from north-west to south-east
there occius in this state a set of successive parallel undulations
•which increase in intensity in the direction mentioned, and on the
south-east side of the Apalachian coal-tield are sufficiently
to produce overturn dips in

all

.

iolent

the formations together, the coal

These plications with their overturn dips thus form the
south e;isleni rim of the western area, and are distinctly traceable
by the Alpalachian chain through Vermont into Canada, and
through Canada to the Gulf of St. Lawrence; in this part constituting the north-western lim of the eastern area. But while in
the western division there is no want of conformity from the
Lower bilunan rocks to the carboniferous, and the plications there
appear to be of a date subsequent to the carboniferous deposit, in
the eastern there are evidences of a want of conformity between
the Upper and Lower Sdurian formations; and chough the folds
in the former do not seem quite so violent, they are in parallel
There is another and a
directions with those in the latter.
greater want of conformity between the Devonian rocks and the
inclusive.

carboniferous.

A

large portion of the carboniferous deposit of

New

Brunswick shows but very moderate dips, and on the shores
of Bay Chaleur it lies in a quiescent condition on the tilted edges
of the lower formations, sometimes resting on one and sometimes

on another.

Its north-western outcrop, however, or rather, I
should say, the longitudinal axis of the whole coal-field from New
Bmnswick to Newfoundland, has a parallelism with the folds of
the inferior rocks, and there are several parallel undulations in

nearly the

same

direction

great cracks and worn fissures are filled with the calcareous deposit
The sandston&s being without disthat envelopes the whole.

covered

fossils, it is

from other

localities

Bigsb}', Richardson,

been in operation from at least the cessation of the
Lower Silurian epoch to the termination of the carboniferous and
;

only requii'es the inspection of ajiia]) of Atlantic America to
observe how the features of its physical geography, displayed in
the configuration of its coast, in its valleys of undulations and those
of transverse fracture, are almost entirely dependent on the results
it

of this cause.

The fossiliferons rocks of both these divisions, with the exception
of that part supported by the Cambrian formations of Lakes
Superior and Huron, i-est, along the valleys of the St. Lawrence
and the Ottawa, upon a series consisting of micaceous and hornblendic gneiss, interstratified towards the south with great bands
of crystalline limestone, sometimes highly charged with magnesia
and associated with vast masses of magnetic iron ore, but without
calcareous beds on t' e north. These rocks constitute a part of the
low granitic ridge, which to the westward has been traced by Sir
J. Richardson as extending with a north-westerly curve to the
Arctic Ocean.

The Canadian rocks on the north side of this granitic ridge, as
displayed toward the head of Lake Temiscamang, consist, in
ascending order, of chloritic slates and conglomerates, with a slaty
volume of these is probably not less and may be
much mori than 1000 feet. On them rests a set of massive pale
greenish-white or sea-gieen sandstones, the total amount of which,
as determined by the height of hills which they compose in nearly
horizimlal l.nyers, is between 400 and .500 feet.
These are .succeeded by about 300 feet of buff and whitish fossiliferons limestone';, the lowest br-d of wliii-h is rompnand of a collection of

but the lime-

on the north side of the granitic ridge by
and othei-s, are, I believe, referable to Upper

appears not improbable that the absence of the
Lower Silurian rocks may spread over an extensive area, and the
south side of the ridge indicate an ancient limit to a Lower
Silui'ian types,

it

Silurian sea.

The nearest locality of the «ell-defined forms which inhabited
about 200 miles .southward
there is,
from the Upper Silurian rocks of Lake Temiscamang
however, a jiatcli of the same lower formation which is only
about 100 miles southward from them, but in it the fossils are
obscure. Instead of giving any remarks of my own on the fossils
of the two sides of the granitic ridge, I shall append to my paper
a note which my friend Mr. Salter, of the Geological Surve}' of
the United Kingdom, has been so kind as to make on them after
a careful inspection, only stating that the specimens which have
been examined are but a small part of an important collection,
chiefly from the eastern of the two divisions that have been alluded
to, brought from Canada for comparison, and that twice as many
specimens as have been brought remain in the Pro\ince from
other parts, while great additions it is hoped will annually be
made to them.

this sea is at the island of Allumette,

;

Louisburg, Cape Breton.

By

direction, has

;

the unfossiliferous sandstones be a member of the group, appeiir
to be wholly wanting in the localit}', and as all the forms brought

on the south side of the carboniferous

The conclusion to be drawn from these facts appeara to be, that
some cause, producing folds in the stratification in one general

not easy to determine their age

stones by their organic contents are distinctly shown to belong to
The Lower Silurian deposits, unless
the Upper Silurian epoch.

deposit.

matri.K; the

[1853.

great boulders and blocks of sandstone, some of them nine feet in
diameter, that were lying immediately on the sti-ata fiom which

S.

J.

During the

STRATFORD, M.

last

summer,

my

Provinces, fortune led

ancient city of Louisburg

;

R.

C S^ ENG., TORONTO.

a tour to our noble Eastern
steps to explore the remains of the
and I was forcibly struck with the
in

which it now presents. The
remains however, of the extensive fortifications which are presented in every direction, plainly bespeak the former strength
and importance of this maritime capital of La Nouvelle France.
As the sudden destruction of a place so celebrated was a most
unusual occurrence in the New World, I was naturally led to
enquire into its history, and to collect material on the spot that
should explain it; but as thi.s, though replete with thrilling incidents, would be too extensive for the Canadian Journal, 1 must
be content at present to ofter but a few observations on the celebrated city, which appears to have been almost totally forgotten
in Canada.
of

spectacle

lonel}'

desolation

of Louisburg was situated upon tlie neck of land
out into the sea, westward of the islands which form
of the harbour; was of an oblong figure and nearly
two miles in circumference. It was fortififd in a most scientific
manner; while powerful batteries were built at all the most
ccmmanding points that could defend the entrance of the

The town

which
the

jets

mouth

harbour.

The streets of the city were wide, and ran at right angles the
houses were principally constructed of wood, built upon stono
foundations; but the public buildings were of more dui'able
;

materials, stone or brick.

The

])ublic buildings

situated in the

town were of an extensive character, and ]irincipall_v for religious
There was the fine hospital of St. Jean ile Dieu, to
purposes.
which was connected a church, dignified by the title of a Cathedral,

a

reallv

elegant

and

sp.-jcious

structure;

besides

tlie.se
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there

extensive nunnery ; and a by no means insignificant
There were several gates in the dift'erent parts of the

was an

theatre.

and on the nortli-east side was a spacious qua}', wliere
they had constructed a kind ot bridge, called in the Frc-ncli language Les Callen, or wharves, which projected considerably into
the sea, and were extremely convenient for loading and unloading goods. At this point there was a chain boom which extended in front of the quay, within which the ships were placed,
and effectually preventei them being cut out by an enemy on a
sutlden attack. The fortifications consisted of two bastions, called
the King and Queen
and two demi-bastions, distinguished by
the names of Dauphin and Pj'incess.
The city was surrounded
with a rampart of stone nearly tliree miles in extent; from thirty
to thirty-five feet high and a ditch of eighty feet wide, with the
exception of two hundred yards near- the sea, which was enclosed
by a dyke and a line of pickets. At this place the sea was \ery
shallow, and numerous reefs rendered it inaccessible to shipping,
while it received an additional protection from the side fire of the
batteries.
The bastions were mounted with eight batteries, containing embrasures for 148 pieces of cannon; and there were

town

;

;

;

sixteen mortars.

The

centre of one of them, the King's bastion,

was occupied with a stone building, with a moat on the side
towards the town. This was called the citadel, though it had
Within
neither artillery or a structure suitable to receive any.
this building were the apartments for the governor, the bari'acks for
the soldiere, and the arsenal. Under the platform of the redoubt
was a magazine, well furnished with military stores. The parish
church also stood within the citadel
and beside it there was a
handsome parade ground. The entrance to the town was by the
west gate, o\er a draw-bridge, near which was the Dauphin bastion, with a circular battery mounting sixteen guns, all fourteenpounders.
Adjacent to this batteiy had been erected spa'.iuus
casernes or bombproof barracks, the remains of which ai'e still to
be found among the ruins of the cit}', and form objects of great
curiosity for the inspection of the tourist.
;

The entrance of the harbour of Louisbui'g was defended by a
battery almost le\el with the water, situated upon one of the
form

mouth.

This was called the Island Batterj',
and was mounted with thirtj^-six pieces of cannon, all of which
were twenty-four pounders. There was a battery situated at a mile
and a half from the town opposite the mouth of the harbour.
This was a very strongly built fortress, surrounded by a ditch,
and flanked by two redoubts. It was mounted by thirty pieces
of cannon, twenty-eight of which were thirty-six-]iounders, and
two eighteen-pound carronades. The remains of this battery are
still obvious at the present day; and from their extent must have
contained a barrack and a considerable rnagazine.
From the
quantity of cut-stone lying about, it is clear that it was a wellbuilt fortress; and from its position it must ha\e completely
commanded the whole hai-bour, as well as have greatly aided in
defending its entrance. At the Light-house Point there was a
third powerful batter}', where, from its high and commanding
situation, elevated far above the Island Battery, it commanded
not only that, but the town and the western part of the harbour,
and was a great defence to its mouth. There was a Circular Battery, mounted with twenty guns, situated on the beach east of
the town and forming part of the fortifications which surinlands that

its

;

rounded the
called

city,

was

caviller,

pierced with twelve embrasuies,

by the name of Marapas, which was

also intended to
strengthen the defences of the harbour.
All around the coast
without the harbour of Louisburg, the shore is everywhere
bounded by bold and rocky precipices, whose breakers for the
most part defy an hostile landing but in every nook or creek
;

where

it

was

possible to run in a boat,

we

find that the

had erected

defences, the remains of which are
obvious at the present day.

Thus stronglv

fortified

from an

attack

bv

still

French

sufHciently

sea, the citv

of
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The high

Louisburg was still \'ulnerable from the land side.
land which everywhere surrounded the harbour offered a means
of attack upon any one of the principal batteries, provided the
opposing force could obtain possession of it thus flanked, the
city could not be permanently defended. It would seem that the
French engineei-s, in their operations, confided greatly in the
rocky and inaccessible condition of the country in the rear of
Louisburg, to strengthen their defences, and thought that if they
:

could only guard the harbour's mouth from a naval attack, that
the town was secure from the apparently impenetrable character
of the country. Experience, however, fully proved the fallacy of
that confidence, and was the eventual cause of the destruction of
their defences.

The building of these extensive fortifications, and the other
public works, necessarily employed many hands, and took many
years for its accomplishment it necessarily caused the an-ival of

many

emigrants

—

;

artificers as well as

labourere

;

that ere these

Louisburg contained quite a
respectable number of inhabitants these, with the floating popua considerable
fisheries,
extensive
lation employed in very

works were

finished, the city

of

;

coasting

and a large military establishment necessary

trade,

is little doubt that
Louisburg might have numbered a population of 30,000 inhabitants. That the city enclosed within the fortifications would positively have contained that amount of population there is probably
a doubt ; but when we survey the extent of the harbour, and
observe the numerous ruins along its shore, we shall cease to be
In one place we find the evident remains
sceptical of this fact.
in another of a considerable tannery
of an extensive brewery
while the establishments for curing fish were certainly very
numerous. And if we recollect that upwards of 500 vessels were
employed in the taking of fish, we shall be convinced that the
hands necessary to conduct such establishments must have been
and if we add to these the careening wharves
very numerous"
and other places for the repan- of shipping, with their various

to defend these extensive fortifications, there

;

;

artificers;

we

certainly think that this calculation of the

of its inhabitants could not possibly have been
the mark.

^'ery

number

much

over

The trade of the city of Louisburg during all this period must
have been very considerable, as all the necessaries of life had to
be imported by sea. The -rocky and sterile country in the
immediate vicinity of Louisburg harbour, without a very high
state of cultivation, was perfectly unable to produce food for such
an extensive amount of population as we have indicated while
;

the almost total want of settlement at this period in the other
parts of the Island of Cape Breton, more adapted to agriculture,
could not have been able to supply the defiL-iency consequently
;

the inhabitants were obliged to look to Canada and Fi-ince for
their supplies.
In order to supply this deficiency, agricultural
establishments were formed upon Isle St. John, oi' Pi-ince
Edward's Island, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, which even at this
period had attracted the attention of the French, and was
with but slight development to supply the militaiy
establishments of Cape Breton ; and for this purpose the Island
eai-ly

fully able

was most strenuously guarded by the French go\ernment. The
mere conveyance of the necessaries of life for so large a population
must have required a considerable number of vessels; but when
we find that all the materials of every description employed for
building had to be transported in vessels from distant parts that
the stone, the brick, the timber the lime, and even the sand, had
to be conveyed either from Canada, France, or the West Indies,
our surprise that so large a fleet was employed in the commerce
;

The necessity to transport all these
by sea was dependent on the deficiencies of development and want of knowledge of the country, rather than on any
Later
lack of such material in the Island of Cape Breton.

of Louisburg must cease.
materials

investigation

cleariy

proves

that

building materials

of every
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abound

and

no veiy great distance
from tlie harLioar of Louisburg; even had the diit'ei'eut localities
where these ^'arioiis niateiiils abound been discovered, the
want of proper roads on which to transport them would, in all
description

in the lsl;ind,

probabihty, ha\'e prevented

tlieir

at

being used.

a striking instance of the vast amount of coirmeree carried
on in the city of Louisburg, we find it stated that a M. Maillet
de Gran\-ille, who had left France extremely poor, at the ao-e of
sixteen, liad, by industry and application to business, advanced
himself in the world so as to Le able to purchase the lordship of

Mount
which invariably abounds upon
the sea shore, experience proved had to be conveyed to Louisburg.
The character of the mortar which is found among the
In the simple

article of sand,

ruins of the fortitications

is

sufficient

under which the engineere laboured
material.

The simple

fact

is,

down, especially

after

of the frost during winter.
of lime; and

when a

sand

;is

a building

that in every instance in

which the
away and

they had been submitted to the action
Mortar used in building is a silicate

large quantity of the chloride of

sodium

always found in the sea-shore sand is combined with it, the
proper combiiiat:on of silica and lime is impeded, and instead of
becoming the hard durable material which characterizes proper
mortar, it is friable, and easily disintegrated with the least
moisture, depending in all probability on the chloride of calcium
formed in the mixture. It is certain that after the engineers
employed on the works of Louiaburg had discovered their mistake, there existed a \-ast difficulty in

remedying the

defect,

and

The whole Island of Cape
of procuring sand free from salt.
Breton is surrounded and greatly indented hj the sea; while all
its inland parts were then totally inaccessible for want of roads,
so that proper sand could not be procured nearer than Canada
or the

The

West

St. Louis,

which cost him 80,000

taking of Louisburg

lie lost

an

of

millions

fifty

I

livres; and that at the
property to the value of one hundred
and was thereby left jjerfectly

livres,

destitute.

evidence of the dilliculty

for j^roper

sea-shore sand was used the works speadily mouldered
fell
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As

Indies.

greater part of the cut-stone with which the fortifications

the above detail,

also, it

must be

clearly evident that the

must

have been built at enormous expense to the F'rench nation, when
all the materials, all the artizans, and even all the provisions consumed had to be brought from a distance, and that, sometimes,
during a period of war. It is certain that upwards of 30,000,000
of livres were expended upon these works; and after the capture
of Louisburg, King Louis the Fourteenth is said to have exclaimed, that he should have expected to have found the very
stieets of Louisburg paved with silver, from the great and continued drain upon his treasury which the maintenance of this
establishment cost him.

The city of Louisburg has twice fallen before the power of the
In the first instance it was taken by Sir William
PepperaU and the brave New England Colonists; and secondly
by the forces under General Amhei-st, assisted by the gallant
Wolfe; when, chiefly at the instigation of the inhabitants of the
city of Halifax, the British government resolved to destroy it;
but even this operation is said to have taken upwards of a year,
and to have cost £10,000.
British arms.

and other public
racter be^n

edifices were built, had evidenth' from its chaimpoited from a distance
but thorough material

From

erection of the extensive defences of the city of Louisbourg

;

in the erection of the fortifications was
from the neighbouring rocks; and immense
quantities of such stone may be seen lying about in every
direction, evidently quarried from the surrounding rooks: this
had apparently been prepared for the extension or repair of the

extensively emploj'ed

clearly obtained

works.

The

lime-stone and brick were also brought to the place

lime-stone apparently from the

West Indies,

as

:

the

we found numerous
The lime-

pieces containing corralines lying about in several places.

stone was burned in a kiln situated

upon the

sea beach, and must
were apparently brought
from France. These articles in themselves w.^uld have rendered a
large amount of shipping necessary in the ei^nveyance of such
bulky material, and certainly must have constituted a considerable branch of commerce.
lia\

e

made

excellent lime.

The

bi'icks

The

ad\'antageous position of Louisburg, placed in the midst
of the most productive fisheries in the world, would naturally

have added va.stly to its commerce. That there were at this
time very uuraerous establishments for curing offish in the harbour is evident from the ruins every wdiere scattered about and
when it is shown thit upwai'ds of 500 vessels, of about 150 tons,
were employed in catching fish, requiring a complement of over
10,000 men, it is evident that this business must have been very
extensively carried on.
It is affirmed that 5,800,000 quintals, of
1121b. each, of cured cod alone, were annually exported from
Louisburg; and when we come to add the herring, mackerel,
and salmon, with the seal and whale oil, we shall not be supposed
to exaggerate the extent and importance of the commerce carried
on at this time. Six hundred square rigged vessels, and many
coa-ting craft, wore necessary to do the business which all these
did'erent wants and services required; while the imposts and
other duties accruing from this commerce, brought in an annual
income to tlin French crown of upwards of a million and a half
;

of

iin-ps.

The city of Halifax has always been jealous of the splendid
and capacious harbour of Louisburg, and has invariably instigated
the government to prevent its redevelopment; but situated 200
miles nearer to Europe than Halifax, it is pre-eminently the spot
at which all the railroads on the American continent must terminate. Suppose, for example, two steam-ships coming from the
eastward, off the harbour of Louisburg, ('to which point they
must come as a matter of necessity,) the one landing its passengers at this point, and dispatching them by railroad while
the other goes to Halifax, then forwards her's by similar means
to Petticodiae, in New Brunswick, where all the railroads must
meet those sent from Louisbuig- will arrive full a day in advance
of those dispatched from Halifax, and not have to go full one
hundred miles out of their way to arrive at it. This fact, and
the certainty of being able to cross the Gut of Canso
scarcely a
;

:

—

—

mile wide, with a railway train at all seasons of the year
will
again restore the city of Louisburg to the importance which its
peculiar and favoured position unquestionabl}' assigns to it; for,
placed at the mouth of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and at the
north-eastern extremity of this portion of the American continent,

Canada or the United States may
of which there is abundance in the immediatie
call for coal
neighbourhood or land their passengers, to proceed by rail to
any part of the American continent, without going a mile out of
their way.
steam-va=sels destined either for

—

here

At

—

a subsequent period, should

it

be judged worthv of con-

the present condition of the
harbour of Louisburg, especially the ruins of the ancient city, and
point out fi-om its favoured position its applicability, not only to
sideration, I

shall willingly detail

be the chief railway station upon the American continent, but
the poir.t of communication for the great Atlantic magnetic
telegraph for the chief mart of the great fisheries in its neigh;

bourhood

;

and, pre-eminently, for the best l<5catioii for a great
for the valetudinarian, to be found upon this

watering place
continent.
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on the Nautical Almanac*

Davis's Report

at all observatories

and

may

not be aware that the American Nautical
Ahnanac, establislied by Congress some three years since, and
plared under the super\ision of the Na\'y Department, is ah'eady

Our

readers

in

;

Why the same are not made
Washington?

at

at the

one

The attention of our legislators has recently been recalled to
the subject by a series of most singular resolutions offered in the
United States Senate by a distinguished member of that body,
whose philanthropy is evidently more enlarged than his
astronomy. The resolutions of inquir}-, with the answers appended

which the superintendent of the almanac has applied

to

That

the Secretary

Hie Senate where,

and

at

of

the

The superintendent

of the National Observatory has been
make some meridian observations of

requested, for example, to

comparison, which were used in the reduction of those
Mars which have been made during the

stars of

—

observations of the planet

Nav>j be instructed

to

inform

what observatory, the observations and
Almanac'" are made.

calculations for the'-' Nautical

This inquiry comprises several distinct interrogatories, which,
with your permission, I will answer separately.

The calculations of the Nautical Alm&nac are made at no
no direct connection with or dependence on
the current duty of any particular observatory. The daily duties
of observatories, and of offices like this of the "Nautical Almanac
and Astronomical Ephemeris," are perfectly distinct from each
other. The business of the observatory proper is to record events
and appearances, and to make the calculations requisite to render
these records immediately useful to the astronomer; it also
endeavours to add to the sum of knowledge bv the discovery of
observatory, and have

facts, and the observation of new truths and phenomena, as
exemplified by the frequent discovery of planets and comets, and
observation of those, the periods of which are still
constant
the
by the study of the nature of comets,
to be investigated;

new

of the rings of Satm'n,

and

planets,

The

—

of the comparative

brightness of stars

<fec.

business of the office of a " Nautical Almanac and Astrois to predict, one or more years in advance,

nomical Ephemeris "

the events and phenomena, the actual occurrence of which the
observatory records, and which the navigator compares, observes,
and calculates, while on the otherwise pathless sea, in order to pass
in safety from country to country.

The

calculations of the Nautical

Almanac are made

,

hundred years at the Greenwich observatory to test by
immediate observations the accuracy of the elements of the new
planet Iris to furnish from the records of the observatory certain
information in anticipation of the next printed volume of the
" Washington Observations;" and to direct the attention of the
;

;

observers towards the new planets discovered since the year 1 827,
concerning which astronomical history supplies, of course, no
information, and concerning which all our knowledge is to be

gleaned from future observation.

But it is the printed and published transactions of this and
other observatories, in which the observations, &c., are given to
the world in their reduced and complete and final form, that are
employed in the large computations of the almanac, and not the
separate observations

made

at the various instruments

from day

to day, in the prosecution of a great scientific enterprise.
3.

What

expenses are necessary therefor, except the

pay of

the svperintendent?

of computers, the cost of publication, including comand correction paper, books, &c., &c, the
the printing of auxiliary tables for comstereotyping;
expense of
putation, of blanks, of instructions, and mathematical formulas

The pay

position, ]3ress-work,

;

;

and methods.
4. What progress has been made towards mahing a Nautical
Almanac ?
The fii-st volume is nearly completed, and its printing far

All the main and heavy computations are done.

advanced.

principally

at Cambridge, the residence of the present superintendent, where
the printing of the work can be conducted most expeditiously,

5. For how long a period the calculations of the first almanac
are expected to extend?

most economically, and, what is still more important, most accuand where convenient reference can be had to the best
rately
scientific libraries of the country, an indispensable aid in laying
the permanent foundation of a work of this magnitude and

For a period of one year; the first number of the almanac
be published in the year 1852, for the year 1855.

importance.

Almanac

:

But as the superintendent of the almanac has succeeded in
engaging the limited sersdces of some distinguished mathematicians and astronomers in other parts of the Union, a portion of
the computations have been made elsewhere; for example: by
Professor Winlock, of Kentucky by Mr. Sears C. Walker, of
Washington by Professor Kendall, of Philadelphia by Professor
Smith, of the Wesleyan University, at Middletown and by Miss
;

;

;

;

Mitchell, of Nantucket.

The observations used by the Nautical Almanac," that is the
observations on which the fundamental laws of the astronomical
prediction are based, have not been made £it one observatory, but
• Silliman's Journal.

for

information.

last
1.

National Observatory

Whenever, in the progress of theoretical information, or in
consequence of entirely new discoveries, or for the purpose of
anticipating the official publication of printed volumes, it has been
occasionally desirable and expedient to have recourse to an
observatoi-y, the National Observatory at Washington is the only

of the gentlemen charged with the execution of the woi-k, affords
the best reason for expecting a publication which shall materially
add to the scientific reputation of our country.

:

not at one place, but at all places of correct
on the globe not at one time, but

times of authentic history.

2.

so far advanced, under the able superintendence of Lieut. C. H.
Davis, tltat a few weeks will witness the appearance of the first
volume, computed for the year 1855. The ability and position

to each by Lieut. Davis, were as follows

;

well-attested obsei'vation

all

will

necessary to the perfection of the Nautical
observations at more than one observatory
and, if so, are they made at two observatories ; and, if so, at
6.

Whether
to

it is

make

what two ?

The
the

reply to this question

first

is

partly comprised in the reply to

question.

If all the established observatories in Europe and elsewhere
published to the world the results of their laboure in the same
convenient, complete, and elegant form as the observatories at
Washington and Greenwich, they would not be too numerous for
the wants of those astronomers who devote their attention to the
improvement of the theories of planetary motion. And it is from
these published volumes, of -whatever date, that the almanac

derives

its

useful

and

serviceable facts

and information.
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The Washington Observations" of 1846 have supplied the
mean places of what are called the " fundamental stare;" and this
"

[1853.

volume, tou'ether with subsequent observations at the same
instruments, not yet printed, have enabled computers to employ

the meaus of other improvements ; aod on the 25th of August,
1850, the superintendent, by permission of the Department,
communicated the predictions of his office to the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, at that time in sessioa

a more

at

For

exact me:isure of the sun's diameter.
this

and

similar reasons,

it

has been correctly said that the

National Observatory

now

requisite materiiils for

making an almanac of our own.

contributes to the general

sum

of the

Whether any persons except the superiniendent have been
paid for services in preparing the "-National Almanac;'''' and
if so, how many, and lohat compensation have they rece'ived^
7.

A

of the eoraputere and other persons employed in the

list

Almanac is hereunto annexed and also a
number of persons, except the superintentlent,
who have been paid for services in preparing the Nautical Almanac, and the compensi^tiou they have received up to the hist
office

of the Nautical

;

statement of the

payment.

When

8.

is

it

expected that a N^autical

Almanac

will be

prepared for publication ?

New Haven ; he, at the same time, announced to the mathematical and ]ihysical section of that body, the preparation of the

new

lunar tables, and submitted to its criticism and appcoval the
in

which they were to be accom-

plished.

is

contained in the printed pro-

ceedings of the Association at that meeting.

The event proved highly
the superiority of theluuixr
American almanac.
For the prediction

reply to No. 8

the

lirst

volume

is

contained in that to No. 4. It is expected
be ready for sale and distribution in

will

about three or four months.
Wiiat improvement, if any,

9.

Jfautical

is

it

when published,

Almanac,

expected the
will

have

American
over

the

English?

The American Nautical Almanac has made improvements
upon the English in the ephemeris of the moon, and that of most
of the planets. It has rejected the lunar tables of Burckhardt and
Damoiseau, now pronounced obsolete and has constructed lunar
tables for its own use, which embrace the corrections of Professor
;

Airy, deduced from the lunar observations made at the Royal
Observatory, Greenwich, from 1750 to 1830, and the corrections
from the discovery of Hansen. It is only necessary to turn

arising

volumes of the W;ishington or Gieenwich
observatory to become acquainted with the errore and irregularities that abound in the ephemeris of the moon, very oflen
extending to one-third of a minute of ai'C. The determination of
to the last pid'lished

the longitude at sea, however, by the method known as " the
lunar observation," the only method employed in the common
practice of navigators, where chronometers are wanting or are
untrustworthy, or require verification or examination of their

depends essentially or int)'insically upon the accuracy of the
moon's predicted place. Now, this error of one-third of a minute
of arc involves an eri'or of ten miles in the determination of a
rates,

ship's longitude at sea.

The

lunar tables, prepared in the office of the'Nautieal

Alma-

nac, reduce the average errore in the moon's place, as derived fi-om

the

obsolete

txibles,

and given

in

(he

British

Astronomical

Ephemeris, to one-third of their amount; and a distinguished
gentleman ofPliiladel|ihia, Mr. Miere Fisher Longstretli, has since
j)ubiished an improvement of the lunar formula, which has probabh' reduced this remaining error by two-thirds. Mr.Longstreth's
corrections have been emboilied iu the new tables of the almanac,
and thus, owing to the genius and laboui's of Pierce, Longstreth,
and other distinguished astronomei's, the almanac has it now in
its power to predict the moon's jilaco in the heavens with a degree
of precision far surpassing an3-tliing heretofore attained elsewhere.
And the proof of this is at hand. Whilst the lunar t<ibles were
in the coui-so of prcjiaration, the DeiKUtment, iu a letter dated
August .5, 1850, authoi'izod the sujierintendent of the Nautical

Almanac

to publi.sh

his predictioTis

eclipse of the following year, July 28,

and elements of the

total

1851, for the express purpose of testing the accuracy of the new tables, and of acquiring

at

siitisfactory,
t:ibles

now

by showing conclusively

in use in the office of the

Cambridge the British almanac was in
and the American almanac only twenty

error eighty-five seconds,

seconds.

At Washington, the British almanac was in error for the
beginning of the eclipse seventy-eight seconds, aud for the end
sixty -two seconds.
The American almanac was in error for the
beginning only thirteen seconds, and for the end only one second
and a

The
tliat

and the mode
His eommunicatiou

objei;ts in view,

hidf.

The

obsen'ations were made by Mr. Sears C. Walker, at
Cambridge, and by Professor Hubbard and Mr. Fergusson (and
communicated by Lieut. Maury) at Washington. Where tlie
eclipse was total, and where, for this and other reasons, the test
was moie rigid aud conclusive, the result was still moie gratifying and decisive as to the superiority of our own lunar tables.
The same tables of the moon are used in the French and Berlin
almanacs as in the British the errors, therefore, are the same.
The eiroi's exposed in this eclipse may give rise to an eri'or of
from fifteen to twenty miles in the determination of the longitude
at sea by means of lunar distances, and to an uncertainty of twice
that amount.
The possibility of such an error, arising from this
source, is removed in the American ephemeris.
;

It

may

be mentioned,

among

lunar tables, that tlioy bring

number

of "

moon

the benefits conferred b)' these
piactical availability a large

into

culminations," as they are technically called,

by the astronomers of the coast survey on the western
which have been hitherto lost. These
obsei-vations are made on the land for the nice and accurate determination of geographical longitudes, and in that now difficult
and extensive field of labour are of the highest importance:
owing, however, to the imperfections in the tables, by means of
which the place of the moon iu her orbit is computed, no other
obser^'ed

coast of the United States,

observed

"moon

culminations " can be usefidly ap|ilied than those

which have been correspondingly observed elsewhere. That is,
these " moon culminations," to be available, must be observed at
the same date at two diSerent places.
In consequence of this
necessity, some six hundi'ed or more of the observations made in
Califorcia and Oregon, to be found in the books of the coast survey, have been laid aside " for want of moon's places more reliable than the British Nautical Almanac can give us."
[Letter of
A. D. Bac^^e, superintendent Lfnitcd States Coast Survey, to tho
superintendent of the Nautical Almanac, Nov. 20, 1851.]

—

It

was

pro\'ed.

for the

said

that the ephemeris of the ])lanets has been im-

The

epliomeris of the jilanct Jilercurj' will be derived,

fii-st

time, from the

now and

elegant theory of

M. Le

Terrier.

In preparing tho ephemeris of Venus, with that of Mars, the
correctness of Lindcnau's elements of the orbits of these planets,

deduced from the On'enwich ]ilanetary observations from 1750
to 1830, by Mr. Hui;h Breen, have been for the first time introduced. But some labour has been bestowed in combining the
rough gioupiiigs of Mr. Breen in such a manner a.s to carry forward the coriections uiiinterruptcdlv; nil his results have also

A
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been discussed anew, according to tlie raetliod of least squares,
and the work is left in such a form tbat the observations of all
observatories, particularly those of Washington and Greenwich,
on account of the complete form in which they ai'e given to the
world, can be used from year to year, for the continued improvement of the elements of the planets. The perfection of the places
of these planets is the more important and valuable that they are
used very constantly in lunar distances by the navigator, and their
highly magnified at the time they are best seen and
most useful, by the greater relative change in their distances
from the earth than in those of the other planets emploj'ed in
this way.
erroi-s are

In preparing the ephemeris of Jupiter and that of Saturn, as
well as in those of tlie jireceding planets, all the en-ors and alterations pointed out by Professor Airy in the introduction to the
Greenwich Planetary Reductions, have been correetoi and adojited
and the tables of Bouvard and Lindenau have been entirely remodelled and reconstructed for the convenience of computation.

But it is well known to astronomers that the
and Saturn demands a thorough revision and
;

presents a case of peculiar dilBcult}',

their

combination

which has been ably treated

To prepare Hansen's theory for use in
a work of time. It will be entered upon
probably be completed in the course of

by Professor Hauseu.
practical computation,

immediately, and
two years.

theor}- of Jupiter

is

will

In the case of Uranus, there are no tables which can be relied
upon. Professor Pierce's theory, combined with the researches of
LeVerrier,

the

will, for

first

time,

form the basis of the new

ephemeris of Uranus.

With regard

new

planet Neptune, the world has already
acknowledgments the labours which
accepted with
American astronomers have conferred upon it with illustrious
to the

grateful

The computation of the tables of the perturbations of
Neptune, by Professor Pierce, and the computation of the elliptic
elements of Neptune, by Mr. Sears C. Walker, have resulted in
the preparation of an ephemeris, by the last named gentleman,
which admits of no sensible correction.
success.

The ephemeris of the fixed stars has also been improved by
the introduction of the latest and most approved constants of precision, nutation,

The

general

in order to

and

of occultations has been very

list

make

aberration.

it

especially useful

much

extended,

to geographers in general,

the boundary and other surveyors of the government in the interior, to the coast survey of the United States on both oceans, and
the explorei's of unknown parts of the continent.

Other changes regarded as improvements might be recited.
astronomical part of the ephemeris has been adapted to the
meridian of Washington siderial dates have been introduced
what is believed to be a more correct obliquity of the ecliptic
has been adopted; and more convenient forms and a better
woik comprising
typographical execution are kept in view.
such a multiplicity of details may admit of many similar

The

;

A

amendments.

To

the above

tion has been

it

should be added, that an entirely new reducof the early Greenwich observations of Mars,
to a new theoiy

made

by Bradley, Bliss, and Maskelyne, preparatory
and to new tables of this planet.

A new

method, with new tables, of clearing lunar distances
be given in the first number of the almanac, in which improvements are presented leading to the correction of eri'oi-s of
ten, fifteen, or twenty minutes in the longitude, common to the

will

methods

amount

at
to a

present

in

use; which errors

may,

in

rare

cases,

whole degree.

There are two other signal advantages to be derive! from the

publication of the Nautical Almanac, the mention of which should

not be omitted

they concern the navigator, surveyor, astronomer

:

and geogi-apher.

One

is a more complete, full, and accurate table of
and longitudes, particularly of American latitudes and
longitudes, than is now anywhere to be found,
.

of these

latitudes

These positions also embrace in their number the most conspicuous towns and trigonometrical stations, with their magnetic
and asti'onomical beanngs, along both sea coasts, and as tar in
the interior as the operalions of the coast survey extend. When,
therefore, the American surveyor or astronomer of a boundary
commis.sion opens the almanac for the requisite astronomical data
of his observations, he may find also such terrestrial data as will

answer for the proper basis of his field work, and at the same
time as the standard of accuracy to his own indejjendent computations.
To meet his wants, some additional constants will be
occtisionally inseited,
as height of station above the sea, mean

—

And as a
barometric pressure, variation of the needle, <fec.
list
of the latitudes and longitudes of tlie principal
observatories of this country ana in every quai-ter of the globe is
a customary part of the almanac, so the stationary astionomcr
will, in turn, find his purposes served.
An assistant is employed
in verifying the positions in the world generally, given in the

separate

best European hsts; and a suitable selection will be made
from the determinations of the offices of hydrography, topograph}', and the coast survey, to enrich the American table
with the best and most numerous list of American geographical
positions extant.

Similar tables are published in the French almanac; but no
such tables, with the exception of the observatories, are given in
the British.
This, therefore, is regarded as another improvement
in the American almanac upon the latter.

The

other signal advantage spoken

the tides.

The conduct

their reduction,

and

of, relates

to the subject of

of a general system of tidal observations,

their scientific discussion,

by which is evolved

the rules for the prediction of the tides, are all the property of
the hydrographical and astronomical departments of the coast

But it is the province of the Nautical Almanac to present
the results of these various labours in a manner suited to answer
the practical demands of navigation and engineering.
survey.

perhaps be irrelevant to cite a single case under the
In order to be able to give rules
and seaman, for aiiphing
to the ordinary tides, corrections depending on the moon's varying distance and declination, it is necessary to know to what
meridian passage, or southing of the moon the tide isjdue; or,
what the distance is from the land of the general tide wa\'e that
It will not

general problem of the tides.

practically useful to the pilot, engineer

causes the local tide which the observer
or, in fine, what is the age of the tide
particular part of our coast.
careful study
points.

West

;

of a large

The age

is

actually registering;

when

This knowledge

any

the residt of the

number of observations made at various
London dift'ers from that at Key

of the tide at

and that of

Key West

again from that of

Hampton Roads.
Our exclusive dependence upon European
knowledge of our

arrives at

it

is

coasts

New

York, or

authority for that

which no Eiiropean authority

can,

from

the nature of the case, supply, has been a disadvantage and a
Both the disadvantage and the reproach the Amei'ireproach.

can Nautical Almanac will help to remove by making use, as it
has been authDrized to do, of the materials in the records of the
coast survey, for furnishing a tide table founded on the actual
observations of tides in our own northern and southern harbours,

and

their subsequent reduction

and discussion

in

the office of

that institution.

One consequence

of the announcement of the preparation of
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the Amevican Nautical Almanac, may be noticed here. It has
reduced the price of the British Almanac by one-half^ that is from

Almanac owe

2s. 6d.

OS. to

The Counter

eiTect

of a restoration of the British montipoly in

the Americ;m market will probably be a return to the foimer

safely

11. After the first Nautical Almanac is published, will the
succeeding numbers probably cost as much, or more than the
first ?

After the firet volume of the Nautical Almanac is published, it
estimated that the sum of §19,4:00 will be the probable cost of
the succeediuo- volumes and this sum is not more than sufficient
to allow the first class computors, who must be gentlemen of libis

;

eral education and of special attainments in the
nomv, the lowest salary paid for similar services

The annual

of the Goveinment.

in other offices

Alma-

is

;

erally speaking, intellectual labor

A portion of

the approjsriation will be returned into the trea-

when the sale of the book commences. The cost
number includes the expense of the yai'ious works of

sury every year
of the fiKt

These preparatory productions are
they are the instruments to be emjiloyed in

preparation already detailed.

permanently useful

;

the computation of all future numbers.
If the American Almanac should be continued uninterruptedly for as long a period as
the British has existed, the cost of preparation, thus distributed,

would amount
number.
12.

to

about two hundred and twenty-two dollars a

Will the same time be necessary for the second and sub-

sequent numbers, respectively as for the first?

The succeeding numbers

of the

Almanac

will

appear annually,

three yea:s in ad\'auce of the year for which the}" are computed,

according to the custom in England, France and Germany. The
time spent in tlie computation of each number will be one year.
Finally, in reply to this resolution in general, let

be said that
the JVauticcd Almanac and Astronomical JEphemeris is not a
work of insignificant value, or of trifling labour. It has been
viewed by the Department, and is considered by American
astrononrei-s and mathematicians as a woi'k of consummate utility
and of real national importance, resembling in this i-espect the
Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris of Gieat Britiiin, the Connaissance des Tcmpis of France, and the Astronomical Annual of Prussia.

On

one hand,

it is

it

the text-book of the navigator.

It informs

him

of his place on the ocean, whei'e there are no other guides
than the sun and stars.
It is his intellectual rudder and conipass;
without it no ship-master leavi-s the shores of the United States.

When

he

loses sight of the last light-house or head-land,

ho

tui'ns

to that for his further directions.

On

the other hand,

whether stationary or

how

it is

He

learns

from in the fixed
that he may see any

liis instruments must be set
and what is the precise moment for obser\ation':
and in the moveable oliservatory he turns to its pages to ascertain how, on any given dav, lie can best determine his In'inide

obser\atory

particular ijody,

are, at

com-

the present time

and expeditiously conducted.
;

by C. Wliittlcsy.*

( Concluded.)
If copper utensils had been

common am.ong

the Indians, they
times, or at
least to the times of the Jesuits for, before then, they had no
iron or steel, and no metal but copper.
If they had the ingenuit}' and
skill, which has been claimed for them in providing
themselves with implements, they would have manufactured
something like an axe, as the Aztecs did, and would never have
lost the use of it.
As the Jesuits mention only stone axes, and
say, that the Indians had neither hatchets or kettles, I conclude
that " Loons Foot" is mistaken, when he asserts that they had
copper axes. I will now give some reasons for ascribing the working of these ancient mines to the Aztecs or " mound buildei's."
liav

e been preserved,

and handed down to our
;

The character of the mining works, is that of a people, having
about the same advaucement and intelligence as is exhibiied ia
the construction of the earth-woiks and foitifications that ai'e visible throughout the west.
There is in neither, any evidence that

they had iron or steel, or the art of hardening copper, as the
Egyptians had.
In the mounds, and in contact with the skeletons that were interred at their base, are found copper ornaments,
axes, and tools, of great variety and in great numbers.
They ai'e
all fully described in the work of Sqiiier and Davis, to which I
have referred.
is apparently cold wroiigJit, and does not show
has been melted.
It must, therefore, have been found by
the mound-buildere in its native state, and there are no mines in
North America, known at this time, from which native metal can
be had, except those of Lake Sujjerior.

The copper

that

it

There is a peculiarity about this copper, not known in any
other mines, which serves still farther to identify the localit}' fi'om

whence the Aztecs procured
is

thoii'S.

The silver which it

also in its native state, in particles, blotches

contains,

and masses of pure

white, studding the surface of the native copper.
in the mounds, in which specks of
Dr. Locke, of Cincinnati, has a rough
sheet of it, taken from an ancient work at Colerain, Hamilton
Co., O., where there is a spot of native silver, of the size of a
small pea.
This shows conclusively, not only that it came from

Copper has been found

silver aie plainly visible.

Lake

Superior, but that

it

has not been melted.

In the old works of the " Minnesotah " location, near the forks
of the Ontonogon River, here was found, at the depth of 18 feet,
a mass of copper, weighing 11,.588 pounds, which had been
taken out of the vein by the ancients.
It had been I'aised a few
feet irlong the slope of the vein by means of wedges and of cobxoorl; made of log's, laid up in the foi'm of the body of a small
log house.
I had a piece of one of these logs, which was cut
from a black oak tree about six inches in diameter, showing distinctly, the marks of a narrow axe. If inch wide, and very- sharp.

The

the vade meciim of the astronomer,

tiavelling.

l;jboui-s

science of astro-

estimate for the British

between sixteen and seventeen thousand dollars but, gencommands a higher compensation in this country than in Great Britain.
nac

the most ready and

bj- r.tibrding

by which those

The Ar.cient Miners cfLabs Supeiior

would

This inquiry is, for the most part, ans\Yered in the reply to the
preceding question.

their origin to the labouis of then- observations, so,

they repay the obligation
jilete facilities

price.

10.
Is it e.rpecied that any errors of former astronomers
or observers, are to he corrected, or ang new means suggested
hy which more precision is to be given to astronomical science?

[1853.

and longitude, the astronomical bearings of his stations, and ths
Thus, as the tables of the
rate and erroi- of his chronometer.

character of the cut or stroke,

made

b)"

the axe, struck

make, that
from the mounds.

at once, as such as the copper axes w"ould
in

Ohio, which were fcdien

Although, the timber beneath the mass of copper,
Minnesotiih works, was very soft and tender,
• .-iiinals

of ^cienc•e

— Cleveland.

by

I

me

had seen

in the old

reason of

its

age,
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had not rotted from exposure to the atmosphere, having been
always covered by water. The timber was of a dark color, and
shrank very much on drying; but the marks of the instrument
by which it was cut off, were as plain and as perfect as they
were on the logs and stumps reeontly cut in the vicinity. Directly o\er the mass, and o\or the timber which supported it,
theie stood, on tiie rubbish that covered tlie mass, about 12 feet
in depth, a hemlock tree, that had recently been cut down, on
it

the stump of which I counted (290j two hundred and ninety
Other older and larger trees
annual rings, or layers of growth.

had conic

to

maturity, fallen, and rotted

now have are made with a duller
having a curved edge like an adze. An
axe or adze, of that kind, has been found in one of the mounds
in Ross county, Ohio,
It is figured and described by Mr.
Squier, and also two other kinds of axes, and the mode of fastening a handle or helve to them, on pages 197-8-9 of the " Contributions."
As yet no such axes ha\'e been found on Lake
Supeiior.
The only implements found there, which are made of
copper, and which are from the rubbish of the old works at a depth
Tbe

tool,

on

cuts

and

tlie

piece I

appareiitly,

of five to fifteen feet below the present surface, are figured below.

away on the same

ground.

have another piece of timber which I take to be white
that I procured from an extensive ancient rock excavation
iu the side of a mountain, forming an aitificial cave, about four
^4) miles south-east of Eagle Harbor, on section 17, T. 58, N.R.,
30 west. It was presented to me by Dr. Blake, the
Agent of the Company, who was engaged in reopening the mine, and who found among the rubI

cedai-,

wooden shovel, a part of a wooden bowl, that
had been used to bail water, and troughs of cedar
bish, a

One

an inch wide, with a bevel edge and a sockst
Another is
handle, and is five inches long.
a "gad," or wedge, such as quarry men now use, and
is four inches long, both of which are figui-ed and
desci'ibed

year

chisel,

wooden

in the report

1850,

The

marks of the knife or other shaving tool by which
They generally resemble
the handle was fiishioned.
an Indian paddle, in size and form, but some of
them are worn unequally as though they were used
The one I have was taken from the
side wise.
loose materials thrown out from the cave so longsince that the trees, of the usual size and kinds, were
growing upon the "buri'ow," or spoil bank.
birch about (2,) two feet in diameter, stood imme-

a

of the

Geologists,

for

the

and are from the Minnesotah ancient

workino-s.

bark for carrying off the water.
This shrunken and withered wooden "bat" or
shovel, is more decayed than most of those found by
Dr. Blake, because it was a part of the time out of
water.
Some othei:s that I saw were less rotten, in
fact, were merely water soaked, and showed the

is

to receive a

a spear-head, in the possession of
of the Copper Falls mine,
four and a half inches in length, which had the
remains of a handle in it when found.
It is repreJ\
sen ted below, the section through the line a J is <z^l!!U
S.

W.

third

Hill,

is

Esquire,

lij!,

k

shown

at

1,

and the section

across the

shank

c d, is

shown

'/(

at 2.

A

diately over this shovel, the lower roots of the tree
scarcely reaching to it, through the ancient rubbish.

The marginal

cut represents in outline, one of these
form of one

shovels, length three-and-a-half feet, a a,

from the Aztec cave, four miles south-east
of Eagle Harbor; b b, form of the one I have, showing it had been used for scraping sidewise.
after use,

The "gad" is the only implement of metal, as yet known,
which was then used in mining. The rock was excavated prinby the use of fire, by means of which the mass was
The main implement made use of to
softened, and fractured.
break up the wall rock and \'ein stone, after it was calcined, w.;s
"
a stone maul or hammer," shown in this cut which represents
cipally

They have been found at the Copper Falls mine,
and all of them are made of white cedar, which is
abundant on Lake Superior.

The end

of the stick or skid has the

ma

ks of a

narrow axe, but not as broad or as perfect as those on the Minnesotah specimen which I was obliged
The
to leave at the Ontonogon River, and which has been lost.
outline cut below i-epresents a copper axe found near ChilHcothe,
tool like a

a maul with double grooves, weighing 39^ pounds,
inches long, five and a half inches wide,

it

is

and four inches

twelve

thick.

These broken and cast-away mauls are seen in great numbers
the rubbish of all the old works, weighing from two to

among

They were handled, in all probability, by putthat
ting a withe around the middle at the groove. The wall rock
appears to have been
is left standing on each side of the \-ein
mauls,
bruised and worn away by incessant pounding witb these
thirty-six pounds.

^^
weighing two pounds
and seven inches long.

five

ounces, four-tenths of an inch thick,

One from

the Copper FaUs mine, broken

by use and havmg but
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a single groove,

is

Mr. S.

in tlie possession of

W.

Hill,

and

is

here

figured in outline as ^iewed edo-ewise:

[1853.

In tliat case the nurabere who would die in this h'^althy region
would be small; and no large towns would be built, or permanent
habitations, such as would be likely to surnve to our times.
It is thus by analogies and b}' proofs that we may connect the
ancient copper-minere of Lake Superior with the " moundbuildere" and the Aztecs.

It

is

a question of some interest

since these mines were worked,

No

distinct

marks of a metal

tool

have been seen in these

as at this day, by
the cracks and fissures of the rock, to break out
Other mining tools will probably be found, such as

and

how much

time has elapsed

since the

also

Aztecs aban-

doned the valley of the Mississippi. I think there is some evidence showing that the two regions were deserted by them about
the same time; and this strengthens the presumption that all
was the work of one people.

The "gad" must have been used

works.

di-i\-ing it into

fnigments.

something answering the purpose of them.

picks, or

and heat are frequently visible in the remains
of charcoal and ashes, far down in the wrought veins, and on
pieces of blackened rocks, among the rubbish.

The

traces of fire

The timber which remains in the ancient diggings of Lake
Superior is in a better state of preservation than that found in
the mounds; but not more so than would naturally result from
the coldness of the climate, the greater durability of the timber
itself, and the fact that much of the timber of the mines is and
has been continually covered with water.

In the Grave-creek mound, and in

There are mines of copper now wi-ought by fire, at Rammelsburg, in Germany, and which have been in operation for a great
length of time, many hundred feet Leneath the surface.
There are, also, in the county of Munster, in Ireland, on the
Lakes of Killarney, mines of copper, supposed to have been
wrought by the Danes, which have shafts 300 feet deep, and
which were wrought by the agency of fire. In the same mines
are found hammere or mauls of stone, the same as those of Lake
Superior, with grooves around the middle.

the crib-work or

and it is found to
be very rotten but these are in all cases above the level of the
soil, the earth which surrounds them is dry and artificially raised,
and into which the atmosphere penetrates.
;

Although some of the cedar and pine timber from the old
copper mines

from a
surface

pit

all

;

is still

comparatively sound, like this piece taken
location, eighteen feet below the

on the Copper Falls

under water.

the well-preserved pieces were fiom wet places or
The trees from which the mound-builders con-

structed their burial vaults are
It is, therefore, not impossible to work very extensive mines
without the use of jiowder, or even without the use of any
instrument of iron or other metal.

othei's,

enclosures of the Aztec skeletons are of wood,

timber,

if

both kinds were

le s

lasting than

jslaced in the

the northern

same circumstances.

Timber may be preserved under water and constantly wet

many thousand yeais. I have in my possession many pieces
of cedar from the "stratified drift" or '• diluvial deposits " on
which this city is built, that must have been buried many thousand
yeai-s before man was placed upon the earth; and these siieeiraens
earth

The Danes may have had

iron tools, for there are

marks of

on the sides of their shafts; but they knew nothing
of the mode by blasting, for powder had not been discovered at

wedges

visible

that time.

are as solid as the old oaken crib-work taken tVom the Miunosotah
They are even more solid than this ancient cedar shovel,

mines.

and general state of advancement of the
Danes must have been similar to that of the mound buildei-s, if
we may be allowed to judge by the monuments they have left
behind them.

The

civilization

There has not been observed on Lake Superior any remains
cities, or permanent houses of earth
or stone.
Mr. Hill is of the opinion that he has seen two
" mounds" or tumuli, near the Ontonogon, that are artificial and
ancient.
These are the only known works resembhng those of
There is
Ohio, except the gravel pits about the Portage Lake.
nothing to show that the country was permanently inhabited by
the ancient minei-s; and as their works were open cuts, and not
that indicate the existence of

galleries,

it

work them

No

must have been almost,

if

not quite, impracticable to

in the wintei's of that latitude.

human

remains have been found here that can
be referred to the era of the copper workings. Neither are there
an)' evidences that there were furnaces or places where copper
was refined or melted, or where it was crushed in the rock and
aftersvards separated by washing, as we do now.
It

graves or

seems most

prob.-dili'

thit the people did not reside in the

sumnu'r from a mililer climate, bringing
their ])rovisions with them, and taking away, on their return in
the fail, the metal they had raised.

country, but

came

in the

taken from the Eagle Harbour location, and presented to me by
Dr. Blake, and which was sometimes not covered with water. The
ancient cedar trees beneath our town were from twelve to twenty
^11
feet from the surface, and were always either wet or moist.
circumstances considered, the time indicated by the timber-rem.ains
taken
from
the
mounds,
as
that
great
by
t'uperior
is
as
Lake
of

and both may have been

left

there two thousand yeai-s ago.

There is a very sure guide that may be followed in determining
the shortest space of time since tha mines and the mounds were
abandoned, and that is the age of the growing timber which
There are living trees now flourishing on
stands upon them.
these ruins which are

On

more than

three hundred yeare old.

the same spot there are the decayed trunks of a preceding
have arrived at maturity

o-eneration or generations of trees that

and

It is also a matter of conunon
where land has been cleared and remained a

fallen dow'n fi'om old age.

observation, that

long time in cultivation, if it is abandoned, a diflerent Hnd of
timber from that which was cut away fii-st springs up and has its
It is only by a slow jirogress of encroaclimcnt that the
dav.
ancient and surrounding forest trees i-egain their dominion over
the soil and thus it is only after generations have passed away
On the
that the now growth is crowded out and disappeai-s.
ancient earth-works, and on the ancient mining-pits of the North,
;
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the same kind of timber
adjacent forest.

seen

is

as

that wliich occupies the

This carries iis back through a period of at least 600, and probably of 1000 years, as the limit within which this counti-y has
not been occupied either by tlie old cojiper-diggers or tlie race of
We have historical evidence from the Spaniards
the mounds.
that North America was occupied by the Aboiigines three
hundi'ed and sixty, and from the Icelanders eight hundred and

one years ago. If they came as emigrants from Mongolian
long period must have elapsed after their ari-ival
in order to allow of such an increase of their numbers.
fifty

tribes of Asia, a

The

natural increase of civilized nations

The

per cent, in 40 years.

is

much

greater than

does not exceed 100
Mongolians may have passed freely

of barbarous ones; and in the former case

it

America, as the " Esquimaux ",or Eskimo do now
bnt there is no apparent reason
their " kinks," made of skins
for an emigration more rapid than the surplus population would
djmand. Upon the whole, it seems that it must be since the
Aztecs left, and the Indians assumed the middle States of the
West, from 1500 to 2000 years.

from Asia
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descend to the bottom with the upper charge a long graduated
tube was allowed to descend, and tne giises streaming trom ascerTheir composition
tained depths were collected and analyzed.
betrayed with perfect accuracy the nature of the actions at each
;

portion of the furnace and the astonishing fact was elicited that,
in spite of the saving produced by the hot blast, no less than 81-^
;

is actually lost, only IS^-per cent, being realized.
round numbere, we suppose that four-fifths of the fuel be
thus wasted, no less than 5,400,000 tons are every year thrown
uselessly into the atmosphere, this being nearly one-seventh of
This
the whole coal annually raised in the United Kingdom.
enormous amount of fuel escapes in the form of cumbustible
gases, capable of being collected and economized; yet, in spite of

per cent, of fuel
Itj

in

these well-ascertained

naces in the United

fiicts,

there are scaicely half-a-dozen fur-

Kingdom where

this

economy

is

reahzed by

the utilization of the waste gases of the furnace.

to

m

;

Large quantities of ammonia are annually lost in iron-smelting,
which might readily be collected. Ammonia is constantly
increasing in value, and each fui'nace produces and wastes at the
least 1 cwt. of its principal salt daily, equivalent to a considerable

money

With the low price of iron, this subsidiary product
loss.
worthy of attention. As I write, a Welsh smelter has visited
me, to say that he has adopted this suggestion with advantageous
results.
I might adduce other improvements introduced by
Chemistry in the smelting process; but these will suffice to show
that
she
you
has atlded to human power by increasing production, while she has also economized both the time and the
materials employed.
is

A

long period must have elapsed between the first appearance
of the Aztecs upon our soil and their exodus to the South, during
which the copper mines were wj-ought, the mounds, earth-works,
and fortifications built, and the rich lands of the Western States
cultivated.
If we add one thousand years for their occupation of
the Northern States, it does not carry us back beyond the foundation of Rome [753 years B.C.]; and when Rome was built the
ruins of Pa;stum were so ancient that no one knew, fiom history
or tradition, the peojile

who

erected those fallen structures.

Cleveland, August, 1852.

Extracts from ExhibiliGH Lectuies.

—

Iron Smelting. Let us select the smelting of iron as an
example of the teachings of Chemistry. If practice, unaided by
Science, be sufficient for the prosecution of manufactures, this

—Without

Textile Fabrics.
ha\e been impossible

the aid of Chemistry,

it

would

have attained their
present development. The bleaching of cotton and linen was not
much practised in England until about a century since; before
that time they were sent to Holland, where the operation of
bleaching consisted in steeping them in potash for a few days,
afterwards for a week in buttermilk, and then exposing them for
several months on a meadow to the influence of the sun and
moisture.
great improvement was made in Scotland by suband the immediate effect
stituting sulphuric acid for sour milk
was to reduce the time from eight to four months. In 1785, a
French Chemist suggested the use of chlorine as a means of
hastening the process and in the hist year of the eighteenth
century a compound of this gas with lime was introduced by
Tennant of Glasgow. The de\'elopment of the cotton manufacture now became immense.
By a happy adaptation of other
chemical processes, in conjunction with the bleaching power of
chlorine, the time required for the whitening of cotton and linen
fabrics was at once reduced from months to hours, while the miles
of outstretched calico, defacing the verdure of country districts,
disappeared, the whole operation being carried on within the
You may imagine what an
small space of an ordinary factory.
The bleaching
impulse this gave to a trade so important to us.
of calico now consists of a chemical operation of great precision
thoroughly
compreso
that of silk and wool has not yet been
for textile fabrics to

A

;

venerable art must be thoroughly matured, and Science could
scarcely expect to be of much use to it in its present state. But

while

we

find

much

to

in the triumphs of practical Experoom for the improvement of this art.
ore, and of the coal used in its smelting,

admire

rience, there is yet great

The cheapness

of

ii-on

has been so great, that, regardless of t'leir capital importance to
country, we, like careless spendthrifts, use them without
thought of the future.

tl is

_

The mode of smelting iron consists in mixing the ore with
lime and coal, the former producing a slag or glass with the impurities of the ore, while the coal reduces the oxide of iron to its
metallic state.
Much heat is required in the process of smelting,
but the cold air blown in, as the blast, lowers the temperature,
and compels the addition of fuel, as a compansation for this reduction.
Science pointed to this loss, and now the air is heated
before being introduced to the furnace.
The quantity of coal is
wonderfully economized by this application of Science for, instead of seven tons of coal per ton of iron, three tons now suffice,
and the amount produced in the same time is increased nearly

;

hended by Science, and consequently has not deri\ed
advantages from its application.

so

many

;

Assuredly
Could Science do more ?

.sixtj'

per cent.

this

was a great

step

in advance.

A

greater acquaintance with the theory of bleaching has led
to a better understanding of the very ancient practice of washing.

The washing

of domestic linen

insignificant for the

was glad to afford
examined the furnaces, in

Professor Bunsen, in an inquiry in which I

him

We

aid, has shown that she can.
each portion of the burning mass, so as fully to expose the operations in every part of the blazing structure.
This seemingly impossible dissection was accomplished by the simplest means. The
furnacts are charged from the top, and the materials gradually

may

cost 3/. 12s., this

is

by no means an operation too

A

dozen shirts
being the united interest of the producer,

attention of' the Chemist.

and shirt-maker. These shirts will last three
yeai-s, with care
and supposing three to be washed each week,
the cost of washing
that is, the washerwoman's interest in the
dozen shirts amounts to 7Z.16s.,or more than double that of the
cotton-spinner.
In fact, the cost of washing is about one-twelftli
cotton-spinner,

;

—

—
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income of a family of moilcrato means. Taking rich and
and estuuating the cost of washing at no more
than 3<J. per head weekly, tiie annual chaige of washing to the
tlie

jioor togetliei',

metropolis alone is 1,535,060/., wliich is equal to abo-.t onetwenty fifth of the whole cajjital invented in the cotton manuHard water usually contains
factures of the Unitetl Kingdom.
lime; and in washing that earth unites with the fatty acid of
For
soap, producing an insoluble body of no use as a detergent.
eve.y 100 gallons of Thames water, 30 oz. of soap are thus
is formed. In personal ablution
waste by tlie uncomfoi'table practice,
univereally followed in London, of taking about an ounce of
water into the hands, and converting it into a lather, the water in
the basin being only emplo3ed to rinse tliii otY, instead of aiding
But in washing linen this ])lau cannot be
in the detergence.
followed, every particle of the lime being I'emoved before the soap

wasted, before a detergent lather

we economize

this excessi\e

this, as a matter of economy, is frequently
accomplished by carbonate of soda, as being cheaper than soap.
of soap and soda salt thus wasted in the metropolis
has been stated to be equal to the gross water rental. Hard
water, besides wasting soap, produces a greater tear and wear of

Leconios useful;

The amount

clothes.

Could common cheese not be substituted for the white of eggs ?
Cheese is soluble in ammonia; and the ultraniaiine, beingmixed
with this solution, is retained by the cheese, \ylien the ammonia
Now, therefore, the ultramarine is fastened on by
evaporates.
cheese, made from the buttermilk of Scotland, and sold under the

name

;

;

:

I

might

I wish I had time to refer, with sufficient detail, to the discovery of Mercer, who has shown that the immereion of cotton in
soda or in sulphuric acid causes an equal contraction of the
fibres, thus producing the mechanical effect of a loom.
If a very
fine calico, containing as much as 180 picks to the inch, be thus

—

treated, it coutr.icts to calico of 260 picks to the inch
a fineness
not yet attained by any mechanical contrivance. This calico, in
addition to its acquired fi leness, has also assumed powers which
enable it tj receix'e coloure superior to those assumed bj' ordinary
calico.
Before leaving tliis important discovery of Mercer, I
should allude to one other by the same chemist. The French

employ mousselines-de-laine consisting altogether

calico-printers

of wool; while in England we use a much cheaper fabric, con
sisting of wool and cotton. The coloure on this mixture .are, however, extremely meagre when compared with the former; but
Mercer has shown that the mixed fabric acquires the properties
of the other when it is ti-eated with a bath of chloride of lime.
Tliis, one of the greatest discoveries ever made in calico-printing,
has been of great value to this country.
I cannot, however, .illude to

all tlie triumphs of Chemistry in
an art which has grown with the growth of
Chemistry, and strengthened with its strength.
The knowledge
of mordants and of coloui-s, and the other results of chemical dis-

calico-printing,

coveries, are of every-day occurrence.
la.st

exam]ilos.

a!ni

'st

raiik.'il
pill

ii

Lapis

lazuli,

auioiig
quit. •.lilt

iiii>t~, as.-.Ttaiiiiiig

tlif
,.f

its

Let us take one of the

long celebrated for

pivcicus stones,
111.,

its

beautiful blue,

and was

sold ataprice

nsaeh of the calico-printer.
position

by

But

soon learned
how to make it by synthesis.
Artificial ultramarine is now
manufactured at three or four shillings ]iev pound. But when it
was maile, how was it to be fixed on cloth ? From its insolubility
its fixation was a real difficulty.
Chemists suggested that the
ultramarine might be mixed with albumen, which, being coagulated with heat, would retain tlie colour on the cloth to which it
was applied. Whole barrels of the dried white of eggs are now
to be seen nt calico-print works. Yet this is an expensi\ e process.
analysis,

refer to the

important discoveries of vellow and red
but this would

prussiate of potash, the formers of Prussian blue

only be

to

cite

;

one out of innumerable appliances.

therefore, to finish this part of the subject,
resists

ch

of lactariue.

Stannate of soda is a salt largely used by calico printei-s. The
usual mode of preparing it was, (1), tin was reduced from its ore
(3), it was oxidized
(2), this tin was dissolved in muriatic acid
by nitric acid or chlorine; (4), the o.xide thus formed was precipitated and redissolved by soda, tliis bulky, aqueous solution
being furnished to calico-printers. Meicer simplified the process,
and obtained it in the solid state by two operations: (1), the tin
was obtained as before (2), this tin was fused with a mixture of
nitiate of soda and caustic soda, the former oxidizing it, and the
latter forming stannate of soda with the oxide thus formed. Young
showed in the exhibition a still further simplification. The common ore of tin is an oxide why then was it necessary to reduce
it to the metallic state merely to oxidize it again ?
He therefore
fused the ore at once with soda, the impurities remaining undisI quote this
solved and the salt was made by one opei'ation.
instance as a remarkable example of the tendency of Chemistry
to simplify processes of manufacture.
;

All these facts are well known to manufacturers; and hence
the care with which a water is selected before the seat of a manuWhy, then, should we not attend to our
factory is detei'mined.
domestic manufactures, considered trifling only because they are
carried on with a great division of labour, unseen in its aggregate ?
Yet these domestic manufactures are of more importance, economicallj', than those carried on in laige and imposing factories.

whirli
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and discharges used in

I jsrefer,

by alluding

calico-printing.

to the

In order to pre-

serve white patterns in the process of dyeing, the nationj of the
East,

whence

calico-printing originated,

still

employ the most

laborious mechanical de\ices, each white spot being covered with

and protected from the dye. By
the aid of chemistry, we either discharge the colour on the cloth,
or we put upon it bodies which resist the action of the mordants
and prevent the colour attaching to that particular part. Acids
made from the lees of wine (tartaric acid) and from the lemcn
(citric acid) are now largely used in these operations, and hence
come the beautiful patterns we enjoy in our dresses. It was found
that, even when the whites were thus obtained, they became
soiled in washing otf the excess of mordants from the other parts
of the cloth; and the only mode of pre\"enting this was, to treat
the cloth with a bath of cowdung.
Large dairies were consequently necessary adjuncts of a calico-print work. Chemistry has
shown that the action of the manure is due to its phosphates;
and a mixture of phosphate of soda, phosphate of lime, aud size,
sealing-wax, or

by being

tied n'p

I
is now substituted for the filthy baths formerly indispensable.
could spend hours in discoui¥;ing to you on the triumphs of
Chemistry in the dyeing of textile fabrics, whether of cotton, wool,
and .silk, or their mixtures; but I must content myself with these
few isolated examples, and pass on to other subjects.

—

Leather. The manufacture of leather has been less advanced
by the application of Chemical Science than any other of the
arts. If Simon, the tanner of Joppa, had been able to .send leather
no doubt he would have carried off a medal
and made exactl\' by the same process, as th.at
of our most eminent manufacturers of the present day. And yet

to the Exhibition,

for leather as good,

the science of leather production is better undei'stood now than
then but so many physical conditions are involved in the production ot good leather, that scientific jirocesses have been unable
to satisfy them all. The lii.les, steeped in an infu.si( n of o.ak b.ark,
Good sole leather
absorb tannin and are converted into leather.
takes about a year to tan, and even calf-skins consume a month
;

in the operation.
ff)r

Chemists have certainly indicated substitutes
amount of tannin and these, as for

bark, Cfvntaining a greater

;

CORRESPONDENCE.
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and

produce their
effects in half the time, but the leather is said not to be so durable.
With sumach light skins may be tanned in twenty-four
hours, and with the aid of alum even in one hour; but the resultinstance terra japonica, cutch, catechu,

dividivi,

ing manufactures are not preferred to the old processes. Atmospheric and hydrostatic pressure have been used to hasten the
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be eaten with sops and wines;" so Plin}', in regard to soap
states, that its main purpose was to dye the hair yellow, and that
meu used it for this purpose much more than women. Gradually
its use became more extensive, and its manufacture considerable.
Soap generally consists of a fatty acid, combined with the alkali
soda.
This soda was imported from Spain under the name

As these

absorption; the refined laws of Endosmis and Exosmosis hive
been called in to accelerate the process; heavy rollers have

of

squeezed the solution through the pores but all these methods
ha\e at the best but a doubtful success. Leather-manufacturers
meet men of science by the well-founded assertion that the
resulting leather is too porous, too hard or too soft, or not suffi-

Chemistry though singularly enough in the person of Napoleon Bonaparte
suggested that it might be artificially made
from sea salt.
process for this was perfected, and soda derived
from salt has now replaced barilla. From 1829 to 1834 the
average annual import of barilla was 252,000 cwt; it is now
almost nothing.
But besides this substitution, the cheapness and
comparative purity of the soap, and consequently of soda, is
enormously increasei.1, and probably exceeds ten times the largest
quantity of barilla ever imported in one year into this ccuntry. Its
cheapness and excellence have also had a prodigious efi'ect on the
manufacture of glass.

;

ciently durable

and they

;

revert to their old traditional

modes of

preparation. I allude to these failures the more especially to show
that there is a wide chasm between the chemist's laboratory and

—

a chasm which has to be bridged over by the
the workshop,
united aid of the philosopher and the manufacturer. One without
the other does not suffice; but both, working together, may
Yet, in bridging over this chasm, they
achieve great results.
must act on a common plan. If the manufacturer build his half
without understanding the principles of construction employed
by the other, the sides of the bridge may indeed meet, but they
are not constructed to receive tlie binding influence of the key-

and the arch must give way and tumble down.

stone,

barilla,

itself

the ashes of plants

grown near the

—

sea.

which they

plants derived their soda from the sea, near

flourished,

—
A

Chemistry has thus produced great economy and increasing
power of production to the manufacturers of soap, by furnishing
them with soda prepared directly and artificially from salt, instead
of through the organism of plants.

This, however,

only one of

is

by Chemical

the benefits conferred on this manufacture

Science.

The

fiscal

revolutionizing this important manufacture,

and

fats

instances from

monopoly of tallow and linseed oil, thought it good policy to sell
them at high prices. But Chemistry pointed out that vegetables,
as well as animals, produce similar fats.
The fat of beef and
mutton exists in cocoa beans human fat in olive-oil that of
butter in palm-oil and horse fat and train-oil are in many oily

Having thus shown

the comparative failure of Chemistry in

let me take one or two
the details of the working, it
has been of use in economizing time and labour, and in affording
new uses to compai'atively valueless objects. In removing the
hair from the hides, previous to tanning, it was customary to

to prove that, in

it

with a knife. This process was tedious and imperfect,
and the following simple one is now used. Lime-water dissolves
the bulbous root of the hair, when the hides are immersed in it
for some time, and the hair may then be readily removed by a
blunt instrument. By this simple process one man can remove

shave

it

Still the immerthe hair from a hundred kid-skins in an hour.
sion requires several weeks, while the addition of red orpiment to
the lime, as practised by the sheep-skin manufacturers of France,

regulations of foreign countries rendered their tallow

expensive to British industry.

;

When
by the

goat-skins are tanned for morocco leather

them

last operation.

for dyeing, to

pores effectually, leaving

be forced through them.
dered
houra

much

easier,

it is

Was it, then, necessary to submit to the high prices of
Russian tallow ? Now, palm and cocoa-nut oil largely replace
the fat of the Russian oxen and sheep, although the cheap
importation of similar fats from Australia and South America
has rendered the substitution less necessary.
seeds-

CORRESPONDENCE.

cleanses the

them so spongelike that air can
Hence the jiroces, of tanning

readily
is

ren-

being in fact completed within twenty-four

while the leather is rendered fit to assume the colour's so
About fifty persons are employed in
characteristic of morocco.
London to collect the sweepings of dog-kennels for this purpose,
and many more in applying them and I am informed, by Mr.
Bevington, that the sum annuall}' paid to the collectors and
workmen employed in using this apparently worthless substance,
is not less than 5000^. in the metropolis alone.
;

;

The currier shaves leather to render it of equal thickness, and
the shavings were treated as waste, scarcely fit for the manureheap; but Chemistry has shown that they contain much nitrogen,
them well adapted for
known as Prussian blue.

whicli renders
ful colour

— Soap

the formation of the beauti-

probably not older than the Chiistian era, for
the soap of the Old Testament seems to have been merely alkali.
Profane history, previous to Christ, does not allude to soap and
in aU the detailed descriptions of the bath and of washing, it is
never mentioned.
Pliny describes its raanufactui'e, but ascribes
to it as singular a use as that given to the potato by Gerard, who,
in his " Herbal," assures us that it " is a plant from America,
which is an excellent thing for making sweet sauces, and also to

Soap.

Natural History Society cf Alontreal.

necessary,

remove the lime absorbed

A solution of album grcecum

is

;

;

;

reduces the time to a few hours.

in order to adapt

Russia, with almost a

We have great pleasure in giving insertion to the accompanying
communication from Major LachJan, vindicating the Natural History
Society of Montreal, from imputations which he considers to have been
That
cast upon it by our introductory remarks to tliis Journal, page 2.
the gallant President misunderstood the tenor of the passage he refers
will be evident to any one who dispassionately considers it far
from any disrespect being intended by our enquiry, the contrary is
expressly stated. His own Address to that Society, in March, 1852,

to,

;

commented in much stronger terms than a stranger would venture to
do, upon its "non-success," and on the spirit of indifference which
appeared to have fallen upon it. Such a fact in the previous experience
of a Canadian Society, was too important to be left out of view, in considering jthe probable prospects of the Canadian Institute
really

thought

we had

alluded to

tive could attach no offence.

"We

it

;

but

we

which the most sensihowever, too well aware of the

in terms to

are,

ardent support which the gallant Major has given for many years, to
every proposal having in view the development of scientific pursuits in

Canada, to be surprised that such an allusion to a society presided over
by himself, should meet with a warm response and too well
pleased to have the character and condition of our brethren in the
at present

Lower

:

Province, placed in a favorable light before our readers, to feel
making the fuUest amende for any thing

the smallest hesitation in

unjust in our remark. In fact, the expression that neither the Natural
History Society of Montreal, or the Literary and Historical Society of

Quebec, have practically exercised any influence in Upper Canada,
the former by its prizes and
to be somewhat too strong

does appear

:

,
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medals open

competition to

for

all tlie

Provinces

;

the latter

by

its val-

uable historical and scientific publications, has, doubtless, to a limited

and scientific pursuits in
Honor to whom honor is due. Our remark had- referthis Province.
ence principally to that practical encouragement which such pursuits

results.

friends of science

and hterature

any uugeuerons

tion that

spij-it

porting the same cause here

;

of both parties

life

In conclusion,

let

not the

Lower Canada, admit the supposi-

of rivahy actuates those

who

are sup-

or tliat the latter seek to exalt themselves

A

at the expense of the former.

perhaps, the

in

;

little

but

healthy emulation, will promote

let, at least,

the jealousy of Scien-

—

Societies be for Canada, alone and East and West, combine
promote her good, and bring honor to her name.

tific

To

to

of the Canadian Journal

the jSd'dor

Montreal, 31st Dec. 1852.

—lly attention having

lately been caDed to a remark in the
introduction to the first number of your Journal, coupled with a paragraph in the more widely circulated valuable Almanac of your Publisher, on the present state of the Natural Histo-y Society, I trust I

Sm,

may, as its President, be permitted to occupy a small space in your
I endeavour to vindicate that Association fi'om any
prejudicial effects likely to arise from a partial mi.stake made in the
one, and an ungenerous and undeserved insinuation in the other.
columns, while

In the very appropriate introductory remarks alluded to, you very
justly draw p\ibUc attention to the comparatively little progress as yet
made in Canada, in the pursuit and cultivation of the Physical Sciences,
and to theii' having by no means attained that placewhich mighthave
been looked for at tli.s stage of our history. I regret to be compelled
to admit the hurailiatiug fact ; but I am not quite satisfied with the
manner in which yoii reter to the only two instances noticed by you
and I am disposed to think that you might have commenced with examples nearer home it being well known that signal failures have taken
place in the good City of Toronto, where, with a united, and, as it
were, hr>mogeueous British population, better things might have been
expected. For instance, without going further, though there are even
you might have named "The Liitrary andPhihsopJdcal
later iustances
SocicUj of Upper Canada," attempted to be set on foot, some 21 years
ago, under the patronage of Sir John Colborne, for the promotion and
study of I^atur.il and Civil History, Natural Philosophy and the Fine
A rts" but which fell to the ground in spite of all the efforts of such
men as Dr. Dunlop, Mr. Charles Fothergill. Dr. llees, and othei's. But
von were content to siugle out the two Societies in iou'cr Canada alone,
and without bearing in mind that curse of Canada, " the war of races,"
which seeu's doomed to forbid all generous amalgation of mind or
" It is true that two
maltcr, for many years to come, state as follows
Societies, directed more or less to this object have existed in Lower
Canada for more than twenty years, (a circumstance rather ci'editable
to it, be it remembered.) tlie Literary and Historical Society at
Quebec, fuuniled i)i 1824, and the Natural History Society of Montreal, finniln.l ill l-<iT; hut we have ihi. highest aidlmrity for inferring
that III' l"il' r. r'/ /, ./,s/, haa not yd realized the expectations of its zealous
found' r: iimi- c:ui llie last report of the authorities of the former be
deemed entirely satisfactory. Neither have practically exercised any
influence in Upper Canada."
:

—

—

—

—

:

—

Now, sir, permit me to remark, that though every candid observer
must allow th;it neither of these Associations has come up to the mark
which ijiiL'lit have been expected, both of them have, in spite of all
local ob.^t;icles, \uHloubtcdly " exercised some influence " in Canada
at large the one in its Historical Researches, aud various interesting
Papers connected with the Natural History of the country and the
other in having besides other important though silent influence,
liaving indet'atigably forced upon the Legislature the valuable Geological .Survey (jf tlie Province now so successfully in progress under
your InslHal'-'s distinguished President, 3fr. Logan. Nay, I will even
venture to add, in despite of " the high authority " on which you rely
that the Natural History Society, with all its sho!t-coming.s, has in one
main respect "realized the expectation of its ze;dous foundeis," to a
accimuil.ated a 3ftiseHm oi no mean
vei V crrclii.ibli- ch'iriiT, ill li:i\
;

The paragraph in the Almanac to which I allude, is as follows
Established about 25 years ago,
Nidiirul Hiitory Society of Montreal.
Natural Jlistory of the Province, aud its
:

extent, influenced the cultivation of literary

can derive from the action of a local body.
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not only no( "be evanescent," but ere long lead to very satisfactory

'

—

for the di velopenient of the

It is supported by a
to economic purposes.
Legislative grant, and the contributions of members. The late Eev. J.
Somerville, bequeathed the handsome sum of £1000 to it, on condition
tl;a' the interest should be devoted annually to the payment of a series
The Society has pockof lectures on some suljjects of Naturid Historv.
The
eted the £ 1000 ; hut the nijuircnunt /(i(.s not ban too cxad/yfi/jHlled.
Society, however, is located in their own building, in Little St. James
Street, and presents for exaiuination, a Museum, whether of Zoological,
Mineralogical, or Geological specimens, second to few on this continent.
The Zoological Department is partioulaily rich, comprising almost
every species met with in this Province. The Society seems lately to
have acquired a fresh impetus. TVe only hope that It may not prove
evanescent."

subsequent application

Now, Si]', idlow me to observe that there appears an uukindly, if
not hostile feeUng lurking in part of this obseiTation, which it would
have been more creditable to the informant to have checked. I allude
to the expression that the Society had pocketed the £1000 left by the
late Mr. Somervillj, Ar.. wlif.ras the fact is, that in the express words
of the will, and not a-; -talrvl aliMve, the bequeath was made "towards
the founding of a Lcctiin thip on S^'atiiral History;" and that though the
money has been temporally bon'owed, to pay off part of the debt
incurred in the purchase of the commodious mansion now nmninally
owned by the Society, but, in fact, belonging to the public, that was
done on the thorough understanding among the members that, imtil
repaid, a course of gratuitous lectures should be annually delivered by
them and their frieuds
and that this has ever smce been the case ;
and that 1 om rrrn disposed to believe that Mr. Scobie*s infonnant was one
of tin iiKiiu i'r"ni"1'rs of that arrangement. I may further add, that had
ParliaiiK 111 I'nn lately as liberal to the Natural Hi.stury Society as to
various otlier lu.--titutions in Lower, and even Upper Canada, it would
have the sooner been enabled to can-y out the SomervUle Bequest to
the very letter, without attempting to pocket a single farthing of the
;

—

money.
Cord ially wishing the Canadian Institute every po.ssible success in
the noble course which it has chalked out for itself.
I

remain your obedient servant.

LACHLAN.

R.
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We

acknowledging the receipt of a small box,

Iiave pleasure in

some fragments of limestone, and a small packet of
an exceedingly pure and beautiful specimen of burned lime. We
containing'

lia\'c

not as yet, received any communication from the donor.

specimen of lime

is

remai-kable for

e.\tremely obliged

to

favour us with the

name

procured

:

at the

tribution to the

the

anonymous

contributor

if

The

should be

he would

of the locality where the specimens were

same time we thank him

museum

We

purity.

its

for his interesting con-

of limestones which

it is

the desire of the

Council of the Canadian Institute to form and describe.

Mr.

Edward Van

Cortlandt's

of an

notice

Indian Buryino'

;

—

Ground

At

will

appear in out

number.

ne.xt

the weekly meeting of the Canadian Institute, on Saturday,

January 8th,

it

was

resolved,

—

"

That

be an instruction to the

it

Council to take steps to bring under the consideration of the Provincial Legislature the intention

of the Iiuperial authorities to

ill'.,'

Library of about 1,000
viiil\ luliiMaudi say so, free from any local
voluniiN anil thai
that but for their anxiety to
bias, brill',' a tliiiuiiiL,']i l'|ijier Canadian
accoin]ili^li llial olijecl, and the heavy debt \ni,ivoidably incurred in
the ]nirclia.-i' of a ni.iusinn suited to such purposes, it might have long
ere tliis borne lilerarv fruits th.at would not have been discreditable
anil that, at all events, there is now a spirit oC revival aniong its
to it
unlike your sucietv
the whole
local member.s, on whom alone,
pecuniary burthen falls, which, if well seconded liy tlieir numerous
corres]ionding .•i.-isociates, and properly encoui'aged by the public, will
preli'iiMiiii-.
;

Ii'

-111.-

:i

\':y

I

;

—

i.-|ir,i.ilile little

—

—

—

—

withdraw the military detachment
netic Observatory
tions

;

and

in charge of the

Toronto Mag-

to suggest the continuance of the observa-

under Provincial authority."

In compliance with the above

resolution, the Council of the Institute ])repared a draft of a peti-

tion to the Governor-General in Council,

a very numerously attended meeting of

on Saturday. .Tanuary

1

5th,

which was submittal

members of

and appprov'ed

of.

to

the Institute,

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I853.|

Tbe attendance

members

of

wei-kly meeting of

at the

tlie

on Saturday, January 15 th, was remarkably good,

Institute,

A

stated in the pi'oceding notice.

ver}' interesting

as

paper on the

We

"Mineral Springs of Canada" was read by Professor Croft.
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preliminary expenditure had been made, nearly or quite meet

all exi-

gencies hereafter."

The correspondence of the January numl>er of the Agriculturist is
more than usually voluminous. We notice some views of doubtful
advanced which we do not wish to pass altogether unnoticed.
We allude in the present instance to a communication headed 'AgriWe
cultuio and Coal Fields of Ohio viewed in reference to Canada.'
would suggest a friendly caution to the eute; prising wilter against
causing the indulgence of the expectation that workable coal measures
will be found in Upper Canada. We are not disposed to agree with
him in the result of his deductions from an experiment with phosphorescent wood, or in the sujiposition that the same degree of heat necesstability

hope

have

to

paper into

tlie

tlie

opportunity of introducing Professor Croft's

number of

Februarj'

tliis

A considerable

Journal.

number

of candidates for admission into the Institute were pro-

posed.

Their election will be confirmed on Saturday next. This

number

large weekly increase in the

of membei's

is

fying indication of the progress ^Yhich the Institute

At

the favour of the public.

a \ery grati-

making

is

in

the close of the proceedings, the

President announced the subject of a paper to be read before the
Institute at theii-

next meeting, on Saturda}', January 22nd, to

be " Notes on the Geology of Toronto," by Professor Hind.

KEV
Tlie

Canadian

ArfrlcnUnrallst,

ture of

E

W S.

of the

the

Board of

found on the

independent

purposes under the said act whenever

for agricultural

They further suggest that the sura of £17 10s. required to be
by Township Societies before tliey can legally organize and

desired."
raised

The January number

Daniel Lee,

of this periodical

is

Rochester,

N.

Y.

well supplied with excel-

wood-cuts and useful information. The Farm as a Manufactory'
be discussed in subsequent numbers of the Farmer. The subject
one of great interest and importance, and if properly handled will

lent

Board of Agricultiii'e for Upper Canada

first

lime will 'destroy' the

The selected articles ai-e very good. One on butter making is well
The Horticultural departworthy of attentive perusal and study.
ment contains much useful and interesting matter.

j^grlcul-

—W. MoDougall, Toronto.

page of the January number of this very useful
publication. The Board recommended a few modifications in the
Agricultural Statute passed last Session of Parliament, such as the
rendering each County belonging to United Counties " distmct and
is

common

phosphoric acid of phosphate of lime.

The Qenessce Farmer for January, 1853.

and Transactions of

Upper Canada.

The first annual Report

I

ssary to drive off carbonic acid from

'

is to
is

exercise a very beneficial influence.

The writer of 'British and American Agriculture' is rather hard
upon English labourers, and scarcely institutes a fair comparison
between " a smart well fed Yankee and an English labourer who lives
on nothing but beer." The Horticultural Department is well sustained,
and contains much applicable information and advice.

receive parliamentary aid, might be advantageously reduced to £10.

In relation to an Experimental

Farm

the Report states as follows

:

—

SCIENTIFIC IlVTEtLIGENCE.

"

The objects wh.ch the Board recommend in establishing an Experimental Farm on the University Ground may be thus briefly stated

Geology.

:

Fii-st, to

afford the Professor of Agriculture a

practical illustration

and

ready means of giving

effect to liis class lectures in the

University

new and improved kinds

Second, to import from abroad

plants and implements, chiefly with a view of testing,

;

of seeds,

by experiments

carefully conducted on the farm, their adaptation to the climate, soil,

wants and markets of this country, and in all cases of a favourable
result, to distilbnte such productions on easy terms throughout the
Province. An occasional importation of improved breeds of animalp,
the offspring being sold and distributed through the Province, would
be an efilcient means of advancing this very important department of

Abridgement of a Description of a Broun Coal Deposit in Brandon,
Vermont, with an attempit to determine the Geological Age of the principal
Hematite Ore Beds in the United Stales. By Edwaed Hitchcock, D.D.,
LL.D., President of Amherst College, and Professor of Geology.
Silliman's Jouenal.
.

In the

autumn

of 1851, Professor Sliedd, of Burlington, presented

me

with a few specimens of beautifully preserved Iruits from Brandon,
Vermont. They were converted into Brown Coal, and retained exactly
their original shape and markings. Eailj' in the spring of 1859 I
visited Brandon, and found that the fruits were obtained ft'om a bed of
Brown Coal, connected with the white clays and brown hematite of
that place. 1 perceived at once that an interesting field was open before
me and ever since I have been endeavouring to explore it. Great
and I have resorted to several gendirflculties presented themselves
tlemen, both in this country and in Europe, for aid. Their opinion has
yet been obtained only in part. But there are several points of much
interest to American geologj' cleared up by what I have aheady ascer-'
tained. I have concluded, therefore, to give a brief account of this
case hoping hereafter to make additions to it.
:

husbandry, and would tend
gress of the countrj'.

and

to increase materially the

wealth and pro-

;

It is believed that in thus connecting the science

practice of Agriculture in their vanovis bearings on each other, in

our Provincial University,

it

will

be made more subservient to the

public good.

The Board

;

are desirous that these fifty or sixty acres for experimental

and illustrative purposes, should not be mistaken for a Model Farm,
which should consist of a lai'ger area, and which would consequently
involve a much greater outlay and risk. Whether Model Farms,
strictly so called, are adapted to the present wants of this young
country, fairly admits of a question. But something should at once be
done to connect the leading facts and principles of Agriculture with
the routine of instruction given in all the schools and colleges of the
Province and if smaU portions of land could be set apart for such
puiposes, the instruction would prove far more practical and efficient.
;

The Board

will feel

much

pleasure should the plan of an experimen-

farm on an inexpensive scale meet the approval of the Leg^sl^atnre,
so that they may feel autliorizeJ in taking final steps for the carrying
out of the same. The principal difficulty lies hi the necessary outlay
tal

for the

commencement

A

grant of

with every prospect of success

amount of funds placed

;

£500 would enable theni

and

it is

at their disposal,

to

do so

believed that the oi'dinary

would

after the neccFsary

I would here acknowledge my deep indebtedness to John Howe, jr.,
the proprietor of this deposit of iron, clay, and brown coal. Not only
did he do all in his power to aid ray investigations upon the spot last
spring, but since then he has sent me, free of expense, numerous specimens of the fruits and the coal especially at one time two barrels of
the coal containing the fruits, and at another time a gigantic mass of
the ti'unk of a large tree, in fact, which is now deposited in
lignite,
the cabinet of Amherst College.
;

—

—

I shall first give a description of the topogi'aphy and geological
associations of this carbonaceous deposit; next an account of the lignites and fossil fi-uits; and, finally, deduce fi'om the facts some geological inferences of importance.
I.

Topography and Geological Associations.

Geologists are aware that along the west base of the Green and
Hoosac Mountains, from Canada to New York, occur numerous beds
That in Brandon lies
of brown compact and fibrous hematite iron ore.
between two and tlu'ee miles east of the village. Passing easterly ii'om
the village the surface rises slightly and exhibits clay, drift, and limestone rock in place. According to my measurements with the aneroid
barometer, Brandon village is 4G5 feet above the ocean, and the iron
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A short distance

feet alove the same,
Green ilountains rise rapidly.

mine 520
At

this spot

position
1.

we

east of the

mine the

:

by

Beautiful kaolin and clays coloured yellow

ochre, rose-colour

by manganese, ( V ) and dark by carbon.
2. Brown liematite and yellow ochre.
3.

Ores of manganese.

4.

Brown

5.

Beds of gravel connected with the

7.

coal.

clays.

overlying the whole.

6. Drift,

TeUowish

for boties, I gave them
identified a species of Carya (walnut),
by Mr. Teschemacher, Prof Agassiz, and Dr.
Gray. I have also found oue species of pine cone, in company with
pine lignite. The latter was interesting, as having ch.auged, while lying
on my table, from the condition of fotten wood, soft enough to j'ield to
the tip of the finger, into lignite of the usual hardness, and having the
coal-like fracture.
This, however, is no uncommon occurreuce, and is
said to be well known to geologists. The piece of wood just referred
to had been bored by the teredo.
The above are the only instances
about which I would speak with any confidence. I have, also, from
the same locality, a large mass of fossil resin. The vegetable fossils
there found, with the teeth of Phyllodus, Cetacea, reptiles, sharks, &e,
show a close lesemblance of the Richmond formations to the London
clay.
I have in preparation a short notice in which the animal fossils
of the two are to be compared.

occasionally fruits

but

find the following varieties of substances in juxta-

limestone, underlying the whole.

The position of the clays it is difficult to determine exactly, as there
to have been a good deal of disturbauce of the strata, perhaps
only the result of slides. The iron is generally found beneath the
clay, as is also the manganese.
The coal in a few places shows itself
at the surface. In one spot a shaft has been camea through it, only a
few feet below the surface, and the same has been done to the same
bed nearly lOH feet below the surface. In both places it is about twenty
feet thick.
I found it to be the conviction ot the miners that this mass
of coal forms a square column of that thickness, descending almost
perpendicularly into the earth, iu the midst of the clay. My own impression was, that it is a portion of an extensive bed, having a dip
very large towards the north-west perhaps separated from other portions of the bed by some disturbance of the strata. But I found gi'eat
difficulty in tracing out its exact position.

[1853,
but as 1 was more anxious

;

litjle attention.

which was

h.ave

I

so pronounced

seems

;

ought to be mentioned that no imstratiiied or igneous rocks are
nor do they exhibit
to exist in the vicinity of these deposits
any marks of the metamorphic action of heat
It

known
II.

;

Coal, Lignite,

and Fossil

Fruits.

The greater part of the carbon of this deposit is in a condition intermediate between that of peat and biuminous coal. It is of a deep brown
colour, and nearly every trace of organic structure, save iu the lignite
and the fruits, is obliterated. Disseminated through it are numerous
angular veins, mostly of white quartz, rarely exceeding a pea in size.
It burns with great facility with a moderate draught, and emits a bright
yellow flame, but without bituminous odour. After the flame has subsided, the ignited coals consume away, leaving, of course, a quantity of
ashes. It is employed to gi'eat advantage in driving the steam-engine
at the works and I should thiuk it might be used advantageously
for fuel in a region where wood is scarce, which is not the case at
Brandon.

CONCLUSIONS.

Although the specific character of the Brandon fossils are thus
imperfectly known, the facts detailetrwiU waiTant several inferences of
importance iu American geology.
The Brandon

I.

are the proofs

deposit belongs to a tertiary formation.

The

following

:

below the

and

most part

not consolidated.
Its position as to the drift is seen at the openings made near the carbonaceous deposit
and the degree of induration, or rather, in
general, the want of indui-ation, corresponds to that of most tertiary
It lies

1

drift,

;

for the

is

—

—

deposits.
2. It contains all the important vari; tics of rock found in tertiary
deposits.
have here white and variegated clays, water-worn beds
of sand and gravel, beds of carbonaceous matter not bituminous, and
deposits of iron and manganese.

We

II. The carbonaccons matter in this deposit is
that oJ\the broiim coal formation in JSttropc.

strikingly analogous io

The lignite has the deep brown colour and coal-like fi'acture of
the brown coal deposits that have not been aff'ected by the proximity
ef igneous rock!^, as is the case at Melsner iu Hesse.
Yet the woody
1.

texture usually remains distinct.

While

2.

this coal is

fi'oni

distinguished from peat by burning with a
off a bituminous odour, and thus it differs

it does not give
bituminous coal.

bright flame,

;

Interspersed through the carbonaceous mass above described, occur
numerous masses of lignite. In all cases which have fallen under my
observation, they are broken portions of the stems or branches of shrubs
and trees, varying in size from that of a few lines to a foot and a half
in diameter. They all appear to me to have been drift-wood. The
largest mass which I have seen, and to which I have already referred
as sent me by Mr. Howe, resembles exceedingly a battered piece of
flood-wood which led Mr. Howe humourously to inscribe upon the
box in which it was sent, "A piece ofjlood-woodfrom Noah's Ark."
;

This lignite in all cases retains and exhibits upon a fresh fracture its
organic structure yet generally it is quite brittle, and when broken
across the fibres it has the aspect of very compact coal, which admits
of a good polish. In some specimens the original toughness of the
wood is not quite lost, and the aspect of the wood remains.
;

The large mass of which I have already spoken as now in the cabinet
of Amherst College, is four feet long and si.xteen inches iu its largest
diameter. It is considerably flattened, but seems to have been so
originally.
In the peaty luatter that adheres to it I noticed several
Bpecimens of fruit, and more than one species.

3. The degi-ee of carbonization of the fruits corresponds to that
blown coal formation, as a comparison of specimens shows.
4.

The sand and

cla3'S,

brown

coal of the

in

the

Rhine

Brandon.

valley, occur also at
III.

associated with the

The fruits an^. lignite of this deposit appear to have been iransport&i
and probahly the aecumidation took place in an ancient canary.

by water,
1.

No example

has occurred in which these

fruits

have been found

in clusters, or attached to the branches on which they grew or to their
euvelojis
nor have I found more than a single imperfect example of
;

a

leaf.
2.

by

The

lignite is in

broken and usually bruised mass?s, as

contact with one another

when

floating

down

if

battered

stream.

3. The numerous places in other parts of the United States where an
analogous deposit occurs, as will be shown below, render it probable
that this was formed iu an ocean rather than a lake.

IV. The Brandon deposit is the type of a tertiary formation, hitherto
unrecognized as such, extending from Canada io Alabama.

This formation

is

identified

by the following

characters

:

The most prominent and well-known substance in this formation,
on account of its economical importance, is brown liematite. In the
1.

With perhaps one or two exceptions, all the lignite of this deposit
belongs to the exogenous or dicotyledonous class of plants. In general
the texture is close, and some of the wood is very fine-gi-aiued and
heavy. The bark is often quite distinct I have been incliiiod to refer
some of the wood to the maple; yet probably a good de:d of it is
coniferous but my microscope examinations on this point have not
been as satisfactory as I could wish. I <ln n.it think much of the wood
belongs to the pine tribe now commnn tn tins hitilude. I have placed
Bpecimens iu the h.inds of several distiuguislicd vegctal)lc physiologists, and had hoped ere this to learn their opinion but they have not
yet given it
;

geological surveys of Vermont. Massachusetts, Conueclicut, New York,
New Jersey, Peniisvlvania, and North and South Carolina, this ore is
dfecribed by Adaiiis, Slu'iiaiil. Peicival, Mather, Henry D. and William
R. Rogers, Olmsted, and Tiioiiicy. Thi-oughout this whole distance of
2000 miles, there is a striking resemblance iu the character of the ore.
It is compact, fibrous, and stidactitical and much of it is in a state of
o:hre.
;

2. It is

always more or

less

enveloped in clay of various colours.

;

The only other fossil fruits that I have known to be found in our
country arc a few from the tertiary strata at Richmond, Va. In respect
to these. Professor Jeffries Wyman has kindly furnished me with the
following description

"In

my

:

examinations

at

Richmond

I

have frequently

fo\nid

lignite,

3. ft is almost invariably found lying upon or near a certain sort of
limestone, orifs associated and inteistratified micaslatc. This limestone
is usually highly crystalline, and when disintegrated it shows a large
pnijiuifiou of iidii in ils composition and the general opinion of the
geologist just named is, that the iron originated from it. Indeed, ProC
Adams, iu his first report on the Vermont survey, has described a true
vein of iron ochre in the limestone, which I h.ave also examined. I have
;

I
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Solution of Aceto-Mtrate of Silver, in the following proportions :
15 parts of niti'ate of silver ; 21) glacial acetic acid ; 150 of distilled

likewise some reason to suppose that Foss's bed of hematite in Dover,
N.Y., may once have constituted a bed in mica slate.

water.

In all the Northern States, the beds of this ore occur along the -western base of high mountains and fiom the description of the gentleman
above named I understand this to be the case in the middle and
Prof. Henry D. Rogers imputes this fact to the
Southern States.
southern direction of the currents in the great ocean by whose waters
the iron and the clay were deposited, and to the greater depression of
the valley on its south-eastern side. Prof Rogers is the only geologist
I believe who speaks decidedly of the deposition of this ore from the
ocean. By this suppositimi he comes so near representing this formation as tertiarj', that it would have needed only a bed of carbonaceous
matter, such as occurs at Brandon, to have brought him upon that
ground. Not improbably, now that the Brandon bed is known, similar
ones may be found associated with the ore of other localities for how
long has it remained unnoticed at Braudon

Solution of Gallic Acid, for developing, a saturated solution.

;

:

I

Thus does the discovery of the Braudon brown coal deposit enable
us to add to American geology a tertiary formation nearly 1200 miles
long, which may appropriately be placed upon our maps.
V. This deposit probably belongs

we know,

1.

So

2.

It is destitute of

tite,

far as

which

is

it lies

to the Pliocene,

or Newer Tertiary.

immediately beneath the

drift.

any consolidated beds, save the nodules of hemanot true of any of our miocene or eocene deposits.

coal of continental Europe, to which ours corresponds
closely in appearance, belongs to the newer tertiary.
3.

The brown

I confess that these arguments are not sufficient to remove all doubts
my mind as to the part of the tertiary group to which this formaAll geologi.sts, however, I think, will say that
tion should be referred.
it has marked peculiarities, which distinguish it from all the tertiary
deposits of our country hitlierto described and we may at least say,
that the presumption is strongly in favour of its being pliocene. It is
rather remarkable, if it was an oceanic deposit, that no marine remains
have been found in it. I believe, liowever, that this is very much the
case in Germany though, uufortunati ly, the papers of Horner, Von
reach.
Dechan, and others, on the brown coal are not within

from

;

;

my

Harley

Street, Dec.

7.

Allow me to request your insertion in the Atheneetim of the annexed
communication, on the subject of Photograjjhy, in the form of a letter
to myself from my brother-in-laiv, Mr. John Stewart, resident at Pan
who has been singularly successful iu his application of that art to the
depiction of natural scenery, and whose representations of the superb
combinations of rock, mountain, forest and Avater which abound in the
picturesque region of the Pyrenees, are among the most exquisite in
their finish, and artistic in their general effect, of any specimens of that
The extreme simplicity of the process
art which I have yet seen.
;

—

employed by him

for the preparation of the paper, its uniformity, and
the certainty attained in the production of its results, seem to render it
well worthy of beiug generally known to travelle-s. It need hardly
be mentioned that the "air-pump" employed may be one of so simple
a construction as to add very little to either the weight, bulk, or expense of the appai'atus required for the practice of this art. The
obtaining of a very perfect vacuum, for the imbibition of the paper,
being a matter of little moment, a single barrel (worked by a crosshandle by direct pull and push,) furnished with a flexible connecting
pipe, and constructed so as to be capable of beiug clamped on the edge
of a table, would satisfy every condition.

—

I

remain, Ac,

W. HERSCHEL.

J. F.

;

of the strength of

1

part hypo, of

The

soluticms employed are thus reduced to their simplest possible
expression, for it will be obsei'ved that iu iodizing I employ neither
rice-water, sugar of milk, fluorine, cyauogen, nor free iodiue, ifec, &2, ;
but a simple solution of iodide of potassium (the strength of this solution is a question of considerable importance, not yet, I think, sufficiently investigated.)
I iodize my paper is follows:
solution I plunge, one by one, as
sheets of paper (twenty, thirty, fifty, &c..,) as are likely to be
required for some time. This is done iu two or three minutes. I then
and
roll up loosely the whole bundle of sheets, while in the bath
picking up the roll by the ends, drop it into a cylindrical glass vessel
with a foot to it, and pour the solution therein, enough to cover the
roll completely (in case it should float up above the surface of the
solution, a little piece of glass may be pushed down to rest across the
The vessel with the roU of paroll of paper and prevent its rising.)
per is placed under the receiver of an air pump and the air exhausted ;
this is accomplished in a very few minutes, and the paper may then
be left five or six minutes iu the vacuum. Should the glass he too
high (the paper being in large sheets) to be inserted under a pneumatic pump receiver, a stiff lid lined with Indi.-i rubber, with a valve iu
the centre communicating by a tube with a common direct-action airpump may be employed with equal success. After the paper is thus
soaked in vacuo it is removed, and the roll dropped back into the tray
with the solution, and then sheet by sheet picked off and hung up
to dry, when, as with all other iodized paper, it will keep for an inde-

For both the wet and the dry processes

,

— In a tray containing the above
many

;

finite time.
I cannot say that I fully understand the rationale of the action of
the air-pump, but several viiluable advantages are obtained by its use
1st. The paper is thoroughly iodized, and with an equality throughout that no amount of soaking procures, for no two sheets of paper are
and air bulbs are
alike, or even one, perfect throughout in texture
impossible. 2nd. The operation is accomplished in a quarter of an
3rd. To this
or
more
hours.
one,
two,
employs
which
generally
hour,
do I chiefly attribute the fact that my paper is never .solarized even in
the brightest sun and that it Avill bear whatever amount of exp.-sure
is necessary for the deepest and most impenetrable shadows in the
view, without injury to the bright lights.

—

.

;

Photographic Ijandscapcs on Paper.
32,

Solution of Hyposulphite of Soda
soda, to from 6 to 8 parts water.

Pau, Pyrenees.

—

My Dear Herschel, Thanks to the valuable indications of Prof
Regnault, of the Institid, I have been enabled to produce, what appear
to me, most satisfactory results in Photographic Landscapes on Paper.
In this remote corner (so deficient also iu resources for experiment) I
feel that I am but very partially acquainted with the results obtained
and the progress making in the great centres, Paris and London but
I think that, in detailing the simple process and manipulation I now
adopt, indications of some value, and suggestive of further improvement to fellow-labourers in the art may be found and if you are of the
same opinion, you will perhaps facilitate the communication of these
details to our photographers at home.
;

;

The following observations arc confined to negative paper processes,
divisible into two the wet and the dry.
The solutions I employ for
both these processes are identical, and are as follows

—

:

;

Wet Process.— To begin with the leet process. Having prepared the
above solution of aceto-nitrate of silver, float a sheet of the iodized
paper upon the surface of this sensitive bath, leaving it there for about
ten minutes. During this interval, having placed the glass or slate of
your slider quite level, dip a sheet of thick clean white printing (unsized) paper in water, and lay it on the glass or slate as a wet hningto
receive the sensitive sheet. An expert manipulator may then, removing the seusitive sheet from the bath, extend it [sensitive side uppermost] ou this wet paper lining, without allowing any air gloTjulcs to
intervene. But it is difficult, and a very simple and most effectual
mode of avoiding air globules, particularly in handling very large sheets,
isasfollows:— Pour a thin layer of water [just sufficient uot to flow over
the sides] upon the lining paper, after you have extended it on your glass
or slate, and then lay down your sensitive paper gently aud by degrees,
and floating as it were on tifiis layer of water and when extended,
taking the glass and papers between the finger and thumb, by an
upper coruer, to prevent their slipping, tilt it gently to allow the interposed water to flow oft' by the bottom, which wiU leave the two sheets
of paper adhering perfectly and closely, without the slightest chance
of air-bubbles :— it may then be left for a minute or two, standing upso
right in the same position, to allow every diop of water to escape
that when laid flat again or placed in the shder none nnay return back
aud staiu the paper. Of course, the sensitive side of the sheet is thus
left exposed to the uninterrupted action of the lens, no protecting plate
aud even in this dry and warm climate I
of glass being interposed,
find the humidity and the attendant sensitiveness fully preserved for a
;

;

—

couple of hours.

To develope views thus taken, the ordinary saturated solution of
employed, never requiring the addition of nitrate of silver;
thus preserving the perfect purity and varied modulation of the tints.
The fixing is accomplished as usual with hyposulpliite of soda, and the
negative finally waxed.
gallic acid is

Dry Process.— la preparing sheets for use -when dry for travelling,
I have discarded the use bf previously waxtd paper,—thus getting
and proceed as follows Taking a sheet
rid of a troublesome operation,
of
iodized paper, in place of floating it (as for the wet process) on
(fee,

Solution of Iodide of Potassium, of the strength of 5 parts of iodide
to 100 of pure water.

my

—

:
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the seusitive bath, I pluuge

it

fairly into the bath, ^vhere it is left to

soak fur tire ur six luiuules then lemoviug it wash it Ibrabout twenty
minutes iu a b;ith, oj- even f,vo, of clistiUed waler, to remove the excess
of uii.ate of siirer and then haug it up to dry (in lieu of drying it
with bliitting paper). Fape.- thus prepared possesses a greater uagree
of sensitiveness than waxetl paper
and preserves itsseusitiveuei-s, not
so lung as waxed paper, but sutticieutly long for all praotieal purposes,
say thirty hours, and even in )ie. The English manufactured paper is
far supciiur for this purpose to the I'^ieucli.
To develupe these views,
a few drops of the solution of niti'ate of silver are required in the gallic
aeid bath. They are then finally fixed and waxed as usual.
;

;

;

These processes appear

me

be reduced to nearly as great a degree of simplicity as possible. I am never troubled with stains or spots,
and there is a regularity and certainty in the results that are very satisfactory. You will have observed, too, "how perfectly the aerial perspective and gradation of tints are preserved, as also how well the deepest
shadows are penetrated and deveh)ped, speaking, in fact, as they do,
to the eye itself in nature.
In exposing for landscape, I throw aside
all cousideiatiou of the bright lights, and limit the time with reference
entiiely to the dark and feebly -lighted pai-ts of the view.
With a
3}4-iuch lens the time of exposure has thus vaiied from ten minutes to
an hour and a half, and the action appears to me never to have ceased.
to

to

The influence of the air-pump in this appears to me very sensible,
and deserving of further examination and extension. I purpose not
ouh' iodizing, but rendering the paper sensitive with the action of the
air-pump, by perhaps suspending the sheet after immeision in the
nitrate bath under the receiver of the air-pump for a few minutes
before exposure in tlie camera, or by some other manoeuvre having the
same object in view.
I should add, that I have chiefly employed Canson's French paper
in iodizing with the aid of the pump. Few of the English manufactured papeis are sutilcieutly tenacious in their sizing to resist the action
of the pump, but they may easily be made so ; and were, iu short, the
English paper, so far superior in quality to the French, only better
sized,
that is with glue less easily soluble, even though more impure,
there is scarcely any limit to the beauty of the views that might be

—

produced.

There are more minor details that might be given but I fear
many a "twice-told tale," acquainted so little as I am with
is doing
the preceding, however, may have some interest, and
whatever is of value is entirely due to our friend M. Regnault, ever so
generously ready as well as able to aid and encourage one's etforts.
;

repeating

what

JOHN STEWART.

:

(4.) The force with which an electric tension, present upon both
sides of a section of auy given fluid, urges the fluid from the positive
to the negative side, is equivalent to a hydrostatic pressure which is
directly proportional to that teusiou.

In this manner therefore we obtain a simple measure of eleebic tension and its niechauical actiou iu terms of atmospheric pressure and
consequently of gravity.

forfluidsof the same nature. When
the actir]n of the currents, the mechanupon those which oppose the gieatcst resistance
to its passage. The requisite data are still wanting to determine the
precise connection between the mechanical action and the resistance,

The above laws hold good only

difl'erent fluids are sulijected to

ical actiou is greatest

but observations made witli solutions of sulphate of copper of different
degrees of concentration, appear to show that the quantities of fluid
times by currents of equal intensity, aie nearly
proport oual to the squares of the resistances. Monatsbo-ricld dcr
P.
AkaiU-mic dor Wisscnschaftcn, March, 1852, 151.
Spots on the Sun. The number of spots seen in 1826 was 118; from
this there was an increase to 161 iu lb27 and 225 in 1828, and tiien a
decrease to 33 in 1833. The number agaiu increased, and was 333 in
1837, 282 in 1838, and 34 iu 1843. Again it increased aud after Ave
years in 1848. it was 330, since which there has again been a decrease.
Moreover at the time of minimum the sjjots aie much smaller than at
the maximum. In 1844 tlie largest was hardly 4' broad. WhUc ia
1848 three groups were 83^3' across, and one spot appeai'ed for seven or
ti-ausferred iu equal

K

—

eight cousecutive rotations.

Gautier observes that he has remarked a singular connection
this decennial period in the spots, and a deceunial period in
variations of the magnetic needle recently pointed out by Dr.
Lament of JIuuich. According to this astronomer, since August, 1840,
the mean annual amplitude of the diurnal variation of magnetic declination between 8 a. ji. aud 1 p. m. augments regularly fur five j'ears aud
then diminishes for five years. The epoch of the minimnm of this
amplitude corresponds to the middle of the year 1843, aud that of the
maximum to the middle of 1848. He has also found, from the Gottiugeu observations a maximum in 1837, corresponding with the above
il.

between
the

observations on the spots.

On

of the
to the Prussian
a memoir on the mechanical action of the voltaic
circuit which is of essential interest and importance.
The apparatus
employed consisted of a porous eai'tlienware cell, closed at the bottom
and terminated above by a glass bell firmly cemented to the upper
edge of the cylinder. Into the tubuture of the bell a vertical glass
tub.-: was titted, from which a horizontal tube proceeded so as to permit
the fluid raised to flow over into an appropriately placed vessel.
wire serving as the negative pole of a battery passed down through
the glass bell into the interior of the porous cylinder, where it terminated in a plate of platinum or copper. Outside the porous cylinder
another plate of platinum was placed and connected with the positive
pole of the battery. The whole stood iu a large glass vessel, which,
as well as the interior porous cylinder, was filled with water. The
intensity of the current was measured by a galvanometer. As soon as
the cii'cuit was closed, the liquid rose iu the porous cylinder and flowed
out from the horizontal tube into a weighed vessel. The results obtained by means of this apparatus were as follows

Academy

— Wiedemann has communicated

ot Sciences,

A

:

The quantity

of fluid which flows out in equal times is directly
proportional to the intensity of the current.
(I.)

(2.) Under otherwise equal conditions, the quantities of fluid flowing
out are independent of the magnitude of the conducting porous surface.

To avoid auy uncertainty arising from the laws of the flow of liquids
through small oriflecs, Wiedemann measured the iiitnisity of the
mechanical action of the current by deterniiniiic,' tlio luiLclit ofacolumu
of mercury which would hold the trausfc! ring force iu e(|iiilibrium. For
this pur|K]se a gradu.ile.l tube ur maniinieler tilled witli niercnrv was
attarh.Ml ioil„.,.x:ivi,iiiv of tli li.iri:a>ut;d tube above nienlinnecl
with
:"

ditr.-rrhl run-riit-,

:iri<l

porous surfaces of

iu tlif iii:oio,nel..r n,s,. lo diir.Tcul

(lilicroul

heights.

The height

extent, tlie niercnrv

Hy

these heights the following results were obtaineil

the measurements of
:

which a galvanic current causes a fluid to rise, is
(3.)
directly proportional to the intensity of the current and inversely proportioiiaf to the extent of the free porous surface.
to

m

+

the motion of Fluids from the Positive to the Negative Pole

closed Galvanic Circuit.

The results of Dr. Lament have been confirmed by M. Reslhuber at
Observatory of Kremsmuuster in Austria. Thus in 1843, the
annual meau diurnal variations of declination and intensity have been
respectively 6' 28"-6 aud -\- 0-00088; and
1844 they were 6' 14'- 9
0-00138. In 1848, they ware 10'o5"-4and -\- 0-00273 in 1849,
and
the

;

aud and 0-00230.
M. Schwabe has deduoed from eight observations with regard to the
period of rotation of the sun, 25-07 days as the shortest, 25,75 as the
longest the mean of his results gives 25-507. He remarks that some
of the spots have a brownish red coloiuone was examined with
glasses of different colours, to avoid any source of error, its north side
was reddish-brown, more red than brown. The next day it had much
changed and the border had the usual gray colour.
M. Rodolphe Wolf, of Berne, has been registering the spots since
1847 and he concludes that the number through a year so varies, that
if a curve be drawn to express the va; iation, this curve has umlulations,
the more regular of which correspond each to a perioil of about 27tj
10' 39".5

Clemistry and Physics.

.

its

action of a galvanic current may also be referred to
simplest principles by the following proposition

:

Ever yours.

1.

[185:3.

The mechanical

:

;

;

days, or the period of the snn's rotation with elation to the earth. As
bearing on this subject, the author states that M. Buijs BaDot of
Utrecht, has concluded from thermomctric observations at Harlem,
Zwaneubourg and Dantzig, (see Fogg. Ann., 1851, Dec) that during a
number of years, at each period of 27-7 days there is at these places a
small elevation of temperature and at the intermediate period a
diminution.
1

—

On

In connection with an abstract of Pro£
the Freezing of Vegetables.
LeConte's paper" On the Freezing of N'egetables, (Sillimau's Journal,
published iu the BibliothequeUniversellefor June, 18.52,
the following note is inserted by M. A. de Candolle, showing that the
action of freezing on vegetation for some years has not been altogether
misunderstood by botaiiist.s. "In 1838, I published in the Bulletin de
la Classe d'Agriculturc de Geneve (No. 121, p. 171,) in an article 011
after first
tlie intense cold of January, 1838, the following remarks
alluding to the observations of Pictet .and Maurice who found the
tenij-ieratnre of the centre of a chesnnt tree below zero, and also the
experiments of M. Ch. Coindet, who after a prolonged cold had ex"These
tracted (VoiM the niiildle of a large tree, small crystals of ice
I
have myself, after a cold but little
treis arrhwxvver not dead.

J.

vol. xiii., 84,)

—

:

—

the irterior of the buds of several trees
Young branches, the buds of many
wliieli have not suffered from it.
tiees. and the leaves of the plants of our country are in winter often
peni4rated beyond doubt with a cold several degrees l)elow zero
(centigrade) and although the viscous liquids of the slender tubes
congeal with difficulty, it must frequently happen that congelation
iiikiise, sreii crystals of ice in

;
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takes place, without the plant or the organ perishiup;. Thus cold does
not kill vegetation by a mechauical action proceeding from tlio conWe must rcccgiii;:e
gelation uf the liquid as some uatuialists pretend.
rather a phvniological actioi) that the vitality ot tlie tii-sue is destioycd
by a certain degree ot cold followed by a certain degree of heat,
according to tlie peculiar natuie of each plant. Tlie vegetable ancl
animal kingdom, according to this view, AviU act alike. In the same
manner as tlu^ g.i ngreuc that sets in after the thawing of a frozen part
causes the death of an animal tissue, so the change or putrefaction
which follows a rapid thawing will be the piincipal cause of the death
Is is well knoAvn in practice how to manage
of the vegetable tissue.
the transitions of temperature to preserve the organs of vegetables.'
;

my

connection "with the Academy of Geneva ceased,
Since 1838, uutU
I stated in luy annual lectures that cold may act in two ways on vege-

143

—

tation
either physically, by the contraction or congelation of the
liquids, which often does not kill tlieni
and p/u/^iv r/it-a/Zt/, by an
action upon the tissues and upon vegetable life, whuli tlie law.s of
:

'

;

physics do not account for. The most striking example of this Inst, is
the immediate death of hot-honse plants when exm sed tn a temperature of 1 -[- or -|- 2° C, V. hich causes no r( ngelation. T he action of
the same degree of temperature is very diiferen: on two allied speci(S,

and

sjuietiines

on two varieties of the same species."

—

Shoolhg Starr. M. Coulvier Gravier reports {Comptcs Hcndiin Acad.
Sci, Aug. 16, 1652) that according to his observations at Paris from
June 18 to Aug. 13, 18.52, the average hourly number of shooting stars
seen (by one observer ?) at midnight was in the first ha'f of July about
8, from the I6th to the 21st, 11
from the 22d to y7lh, 91 from Aug.
2d to 6th, 38 ; on the 10th, 63 ; on the 11th, 50 on the 12th and 13th, 45.
;

;

;

Monthly Meteorological Register, at Her Majesty's Magnetical Observatory, Toronto, Canada West.— December, 1853.
Lalilude 43 den. 39.4 min. North.

c

Longitude, 79

decj.

21 min. West.

Elevation above Lake Ontario

:

108 /erf-
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Notice of a Binocular Alicrrscopc.
B\'

J.

L.

[1863.

having fixed his residence, as a medical practitioner, at Lewes, was
led to devote himself with great natural enthusiasm to the investigatioa

KIDDELL/

Wealden

of the fossils of the Chalk aud of the
I

devised last

j'ear,

aud have

iijtiou of glass prisms, tu

and used, a f onibi-

lately coustructed

render both eyes simultaneously serviceable

iu microscopic observatiou.

Behind the objective, and as near thereto as practicable, the light is
equally divided, aud bout at right angles, aud made to travel iu oppoby means of two rectangular prisms, which are in con-

site directions,

by their edges somewhat gouud awa}-. The reflected raj-s are
received at a proper distance for binocular vision upon two other
rectangular prisnis, and again bent at right angles beiug thus either
completely inverted, for an inverted microscope or restored to their
first direction
for the direct microscope.
These outer prisms may
be cemeuted to the inner by Canada balsam, or left free to admit
of adjustment to suit different observei's. Prisms of other form, with
due arrangement, may be substituted.
tact

;

;

I find the method is applicable with equal advantage to every grade
of good lens, from Spencer's best sixteenth to a common three inch
magnifier, with or without oculars or erecting eye-pieces, and with a
great enhancement of penetrating and defiuiug power. It gives the
observer perfectly correct views in length, breadth, aud depth, whatever
power he may employ. Objects are seen holding their true relative
positions and wearing their real shapes.
curious exception must be
made. In viewing opake solid bodies, with one piece to each eye, depression appears as elevation, and elevation as depression, forming a
singular illusion. For instance, a metal spherule appears as a glass ball
Slivered on the under side and a crystal of galena, like an empty box.
By the additional use of erecting eye-pieces, the images all become
normal and uatural. Match drawings of any solid object, made from
each eye-piece, by the aid of the camera lucida, when properly placed
iu the common stereoscope, appear to stand out in natural reliet These,
if engraved aud printed iu the proper positiou with respect to each
other, might find an appropriate place in books on the arts and
sciences.

A

;

In constructiug binocular eye-glasses, I use for lightness and
four pieces of common looking glass instead of prisms.

economy

commeuccd forming

of Sussex.

In 1812-15

Lewes, the magnificent collection
of 1300 specimens of fossil bones, which is now in the British museum
and in 1822 appeared his "Fossils of the South Downs," a large quarto
Work, with forty plates, engraved by Mrs. Mantell, fi'om drawings by
the author. Another work was published by him about the samo
Dr. Mantell

at

;

time, entitled

'•

The

and compared with the
which they were written, they

Fossils of Tilgate Forest,"

geological literature of the period in
are meritorious productions.

In 1825, Dr. Mantell was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and
he has contributed some important papere to its " Philosophical Transactions."
For his memoir " On the Iguanodon," he had the honour
in 1849 to receive the Royal Medal. He was also an active member
of the Geological Society, aiid in 1835

ton Medal aud Fund, iu

was presented with the WoUas-

consideration of his discoveries in fossil

From Lewes,

comparative anatomy generally.

Dr. Mantell

removed

about this time to Brighton, and his coUeetion being materially added

was purchased by the Trustees of the British Museum for £5000Upon this he removed to the neighbourhood of London. Dr. Mantell
took great delight iu imparting to others a knowledge of his favourite
science he was fluent and eloquent in speech, full of poetry, and extremely agreeable in manners to all who manifested an admiration of
his genius. He now turned his attention to the more popular and
attractive works for which his name will be chiefly remembered.
" Wonders of Geology," " Medals of Creation," " Geological Excursions
round the Isle of Wight," and an enlarged edition of his " Thoughts
on a Pebble," all of which are profusely illustrated, and have passed
through several editions. His latest work was a hand-book to the
organic remains iu the British Museum, entitled, " Petrifactions and
their Teachings."
To these may be added, " Thoughts on Animalcules," and a " Pictorial Atlas of Fossil Remains," selected from Parkinson's and ArUs's pal^ontological illustrations and among his early
prodi-ctions a handsome quarto narrative, with portraits of the "Visit
of William the 1st and tjueeu Adelaide to the Ancient Borough of
Lewes." which included some original poetry. Dr. Mantell was a
to,

;

;

With these instruments the microscopic dissecting-knife can be
exactly guided.
The watchmaker and artist can work under the
binocular eye-glass with certainty and satisfaction. Iu looking at
microscopic animal tissues, the single eye may perhaps behold a confused amorphous or nebulous mass, which the pair of eyes instantly
shapes into delicate superimposed membranes, with intervening spaces,
the thickness of which cau be correctly estimated. Blood corpuscles,
usually seen as flat disks, loom out as oblate spheroids. In brief, the
whole microscopic world, as thus displaj'ed, acquires a tenfold greater
interest, in every phase exhibiting, iu a new light, beauty and symmetry indescribable.
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Ontario, Slmcae, and

most attractive

lecturer, tilliug the listening ears of his

seductive imagery, aud leaving
less catalogue of wonders.

them

in

audience with
his exhaust-

amazement with
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of this road, that we have much satisfaction iu being enabled to state
thai the road

and that the distance of thirty miles
now completed, going northward, was run iu one hour and that on a
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by
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attainments,

researches,
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Second

or

weight

—Those who

;

may

reasonably expect to derive some share of instruction fi-om the
its proceedings hy the Journal ; and an acquaintance

publication of

In the vicinity of

Newmarket

some heavy
works now in progress, and which have been undertaken with a view
to the reduction of some objectionable curves made in the original locaWhen these works are completed, as they will be early in
tion.

countries,

April,— the grading aud bridging will be completed to Barrie and as
the timber for the superstructure is distributed over the line, the laving

a laudable and, to say the

least,

eueourage a Societj' where

men

the Directors inspected

—

;

of the track will then be rapidly proceeded with

;

aud

it

is

expected

the road will be opened as far as Barrie early in June.

with the improvement iu Ait aud the rapid progress of Science in

may

who, although they
buting much information,

Members

refine

Died, November 11th, at the age of about, 63 or 64 Gideon Algernon

The renowned

at an early period of his
* University of La.,

New

life

a taste

Orleans, Oct.

geologist, Dr. Mantcll,

for

1,

imbibed

natural history pursuits,
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other class of observations, but will also cut off the possibihty of

a large

more

highly important enquiries,

class of

particularly

those which relate to the gradual change of climate which Can-

TORONTO, FEBRUARY,

ada

1853.

is

supposed to be undergoing, to their influence upon Agri-

culture,

and

marked by

to the periodical recun'ence of seasons

peculiar manifestations of disease,
characteristics

;

which require a

and other important

and

long, unbroken,

practical

com-

strictly

parable series of observations for their solution.

That your Memorialists conceive that

be a reproach

will

it

to

a country so populous as Canada, of so large a public revenue,

and possessing a Univereity
establishment to

importance,

and

so largely endowed, if

ground which

to the

fall

whose continuance

in

suffers

it

an

of confessed scientific

is

men

scientific

the

in

United States and elsewhere have repeatedly expressed their

warmest

interest.

That your Memorialists believe that the time has rather come

when

make

nally founded; to

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.

large class of pursuits

Canadian Institute to the three hianchrs of
the IiJgislature to continue the Rjyal Magnetic Observatory under Provincial Managtment.

Blemoi-ial of the

To

the

the Legislative Council of the Province of
Canada, in Parliament assembled.

it

less restricted basis,

which

special objects for

which involve

day

see his country one

origi-

that

all

phenomena; and

periodical

and more

to include those higher departments of science,

cularly of Astronomy, to

was

it

a centre of reference for

which every Canadian must

parti-

aspire to

contribute.

Honorable

Your

of the undersigned

members

seem
ity,

That your Memoriahsts have heard with much regret that
Majesty's

Government has determined

Detachment of the Royal Artillery

at present

be pleased

of the Canadian

Humbly Sbeweth,

Institute,

Memorialists, therefore, pray that your Honourable

will

cil,

The Memoi'ial

Her

upon a

operations should be placed

its

and be extended from the

-withdraw the

to

employed

in

mak-

ing Magnetical and Meteorological Observations at the Observatory at Toronto, and to maintain that establishment no longer.

to take such steps,

by

the further continuance,

best, to effect

Coun-

may

your wisdom

as to

Provincial author-

of the Observatory heretofore conducted at the expense of

the Imperial Government in Canadii, after the withdrawal of the

by placing it
by maintaining

Military detachment
cial University, or

;

in connection with the Provinit

as

an independent Provincial

Establishment.

And

your Memorialists, as in duty bound,

will ever pray.

That your Memorialists being members of a Society incorporated

by Royal

Charter, for the piurpose of promoting the culti-

vation of scientific pursuits in

Upper Canada, view with great

concern, the discontinuance of the only observations
atically

and upon a large

scale,

on any

made

system-

of natm'al pheno-

class

as regards the

Memorialists believe that
subject, has

science of Terrestrial Magnetism,

which has yet been

all

extend,

much too

is

your

in that

effected

but opened the wa}', to wider and more general en-

quiries; that the period over

which the observations

at

present

short to have elucidated completely the various

annual and secular changes which

it

has brought to

that a prolongation of those researches,

more

light,

particularly,

and

which

have indicated a connection subsisting between the magnetic
variations
ations, is

and the solar

spots,

following extracts from a con-espondence printed

interesting,
petition,

in

and a

.«ecular

period in both vari-

eminently recommended by their novelty and

connection with the subject of the foregoing

and well calculated to assure the public that in placing

interest.

will only

be carrying into

That your Memorialists believe that the discontinuance of the

ment

and

so systematically

made

in every depart-

of Meteorology at this establishment, will not only deprive all

those interested in that difficult
reference, of comparison,

value of which
Vol.

I,

No.

and

intricate subject, of

and of support, the

more generally

is,

perhaps,

7,
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local

felt,

a centre of

and immediate

than that of any

effect

of the most eminent science in

A country, whose

what has been called for by men
England and the United States.

public revenue approaches a million pounds

cuiTency, (£842,184, in 1851,J and whose enormous

public works attest at once the vigour of

boldness with which

it

importance, cannot

be excused from

share in those burdens,

its

and

resources,

costly

and the

can be applied in measiu'es of national

—

if

bearing also a modest

they can be so

called,

—which

a wise

recognition of the claims of science has added, in almost eveiy

civihzed land, to the
material developemeut.

observations so long

by the

members, in 1850, are

for the infomiation of its

the Observator}' at Toronto upon a stable basis, the Government

mena, in British North America.

That

The

Royal Society

necessary cost of

For what,

nothing but the investigation of

civil

after

all,

those

properties of matter, our acquaintance with
tion of

all

national prosperity

;

administration or
is

Science

?

It is

laws of

nature and

which

the founda-

is

and which, once mastered, enable

us to subject the one, and bind the other, to our car of triumph.

No

country, capable of reciprocating the advantages she derives

from others in

this respect,

can justly refrain from doing

so.
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There are other reasons why,
should cordially accept the

at the present time, this colony

office to

which

it

In such

is called.

instruments,

Shall the British colonies

acquiesce in the sentiment so often lurking in the minds of those

whom

with

a colony

is

they have to deal in public or private relations ; that
necessity a place of rude

by

abundance indeed, and

a liberty which trenches upon license, but where the refinements
of

life,

the pleasui-es of the

to other distinction

To be

intellect,

and the pursuits which lead

than that of wealth, can never be naturalized

respected abroad,

we must

no timid or reluctant hand each

respect oureelves,
occasion, as

for display-

We

ing an enlarged and enlightened public feeling.

fancy that

were the claims of the colonies to a perfect equality of

we

position with imperial Britain once cordially admitted,

have
this,

much less of unaginary political grievances
we have to prove a right by measures which

;

processes,

which has been

insti-

The two methods which have been proposed

purpose

for that

of which the importance has been recognized by Her
Majesty's Government, by the bestowal of liberal pecuniaiy
rewards), are both in operation at Toronto, and under the direc-

(and

tion of Captain Lefroy, an officer

who

able to give

is

them the

improve and perfect them, so that an
experiment of great importance to physical science would probably be interrupted and lead to no conclusion if the observatory
were now to be discontinued.

fullest trial, as well as to

?

and seize with

it arises,

by photographical

tuted there on so large a scale.

an establishment as a national observatory, are the elempnts of
the truest claims to national respect.

[1S53.

social

should

For these and other reasons I believe that it is desirable that
an application should be made to Her Majesty's Government,

them to direct the continuance of the Magnetical
Observatory at Toronto for some time longer, in case that none
of the local institutions ai-e in a condition to undertake its

requesting

management.

the consent of

Lord Rosse, yours very

I remain, dear

but to attain

faithfully.

H.

The Earl of Rosse, &c.

LLOYD.

the civDized world receives as true indices of the advancement of

The

a community.
distinguished,

impulses,

—

observatory at Toronto

—a vigorous

or a

may be

mere machine

for tracing

scientific

a tame routine

:

can maintain, and
alone can

test,

Its success,

and which no knowledge or

render palpable to every one ft-om the

which time

ability at its

first,

From

2.
to

head can

must be gained by

My Dear Lord
by Dr. Lloyd,

Rosse,

relative

the

—I

the

to

view taken
Toronto Observatory. It has

become, from the fine series of observations already made there,
a local centre of reference for the magnetic and meteorological
observations of the whole of Canada and Northern America,
of the gTeatest importance. If continued, whether under the
Canadian Government alone, or aided by the Home Government,
it

would become the national

obser\"ator3', the centre of diffusion

of astronomical and of

of importance detract from the credit which wiU be justly due

point of a future trigonometrical survey.

Canadian public

for the formation

and maintenance of

such an establishment.

No. 1.
From, Dr. Lloyd, President of the Rotjal Irish Academy^
the Earl of Basse, P. R. S.
Teinitt College, Dublin, Nov. 13th, 1850.

to

If only temporarily continued, the working out of the recently
adopted methods of photogTapLie registry would form a very

valuable contribution to the progress of those new methods which
promise to supereede all othei-s, both in point of exactness and

economy and I think it would be very desirable, if so continued,
some attempt should be made, pendente, to influence the
colonial authorities definitively to take it up. Perhaps this might
be done, on condition of another three years' continuance I mean
that it might be granted, provided a pledge could be obtained
;

—

Observatory at Toronto.

;

from the colonial authorities that

system
perrnanent observatories
believe that

authority of

I could

aud

thei'efore

for their effective

easily cite,

the

establishment

I remain,

my

dear Lord, yours very truly,
"

J.

of

advancement: and I

in support of this opinion, the

Humboldt, Herschel, Kupffer, and

others.

urge this view at the Magnetical Conference
held at Cambridge a few years ago, under the auspices of the
Association
and I believe it was in the hope of carrying
British

No.

From

I ventured to

;

out in this particular instance that it was resolved to recommend
Her Majesty's Government to continue the obsen'atory at
Toronto for a limited time, in the hope that before the close of
the period arrangements might be made with some of the
colonial institutions to take it up.

it

to

am

not aware what steps have been taken to cany out this
whether they have been taken and failed. Should the
but, even in
latter be the case, the question is of course altered
that case, I would venture to suggest the importance of the temporary continuance of the observatory on its present footing for
some time longer, if it were only to carry out to its completion
the trial of the self-registering of magnetical and met€orological
I

should afterwards be a

it

colonial establishment.

I have long thought that the present state of some of the
sciences connected with terresb'ial physics demanded a continuous

observation;

exact scientific enquiry, and the zero

all

that

Dear Lord Rosse, I have to acknowledge the receipt of
your Lordship's letter, in which you do me the honour to ask
my opinion on the question of the continuance of the Magnetical

of

Dec. 28th, 1850.

entirely agi-ee in the

degrees ; nor will any delay in the production of scientific results

to the

Earl of Rosse, P.R.S.

Harlet Street,

32,

this

must depend upon its system and upon its head, aud especially
upon the measure of public liberality dealt to it. But what
we contend for is, Canada deserves to have an observatory
can appreciate one.

No.
Sir John Herschel, Bart.,

obscure or

mainspring to a thousand

object, or

;

the

F.

W. HERSCHEL.

3.

American Academy of Arts and Sciences
Earl of Rosse, P.R.S.

to

the

Cambridge, U. S^ Nov. 25th, 1850.

My

—The

undersigned, a committee of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, have been directed to address
your Lordship on the subject of continuing the meteorological

Lord,

and magnetical observations

The Academy has been
in

at Toronto, in

led

more

Upper Canada.

particularly to take this step

consequence of the organization of a uniform system of
observations in the United States, under the

meteorological

auspices of the Smithsonian Institution.

have been established

in the State of

New

Thirty-seven stations
York, aud twelve in

the State of Massachusetts, under the superintendence of one of
the committee (Professor Guyot) and are now in successful operation.
It is unnecessary to say that this arrangement furnishes
very important means of comparison with the observations made
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This advantage will be still further increased by the
which will, no doubt, be made in other parts of' the
United States to the number of stations.

at Toronto,

addition

These circumstances render it peculiarly desirable that the
observations at Toronto should not be suspended and the undersigned are instructed to express to your Lordship the earnest
wish entertained by the Acadeni}"-, that the requisite appropriations for their continuance should be made by Her Majestj''s
Government, and the hope that the Royal Society will exert its
;

great influence to this end.

We

ha\e the honour to remain.

Not so, however. Geologists inform us that countless ages passed
away between the formation of the narrow stripe of sandstone
and the superimposed

EDWARD EVERETT,

it ?
Examine the narrow stripe of
sandstone, separate a small block with a chisel from the layer of
blue shale upon which it reposes, and we see below it numerous

round bodies, which upon examination appear

GUYOT,
JOSEPH LOYERING,
JON. P. HALL,
A.

In whatever remains of animals or vegetables we meet with, we
to recognize any alliance between them and those living
species with which we are familiar.
We infer then, that a vast
difference in point of age exists between the Drift clays and the

Committee.

in age to be

Canadian Imtitute, January 22nd, 1853.^

—

Mr. President, and Gentlemen,
I must beg of you to accompany me on an imaginary trip to
the shores of Lake Ontario, where the scene of our enquiries
may be near the low cliff which rises abruptly from the waters
of the Lake about a quarter of a mile to the west of the New
Standing at the base of the cliff, which at some places
Garrison.
nearly perpendicular, we
thick reposing

may see

a belt of yellowish clay about

upon numerous thin layers of rocks.
where a very narrow beach of pebbles and
shingle affords us standing room; the watere of the Lake, to
our right and to our left, washing the low range of stratified
fifteen feet

will select a spot

The

rocks before us.

total

height of the

cliff,

or rather bank,

shall find that

it

dips in that direction as well as to\vards the

and either disappear below the waters of the Lake or is
covered and concealed by superiniposcd yellow clay and sand.
If we examine into the history of the yellow clay we shall find
that it is of veiy recent origin, and belongs to what is termed the
careful search will assure us that it contains
Drift formation.
the remains of vegetables and animals whose species still live
upon the face of the earth. In the City of Toronto, well-diggers
have frequently found branches and even trunks of trees at deptlis
varying from ten to forty feet in the Drift formation.
It
is not my intention to dwell upon the nature of the Drift as
developed near Toronto, it is sufficient for present purposes to
note the epoch during which it accumulated, and which is
known geologically under the name of the Tertiary period. But
what of those narrow bands of sandstone and shale which underlie the drift, and which present such marked features of regular
stratification? they belong to what are tei-med Lower Silurian
rocks a name which plunges us at once into the almost illimitable

A

;

field of geological speculation

and

upon the

history.

When we

see the

band of
some short period after the
stripe of hard rock had been established by the slow process of
deposition at the bottom of a lake or sea, the yellow clay was
drifted upon it by the action of some violent current, at a time
when the land around us was covered by the waters of the lake.
clay reposing so evenly

sandstone,

we

to geological writere for their descriptions of other kinds of rock

which are ascertained to be less ancient than the one we are now
contemplating, and to the science of Paleontology which treats
of

fossil

sm-face of that narrow

naturally suppose that

remains.

Having now introduced you

to the rocks which are exposed in
the neighbourhood of the New Garrison, and which form the
foundation of the whole country between Toronto and the Rivers

Rouge and Credit to the east and west, let us return to the
room where we may study more at our ease the history
of those ancient deposits, and contemplate some of those remains

lecture

of organic

life

of which they are the vast and enduring sepulchre.

then, with respect to the age of those rocks.

Fii-st,

south,

this difference

interval of time has elapsed

between the
those ancient shells had living occupants, or those
fucoids grew in a brackish sea, and the date of the accumulation
of the vast mass of recent Drift which now presses upon them ?
In order to approach the answer to this question, we must refer

is

about 20 feet. The uppermost layer of greyish sandstone rock
immediately beneath the clay is about five feet from the Lake
level, but if we progress westward towards the Humber, we

What

?

when

period

Notes on the Geology of Toronto : by H. Y. Hind, Professor of
Chemistry in the ITniTerslty of Trinity College.

We

But how great may we suppose

subjacent rocks.

President of the Royal Society.

is

be delicately

fail

of Rosse,

btjore the

to

organized, and to possess a beautiful cellular structure.
They are
corals, and are to be found in vast numbere and of diversified
forms throughout those narrow bands of shale and sandstone.
If we examine more minutely lower layers of the shale, we shall

obscure vegetable forms, called fucoids, some of them possessing
considerable dimensions, others smaller and less distinctly preserved.

WM. CRANCH BOND,

(Kcad

Drift clay.

But how do they know

find numerous shells of many varieties, none however of kinds
known now to possess livmg inhabitants in any of our lakes or
seas.
Upon further search we may discover a multitude of

With the highest respect,
Your Lordship's obedient servants,

The Earl
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I need not remind you that geological ages are very indefinite
periods of time, and relate to epochs in the histoiy of the world
which carry us far, very far beyond the period of man's histoiy.

Geologists generally recognize thirteen groups of stratified or
each group containing several members or for-

fossiliferous rocks,

mations which were probably deposited at different epochs at the
bottoms of extensive seas or fresh water lakes. Each group is
distinguished by numerous fossil remains which are peculiar to it.
The thirteen groups are divided into three grand divisions named
respectively,
I.

Tertiary or Cainozoic, containing three groups.

II.

Secondary or Mesozoic, containing four groups.

III.

Primary or

The

Palseozoic, containing six groups.

group in descending order of
When we contemplate the
the Primary or Paljeozoic division.
enormous thickness of the various groups of fossiliferous rocks,
Silurian constitutes the fifth

and remember that they have all, most probably, been deposited
one after the other at the bottom of seas, we can scarcely form
any conjecture respecting the great antiquity of the rocks which
form the foundation of the Drift upon which this city reposes. The
members of this group are themselves of vast extent and thickThey have been found to exist in various parts of the
ness.
world, in Wales ('whence their name, as forming a part of the
ancient kingdom of the Silures,J in Bohemia, in Canada and in
Silurian rocks have
the Valley of the Ohio and Mississippi, &c.
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been divided in two lesser groups, called the Upper and the
Lower, or more recently into the Upper, Middle and Lower
Silurian.
Their united thickness in Wales has been estimated
at about seven thousand feet.
On this continent they attain
much greater thickness. They constitute with one known exception the most ancient of all fossiliferous groups of rocks.
During
the period of the deposition of the Lower Silurian rocks the sea
would appear to have presented an aspect of tranquillit)', for we
generally find their strata to preserve great horizoutality, and to

many

exhibit

may

you

of the

Some

progression.

characteristics of quiet

and undisturbed

of the layers are beautifully ripple marked,

from

which was procured from the
vegetables they entomb
where they grew, and the
casts of shells in the soft horizontal shales, which are found abundantly in this neighbourhood, exhibit minute markings when
examined mici'oscopically, in an admirable state of preservation.
as

cliff

near the

seem

to

see

New

this sjjecimen

Many of the

Garrison.

have been
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Shales " compose the substrata of the whole country on the shore
of Lake Ontario, between the River Rouge, in the Townshipof
Pickering, on the East, and the River Credit, in Toronto Town-

on the West, and sections of them may be seen in almost
the streams that intervene between the one point and the

ship,
all

other."

"

estimate I (Mr. MuiTay) have
near this

The

made

of their thickness

How

may approach the truth
such e\'ideuce as I have had
it in my power to collect being still in f;ivour of supposing the
dip to be at about the rate of thirty feet to the mile, it is probable that the figures giNen constitute a tolerable approximation."
brings

it

to 1,110 feet.

is difficult

to

say,

but the

That the Loraine

fossilized in the spot

result of

Lower Silurian group of
the subjoined authority of Mr.

shales belong to the

Sir Roderick Murchison

we have

Hall.
"

Commencing

at the lowest rock

most important change

known

to contain

we

fossils,

representatives of extensive periods

forms to occur at
the termination of the Hudson River group, (Loraine Shales)
which is marked by a coai-se sandstone or conglomerate, beyond
which scarcely a single species has prolonged its existence. This
point must be considered as representing that Horizon which in

ages, and their enormous thickness affords us a
vague idea of the immensity of the duration of the period of
which they are the record. In Western Canada the formations
which are analogous to those of the Lower Silurian group in

the termination of the Lower Silurian deposits.
however, in the succeeding groups, a mingling of
the fossils of the Lower and Higher rocks, which is regarded as
takiua; place in England and Wales, where the strata aie much
(Hall, 1 alffiontology of New York.)
disturbed.

The Lower

Silurian rocks consist of several formations of con-

which

one over the other, and are the
which elapsed during their
deposition.
They are grouped because they contain in common
certain species of fossils, but their order of superposition exhibits
siderable thickness

lie

their relative

Britain, contain the subjoined subdivisions

:

find the

Great Britain

We never

1.

2.
2.

Trenton Limestone.
Utica Slate.
Loraine Shales, (Caradoc Sandstone.)

In the State of New York, and in some parts of Eastern
Canada, and the eastern part of Vv^esteru Canada, rocks older
than the Trenton Limestoae are to be found. It may be useful
to mention the names of these rocks in order to establish tlie
position of the Loraine Shales.
The series would then be as
follows

:

Potsdam Sandstone.

2.

Calciferous Sandstone.

3.

Chazy Limestone.
"
Birdseye
Black River "

4.
5.

its

termination; that

and

shale

—

iferous strata found in this country,
or as Mr. Hall states,* " as
having been produced at the dawning of the vital piinciple upon
our planet nothing which bears the semblance of having been
;

in strata of anterior origin."

After the deposition of the Potsdam sandstone the Calciferous
sandstone occurred, then the Chazy, Birds-eye, Black River and

Trenton limestones were slowly accumulated one above the other,
each entombing an infinite multitude of the denizens of the seas
in wliieli they were deposited.
After these came the Utica Slates,
and then the 1,000 feet thick Loraine Shales were slow!)-, and
probably peacefully piled up over a vast extent of the earth's
surface.

The Hudson

Ri\^cr
I'cfer

group or Loraine Shales is the rock to
which are exhibited at the Garri-

the strata

Murray, tlie Assistant Provincial Geologist,
observes in the admirablo Geological Repoits, that the Loraine
* PoliFontology of

Mi'.

New

in

time

Common

beach

:

{Containing a small
number

of

fossils

identical with exist-

ing species.
Containing

Rocks of the Middle or Mesozoic

feet

period.

5100

fossils

belono-ino- altosreth-

er to extinct species.

feet

21,000

J
I

to

but

extinct
also

species

often

to

and

families.

From the foregoing table we are to understand that the Potsdam Sandstone is the earliest, and consequently the lowest fossil-

which we must
son C(jmmon.

distance

since the time of the layei-s of sandstone

"

known

relative

which have accumulated since

extinct genera

Utica Slates.
Loraine Shales or Hudson River group.

yet

is,

its

represented by the following

see at the Garrison

period.

Trenton

is

which we

Rocks of the Ancient or Paleozoic

6.

organic

and

may be

table of the thickness of deposits

Containing fossils
belonging not only

V.
8.

Silurian period

from the present epoch,

Primary Granite.
1.

is

find,

The Lower

Primary Granite.

in the typical

Vork,

Above the Loraine Shales we
strata

find an aggregate of fossiliferous
having a thickness exceeding 26,000 feet, or five miles,

not represented at Toronto, but which are ne^ertI^eless illustrative
of that immense period which has endured since the formation
which underlies the Drift upon which Toronto is built, was slowly
and perhaps tranquilly accumulated.

The relation of the Drift and Loraine Shales may be familiarly
shown by dividing a line into thirty equal parts, and numbering
them 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c., the position of the drift would bo approximately represented by the 1st division, the Loraine Shales by
the 26th division, and the true Coal Measures by the 15th

From the 27th division to the thirtieth, we should
have the rocks which were formed before the Loraine Shales and
It is an
the probable dawn of life upon the surface of the Globe.
important question in this country to ascertain the relation which
exists in time between the true coal measures and the Loraine
Shales; this may be roughly and generally represented by a
series of formations having a thickness of 12000 foot, which we
may suppose to be placed between the uppermost layerof the
division.

;

And furthoi', if
Shales and the lowest stratum of true coal.
assume that the vast Devonian group has no representative

we
in
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the western part of this Province, yet the rocks which have
in the Western Peninsula, have a

been discovered by Mr. Murray
thickness exceeding

1000

date than the true

coal

and are unquestionably of earlier
measures, and must be considered as
yards,

Silurian group.
They constitute the substratum of the whole Province west of the Credit.
If coal is
found in the western Province, it will be found above these
rocks.
These rocks seem, however, everywhere to be covered
immediately by the Drift, so that the probability of finding true
coal, is remote in the extreme.
Brown Coal, similar to that
which has been recently discovered in Vermont, may yet be

members of the upper

found

in

many hundred yards. These boulders it must
be remembered, have no connection whatever with the stratified
rocks, they belong exclusively to the Drift, and a walk along the
banks svill reveal many of their kindred, ready, almost, to fall
out of tlie yellow clay in which they are embedded h'lto the
lines the shore for

waters of the lake below.

Order and thickness of rocks on the Lake Beach,
rison

Feet.

A

—

Loraine
i

Shales.

Hard Yellow Sandstone

Having thus given a very slight sketch of the position and
comparative age of the Loraine Shales, I shall now confine my
remarks to the narrow stripe of Shale and Sandstone which is
For the
e.xposed on the lake beach at the Garrison Common.
space of a few feet, the section exposed during the summer of
1852, was quite perpendicular, and very cleaiTy defined. The
action of the waves very quickly destroys the face of the rocks,
and rounds the edges of the exposed masses of Shale. At the
present season, the water covers the layers, marked No. 14 and
15 in the subjoined list, and when the least v.'ind is blowing, it
is quite impossible to prosecute any examination with comfort,
owing to the spray which arises from the dash of the waves
against the rocks.
In the summer months, in calm weather,
there is a space of two or three feet between the foot of the
rocks and the watere.
About fifteen feet from the cliff", a very
uniform row of large boulders of gneiss, washed from the drift.
Number of

Species

c

Inches.

Do

Do

9
1

-

3 Thin layers of blue shale
4 Hard Calcareous Sandstone ..
5 Thin layers of blue shale
6 Hard yellow calcareous sandstone

2

7 Blueshale...

4

8 Sandstone

3

9 Layers of Shale

4

10
11
12
13
14
15

;

TABLE SHOWING the

1

2

during the deposition of five feet in thickness, exposed there,
than any calculation based upon examples, from other localities.
If we assume that other stratified rocks have required an
equal period of time to attain the same thickness (five feetj by
slow deposition at the bottom of seas
our conceptions become
still more defined of the immensity of that period which divides
the Drift from Loraine Shales, when we remember that the
thickness of the rock we have been contemplating is less than the
one five thousandth part of the rocks of that unrepresented epoch,
which existed between the respective periods of their creation.

Gar-

16

Drift with Boulders
f

—

at the

Common.

Canada.

glance at the layere of rocks at the Garrison Common beach, each layer apparently distinguished by some peculiarity
in its fossil
remains some containing corals in
abundance, others the remains of marine vegetables, others especially rich in bivalve shells, and others beautifully ripplemarked,
will probably convey a better idea of the time which elapsed
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Sandstone
Layers of Shale
Sandstone
Shale
Sandstone

l^
1^
1

1

3
5

.-

4
4
8

Lake Stone,Shale, Ripple marked

remains found in these layers of rook are exceedingly numerous, and are not confined to any one of the subinto
which animals ai-e divided by Zoologists. We
kingdoms
find, indeed, the three kingdoms, Mollusca (snails, oysters), Artiand it is a question
culata (crabs, worms), and Radiata (coi'als)
which has excited much discussion, whether the repiesentatives
of the fii-st sub-kingdom, vertebrata (beasts and birds), have been
For the honour of Canada
found in the Lower Silurian rocks.
it is earnestly to be hoped that the discoveries and speculations of
Mr. Hunt, Chemist to the Provincial Geological Survey, cauti-

The

fossil

;

ously advanced in the last Geological Report, may be thoroughly borne out and confirmed by future investigations. It
will then be established that the leading types of animal structure
have had their representatives throughout all ages of the world's
history since the earliest period of created

life.

The

following

Paleontology affords a very good
view of the extent and diversity of animal life in the ancient and
of which the Loraine Shales formed
Silurian
Seas,
extensive Lower

table extracted from

perhaps the

Hall's

latest deposit.
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an opportunity of obtaining. First then, with respect to the reTlie Blue Shales contain many
mains of an ancient vegetation.
fragments, and sometimes entire specimens of Marine plants.
Few of them are of comparatively large dimensions, ha.ing a
diameter of perhaps an inch. Most of the specimens before you
their original form hn\ing been cylindrical,
crushed
are
It is a matter of consideiaas we see from nunwroiis examples.
ble difficulty to refer, with accuracy, ditl'erent specimens to their
The varieties I have met with are
appropriate described species.
SIX or seven in number; but whether they all belong to as many
At
ditFerent specie=, is a question I am unable to answer.
certain periods vegetable growth must have been most abundant,
during the remote epoch of the Loraine Shales, fragments occur
Coi-als are numerous
in particular layere in immense numbers.
Masses of the
in both the Sandstones and Shales of the cliff.
rock appear to be almost entirely made up of their calcareous
remains.
Some of the specimens are beautifully marked, a magnifying glass, however, is required to bring out their markings.
;

All of these

little

and exhibit
which distinguishes

spheroidial bodies are corals,

when broken that peculiar organized
them at once tVom similar objects.

structure

Some of them are several
and are covered with a shining substance,
upon examination, to be sulphuret of iron. On

inches in diameter,

which

proves,

breaking open one of these little round nodules, its history in
In the
part, and its mode of growth, is at once observable.
centre we see a cylindrical stem possessing, apparently, a numcelebrated
ber of joints, it is a stem of an encrenite, of which the
Round this stem
stone lilies are the most familiar illustrations.
Most of the white objects «-hich are
the little coral has grown.

numbere at the surface of the lake
stone a few inches below the water, are corals worn and polished
by the action of the waves. The forms assumed by this species
of coral (Chetetes Lycoperdon) are very numerous, it frequently

so frequently visible in large

a branched variety bearing no resemblance except in
organization to these round specimens. One peculiarity connected
with the rocks at the Garrison Common cannot escape the most
superficial observer.
It is the occurrence of layers containing
multitudes of corals and the stems of encrenites, while a few inches
above them or below them other layers enclosing an equal
occui-s as

—

—

abundance of vegetable remains fucoids are prominently disThese circumstances indicate probably, very different
played.
conditions of the sea in which they grew, and a peculiar adaptation of the separate deposits for the growth of different kinds of
The layer of shale I hold in my hand, shows
oi'ganized forms.
in as admirably manner, though on a small scale, the commencement and duration of a period favourable to the growth of
encrenites and corals.
Its lowest side shows only a series of
The upper half is a mass of
regular lamina; without any fossils.
fragments of encrenites and the branched form of the common
coral before mentioned.
Here, however, we have a far more
indication of the condition of the Silurian sea during
the deposition of the ripple marked shale svhich answers to the
number fifteen in the diagram of the strata. These ripple marks
penetrate the stone to a considerable depth, as may be seen by

beautiful

splitting the specimen.

We seem here to have the distinct and permanent record of
a gentle ripple on the beach of a shallow sea countless ages ago.
We may even attempt to form a conjecture of the direction in
which the wind blew, which disturbed the surface of the water
If we suppose that the Loraine Shales
in those remote times.
here exposed, have received no lateral change in ]iosition, and I
am not aware of any reason for conceiving such change to have
taken place, the direction of the ripple mark.*, shows the direction of the motion of the little waves which rolled upon a gentle
beach, and consequently detennines the point from which the
wind blew at the time, which appears to have been a little to the
«uit of sr«uth.
Appearances verv similar to ripple marks are to
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be found in some of the layers above the one I have described.
They are not, however, sufficiently distinct and continuous, to
settle the question of their origin.
These rijsple marks appear to
indicate the presence of a beach or boundary of the sea at that
time.
The occurrence of a beach of a fresh water lake during
the present epoch, in the same locality, is an interesting coincidence.
The gradual subn:ergence of the land after the hardening of the sand on the Silurian beach, and the varying depths
of the sea which eventually covered it is sufficiently indicated
by the superimposed layere of shales and sandstone, with fucoides
corals and other organic remains.
Proceeding now to the other
fossils, found in these rocks, we have here a huge orthoceratite,
or straight horn, two feet seven inches in length, and about
five inches in breadth at its broadest extremity.
It was found
between layers marked three and four, on the diagram. It is
much flattened by pressure, but the mai-kings in some jjarts are
still distinct.
The snecimen was broken in the act of being
raised from its sandstone bed.
The orthoceratidas (straight
horns) constitute a very numerous f;^mily of molluscous animals.
They were, probably, creeping animals protected by a very
elongated shell, which is divided into partitions, called septa,
connected b}' a tube or siphuncle, both of which can be
seen in specimens on the table, from which the outer shell is
removed. Some species of the orthoceratidre wei^e of enormous
dimensions ; individuals have been found in this counby upwards
of six feet in length.
The position of the li\ing shell is supposed to have been upright, the large extremity downwards, the

body of the

swaying

shell

Shales,

and the

are

the

water.

Upwards

of sixty

as belonging to the Loraine

which lie below them in the
Considerably more than one hundred sjiecies

fossihferous rocks

New York.

State of

in

by Hall

species have been described

now known

to geologists.

The gastropods

('snails,

limpetsj had their representatives in the

The shells of these animals present many very
beautiful forms.
The number of fossil species found in the
Lower Silurian is not great. The individuals, however, are geneLoraine Shales.

rally elegant in their outline

The gastropods

exhibit

a ^•ery prominent

de!>-ree.

and

structure.

the types of molluscous animals in
This shell, CyrtoUtes ornaivs, is con-

all

sidered to be characteristic of the Loraine Shales.

common

in the rocks of the Garrison

Common; and

specimens may occasionally be found.
one for, besides being characteristic,
;

The
it is

shell is

It is not

un-

very beautiful

an important

very easily recognized.

of which the oyster is a type, were rare at
this period.
The remains, however, of particular species belonggenera are remarkably abundant. These are
extinct
ing to some
specimens of a very pretty shell, whose casts are exquisitely preserved in in the Soft Shales. It is named Pterinia C'arinata and

The

conchifei-s,

Its apparent resemalso characteristic of the Loraine Shales.
blance to certain species of common sea-shells is striking, but not
of
the
one
I
hold
in hand to the
resemblance
much
so
as
the
so
common muscle. It rejoices in the name of ModioJopsis ModioWhen layers of soft shale are remo\"ed froni their resting
laris.
])lace, and then carefully split with a knife or chisel, the casts of
is

this shell,

—

which

frequently revealed, presents such a

is

modern

and markings being so exact and perfect, and
that it becomes difficult to believe that we
apparently so fresh,
are looking at the cast of a shell, whose li\ing occupant existed
so far back in the unlathomable past that no effort of the imagination can convey the mind to the epoch of its life. It is truly a
medal of creation, for while every portion of the original shell
has long since been dissolved away, yet its exact impression has
been produced in and retained by the hardened mud of the sea
This little slab is full of the
in which it once lived and died.
aspect,

their forms

—

The genera to
impressions of a very interesting species of shell.
which it belong* has members distributed, not only throughout
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ancient fossiliferoits strata, from the early

all

up\Yards, but
It

seas.

is

it

Potsdam sandstone

also finds living representatives

a Lingula,

in our tropical

—probably Lingula quadrata.

subject being so exceedingly limited,

Of Crustaceans I have been able to find but a very few
The casts of a small trilobite are not uncommon, and
remains.

may

be noticed in some of the small slabs on the table. This
family is, however, well represented in the Loraine shales. Mr.
Hall figures three species which are peculiar to that rock.
Gi-aptolites, a kind of fossil whose true character is still a matter
whether they lie within the limits of the vegetable or
of doubt,
animal kingdom, are abundant in the shaly portion of the rocks
Upwards of twenty species have
at the Garrison Common.
already been described as belonging to the Loraine shales and
rocks of anterior origin.
I have only been able to detect one
species in this neighbourhood, which is shown in these small

—

—

slabs of arenaceous shale.

I have

now

briefly adverted to the

members of

teristic fossil

most important and charac-

the three classes of the animal kingdom,

which meet the eye during a very cureory and incomplete examination of layers of rocks about three hundred yards long and five feet
in perpendicular altitude, in the immediate neighbourhood of this
If such a superficial examination indicates the existence of

city.

contains only 4.24 grains of solid matter, consisting principally of
Our knowledge of the
simple sulphate and carbonate of lime.

the greater portion being

due to the able researches of the talented chemist of the geological survey, I shall content myself with some few facts di'awn from
his experiments, as well as my own, and some observations upon
our present knowledge of mineral springs in general.

The term mineral waters is generally applied to such as differ
materially in their constituents, at least as regards quantity, from
ordinary lake and river water.
It has also been occasionally
stated that mineral springs

perature; but this
springs,

is

were characterized by their high tem-

by no means a

true definition, as

many
an

especially tliose arising in elevated regions, possess

exceedingly low temperature. In its more general sense, the term
" mineral water " might be extended to all waters whatsoever.
whether derived from the air, from rivers, from lakes, or from
the sea; but it is usual to confine it to those possessing more or
less

of a medicinal character.

Until within a comparatively short period, the attention of
chemists was principally directed to the detection and determination of those ingredients which, from their quantities, were evidently capable of exerting medicinal action but of late years,
since the methods of chemical research have been so materially
improved, and the detection of many substances, even when in
the most minute quantities, has been rendered possible, great
attention has been paid to such investigations, and some very
curious facts ascertained with regard to the presence in mineral
;

abundant remains of an ancient vegetable and animal world
rich, most probably,
within twenty minutes' walk of this room,
it is
in numerous undescribed and at present unknown species,
surely to be hoped that through the instrumentality of its members, the museum of the Canadian Institute will soon be enriched
with the stony records of that remote epoch in the history of the
world, which is so distinctly and beautifully traced out by these
mute memorials of the past.

—

The

Slineial Springs of

Canada; by Henry

—

Croft, L. L. D.,

ProfessDr of Chemistry in the University of Toronto.

waters of a great variety of substances, to which in some cases
the medicinal virtues of the springs have been with reason
ascribed.

The more ordinary substances occurring in mineral springs are
the following: lime, magnesia, iron, alumina, potash, and soda; of
carbonic, hydrosulphuric, silicic, and hydrochloric, besides

acids,

{Read

hcforc the

my

Canadian

Institute

January

15iA, 1853.)

—

certain organic bodies possessing an acid character.

paper which I shall have the
this evening, to endeavour
to give anything approaching to a detailed account of the mineral
springs of this portion of Canada, inasmuch as neither my own
observations nor those of others have up to the present time been
Our knowsufliciently extensive to warrant any such attempt.
ledge of the subject is yet entirely in its infancy, as might naturally be expected, from the small number of persons resident in
the Province who are capable of undertaking the necessary accurate investigations, from the wide extent of country of which
comparatively little has been explored with respect to its natural
productions, and lastly from the difliculty attending the transport
from a distance of those large quantities of material which are
required for an extended examination.

The earliest additions to this list were made by the discovery
of those valuable agents iodine and bromine in many springs of
of
fluorine and lithia in the hot springs of Carlsbad, and
phosphoric acid, baryta, and strontia in a few others. These

The object which I have in view in the present communication
simply to impress upon the membei's of the Institute the interest and importance of the subject, and to endeavour to enlist
them in attempts to increase our knowledge by pereonal observation, and by the transmission to the Society of any mineral

the writings of that prince of alchemists, Paracelsus ('or, to give
him his more extended title, Philippus Theophrastus Bombastus
von Hohenheim^, who mentions the presence of arsenic and
orpiment in the water of Gastein. As Dr. Will properly jemarks,
but little credence can be given to his statement, when we con-

waters which to them may seem worthy of more particular attenIt frequently happens that springs are met with, which,

sider the exceedingly impeifect nature of the analytical methods
adopted at that period. The fii-st notice of this remarkable substance was made by Trippier, who found it in a spring at Algiers,

It

is

not

intention, in the

honour of reading before the Society

is

tion.

from possessing a disagreeable smell or a peculiar taste, attract
attention, and are believed by ordinary observere to possess
valuable properties, but which,

when submitted

to the test of

chemical anah'sis, ai-e found to be nothing at all extraordinary.
Many such instances have fallen under my notice, of which I will
allude only to one from the neighbourhood of the Falls, lately
submitted to me for analysis.
The water, according to the
accounts I received, has acquired a character of medicinal
virtues,
which are most probably imaginary, as one pint

;

three latter bodies have lately been detected by Mr. Hunt, in two
one in the parish of St. Joseph of Lanoraie,
mineral springs,

—

and the other in Fitzroy.

A much more remarkable discovery is that which has been
more prominently brought forward since the year 1 846, viz. ^the

—

existence of various heavy metals, or rather of their compounds,
Among the most
in a considerable number of mineral waters.

curious of these ingredients may be mentioned areenic, which
seems to be much more universally diffused through nature than
was formerly supposed. Some allusion to this ftict appears in

the discovery has been confirmed and extended by
Chevallier,Osann,Daubree,Walchner, and Will. The latter chemist
examined not only various German mineral waters, but also the
ferruginous deposits which are formed from them, and in which
he succeeded in detecting, not only areenic, but also copper, tin,

and

and antimony. The quantities of these ingredients, as may
be supposed, are exceedingly small. As an instance, in 10,000,000
parts of one of the springs of Rippoldsau there was found six
lead,
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giMins arsenic, one-fourth oxide of tin, one-sixth oxide of autimonj".
one-fourth oxitle of lead, and one grain oxide of copper.

Walchner and Daubree ha\e examined tlie deposits from various
springs, and moreover, a large number of rocks and soils, and
have arrived

at the extraordinary conclusion, that in almost all,
contained traces of the above naentioned substances,
more especially ai-senic.
This metal is therefore not onl}- uni-

there are

throughout the whole world, but from the fact
we must conclude that it is
and that it enters into the material composition of other planets than our earth.
vei'sally dift'used

of

existence in meteoric stones,

its

still

more

To

universal,

has been added, for that body

this list silver

is

found to

minute qu-ontity in sea water, in some springs, in plants,
and even in animals, and very lately M. Mazade of Valance lias
announced that in the water of Neyrac, he has discovered the
following substances
Titanium, Molybdenum, Tin, Tungsten,
Tantalium, Cerium Yttrium, Glucinium, Zirconium, Nickel and
exist in

:

Cobalt.

When we consider the manner in which mineral springs are
formed, and the immense extent of strata through which they
have to pass in their coui'se to the surface, we shall not be so
much astonished at their containing traces of those numerous
substances, which all recent researches seem to prove to be more
generally distributed through the crust of the globe, than was
formeily supposed.
Attempts have been made of

late

to

3-eai's

connect mineral

the geological strata out of which they arise, and
thus, from the nature of the spring, to draw conclusions as to

springs with

the peculiar formation out of which the water flows, and the
ditferent deposits through which it has passed before reaching
the suiface owing to the great difficulty, if not impossibility of
of tracing the coui-se of water while trickling through the earth,
:

concealed from our \iew,
and naturally be arrived

many
but

at,

been ascertained, to which I
It

erroneous conclusions

may readily

certain general laws

still,

have

shall hereafter allude.

has been well remarked by the President, in his opening

address, that there exist natural obstacles to the successful prose-

cution of certain branches of natural
pro\ince, viz.

science in this part of the

the absence of mountain ranges, and the uniformity

:

The same

of the suiface, and geological formations.
certain

extent,

produce a want of

\'aiiety

and

causes, to a

interest in

the

mineral springs, for while we find that strong saline, and in
many cases useful medicinal springs exist in great numbers in the
upper strata, and veiy curious and interesting waters arise from
the primitive rocks, the Silurian system is not by any means so
rich iu these natural productions as the Oolite and and the
Grauite.
have many springs it is true, but with few exceptions, they contain little else
than salt, and belong almost
universally to the class called saline watere.
The few chalybeate
wateis that exist in Canada, are mostly so feeble, as scarcely to
deserve notice.

We

Not only in their chemical characteristics do our springs belong
more ordinary class, but e\'en in their thermic relations no

to the

great eccentricities are to be observed.

spring either in U]iper or
ordinaril)'

am

I

Lower Canada,

not aware of any

possessing an extra-

high temperature.

The heat of
matter of but

spring water

little

siderable interest,

consider
It lias

it is

it

at

in

fii-st

sight to

reality,

be a

one of con-

in relation to the internal

been found that the

liottest

springs are those which arise from the gi-eatest depth, and we
are thus enabled to draw conclusions as to the stratum from

which the water

is

derived,

from the

temperature which

it

we

find, that

same temperature

letained the

1853.
springs from

great

depths have

conclude,
that their originating strata have also remained the same, in
other words, that the earth has neither lost nor gained in caloric.
for ages,

it

is

fair

to

Although some few observations have shown that the
temperature of certain springs have been subject to change, the
greater number of reliable experiments prove the heat to liave
remained unaltered.
number of springs in the Eastern
Pyrenees have retained the same temperatm-e for 65 years, the
water of Carlsbad is just as hot now as it was 80 years since. The
water of i'ount D'Or which was used for bathing without
cooling, at the time of Julius Cfesar, now possesses exactly the
highest tein])erature that can conveniently be borne by the
human body and hence, unless we conceive that the Romans
were endowed with as thick and insensible a skin as the Turk,
whose Marmont saw bathing in water of 92 ° or the juggler
whom a recent traveller describes as lying in an oven in which
tallow melted, and a fowl was cooked by his side, we must
necessarily conclude, that the temperature of the water has
remained unaltered.

A

;

With regard to the characters of mineral watere as depending upon the formation from which they arise; the following
laws have been laid down :

The mineral watei-s of the primitive formation are almost all
a high temperature. Their predominant
impregnation is sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid, carbonate of soda, and other soda salts, few calcareous salts, except
carbonate of lime in some peculiar situations, and but a small
thermal, possessing

quantity of iron.

The

waters of the transition,

and older secondary

rocks,

assimilate to those of the primitive formation, but the tempera-

lower in most cases, free carbonic is
sulphuretted hydrogen generally absent,
predominate, but the carbonate is less frequent,
and sulphate of lime more general.

ture

is

much
salts

considerably

less

common and

of soda

still

The waters of the newer secondary and tertiary formations,
distinctly characterized as those of the primitive rocks,
placed at the other extremity of the series.
They are all cold.
Free carbonic acid in large quantities, is almost entirely absent,
are as

the predominating ingredients being carbonate and sulphate of
lime, magnesia and oxide of iron.

Owing to local causes, many exceptions to these rules may be
observed, and although in a district of uniform geologic character,
it generally happens that the springs are of the same nature, it is
occasionally found

that watei's of very different constitutions,

arise within a very limited space.

In speaking on this subject, I cannot perhaps do better than
quote Hugh Miller's obser^•ations on the celebrated Springs of
Cheltenham. These springs all take their rise in the Lias, a
formation which abounds in sulphuret of iron, lime, magnesia,
lignite and various bituminous matters.
The water which supplies the spring has its origin at a greater depth, viz., in the
Upper New Red Sandstone, in which it becomes impregnated
with salt, and then entering the lias dissohes up many of the
abo\e mentioned. Thus, the Chelteuham water
on the Worcester Hills, buries itself in the soft
New Red, passes along the rock salt strata and
entere a Liasic bed of bituminous shale, then into dolomitic limestone and afterwards through beds of belemnites, fish lignite,
bitumen and other organic remains. Here, as Miller facetiously
observes, it carries ;ilong a dilute infusion of what had once been
the muscular tissue of a crocodile, and here the strainings of the
bones of an icpthyosaurus. Miller alludes to the pccuHar smell
of the springs of Straihpeffer arising from the Old Red Sandstone,
ingredients

probably

may seem

importance, but

when we

temperature of the earth.

If therefore,

falls

folds of the

Upper
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as indicating the jjeculiar nature of the ooze of that formation,
and remarks that visitors to the springs if not in time to breakfast oif the fisli of the Old Red Sandstone, are yet enabled
to
gulp down as medicine, an infusion of their bones and juices.

For the consolation of water drinkers it may be remarked that
the above extracts are somewhat exaggerated, inasmuch as the
quantity of organic matter contained in mineral springs is exceedingly ininute, more especially in all that have fallen under my
notice in this countiy.

According

to the generally received theory of the formation
of mineral springs, the water which falls upon the surface of the

earth becomes impregnated with carbonic acid,

it

penetrates into

deeper strata and takes up in most cases a quantity of common
salt, this solution is supposed in its further progress
to act upon
the ditterent rocks with which it comes in contact and to dissolve
out those various substances which are discovered in the sprinowhen it again I'eaches the surface. It has been objected to this
theory that such a solution would not be capable of dissolvmg
these numerous substances out of the rocks through which ft
but this objection has been i-emoved by Struve, who by
passing water saturated with carbonic acid, and under high pressure, through the powdered basalts and phonolites of Toplitz
and
Bilin succeeded in most completely imitating the celebi-ated
mineral springs of these localities.
passes,

Tertine of Naples,

superincumbent strata. This objection, at first-sight, seems to be
well grounded, when we consider the extraordinaiy masses which
are evolved from certain springs.
For instance, the Carlsbad
spring gives out yearly, no less than 6,800 cwt. carbonate of
soda, and 10,300 cwt. sulphate of soda, besides the large amount
of carbonata of lime which constitutes the so called Sprudelstein.
It must be remarked, however, that this disintegration does not
take place at any one particular spot, but throughout a very
large extent of surface, out of which the water trickles, and even
if it were confined to one spot, the quantity of material
which
would be removed in the course of 500 yeai-s has been shown
by calculation to occupy a space, which, when we consider the
great depth from which the spring arises, would form but an
atom, perfectly incapable of producing those disasters which the
opponents of the theory ha\e deemed possible.

With regard

to

mineral

springs

the neighbourhood of
say, as I am not aware of the
in

Toronto, I have very little to
existence of any which deserve more particular notice.
Many
springs in this vicinity, and even numerous wells contain a large
proportion of salt, and some curious observations have been made
in regard to the rapid variations in the quantity of this substance,
contained in the water, but I am not aware of there being any
spring in the neighbourhood which really deserves the appellation
of a mineral water in the sense above described. Perhaps the

most curious is the water which forms the rivulet running back
of the Davenport Road, and flowing into the Don. This water
is charged with carbonate cf lime to a considerable
extent, and
produces petrifactions, or more properly speaking incrustations of
a very beautiful character.

The deposits formed by this spring, although considerable in
quantity, are very soft, widely different from those hard, stony
formations, which are produced by many springs, especially that
of Carlsbad in Bohemia.
It is scarcely necessary to

which

allude to the

this simple incrustation of

attention,

many

interesting

moss would tend

topics to

to direct our

of the ancient strata of the earth's surface, and

several stupendous

modem

—

foi-mations

as,

for instance, th« Tra-

may

be conveniently

observed and studied within a mile of Toronto.

No other springs possessing any interest are to be found in the
immediate neighbourhood of Toi'onto.
About the Falls of Niagara there are several springs reputed
to possess medicinal properties ; several of them are impregnated
to a greater or less extent with sulphuretted hydrogen, but the
quantity is_ never very large, and the amount of saline matter
contained in them is so exceedingly small as to render their
medicinal properties rather doubtful.

The burning spring on the bank of the rapids, is interesting on
account of the large quantity of inflammable marsh gas which is
evolved with the water.
precisely similar phenomenon is
observed in a spring a few miles distant from Hamilton. In both
of them the saline matter has been found to be exceedingly small

A

amount.

in

This gas, light carburetted liydrogen, seems to be evolved from
the earth in many parts of Canada, probably arising from the
gradual decomposition of the organic matter contained in various
bituminous rocks.

Near Ancaster there are two springs the one which is called
by Mr. Hunt the Sulphur Spring does not seem to be of much
:

value
It lias also been objected that the enormous quantity of solid
materials which would, thus be eliminated from the interior of
the earth, would in the lapse of years produce lai-ge cavities below
the surface which must from time to time be filled up by the

153

depend upon causes which

;

but the other, called the Saline Spring,

is

remarkable for

the enormous relative quantity of chlorides of calcium and inagnesium it contains, as well as for the amount of bi-omine. From
the great strength of this water, it is probable that it will be found
to possess considerable medicinal virtue.
Mr. Hunt's analysis is

given below, the quantities being calculated to one pint.
sis

No.

Some

Analy-

I.

yeare ago I analysed a specimen of a mineral water col-

Hamilton by Mr. Young. The exact locality is unknown
to me, but the spring, although not very rich in thetotal amount
of saline matter, yet contains so large a relative quantity of sullected at

phate of magnesia, that
Analysis JVb. II.

it

might probably be of

value.

A

few miles west of Simcoe, in the twelfth range of Ohariotteis a spring, which according to Mr. Hunt is remarkable
a very large amount of sulphuretted hydrogen,
more than one-tenth of its bulk. As regards this constituenCthe
ville,

there

for containing

Chariotteville spring is much richer than the celebrated Harrowgate water; and although the amount of saline matter is comparati\-ely small, as

may

be seen from the subjoined analysis, yet
doubt that it may hereafter be safely
applied for medicinal purposes, when certain obstacles which at
present exist shall have been removed, and free access be afforded
to this remarkable spring.
Analysis No. III.
there can be but

little

The most remarkable of all the springs in the Province, are
those which have received the name of Sour Springs.
One of
these exists in Wentworth, nine miles south of Brantfbrd, and is
generally known by the name of the Tuscarora Sour Spring.
It

remarkable for containing a considerable quantity of free sulphuric acid, besides that portion in combination with potash, soda,
is

lime, magnesia, oxide of iron

no

trace of chlorides,

and alumina. The water contains
and but a small quantity of sulphuretted

hydrogen. Although such springs are among the great rarities
of Europe, a considerable number are known to exist on this
continent.
In the State of New York there are several, and I
have lately examined a perfectly similar specimen from St. Catharines.
These waters might be applied to several useful purposes,
if they could be obtamed in sufficient quantities.

In the appendix attached to this paper, I have given a resume
of the analyses of the most impoi-tant springs found in this
neighbourhood, and have added those of the Plantagenet and
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Caledonia

tave acquired some i-epute amongst us.
Leon water lias been examined by Mr. Hunt, but

"Watei-s, wliicli

I believe the St.
I have not seen his analysis.

[1853

required,

and

it

would have

to

(several gallons)

be preserved in

would be

glass vessels 'with

the greatest care.

It is by no means improbable, that in the course of time, as the
country becomes more thoroughly investigated, other springs,
equal if not superior to the Plaiitagenet and Caledonia Waters
may be discovered in this portion of the Province. If, however,
we cannot congratulate oui'selves on the possession of very strong
mineral springs, we at least are extremely fortunate in possessing
lake and river water of a greater degree of purity than almost

any other part of the world. The water of Ontario is of most
extraordinary purity, and it is very probable that the waters of the

Upper Lakes

ITS RIDER.

that a very considerable quantity

The waters of some of the rivers of Canada seems to be exceedingly pure. The St. Lawrence water at Montreal has been
analysed by Dr. Hall and from some experiments which I have
made on the Thames water (London, C. W.) it appears
that the quantity of solid ingredients in one imperial e^Uon of
70,000 grains amounts to only 10.50, a purity which is equalled
by only a few other waters in the world.
;

recently

APPENDIX.

AiTALTsis

be found to be still more free from extraneous
matters.
It would be of considerable interest to compare, by
accurate analyses, the waters of Superior, Huron, Erie and
Ontario. Should any members of the Institute who may have the
oppoi-tunity of collecting such specimens be inclined to undertake
the task of forwai'diug them to Toronto, it must be remembered
will

m ONE PINT.

—Ancaster Saline Spring,
Specific GraTity
— Young's Spring, Hamilton
—Charlotteville Spring ....

I.

II.

.

.

^Mr.

.

102910
100640

III.

100270

IV.— Plantagenet Water

100637

— Caledonia Gas Spring ....
— " Saline Spring

V.

VI.

VIL—

.

"

White Sulphur

.

.

.

.

100620
100582
100370
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just as applicable to

any of

tlie

Peaks in

cosh, Himnialeb, or Altai chain, as

Asia Minor,

is

tlie

Hindu-koli, Hindu-

the e pecial mountain in

marked Mount Ararat on the Maps, and

as for

assigned as that of Paradise or the Garden of Eden,
there are at least twenty of them, between Thibet and Dales.
In this region too, on the West side of Thibet, is the vast table
land of Raraese, known in Eastern tales as the Back Bone of the
localities

—

Here is the Lake
not yet distinctly marked on the map.
Surikol, itself one of the great Asian mysteiies ; here are the
mountains of the Hindu-Coosli, the probable prima3val seat of
the Scythic or Teutonic races, tribes that have spread in number
and power till the third part of the earth is directly or indirectly
world

their control, and as every tribe or stock, at least of Cauits tradition of a primordial
as the
City of the Gods the hero progenitors of their race
Assyrians had their Babel; the Indo Nigritians their Maegara
the Indo- Persians their Pasagarda, and our own Teutonic ancestors their Asgard—so we find tliat the tribes bordering on the
west and south of Thibet, acknowledged in their traditions the
sanctity of Balkh or Rembala, a city not far from the Hinducoosh region, a little to the northward of which is Samarcand,
from all antiquity, a city of great commercial importance as the

under

casian, or Semi- Caucasian origin has

—

—

seat of the largest trade in horees carried
It

is

no

less

strange than true, and

it is

on in the whole East.
a most astonishing con-

firmation of the theory that this portion of Asia was the original
seat of the human race, that almost every animal which man has

—

every plant which furnishes him with food,
to his use
to be found in its indigenous state, in and around this truly
wonderful region. Here are yet found in the wild state, the dog,
the hog, the horse, ass and camel the ox, sheep and goat the
elephant once stalked, in its majestic strength, through the forests
on its southern border aud wild cats, precisely similar to the
domesticated breeds, still haunt its jungles every known species
of domestic fowl originated in the south-east of Asia many of
them are yet found wild in the jungles. On the western side are
to be found the parent plants of many of our fruit bearing trees
and shrubs the walnut, chesnut, filbert, apple, medlar, and
Not far from here,
cherry, and almost all the cultivated berries.
at Slassa, in Thibet, the vine, given to gladden the heart of man,
flourishes in the greatest luxuriance; wheat and barley of many
varieties are indigenous on the skirts of this i-egion, some species,
so hardy that they thrive on the sides of the Himmaleh chain
10,000 feet above the level of the sea; buck-wheat and oats are
found in the plains to the northwest onions and turnips are
met with wild in many paiis. In the northern plains we find
both flax and hemp, and in the valleys of Cashmere, melons,
pumpkins and gourds. In no other part of the world are there
found clustered together so many of the necessaries essential to
civilization; none of them existed in the Western Caucasus, and
therefore, we especially conclude that they must have been carried westward in their migrations by those nations, who must
long have been acquainted with their value nay, how do we

subdued
is

;

;

;

;

—

—
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subjugated to the use of man long before the horse; that such
was the case we find indicated in many parts of the Old Testament legends, as in the sacrifice of Abraham, in his visit to
Egypt, where we find it recorded of the reigning Pharaoh, that
he had sheep and oxen, asses and camels but nothing is said of
horses
and in the account of the plunder of the subjects of

—

—

Hamor by
the

spoil,

But

the Sons of Jacob we find asses mentioned
but not horses.

Bell, the authoi'

among

of a work entitled, " British Quadrupeds,"

was first reduced to
by the Egyptians. We certainly know from the Bible
and from paintings and sculptures extant on Egyptian monuments of almost fabulous antiquity that they possessed trained
horses and used them for almost every purpose for which they
but as the horse was not indigenous in
are used at this day
Egypt, as we never find it mentioned by any author sacred or
profane, as existing in that country in a wild state, but on the

is

in favour of the opinion that the horse

servitude

;

contrary, always as

a trained or domestic animal, it is evident
must be looked for elsewhere, and
where so likely as in the land where the horse was indigenous,
in that Central Asia, the primitive seat of civilization, whence
knowledge radiated with population to Egypt, India and China.
that the original horse-tamers

We shall look
one of great

a

little

more

human

into this question, for

closely

As

historical interest.

it is

population increased in the

and when, in short, and to use
a homely phrase, they wanted elbow room, it is natural to suppose that each stock or tribe departed on its migrations by the
course of the great rivers, as a means of facilitating its progress,
original seat of the

race;

—but

in course of time when these great roads of colonization
had been trodden by many nations, a different result followed,
at the hands of a very different class of colonists by this time,
man had learned to use the horse for his convenience, and there
;

are

many

reasons, principally derived

however from philological

which induce the

belief that this conquest over brute
took place in Central Asia, probably about Samarcand, and then in the neighbourhood of the Seythoe, who were,
With the acquisition
perhaps, themselves the first horse-tamers.
first of all
of the horse came the era of invasion and plunder
by means of expeditions in chariots and afterwards by mounted
bands of warriois, who passed rapidly over immense distances,
carried with them few or none of their wives and children, but
invariably slaughtered or enslaved the males in the conquered
Thus from
countries and appropriated their female relations.
enquiries,

power

firet

—

;

;

know

that the power to distinguish what was " good for food,"
was not part of the original revelation made by God to man,
and derived by the post-diluvian nations fi-om their fathers, mira-

culously preserved through that catastrophe.

It is also probable
moving westward met with many other edible
during their wanderings, which they carried with
them to their final western resting place the mulberry, apricot,
and date palm the olive, fig and plum, were, without doubt,
brought in this way and last of all the orange, which we know
to be a native of China.

that the tribes in
fiuits

and

roots,

conquest by military invasion, then arose privileged families and
who became a master class. It is
worthy of notice that in the various mutations produced by these
incursions of conquering hordes, no nations escaped servitude,
but those who fled to the mountains, whither cavalry could not
follow them
the people who lived in islands had no security,
for where horses could not swim boats were rowed, and hence we
Except in
find a master race even in the South Sea Islands.
Africa and in the very eastern part of Asia, where the Mongol
or beardless type predominates, this master race is in eveiy cirBut it
cumstance, directly or indirectly, of Caucasian origin.
also appears that from very remote times, in the mythological
periods as it were, small bands of these fierce and restless Scythtribes in nearly every nation,

—

ians,

we

had been accustomed

to migrate towards the west, au'i as

shall see these migrations

gave

;

;

—

of giants,

described, not so

horae,

then,

and

its

congener,

the

ass,

we

find

to

be indigenous in Central Asia, and in that part of it
which is on very good grounds concluded by the best ethnologis'.s to
have been the primaeval seat of the human race.
We hive strong reason to believe that the ass was

much

strength and fierceness.

and blue-eyed

The

and so

titans,

—they

The

Bei-sarkees

men

They
are

the

the old fabulous legends

these giants are invariably

of great stature, but of great

are always spoken of as fair haired

Gog and Magog—-the Og and

—

Rephaim and Anakim of Scripture the
Typhon and Anteus of the Greeks and Romans.
and Blaumaus of the Scandinavians, the Gams

Goliath, the Nephilim,
Titans, Cyclops,

as

rise to

Now

forth.

and Hunen of the Celts and Teutons. These are the giant
Goths still figured on the brazen gates of Augsburgh, of Byzant-^
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the hoi'ses in Egypt had perished only a few days before, under the " very grievous murrain,"
which constituted the fifth plague of Moses, and under the fearful

we

ine workmansliip, SBd brought there from the Palace of Theodore
In many of the legends these giants are
the Goth at Ravenna.
described as fighting naked, and so late as the year 1578, a

imless

reoiment of Scottish highlanders, m';n of Celto-Sythic origin,
stripped themselves naked to a man before they charged the
In almost
Spauiai'ds at the Battle of Rymeuant, near Maliues.
every legend we find them spoken of as fighting on horseback.
Bearing these tacts in mind, we shall proceed to Egypt again.
have seen that in Abraham's time no mention is made of
horses, bat 205 years later we find Joseph his descendant riding
in a chariot, and mention made of the issue of corn from the
royal granaries for horees, among other domestic animals enumerate J and we also find that Joseph, when he held the highest
ministerial piower in Egypt, sent chariots drawn b}' horses to
bring his aged father and his brethren to the banks of the Nile.
It would therefoi'e certainly appear that at some time between the
visit of Abraham and the elevation of Joseph, a period of about
200 years, the Egvptians had possessed themselves of horses,
but it is now ascertained that during this very period. Lower
Egypt had been invaded by the Hyksos or Cushites, who held
dominion then for many yeai-s, forming the I7th dynasty of
Manetlio, according to Lepsius, and having the seat of their
government at Memphis, while the Egyptian kings retreated to
I'hebes in Upper Egypt.
Now who were the Hyksos, Cushites
Hyksos is a word of ancient Upper
or Shepherd Kings?
Armenia, and means a Haik wearer it is the same as the old
English word nuck. And we find that Snorro speaking of
Scythia calls it Sarkland
the land of " Tunic," or •' Xuck," or
"Shirt" wearers.
Cushites in the Septuagint translation of the
Scriptures is rendered Ethiopians, but wrongly, for in the
older historical pai-ts of the Old Testament, the word Cush
in regard to nations li\ing East of the
is invariably used
Red Sea these Hyksos then were nothing more than a band
of predatory Scj'tbians, fair-haired and blue eyed, who in
chai-iots or on horee-back, had penetrated from high Asia into
Egypt, and then became for a time the master class. It is supposed that the Hyksos were expelled from Egypt b}' Thothmes
the first, of the 18th dynasty, according to Dr. Hales, about 27
years before Joseph's administration during the yeare of famine
and also, according to Dr. Hales, that after his death the Israelites,
then living in Goshen, and gi-eatly increased in numbers, began
to meditate revolutionary projects, and invited the Shepherd

storm of hail which " smote throughout all the land of Egypt,
all that was in the field, both man and beast."

We

:

—

—

;

—

—

Kings the Hyksos who ailer their expulsion had retreated
no further than Hanran, on the river Jordan, to re-enter Egypt,
which they did, and re-established the pastoral tyranny, subjecting
both the Egyptians and the Israelites to their oppression. This
wa-i the

new

King that knew not
mind will admit on a

dynasty, " the

I think that every candid

Joseph.''

Now

consideration of
these facts, the great probability that the horee was first brought
into the deserts of Arabia and into Egypt by these hordes of

Nomadic

conqueroi-s, that on their first expulsion, their horees
cattle fell as spoil into the hands of the Egyptians, and that
the hoi-ses greatly multiplied in numbei's, and became celebrated
for beauty, strength and spirit, and if we can believe the profane

and

must have been truly enormous, for
find them, not long after the expulsion of the Hyksos, speaking of Ramses Niamoun the 3rd, surnamed the Great, the Sesostris of the Greek authore, and the fourteenth ruler of the 19th
dynasty, according to the chronology of Rosellini, and representing liim as going on au expedition to the East with 27,000 war
chariots, but this is probably an exaggeration, for in the time of

consider that nearly

all

Although by the law of Moses the Israelites were forbidden
and expressly commanded not to return to
Egypt for that purpose, we find that King Solomon disobeyed
the command, and in his reign, for the first time in the histoiy
of Israel, we hear of the importation and use of horses, that King
having purchased horees for 1,400 chariots and 12,000 troopers.
Previous to this time, we argue from ^arious passages, that
infantry constituted the whole stieugth of the hosts of Isi'ael, that
oxen were almost entirely used for agricultural purposes, asses and
From the Hyksos or
mules for journeying from place to place.

to multiply horses,

all the nations surrounding
long after they were furnished to the
Egyptians, for King David, in the Psalms, constantly speaks of
horsemen as among the number of his pagan enemies, and in the
time of his grandson Rehoboam, Sbishak, the King of Egypt,
came up to war against Jerusalem with 1,200 chariots and S0,000
horsemen, and among them are enumerated some tribes from the
Eastern bank of the Red Sea. It is a fact worthy of notice, that
though we find the sculptured resemblances of horses and chariots
without number on the monuments of Egypt, employed both in
military and domestic uses, there is but one known instance of a

Scythian nomachs,

it is

probable that

Israel obtained hoi'ses, not

the sculptures show the Egyptian horse to
have been of a very high bred race, the eye is fiery and prominent; the head small and beautifully s;ton; the neck archer",
the body well rounded ; t e legs clean and the tail with a fine
curve, long and flowing; the acrionis depicted as spirited, giving
an idea of swiftness and courage. The horee was not a sacred
animal among the Egyptians no portion of its body has even
been found mummified, and there are very few instances of its
figure being found among the hieroglyphics.

mounted Egyptian

;

'

;

In the most ancient annals of India, dating from a period
contemporaneous with that of Moses, horses are mentioned, and
we know that the sacrifice of a horse even at this period, was one
of the most awful solemnities attending the worship of the Goddess Kali.
And in the Mahabarata, an old Indian heroic poem,
dating back certainly not less than the 6th century before the
Christian era, and recording the fii-st great military religious
invasion of India, in the enumeration of the corps of armies both
chariots and cavalry are mentioned, and this was a northern inva-

The conclusion therefore is that the original seat of the
horse was neither in the plains of the Nile, nor in those of Hindostan, nor in Syrin, or Arabia, but in the Centre of Asia, whence
at various periods of the world's histoiy, of many of which we
have now not even the tradition, radiated eastward, westward and
southward tribes of -Nomad wanderers, the fiist tamers of the
sion.

bit and bridle, the rapidity of whose movements and
conquests could never have been effected without such an animal,
and in whose country both it and the ass existed in a wild

hoi-se to

authoi's, the multiplication

we

Setos, the 1st King of the 19th dynast}', according to Lepsius, and
supposed to be the King, "who knew not Joseph," and who perislied, according to the Jewish writers, in the Red Sea, we find
that monarch could only muster 600 chariots of war, " all the
chariots of Egypt," wherewith to pursue the Israelites.
Now as
each chariot was drawn by two horses, this is a va=t reduction
from the immense numbers assigned by Heroditus to Ramse.',

state.

here we may take a glance at another race of mounted
people of antiquity so dist^mt, that even those whom
we call the Antients, placed them back in the heroic or fabulous
ages, and attributed to them a wondrous origin and still more
wondrous form ; I mean the Centaurs, depicted by the poets and
sculptore of old as half-man and half-horse, the portions of the

And

wai'riors, a

At the bottom of
a distinct whole.
every fable there is generally a fact, and the fact would
appear to be, that at some veiy remote period, or as
it
may be poetically said in the old heroic days, when"
demigods performed prodigies on the earth, some wandering
tribe of northern horsemen, more adventurous than their fellows,
two beings constituting
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pushed across from Central Asia towards the Black Sea, passed
to the northward of it, and crossing the Danube, fell upon
Thrace and Thessal}', in which country they established themselves; and for many centuries- after, the Thessalian horsemen
were among the most renowned in the world. The Pelasgian
race then inhabiting these countries, either had no hoi'ses or very
indift'erent ones, not fit for military uses; and the Centaurs were
probably the first horsemen they had seen. And as to the
ignoi-ant everything

unknown

is

a wonder, they invented the

which gave scope to the genius of Phidias, and to these
times and our own country the fiiezes of the Pai'theuon.
The

fable,

Pelasgians wei-e not more surprised at the exti-aordinary appearance of their Scythian invaders, than the Mexican Indians were
at that of the Conquistador Cortez, and his iron-dad tioopei-s.
If, as many ethnologists suppose, even at this early time, a part
of the Centaurs separated from the others at the Carpathian chain
and pushed onwards to the Baltic, we should at once have a clue
to the first arrival of that race in Northern Europe, variously
denominated Asia, Gotha, Scythians, Scandinavians or Teutons,
a part of whom at a period much nearer oui' own time, inva
ded India, but were routed and expelled by Vikia-Maditya, King
of Avanti, about 56 years before the Christian era, and who
recoiling, carried with them many of the Hindoo religions elements, thus accounting for the horsemen gods, the horse sacrifices,
and the mixture of Sanscrit words in the language of the
Scandinavians.

The invasion of Thessaly by the Scythian Centaurs, synchronous as I observed before with the heroic age of Greece, nearly
so with the expulsion of the Hyksos by Thothmes, with the
invasion of Asia by Ramses the Great, and of India by other
Scythic hordes, sufficiently marks the periods of great movements through the whole East, and of the general appearance of
horses, chariots and horsemen.
J alluded in the earlier part of this lecture to certain philologiCentral Asia was peculiai-ly the
land of the indigenous horse. Philology means an inquiry into
the origin and construction of language, and in the work of a
very celebrated naturalist, we find a most elaborate argument to
prove that by a strict enquiry into the names bestowed upon the
horse in the most ancient known languages, much light may be
thrown both on its primitive seat and period of domestication,
and here perhaps will be the proper place to give you the subIn Hebrew, the oldest of the Semitic
stance of his statements.
languages now studied, many terms are applied to the horse and
congener,
the
ass;
of
these,
if we take the words pra, para,
its
pered and perdak, to mean an ass, or mule, or more properly
any beast to ride on, and compare them with the words pares,
horses, and parasim, Pereians or Parthians, that is, horsemen,
we see that the original root of the word must be sought for
farther east, and that it belongs to the language of a nation of
cavalry and in a secondary sense, an exalted people
that it
is in i-eality a word of Zendic or Sanscrit origin, probably allied
in dialect with the Moso-Gothic or Teutonic words pherd, perd
and paert, which word is also the root of Latin word ferro, to
carry, phra or pher, literally meaning the " car-borne" the
" chariot-rider r
may therefore suspect that these, with
many other words of Scythic or Indo-German origin, to be found
in Arabic and Hebrew, and other Semitic languages, were borrowed from the horsemen invaders of Egypt and Arabia. It is
the
the same word that is one of the titles of the Sun-God
charioteer or image of gloiy and beauty and in tha Scandinavian mythology is synonymous with freya, or beauty and preeminence.
In Babylonish we have the words ninus and ninnus,
and in the Greek, Oinnus from an old Asiatic root always
meaning a young foal and in Persia or Parthian we have pful,
now
a horse, or a sun-beam
or a horee consecrated to the sun
one of the Centaur Scythians, whom we have spoken of, was

cal reasons for believing that

—

;

We

—

;

;

—

—
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named, Pholus, which seems to be

identified with this

word pfiil,
asp, is another Parthian name of the h.orse, and this word and
pful were both applied as epithets to a long line of Kings and
Princes, and in many Greek authors we find the names of Aspii
and Arimaspii horsemen, and mountain hoisemtii, applied to two

—

very ancient nations of Central Asia, another strong pi'oof that it
original habitat of the hoi-se.
Whatever the term may
be, the origmal idea or root seems always to have a reference to

was the

and is ever associated with elevation, grandeur and
In the Arabic languages alone theie aie some hundreds of words of Scythian or Northein Asiatic dei-i\ation,
most likely derived from an unknown parent stock in Zend, and
closely allied to Gothic and Sanscrit.
The Indo Saca?, and JndoGermani, had long previously gone south, before, at a much
later period they removed westwaid, and consequently their passage through Arabia or the adjacent countries bordeiing on the
Western Caucasian range would have had but little efi'ect on any
Semitic languages. Eveiy expression that we find points to the
far East as the land of horses, and hoisenien
that land being
distant from Arabia, as the Lord thieatens the Isi-aelit€S that he
would bring on them " a nation from afar, from the end of the
earth, as swift as the eagle flieth."
And it is moreover distinctly said, " a nation whose tongue thou shalt not undeistand."
Who then so likely to have been the means of ingraitiiig as it
convej'ance,
velocity.

;

were these words of Northern origin on the Arabic and other
Semitic languages, as the giant t)'ibes of Scytliian nomads, in
the far oft" mythological periods, or the later Hyksos, the iShepherd Kings? In the Sanscrit hmguages, amonsr the old names
of the horse we find none at ail distinctly sounding pjra or perd,
the epithets being aswa and turanga
the former of these being
most probably the root of asp, and the other of tiiran, the land
of the swilt, the ancient appellation of Bokhara, significantly
denominated the "Highland of God," or the valley of the Jaxartes, a river in the Hindu mythology, always represented as issuing from a hoise's mouth, another cei-tain indication of the quar^
ter whence horses became known to Sonthein Asia.
It is believed that both asp and aswa are deiived from some still older
word, which is also most probably the root of the Gieek hippos
and the Latin, eqmts, by Pelasgian modifications, as are also the
Finnic words vppo and lipping so commonly met with in Norway and Sweden.
similar slight change marks the Hebrew'
word ramach and the Celtic-Scythic word march, a horse or

—

A

mare.

Tne Tuskish name for a horee is derived from a woid fignifying red or bay, and this very word bay, in Latin baclivs, and in
Teutonic bayard, may be of Arabic origin, when bei/a means (he
same animal, or this may be perhaps merely a coincidence, from
the Arabic, Pelasgic and Teutonic, having the same root. Therefore, seeing that the root or original of all these words, in whatever language they occur, may still be traced to a Scythic origin
or language.
It is concluded from this philosophical fact, that
the horee came to Egypt and the adjacent countries, as well as
into Hindostan, already domesticated, fi'om the noith-east, and
that is the reason why we find no mention of it till the time of
In Asia we find that the northern half of the whole
Josjph.
male popuhition, and even sometimes the female population have
used the saddle ever since human tradition began while in the
southern half the better classes onl}-, since the commencement of
profane history, have used the horse, and to this day man}' of the
wandering tribes of Southern Asia prefer the camel to the horse.
There is no evidence whatever, written or traditionary, that tlieie
ever were wild hoi'ses in any part of Arabia, every portion of the
counti-y has been accessible from the earliest periods, and visited'
by wandering tribes, and there is no wheie any dis'r'.ct or cover
fit for the propagation of horees in a wild state.
It is therefore
;

conclude that the hoise was unknown in Arabia, until
conquerors of the giant race, Scythians or Hyksos, brought them;
fair to
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from Upper Asia, and that these hordes and their animals were
incorpoi-ated with the original inhabitants, or that the horses were
left
and many words ot the language, when the riders had
Ezekiel seems to allude to such an
perished or were expelled.
" from the
in\as;on as this when he speaks of a " King of Kings
"A King
north, with horses, and with chariots and horsemen.
of Kings," literally Changan, the name now given by many Tar-

—

tar

t]

to

ibes to their chiefs.

(To

be Continued.)
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removed

blackened with
the destroyed organic impurities, are now distilled, and it is found
heated
somewhat
in
the
manner
of the hot
steam,
jet
of
that a
blast, aids their distillation, the fatty acids passing over in a
comparati\'ely pure form, while the residual black resinous matCandles may now be made
ter is made into black sealing-wax.
from the distilled fatty acids at once, or they may be pressed

from being

soluble, is

remove the

;

the oily acids

oleic acids.

mode of manufacture and from
by alkaline saponilicatiou, is principally exported to France,
where it is made into a hard soap. In this country we have yet
The excellence of the acid
to acquire the method of doing this.
saponification is, that it is applicable to palm-oil and to the most
impure and foetid fats by its means the finest candles may be
made from the waste of the glue-maker and from the oily residues obtained by the decomposition of the waste lyes of the
woollen manufacturer and the bleacher.
As the first beautiful
process of saponification sprang from the abstract researches of
Chevreul, so has the last elegant method arisen from the scientific investigations of Frem}', although both of them have been
reduced to practice, with many improvements, by the manufacturers themselves.
The importance of the manufacture may be
understood when I state that one company (Price's Candle Company) possesses cocoa-nut plantations in Ceylon, and employs
eight hundred workmen in its five manufactories in London,
using a capital of nearly half a million, and dividing profits to
the extent of £40,000 per annum.
Tlie oleic acid, both from this

that

Extracts fiom Exhibition Lectures.

—

The manufacture of candles has recently been
Candles.
Tallow candles, or
im])roved by the aid of Chemistry.
their more expensive substitute, wax, were generally used till
The tallow itself was long very
within the last twenty years.

much

impure, containing cellular tissue, which was only partially reThis
moved in the form of a scum, known as " cracklings."
impurity i-endered the light unsteady,

The

old

method of

purification

still

and obstructed the wick.

largely used in this country,

thouo-h superseded on the continent and in Dublin, whence such
good°Uillow candles were exhibited, has been displaced by a
process of treating with sulphuric acid the tallow melted by
Much of the smell is thus removed, and a larger amount
steam.
_

The researches of Chevreul had
is obtained.
shown that fats consist of fatty acids, combined with a kind of
it
was important to remove this
which
sugar named glvcerin,
glycerin, remo\ed in candle-making, is now used as liniments in
cutaneous atlijctions, and is employed as a remedy in deafness
and rheumatism. By boiling with hme, an insoluble soap is
of a purer tallow

;

;

This
formed, \vhile the glycerin remains dissolved in the water.
lime-soap, decomposed by a stronger acid, yields the fatty acids
But there arc generally two solid acids mixed
in a purer state.
with a fluid one; and the latter is easily removed by pressure, the
solid fats lemaining.

The

solid acids are

made

into the beauti-

" stearine,"
The solid acids, crysful candles erroneously called
tallizinir rapidly, were ill adapted for candles ; but the introduc-

tion of arsenic in small quantity prevented the crystallization.
The public were justly alarmed at this dangerous practice, and

the manufacture was threatened with extinction, when it was
found that a small per-centage of wax produced the same effect,
and that large crystals might even be prevented by a careful
This evil was therefore avoided
re"-ulation of the temperature.
The ashes of the wicks, becoming
bu°t a more serious one arose.
heated, cause the fatty acids to splutter

;

and

this

was a

gi-ave

These ashes, however, form a fusible glass with
inconvenience.
so the wicks are dipped into a solution of this salt, and
borax
a salt of bismuth is also used for this
the difficulty removed
Snufi'ei-s, however, are always troublesome, and a selfpurpose.
;

;

Chemists have told us
snutfing candle was an important want.
that fl-mie is hollow, its centre containing no oxygen capable of
and the wick, being in the hollow part,
supporting combustion
excluded from the air by its fiery prison, is charred, and diminIf the wick could be made to turn outwards, it
ishes the light.
;

would reach the exterior air and be consumed, whilst the glass
formed by the action of the borax on its ;ishes would also be
removed. This beantiful scientific fact was attained by the introduction of plaited and twisted wicks, the tension of the threads
forcing the wick to curl outwards to the exterior of the flame,
where

it is

rapidly burned.

Another great improvement now took place. In preparing
the commercial stearine from palm-oil or tallow, it is essential to
remove the glycerin, and this had been accomplished by saponiSulphuric acid, acting on fats, unites
fying them with alkalies.
the former compounds
with the oily acids and with glycerin
are decomposed by water and become insoluble, while the latter,
;

Chemistry has not yet done so much for the manufacture of
Wax is still
candles as might ha\-e been anticipated.
bleached by exjiosure to air and light, and the operation has
been hastened more by mechanical than by chemical contriv-

wax

wax is a tedious and often a difficult
and demands greater atttention from chemists than it
the Brazillian mahogany-coloured wax, produced
has recei\'ed
by a black bee hiving under ground, has not yet been bleached
by the sun, and might be imijoited in considerable quantity if
Chemistry oft'ered means for removing its colour. I do not
allude to what Chemistry offers to do; but it would appear that
paraffin and oil from coal, and possibly from peat, may dispense, to a certain extent, with the necessity for sperm-whale
ances

the bleaching of

;

process,

;

fishing.

—The

manufacture of coal-gas is an admirable
by Chemistry in all the three
for it not only economized human power
divisons of its uses
has
utilized
all
the
products employed in removand time, but it
Coal-gas was onl}' introduced to use at the
ing its impurities.
beginning of this century, and the public prejudice which had
to be overcome, and the difficulties to be surmounted in its actual
manufacture, may still be remembered by many of my hearers.
It was no mean innovation to replace tallow candles and oil
lamps by an air streaming through pipes, but the difficulties
attending its purification from noxious ingredients appeared
even more insuperable thau to reconcile the public to the innothe gas had an insupportably foetid odour, and certainly
vation
it discoloured
the curtains, tarinjured health when burned
nished the metals, eat off the backs of books, and covered
It required a man of
everything with its fuming smoke.
courage, as indomitable as Winsor, its great advocate, to pei-suade
the public to continue its use until means were found for the
removal of these noxious qualities. Here Chemistry, itself the
Coal-gas.

example of the

benefits conferred
;

:

;

father of the manufacture,

was

called in consultation.

The

inijiu-

gas are sulphuretted hydrogen, which tarnished the
metals, and with sulphuret of carbon ]iroduced suli)liureou3
fumes air.moniacal compounds, which changed the colour of
dyes and acted on leather ; tarry vapours, which caused the
The
all these had to be removed.
deposition of »o:>t ; and
rities

in the

;
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ammonia and

the tar were partially condensed in tubes kept cool,
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restricted to Chemistry, not that I

unduly

exalt

its

importance,

the sulphuretted hydrogen and cai'bonic acid were removed by
and the ammonia by washing the gas with water. This
operation was the least ett'ecti\e, and new substitutes had to
superphosphate of
be de\ised, one of which I may mention

but that we are wisely instructed to confine our attention to the
branch of knowledge most familiar to us. All these instances,
however, are real consequential supports of a text which has
already been discussed in its general bearings in another Lecture.*

lime, consisting of bones dissolved in sulphuric acid, only required

The

trays of
to make it a powerful and excellent manure
superphospbate were therefore placed in a chamber through
wliich the gas passed, and thus the ammonia was removed,
new method is now
while the phos]3hate became enriched.
extensii'ely employed, and shows the tendency to simplification
resulting from discovery.
By this method almost all the condithe gas, after
tions of purification are satisfied by one process
cooling, is at once taken into a chamber containing carbonate of
lime and sulphate of iron these, reacting upon each other,
produce oxide of iron and sulphate of lime. The gas, streaming
through this mixture, gi\-es up its sulphuretted hydrogen to the

treme importance to a nation depending upon its manufactures.
It is only the oveiflowings of Science, ai'ising from the veiy ful-

lime,
last

;

ammonia

;

this

A

;

;

oxide of iron, while the carbonate of ammonia, decomposing the
lime salt, forms sulphate of ammonia and carbonate of lime, the
lime thus being reconverted to its original state the gas before
before being piissed into this mixture is occasionally led through
chloride of calcium in order to aid the removal of the ammoniaWhen the mixture has done its work it is exposed to
cal salt.
air, and the sulphide of iron absorbing oxygen is conveited into
hence the mixture is similar in its
a basic sulphate of iron
purifying character, except that it contains sulphate of ammonia,
which may be washed out and preser\-ed, while the retidue is
employed over and over again. By this elgant process the noxious sulphur compounds are utilized in the tabrication of sulphate
of ammonia, and the mixture seems never weary of peiforming
;

;

its

duty

hence not only

;

is

the purification perfoi'med at one

compounds
The waste and badly-smelling products of gas-

process, but the noxious ingredients are converted into

of

much

value.

;

it

much employed

as

Coal-tar furnishes the chief ingredient

ink, in the foi-m of

ments

utilization,

thriftiness,

;

preservative of animal matter, and

nal agent.

foetid for
its

lamp-black

forms a charcoal

it

of printer's

substitutes asphalte for pave-

when mixed with

acts as a powerful disinfectant.

coal-dust, formerly

;

a medici-

When

the tar

red-hot clay, that

mixed with the
it forms
by

is

wasted in mining operations,

pressure an excellent

and compact

artificial fuel

;

the water con-

is

of ex-

;

them but the Sun
them to all lands, which

their first impulse to the country producing

of knowledge soon raises and distributes
receive benefit in just so far as the
fertilizing

influence.

The

ground

;

is

prepared for their

discoverer of absti'act laws,

however

apparently remote from practice, is the real benefactor to his
kind in reality, far more so than he who applies them dii'ectly
to industr}'.
Yet in our Mammon-worahip we adore the golden
calf, and do not see its real creator.
It is abstract and not practical Science that is the life and soul of Industry; practical appliances are the organs through which the God-born truths pass
;

for the sustenance of its general fiame.

The

cultivators of abstract

Science, the searchei-s after truth, for eternal truth's

—

to

borrow a

simile. I believe

chariot of industry

;

those

who

of Canning

—the

own

sake, are

horses of the

usefully apply the truths are the

harness by which the motion
is

in

and

that the progress of absti-act science

and by removing them farther from the centre, compensates for
the increased velocity given in one locality
while at the same
time they fertilize the lands on which they fall.
So is it with
Science and Industry. The overflowings of abstract Science give

in

too bad

Chemistry, in

—

its measuie, that benefit industry. When water falls fiora
a higher to a lower point, it, to a certain extent, increases the velocity of the rotiition of the earth, and the sum of the increments of
the velocity of all falling wateis would soon be sensible, were it
not that the sun, lapping them up, restores them to their sources,

and

yet eveiy one of them,
almost indispensible to

this,

ness of

has made
human progress the badly-smelling tar
yields benzole, an ethereal body of great solvent powers, well
adapted for preparing varnishes, used largely for making oil of
bitter almonds, of value for removing gi-ease-spots, and for
cleansing soiled white kid gloves.
The same tar gives naphtha,
so important as a solvent of Indian rubber and gutta percha;
similar tar, when made from wood, yields creosote, a powerful

making appeared almost

was

text

is communicated to the chariot. But
drawn by the horses or the harness ? Truth to say,
this country of ours, and mark you well, in no other country
Europe,
we honour the hai-ness, but neglect the horses. It is

the chariot

—

is gilt; the hard-working horees too often receive
but meagre fare. Now, in all this, I tell you a living truth ; one
far more connected with the actual material progress of our nation
than you may be aware of. The ]Hiblishecl opinions of Babbage
and Herechel, men who have a right to ])ronounce judgment on

the harness that

England is lapidly declining in Science.
most important that we should ascertain the real cause of
The cause would appear to be, that we chiefly
honour those who are useful in our time and generation
that our
eyes are too eagerly bent upon the golden prize, for which we are
all running
and that we can only aftbrd to throw a kind of
theoretical squint of recognition on those men, who ai'e looking
for sublime truths, cai'eless as to whether they will have any
immediate eftect on industrial jirogress. And yet it is these very
this subject, assui-e us that

It

is

this decline.

;

;

men

much ammonia, readily convertible
into sulphate of ammonia, a salt now recognised as being of great
importance to agriculture, and employed in many of the arts.
Cyanides are also present among the products of distillation, and
these arc readily oon-serted into the beautiful colour known as
The naphthaline, an ememy to the gas-manuPrussian blue.
faeter by choking the pipes, may be made into a beautiful red

that give strength to the sinews of a future genei-ation,
enabling it to keep its place in the industrial sti'uggle of nations.
Do not misunderstand me. Science never looks so beautiful as
when she aids man to increase his resources and comforts but
the dove would not liave brought the olive-branch to the aik of
man's hopes unless she had been able to take a higher and a longer
flight than that embraced in the tree whence she came.

This,
colouring matter, closely resembling that from madder.
hitherto not yet
its transformation, promises an impoi-tant,
Coal, when distilled at a lower temperrealised useful product.
ature than that required to form gas, produces an oil containing

It is no new truth that both absti-act Science and Art should
have a position intimately allied with, but still thorouglily independent of. Industry. I read mythology wrongly, unless this is

densed with the

tar,

contains

by

paraffin, lai-gely

used as an antifrictional

oil for light

machinery.

In the isolated cases of manufactures, adduced .is types of the
importance of chemical appliances to industry, I have referred to
general subjects rather than to individual objects in the Exhibibecause these Lectures ought, in obedience to the desire of
tion
their Royal suggester, to be indications of consequences rather
than, references to .special excellencies. The illustrations have been
;

;

strongly

god of

shadowed out in the history of the gods.
wooed Minerva with a passionate

Industr)",

Vulcan, the
but the
always independent,
love,

goddess never mari-ied. keeping
although no celestial ever showered so many benefits on the
peaceful arts. Aitistic beauty, in the person of Venus, was really
chaste

* " Ou the National Importance of Studying Abstract Science n itli a
By Lyon Playfair,
to the Healthy Progress of Tndvistry."
C.B.F.R.S.— H. M. StatioDery Office.

view
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wedded to Vulcan, but this ill-assorted union was not a happy
and Venus often rejiented the alliance.
Take the

c;ise

of any philosopher, the mo^t

one,

separate from

svnipatliies anil enjoyments, and you will find that fjoui
him, tliough not lUrongli him, liave sprung numerous appliances
The \ery impersonifieation of abstract
for ibair gratifijatioii.
Science was Ca\endish, as de?ci-ibed by his biograplier,* although
world,
such total abstraction from human
for
the
fortunately
sympatliies does not frequently exist. "He did not love ; he did
not hate; he did not hope; he did not fear; he did not woi-ship
He separated himself from his fellow-men, and
as otheis do.
There was nothing earnest, enthusiastic
apparently from God.

hu!nan

heroic, or clii\alrous in

his natuie,

and

as

little

was there any

He w:us almost passionless
thing mean, grovelling, or ignoble.
* * * An intellectual head thinking, a pair of wonderfully
acute eyes observing, and a pair of very skilfid hands experimentino' or recording, ai-e all that I realize in reading Ijis memorials.
His brain seems to have been a calculating-engine; his eyes inlets
of vision, not fountains of tears; his liands instruments of manipulation, which never trembled with emotion, or never clasped
too'ether in adoration, thanksgiving, or despair; his heart only an
Yet
anatomical organ, necessary for the circulation of blood."
this man, destitute of passions and of syni])Hthies, who durimg
his body life, poured down light upon, without warming, the
world has by his mind, which still lives, conferred more real
material benefit upon industry than any of the so-terme:.l " pracHis discovery of the comtical " men who have succeeded him.
position of water has given to industry a vitality and an intelligence, the effects of which it would be difficult to exaggerate.

—

I have shown in my former Lecture, that a rapid transition is
taking place in Industry; that the raw material, formerly our
capital advantage over other nations, is gi-adually being equalized
in price, and made available to all by the improvements in locomotion; and that industry must in future be sup|iorted, not by a
competition of local advantages, but by a competition of intellect.
All European nations, except England, have recognized this fact;
their thinking men have proclaimed it; their governments have
and every town has now its
adopted it as a principle of state
schools, in which are taught the scientific pvincijiles involved in
manufactures, while each metropolis rejoices in an Industrial
University, teaching how to use the alphabet of Science in reading
Were there any effects observed in the
Manufactures aright.
Exhibition from this intellectual training of their industrial popu;

imposed upon me as the
Commissioner appointed to aid the Juries, need exist no longer,
conviction,
and from my personal
I answer without qualification,
The result of the Exhibition was one that
in the affirmative.
England may well be startled at. Wherever and that implies
in alinost every manufacture
Science and Art was involved as
an element of progi-es.s, we saw, as an inevitable law, that the
nation which most cultivated them was in the ascendant.
Our
manufacturers were justly astonished at seeing most of the foreign
countries rapidly a[)proaching and sometimes excelling us in
manufactures, our own by hereditary and traditional right.
Thougii certainl}' very superior in our eommun cutleiT, we could
lation

?

The

official reserve, necessarily

—

—

not cla.m decided superiority in that applied to surgical instruments; and were beaten in some kind of edgetools. Neither our
swords nor our guns were left with an unquestioned victory. In
and I am sure that of many
our plate-glass, my own opinion
is, that if we were not beaten by Belgium we certainly
others
were by France. In flint-glass, our ancient prestige was left very
doubtful, and the only important discoveries in this manufacture
were not those shown on the English side. Belgium, which has
deprived us of so much of our American trade in woollen manu-

;

work we had introduced a lai-ge number of foreign
workmen as modellers and designers; but, nevertheless, we met
with worthy competitors. In calico-printing and paper-staining
our designs looked woderfuUy Fi'ench whilst our colours, thougli
generally as biilliant in themselves, did not appear to nearlj' so
much advantage, from a want of harmony in their arrangement.
In earthenwai-e we were masters, as of old but in china and in
porcelain our general excellence was stoutly denied; although
individual excellencies were very apparent.
In liardware we
maintained our superioritv', but were manifestly surprised at the
rapid advances making by many other nations.
Do not let us
nounsh our national vanity by fondly congratulating oureelves
that, as on the whole we were successful, we had little to fear.
I
believe this is not the opinion of most candid and intelligent observer.
It is a grave matter for reflection, wdiether the Exhibition did not show very clearly and distiuctl}' that the rate of
industrial advance of many European nations, even of those who
were obviously in our rear, was at a greater rate than our own;
and if it were so, as I believe it to have been, it does not require
much acumen to perceive that in a long race the fastest-sailing
ships will win, even though they are for a time behind.
The
Exhibition will have produced infinite good, if we are compelled
as a nation to acknowledge this truth.
The Roman empire fell
rajiidly, because, nourishing its national vanity, it refused the lessons of defeat, and construed them into victories. All the visitio;,
both foi'eign and British, were agreed upon one point, that,
whichever might be the first of the exhibiting nations, regarding
which there were many opinions, that certainly our great rival,
Fiance, was the second.
Let us hope that in this there is no historical parallel.
After the battle of Salamis the generals, thougli
claiming for each other the first consideration as to generalship,
unanimously admitedthatThemistocles deserved the second; and
the wcirld ever since, as Smith remarks, has accepted this as a
proof that Theraistocles was, beyond all question, the fii-st general.
Let us acknowledge our defeats when the_y are real, and our
English character and energy will make them victories on another occasion.
But our great danger is, that in our national
vanity, we should exult in our conquests, forgetting our defeats ;
though I have much confidence that the truthfulness of our nation
will save us from this peril.
competition in Industry must, in
in an advanced stage of civilization, be a competition of intellect.
The influence of capital may purchase you for a time foreign
talent.
Our Manchester calico-printei'S mav, and do keep foreign
designera in France at liberal salaries. Our glass works may, and
silveremith

;

;

A

them in their management. Our
and do, use foreign tiilent both in management and
design.
Our silversmiths and diamond-settei's may, and do, depend much upon foreign talent in art and foreign skill in execution; but is all this not a suicidal polic}-, which must have a termination, not for the individual manufacturer, who wisely buys
the talent wherever he can get it, but for the nation, which,
do,

buy

foreign science to aid

potteries ma)-,

careless of the education of her sons, sends our capital abro.ad as

a

premium

apathy,

is

* "

Life of Cavendish,"

by

Dr. Wilson, p. 185.

to

that intellectual progress which, in our present

our greatest danger

?
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found herself approached by competitors hitherto almost
unknown for Russia had risen to an eminence in this branch
and the German woUens did not shame their birthplace. In

factures,

BV EDWARD VAN COTRTLAND, EVTOWN.

In the

engaged

summer
in

some workmen were
mortar used in the construction

of the year 1S43, whilst

digging sand

(or the

of the piers of the wire suspension bridge at Bytown, suddenly

came

in contact with a number of human bones, and having
been apprized of the circumstance, I lost no time in proceeding
to the scene of their operations.
very little investigation serrei

A

CANADIAN
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to shew they had discovered an Indian burial-place. Nothing
possibly could have been more happily chosen for sepulture than
the spot in question, situated on a projecting point of land directly
in rear of their encampment, at a carrying place, and about half
it at once
a mile below the mighty cataract of the Chaudiere
demonstrated a fact handed down to us by tradition, that the
aborigines were in the habit, when they could, of burying their
dead near running waters. The sand where these remains were
discovered is of the veiy purest description, forming a superstratum

INSTITUTE.

W. A.

numbers about the
to this, the fact of a

locality

when he dwelt

huge pine

tree

the graves, was conclusive evidence of
sepulture long ere the white

man

in the forest

growing
its

my

added
one of

being used as a place of

in his progressive

march had

The

best portion

desolated the hearths of the untutored savage.

of two whole days was spent

;

directly over

by me

at the diggings,

— One

research were as follows

:

very

lai-ge,

;

«

Howard

G.

«

A. W. Simpson,

n H.
Tj AT
G.
Murrray,

)

V

'

t

»»

•

Hind read a paper on the Geology of Toronto,
by numerous specimens of fossils collected in the

immediate neighbourhood of the

and resolved
"

:

That the Council be recommended

sideration

the

desirabilit)'^, if

building not only
its

the bones were deeply coloured from the Red Hematite which
the aborigines used in painting, or rather bedaubing their bodies,
falling in the form of a deposit on them when the flesh had
become corrupted. This material appears to have been very
avishly applied from the fact of the sand which filled the crania

being entirely coloured by

A few implements

it.

and weapons

—

1st, a
of the very rudest description were discovered, to wit
piece of Gneiss about two feet long, tapering, and evidently in:

tended as a sort of war ckib
it is in size and shape not unlike
2nd, a stone gouge, very rudely constructed
a policeman's staft".
of fossiliferous limestone, it is about ten inches long, and contains
it w;is used, as I lately
a fossil leptena on one of its edges
3rd,
learned from an Iroquois Chief, for skinning the Beavei-.
4th, a sandstone boulder
a stone hatchet of the same material.
weighing about four pounds
it was found lying on the sternum
of a Chief of gigantic stature, who was buried apart from the
The
others, and who had been walled round with great care.
boulder in question is completel}' circular, and much in the shape
of a large ship biscuit befoi'e it is stamped or placed in the oven
its use was, after being sewed in a skin bag, to serve as a corselet,
and protect the wearer againsjt the arrows of an advei'sary. In
every instance the teeth were perfect, and not one unsound one
v/as to be detected, at the same time they were all well worn
down by trituration, it being a well-known fact that in Council
the Indians are in the habit of using their lower jaw like a
ruminating animal, which fully accounts for the peculiarity.
There were no arrow heads or other weapons discovered.

city.

was moved by Col. O'Brien, and seconded by Dr. Badgley

It

fit

for the

to take

also to

their con-

into

not the necessity of obtaining a

requirement of the Institution as to

meetings, but also to the safe deposit of

its

specimens, and

take such steps towards obtaining means

may

as they

consider desirable."

SEVENTH ORDINARY MEETING, JANUARY 29tH

The

following gentlemen were duly elected

Institute

members of the

:

Peter McGill McCutcheon
Maurice Baldwin, Junior Member
Professor Croft

signified

;

;

«
"

i.

Junior Membere...

J

Professor
illustrated

and the

apparently common grave, containing the vestiges of about twenty
bodies, of various ages, a goodly share of them being children,
the
together with portions of the remains of two dogs heads
confused state in which the bones were found, shewed that no
care whatever had been taken in burying the original owners
and a question presented itself, as to whether they might not
have all been thrown indiscriminately in one pit at the same time,
having fallen victims to some epidemic, or beneath the hands of
some other hostile tribe nothing however, could be detected on
the skulls, to indicate that they fell by the tomahawk, but save
sundry long bones, a few pelvi, and six perfect skulls, the remainIn every instance
der crumbled into dust on exposure to the air.
fruits of

Toronto,

F. Perkins
J.

;

of many feet thickness at its upper part, and gradually ending in
a feathery edge over the fossiliferous hmestone which constitutes
the bed of the ri\'er.
The very oldest settlers, including the
Patriarch of the Ottawa, the late Philemon Wright, and who had
located near by some thirty years before, had never heard of this
being a burial-place, although Indians existed in considerable
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Baldwin

It

"

and Mineralogical specimens,

were provided

was then moved by Professor

Cherriman, and resolved

Toronto.
"

his intention of presenting to the

Institute a vaiiety of Oniithological
as soon as proper cases

,

for their reception.

Croft,

and seconded by Prof.

:

That a Private Subscription be entered into by the members

of this Institute, for the purpose of purchasing Glass Cases

other conveniences for the

The sum of £6
members present.

10s.

and

Museum.
was immediately subscribed by the

Professor Cherriman read a paper on " Decimal Currency,"

which he was requested

to

pubhsh

in the

Canadian Journal.

EIGHTH ORDINARY MEETING, FEBRUARY 5tH.

;

The

following gentlemen were duly elected

Institute

members

of the

:

;

;

;

Canadian

At

Insiitute.

the Sixth Ordinary Meeting of the Canadian Institute, on

Saturday,
elected

January 22nd, the following gentlemen were duly

members of the

Christopher Robinson

Institute

James Reekie, C. E
Hon. W. B. Richards
Samuel Stratford, M.D
J.

G. Valentine,

Quebec.
Toronto.

C.E

Niao-ara.

E. Gainsborough Widnall, Junior Member
Lewis Moffatt
J. G. Worts

.Toronto,
"

«

H. P. Savigny, P. L. S...

The President of the

..Barrie.

Institute read a

paper on the " Windrose

of Toronto."

ninth ORDINARY MEETING, FEBRUARY 12tH,

The

following gentlemen were

Institute

duly elected members of the

:

John Arnold
Henry Moyle

Bi-adford.

William Sladden

Toronto.

John Perram

Tecumseth.

Toronto.

Donations by the President were then announced, of a Robe

:

Toronto,

made from the skin

of a

White Camboo, from the bairen groundf,
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and of some Fossi! Shells (auricvla) from

District of Athabasca,
St.

Helena.

Also, donations

by W. E. Logan,

Esq., F.

K

&

S.,

G. S, late

President of the Institute, of the Official Illustrated Catalogue

Hand Book

of the Great Exhibition, and Hunt's

Great

of the

Exhibition.

[1853.

premises be erroneous the deduction -will be false, and the applications
made upon it will very probably be unsuccessful.

This gives great importance to the inquiry, " How has this peninsula
been formed, and to whatcauses may the prolongation of tlie bai- at its
western extremity be ascribed ?" Upon a clear and satisfactory determination of these points probably depends the efficiency of the remein its absence any measures so intended can but be
dial measures
experimental, and may be worse than useless.
;

Mr. Hirschfelder read a paper on Oriental Literature.

had been proposed,

Prior to 1850, four different theories of formation

which we

REVIEWS.

find thus enumerated in Mr. Fleming's paper of that year:

That the Peninsula

1.

lake

by

is

an accumulation of

diLft,

carried across the

the current of the Niagara River.

TOROHTO HARBOUR.

A Report by Walter Shardey, Esq., CJS. Tormiio, January ^nd, 1853.
A EepoH by Sir R. BmycasUe, 1843.
A Paper read by Saniford Fleming, Esq., CE., before the Canadian

1.

2.
3.

Institute.
4.

A

1st,

1850.

Toronto,

March

Toronto,

general attention to the condition of the Toronto Harbour, upon the
eflficient maintenance of -which undoubtedly depends the Commercial
character and prosperity of the city.

The

subject is one, therefore, of

very general interest and as, in an engineering view, it is moreover
admitted to be one of very great difficulty and danger, it is of importance that opinions given authoritatively should be subjected to rigid
;

If we should iind

scrutiny and frank reviewal.

it

necessary to dissent

from the views of the authors of the above papers, they must remember

by

own

become public property,
and that the higher the source from which they have emanated,
the more -worthy are they of criticism, even though it be adverse.
Everybody -who knows Toronto, knoTvs the Peninsula by which
Approach the city by -water, from -what
its bay is nearly enclosed.
point he may, the stranger's eye rests upon this curiously shaped
spur; and as he quickly discerns its sheltering properties, and
to it attributes the excellence of the haven, so charmed is he by
the stiUness of the -waters -within, and so satistied is his mind by

that those vie-ws have

their

acts

the contemplation of an evident security, that he generally
enti'ance, or to speculate

lament the narro-wness of the
of that formation -which

is

the cause of

it.

Some

fails to

upon the theory

there are, of course,

"standing on the deck of asteamer," or "looking from the shore," have noticed " the plainly defined ontUnes of the

•who, like Mr. Shanley,

it requires not " the eye of an engineer " to disNay. some grumbling and visionary alarmists have been looking
these twenty years past
and although indulging in fearful pre-

bar," -which, alas

!

cover.

;

have been supported by
engineers, surveyors, et hoc genus omne, from tlie time of General
Simcoe to the present day) have failed to obtain a hearing, far loss to
induce a belief. "Truly," have exclaimed these disappointed savaus
" men are no propliets in their own country !" and therefore, -when Mr.
dictions in regard to

its future,

(in -which they

Shanley asserts tliat his acquaintance with the

and that

in process of extension,

by the influence

and the more westerly rivers, in
deposition of matter on the neutral line between them.
That

contact,

and the

a ledge of the rock underlying Toronto and the lake,
for the deposition o^ and now covered with alluvial

is

it

of the opposing

forming a check

4.

That

5.

That

it is

Aud,

a deposition of the Tertiary period.

lOfh, 1853.

" In a multitude of Councillors there is (or ought to be) "nisdom."
Mr. Shanle}-'s Report, lately published, has had the effect of dii'ecting

at it

now

matter.

22, 185 1

A Letter (jmblished in " The Patriot,") signed " Kivas Ttilly."
February

has been formed, and that the shoal at the entrance of the

it

is

currents of the Don,

3.

Supplementary Paper read by S. Fleming before the Canadian

Institute.

5.

Toronto, June

That

2.

harbour

his

knowledge

of

it

is

common

localit}'

has been "short,"

that of " a stranger,"

he takes his

countrymen, and "goes in to
win " on the acceptation of the same old proverb, extended to a belief

course with the acuteness

to his

is

it

jointly a delta of the

Don, and a

drift

from the east-

ward.

The
ble

:

of these propositions

iirst

the

thii'd is at

may

briefly

be dismissed as untena-

variance with the general Geological features of the

and has been disproved by investigation and the fourth is
by Sir Richard Bonycastle, who states his belief " that
is one of the many ridges deposited at tlic bottom of a
vast lake, which existed before the present Ontario .nnd Erie were
formed out of its drainage," " and that it had probably not changed
No-w,
its form or character since it emerged from the waters."
by reference to the papers and charts in the possession of the Canadisin

locality,

;

that suggested

the Peninsula

Institute,

we

find, that since

Bonycastle -wrote, not only has the general

outline of the Peninsula been very considerably altered

aud extended,
but that at one paiiicular point an ai'ea of upwards of thirty acres has
previously
within
that
the
shore
hue
and
as this recent
been added to
;

addition

in geological character a perfect

is

anterior to

we may

traceable to the

mation of

The second
Shanley,

fiic

-simile of the portions

same causes, and
and therefore that the Peninsula is a forthe present epoch, and not a diluvian deposition.
it,

who

same

infer that

both are due

to the

source,

proposition

is

which has found a supporter in Mron looking from tlie shore, when the

that

after stating that "

to be ruffled by a coming gale, or subsiding
he has frequently viewed, with an engineer's eye,
by a white muddy
streak, whilst the waters on either side of it were clear and uncoloured," proceeds to record his opinion that "the sandbank is simply
the accumulation of the deposit brought down year after year by the
Humber, the Etobicoke, the Credit, the Sixteen, and other streams
discharging into the lake above this city all of which are subject to
great and sudden freshets, the discoloration of their waters at such
periods indicating that they ai'e surcharged with the debris of the
regions they have traversed, and which, held for a time in suspension
in the lake, isby the prevalence of south-westerlySwinds, drifted down

waters were beginning
into a

calm

after one,

the plainly defined outline of the bar, indicated

—

;

and

finally precipitated along the

'

peninsula

'

which forms the southwhich is fast

ern shore of the bay, and over the stiU submerged bar,

becoming

Western one."

its

iu prophets from afar.

"To
Before attempting to prescribe a remedy, engineers, like physicians,

and having
satisfied themselves that the root an 1 manner of its action have been
discovered, they proceed to apply those preventive or remedial meaBurcs which they believe to be suited to tlie case but of course if the
generally endeavour to ascertain the cause of

tlie

;

evil

;

the effect," he continues, "ofthe counter currents, caused by the

prevailing winds

down

the lake,

waters iu a contrary direction,

1

and the River Don, discliarging its
beUeve to be due the origin of the

Peninsula which encloses the bay, the precipitation of the suspended
matter natiu-ally taking place on the neutral line between the conflictand so well assured do I feel that this vast accumulation

ing currents

;
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of deposit

mainly attributable to the action of tbe above-named
streams, that it would surprise me much if a scientific examination of
the bar should fail to prove the iiarticles entering into its composition
to te rojireseutatives in miuature of Uie same geological formation as
obtains aloug and below the Flamborough Heights."
is

In this proposition, then, Mr. Shauley
waters are beginning to be ruffled

a calm

first

declares that

"when

the

by a coming gale, or subsiding into
by a white muddy streak," with

after one, " the bar is denoted

the water on either side of it clear and micolourcd."
that as 'the

discoloration of the waters of the

Now we presume,
Humber and otlier

westerly streams "indicates that they are surcharged with the debris
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between the two cun'ents (for we must recall the Don to get the
conflict) changes with it, and hence the precipitation is distributed far
and wide, or is chiefly in the line of the prevailing wind, and thereline

—

fore not

where

it is

said to

b&

There are other and very cogent reasons, inducing us to doubt that
the peninsula is the deposit of the streams to the westward, or (as
Mr. Shanley suggests) " the geological representative in miuature of the

We

Flamborough heights."

believe the Peninsula to be, in superior

geological formatiou, the representative of the Scarborough heights

and

if so,

then undoubtedly

not as Mr. Shanley says,

of the regions they ha^e ti'aversed," the absence of this discoloration on

geographical impossibility, but

the margins of the bar (and especially under the circumstances stated)

of south-easterly gales.

would appear to denote that such debris has not been carried thence,
and by those waters, for how could "the waters on either side" remain,
eren during a gale, in a translucent state, if at the same time they were

a deposition as that suggested from the west, the Don, it

the vehicle of transportation for the discolouring matter referred

easterly

and

to,

?
But in the process of such a tj'ansfrom Jive io twenty miUs, with a depth of

in other places so apparent

poilation, a distance varying

water raryiug from sixty io one hundred fed, are involved and it seems
very questionable, if it may not be stated as an impossibility, that the
;

materials of which the Peninsula is formed (sand and gravel) could for
such a distance, and over such a depth of comparatively still waters,
be " held in suspension, and drifted down" to theii' present position.

Were the deposit of an argillaceous nature, and did the winds prevail
from the south-west, there might be some grounds for such a supposition ; but as neither of these is consistent with fact, we conceive there
are none.

bar to "the effect of the counter ercrrcnis of the lake and the River Don")
Mr. Shanley says, whilst the lake and its tributaries are united in

blockading

tlie

enti'ance of the Port, there is a less potent

And

by

the lake watei's, under the influence

again, before the

commencement

of such

is fair to infer,

free run into the lake
when therefore
with a stronger cuiTent from the west, it must have been turned
and as the neutral line would of course take the same direc-

must have had a

of the
is

it

;

conflicted

;

tion, the deposition

would have been

Don outwards has been turned

admited, has been and

still it

Now, the current

easterly also.

westerly, and the deposition,

westerly

it is

;

it

reasonable to conclude,

—and

therefore that the strongest lake cuiTents have been from the east

if from the east, then undoubtedly the Peninsula i^annot be a deposit
from the westerly sti'eams. Besides, to suppose that the deposit has
been from the west, is to suppose either that the two currents first met
at the bar, and that the deposition has been thence easterly, or that they

met

at the eastern limit of the peninsula,

been thence
is

Again, in a subsequent paragraph (and after having attributed the

;

is a deposit from the eastward, brcught,
the River Dou, for that would involve a

it

by

westerly, in

and that the deposition has

the teeth of the strongest current: but the former

fact, and the latter an impossibity
we have therefore
some other way for this formation and its progress.

contrary to

account

And

m

:

this brings us to the fifth proposition in Mr.

to the consideration of his papers

named in our

to

list,

and

a delta of the

Don

Fleming's

heading.

but insidious

—

and patient enemy busy at its Eastern extremity the River Don."
" Doubtless the evils to be apprehended from the action of this stream
are disi-anl and insignijicani ; * * * but having more than once heard

This theory he has propounded after a
very complete, and apparently a very accurate instrumental survey of

the opinion expressed, that an effect beneficial to the chaimel, in aiding

the

to

keep

it

unobstructed,

is

due

intended) of the Don water, I wish
such opinion, being convinced that *
exist at seasons, are to be traced to

Don seems
have

to

(we presume c/Hux

to the influx

an

liere to recoi'd

my

is

dissent from

* the oidtcard currenis uhich do

*

entirely different

source"

Now, the

be a very fickle or very accommodating River. First

we

current conflicting with the lake waters at the bar, and thus

its

and then we have it insidiously retiring to "the eastern extremity of the bay" and "busy" in another service: first, it is

forminfi

it,

described as "dischai-ging its watere " at the bar," in a contrary direction" to that of a south-westerly wind, and immediately afterwards,
" the outward currents are attributable to an entirely different source !"

Far from attempting

to disentangle this

mystery,

we

shall not even

essay to determine which " current " of this "conflicting" argument
is the true one.
Indeed, we are inclined to doubt both, for if the out.

ward
wind

cun-ent be not due to the Don,

it

must,

we

suppose, be due to the

would be common
same direction,
there could be no "conflict." A wind driving the Lake waters west,
would drive the Bay waters out, and westerly whilst a wind impelling the Lake waters east, would drive them into the Bay, and thence
easterly.
We cannot understand the proposition, and should be glad
;

and

if to

tht wind,

inasmuch as

its

to both currents, simultaneously impelling

influence

them

in the

Mr. Fleming contends that the peninsula

and a

drift fi-om the

is jointly

eastward.

bay and the peninsula, including soundings within and without,
and sections from various points of the city front, on lines southerly
through the bay and peninsula to the lake. He has moreover transferred, from charts of various dates, the form and condition of the
peninsula, by which, in connection with his own more recent surveys,
he professes to elucidate the manner of its extension, and to these he
has appended charts of the other natural harbours of our lakes where,
in his opinion, the same agencies have been exercised to a similar
result

Many

of our readers will

remember the occasion on which these
The authorities of the

papers were exhibited some two years since.

—the Mayor, and members of the Corporation, the

Harbour Comand others officially interested in the subject, were invited
to be present, and some of them did attend the reading of the papers,
and the discussions which ensued upon them, in the rooms of the
Canadian Institute. We think we are correct in saying, that the general impression then was that Mr. Fleming had succceeded in establishing the ti'uth of his propositions at any rate it is certain, that the
valuable information, which, he had collected, was acknowledged to
city

missioners,

;

;

to see

it

explained.

" (we mean of the watere,
not the argument) result in " a teutral line, where the precipitation of
the suspended matter actually takes place." One current, however,
that of the Dou, has been unceremoniously dismissed to "the eastern
extremity of the bay," and the other, and that the most potent, is
attributed to the influence of the south-west, which is certainly not the
prevailing wind
as surely therefore ,ts the wind changes, the neutral
But

it is

said that " the conflicting currents

:

have given the

first

practical direction to this important enquiry.

limits will not permit us to

make any very lengthened

Our

reference to Mr.

Fleming's labors, nor is it necessary, as in combating Mr. Shanley 's views,

we have

in a great measure adopted those of Mr. Fleming.

He

contends

groundwork of the peninsula was a delta of the Don, formed on
the subsidence of Lake Ontario from a high to its present level, and the
that
consequent scour of the region now represented by its valley
that the

:

—

has afforded a base for the drift fi-om the highlands of Scarborough, which formerly occupied a much more southerly position than
at present
and that under the influence of the south-westerly gales, it

this delta

;

has continued to augment, the deposition being westerly,

until,

m
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approaching the open watei's of the Hrnnber Bay,
turned towjirds the north.

The

direction in

whieh the

drift is

of course, to the direction of the

moved by

wind

its

course has been

the waTes,

is

;

;

verse, is also south-easterly, so that

inasmuch as the formation of the
Scarborough Heights, and the
prevailing and most powerful winds precisely those which would caiTy
the drift thence to the peninsula, we have very strong grounds for concluding that to those influences its formation may be ascribed. But
further, if we recur to the principle upon which ilr. Shanley rests his
argument, that of a neutral line between two conflicting currents surcharged with debris, we shall find that it may be applied with more
consistency in aid of this than of any other hypothesis for let us again
premise that the original run of the Don waters was free iuto the lake
and nearly (as tlie outlet of the stream still denotes) at right angles
with the shore, then they have impinged upon the lake waters at a
point opposite the outlet, and under the influence of the prevailing and
the most powerful winds have been turned westerly. Tlie neutral line
would of course take the same direction, and on it the deposition alike
of the debris from the Don, and the drift from Scarborough would take
place, until by that deposition the currents would be divided, the
neutral Hne lost, but a base be formed upon which the extension of the
peninsula would result in a westerly direction, and by the drift alone.
is

identical with that of

tlie

:

In these suppositions there
facts of the case

indeed

:

is

nothing inconsistent with the ascertained

we

find that the surface of the peninsula is

composed of a succession of ridges,
adjacent and tangential, or nearly

all starting fi-om

so, to

south-east wind, and proving that

the east, in curves

the line of the south shore, but

Spreading and pointing towards the north-west

:

much is due to

an
its

effect clearly of the

greater

power and

still is,

mainly, if

prevalence.
Believing, then, that the formation has been and

not altogetlier, from the Eastward,

we might proceed

to discuss the

propriety of the measures suggested in view of the preservation of the

Bay Channel from
that, " if the

further encroachment. But, we have already said
premises be erroneous, the deduction must be false," and

common to aU arguments, it may perhaps
extend the criticism to those practical measures which
are inclined to think have been suggested in the absence of that

as the application of that law is

be better not

we

attracted even gratuitour.

subject,

and the quantity moved bears
intimate relation to the force of the vraTcs, -n-hich with winds of equal
Telocity are again dependent for their power upon the area which they
traverse. Now we know it is beyond dispute, 1st, that the prevailing
wind of Lake Ontario mainly affecting its north shore is from
the south-east
and 2ndly, that the greatest extent of water over
which any wind impinging on the north shore of the lake can taapeninsula
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upon public notice, and
enquiry amongst professional men.

at length forced itself

to

knowledge of tlie local conditions, under which alone works of so
important a character can be prudently undertaken. We cannot, however, conclude without briefly expressing our regi'et, that in such a case
(it matters Hot from whence the cvU comes) the Dredge should be

Journal of the Society of Arts and of the Institutions in Unioi.
George Bell, London.

This Journal

and

is

a record of the

proceedings of the Society of Arts

with that body.

of the Institutions in union

—

Its objects

are so

and explicitly detaOed in the subjoined introduction to the first
number, which appeared November 26th 1852, that we cannot do
fully

better than ti-anscribe

it

in full

;

" The rapid increase which, during the last few years has taken
place in the business of the Society of Arts, has rendered it necessary
for the Council to make a complete change in the mode of publishing
the Society's weekly proceedings, which have, in fact, hitlierto contained little more than a condensed account of the papers read at the
weekly meetings, and such routine business as from time to time
came before the Society. As, however, from the greatly enlarged
range of subjects which at present occupy the attention of the Society,
and from the many important inquiries which its niembeis are prosecuting, the mere weekly ti'ausactiuns evidently constitute but a small
part of the useful labours of the Society, it has beeu deemed necessary
by the Council, to adopt such changes in the weekly publication of
the Society as should render it not merely a record of the proceedings
at the Wednesday Evening Meetings, but, in fact, a regular and systematic Journal of the various great and interesting uudertakiugs
which the Society is, at present, actively can'yiug ou.

Ever since the Council determined to dis-continue the publication
of a yearly volume of Transactions, the want of a Journal has beeu felt
and acknowledged, and it has been evident that the printed weekly
proceediugs did not suJHcieutly meet this requiremet, neither serving
as a register of the various important subjects brought before the
Society, nor yet even as a means of making tlie members themselves
conversant witli the numerous investigations and inquiries earned out
by the Committees of the Society. In determining to publish an
extended weekly journal, the CouncO are guided by the fact that
while such a paper will prove a more satisfactory means of communicating to the members, and also to the public at large, the proceedings of the Standing Committees, of the Colonial and Foreign
Committees, and of the Provincial Institutes Committee, it will, at the
same time, also become a means of materially assisting those Committees in the various important matters under tlicir consideration. In
no department of the Society's labours, will the new Journal be more
useful, than in connection with the General Union of Literary,
Scientific and Mechanics' Institutes just formed, and which aheady
numbers 225 institutions hi all parts of the Empire, including, in the
whole, upwards of 90,000 members. It will be obvious that the
Journal will supply a medium of communication with the members of
these institutions, and will oti'er facilities in the way of correspondence between them and the Society of Arts, far beyond any mere
system of correspondence by letter. This, whilst it will diminish the
labour of tlie Committees of the Society, will, it is hoped, at the same
time, greatly increase their power of usefulness.

full

referred to as a permanent

been,

still is,

neer.

pioneer of a scour.

—

for in that viev/ it generally

it

be, the

has
dread of an Engi-

costly expedient, in harbour channel

as the remover of

tive power,

necessitt/,

and we think, always should

Always a

is

works —except
some Standing and purely local obstruction, the
or of some equally permanent remedial or preven-

—

—

temporary

in

its rcsiUts,

endless in

its

application,

and accordhigly the dernier resort of the Engineer. It is often easier
and more economical, alieays more satisfactory, to divert a drift than to
remove it and he must be a patient practitioner indeed, who, having
dredged a bar, stands by during the deposition of its successor to renew
;

the process.

In the heading

to this review,

we have named

Mr. TuUy's " Letter"

as being one of the documents recently submitted on the subject

;

as,

however, the considci-ation of the others has more than covered the
groimd which H occu]>ics. and as in relation to the formation of the
Peninsula,
notice,

it

professes

no novelty, we

and merely express our

shall refrain from

satisfaction

any special

that this qiiestion has

It is

only necessary at present further to

state,

that the Journal will

be conducted by the Secretary, under the immediate control of the
Council that, under proper regulations, its pages will be open to
contributions on all subjects connected with tlie progress of human
industry, and the encouragement of arts, manufactures, and commerce
and that, as far as may be found to be practicable, it wiU, in addition
to the proceedings of the Society of Arts, and the Institutions in
Union with it, contain brief notices of the proceedings of other similar
societies, and in general, of all matters of .scientific or
technical
interest.
The Council, however, will only consider thcnisclves respon;

sible for as

much

as is sigued

by

their Secretary bj- order."

A very numerous list of subjects for Premiums is

given in the third

and succeeding numbers of the Journal, some of which are both interesting and important to Canada, and will probably elicit information
on the topics to which they refer. The Council state that in publishing the List of Subjects for Premiums for the Session of 1852-3. they
desire to indicate some of those subjects of inquirj' which are considered as peculiarly deserving of attention, and for which therefore
they offer premiums. The object of the Society has always been to
encourage useful inventions, and communications relating to any
department of Arts, Manufactures, or Commerce, are leccived and
always meet with due attention a premium or other reward being
given in those caics where the communication is deemed of sufficient
value or importance. lu the following List of Subjects, which includes
the first division of the Prize List, each article is followed by a brief
;

i

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
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note intended to explain more in detail, the object proposed in offering
the premium
;

1. For the discovery in England, or the importation from any of the
British Possessions, of Plumbago, or of some other substance which
may be used in lieu thereof, equal in quality to that now obtained

fi'om

Cumberland.

The use of plumbago is greatly on the increase, whilst the supply
appears rather to diminish.
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—

Coating Iron wilh Copper. A patent has been granted to Theodore
6. Bucklin, of Troy, i\ew York, for a new and improved mode of
coating iron wilh copper, which promises to b an iuveution of no small
importance to the .'iits. It has lung been a desideratum to coat iron
with some other and less oxidizable metal, in order lo render it more
durable in exposed situations. It is mure essential to have sheet and
pliite-iron than any oilier kind covered Avith copper.
For example,
sheet-iron covered with copper would be cheaper than tinned iron for
roofs of buildings, (fee.
and plate-iron, if coveied wUh copper, would
be excellent for making steam-boile:s so as to prevent incrustalions,
&c. Cheapness is an impoitaut item in the process. If the process is
expensive, then it cnn be of no general beueht, fur pure copper would
be preferable if cheap, it is a most impoitaut discovery. A method
of covering ii'on with brass, copper, etc., has long been known
but to
cover it and make the copper unite with the iron, like tinned iron, has
hitherto been considered problematical. The iuveufiou of iMi'. Bucklin
promises to fuISl every cimdition desired in makiig copper iron. Cast,
malleable, and wrought-iron can be coated with copper by the new
process.
The process consists in first removing the oxide from the iron
to be coated, tlien covering it with a medium metal wliich has a great
affinity for tlie iron, and afterwards dipping the iron so prepared iuto
molten copper, which, by the galvanic action of the medium metal,
makes the copper intimatily combine with the iron, and form a complete coating.
The oxide is removed from iron by means of diluted
sulpliuric acid, in which the castings or sheets are rubbed with sand ;
after this they ar;* washed and dipped into a solution of the muriato
of ammonia dissolved in a suitable vessel, Avhen they are ready for
the next process.
This consists in dipping the sheets or plates into
molten zinc, immediately after they are lifted out of the sal ammoniac
solution.
The surface of the molten zinc should be covered with dry
sal ammoniac, to prevent the evaporation of the metal.
Tlie iron is
soon covered with a coating of zinc, and forms what is ttrmed galvanized
iron.
At hand the operator has a crucible or pot containing melted
copper covered with some incombustible substance as a wiper, and he
at once dips the zinced iron into this, in which it is kept until it ceases
to hiss, Avheu it is taken out and found to be covered with a complete
and durable coating of copper. By dipping the iron thus coppered
into the solution of sal ammoniac, then into the zinc, and the copper
repeating the process coat upon coat of the copper will be obtained,
until acquires any degree of thickness.
The black oxide is prevented
from forming on the copper by dipping it afterwards in the salammoniac solution, and then washing it in pure water. This process is
entirely different from that of Mr. Pomeroy, for which a patent was
gi'anted a few years ago.
have seen samples of iron coated by
Mr. Buckliu's process, which were very beautiful and well covered.
Unless the melted copper was covered with a non-combustible substance, the plates would come out in a very rough state ; but the
covering acts as a wiper, and the coppered plates come out smooth
and well coated. Brass, or any of the copper alloys, can be made to
coat the iron, in the same manner as the copper. We hope this new
process will be the means of extending the use of sheet-iron, so as to
save considerable to the counhy that is now paid out for tinned sheets.
^

;

2. For the best sample of any
the manufacture of furniture.

new Ornamental Wood,

suitable for

New Zealand has already furnished some e.\cellent specimens of
woods, which have beeu applied successfully for tliis purpose. The
vast, unexplored tracts of Australasia and Canada, give promise, fom
what we already know of thr-m, that many valuable woods may

also

be obtained from those quarters.
3. For the importation of not
rium from Canada.

less

than one ton of the Galium Tincto-

This root is stated to yield a very fine flesh lake. Although imported ijto this country many years since, it has not yet become an
article of commerce.
This may, perhaps, be due to a deficiency in
the mechanism for extractiiig the c.jlour, or possibly to an ignorance
as to the value of the root on the part of the natives tiiemselves.
4. For an account of recent American Inventions, having for their
object the substitution of mechanical processes for manual labour in
the household and domestic arts.

Many of the useful, though apparently unimportant conti'ivanccs, in
common use in the States, for facilitating, or altogether dispensing
with manual labour and attention, might, it is believed, be imported
hither with advantage. Even if not applicable to home purposes, they
would certainly be of considerable service to emigrants.
5. For the production of Castings in Iron, equal in sharpness
in delicacy of surface to those now imported from Berlin.

It is said, that the great

cause of the superiority of Prussian

Swiss fine-art castings, is atlributable
sand used in forming the moulds.

to

some

and

and

peculiarities in the

For the best, simplest, and oiost economic Flour-mill,
of Emigrants and Settlers.
6.

for the

use

The e.\tension of civilization, the subsequent centralization of all
manufactures and ths division of labour which this has led to, have
induced the construction of powerful machinery applicable to the
preparation, on a large scale of the food of man. But the simple and
In'imitive methods used by our forefathers, have been altogether overooked. Tlie production, therefore, of a simple portable, efficient, and
inexpensive mill, which .shall be capable of gri.nding and dressing the
emigrant's meal, placed as he is in a somewhat similar position, is a
-

point worthy the attention of our mechanists.

;

;

—
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—
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A Problem Solved. —What to

do with the refuse of our alkali works,
Not being an article of commerce, it was

has long been a perplexity.
a " growmg evil ;" but Dr. Glover,

we are told, has in some measure solved the difficulty. He saw that, if not of value as cargo, if
ships would not take it away in their holds, it might be applied
externally to their hulls. He has had it converted into a pigment for
iron ships, anti-coiTosive, and repellant of barnacles and weeds. If the
ingenious device should be found to answer, the doctor may be congratulated on having confeixed a great boon on our chemical works
and our shipping. Gateshead Observer.

—

—

—A

very slight declivity suffices to give the running
Dcelhity of Rivers.
motion to water. Three inches per mile in a smooth, straight channel,
gives a velocity of about three miles an hour. The Ganges, which
gathers the waters of the Himalaya Mountains, the loftiest in the world,
is, at eighteen hundred miles from its mouth, only about eight hundred
that is, about twice the height of St.
feet above<the level of the sea
Paul's Church in London, or the height of Arthur's Seat, near Edinburgh and to fall these eight hundred feet, in its long course, the
water requires more than a month. The great river Magdalena, in
South America, running for a thousand miles between two ridges of
the Andes, falls only five huudred feet in all that distance. Above the
commencement of the thousand miles it is seen descending in rapids
and cataracts from .the mountains. The gigantic Rio de la Plate has
so gentle a descent to the ocean, that hi Paraguay, fifteen hundred
miles from its mouth, large ships are seen, which have sailed against
the current aU the way, by the force of the wind alone that is to say,
which, on the beautifully inclined plane of the stream, have been
gradually lifted by the soft wind, and even against the current, to an
elevation greater than that of our loftiest spires. Arnott'n Physici.
;

;

;

Manvfaclure of Gas from Wood. Two years ago. Dr. Pettenkofer
showed by experiment, at a meeting of the Polytechnic Institute of
Bavaria, that a very considerable amount of illuminating gas could be
disengaged from 2 ozs. of wood. The inventor's process is now in
operation at Basle, and is also about to be introduced at Zurich,
Stockholm, and Drontheim, The process is said to be far less expensive
than the manufacture from fossil coal, and furnishes a gas which is free
from sulphuretted hydrogen, and several useful collateral products,
Central Blait.
as charcoal, wood-tar, and wood-vinegar.

—

New Art of Ornamcniincj Metallic Surfaces. Numerous as are the
inventions or methods which have been applied for the ornamentation
of metals within the last few years, we are not aware of any which, for
simplicitj^ and beauty, at all equal that recently invented and patented
by Mr. K. F. Sturges, of Broad-street, Birmingham. It affords the
means of decorating plain surfaces of ol-jects formed of metal, at a reduction of cost which throws all other processes, devised or invented, into
the shade, while, at the same time it materially improves their
appearance. The invention depends upon the compression of a material
between two or more plates of melal in the operation of rolling. It
may astonish our readers to learn that the most delicate thread lace,
such as is used in ladies' attire, perforated paper, or wiie webbing,
when passed through a pair of rolls, leaves an impression upon the
sheet of metal, coiTesponding in depth to the compressibility of the
material used as a pattern, and the density of the metal upon which
the pattern is required to be impressed or indented. In various articles
in eiecti-o-plate, Britannia metal, Ac, such as those used forallordin.iry
purposes, it is equal to the much more expensive process of decoration
by engraving.
Purification of A'aplitha and Preparation of Xaphlhaline.—yir. Wliitesmith (Glsgow), suggests the following method of purifying coal-
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Talce a cousiderablc
naplUha, so as to fit it for preser\iug potassium
quantity of the best rectified coal-uaplilha, and about teu per ceut. of
couceiitrated sulphuric acid. Keep tl-.eni iu coutact, with frequent
:

Decant tlio uaphtlia, and ad'l tVosh
The naphtha, -n-hich
acid, repeating tlie same process several times.
is now of a deep colour, \vith au acid reaction, and most pungent odour,
agitation, tor three or four days.

very gradually, and neutralized by a current of dry
ammoniacal gas passed through it. It is then repeatedly distilled,
rcjectiug the last portions. Thus, it fiuaUy appears as an c.x'ceedingly
mobile limpid fluid, of a pleasant odour, and is pertectly adapted for
preserving potassium. To obtain naphthaline, mix common bituminous
coal in fine powder with an equal quantity of qtiick-lime, put the
mixture in a small tin-plate stilly aud heat over the gas furnace for
about an hour. On afterwards opening the still, naphthaline will be
found deposited inside the head. Arlizan.
is

distilled
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&
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—In the annual circular issned

Liverpool, on the Shipjjing Trade

of 1852,

notice the subjoined testimony of the progress

by

Tonge

Messrs.

we

made by

.

are

glad to

^thc

Quebec

Shipbuilders in their highly important brauce of Art and Industry
"

We

monthly Meteorological Kegister, at Her Majesty's Magnetical Observatory, Toronto, Canada West.—January, 1853.
LatilHfle .13

5i

dr;i.

.39.-1

min.

A'oti/i.

:

have much pleasure in noticing a marked improvement, both in
the model, material and finish of Canadian Ships, the majority of
which have been constructed to class si.x or seven years, and to which
a decided preference is given by buyers over the spruce ships, or those
classing but four or five years, even at a very increased price. Among
those which liave an-ived within the last eight months, will be found
some, as fine models of naval architecture, as ever have been produced,
combining in reality, (from having great length of floor and tine ends)
both carrying and sailing properties, of no ordinary kind.

Lmiciitmh, 79 dnj. 21 min.

Wed.
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Preparation of Liquid Ohtc. All chemists are aware, that
times
•n-heu a solutiua of glue (gelatine) is heated aud cooled several
jelly.
JI.
iu coutact with the air, it loses the property of forniiug a
Graelin observed that a soliitioii of isiuglass, euclosed lu a sealed glass
several
for
the
water-bath
ebullition
ou
tube and kept iu a state of
days, presented the same plieuomenou— that is to say, the glue
remained tiuid, aud did uot firm a jelly. The change thus produced
chemistry.
is one of the problems most difficult of solution iu organic
glue
It may be supposed, however, that, in the alteration which the
tmdergnes, the oxygen of the air or of the water plays a principal part
what leads me to "think this, is the effect producecl upon glue by a
small quantity of uitiic acid. It is well known that by treating gelatine with an excess of this acid, it is converted by heat into malic aud
oxalic acids, fatty matter, tannin, etc. But it is uot thus when the glue
nitric
is treated with its weight of water aud with a small quantity of
acid by this means a glue is obtaiued which preserves nearly all its
primitive qualities, but which has uo longer the power of forming a
XJpou this process, which I communicated, is founded the
jelly.
iParisian manufacture of tlie glue which is sold in France under the
•'
This glue being very convenient
colic liquids d inalterable."
title of
to cabinet-makers, joiners, pasteboard-workers, toy-makers, and otiiers,
as it is applied cold. I think it my duty, in order to increase its manuIt consists iu taking 1 kilog. of glue,
facture, to pubHsh the process
and dissolving it iu 1 litre of water in a glazed pot over a gentle tire,
or. what is better, in the water-bath, stirrmg it from time to time.
When all the glue is melted, 200 grms. of nitric acid (.=pec. grav. 1-.32)
are to be poured iu, in small quantities at a time. This addition produces an effervescence, owing to the disengagement of hyjjouiti-ous
acid. When all the acid is added, the vessel is to be taken from the
I have kept the glue, thus prepared iu an open
five, and left to cool.
vessel during more than two years, without its undergoing any change.
I nse it with advautage
It is very convenient in chemical operations
in my laboratory for the preservation of various gases, by covering
strips of linen w'ith it. il. S. Dumoulin Compics Rendus, Sept. 27.

On

th'.

;

:

—

;

—

On

the composilion

:

and microscopic

structure

of certain Basaltic and

Mdamorphic Rocks, hy Do. Axdkews.— By exammiug a thin splinter
of basalt under the microscope. Dr. Andrews has succeeded in detect1st, a colourless glassy
ing the presence of the following minerals
mineral, probably some variety of Zeolite 2nd, Augite 3rd, Magnetic
oxide iron 4th," Iron Pviitcs. By examining the metamorphic rock
of Poitrush, an indurated' clay coutainiug the characteristic fossils of
the lias formation, an immense immber of very minute crystals of
iron pyrites were discovered, andou reducing it to powder and touchino- witli a magnet, a quantity of magnetic oxide of iron was extracted.
This mineral seems to be much more universally diffused than is
generally supposed, it having been detected by Dr. Andrews, in various
specimens of basalt, granite, primitive limestone, h.ardened chalk, magnesiau limestone, and many metamorphio rocks. In coofing slate,
serpentine and marble, only a doubtful n-ace could be detected.
Dr. Andrews has also succeeded in detecting the presence of metallic
iron in various bas.tlts. Pure or uncombined iron exists iu meteoric
stones, which are very similar in many respects to basalt, but the
instances of its having teen found as a miue.-al, are very few, and not
Tlie grains of iron in the Uralian
in every case well auUienticated.
gold and platinum sands, have been proved by Rose, to arrive from
the iron vessels employed iu the washing, and Dr. Andrews expreses
some doubt as to the iron of Canaan, iu Connecticut. The method of
detecting the metallic iron, is to reduce the mineral to powder, to
extract the magnetic particles by means of a maguet, aud having
brought them into the tield of the microscope, to moisten them with
a deposit of red metallic copan aAd solution of sulphate of copper
per then takes plice. If dilute sulphuric acid be employed alone, au
effervesceucc will be observed from various points, which ceases immediately on the addition of the copper solution, a red precipitatiou being
produced. Dr. Andrews has selected the iron in several basalts, iu the
indurated lias slate of Portrush, and in the trachyte of Auvergne.
The effect might possibly be produced by nickel .ind cobnlt, instead
of iron, but the presence of either oftlieso mctnls, is exceediugly improbable. Dr. Andrews seems iuclined to ascribe the origin of the
mclallic iron, to the rednciug ageucy of such gases as hydrogen or
carliiiuic oxide, while the basaltic rock was still iu a state of iguitiou.
:

;

:

;

;

British Association, Bcfast, Sept. 2nd. 1852.
Mr. LettsDm h;is also dis^.overed the presence of metallic
Philosophical Mayazinc, Novanber, 1852.
fossil wood.
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it

will take place.
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—

Seaes C. Walker. The death of this eminent mathematician and astronomer took place on the 30tli of Jauuai'v, at the residence of his brother, Judge Walker, at East Walnut Hills, near
Cincinnati. Mr. Walker was bom at Wilmington, Mass., iu 1805
De.^tii of

graduated at Cambridge in 1825. After his graduation at Cambridge,
he constantly devoted, as an amateur, much of his lime to his favourite

some

science, but for

j-ears past

he was connected with the Coast

Survey.

About eighteen months ago he was attacked, in this vicinity, by
by his zeal to attempt to

severe illness, from which, although induced

resume his

scientific labours,

he never, but

partially, recovered.

The researches of Mr. Walker, especially those respectiug the motions
and the elemenls of the planet Neptune, gaiued him a high reputation
in Europe, and some years since the Royal Astronomical Society of
London elected him a member.
Mr. Walker, as a theoretical and practical astronomer, was equalled
b)' few, and probably not excelled by any one in the United States.
De.\th of Gre.^t Graxd-Childrex or BvRxs. We find the following
melancholy amiouncement in the Dumfries Courier of Tuesday last

—

:

"

Died, at sea, on board the ship Chance, from Liverpool to Port PhUip,

on the 7th of September last, Arabella Ann on the 8th September,
Robert Burns on the 18th Septembei', Aj-thur A'incent, the only
children of Mr. Berkeley W. Hutchinson, surgeon, government medical
officer of the Chance, and great grand children of Robert Bums." Mrs.
Hutchinson is the daughter of Major James Glencairn Burns, and was
educated in Dumfries, under the care of her grandmother, "Bonnie
;

;

Jean."
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though very soft and warm, is much inferior in richness and
beaut}'.
Small birds and mice are its favourite food, but a stray
chicken or joung pigeon does not come amiss to him.

TORONTO, MARCH,
'On t.ie JLaiiU-birJs

bnfore the

these birds,

inteiiiig in ihe iiiigUbouilicod cf loroiito."

\v

BY
{Read

funniest possible thing, to

1853.

G.

W. ALLAN, ESQ.

Canadian

Institute,

Fcbmary 2&h,

1855.)

It is the

watch the gesticulations of one of
in daylight. It bends its whole

when approaching them

body forward, puffing up the lateral featheis of the Le.id so as to
form a sort of ruff; moving its head at the same time rapidly to
and fro, and eyeing the intruder in the most grotesque manner.

The little horned owl is still found in this neighbourhood. It
an inoft'ensi\e little creature, generally keeping itself ^•ery quiet
towards evening, for should it be caught abroad during the
day by other birds, they never fiiil to express their dislike and
antipathy in a very decided manner.
few weeks ago, while
giving directions to some work people at my own place, my
attention was attracted by the loud screaming and chattering of
a party of blue-jays, collected in some low pine bushes a few
On going up to the spot to
yards from where I was standing.

is

an uncommon

even among those who
have in some degree interested themselves in observing the
movements and hal>its of our ditiereut birds, that wheu once the
fi'osts imd snows of winter have fairly set in, our woods are
almost completely deserted by their feathered denizens.
It is not, I belie\"e,

It

would probably,

idea,

therefore, be a matter of surprise to

many

twenty ditiereut species of land
birds, which remain with us through the whole of our long winter, braving the severest cold, and apparently finding abundant
providon for the supply of their various wants.
to learn that there are at least

I shall endeavour in this paper to give a few brief,
fear very imperfect, noticej of

some of

though I

these different species, as

they have fallen under my own observation at various times
during the course of my I'ambles about the woods and fields in
the immediate neighboui'hood of Toronto.* Some of the birds I
shall mention ai-e winter visitors only; others again remain with
us throughout the whole year.

To begin with the bii'ds of prey the first I shall notice the
Bald-headed Eagle, although \-ery rare, has been seen in
this neighbourhood.
On the shores of the Lake, near the
Scarborough Heights, and about the Humber Ba}', a solitary bird
may still occasionally be met with. I saw one about three weeks
ago, for the tii-st time for many years flying down the valley of
the Don towards Ashbridge's Bay its white head, and the broad
white patch near the tail, as well as its great size, I'ender it easily
distinguishable and even at some little distance it may readily be
recognized by its peculiar flight, which, when making for a
particular point, is remarkably direct; never circling or sailing,
but supported by long continuous equal strokes of the wings,
without intermission, as long as the bird is in sight.
;

:

:

;

Of

snowy Owl, (Stryx Nyctea) is
one of the most beautiful of our rapacious birds. Nothing can
exceed the exquisite softness and beauty of its thick warm
plumage, which enables it to bid defiance to the severest cold.
the owls, the large white or

according to the age of the bird, but
when full grown it is a rich creamy white, the edges of the
feathers of the head and baek tipped with crescent-shaped spots
of brown, and the wings and tail barred with the same colour.
This owl pursues its prey during the day as well as at dusk, and
its flight is extremely rajiid and noiseless.
It is not over nice in
its choice of food
squirrels, rats, mice, small birds, and fish, all
seem equally welcome.
Its colour varies slightly

;

The great horned Owl (Stryx Virginiana,) is now, I believe,
found here. I once shot a very fine specimen in the shrubbery close to ray own house ^an unusual place to meet with one,
as it is in general a solitaiy bird, preferring soire thick wood on
the edge of a clearing, from which it sallies forth in the fine
moonlight nights in search of its 2)rey. Their plumage is very
handsome, the prevailing colour being a rich i-eddish brown,
barred and mottled with brownish black and reddish yellow.
The horns are broad, and three inclies in length, formed of twelve
or fourteen small feathers, with black webs and edged with
brownish yellow.
I'arely

The

—

barred or grey Owl, (Stiyx Nebulosa)

visitor to

pairs;

a very

common

our woods duiing the winter.
It is geuei'ally found in
a smaller bird than the horned owl, and its plumage.

it is
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till

A

and seeing
had hai'dly
done so before the jays were all baek, and the screaming was
renewed with ten-fold vigour. Determined to see what the matter was this time, I pushed my way through the bushes, and

ascertain the cause of the uproar, the jays flew

neither

hawk

or cat, I returned again to

my

off,

men.

I

after looking carefully, but without success, in every direction for
the cause of the disturbance, was on the point of gi^'ing it up in
despair, when turning round suddenly, I almost brushed up
against a beautiful little-horned owl, sitting bolt upright on a
small branch close to the stem of a jsine bush, and eying me with
This httle fellow hardly
the most imperturbable gravity.
measured ten inches; his plumage was exceedingly soft and
with
lines of a rich brown,
barred
alternately
wavy
beautiful,

grey and black.
Of the hawk tribe, the most common is the Pigeon Hawk
(Falco Columbarius) one or more solitary individuals hang about
our woods and fields in the neighbourhood of the town all winter;
and very fat and plump they become, making sad ha^oc among-st
the flocks of red-polls and siskins, and every now and then paying an unwelcome visit to the neaiest dove-cot.
The colour of
the adult male is generally a light blueish grey, each feather
marked with a black central line, the lower parts reddish white,
the breast and belly yellowish white marked with large oblong-

brown

spots.

Among

may proper!}' be classed the great
Borealis,) for a bolder or more rapadoes not exist.
Many years ago I was
fortunate enough to procure a very fine specimen I then lost
sight of the bird for several years, and almost despaired of meeting with it again, when, one fine winter's morning, a very large
one dashed through a pane of glass at a pet goldfinch, whose
cage happened to stand close to the window, in one of the rooms
Being a little stunned with the shock, and
at my own house.
his wings slightly injured by the broken glass, I secured him
the birds of prey

American Shrike, (Lanius
cious bird for its size

;

He was a remarkably fine bird,
without much difficulty.
measuring rather more than ten inches, and nearly fifteen inches
The upper part of the head and body was a
across the wings.
clear blueish grey, the sides of the head nearly white, crossed
with a bar of black, passing from the nostril through the eye to
the middle of the neck the belly nearh' white, marked with narrow
wa\y dark lines; wings black, with a white bar; the two centre
the rest black edged withwhite.
feathei-s of the tail all black
;

;

of these we have
one remaining with us all the year round, the other
only a winter bird.
The Canada Jay, (Garrulus Canadensis) or
AVhiskey-Jack, as he is called in the noi-th-west, is never met with
here except in the depth of winter and, even then, it must be
very severe weather that drives these birds as far south as this.

The next

two kinds

birds I shall notice are the Jays

:

;

;

They appeared
'40,

numbers m the winters of 1839 and
woods and fields in flocks of fifteen or

in great

flying about the
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iro

twenty, feeding upon seeds, berries and the larvae of insects.
At
other times frequenting the countr}' roads, picking up the scattered grains fronr among the droppings of the horses, and often

coming

cmmbs

bold!}' to the

very doore of the farm houses, in search of

or sciaps of meat.

Its

plumage

is

-well

calculated to

the se\ei'est cold, the bird being a perfect bag of feathe)s,
which, about the head particularly, are so loose and uneven, as to
give it a peculiai'ly inelegant ragged look.
Its colour is a dirty
ash inclining to drab, the breast and belly dirty white.
resist

The blue

vivid.

general colour of the

body

is olive,

inclining to greenish

and top of the
The female is
a reddish orange, deepening into scarlet.
plainei-, the body being greenish grej, and the markings
on the head and back pale yellow.

grey, the head, throat, upper part of the back,

rump
much

A

frequent companion of the Crossbill is the Pine Linnet,
(Linaia Pinus) it also feeds upon the seeds of the pine, as well as
the buds of the alder, lai'ch and poplar.
It is a pretty, gTaceful
little bird, the plumage greenish yellow, marked with dark olive
bi-own, the breast and belly white with brown spots, the wings and
In its flight it resembles the
tail brown, edged with yellow.
Goldfinch, rising and falling in deep curves like that bird, and
emitting its call note at each fresh effort it makes to propel itself.
;

jay, (Garrulus Cristatus)

is

too well

known

to require

descripition.

He

becomes much moie

The

[1853.

towards the approach of spring, when the colouring

ticularly

one of the noisiest tenants of our woods and his screammay be heard just as frequently in the depth of winter
as in the middle of summer.
He has fortunately a most accommodating appetite so that when his sunnner fare of cherries,
strawberries, caterpillars and grubs, and still worse, the eggs of
small birds, for which he has a decided relish, are not to be had,
he takes quite as readily to beech nuts, acorns, the seeds of the
pine, or the berries of the mountain ash.
is

;

ing notes

;

in

The lesser Red Poll, (Fringilla linaria)
some of its habits; and in the spring

deserting
ingly in

I come now to a bird which may be classed as among the
handsomest, and at the same time the rarest of our winter visitors,
the Pine Grosbeak, (Pyn-hula EnucIeator.J
This hardy species
is found throughout Labrador, and the Hudson's Bay Territory
and it is only in \ery severe seasons that it visits us. It was very
abundant in this neighbourhood in the winter of 1839, visiting
our gardens and orchards in large flocks, feeding upon the tender

Red

its

friends the Crossbills,

company with

Poll always

ture,

flies in

the

Red

flocks,

is

is

not unlike the Siskin

of the year the

Poll and the Gold Finch.

and

latter,

often seen feeding very lov-

is

a hardy

meny

little

The
crea-

feeding upon the seeds of various grasses, berries, and the

dift'ei-ent trees.
In very stormy weathei-, when the snow
deep in the woods and fields, they may be seen about the
streets of the town, often venturing into the outhouses in search
of crumbs, or about our poultry yards, picking up any stray
grains that the fowls may have left.

buds of
is

buds of the cherry, the

apple, and other fruit trees.
To the seeds
of the apple they appeared particularly partial, any withered fi'uit
that might have been left upon the trees being stripped ofi' directly,
and cut in pieces in search of their favourite food. Having
obser\'ed that a party of them paid frequent visits to some lilac
trees growing against the verandah of my father's house, for the
sake of the seeds that were still hanging upon the trees, I had a
quantity of broken pieces of apple scattered about the verandah.
The next visit the birds paid, the lilacs were speedily deserted,
and the pieces of apple disappeared in a wonderfully short space
of time.
I continued to have fresh supplies provided for them,
and by degrees the number of my pensionei-s increased, until
there were sometimes as many as twelve or fourteen feeding at
the same time, and they ultimately became so tame, as to allow
any of the family to watch them while feeding from the windows,
although they were hardly two feet from them. I may mention,
however, that notwithstanding their daily feed of apples the lilacs
did not escape, for not content with the seeds, they stripped the
trees so eftectually of their flower buds that the following summer
there was haitlly a blossom to be seen.

The general colour of the plumage of this bird is a blueish slate
colour on the back and sides, deepening into black on the wings
and tail. The head, neck, shoulders, and top of the rump in the
male bird are of a reddish orange, varied in some specimens with
sery beautiful delicate tints of carmine. In the female these
markings, are unich less vivid, generally yellowish orange with
lighter tints of dirty yellow.

Their note is peculiarly soft and full, and the call note which
they utter when flying resembles slightly that of the blue bird.

In former days, when thick pine woods occupied the greater
part of

tlie

space half-a-mile to the north of

Queen

them

to force

jiine

open the

The plumage

cones, their strong ci-ookcd bills enabling
scales

with

of the male bird

ease.
is

call

note

is

which they also resemble
on the head and breast deepens

The Goldfinch (Fringilla TristisJ remains with us all the year
round, but in winter the Coekbird dofl^s his gay summer plumage, and puts on the sober brown suit of the female.
It feeds
at this season of the year, like the Red Poll and Siskin, upon
seeds of difterent kinds, as well as the buds of the Alder birch,
and

poplar.
In flight and song it closely resembles its European
namesake, rising and falling in long graceful curves, uttering at the same time its call note, and often singing sweetly
while on the wing.
Like its European relative, it is extravaIt teare up withered
gantly fond of the seed of the thistle.
petals of the ripened flowers with great dexterity, and leaning
downwards upon them eats oft' the seeds, allowing the down to
float away.

"We come now to a merry little fellow, fimiliar to most of us,
the black capped Titmouse, ('Parus atracapillus,J or Chickadee,
The colder and more stormy
as the country people call him.
the weather, the merrier does this hardj* restless little bird appear.
They keep together generally in little flocks of five or six, flying from tree to tree, and branch to branch, repeating their
quick lively note, peeping into e\'erj' little chink and crevice in
the bark, frequently hanging head downwards at the extremity
of a twig, with their feet almost up to their bills, pecking at
a berry or a seed.
They have a most accommodating appetite,
feeding upon insects, their larva? and eggs, berries and seeds,
and even upon scra]is thrown out from the kitchen
indeed I
have often seen a Titmouse pecking away at a dish of bones
that had been placed in the yard foi- the dog.
Although shy
enough at other times, the Titmouse become quites familiar in
winter, alighting close to you without hesitation, and if you
remain ]ierfoctly motionless, will ])ick up a seed or a berry al;

Street, lying

between Yonge Street and the Don, the Crossbill (Loxia Curvirostra,) wa.s a constant and well known visitor.
E\en then it
was a difllcult bird to obtain a specimen of, as it generally fi'equented the tops of the loftiest pines, feeding u])on the seeds
contained in the

almost precisely the same as that of the Goldin their flight.
The rose co!our
into crimson at the approach of
spring.
The bird, I believe, breeds here, although I have never
been fortunate enough to find a nest.

Their

finch,

exceedingly handsome,

pai--

most fiom between your

feet.

It is

Audubon,

1

think,

who

mentions an anecdote I'elated to him by a fi'iend of his, who
v\hile out shooting, and passing through a newly felled wood
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over -wliicli a fire liad recently passed,

and

—saw

everything black,
coming from the

left

a small flock of Titmice
Being dressed in dark clothes and
aware of their faoiiliarity, he stood perfectly motionless, for the
Stealpurpose of ascertaining how near they would approach.
ing from branch to branch, and pecking for food among the

in

its

course,

opposite side of the clearing.

trunks as they passed along, onward
came, until the foremost settled upon a small twig, a few
Aftev looking about
feet from the spot upon which he stood.
for a short time, it flew and alighted just below the lock of a
double-hancUed gun, which he held in a slanting direction below
his arm, being unable, however, to obtain a hold, it slid down to
the middle of the piece, and then flew away, jerking its tail and
appaiently quite unconscious of having been so near the deadly
weapon.
crevices of the prostrate

tliey

The next

I shall notice, are the Sparrows

and Buntings,

Of the

Sparrows, the Tree Sparrow, ('Fiingilla Canadensis,^ is
the ouly one that braves our winters.
Large numbers of them
do migrate to the middle and southern States, but small parties
of ten or twelve, may often be seen among our shrubberies and
gardens.
It is such a well known bird that I need not stop to
describe

it.

As soon as the fii-st hard frosts have stitfened the ground, that
harbinger of winter, the Snow Bunting, ('Eruberiza Nivalis,^
makes its appearance, flying high in large flocks, their white
bodies shewing against the clear blue sky, they look almost like
large feathery flakes of the substance from which they derive
their name.
They seldom or never enter the woods, preferring
wide open clearings, or the shores of the lake. The peninsula
on the opposite side of our harbour, is a very favorite resort of
this bird.
They feed on grains, grass seeds, and the larvte of
insects.

Early in March, or even in February, if the season be a mild
Snow Bunting begins towing its way towards the desolate regions of the far north as early as the middle of February,
some straggling flocks have been seen in the neighbourhood of
the Saskatchewan, on their way to the northward, and by the
beginning of May, they have j)erhaps penetrated to the veiy
shores of the Polar Sea.
Only one nest of this bird, according
to Audubon, has ever been found in the United States, that was
seen by a gentleman of Boston, on the summit of one of the
White Mountains, in IS'ew Hampshire.
Richardson, gives
Southampton Island, in the 62nd parallel of latitude, as the most
southerly of their breeding stations.
Captain Lyons found a
nest theie, strangel}' enough, placed in the bosom of an exposed
corpse of an Esquimaux child.
one, the

;

Of

Wood-Pecker

the

hunter, the Hairy

Wood

seen hard at work

in

tribe,

there

is

one

industrious

little

Pecker, (Pious Villosus,) who may be
the veiy coldest weather, tapping and

from tree to tree, and dodging fi'om one
branch to another, uttering its peculiar sharp shrill cry, and
seeming possessed with the very spirit of restlessness, the colour
of the plumage is varied black and white, with a small red band
at the back of the head.
chiselling away, flying

There is a still smaller species, the downy Wood-pecker, (Picus
pubescens) which resembles the Hairy Wood-pecker so closely
in plumage, that it can only be distinguished by the difference in
size, this species not measuring more than six inches.
Neaily

allied to the

Wood-peckere are the Nuthatches.

Of

these the red-bellied Nuthatch (Sitta Canadensis) seldom deserts
us.

A few migrate

to the

middle American

States,

but through

the greater part of the winter, their curious nasal " kank "

be heard

in

our woods.

sure to find the

little

up the sound you wiU be
creeping round the trunk of some old

If

fellow

you

may

follow

l7l

tree searching for sjnders, or the eggs or larvae of insects, concealed

in the crevices of the bark.

I was not aware, until this winter, that that pretty elegant bird,
the Cedar or Cherry Bird, (Bombycilla Carolinensis) ever venThis
tured to remain so far north beyond the autumn months.
winter, however, I have noticed a small flock feeding upon the
house.
berries of some mountain ash trees, close to my own
Their congeners, the large European Wax-wing, (BombyciUa
They are a larger
garrula) have been seen here occasionally.
bird than the common Chatterer, but the plumage is almost precisely the same, and they both have the curious vermillion appendages, resembling sealing wax, on the secondaries of the wings.

Of the game birds the Rufflied Grouse, (Tetrao Umbellus) the
Spruce Grouse, (Tetrao Canadensis) and the Quail, (Ortyx Virginiana) are all constant sojourners with us, being generally seen
in greater numbers in winter, as they then come nearer the haunts
of man than at any other season of the year.
I

am

afraid,

number of our

however, they -will soon c:ase to be among the
feathered visitors, either in winter or summer.

The Ruffed Grouse used

to

be found

among

the pine and

hem-

lock woods, lying between the cemetery and Castle Frank, and in
many places along the banks both of the Don and Humber. But
increasing population and extended cultivation, have driven them

from all their old haunts, and the sportsman or the naturalist,
must now seek in more remote and less settled districts, for this
noble

game

I hardly

bird.

know whether

I

am connect in enumerating the

spot-

ted grouse, or spruce partridge, as it is commonly called, as
among the, number of the birds found in the immediate neighbourhood of Toronto. I have never shot one myself, but I have
had specimens brought to me, which were said to have been procured not very many miles from here.

Their favourite resorts, are the deepest pine and spruce woods
and cedar swamps, where they feed upon the buds and seeds of
the different evergreens, a diet which renders them at certain seasons of the year not very jjalatable eating.

They are very handsome birds. Their general colour is a
brown and grey mingled in transverae wavy bands and
The cock bird has a small red bare space over each eye
like the European moor fowl.

black

spots.

The Quail is
autumn and

still-

occasionally heard uttering

its

plaintive cry

In former
winter about our woods and fields.
days large coveys used to remain in the stubble fields and about
our barn yards, from October until March, but like other game
in

they have experienced no mercy at the hands of those genfor the market, and I fear that in the course of a
few years, they will have disappeared altogether from this neighbourhood.
birds,

who shoot

try

I

made

great efforts about tlu'ee or

them about the woods

my own

four years

place,

and so

that they bred there for one spring, and I

had the

at

ago, to keep
far

succeeded

pleasure of see-

ing a number of young birds flying about the following summer,
apparently quite contented with their quarters, and but little
inclined to stray beyond them.

During my subsequent absence from home, however, some of
the before-mentioned gentr}^ got into the wood, and shot half the
birds, and the rest of the scattered and frightened covey betook
themselves to a safer and more distant cover, and have never
since returned to their old haunts.

I have

now

briefly adve.rted to

land-birds to be

met

ber to March.

Many

more

vrith in this

most of the

different species of

neighbourhood, from

Novem-

of them, like the game-birds, are becoming

rare every year, seeking in less populous districts for the
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1^2
shelter

and food which

I trust that the attempt
contribute in

some

made

&c.,

haunts no longer afford them.

their former

in the present communicafi'^n to

degree to our acquaintance with this
may have the cu'ect

slin-ht

interesting department of Natural History,

of inducing other members of the Institute, better qual!fi( d for
the task, to exeit themselves in adding, by tleir persona! nbscr-

knowledge of Canadian Ornithology, wliilc the
doing so are still, comparatively, so many and so great.

vation, to our
facilitiesfor

Direct'ons for cullecting, preserving and transporting Spe; im: ns

of
§

I.

Sfiitnral History.*

—

^The implements necessary in

A

A

A

in the operation of skinning.

Preservatives.

2.

—The

best material for the preserva^ ion of

powdered arsenious acid, or the common areenic of the shops. This may be used in two ways, either
applied in dry powder to the moist skin, or else mixed with alcohol
or water to the consistency of molasses, and put on with a brush.
To the alcoholic solution should be added a little camphor. There
are no satisfactoiy substitutes for arsenic but, in its entire absence,
coiTosive sublimate, arsenical soap, camphor, alum, <fec., may be
skins of animals consists of

;

employed.

The proper materials for stuffing out skins will depend iiuich
upon the size of the animal. For small birds and mamu:alia,
cotton will be found most convenient; for the laiger, tow.
For
those still larger, dry grass, straw, sawdust, bran, or other \ege-

may

be used. Whatever substance is used, care
be perfectly dry. In no event should
animal matter, as hair, wool, or feathers, be employed.
table substances,

must be taken that

§
Birds.

1.

it

II.

skinning and stuffing.

—Whenever

convenient, the following notes should

be made previous to commencing the operation of skinning,
they will add much to the value of the specimens

as

:

1. The length, in inches, from tip of bill to the end of the tail
the distance between the two extremities of the outstrctc-lied
wings; and the length of the wing from the carpal-joint.
Tlie
numbei-s may be recorded as follows: 44, 66, 12 (as firaswau),
without any explanation; it being well understood th.-it fho above

measurements follow each other in a fixdl
numbers may be written on the back of tiio

These
appended to

succe-sion.
label

*

each specimen.
2.

The

color of the eyes, that of the fwi,

bill,

gums,

mem-

branes, caruncles, &c.
3.

Arc the

by the

feathers of the

whether

vertical, oblique,

heels covered or uncovered

belly?
4.

Attitude of the body

or horizontal.
5.

Docs the

when

tail

or not.

Are they

[1853.

continuous, and covered

by

the feathers of the mantle (back) and breast for the upjier third,
Their extremity;
the half, or the two-thirds of their length^
does it reach the end of the tail, the half, or the fouith of its
length
tlio

?

The

three last points will be of great use in

mounting

specimens.

Immediately after a bird is shot, the holes made by the shot
should be plugged up, and the mouth and posterior nostrils
plugged with cotton, to jn'event the escajie of blood and the
juices of the stomach.
long nai-row paper cone should be
made; the bird, if small enough, thrust in, head foremost, and
the open end folded shut, taking care not to break or bend the

A

feathers in the operation.*

When

skinning vertebrated animals are: 1.
knife, such as is used for
ordinary dissection, and which may be replaced, in extreme cases,
by a penknife. 2.
pair of sharp-pointed scissors, and oi;e with
strong short blades.
3. Needles and thread for sewing up the
incisions in the skin.
hook by which to suspend the carcase
4.
To
of the animal while the operation of skinning is going on.
prepare the hook, take a string, of from one to three feet in length,
and fasten one end of it to a stout fish-hook which has hatl the
barb broken off. By means of a loop at the other end, the
string may be suspended to a nail or awl, which, when the honk
is inserted into the body of an animal, will give free use of both

hands

ing on the

tail

INSTRUMENTS, PRESERVATIVE MATERIALS, &C.

Implements for Skinning.

1.

SPECIMENS OF NATURAL HISTORY.

at rest,

bird perch or not?

ready to proceed to skinning, remove the old cotton
from the throat, mouth, and nostrils, and replace it by fresh. Then
take the dimensions from the point of the bill to tlic end of the
tail, from the tip of one wing to that of the other, when both are
extended, and from the tip of the wing to the first or carpal-joint,
as already indicated.

This being done, make an incision through the skin only, from
the lower end of the breast bone to the anus.
Should the intestines protrude in small specimens, they had better be extracted,
great care being taken not to soil the featliers.
Now proceed

on each side from the suLijaceut
you reach the knee, and expose the thigh; when,
taking the leg in one hand, push or thrust the knee up on the
abdomen, and loosen the skin around it until you can place the
scissore or knife underneath, and separate the joint with the accompanying muscles. Place a little cotton between the skin and
body to prevent adhesion. Loosen the skin about the base of
the tail, and cut through the vertebra at the last joint, taking
care not to sever the bases of the quills.
Suspend the body by
insei'ting the liook into the lower part of the back or rump, and
invert the skin, loosening it carefull}' from the body.
On reaching the wings, -which had better be relaxed previously by stretching and pulling, loosen the skin from around the fii'st bone, and
cut through the middle of it, or, if the bii'il be small enough,
Continue the inver>ion
separate it from the next at the elbow.
of the skin by di'awing it over the neck, imlil the skull is exposed.
Arrived at this point, detach the delicate membrane of
the ear from its cavit}- in the skull, if possible, without cutting or
tearing it; then, by means of the thumb-nails, loosen the adhesion of the skin to the other parts of the head, until you come to
the very base of the mandibles, taking care to cut through the
white nictitating membrane of the eye when exposed, without
lacerating the ball.
Scoop out the eyes, and by making one cut
on each side of the head, through the small bone connecting the
base i^f the lower jaw with the skull, another through the roof of
the mouth at the base of the upper mandible, and between the
jaws of the lower, and a fourth tlll^l!l^h the skull behind the
orbits, and parallel to the roof of tlif innulli, you will have freed
the skull from all the accompanying brain and muscle.
Should
anything still adhere, it may be removed separately. In making
the two first cuts, care must be taken not to injure or sever the
zygoma, a small bone extending from the bast> of the upper mandible to the base of the lower jaw-bone.
Clean oif every ]iarticle
of muscle and fat from the head anrl neck, and, applying the
carefully to separate the skin
parts, until

preservative abundantly to the skull, inside and out, as well as to
the skin, restore these parts to their natural position.
In all the
preceding operations, the skin should he handled as near the
point of adhesion as possible, especial care being taken not to
stretch

it.

The next

operation

is

to connect the

two wings inside of the

Position of the wings, whcthar supported or hanging, cros'•

• Prepared fjr Uie use nl

llie .Sniillisgniaii

fnslilulior..

Crumpled or

sliape restoiw!

l>y

lienl fealliers in.ny

have much

dipping in hot walcr.

ol iheir elnsiipiiy

nnd original

DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTING,
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&c.,

sliouM be passed between the
lower ends of the two bones joining tlic toivarm, previously,
however, cutting otf the slump of the arm, if still aflhering at
Tie tlie two ends of the string so that the wings
the elbow.
shall be Uept at the same distance apart, as wdien attaelied to tiie
sliin

by

iiipans of a string, ^vliicli

Sk;n the leg down to the scaly part, or tarsus, and reA]iply the arsenic to the bone and skin,
the musele.
and, wrapping cotlon round the bone, pull it bauk to its ]>lace.
Remove all the nniscle and fat whicli may adhere to the base of
the tail or the skin, and put on ]'lenty of tlie preservative
wherever this can be done. Lift up the wing, and leniove tlie
muscle from the forearm by making an incision along it, oi-, in
many cases, the two joints may be expo:^ed by carefully slipping
down the skin towards the wrist-joint, the adhesion of the quills
to the bone being loosened.
body.

move

all

The bird is now to be restored to sometliing like its natural
Begin by opening
shape by means of a filling of cotton or tow.
the mouth and ]>utting cotton into the orbits and upper part of
Next take
the throat, until tliese parts have their natural shape.
tow or cotton, and, after making a roll rather less in thiekncss
than the original neck, put it into tlie skin, and push tirndy into
]3y means of this you can reduce oi- conthe base of the skull.
Fill the body with cotton,
tract the neck if too inueh stretched.
not quite to its original dimensions, and sew up the incision in
end,
and passing the needle
the skin, commencing at the upper

from the

inside outwards; tie the legs

and mandibles together,

adjust the feathers, and, after preparing a cylinder of paper the
size of the bird, jiush the skin into it so as to bind the wings
closely to the

sidi's.

The cotton may be put in loosely, or a body
made by wra]iping with threads. If the
and neck, they had better be folded down

the size of the original
bird have long legs

Economy of
over the body, and allowed to dry in that position.
space is a great object in keeping skins, and such birds as herons,
geese, swans, <fec., occupy too much room when all their parts ai-e
in a natural position.

In some instances, as among the ducks, woodpeckers, &c., the
head is so largo that the skin of the neck cannot be drawn over
In such cases, skin the neck down to the base of the skull,
it.
and cut it off there. Then draw the head out again, and making
an incision on the outside, down the back of the skull, skin the
Be careful not to make too long a cut, and to sew up the
head.
incision again.

—

The mode of preparing mammals is pr'^cisely
2. Mammals.
Care
the same as the preceding, in all its general features.
should be taken not to make too large an incision along the abdomen. The principal difficulty will be experienced in skinning
To effect this, pass the sli]3-knot of a piece of strongthe tail.
"

twine over the severed end of the tail, and, f;rstening the vertebras
firmly to some support, pull the twine towards the tip until the
Shoidd the animal be large, and an abundance
skin is forced ofl".
of preservative not at hand, the skin had better remain inverted.
In all cases, it should be thoi-oughly and rapidly diied.

Skins may also be preserved, for a time, in spirits, in the
This would, at all events, be better
absence of other preservative.
than their drying, especially in localities abounding in noxious

SPECIMENS OF NATURAL HISTORY.
With regard to the tails of mammalia,
mark that in si me it can nexer be forced
of doing this operation.

For the

In some

down

to the otiier,

instances, large skins

in casks.

may be preserved by being

salted

and removing the bone and

flesh.

It

should then be sewed up again, after a previous stuffing.
3.

Reptiles.

—The

larger IharJs, as

princi|iles

possible,

those exceeding twelve

may be skinned according

or eighteen inches in length,

above presented, although preservation in

is

preferable lor

to the

spirits,

wdien

I'eptdes.

all

harge frogs and salamanders may likewise be skinned,

altho'

cases ndiere this will be advisable are very rare.

Turtles and large snakes will lepiire this operation.

To one accustomed

to

the skinning of birds, the skinning of

frogs or other reptiles will present no difficullies.

The skinning

of a snake

Open

is still easier.

the

mouth and

separate the skull from the veitebral column, detaching

all

sur-

rounding miisjles a Iherent to the skin. Next, tie a string around
the stump of the neck, and, holding on by this, strip the skin

down

to the exti-emity of the

be restored

as convenient.

sawdust,

or

Skins of

by the

The

tail.

to its proper state,

skin thus inserted should

and 'hen put

in

s]>irit

or

stufi'ed,

may

be stuffed with either sand
use of which their shape is more easily
reptiles

restored.

more difficult to prepare in this way,
although their skinning can be done quite rapidly. " The brea.stplate must be separated by a knife or saw fioin the back, and,
when the visceia and fleshy parts ha\e been removed, restored to
its position.
The skin of the head and neck must be turned
inside out, as far as the head, and the \ertebrce and flesh of the
neck should be detached from the head, vhich after being freed
from the flesh, the brain, and the tongue, may be preserved with
the skin of the neck.
Jn skinning the legs and the tail, tlie skin
must be turned inside out, and, the flesh having been removed
from the bones, they are to be returned to their places by redrawing the skin over them, first winding a little cotton or tow
around the bones to prevent the skin adhering to them when it
Turtles and tortoises are

dries."

Richard Owes.

Another way of preparing these reptiles is as follows Make
two incisions, one from the anteri:r end of the breastplate to the
symphysis of the lower jaw, and another from the posterior emi
:

of the breastplate to the vent or tip ot (he
regions and remoie

the b.eastplate

all

itself..

fleshy parts

Apply

and

tail;

skin off these

without touching

viscera

preservative,

stufll

ajd sew up

again both incisions.

AVhen turtles, tortoises, crocodiles, or alligatoi-s, are too large
be presented ^yho!e in liquor, some j^arts, as the head, the
whole viscera stripped down from the neck to the vent, and the
cloaca, should be put into spiiit or solution."
R, Owen.
"

to

—

Fishes.

— As a

general rule

best preserved entii'e in

;

pai ticulai ly the case with beavers,

cut along the lower surf ice or right side of that organ, nearly

from one end

contirnied preservation of hair or fur of animals against

the attacks of moths and other destructive insects, it will be
nece&sary to soak the skins in a solution of corrosive sublimate,
in alcohol or whisky, allowing them to remain from one day to
After removal, the hair
several weeks, according to the s'ze.
must be thoroughly washed or rinsed in clean water, to remove
as much as possible of the sublimate otnerwise, exposure to light
will bleach all the colors.

is

and those species whicn use their tail for pieliension
Hero tin tail is usually supplied with numerous
tendino\is muscles, which require it to be skinned by making a
oposmniif:,

or loco'.iiotion.

4.

insects.

This
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may be well to reoff in the common way
it

fishes,

when

not too large, are

sjiirits.

Nevertheless they may be usefull}- skinned and form collections,
v: lue of wdiich is not generally appreciated.
In many cases,

the

too, wdien spiiit or solutions

cannot be procured, a

preserved which would otherwise be

fish

may be

lost.

There are two modes of taking the skin off a fish: 1st. The
and stufi'ed like a bird, mammal, or

wdiole animal can be skinned
reptile.
its

2d.

One

half of the fish can be skinned,

and nevertheless

natural form preserved.

Sharks, skates, sturgeons, garpikes or garfishes, mudfishes,

DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTING,

Hi

&c.,
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and all those belonging to the r.atural ordere of Placiods and
Ganoids should undei-go the same process as given above for
An incision should be made along
birds, mammals, and reptiles.
the right

The

the

skin

sitle,
is

always I'emaining

left

next removed from the

intact,

or along the belly.

the fins cut at their

flesh,

bases under the skin, and the latter inverted until the base of the
is exposed.
The inner ca\ ity of the head should be cleaned,
an application of preservative be made, and the whole, after
being stutied in the ordinar}' way, sewed up again. Fins may
be expanded when wet on a piece of stiff paper, which will keep

skull

them

A

sufficiently stretched for the purpose.

passed o\er the whole body and

varnish

to preserve

fins,

may

be

somewhat the

Color.

In the ease of

perches and allied genera;

Ctenoids,

and

more than a few days

;

after this,

they are

to

water, and transferred to the saline solution.
An iiiiraereion of
some weeks in the aluminous fluid will cause a destiuction of the
bones.
Specimens must be kept submerged in these fluids. The
success of the operation will depend veiy much upon the use of
a weak solution in the fii'st instance, and a change to the saturated fluid by one or two intermediate steps.

The

collector should

have a small keg,

mav

be thrown as collected.

when

They should be

this

liquor into the intestines through the anus,

a

up

side

;

within the dorsal and ventral

little

lines,

from the upper and

posterior part of the head, along the back to the

across the

ta.l,

Turn over the skin and fix it on a board prePin or tack it down at the base of the

well as the body.

pared

for that purpose.

Have

narrow bands of paper to place across the
The
it a natiu-al form, and let it dry.
skins may be taken off the board or remain fixed to it, when sent
to their destination, where they should be placed on suitable
boards of proper size, for permanent preservation.
fins.

body

several

in order to give

it

by injecting the
by means of a small
syringe.
After the animal has soaked for some weeks in this
liquor, it should be transferred to fresh.
Care should be taken
not to crowd the specimens too much, and the slightest taint of
putridity should be the signal for the employment of fresh spirits.
When it is impossible to transfer specimens to fresh spirits from
half or one inch long, and especially

time to time, the strongest alcohol should be originally used.

base of the caudal fin down, aud thence along the belly to the
lower part of the head again. The doi-sal, caudal, and anal fins,

This done, separate the whole of
cut below their articulations.
the body from the left side of the skin, commenciug at the tail.
When near the head, cut off the body with the light ventral and
pectoral fins, and proceed by making a section of the head and
removing nearly the half of it Clean the inside, and pull out
Cut a circular
the left eye, leaving only the cornea and pupil.
piece of black paper of the size of the orbit, and place it close to
the pupil.
Apply the preservative, fill the head with cotton as

near

is

abdomen a

To efi'ect this, la)" the fish on a
the one it is intended to preserve.
Spread out (he fins by putting underneath each a piece of paper,
When the fins are di-ied,
to whi.h it will adhere on drying.
turn the fish over, cut with scissoi-s or a knife all around the body,
left

which specimens
alive, or as

done, os besides the speedy and little
The
painful death, the animal will be more apt to keep sound.
entrance of the spirit into the cavities of the body should be
facilitated by opening the mouth, making a small incision in the
as possible

may

be skiimed and preserved.

tin box, or other

jar,

suitable vessel, partially filled with liquor, into

Cycloids, trout.s suckei-s, and allied genera; one-half of the fish
table with the
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be soaked in fresh

To pack

the specimens for transportation, procure a small keg,
by allowing water to stand in

wdiich has been properl}' swelled

for a day or two, and from this extract the head by knocking
upper hoops.
Great care must be taken to make such
marks on the hoops and head, as will assist in their being replaced in precisely the same relative position to each other and
At the bottom of the keg
the keg, that they originally held.
place a layer of tow moistened in liquor, then one of specimens,
then another of tow and another of specimens, and so on alterReplace the head, drive down the
nately until the keg is filled.
hoops, and fill completely with spirits, by pouring through the
bunghole. Allow it to stand at least half an hour, and then,
supplying the deficiency of the liquor, insert the bung, and fasten
it

off the

securely.
An oyster-can or other tin vessel maj* be used to
great advantage, in which case the aperture should be soldered
it

A

vessel inclosed in a box.
glass jar or bottle may
employed, but there is always a risk of breaking and
In the absence of tow, chopped straw, fine shavings, or
leaking.
dry grass may be substituted.

up and the

also be

Such a

collection of well-prepared fish

be useful to the

will

practical naturalist, and illustrate, in a more complete manner to
the public, the diversified forms and charactei's of the class of

which specimens preser\ed

Fishes,

in alcohol

do not so readily

show.
§

PRESERVING IN

ril.

LIQUIDS,

AND BY OTHER MODES BESIDES

SKINNING.

General Remarks.

1.

animals of modei'ate

size is alcohol.

(the sti'onger the better)

not be

obtjiineLJ,

—The

may

best

other disagreeable substance.
material

Next to

be employed.

the following substitutes

this,

for preserving

rum

When

may be

or

used

can-

:

—

;

;

rock

salt

II.

8 oz.; corrosive sublimate 2 grains; boiling water

To be

quart

1

well stin-ed, strained, and cooled.

A strong brine,

to

be used as hereafter indicated for Goad-

by's Solution.
III.

In extreme

herring,

To

cases, dr_y salt

may be

used, as in salting

(fee.

use Goadby's Solution, the animal should firet be macerated
few houi-s in fresh water, to which about half its volume of
the concentrated solution may then bo added.
After soaking
thus for some days, the specimens mav be transferred to fresh
concentrated solution.
When the aluininous fluid is used to
preserve vertebrate animals, these should not remain in it for
for a

will

add

to the preservative

The

addition of corrosive sublimate

power of the

spirit.

whisky

spirits

Goadby's Solution. A. The aluminous fluid, composed
of rock s-ilt 4 oz. alum 2 oz. corrosive sublimate 4 grains;
boiling water 2 quarts.
B. The saline solution, composed of
I.

It is sometimes necessary to guard against the theft of spirits
employed, by individuals to whom the presence of reptiles and
This ma}" be done by adding
fishes in the liquor is no objection.
a small quantity of tartar emetic, ipecacuanha, quassia, or soma

Should the specimens to be packed vary in size, the largest
should be placed at the bottom. If the disproportion be very
great, the delicate objects at the top must be separated from those
below, by means of some immovable partition, which in the event
The most
of the vessel being inverted will prevent crushing.
imperative rule, however, in packing, is to have the vessel peronly
by
air exvacancy
occupied
fectly full of something, any
In carrying specimens in
posing the whole to the risk of loss.
liquor when travelling, an almost insuperable difficulty is found
in preventing rubbing, owing to the necessity of leaving enough
This danger may be
space for the addition of specimens.
obviated by introducing an India-rubber, or oiled silk bag or
bladder, provided with a valve, and blowing it up enough to fill
the unoccupied .space.
It often becomes a matter of great importance to separate the
specimens of one locality from those of another, in the same
This may be readily done by having a number of small
vessel.
bags made of mosquito net stuff, lino, or other porous m.iterial,
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and from

<fec.,

twenty inches long, by two to six "wide. Tliey
are made like pillow-cases, open at one end, and sewed around
the other three edges with coaree stitches.
The specimens, on
being gathered, may be put into a bag of proper size, and the
mouth closed by tying a piece of thread.
number may be
marked on the bag with a pencil, or with ink on a parchment
label, placed inside or tied to one corner.
These bags are of incalculable service on a march, or in transporting collections, the
individuals of which are to be kept separate for any purpose
six to

A

whatever.
2.

Vertkdrata.

length need not

six inches in

and

sJcates, it will

The

neglected to take these hard parts.

be best

tail

of skates

If convenient, some vertebrte and teeth
served in spirits far microscopic examination.
desirable.

Reptiles,

as

when

to take

already

observed,

should

their size does not forbid this

be

mode

is

also

may be

pre-

preserved

in

of preser\ation.

Persons at leisure may find pleasure in preparing the skins of
many small kinds as a double series.

A

would be a valuable
still to be learned
with regard to their anatomical structure. There are no birds,
with the exception of the large osti-iches, which could not be
collected for that purpose.
This is a matter to which the colcollection of birds in alcohol or spirit

much

acquisition to a public collection, as

lector should be especially attentive.

is

Skins, however, of the

first

few individuals of rare species should be secured. And on a
march it will not often be convenient to preserve specimens in
spirit,

as the space allotted for collections in alcohol

required

for' reptiles, fishes,

is

generally

small mammalia, and invertebrata.

—

—

Invertebrata. Insects, Bugs, dc. The harder kinds
be put in liquor, as above, but the \-essel or bottles shoukl
not be very large.
Butterflies, wasps, flies, &c., may be pinned
in boxes, or packed in layers with soft paper or cotton.
Minute
kinds should be carefidly sought under stones, bark, dung, or
flowers, or swept with a small net from grass or leaves.
They
may be put in quills, or small cones of pa]3er, one in each. They
may be killed by nnmereing the bottles, &c., in which they are
3.

may

collected, in

and polypes, should be put

hot water, or exposing them to the vapor of ether.

be found convenient to preserve or transport
pinned down in boxes. The bottoms of these are best
lined with cork or soft wood.
It will fi-equently

insects

The tra\'eller will find it very convenient to carry about him a
having a broad moutli, closed by a tight cork. In this,
should be contained a piece of camphor, or, still better, of sponge
soaked in ether, to kill the insects collected.
From this, the
specimens should be transferred to other bottles.

^'ial

Ether will be found most effective in killing all insects that
cannot or ought not to be immereed in alcohol
All those that
can support the immeision in this liquid without injury may
readily be killed in this way.
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and

in small vessels,

Sea urchins and star fishes
having been previously immersed for a
minute or two in boiling water, and packed up in cotton, or any
soft material which may be at hand.
so as to pre\'ent too great pressure.

may

also be dried after

The hard parts of corals, and shells of mollusca, may alone be
preserved in a dried state.
The soft parts ai-e removed by immersing the animals for a minute or two in hot water, and washed
clean afterwards.
The valves of bivalve shells shoidd be brought
Spiders, scorpions, centipedes or thousand-legs, earth-worms,
hair-worms, and generally all worm-like animals to be met in
fi-esh waters, either clear and running, or still and putrid, cannot
be better preserved than in the strongest alcoholic hquor, and in

small bottles or

vials.
§ IV.

EMBRYOS.

of the future progress of zoology will depend upon the
extent and variety of the collections which may be made of the
embryos and fcetuses of animals. No opportunity should be

omitted to procui-e these and preserve them in spirits. All stages
of development will be equally interesting, and complete series
Not only the
for the same species are of the highest interest.
domestic mammalia, as hoi'se, cow, sheep, hog, dog, i&c, sliould
animals,
as
deer, bears,
wild
be collected, but also anj' of the
Whenever
wolves, foxes, antelope, and any and every species.
any females of such mammalia are killed, the uterus should be
examined for embryos, and the smaller or more minute, in many
When eggs of birds, reptiles or fish,
cases, the more interesting.
It will
are emptied of their young, these should be preserved.
be suflSciently evident that great care is required to label the
specimei:s, as in most cases it will be impossible to determine the
species

fixed in the

box containing

it would break the feet and antenna? of the latter if in
a loose and crystalline state.
It may be kept in a piece of muslin or canvas, and then pinned at the bottom of the box.

from the zoological characters.
§ V.

worms, sea cucumbers,

star

fishes,

sea

AND EGGS.

gladly received.
preparation beyond packing so as to be
The eggs of each nest, when
be replaced in it and the remaining space filled

Nests require

little

secure from crumbling or injury.

emptied, may
with cotton.

Eggs, when fresh, and before the chick has foiTned, may be
emptied by making a nnnute hole at each end, and blowing or
Should hatching have already comsucking out the contents.
menced, an aperture may be made in one side by carefully
pricking with a fine needle round a small circle or ellipse, and
The larger kinds should be well washed
thus cutting out a piece.
If the egg
inside, and all allowed to diy before packing away.
be too small for the name, a number should be marked with ink
Little precaution is recorresponding to a memorandum list.
quired in packing, beyond arranging in layers with cotton and
having the box entirely filled.

The eggs of reptiles, provided with a calcareous
prepared in a similar way.
The eggs

shell,

can be

of fishes, salamanders and frogs, may be preserved in
label should never
in small vials or bottles.

A

and kept

be omitted.

insects, as

shells, crabs,

HF.STS

Nothing forms a more attractive feature in a museum, or is
more acceptable to amateure, than the nests and eggs of birds.
These should be collected whenever they present themsehes, and
in any amount procurable for each species, as they are always in
demand for purposes of exchange. Hundreds of eggs of any
s]5ecies with their nests (or without, when not to be had) will be

spirits,

The camphor should always be

Marine

in spirit

Much

to the sharks

the jaws and vertebral column as well as their skins.
But, as it
very often happens that bodies in a state of decomposition are
met with upon the beaches or shores, it should then never be

liquids

urchins,

together by a string.

—Fishes under

have the abdominal incision. Specimens with the scales and fins
perfect should be selected, and, if convenient, stitched or pinned
in bits of muslin, (fee, to preserve the scales.
In general, fishes
under twelve or fifteen inches in length should be chosen. The
skins of larger ones may be put in liquor.
It is important to
collect even the smallest.

With regard

SPECIMENS OF NATURAL HISTORY.

§ VI.

SKELETONIZING.

Skulls of quadrupeds may be prepared by boiling in water for
little potash, or ley, added, will facilitate the
a few hours.

A

removal of the

flesh.
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Skeletons

and removing
as pj&^ble.

be

roiiglil}'

all tlie vis.e:a,

^'ilie

&c,

prepared by skinning the animal
togcJier wi.li as

bonis shoul.l

tlieii

uiui;li

be exposed to

of

tlie

llie liesll

sun or

air

the b.ainot -large
ihi skull from tlie
the
siiine, and extiactiug the couteuLs thiougli tlie laige hole in
back of the head. In cas3 it be^-omes uecessary to disj.iiut a
all
mark
to
cjmnioa
attach
a
tJ
skeleton, ca;-e sliould be t iken
the pieee-s especially wheu more tliau one iudi\idual is packed in
until canpletelj dried.
anira-ils

the

Previously,

should be r^maved by

same

liovve.e:-,

se|iar;iliiig

box.

and skeletons may frequently be pi;-ked up, already
By jilaciiig
cleaned by other animals or exposure to weather.
small animals near an ant's nest, oi- in water occupied by fcid-

SPECIMENS OF NATURAL HISTORY
On

board ship,

it is
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from

all-important to keep the collections

The papers can generidly be diied
The whole herbarium should be exposed to the
]>ossible, and frequently examined, and the mould

getting wet with salt-wales'.
at the g.dle}-.

sun as often as
brushed ott' with a feather or camel's-halr pencil.

§

Vill.

MINERALS AND FOSSILS.

mineralogy and paL-eontology are amongst
all, those which are most easily made; whilst, on the other hand,
their weight, especially wdieu on a march, will p)revent many
from niakmg such upon an extensive scale.

The

collections in

Skulls

sm ill crusta:'ea, very beiutlful skeletons may
The sea bea.di sometimes a3br,ls rich treasures in the
remains of porpoises, sharks, whales, la:ge fishes, and other aquatic
often be

poles, or

obt;iiued.

species.
§ VII.

The

ri.ANTS.

collector of plants requires

but

apparatus; a few

little

a tin-box,

or, slill better, in

Here they are

a portfolio of

reaching

pa]ier, \intil

to be spread out carel'ully

between sheets

of the papei-, and these laid one on top of the other, wilh several
The pile is now t;) be ]ilaced between two

sheets between each.

This
boards, and subjected to a pressure of fifty pounds or less.
may be given by weig'.its, or by mjans of two sti-aps, one at ea.:h
)st convenient.
lu travelling, the strap? will ba founl
end.

m

The

mast be changed every d

pipei-s

solution of glue.

Any fossil, whatever it be, should be collected. Minerals and
samples of rocks are also desirable. The latter should be pi'operly selected, an
cut to five by three inches of surface, and one to
.1

quires or reams of unsized p-.' '-r, of folio siz.', will furnish all that
The spec.iuens, as gatliered, niay be plaeed in
will be required.

home.

All the pi-epararion usually needed for preserving minerals and
wiap]>ing the specimens separatidy in paper,
with a label inside for the locality, and packing so as to prevent
rubbing.
Crumbling fossils ii.ay be soaked to advantiige iu a

fossils consists in

ly,

whan

and,

perfectly dry,

It will be found very convenient to
have a number of blank labels, with strings attached, by which
they may be f.istened on a speoiman when collected, as soon as

transferred to fresh sheets.

two inches

thick.

Specimens ought to be tightly packed up iu boxes, taking care
is wrapped up separately, in ovder that the angles
cr crystalline surfaces should not be destroyed by transpoi-tation
The same
their value depending u])OU their good condition.
The interstices between
precautions will be required for corals.
the specimens, in the box or cask, may be occupied by sawdust,
that each one

sand, shaviigp, hay, cotton, or other soft substance.
lutely essential, for land cari'iage, that

It

no cavity be

is

left

abso-

in the

vessel, or box.

DESIDERATA.

§ IX.

newspapers will be found to answer a
good purpose both in drying and in keeping plants, although the
unprmted paper is best the more porous and absorbent the

comparatively little is known of the animals and plants of
the country west of the Mississijipi and Gulf of Mexico, the attention of officsi's of the army, an 1 oihere, is especially invited to
Of the fresh water fishes, trout, grayling, mijnows,
this region.
and the s;une may be said of
(fee, little or notluig is on record

better.

the

notes of locality, color of flowers, date, &c., are

In

many

made upon

it.

inst ince.s, old

—

While on a march, the following directions
drawn up by Major Rich, are recommended

for collecting plants,

Have thick cartridge, or envelope-paper, folded in quarto form,
and kept close, and even by binding with strong cord; news,answer, but a-e l.able to chafe and wear out; a few
are very convenient to mix in with the hard jiaper as dryere.
This. herbarium may be r^^lled u)) in the blanket while travelling
will

and placed on a

]rick animal.

The specimens colleete along the
I

crown of the hat when with lut a colpaper at noon or at night,
(iieat care
should be taken to keep the pa])ers drj' an I free from mould.
When there is not time at noon to dry the pa])ers iii the sun,
they sh^uld be dried at night by the fire, when, also, the dried
specimens are ))hR'ed at the bottom of the bundle, making room
on top for the next day's collection. A tin collecting-box is ^'ery
necessary plants may be preserved for two or three days in one
It is also convenient in colleeting
if kept damp and cool.
land-shells, which is generally considereil ]5art of a I'Otanist's

road

may

be kept

lecting-box,

and

in the

jilaced in

;

A

collector should also always be ]irovided with ple.ity of
duty.
readv-m.adj seed papei's, not only for prci^erving seeds, but mosses
and minute ])lant-s. Many s;,'eds and fruits cannot be put in the
herbarium, ]ia: ti 'ulirly if of a succulent nature, causing mouldiness, ami others f )rm irregularities and inequalities in the papers,
thus breaking specimens and causing small ones and seeds to
drop out. Fruits of this kind should be numbered to coricspond
kept in thu saddle bag or some such
with the s|)ecnnen, an
It is neccssarv, in order to make giod specimens, to avoid
place.
1

heavy jtressure and kee[) the papere well
get mouldy, turn black, or decay.

;

marine

The

species.

re;it;le=,

pouched

(squirrels, marmot-s, go])hers,

smaller

bird-,
rats,

hares,

mammalia

&c^) and

all

other animals, should also be caiefully collected.

:

papers

As

dried, otherwise they

This region

likewi.=:e

abounds in

fossil

bones, teeth, &C., of the

known as " Mauvaises
"Bad Lanls," and occurnng along the Missouri and
its tributaiies. White Ri\er, Milk Rivei-, Platte, Eau qui Court,
(fee.
The banks and be :1s of these and other streams likewise
greatest interest, esp- cially in those portions
'J'erres,"

or

contain rich tresisures of

looked for in
in rocks,

A
is

list

and other

bones.

fossil

all ca\'es, ]ieat

Similar remains are to be

soil, marl pits,
throughout North America.

bogs, alluvial

localities

of the principal species of large

fissures

North American animals

subjoined, with reference to the collection of skins, skulls, horns,

and

skeletons.

For the purpose of having complete series in the
age and sex, and for supplying other museums,

different stages of

number of the skulls of each
one skeleton should be proIt nnist, however, be remembered, that a single tooth or
cured.
bone of an animal, in the absence of anything more, will be of
impoitance.
Each specimen should, as far as practicable, have
the approximate age, sex, and locality, distinctly marked on the
bone in pen or pencil.
it is

desirable to have a considerable

When

possible,

:it

Human Races,

civilized

and

species.

least

Mountain Sheep,

.

Sea Otter.

Common Otter.

uncivilized.

Grizzly Bear.

Buffalo.
MusK Ox.

White Bear.
or

Bic-

HORN.
California Wild Sheep.

Bears, other

s]iccies.

Kaccoos, especially from
fornia.

Cali-

ON THE PROVINCIAL CURRENCY.
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Mountain Goat.
Antelope.
Elk.
Little Elk.
Moose.
Reindeer, or Caeabou.
Black Tail Deer, of Rocky
Mountains.

Black Tail Deer,

the

of

Fisher.

transferred.

Marten.
Panther.

A vial of ether, and
A few ounces of camphor, for killing insects,

Jaguar.
Ocelot.

in the pocket vial

Mule Deer.
White Tail Deer.

Blank

Hares.

Large Wolp,

black,

-ivliite,

or

or

Fish of

pike, suntish, chubs, suckers,

Corrosive sublimate (powdered), about half a pound.

Alcohol in a small keg or

all

young
kinds,

alligator,

ground

such as the gars, perch,

minnows, and other

in general, as crabs, crawfish,

In addition to dried plants,

it

species.

and Crustacea in

be well always to gather
which when sent in may be

and thus furnish important additions to Horticulture, as
They should be put up perfectly diy.

well as to Botany.

We

have called especial attention to the country west of the
Much is still to be done, however, in the east, and
collections of any kind will be acceptable from all parts of the
Mississippi,

Continent.

§ X.

We

GENERAL

shall here present at

and

LIST OF APPARATUS.
one view a

outfit required for collecting

list

of the principal appa-

on the simplest

scale,

the dififerent kingdoms of nature. Fuller explanations of
be found under then- appropriate heads.

For Collecting.

in

all will

—

Gun, with shot of various sizes, from
No. 10, as also the proper equipment of powder, percussion caps and wads.
Rifle for large game.
1.

buck

to

Fishing rod and lines. The latter should be of ditferent sizes,
with a supply of extra hooks, and snoods.
Nets of various kinds a seine of about seven feet long with a
bag in the middle, will be found most useful for fish. Also a
small pocket net for insects, <fec., but strong enough for fishes.
Some gauze nets for insects.
;

A casting net will be found useful in fishing.
Pocket vial for collecting insects when on a land exploration,
and for small invertebrata when on the sea shore, or on the bank
of a river or lake.

Saltpetre.

Common salt. (The three latter substances will hardly be
required with plenty of alcohol and arsenic.)
Cotton or tow.

On
Read

the Provincial Currencjr.

Institute, January 31sf, 1863; hy
Cherriman, M.A., F. C.P.S., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, and Deputy Professor of Mathematics and
Natural Philosophy in the University of Toronto.

hefore the

Canadian

J. B.

will

seeds, acorns, nuts, pine cones, &c,,

ratus

tin can.

Alum.

puppj"^,

general, insects, worms, starfishes, shells, &c.

jilanted,

Knives.

Tartar emetic or ipecacuanha.

of hellbender,

Invertebrates

—

canisters.

:

names

and skins of

Needles and threads of various numbers.
Twine.
Hook with loop.
Arsenic (powdered), five or ten pounds put up in several tin

Sea Cow.

Specimens of the following kinds, preserved in spirits, from all
North America, are particularly desired Small Quadrupeds, as field mice, shrews, moles, bats, squirrels, weasels.
Reptiles, as snakes, lizards, scoi-pions (so-called), frogs, toads,
tree-frogs, and, above all, the salamandei's, or lizards without
scales, found in water, or under logs and stones, known by the
various

for plants

or more yards of hno.
India rubber bag,
2. For Preserving.
Two pail's of scissors.

parts of

water puppy, &c.

sti-ings,

Ten

Alligator.
Sharks, Stingrees, Rays,
Devil Fish; teeth, ja\vs,
and vertebras.

Coyote.
Medicine Wolf.
Indian Dog.
Foxes, all species.

paper with
;

Whales.

Manatee

gray.

LoBos Wolf.
Prairie Wolf.

labels of

Unsized paper for plants a ream or more.
Portfoho with straps.
Labels of parchment for animals in liquids.
Hundi'ed or more lino bag's of vaiious sizes.

Seals.
Porpoises.
Dolphins.

Senyellel.

ether being used

in the box.

animals.

Lynx.
Civet Cat, or Bassaris.
Armadillo.
Pkccart, or Mexican Hoa.
Walrus, or Moesb,

Deer, other species.
Beaver.
Prairie Dog.
Marmots.

and camphor

Insect pins of assorted sizes.

Ounce.
Tiger Cat.

Wild Cat,

Pacific.

1T7

Pocket box lined with cork, for collecting insects which cannot
well be immersed in spirits.
Larger boxes into which the contents of the preceding may be

Badger.
Wolverine, or Carcajou.

The evils consequent on the present state of our Provincial
Currency are so flagrant, and their effects accumulating as our
wealth and national prosperity increase, are also beginning to make
themselves so severely felt, that the postponement of some change
in the sj^stem, long ago acknowledged to be necessary, seems no
It is the object of this paper briefly to state the
longer possible.
nature of the changes which can be made to remedy those evils,
and to discuss the methods proposed or desirable for etfecting
such change.
It is evident that a currency ought to be regulated with referfirst, to furnish the
ence to two distinct objects to be attained
most easy and convenient mode of exchange from individual to
individual within the country itself secondly, to adopt a standard and notation, which may, as far as possible, fit into and cohera

—

—

with the currencies of those countries with which om' commercial relations are most intimate. The first will have regard mainly to the subdivisions of the unit chosen ^the second, to the
nature of the unit itself.

—

In considering the latter question, the countries whose curwe have to look to are Great Britain and the United
States and a brief statement of the nature of the currency of

rencies

;

each

is

necessary.

is based on a gold
namely, the £ sterling or the gold sovereign which
1-623
gold;
this
is taken to be equiof
pure
gTS.
contains 113
valent to 20 shillings of silver, each shilling containing 80 8-11
gre. of pure silver; the shilling is again divided into 12 penca
of copper and each penny again into fom' farthings, but the cop-

The

Sterling Currency of Great Britain

stan.lard,
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per coinage

may

be

left

out of consideration as of inferior impor-

pure

value is 23 cents, and its mint
on the English scale, is 24-3-.

tance.

its leo-al

In the system of the United States, since the year 1834, the
unit adopted as standard is the Silver Dollar, contain 371^ grs.
pure silver, and this is subdivided into 100 cents of copper. The
Gold Coin which is also in use, is the Eagle, containing 232 1-5
grs. pure gold, and fixed by law as the equivalent of 10 dollars.

ently

In each case altjiough the standard is ostensibly of one metal,
gold in sterling- and silver in the other, yet by reason of the existence of these fixed legal equivalents of coins of the other metal
to the standard, it is plain that each country in reality uses a

double standard. Now, Gold and Silver, being metals each posessiug an intrinsic value, will always like other commodities have
a market value relatively to each other, a value which is quite
independent of legislative enactments, and rarely if ever coincides
with that fixed by law so that the I'atio between the metals is
by law said to be constant, while in fact it is perpetually varying,
and in all double currencies of this kind, one metal is certain to
be under^•alued as compared with the other. Thus it was in
France and England, towards the close of the 18th century:
England over-valued gold, and France over-valued silver, and
the effect was the disappearance of gold from France and of silver
from England. The inconvenience resulting in this way does
not appear to be capable of evasion altogether its efiects are
somewhat obviated in sterling by the enactment that silver is not
a legal tender to the amount of more than £2, and this confines
the evil within small limits, and render's a change in the amount
of metal contained in one of the coins necessary only at long intervals.
How it will then be effected is not stated, but most
probably it will be by altering the amount of silver in the lesser
coins.
In the United States, however, no such restriction exists,
nor indeed could it exist so long as the small coin is the standard,
for all large payments are made in gold and no legal limitation
to the amount of tender could possibly be made.
Here, therefore, the evil exhibits itself in its full eiiects, and the only remedy
will be by successive enactments reducing the amount of gold in
the Eagle
this has ah-eady occurred even in the short period
that has elapsed since the construction of the federal coinage,
namel)', in 1834, when the Eagle was reduced from 247^grs."of
pure gold to 232 1-5, more than 15 grs., or about 6^ per cent.
In this respect Great Britain seems to have a decided advantage
over the States.*
:

;

—

"Before the discovery of the mines in America the value of gold
compared with that of silver seems to have varied in the difl'errent mines of Europe between the proportions of 1 to 10 and 1
to 12, but about the middle of the l7th century it came to be
regulated at 1 to 14 or 15 from which it not has since varied
as

much." In

an ounce of gold is worth a little more than 1
money, an oz. of gold is worth a little
less than 1 6 ozs. of silver
it thus appeai-s " that gold has been rising in its nominal value or in the quantity of silver exchanged for
it: both metals have sunk in real value or in the amount of labour
they could pniclinsc.but siKer has sunk more than gold." Whether
sto'ling

ozs. of silver,

and

in federal
:

the em.riii. Ills. lis.os,..ii,^,,f gold in Australia and California will
check this duwiiwanliciiduncy of silver is not easy to sa3%

The

the two
rica renders

of

pointed out between the relative values
metals as regulated in England and Ame-

diflerence

it
difficult
to institute a strict comparison
between their respective coins. The £ sterling compai'ed with
the Eagle by means of the amounts of pure gold contained in
each is worth $4 S6|, wliich is its value as fixed by the United
States Mint, and its legalized value is $4 84.
Again, the sterling shilling compared with the silver dollar by the amounts of

• Since the above wns wrillen a Bill lias passed the United Slates Senate,
assimilating the practice b( the Stales in this respect to that of Great Britain,
and in efTecl nbanduning the silver standard.
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contained in each, should be worth 21.74 cents, while

silver

With regard

value,

calculated ajjpar-

to the utility of each system for the convenience

the American is, without doubt, theoretically
the most perfect that can be conceived, while the sterling subThe
division of 4, 12 and 20 are about as awkward as can be.
sterling, howevei', has the advantage of possessing coins of more
con\enieut amount, and embracing a larger range, the £ being
much better than the dollar for large transactions, and the farof internal

traffic,

thing more useful than the cent in retail trade. The reasons,
however, which have caused the practical working of the American system to be so far removed from its theoretical perfection
will be touched on bye and bye.
It is clear that the two systems cross each other in such an
inextricable manner as to gi\e no hope of accommodation between
them, and the construction of any system to harmonize perfectly
with both would be altogether an insane attempt; let us examine
then how for our present Provincial Currency succeeds in the
adaptation.
I hei'e speak of the Provincial Currency as established by the Acts 4th and 5th, 13th and 14th Victoria, and not
of the various currencies of exchange in use in different departments, which it would be only a waste of time to enter into.

Our currency is subdivided by 20, 12, 4, starting from the £
with shillings, pence and farthings, thus adopting the sterling
measure in its most objectionable part. The £ sterling is said to
be the standard of value, and denominated £1 4s. 4d.: as the
£ sterling might have been called by any other name, the
denomination being quite arbitrary, it will be curious to examine
the origin of this extraordinaiy number £1 4s. 4d. which is our
unit.
It appears to have taken its rise in the state paper-system
" The
adopted b}^ the ancient British Colonies of America.
paper currencies of North America, says Adam Smith, ' consisted,
not in bank notes payable to the bearer on demand, but in a
government paper, of which the payment was not exigible till
several yeai-s after it was issued
and though the colon}' governments paid no interest to the holders of this paper, they declared
it to be, and in f;wt rendered it, a legal tender of payment for the
full value for which it was issued.
But allowing the colony
security to be perfectly good, £100, payable for example 15 years
hence in a country where interest is at 6 per cent, is worth little
more than £40 ready money. To oblige a creditor, therefore, to
accept of this as full payment of a debt of £100 actually paid
down in ready money was an act of such violent injustice as has
scarce, perhaps, been attempted by the government of any other
country which pretended to be free."
;

Of course this ingenious "scheme of fraudulent debtors to
defraud their creditors," as Smith calls it, failed as all legislative interference with the natural laws of trade must fail,
and in course of time the exchange with Gi'eat Britain varied so
widely that £100 sterling came to be cousidered the equivalent
in some colonies of £130, and in others of so groat a sum as
£1100 currenc}', this diflerence in the value arising from the
difference in the quantity of paper emitted in the different colonies,

aud

in the distance

and probability of the term of

its final

discharge and redemption.

Another

instance I will quote

The colony

from the same authority.

of Pennsylvania, before any emission of paper

raised the denomituition of its coin and had, by act
of assembly, ordered 5s. sterling to pass in the colonies for 6s. 3d.,
and afterwards for 6s. 8d. 'Ihe pretence for doing so was to
prevent the exportation of gold and siher, by makiiif; equal

money, had

sums in the colony than
was found, however, that the

quantities of these mct;ils pass for greater

they did
price of

ill

all

the mother country.

It

goods from the mother country rose

ex.actly in pro-
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portion as they raised
tiieir g..)lJ

and

silver

tlie

denomination of

were exported as

tlieir

coin, so

tliat

fast as ever."

At lengtli the course of exchange was fixed
for £100 currency, and this constitutes the bank

at

£90

sterling

par, the actual

exchange being adapted to this by the addition of a premium,
which has gradually I'isen to about 10-|-, from which it will not
aking the premium at 9^, that
probably vary much in future.
is, £90 stg. for £109^ currency, we have the value of £1 stg. to
be £l 4s. 4d., nearly, which is now its legal value.
'J

Taking the sterling standard of silver coin from our gold unit
find the crown or 5s. exactly 6s. Id.

we

I-

Ciown

Shilling

;

Sixpence

...

3s.

O^d.

Is.

2d. 3-5ths.

Os.

7d. 3-lOths.

and these are also their values fixed by law except that the shilling and sixpence are made equal to Is. 3d. and 7^d. for sake of
convenience.

Turning to the United States money, we find tlie Eagle current at £'2 10s., which is its coneet value, as compared with the
Sovereign and, taking the American relation of silver to gold,
;

or, taking its value as
this would make the dollar exactly 5s.
compared with the current value of British silvei', it would be
worth about 5s. td.: we find it actually set down as legal tender
for 5.=. Id.; the half-dollar for 2s. 6M., and so on, the quarter
being diminished to Is. 3d., and the -^th of the dollar to T^-d.
The cause of this strange anomaly I am quite unable to discover,
but the etTect of it is to keep both British and American
;

gold out of circulation, 205. stg. going further than £l stg.,
and 10 dollars going further than the eagle: in like manner, the sterling shilling and six-pence being conventionally
raised relatively to the

^

and lower

crown and half-crown, and the American

divisions being lowered i-elatively to

the dollar and -g- dollar, it follows that the circulation of crowns, halfcrowns, and the American j doUars and lower coins will be
dollar

materially retarded.

.

I remarked before that any attempt to reconcile the two
cuiTencies of Great Britain and the United States, would be
hopeless: it only remains then to discard our Provincial notation
and adopt one or other of these, with or without modifications.
Two proposals have lately been made that of Sir John Pakington, which was in effect, to coin for us sterling monies under our
present current denominations, such as seven-pence half-pennies,
one and three-peimies, and so on: this, stereotyping our present
absurdities, may be rejected at once: the other, was the bill
passed in the Provincial Legislature last year, and disallowed by
the Home Government for ostensible reasons which need not
here be discussed. This bill proposed simply that the £ sterling,
as determined by the United States' mint at $i. 86f, should be
as at present, denominated £1 4s. 4d. currency, and that of the
£ currency thus defined, one-fourth part should be called a dollar,
which should ever after be taken as the unit of monies, the

—

dollar being divided into one

hundred

cents,

and

all

monies and

coins being determined by the proper ]")roportion of their value to
This proposal is undoubtedly simple,
this value of the dollar.

and concise, being a great step in the right direction in
would amount to adopting the American system in its
But, it may be remarked,
entireitv, both standard and notation.
in the first plac?, that an entirely new coinage would be required,
as sterling money would no longer pass at the rates of American
monej', even conventionally as at present, and to this it is not
Secondly, that the American
likely the British mint will consent.
notation should serve us both as an example and a warning; the
inconvenience felt in the practical currency of the United States,
arises from the circiimstanee of their having retained the old
coins along with the new denominations, and not having insisted
strongly enough on the division of the dollar into tenths or dimes.
clear

fact, it

:

Thus the quarter

1V9

an exact number of dimes, and
the York-shilling and the sixpence not even an exact number of
cents; these coins ought to have been withdrawn altogether from
circulation the division should have run, not only in theory but
in practice, 10 cents, 1 dime— 10 dimes, 1 dollar, and no coin
should fall between the cent and dime which is not an exact
number of cents, nor any between the dime and dollar not an
exact number of dimes.
In fact, the people should have been
made to count by tens upwards, instead of downwards, by halves,
quarteis, eighths, and sixteenths.
This precaution was not taken
in the bill in question, and if it had been, would still moi'e strongly have necessitated the use of new coins prDbably they would
have been the dollar, the five-dime piece, or half-dollar, a twodime piece, the dime, and the cent.
dollar is not

;

:

There is one remaining system to be examined, and to this I
would beg to direct especial atcention it is the system proposed
to be adopted for a decimal division of sterling, recommended by
a commission of the best scientific men in the kingdom, and
which will probably be carried out in a few years in its integrity,
under the superintendence of the gi-eat Sir John Herschel. In
:

this

£

division the

ten-pence,

sterling will contain ten florins, the florin

and the penny ten

consist of the following coins:

farthings,

so that the currency will

—The pound often

sovereign; the five-florin piece,

florins,

or the

or half-sovereign; a two-florin

and the florin itself. The only new coin here requn-ed is
the double-florin, and this will probably be issued as soon as the
piece,

withdrawal from circulation of the crown and half-crown, already
begun, is completed.

is

The divisions of the florin wdl be the five-penny piece, which
the present shiUing sterling, the two-penny piece, for which the

dime might
difficulty

present sterling,

small for

silver.

with the lattei', some practical
being equal to two-pence two-fifths of the
would be too large for a copper coin, and too
Three methods have been suggested for ob-

and the penny

pass,

exists,

;

for
it

—

the first proposes to make a coin of a
convenient size of a proper alloy of silver and copper; the second
to have a copper coin with a central disk of silver and the third
to make the coin of silver, with a hole in the centre any of the
three methods would probably do.
viating this difficulty

;

:

For the

divisions of the

penny

it

would be

sufficient to

the farthing and a five-farthing piece, or half-penny

have

the farthing
being then the thousandth part of the pound, instead of one
nine-hundred and-sixtieth as at present, and nearly the same as
lialf

:

a cent.

This system, then, is complete in all its parts, more useful than
the federal money, because embracing a larger range, the pound
being as much more useful than the dollar in large transactions
as the farthing than the cent in small, and every coin being an
exact multiple of the lower denomination.

In the adoption of this currency by Canada, there seems to be
no difficulty in the way all current sums would be turned at
once into sterling at the current rate, and after the trouble of the
first step, no fi'esh vexation would occur.
There is little fear that
the mint would object to it, and the Province would have the honor
of outrunning the mother country in effecting perhaps the greatest
commercial reformation that has been made in moderntim times.
;

changes, which are here discussed with reference to money
still greater force to the numerous weights
and measures which are used bath here and elsewhere. The
anomalous and annoying divisions that occur in every depart-

The

merely, apply with

ment, have long been a theme for scientific indignation but a
reformation of these will perha])s only be brought about at long
intervals.
What was done in France at a single blow, will with
us be the" work of a longer but not less certain process the
;

guinea of 21s. has at

last

—the

disappeared

:

score of 25,

and the
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dozen of 13, only

112

lbs. is fast

title,

step,

linger in

giving

way

some

rural corners; the cwt.
just

These

Troy

taken one important

announcing their
which are decimal multi-

othere, in

intention to use hereafter only weights
ples of the

of

before the legitimate claimant of that

and the Bank of England has
which will be followed by many

hope that some day or other our

children's

children may be saved the irksome labour that our childhood
underwent, and an arithmetic book of the present day be regarded
as a useless curiosity.

by them

Tbe
BY

J.

solemn procession before

its shrine ; such were those of the Perfor the service of the temple
In every temple of the sun, in e\ery saereil grove,
from the Baltic to the Ganges, there weTC stalls for the holy
hoi-ses.
The horse has been everywhere the type of victory, the

sian

Ozmusd, snow-white, and bred

in Cilicia.

by the exhibition
of its skull, or its tail, or by the whole image of the animal. Who
has not heard of the white horse embroidered on the banners of
our Saxon ancestors? To this day, once in each veai', the whole
peasantry of the neighbourhood meet to clear the weeds and
grass from the sui'face of a huge white horee, extending over more
than an acre, cut deeply into the face of a chalk hill, near Letcombe Regis in Berkshire, supposed to have been so cut in commemoration of a great victory gained by Alfreil the Great over
the Danes, under Otfa, in the year 871.

IIoTSS

and

its

BAILKT TURNER,

thought that wild

Rider.

ESQ.,

QUEBEC.

existed in Europe,

but that
the Celtic tribes the domesticated horse was not known
until about the period that the Celtic-Scythian Gauls ascended
the Danube and crossed the Rhino, and that it was inti-oduced
It

is

hoi-ses

" Carved rudely on tlie pendant sod is seen.
The snow-white courser stretching o'er the green;
Tlie antique figure scan with cxu'ious eye.
The glorious monument of victory.
Then England reared lier long dejected head.
Then Alfred triumphed and invaders blea."

among

England by the Phoenicians, who were the means of bringing
Eastern customs and commodities into the land with which
they traded. Now we know that the Celtic tribes in Fi-auce
were hoi-semen, for Pausanius tells that thiy used in their armies
the trimarkesec, or well-known triiial ari-angemeut of a knight
and his two squires, while in Britain, at the time of Cjesar's invasion, the natives fought in chaj-iots
the Gallic Celts therefore
followed more the custom of Northern Asia, and the British Celts
that of Southern Asia.
into

many

;

commonly believed and asserte 1, that astronomical
firet made in Egypt, and that there the Z(xliacal belt wa? divided into its twelve horees; but it has now been
satisfactoi'ily shown, that the zodiacal constellations w^ere named
It

has been

observations were

in

some country more rortberly

either than

India or Egypt,

therefore before the civilization of either, or the introduction of
the domesticated horse ; and that as in the houses of the sun, the
is not placed, we may take that as an indication that that
animal was already used as a type of the moving power of the
and as a personification of that luminar}"^, by the nation to

horse
sun,

whom we may attribute the division of the zodiac ; some riding
nation of Central Asia.
Among all the riding nations the horse,
or the name of the horse, was used to express beauty, power and
exaltation
and in the earliest annals of the Persians, the various
names of that animal are not only titles of the sun, but of kings
;

and great lords as Var, in Varanes Phar, in Pharnabasus
Asp, in Lorasp. The same practice prevailed among the Gothic
nations, where we find Hengist, Horsa, Uppa, and Bayard, all
names of the horse, applied to princes and chiefs. It is probable
that superstitious veneration was first applied to the hoi-se in
Egypt, Arabia, and the neighbouring countries, at about the
period of the fii-st Scythic invasions; for we find tliat some of the
tribps of idiilaters by whom the Jews were surrounded in Palestine worshipped gods in the form of horses. The king-s of Judah
themselves were often polluted by this worship, for we read that
the pious Josiah took away the horses that the kings of Judah had
:

;

;

given to the sun, at the entering in of the house of the Lord.
In Europe, a black horse was long considered a form of the evil

Among many

one.
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national emblem, the standard of battle-neither

grain.

facts give us

ITS RIDER.

of the

Pagan

Asiatic tribes at this day, their

Other

traditions, however, affirm that this singular antiquarian
of much older date than Alfred, and was intended to
represent the white-horse of Hengist; to this day, the tail of a
white horse, with the ends of the hair dyed red, and fixed to the
end of a lance, is the standard of the Mahometan cavalry : it has
replaced over all Islam the white banners of the Ommiades and
the black ones of the Abassides.
relic

is

The

great object hitherto has been to ascertain the original
its wild state, the race of mankind by
subjugated to man's use, and its probable fii-st

habits of the horse in

whom

it

was

first

introduction to

what

are

commonly known

as civilized countries.

now

proceed to notice a few other facts with respect to
known to and used by the ancients, and trace its
history to our own time.
Pi'oceeding to other coimtries in the
neighbourhood of Egypt and Arabia, we learn from Herodotus
that the Babylonians had vast numbei's of horses.
He speaks of
a certain satrap, or lord, of their country, by name Tritanta^chmes,
as owning, in addition to his war horses, 800 stallions and 18,000
mares. The same author also notices the numerous cavalry of the
Bactrians and Caspians, and tells us, that though the quadrupeds
and birds of what is now British India far exceeded in size those
of other countries, the horse was an exception, for it was far sur.'
passed by a peculiar breed in Media named the Nisean.
Ten
horses of this breed, superbly caparisoned and of extraordinary
I shall

this animal, as

size, drew the chariot containing the idol of Jupiter, in the traiii
of Xerxes during his exjjedition into Europe.
At this daj' the
horee of Hindostan, ofthe native breeds, is a very inferior animal;
and we learn from Col. Sykes, that the onl\' firm, well-made
hoi-ses in the country are the result of repented crossing with the
best blood of Arabia and Persia and latterly the imjioi-tation of
English blood has done much to improve the race.
Major
Gwatkin, the Superintendent of the East India Conqiany's
breeding stud in Northern India, describes the original Indian
mare, as very inferior in shape, and generally a jaih; with narrow
:

chest,

drooping mean

cpiarters,

hands high, much too leggy.

and

if

above fnuricen and a half

Just such as Major Gwatkin des-

magic ceremonies are performed with small images of hoises;
and the very Mahometans, to whom " the likeness of anythino-

cribes them,

that

from the earliest times. It d.ies not appear that the lialiylonians,
any more than the Persians ami Greeks, at or about the time of
Homer, were accustomed to ride on horeeback. All tlie heroes
of the Iliad are depicteil as fighting in chariots; and chariots
alone are found sculptured on the basso-relievos of Pei'sopoliF.
Late discoveries in the ruins of ancient Ninevah lead ns to suppose, that the Medes were accustomed to ride on horseback at a
much cariier period; fur Mr. Rich speaks of a ba<so-relievo of a

is

in liea\en above, or in the earth beneath, or in the watere

is an abomination, admitted a kind of
semi-idolatrous worehip of the hoi'ses of two of the great heroes
of Islam, Ilosein and Khizi'.
Our own Teutonic ancestore sacri-

that are undei' the earth,"

horses to the suii, Ertlia, and other divinities, in their
on the Isl.-md of Riigen. All the sun-gods, wherever
worshipped, by whatever ]jeople, imder whatever name, had stiuls
of .sacred horses, eitiier to draw their idol ch.-u'iot, oi' to bo lo 1 in
fi'.'ed

tc!mj>les

India,

are the sculptured hoi'ses wherevor

showing that what the native horse

is

met with

now,

it

h.-is

in

been
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mounted

wavrior,

and

of the figure of a riding sportsman, catch-

ing a deer with a casting-net, found in tlie ruins of that city. As
I before observed, saddle-horses do not appear to have been much
for, on the authority of Herodotus,
used iu South- Western Asia
Cyrus opposed camels to the Lydiau Cavalry of Crojsus. After
this time it is probable that the Persian sovereigns a\-ailed themselves of the services of various equesti'ian tribes from the higher
Asiatic regions, coming through the passes of the Western Cau^
casian range, along the coast of the Caspian for from the time
of Cyrus we find cavalry invariably mentioned as forming a part
of the Aramean legions, and in various parts of Persia they are
found in the sculptures of a later period. I before observed, that
though by the express command of God, the Israelites were forbidden to use horses, Solomon broke the command, and imported
both horees and chariots from Egypt. In the First Book of
Kings, chapter x., verso 29, we have the record of exactly what
he paid for them: reduced into English sterling, each horse cost
about £l7, and each chariot about £68. The trade was evidently
carried on by the gross or string, as the price was not for different
and from the same record we learn anovalues of single horses
ther important fact, that in Phceuicia horses were either dear or
scarce, for Solomon, after supplying the armies of la-ael, traded
The Tyrians, another mercantde
in horses with the Phoenicians.
people of great renown, imported horses fi'om Armenia, and
;

;

:

them to their colonies in Africa, to Crete, Sicily, Spain,
and Greece. Thus may have arisen the old Greek fable, that
Neptune, the god of the sea, produced the horse b}^ striking the
It was also the belief of the Circassians,
earth with his trident.
that the Shalokh, the noblest of the Cabarder breeds, sprung from
the sea; probably becau';e iu either case the parent stock was
imported by water. There is another mythological curiosity
about the horee. As the camel was styled, by the camel-riding
so was the ship styled,
tribes of Arabia, the ship of the desert
carried

—

Hence, under the
of the hoi-se and mare, were typiiied in the Druidical
woi-ship, the helic and lunar arkite enclosures, a worship and a

by the
names

Celto-Seythians, the horse of the sea.

mystery which would of themselves form the subject of a lecture;
hence the Eastern mythological fables of Perseus and Bellerophon.
It was the opinion of Buffon, the great French naturalist, that
Arabia had no horses in the early ages, nor even at the commencement of the Roman Empire, and hardly imj at the date of

He supports this ojsiuion by the fact,
200 years after the Christian era, horses were sent as a present to the Arab princes; and that 400 years' after, one of the
Roman emperors sent 200 Cappadoeian steeds to the same
country while in the 7th centnr}-, Mahomet had but two horses
in his army, when he fought with the Koreish, and did not capthe

Mahometan Hegira.

that

;

But, admitting
ture a single horse in his victorious campaign.
the truth of the first two facts, as stated by Buffon, the argument
by no means holds good in the case of Mahomet. Mecca and
Medina were in the midst of the Edomite Arabs, then, and to this
day, for the most part a camel-riding tribe but this by no means
proves that the northern tribes, the Bedoueens and the clan of
Yemen had no horses. The land of the Edomite Arabs has no
pasturage whatever for horses, nor does it grow the golden barley,
the food with which the Arab of Yemen delights to feed his
favourite mare. On the authority of Laborde, the Etiomite speaks
with envy and admiration of the glorious chargers of his brethren
Robber by profession, what could the
the equestrian Arabs.
Arab do \\-ithout a horse ? Long before the fall and destruction
of Jerusalem b)- Titus, bands of Jews, stray remnants of the captivity of Sennacheril), of the tribes of Gad and Manasseh, had
taken to the desert, and adopted Arab customs and means of subsistence under a succession of their native princes, they exercised
a nomade warfare, fought great battles, captured Mithridates, and
utterly defeated a Persian army, entu'ely composed of horsemen.
;

;

ITS RIDER.
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after all

and the patriarchs,
In revenge for this

was Abraham, the

and Jacob
but an Arab Sheik, an Arab of the Arabians ?
father of Isaac

defeat, a fearful massacre took place among
the Iranese Jews, and whole families of them, flying from the
slaughtei', took refuge in the tents of Yemen, where they became
Matnoub, a term denoting the concession by the host to the
guest to pitch the tent on the same line and in return for the
;

some years

hospitality,

after joining their sabres to those of their
they in one day prostrated the Parthian empire on
the field of Kadesiah.
That the Arabs had horses at the commencement of the Cresarian Era, we know from the work of
Hirtius on the wars of Alexander; for he says expressly, that
Caisar sent to Malchus, that is Melek, for a reinforcement of
cavalry
while a Kttle later, but still before the time of Mahomet,

Arab

hosts,

;

we

hear of a war between two tribes, that lasted forty years, on
account of a horse-race. Better evidence still is found in ancient
Arabian poems, once suspended in the Kaaba, all dating before
the time of Mahomet, which in animated and glowing terms
speak of the horse and its qualities, give splendid pictures of
cavalry battles, and notices which prove that those who wrote

them had deri\ed from their ancestors a noble breed of horses.
Nay, if with many of the commentators, we take the Book of
Job to have been wi-itten before the time of Abraham, and that
Job was an Arabian or Idumajan prince and prophet, what shall
we say to his description of the horse and his rider, " Hast thou
given the horse strength ?
Hast thou clothed his neck with
thunder ? Canst thou make him afraid as a grasshopper ? The
glory of his nostrils

He mocketh

at fear,

and

He paweth in the valley and
he goeth on to meet the armed men.
not affrighted, neither turneth he back

tei'rible.

is

rejoiceth in his strength

;

is

from the sword the quiver rattleth against him, the glittering
spear and the shield.
He swalloweth the ground with fierceness
:

and

he that it is the sound of the trumpet.
the trumpets. Ha, ha
and he smelleth the battle afar off; the thunder of the captains and the shouting."
passage probably one of the most sublime ever written, and
which could have been written by no man not well acquainted
with the character of the animal, particularly when employed in
warfare.
It is a valuable passage also, because it shows that the

He

rage, neither believeth

saith

among

;

A

horse was known in Arabia before it was in Egypt, and was then
used by riders in war, as we ha\'e seen that the horse was not
known in Egypt in the time of Abraham. Again, as to Mahomet, however badly provided with horses he may have been at
the outset of his career, we find that in repeated passages of the

Koran, he inculcates on his followers the utmost respect for the
useful qualities of the animal.
In one remarkable passage these

words occur

" Thou shalt be for man a source of happiness and
wealth thy back shall be a seat of honor and thy belly of riches
every grain of barley given to thee shall purchase indulgence to
:

;

the sinner."

Let us

remember what the Arabians

were, and what they
to their original love of adventure and
was added the fierce spirit engendered by
religious- enthusiasm
but no mere enthusiasm could have
effected the transfer of simple herdsmen into the best, the most
daring cavalry of their time, or indeed of any time
have
enabled them to desti-oy the vast mounted armies of the Persians,
or encounter on equal terms, on many a field, the scientific discipline of the eastern empire, and in little more than 100 years
after the prophet's death, given wings to the sword of Islam, and
carried its green standard from Arabia to India in one direction,
and France in anothei'. In the year 631 Mahomet died
366
years aftei', so great was the increase of his followers, that we find
the horsemen of Islam numbered b^'' the hundred thousand.
When Mahmoud, the Gaznevide Sultan, the conqueror who carried away the sandal-wood gates of the temple of Somnauth, at
Gnzerat in Hindostan, and placed them at Cabool, whence the}'
also

afterwards became,

when

disposition for conquest
;

;

:
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triumph by an Anglo-Indian army, in the
memory of every on3 who listens to nie when this Mahmoud
was about startmg on one of bis twelve expolitions to ludi", he

were borne back

in

;

demanded of Ismael, a tribut.iry Seljiikiau chief, who dwelt in
the tenitoi-y of Bokbar:i, " How many men he could furnish for
?''
" If you send," replied Isiiiael, " one of these
military service
arrowsinto our camp, fifty thousand of your servants will mount
" And if that number,'' continujd Mahmoud,
on horseback."
" be not sufficient ? "
" Send this secoird arrow to the horde of
" But," said the
Balik, and you will find fifty thousand more."
Gazuevide monarch, " If I should stand in need of the whole foice
of your kindred tribes ?" " Despatch my bow," was the last reply
of Ismael, " and as it is circulated around, the summons will be
obeved by two hundred thousand horeemen." Such was the
prooress made by this race, in numbei-s and power, that after the
overthrow of the Gazuevide dynasty by the Seljukian Turco-

mans,

we

find them,

in

the year

Roman

1050, attacking the

Empire was

assaulted

Empire in the East. Gibbon
by an unknown race of barbarians, who united the Scythian
valour with the fanaticism of new ]iroselytes, and the arts and
The myriads of Turkish hoi'se
riches of a powerful monarchy.
says, that the

overspread a frontier of six hundred miles from Tauris to Arzeroum, and the blood of 130,000 Christians was a grateful sacrifice
Only about 250 yeare before this, in
to the Arabian Prophet.
the year 721, the Riding nations, the followers of the false
prophet of Mecca, had possessed themselves of the whole southern
shore of the Mediterranean, from Palestine to the pillai-s of
Hercules; had crossed over into and conquered almost the whole
of the Spanish Peninsula, ar.d ad.anced into France so far as
Tours, when in one of the decisive battles of the world, the conflict of Tours, the ]\Iahometans were utterly routed by Charles

The

Martel.

fight lasted for seven days,

and the contempora-

neous historiaris'declare that 350,000 of the Mahometan invaders
perished on the field, umler the iron maces of the gigantic
Teutons, brought bv Martel from beyond the Rhine to aid the
Prankish Monarch." From the Hegira, almost to this day, this
restless race of horsemen has troubled the Christian world,
whether under the name of Arab, Moor, Turk, Turcoman or
Ottoman, the last bloody repulse having been given to them by
John Sobieski under the walls of Vienna in 1663. As we shall
see hereafter, the history of this race is most intimately connected
with that of the hoise-^ Arabia being the country in which that
animal, until very modern times, has attained the highest stand-

—
—

With respect to this nation of hoi-semen the
ard of excelleiieo.
there
Saracens and their successors, the Turks and the Ottomans
prophecies in the Revelations of St.
extraordinary
are some most
John; and so perfectly borne out by the event, that it may not
be out of place to notice them. The words of the prophecy are
" And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the
tliese
and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the
earth
and it was commanded them that they should
earth have power
not hurt the grass of the earth, neither any green thing neither

—
—

[1852.

of the horses were as the heads of lions, and out of their mouths
issued fire and smoke and brimstone
by these three was the

—

by

men killed by the fire, and by the smoke, and
the brimstone which issued out of their mouths."
third part of

The locusts spoken of in the introductory verse allude, without
doubt, to the clouds of Saracen horsemen \\hich, like those innumber and in the ravages which they made, ovei-spread

sects in

Roman Empire in the East for
The prophecy with respect to the green
green things and tree^ that no one should do them

the whole boundary of the

upwards of 150

years.

the
for the Caliph, Hassan
injury, was most remarkably verified
Abubekei-, the successor of Mahomet, when his army was about to
start on the Persian campaign, issued an order to his army in
" Destroy no palm trees, nor burn any fields of
these words

gr.ass,

any

;

:

—

corn cut down no fruit trees, nor do any mischief to cattle, only
The order concludes
" You will find
such as you kill to eat."
another sort of people that belong to the synagoge of Satan, who
have shaven crowns, be sure you cleave their skulls." The
Bedawee followers of the prophets especially detested monks.
;

:

The

five

months

which

dui-ing

this

—

—

torment was to

last,

may be

five prophetic months are exexplained in two difterent ways
exactly 151 yeare, or it may mean the five months of each
summer, durmg which the supply of forage in the field enabled

armies of cavalry to be kept in motion. The crowns like
may lefer to the superb jewelled turbans, invariably worn
warriois; their faces are described as being like
that is, fierce and bearded, while their long
the faces of men
hair was carefully preserved, and plaited like the hair of women.
Their breast-plates were like breast-plates of iron an evident
allusion to the shirts of bright steel mail univereally worn by the

lai'ge

gold,

by the Saracen

—

—

Saracen and Turkish cavalry, to be seen to this day on the perThe sound
sons of the Circassian and other Eastern horsemen.
of their wings as the sound of manv chariots, is a most poetic
and graphic description of the noise which accompanies the rapid

advance of a large body of cavalry. The vast numbers of the
Saracen and Turkish hordes is expressed by the indefinite exScarlet, blue and
pression, " two hundred thousand thousand."
yellow, fire, jacinth and brimstone, have ever been the favourite
smoke,
and brimstone
The fire,
coloure of the sons of Islam.
which issued out of their mouths, by which the third part of

men were
their

slain,

coming

may, and doubtless does, allude to the fire-arms,
and which the Ottoman Turks

into general use,

constructed of unusual

size.

(To

be contimicd.)

Observations on the liCafing and Floweiing of Plants.
It

exceedingly desirable that a system of observations should

is

:

any

tree

—

—but only

in their foreheads

not

A

—

—

men who have not
and to fl' em it was given
those

the seal of

kill

—

five

months."

" And the
or two after, the sacred writer continues
were like hoises prepared unto battle, and
:

sha])es of the locusts

—

on their heads were as it were crowns like gold and their foces
were as the faces of men and they had hair as the h.air of
women and their teeth were as the teeth of lions and they
had breast-plates, as it were breast-plates of iron and the sound
of their wings was as the sound of chariots of many horses running to battle." " One woe is past, and behold there come two
more woes hereafter." And then we have the further description
" Anil the number of the army of the horsemen were two hunand I heard the number of them .and thus I
dred thousand
saw the hoi-ses in the vision, and them that sat on them having
and the heads
bre.'i't-plates of fire, and of jafinth and brimstone

—

—

—

—

plants.

that they should

them, but that they should be tormented

vei-se

God

be established throughout Canada, similar to those which are
now being carried on with such curious results in the neighbourin"- States, having for their object the leafing and flowering of

—

—
—
—

any of

The Canadian Institute would be glad
members or others, any assistance

their

observations that they

may

be able

the observers, the better results

to aftbrd

may be

;

to receive
in the

from

shape of

the more numerous

expected, as

only by

it is

comparing several observations from different places, that erroi-s
and variations arising from locality may be eliminated. In order
to assist those
tions,

who may be

the following

list

willing to

commence such

observa-

of native and natur.alized plants luas been

prepared, containing principally those which are to be found in
the

neighbourhood of Toronto,

sufficiently

common

to

ing have been added, as far as
course vary slightly.

and only those which are

be readily observed.

The

known

list is

The times

of flo«-or-

to the writer, they

may

by no means a complete

of

one,
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many common

compositfe and iimbel-

plants, especially of the

being omitted.

lifera?,

In observations on plants grown in gardens,
exclude

it is

necessary to

annuals, as tbeir periods of lenting and flowering vary

all

No

the portions of the same seed were sown on the same day.

which

ha\'e

been protected in any way, are available

these experiments, nor are those

For the

which

when

many

exist in

For flowering,

the upper surface

become

first

the

varieties.

fii'st

and

becomes exposed

the

for the fructification, the dehiscence

rival of the seed carpel at maturity,

may

fruits,

the evident ar-

be taken as the dates

to

be noticed.

would

also

when most
Another

early

and

be well

to observe the period of defoliation, that

of the leaves have fallen.

subject, deserving of attention,

late frosts occur, of suflicient

is

the periods at which

intensity to

eftect

any

material injury to plants or vegetables; such, for instance, as the

Dahlia and the Tomato, which

perhaps, of

are,

all,

the most

sensitive to the influence of cold.

In connection with

this subject,

it

would be of considerable

make observations on the arrival and departure
summer birds, insects, reptiles and animals.

interest to

various

of the

PLANTS TO BE OBSERVED AS TO THEIE TIME OF LEAFING.
flowers in
. Sugar Maple
Acer Saccharinum
Red Maple
Acer Rubrumffisculus Hippocastanum .. Horse Chesnut

April.

,

—

March.
June-

May.

Butternut
Birch
Black Walnut

Juglans Cinerea
Betula Papy racea
Juglans Regia

April.

May.

Liriodendron Tulipifera

Hickory
Hickory..
Tuhp Tree

June.

Ulmus

White Elm

April.

CaryaAlba.-

Shell-bark

Carya Amara

Bitter

Americana

Fagus Ferruginea
Corylus Americana
Carpinus Americana
Pinus Pendula
Fraxinus Americana
"

Sambricifolia

Rhus Typhina

May.
April.

Wood

"

Larch

White Ash

April.

Ash
Sumach

"

Black

Poplar

Salix

Willow
Elder

June.

Oak

Sambucus Canadensis

mav

"

Wild Hazel

Populus
Quercus

Among

"

Beech
Iron

June.

plants usually cultivated in gardens,

be observed as

to their time of foliation

the following

:

Lilac.

Quince.
Peach.
Double-flowering Peach.

Mezereon.
Double-flowering Almond.
Gooseberry.

Ailanthus.

Black Currant.

Abile.

Red

Honeysuckle.

Currant.

Ranunculus Bulbo^us

May.

"

Acris

Buttercup
Tall Crowfoot

"

Aquatilis-

White Water Crowfoot.. June.

Trifolium Pratense .

Repens

leaves

moment when

advisable to talce the

it is

visible,

of the pericarp, or in cases of indehiscent

It

WILD PLANTS TO BE OBSERVED AS TO THEIR TIME OF FLOWERING.

for

to the light.

is

Spiraea.

Plum.

"

when

observe

foliation, it is best to

burst the bud, and

anthei-s

Mountain Ash.

no conclusions could be drawn from them, unless

so mucli, that

plants

Linden.

Raspberry.
Apple.
Pear.

Fragaria Virginiaia
C nicus Arvensis

June.

Red Clover
White

Clo\'er

Strawberry

Canada

Thistle

Erythronium Americanum . Dig-tooth Violet
Wickaby
Dirca Palustris
Dog Rose
Rubus Odoratus
"

Occidentale

Prunus Virginiana
"

Borealis

Black Raspberry
Black Cherry

Red

"

Cratoegus Coccinea
Ribes Floridum.
Ribes Cynorbati.

Thorn

Trillium Pictum
Leontodon Taraxacum

White Death Flower
Dandy lion
Orange Lily

Lillium

Arum

Canadensis

Atropurpureum.

Anemone Nemorosa
"

Virginiana
Hepatica Triloba
"
Acntilobn

Thalictrum Divicum
Caltha Palustris
Coptis Trifolia
Aquilegia Canadensis

Actoea Alba

Podophyllum Peltatum
Nyraphiea Odorata
Nuphar Luteum
Sarracenia Purpurea

Sanguinaria Canadensis
Nasturtium Palustris
Dentaria Diphylla
Capsella Bursa Pastoris
Viola Pubescens
Parnassia Palustris
Hypericum Perforatum

Elodea

Virginica

Silene Noctifllora
Stellaria

Media

Portulacca Oleracea
Claytonia Virginica
Impatiens Fuloa

Rhus Toricodendon

AVind Flower

.April.

Anemone
June.
Three-lobed Livei leaf... March.
"
"
Sharp-lubed
Early Meadow Rue
April.

Tall

Maivh Marigold
Gold Thread
Columbine
White Baneberry
May Apple

"

May.
"
"

May.

White Waterlily
Yellow

July.

"

"

Pitcher Plant

June.

Blood Root
Maish Cress
Toothwoi t
Shepherd's Purse
Yellow Violet

April.

June.

May.
April.

June.

Grass of Parnassus
St. John's Wort

June.

Marsh

Jnly.

July.

"

NiglitFloweringCatchfiy.June.

C hickweed

April.

Parslahe

July-

Spring B'>auty

Touch me Not

April.
....

.June.

Poison Ivy
June.
JulyAmpelopsis Quinquefoha. .Virginia Creeper
Milkwort
May.
Poly gala Pauciflora
Supine
Supinus Perennis
Marsh
Cinque-Foil
ComarumPalustre
.June.
Silver Weed
April.
PotentiJla Anserina
April.
Amelanohier Canadensis. . Shad Bush
Purple-veined willow herb J uly.
E pilobium Coloratum
Evening Primrose
June.
CEnothera Biennis
Mitre Wort
Mav.
Mitella Diphylla
False Mitre Wort
April.
Fiarella Cordifolia
Sarf apai ilia
May.
Aralia Nudicaulis
May.
Cornel
. D wai f
Cornus Canadensis
Twin Flower
.June.
Liuniea Borealis
Bush Honeysuckle
June.
Diervilla Trifida
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Mitchella Repens
Astii-(

Partiiilgc

..

Beny.

trusts, successful,

what

?

Solida!;-o(

?

GolJeu Rod.
Cudweed.

)

Gnaphalium (?)
Syphilitica

Gi-eat Lobelia.

Inflata

Indian Tobacco.

"

Kalmii.

Winter Green

May.

Epigoja Repens
Pyrola Rotunditblia
"
Sccunda
Cbimapbila Umbellata

Trailing Arbutus

April.

what

objects,

Pi iuce's Pine
Startiower

Americana
Lysimacbia Ciliata

Miiiiulus Rinsjens

June.

MORIN,
Secretary.

May.
Captain Lefroj-, R.A., F.R.S,
President of the Canadian Institute.

Letteis Patent of Invention,

June.

Veronica Beccabunza
"
Peregriua
Gerardia Guercifolia
Castilleja Coccinea
Pediculaiis Canadensis
Verbena Hastata
Mentha Canadensis

servant,

A. N.

Bladder Wort
June.
Mullen
June.
Purple Monkey Flour. .August.

Verbascurn Tbapsus

on

desirable to carry

it is

Your obedient

Loosestrife.

Utrieularia Vulgaris

Ac,

I ha\e the honour to be, Sir,

Round Leaved Pyrola.July.
July.
One Sided Pyrola

Tricutidis

April.

False Fox Glove
Scarlet Painted Cup .
Louse Wort
Blue Vervain

August.
_

July.

Galericulata

Paroula

Small do. ...

May.
May.

Thorn Apple
Marsh Gentian
Buckbean
Milkweed

July-

Bureau of

July.

Pope Weed

July.

Buckthorn

May.

Symplocarpus Fcetidus
Alisma Plantago

Skunk Cabbage
Water Plaintain

July.

Sagittaria Variabilis

Arrow Head

Agriculture,

vp

to

the 18ih

of

for

an

" Impiroved

Spike Machine."

(Dated, 20th January, 1853.)

August.
August.

Phytolacca Decauda
Shepherdia Canadensis

,

the

George Stacy, of Montreal,

July.

Augaist.

Asclepias Corauti

from

Fehruary, 1853.

Skullcap
Hoar)^ Puccoon

Issued

May.
May.

Wild Mint

Lithospermum Canesceus
Datura Stramonium
Gentiana Ptbeumonanni
Menyanthes Trifoliata

William AUchen, of the Village of Paris, for an
Scythe Holder."
(Dated, 26th January, 1853.)

"

Improved

George Ansley, of the Village of Vienna, for " The Centrifugal
and Centripetal Churn." (Dated, 8th Februaiy, 1853.)
Ezekiel Burley, of tlie Township of Clarke, for an "Improvement on the Wooden Plough." (Dated, 14th February, 1853.)

April.
"

August.

Vallisneria Spiralis

Cypropedium Spcctabile
Smilaeina Bifoha
"

Clintonia

for

The remarks upon these heads contained in the Memorial of
the Institute will not fail to receive the attention ihey deserve
when this branch of the question shall require to be considered.

Gaultheria Procumbens

Scolettaria
"

and

the Observatory as a Provincial establishment.

"

Lobelia

basis,

[1853.

then become necessary to consider upon

will

it

JulyLady's Shpper
Two-leaved Solomon's Seal . May.
Great Solomon's Seal. .May.

June.

Borealis

Noularia Perfoliata

Bell

Wort

May.

CORRESPOSiDENCE.
Eeply of the Prmincial Sccrdary oh the part of His Excellency the Governor General to the 3Tcmorial of the Canadian In!,iitide,for the coriinuance
of the Marjndical Observatory

at

Toronto tender Provincial management

Secretary's Office,

QoEBEC, 23rd February, 1853.

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.

—

Sir,
I am commanded by the Governor General to acknowledge the receipt of the Memorial of certain of the members of
the Canadian Institute, praying that steps might be taken to
ensui-e the continuance by the Provincial authorities of the Observatory, heretofore conducted at the expense of the Imperial
Government, after the proposed withdi'awal from 'ioronto of the
Militaiy Detachment connected with that establishment.

I am directed by His Excellency to acquaint you, and through
you the Canadian Institute, that the subject referred to in tlieir
Memoiial has for some time past engaged His Excellency's most
anxiou< cipusidrialiuii, and that Ilis Excellency has already taken
to prevent, if pcssiMe,

til

maiilliiig of the Observatory

by the Inipei

the proposed disauthorities

at the

end of next month.
Should the measures above indicated

Canadian

Tenth Ordinary Mcctinp, IQth February.

The Council amiouncod
ci'ctary

as

His Excellency

the reception of a letter from the Se-

of the Court of Directors of the Hon. East India

pany, informing the Institute that
the Court by Capt.

J.

it

H. Lefroy, R.

Magnetieal Obser\ations made
Colon_v, seven

Com-

having been repi'esented
A., President of the

dian Institute, that the possession ot

certain

in India,

to

Cana-

Meteorological and

would be of \alue

in this

Aoiumes of Magnetieal and ^Meteorological Ob-

servations, taken
be,

Institute.

:it

Madras, Bomba}-, Singapore and Dodabetta,

have boon forwarded

to the Institute.
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Tlie following gentlemen, having been duly proposed and

were elected members of the

ballotted for at the last meeting,
Institute

Toronto.

G. H. Sootheran

"

T.Brondgeest...

James

The

"

by Mr.

the " Valley of the Nottawasaga," was read

Toronto.
"

Mitchell

"

donation from Capt. Lefroy, R. A., was announced, consist-

ing of

Fleming, G. E.

Eight vokimes of Papers on subjects connected with the duties

Eleventh Ordinary Meeting,

The

Artemesia.

A

'

A paper on

Toronto.

Kingston Fisher

^„g.^,g Movrison ....'.... ...]'.V.'.['.V._V.

'^'

°

R. p. Lelande

W.
,j_

Montreal.

Hon.Peter McGill

of the

:

_ McMicken

"

Member

Wi-ight, Junior

members

following gentlemen were proposed as

Institute

:

Andrew Drummond
J.

Fourlecnth Ordinary Meeting, 19th March.

fiGth

of the Corps of Royal Engineei-s;

February.

members

following gentlemen were duly elected

Brande's Manual of Chemistry, two volumes;

of the

Synopsis of the United States Exploring Expedition;

Institute:

—

C. E. Hancock

Toronto.

The

F. F. Carruthers

"

Institute:

Hemy

"

James Small, M. A.

Toronto.

"

E.A.Walker

Barrie.

Fowler

William Pyper..

Announcement was then made

The Tower Menagerie, with numerous wood

and

cuts

Torney,

iUustra-

^^'^

'''

of the

Toronto

j

Buckland read a Paper on Ornamental Planting,

P''^^-^^^'

Harvey.

members

Members

Junior

1^

Hugh

the Institute:

tions after

H. Esten,

J-

of the following donations to

following gentlemen were duly elected

announced by the President that the Annual Con\er-

sazione v.ould take place in the Hall of the Legislative Assembh-j

The Sylvia Bntanmca;
•'

Map

—Physical Map of France,
of France and Canada — By A. H. Armour.

of the Hemispheres

detached parts

Two

Vol.

ap

y
Mr.

Paris,

on Saturday, April 2nd, instead

and

fr.

.

1.

.

W.Allan

—

Helena.

St.

y,

1

.

Vol.

—Van

"On

the Birds wintering in the

A

letter
,.

,

i^

was read from F. Cumberland,
f
-u^
J I
t
ot eight-and-twenty

ii

tees of the

"

T

volumes

ti
r.
House
of Commons;

>
,o
cial Secretary,

m

.

•

i-

*

ii

reply to the

on the continuation

1

also

a

Esq.,

accompanied by
r^
v
Commit-

r T>
c
ot Reports ot
,.

1

i.i

letter

ii
n
from the
Provin•

i-

Af

•

J.

McCaul, LL.

Toronto, read a paper on
leal

D., President of the University

"The Genuineness

of

some of the

of

as members, were ballotted for

The Hon. and Right Rev.
J. G.Hodgius
Henry O. H. George
S.E. Campbell
O. Mowat
A. K. Boomer

occur over
Earthquakes
^«'i

l^"'^' ^'^^ "°'^^''

there

^^^^^

November,

They

Canada.

of our readera will

web

of the frog's foot.

however

and even some damage

There was another

Shocks were observed

St. Hilaire.

October 22, 1844. (R. R.)

Toronto.

fore midnight, a shock,

St. Peter,

at

«°t given as a complete

»

to

Earthquake

only

example

to buildings, at Nicolet,

on the 18th Januaiy, 1843,

On November

2,

1850, a

accompanied by a rumbling

list,

These

instances,

shew that we are

phenomenon than

Auihoriiy— The Hon.

subject

Rochester, N. Y., September 1 9,

perceived at Frederickton, N. B.

the region of this

Lisbon
the

asserting

for

Montreal audits vic'nity in April, 1843.

Toronto.

Whitchurch.

microscopical exhibitions of the

great

^®™'

are more common in Lower Canada.
remember a shock which occasioned con-

and on the shores of Lake
at

ground

""^

permanently

is

The

^"'•*'^''

of a shock reported from the lake dis-

siderable alarm,

The Forces which move

sufficient

globe

furnishes

list,

the Lord Bishop of Toronto.

"

by

Many

g°^'

'^^'^^

no

the

lV55,
in his

on

.

^^

another.

tlj^n

that
1850,)
^j

'

i^

^^«*<^''5"

of

,

,

parts of the earths suiface,i both

all

present,

at

is,_

one region

^^^^^
^^f

^^^

•

British Assoc,
(Reports
i
v

>

and duly elected

Dr. Bovell delivered a discom^e on "

circulation of the blood in the

admission

^

are perceived in this neighbourhood.

•

tricsof
for

i

preserved of a pretty strong shock that was

^

Class-

Thi/tcenth Ordinary Meeting, 12th March.

is still

phenomena,
Earthquake
^
'

which we find

The undermentioned gentlemen being candidates

n
m tt
Upper Canada,
show an unusual range, or an

=o»c!»sion of
^'^S^''' ''' ^^^^ °' ^8°^* ''"'<^ '' ]' ^^]' ^'.'^
his elaborate examination into the facts of
Robert Mallet
^ from

^^""^

Authors.

the Circulation," illustrated

when they

recollection

that

The Rev.

i.

^'^^ ^^

1

netical Observatory at Toronto.

i

unusual direction, in the movement of the earth's crust which

The

n
T
T
li i
Memonal ofi-ii
the Canad:an
Institute,
under Provincial management of the Mag1

i

^^ sufficiently rare occurence to

occasionsthem,

Tu'dfth Ordinary Meeting, 5th March.

a donation

-p

xi
i
i
ui
shocks, although not imkno'.vn
Earthquake

^^.^

neio'hbourhood of Toronto."

n^^i,

26th, as

The Eaithquake Shock of 13th March, 1853.

Dieman's

.

.

read a paper

2.

oi

heretofore proposed.

volumes of British Colonial Magnetical and Meteorological

Observations.

A-i^j-ij^OiiTirT,
Saturday, March

o^i

or Portraits of Forest Irees.

Wm. Allan.

is

less

little

noise,

and
be-

was

which are

removed from

commonly supposed b y
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The stock

Canadians.
genei'all}-

noticed

by the press
"

also perceived at Toronto.

writes one observer, " I

noise

:

it

loth March, which has beea

of the

as felt in the Niagara District,

About

was

ha)f-pa.st

IvI.,"

by a strange rumbling

startled

produced the usual

5 o'clock, A.

was

of thunder

effects

tliat

near,

is

[1853.

when

1818,

namely a

the house and bed, and a shaking of the

troir.bling of

thundsr, but

firet

made upon me was

impression

that

it

was

could not help feeling at the time that there was

I

something strange and unusual in the
second impression was that

produced, and the

effect

closely .esenibled

it

what

I

had

fre-

A second observer, lesiding in a dif-

quently read of earthquakes."

and writing quite independently, uses very

ferent part of the city,

"About ten minutes
was awakened out of a sound

similar language, but places the time earher.

before five o'clock,
sleep

by

by a rumbling

my

watch, I

which

noise,

seconds after I awoke.

I

distinctly

the shock, not only heard the rumbling, but
to

and

heard for some

who was awake

Mrs.

felt

previous to

the bed vibrate

Up

confided to

By

1st.

improvement

i

have been
certain Commissioners, who had considered three systems

to this period, the

of the river

seems

to

:

dams

the erection of piers or

2nd. by projecting dikes

;

adopted by Colborne on the Clyde

was adopted, and

;

and

by the

3rd,

Of these, the second proposition

construction of an independent canal.

said not only to have signally failed in deupeninS

is

the river, but to have exercised a baneful influence in the formation of

many

of the recent obstructions to the navigation.

In 1819, a

new Commission

auspices the

its

accordingly was appointed, and under

hydrographic survey of the river was made during

first

that year.
in a renewal of the canal proposition which, although
time well received, was not adopted, and the whole matter
rested tiU the Spring of 1831. In the interim, the jurisdiction of the
Hudson had passed from the hands of the State to the Federal Govern-

This resulted

at the

ment, and in 1832 a second hydrographical survey was made, resulting
At last, and in
in further reports and suggestions for improvements.
1831, Congress

fro."

nearly

very

100,000 dollars.

or jetties, as

windows; the

expenditure bad reached to

the public

made

another appropriation, but before

its

expenditure

whole subject was again referred to a ' Board of Engineers,"
especially instructed to review two projects one a canal, and the otlier
and, of these, the Board recomfor deepening the bed of the river
the

The barometer was

falling a little at the

was only

rence, but its depression

next observation

had

it

risen

;

—

time of this occur-

.085 at 2 p.

m.,

and

at the

the thermometer was above the

mean, a very marked depression of temperature however followed
0. ° 2 Fahr., on the night
it, gi\'ing the lowest of the month,

—

A

of the 14th instant.
siderable activity,

state of

magnetic distu:bance, of con-

p^•e^ious

accompanied the movement

itself.

A

all

;

Congress voted further appropriations

in 1837, $100,000

and the following half hours there was no change worth

The same same remark

applies to the horizontal

REVIEWS.

Champlaiu Canals has increased 1,983,066

which has been given

—

an index to

its

New

drawing twenty

;

exist coutiniug the draught of water to eight
for vessels

trading between

tliat city

as the

feet,

and Tidewater.

maximum

Time was when

—

draught of water would have been thought sufficient nay, we
l>ave seen that it has hitherto accommodated that mighty western
trade which has choked the Erie Canal, given birth and sustenance to
this

its railway competitors, built

made New York what

it is

;

up

Buffalo, Rochester

and Albany, and

not, iudeed, th.it our enterprising

bours have been content with the natural

facilities

neigh-

maximum

the State of New York having made the first appropriation in 1797,
continued a Hvstcni of improvements in jetties, wing-dams. Ac, untlil

.and

now 2,766,349 tons.

ft.

to

340 tons burthen, drawOf all the

of eight feet nine inches.

Custom House

Albany

at

in 1852, the " E. Corn-

was the largest having length, lll^o
and tonnage, 344.50.
;

;

ft.

;

breadth, 29,'^ ft;

appears that the average cost of a trip from Albany to New York
is, for a canal boat of 90 tons, $90, and for a barge of 200

$128; that the trade averages "three tons down to one up"
shewing a cost of movement of 75 cents per ton in a 90 ton
and 48 cents 'per ton in a 200 ton barge. Taking this as the

freight,

boat,

basis, it is estimated that if the

depth of the water allowed the passage

of vessels of 1000 tons, the cost for

be reduced

to

movement

in a 5110 ton vessel

30 cents per ton, and in 1000 ton vessels to

would

IS.^.j

cents

per ton.

Again, in consequence of insufficient depth of water in the river,
now employed on it seldom go beyond the Cit}' of New York,

vessels

and the trade even between Albany and Boston, Providence, Baltimore,
<tc., is subject to transhipment at that city, which, under the most
favourable circumstances, costs 20 cents, or, if t.ikcn into .store and
then reshipped, one dollar per ton. This ti'anshijjnient of flour results in a depreciation to from li^' to 2 per cent, and wheat and
other grain are also subject to considerable waste.

All these objections are urged as sufficient justification for the construction of a Ship Canal of X'i^X miles in length,
vessels

drawing from 15

to

The dimensions
bottom, 50 feet

;

and capable of passing

20 feet of water.

afforded them, for

the obstructions to the navigation of the upper portion of the river,
attnu'tcd public attention at an early period after the Revolution, and

being

leturn,

Canal projected in the'

Baltimore, the depth of water suffices for vessels
but above, and from thence to Albany, obstacles

feet

It

and

purpose.

Ship Canal. New Baltimore is a town of no very great pretensions, on
the west bank of the Hudson River, twelve miles below Albany, and
in tliis distance is comprised the main difHculties embarrassing the
navigation of that liver between New York and Albany. From the
former city to

year

This has hitherto been carried on the Hudson by vessels ranging

tons,
to the Sliip

Some of ourreaders
"AVhere is !Xew Baltimore '?" and we confess we were
will enquire
somewhat startled in not ourselves being able to remember any city of
that name, whose importance seemed to justify so great a work as a
is scai'cely

tons,

(with the exception of steamboats) from 30

depth, 8^4

title

1836.

in

in the latter

by the Erie

incomplete, the tonnage to and from Tide Water

ing," abarge,

Ship Canal from Albany to New BaUimorc. Reports and JUsiimatcs
by W. J. McAlpinc, Chief Engineer, and 0. Blane, J. Colman, and W.
I'orkins, Resident Enejinecrs. Albany, 1853.

The

— namely,

but

But the tides of trade, like those of the waters, wait for no man.
Since the year of the last appropriation, and that on which the im-

vessels enrolled at the

above Report,

;

further operations were suspended, and no additional appropriation

ing from four to a

foi'ce.

1.

in 1838, $100,000

;

proving operations were suspended, although acknowledged to be

westerly

of 6 sec, occurred fiom oh. to oh. 15m.; but for the

mentioning.

this,

$100,000

latter.

moderate in respect to the amount of the

instruments at the Observatory shewed that no particular change

movement

Upon

the adoption of the

has since been made.

changes, 2)revailed throughout the 12 th.; but the photographic

of declination

—

—

mended

of the proposed

At Albany the Canal Basin
ocks combined, each 10 feet

will
lift,

—

Width at
Canal are as follows
and 20 feet depth of water.
:

at water line, 120 feet

;

communicate with the

215

feet long,

and 30

river

feet

by two

wide

;

and

REVIEWS.
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New

at

long,

Baltimore

and 50

With

by two

locks combined, each 10 feet

300

lift,

feet

feet wide.

by evaporation

{.i assumed at J4 inch per day,
(it is said to range during the dry
season from | to ^^ of an inch per day) which, over a length of 123.2'
miles of 190 feet wide, would give a loss ot 940 cubic feet per minute.

The

by filtration, has been based on that of the
old Erie Canal. (34 feet wide at bottom, 4 feet depth of water, and side
slopes, each 8.944 feet long,) which, after investigation, is assumed at
estimate for the loss

50 cubic feet per mile per minute, giving

for the

Ship Canal a

loss of

]

day

0,000 tons per

is

the freight assumed to be

at waste weirs

and

locks, give

a

total consumption of 16)000 cubic feet per minute.

To supply

this

seems

be the most complicated point of the

to

scheme, and the more especially, because

it is proposed to elevate the
Ship Canal so that its surface of water will be 20 feet above the surface
water
mark.
the
river
at
extreme
low
This
will make it necessary
of
(in pumping) to elevate the water on an average of say 18 feet.

This recommendation

made with a view

is

of avoiding the expense

of excavating below the level of the water in the river, and to the protection of the

works against the influence of

mills

would amount

leaving

rate

of

$134,000
on the

be

to

freshets, so destructive to

property in the locality.

seems that in some freshets the

is

contended that

if

much

rise of

water in the river in front
low water mark and it

as 18 feet above

per 1000 pounds per mile this on the ship canal
4-lOths cents per ton. Assuming 10 cents per ton
:

to 10

would be necessary
less

to

make

the investment

pay

as

may seem

to

tide

water

and endless ex-

which the position of Albany would aff'ord great inducements, cannot now be advantageously established there for no

be relied on, instead of

2,3.j

millions of tons

fur

;

in the vicinity

abjve these influences, or the elevation of

the factories, and the consequent expense of lifting and lowering the

raw material and manufactured
It is

argued therefore that

article

through the necessary space.

in addition to the other

of water supply are suggested,

—one

for the

—

towed

cheaper rate (proportionably to their tonnage) than canal

at a

boats, the projectors of this Canal depend, fairly enough,

sufficient

of elevating the

amount

of water for ser-

We

judgment upon a scheme so entera report so skillfully and judiciously drawn as
but the course of trade does not always yield to the Engineer,
is this
charm he never so wisely there are other influences beyond his conare not inclined to an adverse

prising,

propounded

in

—

—

troul (as the combination of established interests

may

and

capital)

for

natural flow of the sti'eams during the dry season

traffic and tlie profits connected with the carrying
which Albany would now compete with New York.

It

estimated

is

minute to
be provided for two months, 12,000 during two months, and 5,000
during two months, the diff'erence being due to the increased yield
of the rivers duiiug those periods of the season.

—

—

—

of Engines and

supply (including interest oncost

cost of this

Pumps— $90,000)

The second plan would

is

$42,GO0.

involve the construction of six reservoirs on

Norm ansk ill river, the estimate tor which is $428,000; and the
annual expense of working (inclusive of interest) $35,967, shewing an
the

excess of the cost of steam of $6,633 over reservoir supply.

The Engi-

neers have prudently refrained from recommending either system as
superior.satisfyiug themselves

by

the adoption of the highest estimate.

The total cost of the Canal, including supply of water, land damages,
and Engineering, is estimated at $2,450,000, which at 7 per cent, and
adding annual cun-eut expenses of working and repairs, would represent an annual cost of $246,500, or the amount which should be
derived from the Canal to

The
land

make

estimate of revenue

(we

fear

a

may

be said, with

this canal ocean vessels

trade, as that

much plausibility and some truth,
may freight as well at Albany as at

of the river, but is there no risk of loss of time

that with
the

mouth

and demurrage?

A vessel entering inwards at New York, brings a general cargo to
be distributed through the length and breadth of the Union, unloads,
ships her outward freight, and is off again.

—

Run

her up to Albany to ship hei outward freight,

— and

if

thereby

she loses one trip in the year, she forfeits more than the profits

We

out of the river transit.

write ditfidently, for

we

made

are not entirely

home on matters sti'ictly commercial; yet what is it that justifies
the authors of this Report in saying that " the Hudson is the natural

Canada West," but that they mistake the
It is certainly no want of facile
t
communication with the ocean which forces the trade of Canada West
to the Hudson and New York, but precisely those attractive influences
of capital and combination which, as they overcome in a great degree
the advantages of our noble St. Lawrence and scarcely less noble
channel of the

ti'ade of

may hereafter offer an obstacle to the use of that at Albany,
implying as it does the withdrawal of a profitable trade from New York.

We

at 2,000 cubic feet per minute, leaving 14,000 cubic feet per

The estimated annual

which

insuperable difficulties to the diversion of so large an item in

off'er

canals,

vice during navigation.

The

upon secur-

ing the larger share of the trade.

course of trade for the path of nature

water from the river by steam power, the other by building rescrvoiis
on streams in prcximity with the Canal, and thus saving during floods

and the suspension of navigation, a

1852,

at

advantages, the

high water level of the Canal Basiu will yield an opportunity
pursuit of many manufactures before prohibited.

Two modes

as in

Relying on the advantages of making Albany the shipping port,
cost of carriage (as in small bottoms) would ba reduced,
and that of transliipment with its dejireciating results avoided, and
arguing that in consequence of their form ocean sailing vessels may be

business, subjected to active competition, will bear either land carriage

any point

is

Cham-

and as the continual growth of the trade

the progressive increase would yield in 1856 4 millions, and in 1860,

the river levels were adopted, the banks would be

pense result in keeping the bottom di'edged out. In consequence of
this periodical rising of the waters, many important branches of

to

This

above.

than half the tonnage of last year moving between the Erie and

plain Canals and

;

subject to overflow, the canal be liable to filling up,

manufactures

State Canals

as the toll to be levied, an annual aggregate trade of 1,345,000 tons

ocean
It

of Alba.iy has been as

from

derived

New York

tolls

whereby the

passed, requiring 5,887 cubic feet per minute.

These items, together with leakage

annum,

per

The present

four

is

6 millions of tons.

5,087 cubic feet per minute for the 12^-2 miles.

For the lockage,

$12,000
tolls.

reference to the expenditure of water, the loss
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is

the investment remunerative.

based

—

1st.

on the rental or sale of the

very ||questionable source)

to

the

amount

of

large
St.

to

deny that the Hudson is the natural outlet for our trade and as
sums of money have been expended in the improvement of the
;

Lawrence,

be the

we may be pardoned for hoping that it may soon cease
one and that when Albany shall have intercepted

artificial

New York

;

ocean freights from the westwai'd, our canals shall
have claimed their own in the same service. Happily there promises
to be enough for us all; and, therefore, eschewing any sectional
jealousies, but without making any effort at generosity, we wish this
scheme, so ably propounded, the highest success which its promoters
Or.e matter, however, in connection with its construction,
anticipate.
for the

would seem

to

the lockage

is

equal

lifts,

demand comment

before

we

close.

Wc

perceive that

confined to two locks at the north and south ends, aH ol

namel}', 10 feet.

We are not aware of the fall of the HudNew Baltimore, but its velocity would
must be considerable, and that provision

son River between Albany and

lead us to conjecture that

it

must necessarily be made for it. It is apparent that unless the river
be coincident, or the fall of the canal be made equal
to the fall of the river, (neither of which is probable) the lift of the
locks at New Baltimore should be greater than those at Albany, or
interraediae lockage be inserted.

line at both places
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Ordario, Simcoe

Hugh

—Report

and Huron Railroad.

by the Chief Engineer.

and

so plain an exposition of his views in connection with the

enterprize with

which he

is

chai-ged

;

for,

undoubtedly,

it

was

origi-

[1853.

come a remunerative

glad

Scolie, Toronto, 1853.

This is a straiglit-forwaid, business-like document, much moic to our
fancy than the grandiloquent effusii ins it is sometimes our misfortune to
see issued in connection with engineering projects. AVe think Mr. Cumberland has exercised a wise discretion in giving so simple a statement
of facts,

to

to hear,

(even apart fi'om

and commercial

features)

is

engi-

to the

On this point Mr. Cumberland writes with great caution,
we may say, with a studied mystery (» affected indecision.
to be secret which is known to everybody 7
Why play the diplomat when there is nothing to withhold ? Is it

vails.

if its

he pi rinits himself to be frighted from his propriety ; or
docs he pay the commercial men of the City of Toronto so poor a com-

management of
earlier couti'oul and

pliment as to believe that they desire to see their water frontage for
ever lying waste and unproductive, as it is and has been. For our

it

government were inefficient, the main objections have been removed,
and an independent and vigUant supervision secured for the future.

we

In connection with these points,

observe that under the instruc-

Railway Commissioners, Mr. Cumberland, in ccnjunciion
with Mr. Keefei', recommended " some alterations, tending principally
to the reduction of curvature, and the more substantial and permanent
character of the structures ;" that on his assuming the charge of the
works, and prior to the granting of Government aid, the original contract was set aside and a new agreement, entered into between the
Company and the Contractors, whereby "the entire completion of
every anticipated requirement, including harbours, depot scivice, aud
tions of the

full

equipment of rolling stock, has been secured on equitable terras,"

aud, further, that under that agreement '-the whole of Uie Engineering
Staff,

previously in the service of the Contractors, has been re-organized

Company, and placed under the
and controul of the Chief Engineer. All contracts
will hereafter be made by the Company's Officers, as well for depot,
rail and harbour service, as for locomotive power and general rolling
stock and the whole authority of construction and management be
centred in and exercised by the Direction aud its responsible officers,
the Chief Engineer being farther amenable to the Railway Commissioners for the fulfilment of their regulations." The works are therefore
now being carried on under the same system as obtains on others of
similar character, and there is no longer any reason for doubting that

aud

transferred to the service of the

direct authorily

;

they will be creditably prosecuted

to completion.

31 miles of rail have beeu laid,
ly early in the Spriug

;

we

see that

and that 44 miles are on hand ready

to

—that the Road will be opened to Newmarket

May, to Bradford in June, and to Barric in July next; and
whole length to Lake Huron is expected to be ready for
September next

in

that the
traffic

in

competing

for it,)

parts,

we have known

appears to have

made

a very complete examiuation of the counlry, having run no less than
five lines of exploration between Lakes Simcoe and Huron, the results
of which he details very fully in liis Report. We doubt, however, if
his perseverance, and the liberality of the Directors in authorizing
f.uch unusually extensive surveys, will be appreciated by any but the
sliaicholders and those connected with fhe adopted line for, although
to an unprejudiced judgment he seems to justify his decisions, he will
scarcely escape the sectional opposition always resulting from dis-

Streets, were to

be appropriated by the Norihern Companj'

appointment.

The recommendation made to cany the line westward to Sydenham
and Saugeen, is highly judicious, for undoubtedly with 94 miles
already made, this Cimipany by a short extension, can serve the whole
of the Owen Sound Tract as efficiently, much sooner, and more profitably than it could be served by any other means and the more
especially, as that Tract can scarcely be said to be yet so advanced or
thickly settled as to justify any independent scheme, or offer for years

Bay

and, un-

;

doubtedlj', if the iuterests of the City as well as of the Railroad are to be

In our

consulted, those are the positions best adapted to the purpose.

have
spoken out boldly, for although he may entertain a very natural dread
of awakening a body which is said to be harmless only when it is
opinion

it

would have become the Chief Engineer

better to

command a general support
be overruled by any adverse corporate decision.

asleep, the selection is so judicious as to
far too

powerful

to

Appended to the Report are some interesting statistical t ibles, and
two excellent maps one of Canada, and the other of the Counties of
York and Simcoe. Indeed, the whole document seems to have been
prepared with great care aud completeness, and is well worthy of
attentive perusal, especially by those wOio desire to have an insight
into the prospective trade aud traffic between the seaboard and the
far west, which this line is intended to accommodate, and which marks
it therefore as a road peculiarly valuable to Toronto and worthy of its

—

support.

Board of Works {of Toronto) for 1853."

" Seventh Report of the

This Report, as published in the Toronto newspapers, occupies
exactly twenty-seven lines, (including the date aud Chairman's sig-

and recommends an expenditure of £27,108

The coincidence

the rate of about £1,004 per line!

standaid of critical admeasurement

is

2s. Od.
is as

;

being at

strange as the

novel; but the brevity of the

explanatory and the fullness of the financial portions of the document
conti-ast so harshly, that we felt bound to search for something in com-

mon — some
had

—

tliein
and have to thank the
with sly drollery, that which the authors

connecting link between

certainly evaded or forgotten.

Although

this

Report

is

suggestive of very grave considerations in

connection with general corporate administration, we shall, in any
observations we may make upon it, confine ourselves strictly within
the limit consistent with the specific purposes of this Journal, which
certainly extends to all works of public improvement, and especially

comprises whatever

is

connected with the applicatiou of sanitary

measures.

On an examination

;

;

long before his Report was published, that the

vacant grounds at the Queen's Wharf, and between Yonge and

printer's devil for sni:)plying,

With regard to the location of the line from Barrie to Lake Huron,
Mr. Cumberland (prompted probably by a desire to satisfy, if that bg
possible, the different interests

citizens,-

nature,)

Willi reference to the progress and opening of the line,

1

that mistaking the opposition of the Corporation for the feeling of the

puts

its strictly

well timed, for

the public in possession of the present condition and
lie work, and satisfactorily proves that

are, therefore

Northern Terminus of the Road, to which so
is devoted, we cannot refrain from
expressing onr surprise that so little should have been said as to the
Toronto Depots, concerning which so much excitement at present preWhilst referring

But why assume that

neering, statistical

We

large a proportion of the Report

indeed,

-Report, therefore, as that before us,

line.

from other sources, that Mr. Cumberland has been in-

and that which, on the part of some, was at first a justifi.able suspicion, seemed ultimately to strengtlien into a blind prejudice
and opposition, outliving the causes which induced them. Such a
;

a special

structed to cairy his proposal into immediate execution.

nated by persons not honoured with a very large share of piiblic
confidence

field for

at a glance

it is

of the Estimates of the

Board of Works, (which

evident have neither been prepared or

recommended

under professional advice,) we perceive th.at an expeudituie is contemplated during the current year of no less a sum than £I7,G44 I."is.
We naturally enquire " Upon
Od., on the item of sewerage alone
what principle is this large expenditure to be made"? "has atitj
system of sewage been adopted applicable to the whole City, and
capable of extension witli its growth ? and, if so, is it such a system

—

!

—

—

as

is

wan-anted by the experience of the past, and justified by the

results of recent scientific

bound

to

say that there

is

and

legislative investigation ?"

evidence in this Report that

it

We

is not,

arc

and
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that the system therein

propounded stands self-condemned.

length of 12,138 yards of sewers

5(ls.

Od

:

1

8,470 yards at 223.

some is
to be inserted in immediate pro.ximity to the Bay, and some as far
north as Geixard Street in both positions, on lines uorth and south ;whilst of the second class, some again will be in direct communication
with the Bay, and some on Church Street as far north as Carlton
Street in both localities again directiug north aud south
Both these
classes of sewers (and in them is comprised the whole system, for the
Ist class is in couuection with a creek, and therefore, a special provision) are further indicated as running east and west .as well as north
and south so tlmt no matter in what section of the City, whether near
6d.

189

where the crown of the arch is some feet above the
gi adient of the road, and the drain holes ingeniously inserted in the
crown of the arch

Street Bridge,

—

2nd. 3,168 yards at 27s. 6d.; aud Srd

;

Now,

total

included in the estimate, divided
1st. 500 yards valued

is

into tliree classes in the following proportions
at

A

of the third class, (of course the smallest in area,)

—

—

!

But onr limits will not permit us to enlarge. There are'other points
demanding comment to which we may hereafter return,— as the macadamising aud plaukmg of our stieets and side walks, the water supply, and other brandies of public expenditure involving the cleanliness,
health and comfort of our city. For the present we must content ourselves by the mere expression of our belief that the Report of the
Board of Works, recommending so large an outlay in so loose aud
slovenly a manner, and indicating such utter iuefllciency of system,wiU
not be acceptable to those in whose service it is made.

;

Wharf

the Queeu's

SCIENTIFIC IjSTELLIGENCE.

or the Windmill, Front Street or the Concession

Line, at a high level or a low, far or near the outlet, sewers will be

found having the same sectional

same depth and the same
any index to their capacity and
depth.
he alternative is unsatisfactory, for either the system or the
estimate is radically wrong the system, if but two classes of sewers
are contemplated the estimate, if inoie than two are to be provided
nay, ilie latter in any event for depth, is of the esseuce of the cost, aud it
must vary with the position. Is it to be credited by any one professing to common thought and observation, that two classes of
Sewers wiU suffice for the drainage of this City in .an efKcieut and
economical manner? Is it not appaieut at a glance that if only two
are adopted (and especially varying so slightly in cost and area) some
will be unnecessarily large and extensive, whilst others will be too
small to perform their allotted duty? Experience has proved that a
drain of an excessive area is almost as damaging in its results as one
of deficient capacity, aud certainly either in one or other respect error
must be constantly repeated when the resources are within such narrow
limit The Reports of various Commissioners (as "the Health of
Towns," " the Metropolitan Sanatory," and "the Supply of Water,")
are clear and unanimous upon this point, aud yet notwithstanding their
teaching we continue to pursue all the errors which they condemn, and
to disregai-d all the amendments they suggest, as though the people of
Great Britain, to whom these Commissioners addressed themselves,
I

—

—

;

claimed a patent right to the results of their investigations.

Another item

comment

in this Report,

namely, that of "Culverts," demands

twenty-eight times, representing 282 Culverts, all
Now, if by the term " Culverts," it is intended to des-

It occurs

entered at £6.

cribe vertical shafts or conductors

ftir

mnst_vary with their depth, which
sewers to which they are

to

An

area, the

direction, if the estimate of cost be

the surface

is

drainage, their cost

dependent on the depth of the

be attached, and the estimates inustaccord-

Entomologic»l Cariosity.

In the interesting lectures on Entomology, recently delivered in this
City by Dr. Goadby, which have attracted so much attention, the
on one occasion alluded to that pestilent insect mentioned by the celebrated traveller, Bruce, whose statements have very
aud he much maligned, but which
have generally been found subsequently to be perfectly veracious. He
mentions au insect called the Zim, ;.t whose approach the iuhabitauts
of whole districts take to flight, and retreat to far distant regions,
where the pest has not yetarrived. The description is so extraordinary
that mauy persons are inclined to doubt the truth ofit The following
extract from the proceedings of the Entomological Society, of February
7lh, will show that South Afi'ica lejoiccs in an insect fuUy equal to
leaiTied lecturer

frequently been called in question,

the Zim

:

"Dr. Quain communicated through Mr. Spence, an account from
William Oswell, Esq., of a fly (ff/osswiia MonHarm,) called "Tsetse"
by the natives, (and resembling the Zim of Bruce,) in South Africa,
the bite of which was fatal to all domestic animals, except the goat,
but innoxious to man aud the wild animals. On oue occasion the
writer lost foity-seven out of fifty -seven head of cattle, the bite of three
or four being suflicient to cause the death of an ox the poor animals
swelling at the eyes and throat, gradually wasting away, refusing food,
and dying in from twelve to fourteen days."
0.\ THE Causes which render Bread Stale.
It has been generally
;

—

considered that fresh bread loses water when pasting into the stale stale,
and that this is the sole cause of the metamorphosis. Boussiugault
shows that this change is effected even when the bread is kept in a
damp cellar, the hardest and most brittle crust becoming tough and
flexible.

A

loaf kept in a warm, dry room for six days, at the end of which
it was perfectly stale, had lost only 0.0
per cent, from which it
quite clear that the staleuess could not have arisen from a loss of
water. By heating it for some time, up to 158^ Fahrenheit, it became
quite fresh, having lost 3J^ per cent, of water.
Various other experiments vreie iustitu'ed which showed the same
result in a tin plate cyliuder closed with a stopper, the author completely restored stale bread to the fresh state in tlie course of an hour,
by atemperatureof 122 ~ 140 - Fahrenheit, produced by a water bath.

time

1

is

.

;

But the

ingly be erroneous.

ance as

show

tlie

details of cost are not of so

principles of construction,

that custom

no security

and we

refer to

much

import-

them here only

economy. In the matter of ver.tical drains for instance, the old
aud we wish we could say the
exploded system of the open shaft with its uncheckad aud offensive
vapours arising from the sewer beneath, and bearing with them miasma
to

is

for

—

—

and
tor,

might be economically superseded by a trapped conducthe more modern system of independent surface drainage

disease,

even

if

sliould be thought too extravagant a luxury.

But again,

in the

item of Bridges,

we

find eleven stone Bridges, con-

£120 each, although eleven differeut localities
them
Are they all to be of the same lieight, depth,
and thickness? Are our street levels so very regular, is

—

The

staleness of bread results, therefore, from a change in its
molecular condition, altered by the application of heat, and not from
a hiss of water. Camples Jiendim, p. 588..
Tellukiusi. It is said that this metal has lately been obtained in
lar:?e quantities during the working of the gold ores of Transylvania,
aud, although hitherto so rare, will shortly be brought into the market

—

by the pound.
Remedy for the Stisos of Bees.— M. Gamprecht recommends rubbing the stung place with the freshly-expressed juice of the honey -suckle
{Loniccra Caprifolium.) The expressed juice may be kept in closelystoppered bottles for this purpose.

veniently estimated at
are

named

for

•width, span

!

our SOU so universally stable, are our sti'eams so nicely balanced in
content and velocity

— that

one style and in.auner of construction will

meet every contingency? Or is it that we are satisfied to stick a "regu" at a " regulation price " anywhere and everywhere
or unfit, costly or economical in relation to the duty to be fulfilled?
We fear the latter is the system, for on no other would an equality
of estimate be justified, as on no other could the peculiarities of
some of the structures be explained, as for instance those of the Church
lation pattern
fit

—

'
On Winiwaiier and Gersheim's Patent " Gnnprimcrs," and Composition/or Fire-arms," by Mr. Winiwarter, of Vienna. The various
applications included in Gersheim's patent all more or less depend on
the nature and properties of their new composition powders; which,
at the same time that they m.ay be employed to replace gunpowder as
a propelling power, may also be used instead of fulminating powder,
as a means of inflaming or firing. These patent explosive compositions
namely chlorate
consist of various well known explosive substances
of potash, fulmiuatiug mercury, fulminating ziuc, amorphous phosphoBut to each of these diffei'ent mixtures, a
riKS, and binoxide of lead.
solution of gun-cotton or collodion is added as a cement and the application of this substance is the chief peculiarity of the invention.

—

:

;
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Slonthljr Meteorological Register, at
Latitude 43

1

(Iff/.
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Her Majesty's Magaetical Observatory, Toronto, Canada West.— February, 1853.

394 mhi. North.

Longiliide, 79

dri/.

21 min.

]Ve.it.

JStevalioH above

Lake Ontario

;

108 /csi.
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hnrizontal

beam was a small
hook. Ihe nbjerts

glass tulie,

terminaled at the object end

to he siibmittt'<l to the niagiielic force,
b_v a glass
eitlier cvUnders nf l;I;iss, -nilU a tilanieut djawii oia from each, so
o. cyliuas to make a"l<in« stilt lioi.k for siisijeusion f;oni llie beam
drical bulbs of glafs. ol like slin|,e, biit larger size, formed out of glass
tube; or i.lher inatieis. 1 lie tiue tubular cxtjeiiuties of the bulbs
beiug opened, the way through -was free f.om cud to end; the bulbs
could theu be tilled \vilh auy Huid or gas, ai d be le-submittcd many

neic

;

times iu succession to the magnetic force. The sonrce of power employed was at first a laige electio-magnet but afterwards, iu order to
be certain of a constant power, and for the advantage of allowing any
lensjlh (f time for the observations, the great magnet, consti'ucted by
M. Lrgeman npoii the principles develo] ed by Dr. Elias, (and which,
weiahing about 1(10 lbs., could snppoit 430 lb., according to the Report
of the Gieat Exhibition Jury), was purchased by the Ri>yallustitutioii
and used iu the inquiries. Tlie magnet was so arranged that the axis
of power was five inches below the level of the glass beam, the interval being traversed by tlie suspension tilamcut or hook, spoken of
above. When a body is submitted to the power of a magnet, it is
affected as to the result, not merely by tlie magnet, but also by tlie
medium surrounding it and even if that medium be changed for a
vacuum, the vacuum and the body still are in like relation to each
Iu fact the result is always differential; any change in the
other.
medium changes the action on the object, and there are abundances of
substances which wlien surrounded by air are repelled, and when by
Whei: a certain
Tvater, are atti-acted upon the appi'oach of tlie magnet.
small glass cylinder, weighing mily G6 grains, was submitted on the
torsion balance to the Logeman magnet surrounded by air, at tlie distance of 0-5 of an inch fi-oni the axial line, it required 15° of torsion to
overcome the repulsive force and restore the ol>ject to its place. When
a vessel of water was put into the magnetic field, and the experiment
repeated, the cylinder being now in the water was attracted, and 54° -5
of torsion were required to overcome this attraction at the given distance of 0-5. If the vessel had contained a fluid exactly equal in
diamagnetic power to the cylinder of glass, neither attraction nor repulsion would have been exerted on tlie latter, and therefore the
torsion would have beeu 0°. Hence the three bodies, air, glass (the
especial specimen), and water, have their relative force measured in
reliiti*! to each other by the three experimental numbers 15°, 0° and
;

;

If other fluids are taken, as oil, ether, <fcc., and employed as
the media suiTounding the samr^ rflaS't cylimlcr, then the degrees of torsion obtained with each of them respectively, shows its place in the
magnetic series. One great object in the con.struction of an instrument
dehcate as that described, was the luvestiga ion of certain points in
the philosophy of magnetism and amongst them especiaUy, that of
the right application of the law of tlie inverse square of the distance as
the universal law of magnetic action. Ordinary magnetic action may
be divided into two kinds that between magnets permanently raagneti.^ed and unchangeable in their condition, and that between bodies
of wh ch one is a permanent unchangeable magnet, and the other,
having no magnetic slate of its own, receives and retains its state only
whilst in subjection to the first. The former kind of action appears in
the most rigid and pure cases, to be subject to that law but it would
be premature to assume beforehand, and without abundant evidence,
that the same law applies in the second set of cases also ; for a hasty
assumption might be iu opposition to the truth of nature, and therefore
injurious to the progress of science, by the creation cf a preconceived
conclusion. We know not wlietlier such bodies as oxygen, copper,
water, bismuth, <tc., owe their respective paramagnetic and diamagnetic relation to a greater or less facility of conduction iu regard to the
lines of magnetic force, or to sometliing like a polarity of their particles
or mas.ses, or to some as yet unsuspected state and there is little hope
and therefore the cause of the
of our devehiping the true conditi
magnetic action, if we assume liL'fnrcliiiud the unproved law of action
for Pliicker has
and reject the experiments tliat iilready bear upon it
distinctly stated as the fact, that dianiaguelrc force increases more
rapiilly than maguetic force, when the power of tlie dominant magnet
.and such effect is coutrary to the law above enunciated.
is increased
The following .ire furtlier rosulls in relation to this point. When a
body is submitted to the L'lr.it iinilKiiiu'inL; Logeman magnet in air
and in water, and tlie umiIis :iii' iclnncl in ilio centigrade scale, the
relation of the three siibstiincrs n-niiiiii lli.- same for the .same distance,
but not for different distances. The result of experiment proves that
the greater the dist.ance of the diamagnetic bodies from the magnet,
the more diamagnetic is it in relation to water, taking the
interval between water and air as the standard
and it would
further appear, if an opinion may be formed from so few experiments
that the more diamagnetic the body compared to air and water, the
grciter does this difference become. At first it was thought possible
that the results might be due to some previous state induced upon the
body, by its having been ne.ircr to or further from the magnet but
it was found that whetlier the progress of the experiments was from
small to large dist.ances, or the reverse or whether, .it auy given distance, the object was previous to the measurement held close up to
the magnet or brought from a distance, the results were the same ;
54°-.i.

;

:

;

;

:

—

;

:

;

;
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no evidence of a temporary induced state could in any of these way
be fouud. It does not follow from the experiments, if they should
be sustained by future researche.s, that it is the glass or the bismuth
only that changes in relation to the other two bodies. It may be the
oxygen of the air that alters, or the water, or more probably all these
bodies for if the result be a true and natural result in these cases, it
;

The great point is that tlie
is probably common to all substances.
thiee bodies concerned, air, \\ ater, aud the subject of the experiment,
at differalter iu the degree of their magnetic relations to eacti other
ent given distances from the magnet the ratio of their magnetic power
does not, according to the experiments, remain the same aud if that
result be confirmed, then it cannot be included by a law of action
which is iuversely as the square of the distance. The cause of this
valuation iu the ratio of the substances, one to another, if it be finally
proved, ha.s still to be searched out. It may depend in some manner
upon the forms of the lines of magnetical force, which are different at
different distances; or not upon the forms of the lines out the amount
or u t upon the mere amouDt,
ot power at the different distances
but on the circumstances that iu every case the body submitted
to the experiment has lines of different degrees of force passing
through different parts of it, (for however different the magnetic
or diamagnetic conditions of a body aud the fluid surrounding
they would not move at aU iu relation to each other, iu a
it,
field of equal force :) but whatever be the cause, it will be a
concomitant of magnetic actions and therefore ouijht to be included
in the results of any law by which it is supposed that tliese actions
On the present occasion a passage was quoted from
ai'e governed.
his works, and which,
Newton which had siuce been discovered
showing that he was an unhesitating believer in ph3'sical lines of
gravitating force, must from its nature, rank him amongst those who
sustain the physical nature of the lines of maguetic and electrical force:
" That gravity should
it is as follows, iu words written to Bentley
be innate, inherent, and essential to matter, so that one body may act
upon another at a distance through a vacuum, without mediation of
anvthing else, by and through which their action and force may be
conveyed from one to ai other, it is to me so great an absurdity, that I
believe no m.iii who has in philosophical matters a competent faculty
Gravity must be caused by an
of thinking, can ever fall into it.
agent acting constantly according to certain laws but whether this
agent be material or immaterial, I have left to the consideration of ray
Finally, reference was to be made to Sabine's remarkable
readers."
observation, sustained as it has been by Wolf, Gantier, and others, of
certain coincidences existing between the appearance of solar spots
and the diurnal variation of the magnetism of the earth. Schwabe baa
been engaged in carefully observing the spots on the sun since the
year 1826. He has found them gradually to increase iu number and
size from v'ear to year, and then decrease, and so on in a regular
period of about ten ears. Lamout ( Dec. 185 ) was induced by recent
researches in atmospheric magnetism, to examine the daily magnetic
variation in declination, and fouud that, as a whole, it increased and
diminished, and then increased again, having a regular variation of
about ten years : the 3'ear 1844 was given as a miuimum variation of
6''61 aud the year 1848 as presenting a maximum variation of U''15.
Sabine (Marcii 1859) in searching for periodical laws amongst the
mean effects of the larger maguetic disturbances, found a simulumeous
period of incre.ise aud decrease both at Hobarton and Toronto, on opthe minimum effect w.as iu 1843, and the
posite sides of the globe
maximum effect in 1848. according therefore almost exactly with LaBut, besides that, he pointed out the
moiil's observations at Munich.
extraordiu.ary circumstances that this similar vari.atiou of the daily
m.guetic declination is the same iu length of period as that discovered
by M. Schwabe for the solar spots and still more that the maxima
aud the minima of these two most different phenomena coiucidi- for
1843 presents the least diurnal vaiiation and ti.e smallest number of
solar spots, and 1848 the largest magnetic variation and the greatest
number of solar observations. He has observed that the same period
of increase and decrease exists with the same epochs in the ifiurnal
variations of the maguetic inclination of the earth's magnetic force in
both hemispheres. The phenomenon is general both as regards all
the m.agiietic elements, and in parts of the globe most distant from
each other. Gantier appears to have been struck with the same coinbut did not publish his idea until July 1852. Wolf, if Bene,
ci ence
who has sought far into the history of the sun spots, had the same
thought, publishing it first at the end of Jul}- or begiuniug of August,
18.VJ.
He endeavours to trace the general condition of the spots from
the year 1600, and concludes that the true length of the period is IMl
yerj..
As it is i'lipossible to conceive such a coincidence iu the length
of the period and the time of the ma.xima and minima of these two
greatly differing phenomena, without believing in some relation of
them to a common cause so, the observation of such a coincides
at this moment ought to urge us more than ever into an earnest aud
vigorous investigation of the true and intimate nature of magnetism;
by means of which we now have hopes of touching in a new direction
not merely this remarkable force of the eajth, but even the like powers
of the sun itself.
;

;

;

;

m

:

—

;

_\

1

;

;

;

;

;
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It even appears doubtful,

whether that most

New

interesting of all savage races, the Maoris of
Zealand, -with
its wonderful force of character, and fixculty for
civilization, will
not die out faster than it can conform to its altered condition.

Like those silent yet ceaseless operations of nature, which are
wearing down, while we speak, the solid matter of every mounand water course on the globe, and substituting the

1853.

tain chain,

On

luxuriant ^'egetat^on of the tropical coral reef for the barren waste
of the sea; so, slowly and imperceptibly, are the great changes

the Probatle f^umber of the Native Indian Population of

H.

BrJtisk Auerica: Captain J.

effected, by which one race supercedes another in the
occupation
of portion after portion of the globe, bringing higher qualities, a
moral and physical organization^ to work out hio-her

tefroy, Koyal Artillery.

(read before the CANADIAN INSTITUTE, MAY

ditlerent

1852.)

1,

and fulfil higher ends ofl,he same controuhno- Providence.

destinies,

There are probably few persons wbo,

in the course of their

These reflections have been suggested by the subject of the
paper which I now propose to lay "before this Society, containino-

reading in history, have not dwelt with peculiar interest upon the

we

glimpses
of

men

catch through the mists of the past, of whole races

that have vanished from the face of the earth, leaving

human

life

never ascertain, whose sages are forgotten, ^vhose warriors

mighty that were before Agaraennon"

" the

lie

with

impoi-tant one.

If, as I think, it can be shown, that
number is
most persons would suppose, and very rapidly
diminishing, under circumstances which are nevertheless by no
means uufavourablo to its preservation then it must be admitted

in the obscurity of

Then we may remember how
whose interests are so momentous

share''

we can

vastly smaller than

••
"
small a part of- time

"'
"

'

obli\'ion.

may

A

or representatives to inherit the richer blessings of our age

hell's

of nations whose part in the great drama of

we

the result of some enquiries 1 have made with a view to forming
like an authentic estimate of the number of the Indian
race inhabiting the British possessions in America.
portion
only, it is true, of the whole race, yet one which by reason of the
great extent of those possessions, is commonly regarded as a very

something

no

for

eternity

;

and

;

the prospects for the race at large are anything but encouraging that the time may not be far remote when posterity may
be counting its last remnants, and wishing that we in our day
had been more alive to the facts, and more industrious in settintj
up marks by which they might measure the ebbing tide, and
comprehend the destiny about to be consummated.
thfit

recognize, in the force of our sympathy, in the eagerness

we

with which

interrogate the

which

to us ; in the curiosity

monuments

that have descended

reserve cannot bafils

all their

;

a

testimony to the truth of the declaration of the sacred historian,
that the Creator
earth'

hath made of one blood

'

descendants of our

common

Naturalists have been able to

become

We

authentic history.

the nations upon
all

What

the

to answer,

life.

number some

half-dozen birds

lately seen

what general

bound up

number

(the Apterix), has created

among them.

The

skull,

\-arieties

exist within the

same period

of the

Bourbon two

at the Isles de

How many might be
human race that have ceased to
The Dodo was perfectly common

volume.

for a quarto

written on the

!

centuries ago,

ed down, exterminated accordingly

:

it

easy prey of whole flocks,

twenty

or

thirty

at

15,J no more suspected
ransacking all the museums of

a time, in 1602, (the Dodo, page

we

Europe

now be

should

for scraps

to elucidate its aflinities, than the

of Newfoundland did that

cue

relic

of

its

little

and warlike
Canaries,

we should

dreamt that

also

When happy

aborigines.

welcomed the Spaniards
cavaliers

in vain for

and hospitable crowds

the shores of

to
in

first settlers

be seeking

Hispaniola, those

three centuries or less the

numerous

Caribs of that Island, like the Gauchos

would be

of the

were, with those of her provisions

it

fertile vallies

and

are not so

of that region.

We

among many

tribes,

pursuits prevailed

know

that

Ao-ricultural

which have

since almost
completely abandoned them but with all this, it is diflScult to
a\oid the conclusion, based on the desolating habits of Indian
wariiu-e, on the severity of the climate, and on the degraded position of the female sex, that upon the whole, the po]Juiation of the
middle and northern portion of the continent must, at all times,
have been small in proportion to its area, and never on a par
with the simplest of all natural resources, the animal life of the
region.
The materials for a specific estimate of their numbers
at any one eariy period, are exceedingly scanty.
The early tra-

and Dane, and

completely so as the Architects of

Celt, in the occupation of the British

Isles.

half a century there will be no trace of a native race in

for

In

some cf

The natives of Van Dieman's
example, who numbered 210 in 1835, were reduced

the British colonies in the

Vol.

I,

No.

9,

vellers dealt in

un Canton

dit

inillier.'',

extinct, as

the Cyclopean remains of Italy, or the race that preceded Saxon

Land,

as

;

made an
that

the

was neglected, hunt-

and the Dutch seamen who

relates to civilized

greatly vary from age to age,

the foot, and a few rude pictures of the Dodo, have furnished

ample material

it

which do not
beyond our means
of estimation, it does not seem impossible to assign limits beyond
which his numbers can never far extend, and within which there
is no reason that they should much vary, unless by the operation
of external causes.
However, I have no intention of attempting
such an estimate here.
We have evidence in the great Earthen
Works of Ohio, requiring an immense number of hands for their
erection, that at some period a considerable population occupied

rejoicing,

the discovery of a living specimen of one previously ranked in
that

when

;

totally extinct within the period of

have

constitutes density of population,

is a question not easy
communities, so wonderfully has Providence ordained that with fresh demands, and the
heavier pressure of necessity, fresh resources should be found in
nature for human sustenance but in reference to uncivilized
man, linked to nature by stronger ties, and having his existence

parents, whatever their place in the

stream, or their fortunes on the stage of

or animals that have

all

which unites

as well as the tie of relationship

;

—

Von

d^ames.

calcidait ce

Fcmmes, deux
were then
(jv

round numbers to an alarming extent. ' Qui
d' Iroquois " says de la Hontan, "dit un douzaine
It s'en est trouve ji/sqiia quatorze mille et
mille Vieillards quatre mille

nombre par deux

mille Filles, et quatre mille JSnfans.'"

east.

April, 1853.

*

And

as there

such cantons oi- Nations, this jieople, if the Barou
his authorities can be trusted, counted considerably less than
five

Our Antipiidcs by Colonel G. Mundy, 1852—Vol.
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fwa

centuries ago,

from

sixty to seventy

gives as int'onnauts persons

who had
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thousand

lived

Yet he

souls.

twentj' yeara

—

among

can be placed on the estimate the ancient
C'oureurs dcs Bo/'s were addicted to romancing, and the habit of
perverting facts in reference to the more remote tribes they visited, by way of discouraging rivalry in theh lucrative trade, must
have clung to them when discussing those nearer home. Equally
apochryphal, I cannot but susj)ect, must be the 20,000 warriore

them.

Little reliance

wliom King Oppecancanough somewhat earlier, is related to have
Yet these and other similar
it would be easy to miiltipily, if they fail to fur-

led against the settlers in Virginia.
estimates, wliich

nish a numerical basis for comparison, convey a general idea of
populousuess which, as compared with what is known to our
times, would justify anything that can be said as to the decline
of the race.
"There are abundant proofs," says Cathn, "in the
History of the country, to which I need not at this time more
particularly refer, to show that, the very numerous and respectable isart of the human famih', which occupied the difl'ercnt parts
of North America, at the time of its first settlement by Anglo
Americans, contained more than fourteen millions, who have
been reduced since that time, and undoubtedly in consequence of
that settlement, to somethinr/ less than two millions.'' (Catlin II.,
In the elaborate alphabetical enumeration of Indian
p. 238.)
and Nations, upward of 400 in number, prefixed to Drake's

tribes

—

well-known Book of the Indians: 10th

Edit., 1848.
we find the
estimated numbers of a large proportion of them state;!, but being
of a great variety of dates, and the data probably of very varia-

ble authority, no general estimate can be based
analysis much more laborious, than the result

on
is

it,

without an

likely

to

be

accurate.

In the course of a conple of summers spent a few years ago in
the Hudson's Bay territor}', I took pains to arrive at an estimate
of the actual numbers of Indians inhabiting that country, by
enquiries among the resident traders, and by procuring whenever possible, a specific statement of the number of huutei's fre-

quenting each Post, the number of young unmarried men, and
an estimate of their families. The two first were, no doubt,
ascertained very correctlj', as far as the enquiry went; the last
does not admit of much doubt.
With respect to the districts
which I visited but from which I did not procure these data, it
is not diflicult to base a tolerable apprii\imatiou on the information derived from observation and inquiry, and in respect to those
which I did not \ isit, which however form but a small part of
the territory, I am guided in the estimate by the focts that where
there are no trading posts, there ai-e no Indians, and that where
there are trading posts, all the Indians of the disti-ict frequent
them, habit having rendered the articles of European trade essential to their existence; consequently

we may

infer the

num-

any given post, pretty nearly, when the scale of
is known.
There are, pei'haps, a few exceptions
remark in the district of Mackenzie's Ri\er, where our

ber frequenting

the establishment
to this

many

with

interconi'se

tribes

is

of recent oiigin

;

but

it

is

ti'ue

Whenever a conjectural addition was
made, by well-informed pei«ons, on the spot, to the more precise
numbers, it has been included in the following enumeration.
almo.st eveiywhei'c else.

The
be

British territory in

relation to

its

native population,

—

—

may

divided into four regions.
J<^irst.
The region west of
Rocky Mountains, and north of the ]5arallel of 49 ° Second.
The region east of the Rocky Mountains, but north of the par-

the

.

of 55

°

the whole of which

inhabited by tribes of a common origin, and grou]ied by Ethnologi-sts under the generic
designation of " Tinne."
Third. The region fi'om the ]iarallcl
of 55 ° to 49 ° occupied ])artly by tribes of what is called the
allel

;

is

—

,

Eythinyuwuk
intrusive

—

or

Algonquin

race kindred

the British Colonies.

stock,

and

jiartl}'

by

tribes of

to the Iroquois or Fi\e Nations.

an

Lastlr,

[1853,

Beginning with the Second of these subdivisions, we have
North of Latitude 55 °
:

NATIVE INDIAN POPULATION OP BRITISH AMERICA.

X853.]

Blood Indians
Gix)s Ventre's, or Fall Indians

250
400

300
500

45

150

Cii'cees

Cotone's

(

Small a'obes.

,

.

T,,
Monutain

X

-1

tribes

(100
150

1645
Mr. Shaw allowed

at 8 p.

to the BJackfeet, only

1.

13,160
1

2,000

Considering that these are perfectly independent estimates,
they agree remarkably, and we may take by their mean

The

To this division belong the Chippewas or Ojibwas, Saulteurs
and Tetes de Boule of Lake Superio)', Lake Huron, and their
tributaiy watei's.
It was ascertained by tlie Honourable W. B.
Robinson, Indian Commissioner in 1851, that the Indians on the
north side of Lake Superioi-, from the Sault St. Mary to Pigeon.
River, and inland as far as the possessions of the Hudson's Bay
Company, forming 6 bands, or sub-divisions, were in all 1102
souls; and that the Indians on the north side of Lake Huron,
from the Sault to French River, forming 17 bands, amounted to
1,422 souls, giving a total of 2,521. The bands were found to
vary much in number, some comprising no more than 15, some
as many as 241 souls.
have then

"We have next the Assiniboines, a tribe of the Sioux, and said
to be of the Iroquois stock: they are distinguished into those fre<}uenting the woods, and those frequenting the plains, or Strongwood and Plain Assiniboines:

80

Mr. Harriet, in 1842, gave Strongwood

Brought forward
At Fort Alexander Lake Winnipeg
« Rat Portage— Lake of the Woods
" Fort Franks— Rainy Lake
" Lake Superior as above
" Lake Huron as above

—

tents.

300

Mr. Rowand gave Plaia Aissiniboines

3,200

Mr. Shaw gave, both together

100
200

.

-3,500

(4.)

Ojibbways,
Mr.

chawan

4,000 )
2,000 [
..4,000

—

oi-

Chippewas of the Saskat-

Rowand

200

20

respect to the Indians in

Canada

proper,

it

is

stated,

Report concerning them, (Journals
Assembly, 1844-'5, Appendix 2,) that the
of House
earliest document received by tlie Government, which contains
any detailed statement relative to the tribes, is one prepared by
in

Shaw gave
Cross

400*
1,102
1,422
8,6 7 J

With

For the Strongwood Crees about Edmonton,

(S.)

..

3,600
TENTS.

Mr.

_ _

5431
200*
120*

4,000

for Assiniboines

Mr. Rowand gave
Other Crees of the plains

—

We

12,900

Blackfeet tribes

Giving

195

a

very

interesting

of

Major-General Darling, Military Secretary to Lord Dalhousie, in
1828. The total number of Indiaus who then came under the
observation, and within the influence of the Government, in both
Provinces, did not exceed 1 8,000. I am indebted to Col. S.P. Jarvis,
late Indian Supeiintendent, for the following authentic returns of

more I'ecent numbers. In 1835, the number of resident
Indians receiving presents, as they are improperly called, being
rather annuities or rent charges \\])Oxi the soil of tipper Canada,
their

The

aggregate, then, of the tribes inhabiting the Plains,
in the British Territory, by competent authorities was, in 1843,
Catlin's estimate for the same tribes, is
not more than 23,400.
I.

was stated as follows

35,000; but I found that all his numbers were regarded by
better authoi-ities (for Mr. Catlin did not visit the region hero in

:

TABLE

I.

question,) as too high.

Boys

We

have next the various divisions of that widely difII.
ijthinyuwule or Crees, which form the population
fused race, the
of the wooded country east of the Great Plains, and south of the
Churchill River, extending however in some instances on to the
The Crees of the Plains we have
one, and north of the othei'.
There are a few Crees trading at Fort Chipealready counted.
wyan, at Isle a la Crosse, and at Lesser Slave Lake.

E

Families.

At
"

"
"
*'

"
"
"
"

"

"
"
"

Fort Chipewyan
Lesser Slave Lake
Isle a la C''0sse, and Green Lake

Cumberland House
The Pas, or Basquau
Norway House
Oxford House
York Factory
Beren's River
Red River dependencies

Albany River, Martin's Falls
Moose Factory and outposts
Lake Tamiscaming

26
83

100

Souls.

140
341a
600
300*
150*
300*
100*
200*
100*

2000*
500*
500*
200*

Men.
Nation Indians,
ir.cluding the Mohawks on the
Bay of Quinle
Hurons, or Wyandots

727

15.

543
10

5452413
2761441

157

125

438
240

31 S

44
78

51

79

36
55

1397

1566

Chippewas, called Mississaugas..
Munsees, Delaware, or Lenne-lenape

Moravian Indians.

25

• Estimates only.

158
256

from the returns of the Indian Department

TABLE
The

n.
details

are

from

complete returns o/ 1838, unless otherwise stated;
one-thirrl hnlf-breeds.

78

730

1114 10355082

S431
About

18|

The following Table contains a statement in detail of the
Indians in Upper Canada in 1838, compiled from a return made
in answer to enquiries of the Secretary of State for the Colonies
(Lord (denelg.) The corresponding numbers in 1844 and 1846,
where they are given under the same denomination, are added

Indians of Upper Canada.

(a)

"a

a

15.

598
25
414
208

Chippewas

(Jills,

Women und'r u'nd'rj

Iroquois, or Six

torresponding

totals are not

the

very

and where

given for the years 1844

and

KATIVE INDIAN POPULATION OF BRITISH AMERICA.
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1846,

it

arises from

a more general form having hcen adopted

in those years.

all

1844 1846

1838.

DENOMINATION.

Mei WoTiei.

Tot. Tot.

[1853-

numbers, as they appear at the foot of the abov
Eotui-ns, exclusive of wh.nt are termed visiting Indians, most, o

The
of

total

whom, come from

regions beyond

British Indians, are included elsewhere

—

Lake

B'ys Girls

1838 1844 1846 1847

Rapins

2\Valpole Island or

85 396
Clieiiail

Ecarle.. •
Sables Lake Huron.
4'Up.St. Clair from Saginona:.

39 176

I

?.|R. aiix

The same

in

•

1814

15
57
3S

GjDelaware, Kiver Thames7(ATanilonlin Island L.

same

in

Huron

1846

3'

do.

Warriors.

684

Ordinary Chiefs. •••
Warriors

Boys 10
5

184
15
59

"

"

Girls 10 to 14 yearsto

1 to

139
209
327
213

15 years.

to

9

to

lto4
9

"

4

«

ed in the

Quebec

l.ist

5l|

41|
1781

6643 6874 8756 8862
are those who servThe numbers, in 1847 are taken from tho
The apparent increase in 1846 is due to the

Chiefs and Warriors in the

war.

Gazette.

jiermanent

MISSISSAUG.\S.

•

Totals

The

29

1712 1274 2207
2091 2131 2599
422 492^ 573
430 475 595
653 433 690
310 421 4.55
44
414 567
497 481 773

Women

5

20;

52 31
38
35
62 41
134 162

Deserving Chiefs-"

Women

1098

51
21

Rama

15 John Aisence's Tribe,
16 Lake Nipissing

1129

494
438

20
24
20
26
20

Lake Huron- ••

14, Yellow-head's Tribe,

100

255j

S'l^aCloche & Mls^^issauijeen,
CiSt. Joseph's Island L.Hnron
lOj.Sault Ste. JMarie
11 East Shore of Lake Huron.
J2 Owen's Sonnd, in 1846...
1.3^.San2;een,

.307;

10
117j
52 312
130

5|Amherstburg

|The

:

Tot.

CHIPPEW'AS.
l|St. Clair

Superior, and, if

are as follows

settlement

of

beyond

previously residing

many
its

first class,

Indians within the Pi'ovince,

limits,

and was occasioned,

as

is

by 'he objection made on the part of the United
States to our continuing to supply arms and ammunitioirto friend-,
ly natives belonging to their territory, the details of the tabic
however, when they are comparable, give satisfactory grounds
for supposing that as regards the small portion of the Indian race
inhabiting Canada, the worst is over.
They appear to be slightly on the increase, and are at the same time acquiiiug to some
well known,

njRiver Credit, L. Ontario..
18 Rice Lake
19 Mod Lake: Balsam Lake.
20 .Alnwick; on Rice Lake
from Grape Island..- •..

245

43 240
25 135
27 159

52

151

194
218

35 214

I

21 Bedford, near Kingston 1846

19

IROQUOIS OR 6 NATIONS
On the Grand River.

extent, the habits of civilized life.*

Mohavvks,_ Upper

105

"

Lower
" fromtheBay of Quinte
" on the Bay of Quinte.
Oneidas, Joseph's
Onondagas, Clear Sky-

"

406
336
88
415
42
225
56
70
43
117
311

72
24
74
lU

• •

68

-

Bear or Barefoot

28

Senecas, Nekaronlasas..-iKaghneghtasas.
Cayiigas, Upper..

13
IS
31

Lower

97

Tuscaroras

48
30

Aughquagas, Joseph's.
"
Peter Green

22

Tutulies or Tuliloes..-.
iVlinor denominations.-

17

6

28

22

18

20

number of Indians in Lower Cantaken from tho Report presented to the Legislative
Assembly, 1845, (Journal 1844-5 App. 2) to which reference
has been made before

The

ada,

following Table, of the

is

:

—

—

DENOMINATION.
Iroquois,

202
67

"

68
32
102

«

CaughnawagaSt.

Regis, L.

St.

Francis

Lake

of

Two

Mountains..- ••
Algonquins, Lake of Tvi-o

Mountains- .-••

OTHER^TRIBES.

"

Nipissing.s,

Oltawa.s, Maniloulin Island
Hurons or Wyandols- • • •
Munseos or Delawares. •

"
on River Thames
"
on Grand River.
Polawatomies, at Sauaecn.
" St. Clair Rapids,'l844

1.57

122

.

" Upper St.Clair, ISIG.
^
Shawanofs, at Amhcrslb'g
Moravian Indians, River
Thame.s
• . . .

-

near Three Rivers,

Lake

of

Two

Mountains..
Abenaquais, St.Fiancis»
"
BecanccEurHurons or Wyandols,
Jeune Lorettt;.
Tetos de Boule, St. Mau

li

507

Micmacs,Abenequois, and
Amaleites, of uncertain
residence.

41

42

(a) PotaTvatomies and Ottawas are here inch

31

143 143

187

id.

(h) Two bands called the old and the new, oi Young Nanticokos.
arc iiirludcd in these; they numbered 29 and 17
uls, respectively,
in
f
.
'
1844.
?.

Totals.

i
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It is to

be regretted that the Lower Canadian

retui-ns

do not

d'stinguish the Iroquois according to the distinct nations of that
once powerful confederacy. It will be observed, however, that

the above numbers, combined with those of the Upper Canada
return for 1846, make the number of chiefs and warriois still to
amount to 1,220, and the total number to 4,301*. That their
ancient loyalty to the British Crown is unabated, was shown by
many incidents of the Canada rebellion, and by the language of

on the very interesting occasion of the meeting to
Monument in 1841. There is no native
many grounds, the interest and respect of British inhabitants of Canada.

their chiefs

restore General Brock's

race entitled to claim, on so

The following numbers of Indians in the several Counties,
taken from the Census Returns of 1852, are added, to bring
down the information on that subject to the latest date. It is
evident, however, that the enumerators in Upper Canada did not
always distinguish them from the rest of the population. There
are, for example, none returned for the Counties of Lambton and
Essex, on the St. Clair,
thus the total is far below the truth,
but the list appears to be complete for Lower Canada.

—

UPPER CANADA.

1

LOWER CANADA.

1852.

1852.
I

Brant

.

Carleton

20:Bonaventure.
64 Charaplain

Dundas
Grev

374Drummond

Grenvillle

Haldimand .
Kent..

1758 Beauharnois

.

754
451
31

27
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1^5
Indians

Da-lia-dinnies

and Gamers

V,575

Northern Indians of the A «<cA^^l stock
hu.y-u-wnk Indians of he Plains . .
Chipeways and Crees, exclusive of the abo^e.. . .....
Incbans ot tlie Seaboard and Islands of the Pacific ....
Indians of New Galedonia-Intenor

6,082
23,400
8,675
63,840
2,000
13^000

E

Indians ot Canada

p
1
urand
Or

T otal
J,

f

1

124,518

to drop the appoai-ance of precision

conveyed by the broken
numbers, 125,000, beino; barelv double the number at which de la
Hontan estimated the ^x Nat ons of the iiuquojb
Iroquoisdone
aione,
1690
ioju.

m

I

am

conscious that this number, for the gross population of
so large a poi-tion of the whole Continent, may appear almost
incredibly small. Ingoing over carefully and re-considerino- the details, I do not believe them to be, upon the whole, under
estimated
no important region of the British territory appears to be omitted.

It

presented, therefore, as an approximation, which may
at least serve to direct further attention to the subject.
It is,
IS

of coui-se, to be taken as representing only a portion of the race.
I have no means of estimating the native population of Russian
America, and we have not considered the native population of
the United S ates, Texas, Mexico and Oregon.
Thefirst of these

was estimated

in

1835

at 330,000, which, however, I take to

be
too high.
Mr. Cuthbertson, a naturalist travelling for the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, gives the followino- for the
probable number of Indians on the Upper Missouri, and its tributaries, in 1850.
(Fifth Annual Repoi-t of Board of Regents
1851.)

Sioux

30 000

Cheyene '.'////." _[

s'ooo
l'500
'l50

Anccaree.".".y.r.'.".l

Mandan . _ .".".'.".".".'".V."
Gros Ventres.

'700

Assiniboine ..'.'. .""J '"^
Crow..
Blackfoot --'""l'"r.

4 800
4'soO

9000

'_

I

"

Total

Among whom,

_

""

54 550
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coimtry* If we cliarge it, in the case of the Gamer, lo
the unbounded Hcentiousness which prevails amono- them, We
enters the

Iiave to account for the

aggregate can be placed so high as 250,000, instead of tie two
millions of Gatlin.

tor, with the sole exception of the Indians of Virginia, boundless licentiousness appeal^ to have been
the rule among the natives on our first acquaintance with them.
The travels of Lewis and Clerk beyond the Mississippi, only half
^ century ago, fully corrob8rate the accounts of all travellers of
the seventeenth century in Canada and the more Eastern regions,

respect to this characteristic.

^'^

-n

i ii

;

A

iriend of mine, who
239.)
conferred on tiui subject with a sage old native of New C.aledonia, found that his only tiicory was that the white men's tobacco
poisoned them.
The white's fire water in this case, and throughtiie

to the Kiitchin (p.

Hudson's Bay Territoiy,

,

^^ ^^^'g"^^ which tend

race— such

to reduce

as the substitution of in-

^^^''opean clothing for their native robes of fur; the use of
^T°''
stimulants, tobacco almost universally, alcohol partially ; the
g'"idual loss of native arts and appliances, without the acqnire-

°^ anything better

the introduction of new forms of dis^ marked deterioration in their dwellings, from the skins
°^ which they were formerly made, acquiring a market value,
^"*'
'^®'"S exchanged for nothing so essential to their health,
There are also moral causes tending to depress the race such as
^^'^ consciousness of decline; the pressure of new necessities; the
^^opeless sense of inferiority to the whites in many respects,
'"®'^'

;

^'''^^'

—

'"''^i'^t,

with

their reputed

all

the Indians.

Lastly,

a

""'li'di liay^

pnde,

is

we must add

''"S'l'*'"' P''*^™'^^'^®

'"^

among

a general feeling

the influence
certain

of practices

districts.

I

mean

administration

of potions destined sometimes to produce
sometimes to cause absolute sterility, in females. Dr.
Hodder, in an Essay on the Poisonous Plants of Canada, read
since the date of this paper, has alluded to tiie former as one of
-^^ secrets of the Indians in Canada, which he has not succeeded
^" discovering, but to which he attributes, in a very great degree,
their decrease in number.
Many instances of the latter were^^'^

al^ortion,

—

me in the interior the Crees, more particularly, have
a bad eminence as medicine men, which, shews a general dispoamong tiiem to these unnatural arts. In fact they are
stated to be among the commonest resources of jealousy and revenge.
However, some of these causes have not been " found to
check the reproductiv«^ness of other races ; and it may be doubted
related to

sition

whether any or all of them are adequate to explain the broad
the final solution of wdiich can probably be found only in
the supposition of a design of Providence to make way for one
race by removing the other.
* I canuot avoid refenios Temperance
advocates to the .amusing
Essay, " Sur 1' Yvrognerie des Sauvages," in the Histoire de I'eau-de,Cauada, 1705 re-priuted by the Literary and Historical Society

™™

,

r^cuJ^ ^Z:!ot^e^:'^st:2:, '^::;Z^';Lf:!r''
r
y
>

by the American fur traders and trappers in the South by utter
lawlessness and wanton disregard of humanity; by Florida wars
and wholesale deportations; we find that even in regions where
the more obviously depopulating agencies have b'een lield in
great restraint, the process goes on.
The Indians themselves are
fully aware of it, and fully conscious also that the whites cannot
aUv.ays be directiy charged with it.
Sir John Richardson has
given us a curious mythological tradition which serves to <ac-

out

•,•,.-,

i

<=*»"

.^T^'?^^^' "^""t <='''"f,^,
ti
the
phj^sical stamina of the

To this remnant, then, has been reduced a race supposed to
have numbered from ten to twenty millions, not more than three
centiiries ago.
" War, death or sickness hath laid siege to it,"
and is still laying .seige at a rate in no degree less rapid than at
any former period. Not to mention the cruel destruction effected

it

same causes not having had the same

efiect at earlier periods;

feet,

'

appear to be included, some of those frequenting

the British trading posts, and previously reckoned.
It is scarcely
possible that the Indians of tiie Lower Missouri, Texas and
Mexico, can make up even an approximation to the 330,000 of
the Baptist Committee.
(Religion in America, p. 56.)
Putting
the whole together, it would scarcelv seem that the present

count for

["18^3.

is

happily

guilti&=s,

for

none

The
nr
It

may

j.

as well

IIorsD

and

bailey irnNER,

its

Riaer.

esq.,

be mentioned here, that

Quebec.
tiie

several orijrinal

breeds or stocks of the horse are evidently, thouQ-h cui-sorily
alluded to in se\'er,al jilnces in Scripture, both' in the vision of the
ancient Hebrew Projihets, and in the Revelations of St. John,
In the 1st chapter of Zechariah, and the Sth verse, the bay
Syrian race, the white Armeno-Persian, and tiie piebald Macedonian, are cvidentiy referred to in these words:
"I saw by
night, and behold a" man riding upon a red horse, and ho stood
ainong tiie myrtie trees that were in tiie bottom, and behind
him were there red horses, speckled, and white."
Aoa'n, in
tiie 6th chajiter of (he Revelations, wo have tiie white horse, tho

—

and the ]ialo horse; again, tho Persian, the Syrian
Melian and Scythian, or Roman types of the four

red, tiie black,

with

tiie

—
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great monarcliics, not imaginaiy, but taken from existing races

and

actual localities.

As

there

is

no

:

trace whatever of the existence of an indigenous

breed of wild horses in Arabia or the adjacent countries, we
must conclude that to great care taken in breeding and training
the imported races, and to the selection of the tinest forms, may

—

be attributed the excellence of the Arabian stud the uatui'al
quality was more fully developed by the sunny climate
the
allowance of scant}' but highly nutritious food, and the abstemiousness in drink
and the constant attention of the owner
and we may safely conclude that, as at this day, the superior excellence of the English horse may be attributed to the careful
and judicious intermixture of races; so did the Arabs derive
their small but superb chargers from the Egyptian, Persian and
Armenian breeds. This may account for the fact that, in very
remote times, the Arab chiefs received presents of beautiful horses
from neighbouring kings with joy not that they wanted them,
but that they might add to the excellence of their own breeds.

—

—

;

And

this,

accounts for the great intermixture of colour in
races.
The Arabian horse was carefully bred, and

too,

Arab

the

and could not have been the case among the ridingwhen the immense herds ranged wild
over the interminable pastures, almost independent of human
intervention and control.
Such a nation as this care more for
aggregate number than individual value the whole people were
mounted, and in the saddle performed nearly all their necessaiy

was

this

not,

nations of Higher Asia,

;

They

avocations.

by swimming

crossed rivers

their horses, or

them to rude rafts. Of all the human famihes, this
alone eat the flesh of the horse: they drank the milk of their
mares, and discovered how to form from it an intoxicating beveattaching

rage.
On lioi-seback the marriage ceremony was performed on
horseback the Council of the nation debated its aft'aii's
treaties
of peace and declarations of war were dated from the stirrup of
.the Ghaghan.
In our own times the Polish nobles met on horseback to elect their king. Among many of the Riding nations
the horse, man and colt, were fixed standards of value, as the cow
was among the Celtic tribes; and they invented the bridle, saddle and stirrup, and probably the horse-shoe, of which latter we
shall speak more at a future period.
Talitar tribes at various
periods in history, from the time of Attila to the 13th century,
poured their swaims of cavalry westward, penetrating noi'thward
to Silesia, and southward to the Kile; twice, in the middle
ages, they passed eastward, invaded and conquered China. There
is no nation at this day that can oppose an equal force of cavalry
to Russia.
cavalry officer of rank, in Canada, told me that he
saw 60,000 Russian horsemen reviewed at one time by the Emperor Nicholas
and that among these there were very few
Cossacks.
Yet, just before the French Revolution, the Russian
;

;

A

;

cavalry could not stand before the Turks, unless in squares eight

with guns at the angles, and the fronts further protected
portable chevaux de frizes, and even then they were often
broken by the furious charge of the Spahis.
deep,

by

When all these facts are carefully compared and considered,
no doubt can exist but that the aboriginal region in which the
wild horse was first subdued to the use of man, must be sought
for in

High

tinued to

Asia, about the fortieth parallel of latitude, the

whence

table from

isstie,

long piior to

find

them

all historical

east,

recoKL

to notice the various breeds of the horse as

them mentioned

in ancient writers,

immediate

vicinity

—

as the jiied horse, or

central .mountains of Asia; the tarpan, or
east

and rapidly

trace

own times, it being primarily assumed that each race
men derived their own stock from the wild horses in

to our

or tribe of
their

\'ast

Nomade tribes have consouth and west, from periods

ages past riding

penetrating

now remains

It

we

for

and south

;
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the Caspian; the white or villous stock, on the Euxiue; and the
black, or crisped-haired, in Europe
notwithstanding the intercourse among the nations in comuiere, and the invasions of Mar,

the pale horse,

dun

bay

tangum, in the

stock,

or edbach,

more

to the

on the banks of

the distincti\e features of these races are still to be discerned,
though there has been an intermixture for 3,000 yeats, as
clearly and decidedly as at this day distinguish the diflerent
races, of men.
The tarpan or bay stock, originally seated on the

banks of the Caspian, was most probably that which mounted
the armies of the Hyksos, the Shepherd Kings, the first hoisemen invaders of Arabia and Egypt; this breed was that which
fell into the hands of the Egyptians on the expulsion of the
Hyksos, and afterwards into those of the Arabians, and may be
considered the parent stock of the Arab stock of this daj', improved, as we have seen, by the most careful breeding and training.
This horse is figured on the monuments of Egypt, as about
the size of the modern Arab, with a somewhat shorter back,
large eyes, small ears, and clean limbs, and when the sculpture
is painted, the colour is invai-iably red.
It may be assumed that
all the bay, chestnut and brown hoise.=, are of this race, for we
know that in the time of Croesus, the Lydian cavalry were
mounted on brown hoi-ses, and Lydia bordered on the region in
which the Tarpan was indigenous. We find various breeds of
this race mentioned in ancient writers, such as the Scenite Arabian, and the Syrian of Apamoea, at which place Strabo tells us
300 stud-hoi-ses and 30,000 l)rood-mares were maintained for
the service of the state; in Egypt, on the Upper Nile, at
Syene, and at Calambia, in Lybia, a bay stock flourished, highly
S])oken of by the ancients fiom Egypt the bay stock followed
the line of the coast through Numidia and Mauritania, where
it mounted in the Roman times the armies of Hannibal, and in
later days the Moorish cavalry, who introduced it into Andalusia,
when they came over into Spain to make war on the Goths.
This breed was also taken into Italy and Sicily by Phoenician and
Carthagenian ships.
;

The next

is the Median or Nisoean, a pale dun or creamIn the time of Darius there was an immense

stock

colored horse.

—

—

breeding establishment at the place- Nisoea
whence it is recorded that that monarch obtained 100,000 horses to oppose the
invasion of Alexander, and still left 50,000 in its pastures, which
Alexander saw when he marched through that eountrj-. Other
circumstances, however, lead to the conclusion that the white
Nisoean was a peculiar and choice breed, originally from Cilicia,
and that the majoiity of the horses in these famous pastures
derived their origin fiom the Dun breed, now, as then, existing in
the Ukraine, and marked down the back and on the shoulders
with the bai's \\hich distinguish the ass. Sex'eral varieties of
this Dun race, with the peculiar marking, are yet found in the
south of Russia and east of German)', and in the Danubian
principalities, Wallachia and Moldavia; an aeciilental specimen
is occasionally met with in the British Islands.
The white horses
of Nisoea were especially dedicated to the service of the Sun
God, and used in the state pageants of the Persian Sultauns.
breed of white horses, curiou.sly mottled with black, is still in
existence on the Euythean Sea, and sold at high prices to the
grandees of the Court of Teheran for purposes of parade.

A

We now come to the Tannian or Tangum, the primceval
that is, horses of a pure white, irregularly marked
with large chesnut spots; in England known as a skewbald, in
contradistinction to the piebald, which is black and white.
This
species of the hoi-se is still found wild in the highlands of Thibet.
It was with horses of this breed that the Parthians mounted
their hordes of cavalry; it was known in Euiopean legends
from the arrival of the Scythian Centaurs; it constituted the
cavalry of Thessaly and Thrace of this stock was the famous
charger of Alexander, Bucephalus; and last!}', we find it ridden
by the Huns, who, coming from the north side of the wall of
spotted stock

;

;

THE HORSE AND
were as

we know,

the last tribe of Gothic blood
that re.-iched the west about the time of Theodosius.
In the
time of Charlemagne the spotted breed wtis in gi-eat dtmaud
as chai'g-ers for the heavily armed knights.
In the Homeric
ballads thej are called"' \'ariegated and swift-footed ;" Statins
describes tliem in the same lei'ms, and distinctly tells us that
they were I'eputed to have descended from the Centaui-s, and we
also find a similar account in Virgil.
Cliiua,

far as

It is unnecessary to enter into any minute detail of the ^'arietie
of the horse found at later periods in Greece and Italy, after the
extensive commerci;d intercoui'se that obtained thiongliout the
Mediterranean and the adjacent countries in the most flourishing
ages of those great monarchies. It is sufficient to say that they
can all be traced either to the bay, white, dun or dappled stock,

ITS RIDER.

—

the noblest
Hedjas the handsomest, Yemen the most enduring,
Syria the richest in colour, Mesopotamia the most gentle, Eo-ypt
the swiftest, Barbary the most prolific, Persia and Jiurdistan tL.3

most warlike. At present the five recognized I'aces are the Tanweya, Monakge, Kohayl, Saklawge and Zulfer the matter i.s,
however, involved in .some obscurity, the very best breeds being
classed together as Kochlani, their genealogy preserved with great
care, and claiming for them an unbroken descent from the stud
of King Solomon
somi Arabs, of great piety, aver that the five
races are descended from the five favourite mares of their prophet

—

;

Mahomet.

The next conspicuous breed of the Tarpan stock is the Morocco Barb, intermixed, as among the Arabs with a. few greys, and
blacks, probably introduced by the Vaudel couquerci's of

some

The barb

of Central Asiatic origin.
The fifth variety is the crisp haired
sorts or black stock, which became known to the world only when

Africa.

Roman

to be long,

all

had carried the Imperial Eagles to the Rhine,
Danube, and Britain. The Helvetian and Gallic horses were
mai'ked by the same characters, and were believed to be indigenous the}- were long-backed, high-hijiped and heavy maned,
with small eyes and thick lips. In Gueld«rland and on the
Lower Rhine there was found a lighter and cleaner limbed horse
of the same colour, which the Romans imported for military
purposes, but that wealthy and wavlike peojjie procured during
the times of the Emperors horses from almost every part of the
known world, hence the great intermixture of the European
races, and it is certainly remarkable that notwithstanding this
\alour

—

[1853.

is

a

of graceful action, with
to the

flat shoulders, round chest, joints inclined
and a singularly beautiful head; they are far inferior
Arab in spirit and speed. To the south of Morocco, on

the borders of the Desert we find the Sbrubat-ui--Reech, or swallows of the wind, reared among the tents of the Mangrabins,
they are brown horses of the Tarpan conformation, of high spirit
and great endurance, but from the poveity of their owners and
the barren nature of the country, always found in bad condition.

vai-ious breeds

In Bornou, more towards the centre of Northern Africa, there is
found a fine variety of the Arab one of these horses was brought
to England a few years ago, but was so incurably ^•icious that his
owner was obliged to destroy him. In Nubia there is a breed
commonly known as the Dongola Arabian, introduced at the
time of the Mahometan conquest, and of fabled descent from the
five horses ridden by Mahomet and his four companions Abubekei, Omar, Atmar, and All, on the night of the Hegria, when
they fled from Me3ca. These horses often rise over sixteen hands
high, but the head is not well jjlaeed, the shoulders are flat, the
back carped and the eyes small the limbs ai-e excellent in shape

those

and very

the varieties of race can still be so accurately traced.
In the
Biitish Islands there was an indigenous hoi-se, of very small size,
at the time of Ca;sar's invasion, and found wild for many years

many parts of the island; relics of this i-ace may still be
traced in the Welsh, New Forest, Dartmoor, and Scotch ponies.
The first intermixture in England was without doubt with the
after in

imported by the Roman invaders, and then with
of the Anglo-Saxou, Danish, and Norman conquerors.
Having now rapidly run through the detail of what are considered by natural historians to be the

five primitix-e stocks or races

from which all the modern breeds are derived, I will jiroeeed as
shortly to notice the most celebrated modern breeds, beginning
with the Arabian, because it is to Arabian blood that England
owes her superiority in horses. I have already stated that the
horse was not originally found in Arabia
that it was probably,
nay, almost certainly derived from the Scythian Hyksos invaders-^

—

that it was of the Tarpan or Bay primteval stock, and that to
climate and great care in feeding and breeding it owes its present
excellence, uniivalled indeed in the world, except by the Eno-lish
is now found of nearly all colours,
though the bay still predominates and this is owing to its having been crossed at different times with the other i-aces, particularly with the white or grey stock from Pei-sia and the black race
from Tourkhistan. AVith horses of this race, more or less pure
the whole of South-Western Asia, and the northern coasts are
su])plied, and as we have before stated, it was carried by the
l>loors into Spain.
The perfection of the bay blood is due to the
Arabs; though for centuries they have bred, in and in, as it is
termed, from their own stocks, they still produce horses unrivalled

race-hoi-se, originally bay,

—

in form, with fine bone, firm sinewy legs, limbs small and hard,
and close-grained muscle, every part of the animal fice
from vascular superabundance and useless weight. The Arab is
generally ratiier narrow-chested, but the band is well expanded,
the l]'\'i small and most beautifully set on, the eyes large, soft,
yet l)rilliant; the eai-s film and beautifully pointed, every blood
vessel prominent beneath the silken coat; though the English
race horse is fleeter, no animal in the world has more speed combined with endnranc(! than the Arabian horse, and they are
remarkably kindly tempered and intelligent. Among the Arabs
ela.stic

1

themselves,

it is

said jiroverbially, that the land of

Nedgid claims

m
I

somewhat smaller horse than the Arab,

;

;

Good

of the Bay Tarpan race are
found among the various tribes far down the eastern coast of
Africa; on the Guinea Coast no horse is produced of the slightest
sinew}'.

horses

At the Cape of Good Hope the Dutch settles crossed
the old bla:-k Dutch horse with an inferior Arab race, named
Kadisehi, the result is a small active hoi-se, still capable of great
value.

improvement.
The present Turkish horses are a mixture of
Arab blood with the Armenian brown stock, but as both are of
Tarpan origin it is unnecessary to say more than they are spirited
and beautiful, but without vigour or durability their skins are
so irritable that they can be cleaned only witii the sponge, and
they are extremely docile. The Persian hoi-se, on the frontiers
between that country and Arabia is essentially an Arab: further
;

it is strongly crossed with the Tourkoman; inform
resemble t'.ie Arab, but ha\e a tenden;-y lo low-neck;
their endurance of fatigue is almost unsurpassed by the purest
Arab.
Peraian courier, if we may believe Major Keppel, rode
one horse from Teheran to Bushin, 700 miles in 10 days. There
are various other breeds in this region of Asia of minor value,
among the small nomade tribes, but all referable to the bay stock.

in the interior

they

much

A

In India, the bay race is not the horse of the pccijile; it has
been introduced by conpierors, anl still is so, and the r(«ult is,
that in Inilia there are various Ijreeds resulting from crosses of
the native horse with Arabs and Persian studs, and of these again
with blood horses bi'ought fiom Englaiul, until a splendid I'ace
of Indian hoi'ses has been obtained and is rapidly increasing, and
the cavalry of the East India Company is now entirely mounted
on hoi'ses bred in its own establishments. As cverytliing connected with Australia is now of interest, it may be stated that
tlie Arab blood has been introduced into that country, and that
a race of bl.iod horees has been obtained, whose i>errormanoes on
the race course will bear a fair eomj^arison with Kprom or
New Market. Some years ago one gentleman in Australia had

I
1
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stud of horees 300 in number, each of wliich was valued at
illOO.
Returning to Europe we find in Trans3'lvauia a superb
breed of tke bay stock, averaging 15,^ hands, with slender bodies,
51

fine lieads,

and high

withers, with long silky

manes and

tails,

and

in Greece a chestnut variety of the same stock, but with a much
coarser head, though of great vigour and endurance, and excellent temper.

have already noticed the Spanish horse of this stock, impoi-ted at an early period from the coasts of Asia Minoi-, and
highly increased in all its good qualities by the infusion of pure
Arab blood at the period of the Saracenic conquest. Spain has
now no good horses to boast of; the brutal order of one of
Bonapaite's Marshals to disable and put out the right eye of
every ser\iceable horse in Andalusia, and the subsequent and
long-continued civil wars have utteriy extirpated the once
celebrated Spanish blood-horse.
It must be observed, howevei-,
that in those countries in South America, once Spanisli colonies,
the Andalusian blood is found in all its purity, while in speed,
safety of foot and endurance, the horse of the American Pampas

European progenitors. In Jamaica there are
beautiful horses of English oi-igin, with an Arabian cross, generally brighter and smaller than the English thorough-bred, but
far surpasses its

elegant in form, fleet of foot, and gentle in temper.

Tarpan Bay

From

the

stock, originally

imported from England, are derived
the hoi-ses of the United States, where, towards the frontier,
there is a mixture with the Canadian horse, originally brought
from Normandy, and also of Tarpan descent. "The English is
the last on our list of horses derived from the Bay stock; °and of
it, it may be simply said, that at this day, whatever
be the sjiecies,
race horse, hunter, charger, coach horee or dray horse, it has not
its superior in the worid, such has been the care bestowed on
the
breeding and after treatment of this noble animal. From the

monarch

to the

humblest peasant, there

is

hardly a

man

Enghorse, and
in

land that does not take more or less interest in tlie
statutes passed at different times by the earlier English Kings,
and in later periods the encouragement to the ])roduction of the

thorough-bred horse by the munificent king-s plates given at the
different races, have contributed to render the English thoroughbred horse the finest in the worid, far surpassing in speed the

Arabian horse, from which the pedigree of every
well-known racer can be distinctly traced. The prevailing colore
of the bast English hoi-ses bay, brown and chesnut— sufficiently mark the Tarpan origin
the most celebrated i-ace hoi-ses have
been bays, with the exception of Tmmpeter, a black, and some of
his descendants, no horse of any other color has ever done any
thing on the turf.
very few words will suffice to dispose of
the remaining primitive stocks.
The white or grey race, originally indigenous on the great table land of Pameie, on the

original

—
;

A

Steppes to the north of the Euxine, and in Armenia and Cdicia,
spread gradually over all Asia.
This breed was originally of
higher stature than the bay, with greater breadth and moi-e solid

and at all times mixed better with the Bay stock than any
other race, and added to its bone and statui-e.
this stock at all
times attracted attention from its color, and was regai-ded as a
limbs,

fit distinction for kings and divinities;
the Sun Gods of the old
mythologies, ApoUo, Odin and Kinsha, had all either possession
of or access to the original locality of the white primeval stock,

and in the migrations of the tribes, it was carried over the
whole civilized worid. For ages this breed has existed
iu the
Spanish Pyrenees, the primajval companions of that race now

known as the Basques,
we find the race pgaiu

the descendants of the Ouralian Finns;
in the Lower Alps, mi. in the iiei'-hborhood of Aries in France, and in the Brli;-i.n. Foivst ,.f Aidenncs,
where the worship of the Christian Sain^ Hubert,
the patron of
huntsmen, supplanted the worship of Arduenna, a
type of the
Goddess Ertha; and again we hear of it iu the
Holy Isle of

Ruga, where our Northmen fathers

I

sacrificed

v,hite

horses to

The

distribution of this

was evidently connected with the rehgion of the Teutonic
and accords with what is known of the western migration
of their different tribes.
The Plantagenet Ejngs of England
paid great attention to this breed, importing grey horses from the
Pyrenees and Gascon]'-, and from a judicious intermixture of
race

races,

these with the
so

We
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hero-progenitor, Odin.

their deified

common
The

in

stock, has resulted the

superb grey breed

now

crisp-haired or black stock, originally indigenous in

sootj',

Europe, has,
whole world.

Bay

England.

like the

The

Bay and Grey

races,

now

spread over the

gigantic black horses which

we

see in

Eng-

London, were originally derived from Flanders, and it is generally believed that the first were brought over
by the Flemish knights who accompanied William the Conqueror.
The great Brewer's dray horse is chiefly bred in Lincolnshire and Staffordshire, and of this stock also is the celebrated
Clydesdale breed, stallions ot which race have been sold for from
5 to 400 guineas.
judicious cross with the bay race has produced the superb chargers of the Queen of England's household
troops, against \vhose weight and speed it is acknowledged that
no equal number of horses iu the world could stand for a
moment. This race prevails through every part of Germany.
land, particularly in

A

the Dun and Tangum, or Skewbald race, I shall say but
more than this, that neither of them have produced any
marked effect on the Equine race by intermixture the Skewbald
is a worthless animal, generally speaking, devoid of all good
quahties, except that of a gentle temper the Dun is a hardy

Of

little

;

;

animal of great endurance, but possesses little spirit or speed.
Both varieties are met with in every part of the world, and the
Dun particularly in the South of Russia, where it forms the
Cossack cavalry.
In conclusion, I will state that the Tarpan or Bay stock is to
the Equine family what the Caucasian family is among the
human race wherever it is found it either obliterates the other
;

races or assumes over
it

them an indisputable pre-eminence from
and most beautiful horses in the wide
;

are derived the best

world.

[At a late meeting of the Canadian Institute, a distinguished and
highly respected member directed attention to a passage in the essay
" On the Horse and its Rider," which appeared to call in question the
Divine origin of a certain portion of Holy "Writ. It was then distinctly
stated by several gentlemen directly interested in the editorial management of this Journal, that the introduction of the objectionable passage was quite accidental and much to be regretted. Iu a report of
the proceedings of the Institute, published a few days afterwards in a
Toronto paper, notice was taken of the explanations elicited at that
meeting. We iind, however, that one or t\\o of our co-temporaries
have again called attention to the subject, apparently in ignorance of
auy explanation having been offered. \Va do not desire to shelter
ourselres under the "fie/ leaf covering," that we are not responsible for
the sentiments of our correspondents, we wish rather to state explicitly
that no one ran r»grct the appearance of such sentiments as those alluded to, in any form or publication whatever, more than ourselves,
and that their introduction iuto our pages was the result of misapprehension of instructions received by the person to whom the correction
of the proofs was intrusted.]^-(ED. Caxadian Jourxal.)
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article,

refers,

may

College Grounds, Toronto.

the observer

;

name one

commencing this very
They were made in or near the

Any

person addicted to out of door

with

little

trouble:

it

would

of which the interest grows more

upon
when full data have been collected, will
light upon many points of climate and

or which,

throw more valuable
meteorology.

to

serve to assist persons

pursuits, can follow iq) the subject
difficult to

phenomena

on page 182, in the March number of the

intei-esting class of observation.

be

Plaiit,-.

following scanty notes of a few of the
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should be remarked that

diffea-ences of soil

and
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position, frequently cause two, tliree,

between

ence,
tlie

same

epochs of

tlie

tlie

very near one

species,

or eveu more days

same event

There

val between the opening of the
Lilac,

Almond,

etc.,

is

It

when

it

is

may be

condition of the weather, which

high winds, and so on.
his observation

is

the

Acta?a Alba,
Cratopgns Coccinca,

—both

can be

fii-st

—warm

Tricutalis Americana,

asseit-

that

no observer can be certain that
might have been made in the

Abele.
Dandelion.
Purslane.

Dandylion,
Parslanc,

1851.

Phlox Setecea .
Hepatica triloba
Flowering Almond,
"

Supine,
Mullen,
Page 186

flowers..

fully covered

first

May 26 May
June 4 May

flowers

"

fully covered

"

flowering over

June

Eock Maple
First Daudehon
fii-st

I

Lupine.
Lipi

—Line 29

M
for 6 sec,

Ull(

read 6 min.

1852,

May '7Ap'l28
May 29
firet

Flowering over

fully covered

flowering over

"

firet

2 2 June
26|

"

Ap'l 281

"

flowers

fully covered

8

June l7jJune22
June 5 June 1.3
.June 20|

Ti umpet"] Honeysuckle

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.

"

-June

Common Red Peony

18

Canadian

5' June 11
June 23
June l7'Juuel2
May 26 June 2
.Juno 12

.June

Acacia ('Locust)
Pel sian Lilac
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Canadian Thorn
Mountain Ash
Shadbush
Apple
Cherry

3

13
May 27
May 27 June 3
6 June 3| " 18
iMay 8

May 2G
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"
May 28!
.June 21 May 21
May 11'

flowere

"
"

Indian pear. Poire
Syringa
Common Honeysuckle,

Red

—

XJvularia Peifoliata,
"
Bcccabnnga.
"
Canesceus.

Abile,
re-

In Flower.

Hoi-se ^Chesnut,

Gentiana Pneumouauthe.
Phytolacca Decandra PokeweeJ.
Cypripedinni Spectabile.

Veronica Beccabunza,
Lithospernum Canesceus,

cords must be consulted to fix the epochs exactly.

Common,

Scutellaria Galericulata.
"
Parvula.

Pliytolacca Decanda,
Cypropcdium Spectabile,
Nonlaria PerfoHata,

—

neighbourhood, and a considerable number of independent

Lilac,

Gerardia Quercifolia.

Gerardia Gnercifolia,
ScuetUaria Gelericulata,
"
Parvula,
Gentiana Ptlieuraouanni,

also the

Lastly,

firet

Lupinus Pereunis.
Tiarella CordifoUa.
Aster.
Tricntalis Americana.

Astir,

rains

or cold

Rhus Toxicodoudrou.

Fiarella Cordifalia,

expanded

Remarking

Crat?egus Coccinca.
Impatiens Fulva.

Impatiens Fuloa,
Rhus Toixicodeudon,
Supinns Percnnis,

the

supposed to hasten or

expected

is

Thahctrnm Diviciim,

like the

as a prevalence of fine or cold

Such

phenomena.

days, about the time each

it

read Fraxinus SambncifoUa.
Ribes Cynosbati.
Tbalictrum Dioicum.
Acla?a Alb.-i.

Fraxinns Sambricifolia,
Ribes Cj-norbati,

not altogether easy to

past a doubt.

it is

—

-

Institate.

FIFTEENTH ORDINARY MEETING.
AXNUAL CONVERSAZIONE.

The very

Plum

gratifying nature of the j>roceedings at the

Conversazione of the

May 18

the very flattering descriptions which

Institute,

Beech
Larch

Assembly, on Saturday, April 2nd, induces us to adopt a method
of recording them, which savours

Juno 18
first

ripe

Tanager seen
Pigeons in passage
Black Plover
Wax- wing seen
Scarlet

Fire-flics seen

Humming

Birds seen

.June 15

May 13
Mav 18
May 24
Juno
June 15 June 7
iMay 27

less

of originality

respectful submission to the opinions of the Press, as

(From

Elm

Annual

held in the Hall of the Legislative

May 25
Mav 25 Mav 27
May 18 May 20
May IS

Birch

Strawberiies,

articles, tliro'

—

—

late

when

leaves are to be considered fully

ed doubtfully, and when

the

on shrubs

should be added,

the observer should note the date at which

retard

and a
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—In the JIarcli uumlier of this Journal several

an accidental niisuuderstaudiug, were sent to press witlioiit having
been correctc<l. Subjoined is a list of the most important corrections
which should have been made. Pages 183 184:

also a considerable inter-

flowers

Again,

completely over.

dec-ide, exactly,

first

early

Ereata.

general display of blossom

be observed.

peiiods should

flowering

—and any

is

be

will genen.lly

An

found that these diflerences are constant.
specimen should be selected.

in trees or plants of

It

anotliei-.

differ-

"
tific,

the

wo beg

than of

shown

in

leave to subjoin

North AmericoTi.)

On

Saturday evening the most interesting. Literary, Scienand Pleasurable meeting ever witnessed in Toronto, was

—

It was the Amiual Conheld in the Legislative Assembly Hall.
versazione of the Canadian Institute, and some 300 gentlemen, infrom
cluding all the friends of Literature and Science in the City
The
the Bishop downwards graced the very pleasing scene.
to
render
obpreparation^
of
the
Institute
had
great
Council
made
livious all previous similar eflbrts.
Tho Hall was t;istefully

—

—
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decorated with Siionce, Literature, and Art; cases of stuffed
birds, cases of insects, and insect arcliiteoture, models of macliiiies
of various kinds, paintings,
(fee,

embellislied the Hall.

engraving.-, scientific instruments, &c
Tlie fine painting of the Queen by
,

Berthon, was suspended above the Chair, and to the right was an
excellent portrait, and striking likeness of Capt. LetVo}', President
of the Institute, taken by the'Council as a memorial of his able
services.
The Lobby of the House was used, foi' the nouse, as a

refreshment room."

(From
"

On

Ihc Colonist.)

Saturday evening, the 2ud

instant, this Society enteilain-

ed a large number of their fellow-citizens, in the Hall of the
Legislati\-e Assembly, which was suitably prej:iared for the pur-

On the dais, and grouped around the President's Chair,
were numerous instruments, as Telescopes, Theodolites, Levels,
and the like. Immediately iu front was a very beautiful model
In the centre,
of Jerusalem, mounted on an elegant iron pedestal.
and around the sides of the room, seats were arranged, divided
by long tables laden with objects of vertu, statuary, and carving
iu figures, vases, &c., &c.
Amongst them we observed one of
the kte Duke of Wellington, Paul and Virginia, the Dying
Gladiator, and other examples of Copeland and Minton's beautiful statuettes, and a large collection of Minton's Gothic tiles and
porcelain ware.
There were some good bronzes, and a number
of elegantly designed and well executed bread platters, in the
olden style.
Several books containing a large collection of medallions after the antique, and some excellent specimens of
Daguerreotypes on glass, attracted much notice, as did two excellent models of new steamera for our Lake, especially that of
the Peerless.
Cases of birds occupied the piere between the
windows, and at one end of the room were arranged various parts

pose.

of the locomotive engine, as tubing, springs, steam guages, safety
valves, (fee, exhibited by Mr. Good.
The tables were spread with
illustrated books of elegant character connected with the arts and
sciences, comprising Portraiture, Sculpture, Architectural Decoration,

Engineering, &c., &c.

300 gentlemen had assembled, among
observed the Bishop of Toronto, the Chief Justice, Mr.
Justice Draper, Vice-Chancellor Spragge, Dr. McCaul, Dr. Beaven,
Dr. Ryei-son, Dr. Cronyn, of London, many Members of the Corporation, the Professoi-s of both Universities, and, indeed, a representation of all the public holies in the City.
After having
partaken of the hospitality of the Society, the meeting was called
He exto order by the President, Captain Lefroj', R.A„ F.R.S.
pressed the pleasure which the Society hal in receiving their
fellow-citizens on these annual occasions,
referred to the progress
which the Society had made during the past year, allu led to
the valuable papers wliich had been communicated at the weekly
meetings of the session now closing,
and enlarged upon the advantages I'esulting from such Sacieties as these, not only in
"

At

eight o'clock, nearly

whom we

—

—

—

direct relation

to the cultivation of Science
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the President at the Institute, the feelings of the members generally were tinged with icgret, yet the proceedings were of so
interesting a character that even this failed to
(

"

The Canadian

our

lot to chronicle

From

but in a

social view,

as

*********

"

We

has fallen to
partook of

we

Rev. Professor Irving next
the. present time.
ascended the dais, from which he delivered a lecture exidanatory
of the mo lern invention of the Stereoscope, and explained the
optical delusion by which the magical effects of this new discovHe was followed by Dr. Hodder who read
ery are produced.
an interesting paper on the poisonous plants which are found
in the count'ry adjacent to Toronto, which was listened to with

much

attention.

A short

recess took place for Refreshments, tea and coffea
being served in the Hall, after which the President having

"

resumed the chair;
Professor Cherriman, the Vice-President of the Society came
forward and laid on the table a very beautiful silver vase, which
the members of the Institute desired through him to present to
Captain Lefroy, on the occasion of his now farewell to the
Mr. Cherriman
Societj', previous to his departure for England.
alluded to the rapid progress of the Society under him, which
from 70 or 80 members last year, had now increased to near 300,

and was rapidly

rising in character also.

He

alluded in

happy

terms to the services of Capt. Lefroy, and concluded by presenting the address and piece of plate to that gentleman, who replied
in'^suitable terms, and evidently under feelings of strong emotion.
" The Rev. Dr. Scadding next read a most interesting paper on
a most popular subject, " Accidental Discox'eries," which aftlirdei
much gratification. T. Henning, Esq., next delivered f^u ani-

mated and most interesting address on the probabilities of Sir J.
Franklin and party being yet discovered, and the course he was
likely to have pursued in opjjosition to that first laid down for
This being ended, F. Cumberland, Esq., moved Dr.
him.
McCaul to the chair, and he having assumed the same, a vote of
thanks to Capt. Lefroy was moved and carried by acclamation,
and after a brief address from Dr. McCaul, the proceedings closed.

(From

tha

llniied

Empire.)

Soiree of this Institution was held on Saturday
evening last, at the Hall of the Legislative Assembly in the Parliament Buildings, and truly a better use the room could not have
been put to. The President, Capt. Lefroy, R.A^ presided and

"

The annual

;

the most pleasing part of the evening's proceedings, consisted in
the presentation of a handsome piece of plate to that gentleman,
as a well-deserved testimonial of the high opinion entertained by
the members of his sernces, and very appropriately presented on
the occasion of his approaching departure for England.

are unwilling to adopt the stereotyped phraseology of

commendation

in regard to this meeting, nor would it be approWe have no recollection of any ow:ision when the happy
blending of the hospitable, the entertaining and the instructive,
give such ung[uestionable gratification, and although, a? Professor
Chjrj-iman observed, being the last occasion of the presence of
pria'.e.

it

since 1775, to

and the Arts, as

an agreeable and
]irofitable link uniting those who, although engaged in widely
difleient paths of business, possess congenial tastes and aspirations.
He made a graceful and feeling allusion to ths portrait of himself
which the Society had secured in anticipation of his departure,
and expressed a confident belief that the Institute possessed elements guaranteeing its permanent stability and success.
;

—

Institute. It is not often
such an intellectual treat as

on Saturday evening last, when the annual Soiree of the
Canadian Institute took place at the Parliament Buildings, in the
Hall of the Legislative Assembly. It was the largest, the most
inHuential, and the inost interesting of the meetings of this rising
There could not ha\e been
Society which has yet taken place.
less than two hundred gentlemen present when the chair was
taken by the President" of the Society, Captain Lefroy, who in
his usual happy manner opened and gave an impetus to the proceedings by calhng on the Hon. Justice Draper, who delivered an
interesting sketch of the rise and progress of Upper Canada

affording opportunity for closer communication between scientific

and professional men

mar them."

ike JBrUish Canadian.)

" The room was well filled by our most distinguished Toronto
sivans and other visitore; and was ornamented with a larga collection of objects of interest, in the shape of casts, medals, natural
curiosities, engravings, with tha refreshing aidition of soma

shrubs and flowers."

„

POISONOUS PLANTS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF TORONTO.

20<

(From

the Globe.)

1

1

I

1

1

I

you.

Sin-ned

.,

J-

1

and other objects of interest
The paintings
ot V enetian scenes, said to be by Caualetti, and possessing most
of the excellencies of that master, excited the meet attention,
'I'hey are the property, we understand, of Kenneth Cameron,
Esquire.
Conspicuous, beside the platform, on an ease), stood

^he

in the

name

membei-s of the

T, D. Harris,

Toronto.

John Worthington,
E. C. Campbell

Niagara.

Gzowski,

C. S.

W.

C^-

to Captain Lefroj-,

First Vice-President,

Professor

Institute.

G B "vi^

Cherriman

PRESIDENT OF THE CANADIAN

Institute,

Toronto, April 2nd, 1853.

on which the
may hope to have the honour of your
last

occasion

members of the Institute
company and presidenc}-, we cannot

let it pass without some
attempt to express to yon our earnest thanks for the services you
have rendered the Institute, and our ffreat regret that the call of
J i
i,„. 11
„
duty
should
summon
you away !from us.
,

^

,

.

,

_

,

and ability with which you have discharged the
and laborious duties that devolved on you, in carrying
out the system of Magnetical Observation established by the
liberality of the Imperial Government the investigations of magnetical and meteorological phenomena, with which your name is
inseparably associated f and the various scientific memoirs that
proceeded from your pen during this period, have not only been
of incalculable service in promoting the interests of Science in
the Province, but have also caused the name of Canada, and of
Toronto in particular, to be honoured in all parts of the world
where science is cultivated.
;

must not

and progress of

Canada,— a

forget also that to
this,

result

you

is

mainly due the

the only active scientific Society in

rise

Upper

brought about not only by your own exertions

and example, but also by that unfailing courtesy and kindliness
which has always marked your intercourse with us, and which
has inspired us all with the strongest feelings of esteem, and
pennit us to say, of affection towards you.

We thank you. Sir, for having acceded to our request, that we
might be permitted to retain a memorial of yourself, in the form
of your portrait, which will always serve to remind the Society
of how much it owes you, and will be treasured by it as a choice
heirloom.

Wo

now beg

t

)

•

.

of you to accept the accompanying piece of
pl.ite, as a slight token of our esteem and gratitude, receiving
with it an earnest assurance, that much as wo deplore your do-

"

'_'_'_

-iir

«
u

,

i

''

j

Spragge,

«

Robmson,

"
«

_

_

""'''1^1^. I

«

«

^- Crooks,

"

R M

«

'

w'lb*^'^"'^'""'

^^

"

the Institute,
/• n
^
i
i
ne toJlowmg
resolution was carried unanimous y:
°

ti,
J.

•

•

i.-

•

•'

I hat the cordial thanks of the Institute be tendered to those
,,

gentlemen
'^

,

who

•

i

i

^i

assisted,

i,

'

•

i

-i

,.•

by their contributions,
i

•'

m

^

^^

i-

decorating:
o the

Hall of the Legislative Assembly at the late Conversazione.
^'

zeal

difficult

We

"_"

^^6 Hon. P. B. DeBlaquiere was duly proposed a member of

.

not only the Institute, but the Province
;^^^^e „„.„„ ^„
„ i,„
jii f
lu i
ii
*
itselt, owes you a heavy debt of gratitude, and in your departure
will sustain a loss not easily to be repaired.

The

«

'll-e'

.'

Canadian

"

.

ThoUiaS Wheeler
E. D. Palmer, ._
E. W. Beaven,

INSTITUTE.

,

«

Davis,
L.

J.

-„.,_,.,
We teel bir, that

"

Thos. Hodo-ins
J. D. Phillips,

:

being the

«

'

on the

priate terms

Dear Sir,—This

Toronto.

Strathy,

^^°"- J- G";
A., F. E. S.,

"

J.G.Joseph,
D. K. Fcehan,

were

H.

"R.

9th.

member, cf the

following gentlemen were didy elected

introduced the subject of the address in very feeling and appro-

TO CAPTAIN LEFKOr,

Zr~^
^
Ord.nar^eeting,
April

"i

E. F. Whittemore,

During the evening the following address
part of the

ri\:ft?-r,-nTKT \-kt
CHERRIMAN,

B-

.

of the Society,"

was read by Professor Cherriman,

go with

,
-^"^"'^ute

by the Chainnan, Captain Lefroy, who wvlconied

called to order

them

half-past eight, the gentlemen assembled

welfiu-e

Vice-Presidenfs.

„

Sixteenth

the portrait of Captain Lefroy, the President of the Institute,
painted by Mr. Berthon, and intended (o be hung in their place of
meeting.
Tea and cotfee were served in the main hall of the

About

„

p-RTrn nTTATRT?T?T
A>jr»
iRE^D.
CUMBERLAND,

pieces of statuary,

building.

your happiness and
on behalf of the Institute,

parture, our best wisBes for

" The Canadian Institute gave their annual Conversation'', nt
the close of the season, on Saturday eveniniv last.
Tlu JLl<•o•i^l;^»•
"
I
ti\e Assembly oi
Chamber was very liaudsoiuely decorated on xi
tlic
occasion.
The walls were hung with paintings and engrai-ings ;
stands covered with tiowers from the conservatories of Mr.
Fleming, occupied conspicuous places, and Ions; tables were used
for the display of models of machinerv, books of fine plates,
1
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^°

''"''''

'^ ^^ ''»'^ instruction to the Council
opening the Rooms of the Institute,

^''° ''''°^""^' '^'^"^

^^^^ arrangements

for

at least once a week, to the

member^,

until

commencement

the

of the next Session.
ti

^'

,

^^

^'''

,

-n,

i-

/-.i

•

^^^" announced by Professor Chernman,

President, that the Session of the Institute

and that the

i-

^

fii-st

it-

Vice-

was now terminated;

Ordinary Meeting of the next Session would

First

take place in December, of which due notice will be given in the

Canadian Journal
'

<

<

.

^^

the Poisonous Plants Avhich arc indigenous to, or which
'^"^^ bocoire naturaliztd, in the neighborhood of Toronto,
"•^ Edward M. Holder, M.C., & M.K.C.S. Professor of Obstctiics &c., •» t'.ie Universily of Trinity College.

On

In the course of time many wise theories have been held curand many vain promises made by the empirical,
yet I am not acquainted with any apothegm half so wise as that
condensed by Dr. Cullen, into two lines of small pica,
rent in physic,

'"'^'l'^}^

'''^"'''

'"'"'^

•'"'^ '"^

'''"°"''

•""

have cured weak stomachs hj engaging the pereons in the
study of bolany, and jiaitioulaily in the investigation of native
'

I

jilauts.'

This then, being a so\oreign panacea for the cure of
the

ills

which

bo excused

flesh

is

for calling

the attention of this

many

of

hope I shall
meeting to a .short

heir to in this thriving city, I
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(and I fear a very imperfect) history of tlie poisonous plants
which are cither indigenous to, or wliieli liave become natui'alized in the immediate neigiibourhood of Toronto.

The

whose poisonous vegetable productions I propose
very limited, being bounded by the river Don on
the east, the Humber on the west, and extends north about four
or fi\e miles, while on the south it is washed by the Lake.
district,

examine

to

is

Contracted as the area is, it is remarkable for the variet}' of its
soil, from the most stubborn and tenacious clay, to the lightest
and most barren sand yet, it is not distinguished for any pecu;

liarity in its stratification.

It is of

importance to remark the geological relations of plants,
in a new countr}', because it throws some light on

the laws of vegetable distribution.
It suggests the questions
it be indigenous and coeval with the soil; or if intro-

whether

bj-

what means has that been

Whether

effected.

commerce, agriculture or manufactures, superstition or medicine, has bi'ought it; oi-, which is frequently the
case, whether the altered state of the eai'th's surface has not
afl[brded

to

arts or

nature,

by her ordinary

laws, increased

means of

diffusion.

We

Fumaria OfficinaFumatory was a very rare plant in the fields of southern
Europe, and was supposed to have come from the east; now, it
is the commonest weed in corn fields and gardens from Greece to
lis,

are told that in the days of Gesner, the

or

Lapland.

When

is

It is not,

however, for its medicinal, but for its poisonous prowish to direct your attention to it and, having

perties, that I

;

witnessed these effects in several instances, I can speak of
from peisonal observation.

them

Being an early plant, it is occasionally gathered when younoLamb's Quarter, (Epilobium ?j boiled, and eaten

in mistake for

particularly

duced,
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a powerful narcotic poison, and used as such in the East
for nefarious purposes, and in Russia for increasing the intoxicating effects of beer.
Medicinally, the Thorn Apple has been
found efficacious in asthma, and organic diseases of the heart,
when its fumes have been inhaled by smoking.
It

as gi-eens

— the

effects in

many instances being

followed by serious

consequences.

At first it produces dryness of the mouth and throat, speedily
followed by nausea, delirium, loss of sense, a sort of madness or
fury, loss of memory
sometimes transitory, and sometimes per-

—

manent

—

convulsions, paralysis

of the

dilatation of the pupils, tremblings,

The

limbs, excessi\e

thiret,

and death.

symptoms depend greatly upon the pecuand age of the person children, two or three
years old, have died in two hours from eating some of the seeds,
whereas aduUs who have partaken freely of it, have recovered
after a time, and without any permanent ill effects being produced.
severity of the

liar constitution

;

A family whom

I attended some years ago, were all attacked
manner above described the children vomited before I
reached the house, and speedily recovered but the father and
mother, who had partaken more freely of it, continued ill for

in the

;

;

came

Canada

many

of the plants
which are now most common were then never seen, in proof of
which I may instance, the Agrostemma or Corn Cockle, the
I

first

to

in 1S34,

Senecio Vulgaris or Groundsel, the pretty little Pimpernel, and
the Fumatory.
It is remarkable that the Anthemis Cotula
(stinking May weedj which in this neighbourhood renders all
our road sides white with its blossoms during the greater part of
the summer, should not be found fifty miles to the north of
Toronto.

many

days, ultimately recovering, but with
of the extensor muscles of the feet.

permanent paralysis

In Beveriey's History of Vii-ginia, we find the following curious
account of its effects:
'The Jamestown Weed, which resembles
the Thorny Apple of Peru, is supposed to be one of the greatest

—

This being an eariy plant, was gathered
very young for a boiled sallad, by some of the f oldiers sent thither
to quell the rebellion of Bacon
and some of them eat plentifully
of it, the effect of which was a very pleasing comedy, for they
turned natural fools upon it for se%-ei-al days.
One would blow
coolers in the worid.

;

Having made these preliniinary observations, I shall now
commence this grave subject by a description of the most poisonous plants, after which 1 shall speak of those which are simply
acid in their recent state, but,

able to relieve

its

I greatly fear that I shall not be

technical dulness

the by paths of literature, or by

—you must

its

by any

little

excursions into

useful application to science

be prepared, therefore, Mj-. President, to find it as
dry and uninteresting as a spelling book, or as that engaging and
entertaining work Dr. Johnson's Dictionary.

—

—

The Datura Stramonium Thorn Apple also known
under the names of The Devil's Apple, Apple of Peru, and
Jamestown Weed. It belongs to the Linnrean class, 'and order
]st.

Pentandria
It is

—Monogynia, and Natural Family

up a

feather in the air

much

fuiy

found in various parts of Europe, Asia, and America,
in gardens on rubbish heaps, and road sides.

growing

;

another would dart straws at it with
was sitting up in a corner like

another, stark naked,

;

A

Numerous
this pilant,

Solanacea.

;

a monkey, grinning and making mows at them a fourth would
fondly kiss and paw his companions, and sneer in their faces with
a countenance more antic than any in a Dutch droll.
In this
frantic condition they were confined, lest, in their folly, they
should destroy themselves.
thousand simple tricks they
played, and after eleven days returned to themfelves again, not
remembering anything that had passed.'
cases in

might

also

which death has taken place
be

after eating

cited.

—

2nd. Rhus Toxicodendron or Radicans
The Poison Ivy. This
is very common in Canada and the United States, growinoon the borders of woods, in the angles of fences, and road sides
flowering in June and July, and belongs to the Class Pentandria
Order Tiigynia, and to the Nat. Family Terebinthaceje of Deplant

•

The Thorn Apple

an annual, growing to the height of from
three to five feet, according to the richness of the soil; it has a
the
leafy, branchy stem, of a purple colour, with green spots
leaves are large, ovate, sinuous, and deeply cut the flowei-s, which
axillary,
make their appearance in August and September, are
long, trumpet-shaped, white, pale purple, or blue, and are followed
by a capsule the size of a large walnut, covered with long sharp
prickles, four-celled, and filled with blackish, rough kidney-shaped
seeds.
The whole plant when recent, has a strong nauseous and
disagreeable odour, which, when powerful, is stated by Beck to
be ' certainly noxious.' AU the domestic animals refuse it as
is

;

;

food.

candolle.

The

many
wall,

root

is

generally trailing along the ground, sending up
when it meets with support, such as a tree or a

stems, but

it

The

will

climb like ivy to a considerable height.

on long petioles the leafrhomboidal, acute, smooth and shining; the veins on
The flowei-s are small, greenthe under surface, slightly hairy.
ish white, in panicles wljjcli are chiefly axillary.
The ben-ies are
leaves are altej-nate, supported

lets ternate,

roundish, of a pale green color, approaching to white.

;
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Tlie fresh juice of this plaut

powerfully initont, producing
violent itching, redness, and great tumefaction of the affected
parts, particularly the face and those portions of the body svhere
the skin is most delicate.

7th, 8th, 9th (k 10th.

is

Thi< swelling is fullowed by vessications, heat, pain, and symptomatic fever, which continues for two, three, or four days,
the
symptoms then subside, the blistered parts being covered with a

—
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Euphorbia Helios?opia
"

"

"

— Sun

Spurge.
Polygonifolia
Knot-grass Spurge.
Maculata Spotted Spurge.
Hypericifoiia
Oval-lea\ed Spurge.

—

—

—

The nnmerous species of Euphorbia which are found in \aiious
parts of the world, are all eminently acrid, and belong to the class
Dodecandria, Order Trigynia, and Natural Family E^uphorbia.

crust.

The
These effects usually make their appearance in four or
and though very distressing, are rarely fatal.

five

hours,
_

The treatment required

diet, aperients,

wash,
It

is

strictly antiphlogiotic

—

viz., rest,

low

effects

enumerated are amongst our commonest
and on the sand at the
In their action they are powerfully irritant, and all the
on the body ai-e subordinate to that action.

The milky

with cold applications, such as the sugar of lead

however, only in certain constitutions, that these phe-

species above

in cultivated grounds, road sides,

Island.

(fee.

is,

weeds

juice

which exudes when any part of the plant

is

bi-oken, jjvoduces, in children, when applied to the skin, an eruption of vesicles, containing at first transparent lymph, which after-

nomena

wards becon:es opaque, and ultimately forms a dry crust or scab.

swallowed without injury.

I have often been sent for to see children who had been playing with this common weed, and whose anxious mothera imagined were labouring under chicken pock; and so neariv do the

are produced, for in the majoritj', I believe, it exerts no
influence whatever; the leaves having been rubbed, chewed, and

The poisonous property resides in a yellowish milky juice,
which exudes from the wounded extremities of the plant, and
applied to linen, forms an indelible black stain, which
neither washing nor chemical agents will remove.
(Here the

when

lecturer illustrated the effects

by

reference to several cases.)

3rd. Rhus Vernix.— Poison Sumach.
This plant belongs to
the same family, and produces, when applied to the skin"
the
same symptoms as those which I have just described.

even said that, in susceptible constitutions, the near ap
proach to this tree is sufficient to produce its effects.
It

is

4th and 5th. Cicut;i Maculata
Bulbifera
6th.

—

—American

Hemlock.

—Fools

m

The i-oot of the Cicuta Maculata is composed of a number of
large oblong, fleshy tubers, diveiging from the
base of the stem,
and frequently being found of the size and length of
a finger.
The root is perennial, and has a strong, ]3enetrating smell
and
taste.
In various parts of the bark it contains distinct
cells or
The

j-.lant

is

with a yellowish resinous juice.

from 3 to 6

feet high.
hollow, jointed, striated,

Its stem is smooth,
and commonly of a
purple colour, except when the plant grows in
the shade, in
which case it is green. The leaves ai'e compound,
the leaflets

branched at

top,

oblong, or cumulate, sinuate.
The flowei-s grow in umbels, are
white, consisting of 5 petals, which are
obovate, with inflected

—

I am not aware of any ill effects having followed the handling
of these native plants but the East and West Indian, and Afi>
;

can

produce violent inflammation, and even ulceration of
the skin, or any part of the body with which it comes in contact.

like

their congenei-s of

Europe, the Conium
Macnlatum and Cicuta Virosa, are violent poisons, and
they all
produce nearly the same train of symptoms— viz.,

\ertigo, obscurity of vision, pain in the head, vacillating
walk, dryness of
the throat, ardent thirst, vomiting of f,nvenisTi matter,
irregular
respiration, coldness of the extremities l^-lliaigv or
drlinum,''c|'jilepsy, especially in children, which frequently terminates
in

stated bv Dr. Churchill to be
by far the most poisonous plant of Great " Britain and
Doctor
Bigelow, (of Boston,) in .speaking of the Cicuta
Maculata, say.s,
is

;

'This

IS

i)robably the

most dangerous of

our poisonous vegetables and various instances of .speedy death ha\-e
taken place in
children who have unwarily eaten the root'

For

particulai-8 see Vol. L,

Triphyllum

all

American Medical Botany.

Dragon Root or Indian Turnip.
a native of our swamps and

is

skin.

The

leaves are on long footstalks,

acuminate

and composed of three oval

leaflets.

The flower is a large, ovate, acuminate spathe, convoluted into
a tube at the bottom, but flattened and bent over at the top like
a hood.
Its colour is various; in some it is green, in others
dark purple, or almost black, mostly variegated, with pale greenish stripes on a dark ground.
It belongs to the class Mona^cia, Order Polyaudria.
Every
part of the arum, and especially the root, is violently acrid, and
almost caustic ajiplied to the tongue, or to any secreting surface,
;

produces an
so

much

eft'ect

so, as to

like

Cayenne Pepper,

biit far

leave a permanent soreness of

more power-

many

lioui-s'

continuance.

This acrimony

is

of a ^olatile nature, and disappears

upon

boiling or drying.
It consists

of an inflammable substance, volatile at low tem-

and not combining with water or alcohol.
12th. Crdla Palustris..
Northern

peratures,

death.

The Cicuta Virosa of Europe

Arum

The root is round and flattened, its upper part tunicated hke
an onion, its lower and larger portion tuberous and fleshy, gi\ing
oft' numerous long white radicals in a circle from
its upper°edo-e.
On the under side it is covered with a dark, loose, and wrinkled

ful,

plants,

varieties

11th.

it

points.

These

have been in doubt for a time whether

to the poison or the disease.

This singular and elegant plant
wet woods.

Parsley.

These three plants nearly resemble one another; they belonothe Class Pentandria, Order Digynia, and the Nat.
Family
Umbellata>, and are to be found
wet meadows, ditches and
ponds.

filled

it

In any of the cases which I have seen, there has not been any
symptomatic fevei-, nor has the eruption appeared on anv part of
the body usually covered by clothes
but on the hands and arms,
face and neck, or legs.

Oieuta

to

which are

states appear, that I

to ascribe

Bulbiferous Cinta,

OJthusa C\napium

cavities,

two

Calla.

This handsome aquatic plant belongs to the same class and
order as the foregoing, and is found in the swamps near the
Huinber.

The ro;)t is as largo a-; the fingor, jointed,
leaves are snioafh, entire, he.irt-shaped, with
The
base,

and creeping. The
an involute point.

flower or spnthe, oval, sprealing, recurved, clasping at
the

and ending

in a cylindrical jioiut.
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The

root

the arum, but the puugency
Linuseus says the Laplanders use it for

disqipears iu drying.
bread.
13th.

Anemone Nemorosa

14tli.

Ranunculus of

diflerent

)

are all

more

or less acrimonious, but like the

arum and

by drying.*

is lost

Blood Root.
Order Monugyina.

15th. Sanguiuaria Canadensis
Class Polyandria

one of our earliest spring flowers. The flower and
from the end of a horizontal, fleshy, abrupt root, fed
by numerous radicles.
This

Annual Conversazione of

I shall ask

woods, to require a particular description.

They

at the

is

leaf proceed

Actiilental Di-coverrcs.
the

Canadian

Institute,

April, 2, 1852, iij Henry Scadding, D.D., Cantab., First
Classical Master of Upper Canada College.

Cro^Yfoot, Buttercups,

j

These well-known plants are amongst the earliest flowers of
Spring, and are too common in all our meadows, pastures and

the calla, this property

Head

.Wood Anemone.

species.
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On

acrid, like that of

is

you

to transport yourselves in imagination, for a

few moments, to the sea-side. The brilliant blue of the heavens
the stillness, and rather inconvenient glare of light on the surface of the water, may tell you that it is the Mediterranean.
The
arid aspect of the precipitous shore, with the dark palm-trees that
stand out disthictly here and there along the strand, indicate that
it is the Syrian coast.
Yonder bold promontory on the right is
'I'he spacious bay which you gaze
the famous Cape Ctrrmel.
into is the Bay of Acre.
The river which you see entering between the ridge of low rocks and the beach of white sand on the
left, is the Belus.
To that beach of white sand let me direct
your attention.
group of sea-faring men are there rising from
their mid-day repast; their vessel
a small trading craft
has
been run in close to the shore their meal and siesta over, they
are gathering up their rude culinary utensils, and are about to
resume their voyage. The fire upon the beach has smouldered
away the pale ashes have become of the same temperature as
the surrounding sand.

—

A

—

—

;

Externally, the colour of the root is a brownish red internally,
is pale, and when divided, emits a bright orange-coloured juice
;

it

from numerous points of

The bud

surface.

its

;

which terminates the root, is comor sheaths, the last of which acquires a

or hybernaculum,

posed of successive scales

—

But while the party are busy in re-embarking, one he is
commander of the vessel observes something in
those ashes.
Something that glistens strikes his eye he touches
with
his
knife
he lifts it out from among the mingled ashes
it
and sand, a bright, irregularly-shaped mass. Something has

—

possibly the

considerable size as the plant spring's up.

;

By dissecting this hybernaculum in the summer or autumn,
we may discover the embryo leaf and flower of the succeeding
spring, with a common magnifier, and even the stamens may be
counted.

The

;

whilst fluid it has " run," as we say, in
where, in one place, it has met with the rock
has spread out in small sheets, which are, to some

been fused in that
several directions

leaves are heart-shaped, with large roundish lobes, sepa-

by obtuse sinuses. The flower
spreading, and concave petals.
rated

consists

of eight white

underneath,

it

fire

;

;

extent, transparent.

Now,

it will

Yonder

be necessary to explain.

vessel bears in

—

hold, among other merchandize, some tons of rough nitre
substance produced naturally in the neighbourhood of the Dead
Sea.
It was used possibly of old, as now, in the preservation of
The sailors, on landing, having failed to find
fish and meats.

its

The

root

1 6th.

is

violently emetic.

Class

This
in July

is

a

Poke.

Phytolacca Decandria

X

common

and August.

Order X.
plant found on the road sides, and flowering

The

flowers are succeeded

by long

clusters

of dark purple berries, almost black, with which the Indians stain
their basket work, and hair for embroidery.

near at hand stones adapted for the purpose, took some lumps of
The
cargo to rest their camp-kettle upon.
has acted on those lumps, as also on the silicious sand on
which they are placed fusion and amalgamation of the two substances have ensued the hard transparent material, noticed by

this portion of their
fire

;

;

commander of the ves:el, is the result. The captain, during
is more silent than usual
he is
" If this nitre and this
ruminating on what he has observed
sand, thus subjected to fire, will produce this hard, transparent
substance once, they will do so again if this substance spread
itself out so readily upon the flat rock, becoming solid and continuino' transparent, it will spread more conveniently, and be
rendered more transparent by means of surfaces which I can prenay, will it not assume any form of which
pare for its reception
I may be able to construct the mould ?"
the

The

root

is

violently emetic.

(To

the remainder of the voyage,

be continued.)

—

;

;

* The greater part ofihe plants of this order are objects of interest with
gardeners, containing, as it does, many of the cnost elegant or showy of the
It is here that the graceful Clematis, the lowly
trilies of hardy plants.
Anemone, the gliuermg Rantmculus, and the gaudy Pteonyare found, differing iiideed, in external appearance, but combined by all the essential characIt is remarkable, however, that the acrid and
ters of the fructification.
venomous properties of these plants are nearly as powerful as their beauty is
Tlicy are all caustic, and in many of them the deleterious principle is
great.
in most dangerous abundance.

Mons. Decandolle remarksthat

its

nature

is

extremely singular;

it

is

so

volatile that, in most cases, simple drying in the air, or infusion in water is
suHicient to destroy it ; it is neither acrid nor alkaline, but its activity is in
creased by acids, honey, sugar, wine or alcohol ; and, it is in reality, destruc-

—

—

You will perceive that it is glass that has been discovered
substance that contributes so much to the comfort and gratificaa substance that excludes from his house the intion of man
clemencies of the atmosphere, and yet admits freely the sun's
rays that adorns his hospitable board with a variety of vessels of

—

;

—

hue and graceful shape that permits him to refresh his
that
eyes in winter with the green leaves and blooms of summer

by water. The Crowfoots of our pastures, and the Anemone Trilobata
and Triternata of South America, are well known poisons of cattle. Blistering plasters aie made in Iceland of the leaves of the Ranunculus Aeris.

brilliant

The Helleborus, famous in classical history for its drastic powers, and the
Nigella, celebrated in ancient housewifery for its aromatic seeds, which were

powers to

tible

used for pepper before that article
the Eanunculaceas.

was

discovered, are both comprehended in

massive

when

when

it

jalates,

—

—

defective,

and

to add. incredible

a substance that, elaborated into
at its best
lends lustre along the street to his multifarious

handy work and, on occasion, forms walls of what, prior to experience, would be deemed of fabulous extent, to shelter in vast
;

The range o( this order, in a geographical point of view, is very extensive.
very great number has been dis'jovered in Europe but they are so abundant in all parts of the world, that an order can scarcely be found more
universally and equally dispersed.

A

helps to repair his vision

;

store-houses the gathered masterpieces of his

The

narrative just given

may

or

may

skill.

not be authentic.

Pliny
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™ct

some such
be treasured up in
Avitli

stoi-y,

ami

tlioiiglit

it

interesting enougli to

—

tliat curious di-pot of fact and fancy
his
"Natural History." 1 sirajily use it as an illustrative introducsome examples of accidental discoveiy in Science and the
Arts, which I ha\e thouglit it might not' be inappropriate to
enumerate to you this evening.

tion to

That glass was

in

some manner

of the woild's history,
sldlluily constructed,

is

certain.

disco\-ered at

an early period

Articles of this mateiual,

very

have been found in the palaces of Nineveh,

and the ancient tombs of Egypt and
glass vessels to be seen in the great

Italy.

Museum "at

The number of
Naples, collected

from the buried cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii, is truly
astonishing.
In that Museum are also preserved numerous fragments of /a< glass from the latter place, together with bronze
lattice-work with panes of glass actually inserted, proving that
glazed windows were by no means unknown eighteen ceutui-ies
ago.

Could we be admitted to the secret history of discoveries
and
inventions in general, I dare say we should find that
many more
have originated in what was ajjparently an accident, than we
are

now aware

of.

cult Sciences

We

know

that the devotees of the so-called OcMedi:e\-al period— the Alchemists— the

in the
transmuters of metals and searchers after the elixir of life
lighted
facts that tended largely to the development of the
real science
of Chemistry.

on

We have dim_ traditions from the mythological times of the
accidental invention of musical instruments.
The wind whistles
over the sheaf of broken reeds in the arms of the
shepherd-god,
and gives him the idea of the syrinx the pipes of Pan
the
embryo that grows at length into the noblest perhajis of all musical instnmients— the Church Organ.
Again, Hermes stiikes his
foot against the shell of the sun-d)-ied toitoise,
and the tio-htlystrained tendons give out musical tones.
He thus litei-aliy stumbles on the lyre— the germ of our harp and
piano-forte.
The
colossal statue of Memnon (Amenophis) in
Egypt, emits

—

music

head—cavities in the sculpture producing vibrations in
The fact is converted into a miracle, and gives birth to
of adroit uses of the simple laws of nature for
the creation
of surprise in the minds of the ignorant.

from
the

a

its

air.

series

Were we

living in an age of infantile simplicity,
to what myths
mj-stic chords to give rise which
in

might we not expect those

these days are so rapidly encircling the earth
as with a zone
Listen to tlie excellent music which they
discourse over your
heads as you Awlk abroad
overlook the phenomenon as a
mere trifle— the principle of which, however, might
lead us at
least to the ^olian Harp— were we not
long foiesfalled in thatand are absorbed— and justly so— in the sublimer
contemplation
of a system of artificial nerves, gradually throwing
themselves out
over the globe, along which may rush impulses
from the will and
soul of man.
!

Of chance

We

discoveries hinted at in very
ancient history

I find

one or two cases moi-e. The gracefully-curling
leaves of an
Acanthus plant surrounding a basket left by
accident upon it,

catch the eye of a .sculptor who has a
quick sense of the beautiful
new style of ornament for the column is instantly
conceived
I he Corinthian capital thenceforward
in all after aoes o-ives
pleasure to the frequenters of Temple and
Forum. Affaiii the
hand of affection, on one occasion, is i.rompted to
delinc^ate on a
wall the shadow of a liead, to be a memento,
duriiK^ an anticipated absence, of the beloved reality.
The art of portrait-painting takes Its rise from the circumstance.

A

The popular tradition is
gested to Newton the idea

that the falling of

.in

apple

fiist

sn..-

of universal gravitation.
(Sir DavTd
Brewster, very reasonably, gives uo credence
to the story.
Still
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we can

well imagine the ]ihilosopher in his orchard at Woolstrope, using such a casual occurrence by way of illustration to a
friend
" If this earth be a globe, and what is " up" to us is
:

—

down"

to our antipodes, why does yonder apple, for example,
descend to the surface in preference to rising outwards into
space ?"
And may we not ask, in connection with Newton, is it
not exceedingly likely that the resolution of white light into its
"

component parts by the prism, may have been suggested to him
by the beautiful coloui-s which he must often have" seen projected
on the walls and ceiling of a room from the crystal drops' of a
chandelier ?
But questions like this it is easy to put, in the case
of almost every invention, after it has taken" place.
We are so
fortunate as to be put at once in possession of the result, without
being obliged so much as to think of the steps which led to it.
Still, it is interesting sometimes to conjecture what those steps
were.

The bold stroke of Columbus, by which he caused the egg to
stand alone, has become a proverb.
Any person visiting^ uovy
the heights behind Genoa, and remembering that the great
navigator was once fomiliar with that scene, can imagine it to
be exceedingly natural that he should have discovered
America. " If
Africa lies yonder, though invisible to the eye, what
reason is
there, why I should not believe, when I look out
on the Atlantic
from behind Lisbon, for example, that there is as certainly
land
to be arrived at, by pei-severing to the West ?"

By

a pleasant train of association, the
mention of Genoa
to me the memory of Pisa and Galileo—

Columbus suggests

and

with
another example of happv accidental discovery.
It was in the
magnificent cathedral at Pisa that the gentle
oscillations of a
chandehei gave Galileo (1642) the idea of the
application of the
pendulum, as a regulator in an apparatus for the
measurement
of time— a combination that ripened at last
into that exquisite
piece of mechanism
the Astronomical Clock.

—

The

recent ingenious experiment ofM. Foucault,
to demonstrate to the eye thj motion of the earth,
was the result of a
chance observation. While engaged about a
turnino--lathe

he

took notice that a certain slip of metal, when
set in motion' vibrated
a plane, of its own, independently of the
movement of
the part of the lathe on which it was carried
round.
Hence, he
thought he could by a certain contrivance exhibit
to the eve the
revolution of the earth on its axis.
He obtains permission to
suspend from the dome of the Pantheon at Paris,
a pendulum of
some 280 feet in length, and demonstrates the accuracy
of the
idea which he had conceived.
However difficult of brief expla-

m

nation the

phenomenon may

be,

it is

nevertheless a

fact- and

it

with a degree of awe that one witnesses it—
that the pavement
of the Church seems very sensibly to rotate,
the pendulum at
every oscillation returning to a different point
on the '^
o-raduated
circle placed below the dome.
is

The inventor of spectacles was a great benefactor—
but havinofound no chronicler, his name is lost. He was,
probably some
one who himself suffered from defective vision—
the necessity of
an individual often leading to contrivances which
benefit a class.
Friar Bacon has been mentioned as the
inventor,
but not witli

certainty.

Speciaeles,

Europe about

his time

however,

became generally known

(1214—1292).

rhave

in
often thouo-ht

that a person afflicted with short sight, would
be very apt toTiit
upon a remedy. I remombci, as a boy, discovering
that many
ot the httle blistei-s in common window
glass would iiartially correct short-sight; also, that the polished
bottom of a

common

tumbler would occasionally do the same—
facts that mi-dit lead
'^
any one to the construction of concave lenses.

(To

be continued.)
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REVIEWS.
take's System of Canal Steam Navigatijn.
It is a somewhat strange coincidence that whilst reviewing a proposition for a Ship Canal on this side of tlie Atlantic, of 20 feet depth
of water, (See March M"o. of Canadian Journal,) to supersede a river
depth of 8 feet, our notice should be attracted to a system patented in
to apply steam power to tlie economic and
shallow Boat Canals, whereliy Ihey shall be enabled to
cheapness of transit with Railways. The patentee Mr.
John Lake, C. E., has selected half a mile on the Grand Junction
and the length
Canal; whereon practically to illustrate his system
we are told includes unusual Engineering difficulties, must therefore
be considered as affording a severe test. It comprises at " its northern
extremity, an extremely sharp curve, and about, the middle a rise by a
Lock of T/X feet, approached by another curve though of larger
radius beyond this again and on the higher level, it is continued in a
The lock above referred to
straight anil then in a curved direction."
is double, and through one of the Chambers the ordinary traffic of the
Canal still flows. The gates of the other have been reiiio>-ed, and
their functions superseded liy an inclined plane constructed on the
As the work of the
principles laid down in Mr. Lakes specification.
level portions of the experimental line was sufficiently great to admit
of two boats abreast, the old and rew system were worked simultaueously, and the comparison was accordingly direct and palpable.

England and proposing

efficient use of

compete

in

;

—

The substance of Mr. -Lakes invention (as stated in Tl^e London
Mechanic's Magazine) admits of being concisely stated, from its
extreme simplicity, and we purpose to give a succinct account of it in
this place, that the results already accomplished by it may be fully
appreciated. First, the permanent way of the works in every level
section of the canal consists of a double lire of lighc iron rails,
supported at the uniform height of about 18 inches above the usual
high-water mark, upon parallel walings, or beams of wood, to wliich
they are attached by countersunk screws. The walings follow the
course of the canal and rest upon rows of piles driven into the bed of
the canal, about l.'i feet apart. Within the trackway t:,us fornjcd a
number of canal boats with square ends are brouglit together, and
coupled rather closely, so as to eonstilute a train. Immediately in
front of them is another boat, which contains the engine by which
motion is to be communicated to the train. The piston-rnds of the
engine are directed upon cranks in a transverse shaft, which carry the
driving-wheels, by the reaction of which upon the rails the whole train
is set in motion.
In order to produce the requisite tractive force, the
pressed downwards to the rails by a pair of levers,
passes freely, and which lie in the direction of the
ends of these levers are attached stri'iigly to fixed
points in the engine-boat, while their other ends are united by a
transverse beam of iron, which can be raised or depressed by means
of a powerful screv7 and lever, "When the transverse beam is depressed, the driving-shaft and its wheels are pressed down upon the rails,
and the engine being set in motion, the entire train of boats is drawn
along.
On level canals, or those without locks, the ariangements
but to
described are all that would be necessary in actual practice
raise the train from one level to another, an inclined plane of extreme
simplicity and perfect efficiency has been proposed by the inventor,
which at once does away with the loss of lime, water, and enormous
expenditure incidental to the present system of locking] This incline
is, in fact, a double one.
The walings ascend upon the heads of piles
gradually increasing in height, and strongly framed together in both
directions. As the engine would be utterly powerless to draw its tiain
up even a moderately inclined suiface, with a smooth rail, a strong
rack-work is fixed upon it, which is continued beyond the summit of
the incline for about the length of a train. The driving-shaft of the
engine is provided with suitable pinions to geer into these racks and
the continuation of the latter will obviously enable the engine to draw
the last boat of the train to the higher level. It is obvious that, by
this arrangement, any amount of required fulcrum may be obtained.
line of large rollers or drums, mounted in plumei'-blocks about 10
feet apart, which it is proposed to reduce to o feet, is fixed upon an
inner and lower incline, and over these the bottoms of the boats pass,
strips of stout iron being attached to them, to diminish the friction
and to protect the botoms, which are also strengthened otherwise.
These rollers are continued under water in the upper and lower
" pounds" of the canal, so that a support for the boats is provided the
moment that the racks and pinions become engaged, and they are
deprived of their natural support in the water.
driving-shaft

is

through which

rails.

The

it

after

;

;

A

The complete efficiency of this remarkably simple and ingenious
mode of working a train ofcan.'tl boats was .imply demonstrated in
the trials we witnessed at Grove, thous^h neitlier in point of power
nor in precision of detail is the mechanism at present to be regarded
as a fair illustration of it. A small 10-hnrse engine, with its boiler

and

fuel,

and subsidaiary apparatus, was

fitted in the leading boat,

to

209

which a (rain of twelve other boats were attached. These were
merely old canal boats, with their sharp ends cut off square, to diminish the resistance in the water, and then cut into two smaller ones,
which were laden vith blocks of granite and brcks to the extent of
about JOO tons.
At first the engine-boat was at the foot of the
incline, and Mr. Lake ordered the train to be backed, or driven northwards along tlie level and smooth rails. A turn or two of the large
screw sufliced to produce a good bite between the driving-wheels and
the rails, and the moment the engine was set in motion the train
started, and proceeded with the greate't ease of motion through the
water no eddies resulting from it, nor any undulatory effects that
would be detrimental to the banks. The train threaded its way,
without difScully, through the sharp curve at the northern end of the
piece, the walings guiding it continuously and gently in its assigned
course.
In these curves, the only preliminary piecautinn to le

—

observed

to give a little divergency at the walings to the point of
curvature, and then to contract them gr.adually for the
until their normal gage is attained at the next
straight piece.
Ingoing round a curve thus formed, a train of ordinary length will move freely, without risk of being jammed between
the walings. In this trial, the re.idiness with which a train can bo
backed, even through a sharp curve, was clearly proved.
is,

maximum

remainder of the curve,

The engine was now reversed, and the train drawn forward in the
usual manner. Its speed was here considerably above four miles per
hour, and was then lessened, to show the control which the enginedriver had over it; and the leveis were released until the wheels
slipped upon the rails, and the train proceeded with the momentum it
had acquired to tl:e foot of the incline. There eight of the boats
were detached as the small engine at present in use is not of sufficient power to draw up more than a gross load of about fifty tons.
The levers were again screwed down, and the engine set in motion,
upon which the pinions geered into the racks, and the engine-boat
rose gradually out of the water, commencing its ascent of the incline.
As it continued to ascend, it rolled smoothly over the rollers below,
and was followed by the four boats attached to it; all of which were
landed, without the delay of a moment, in the upper pound of the
canal. From this point the train proceeded along the remainder of
its course in the upper level of the canal, and being brought back
again to the incline was allowed to descend it. The descent was accomplished with perfect ease, and the absence of all danger. All
that the engineer had to do now, was to admit the steam into the
cylinder on the other side of the piston, so as to render it effective in
checking the motion, which would otherwise give to the mass a destructive momentum. Thus, the same engine which propels the train
of boats along the level portions of the canal, by the arrangements
here adopted, is also available for elevating from one level to another
a feat never before accomplished or shown only in detail except
by means of stationary power.
;

—

—

;

The advantages of this arrangement over the present canal system
scarcely require to be pointed out. Any rational alteration in the
extremely inarliScial and unphilosnphical application of power we
now witness on our canals, cannot fail to be productive of advantage ;
but it is evident, too, that the ticin system must be the basis of every
approximation to economical working. Past experience, and, indeed,
the lemonstiances of common sense, declare against the adoption of
paddlf-wliecls, or screw propellers, eiiher in a train of canal baots, or
in single ones; as the confined naUiic of the channel prevents the
access of new water to the moving surfaces, and little better than a
are therefore driven to subslilute
cherning action is. the result.
for the extremely imperfect read ion against canal water, that against
This being so, it
fixed and rigid objects in the vicinity of the boats.
Eppears to us that Mr. Lake's system of canal steam navigation embraces all the requirements of the case, and has combined in itself all
the favorable circumstances that can be brought to its aid. Having
given evidence of its efliiciency, a few comparisons will prove its great

We

e '.ononiy.

—

regards construction premising here that existing canals
be altered without any stoppage of the naviration, and the locks
works,
if it should be deemed desirable, may be lelt freely
other
and
open f T the p'esent clumsy method of hauling. A line of level railway can be laid down on this principle at a prime cost of £1290 to
£1500 per mile, according as the wood employed is oak, fir, o'- beech.
An inclined plane of average length would cost £1000, which would
be au economical substitution ior the expensive works of a lock. A
flight of locks might be replaced by a sufficiently long incline; and
thus, upon the whole, places where looks must otherwise be constructecl would become the cheapest portion of the entire work, as the
inclines might be built upon land with Imt little excavation. The
outlay incurred by laying down the work^ fur an up and a down line
of rails, would be far more than rcturnoil in a -Imri time by the saving
that would arise in the maintenance of the eanal. ISesides dispensing
with tlie locks themi»elvcs, the heavy expense of lockage-water would
First, as

c;:n
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be altogether removed there would also be no charge for lock-keepers,
uo towiug-paths to keep in repaii', and all ueccssity for pumping water
would at ouce disappear. But the greatest ecouomy of all -n'ould arise
Every caual boat requires at least a staff of
in the cost of haulage.
three men constantly present, and fresh for duty one to drive the
hoise, another to steer the boat, and a tliird to ruu forward to get the
locks ready. Of course, a laige number of persous, and four at the
least must be on board, to enable certain of their number to rest wheu.
necessary. These men, besides the cost of a fresh horse at every
twenty miles, must be kept iu pay for each boat, -which, on an average,
conveys only fifteen tous of cargo. Now, under Mr. Lake's system,
three men only n-ould be necessary for a whole traiu of boats, as uo
and -n-ith a thirty-horse engine, which ilr.
i^toerers are necessary
Lake proposes to use in practice, the traiu might be "of almost iudeiinilc length.
The resistance of the water to a canal boat, moviug at its
;

—

;

usual speed, is about six times smaller tlian that of the resistance to a
goods' train moving on a railway at a speed of twenty miles an hour
which rate it is essential to carry goods on a railway, to keep the
road clear for the passenger trams and a ten -horse engine issutHcient
to draw 1000 tons on a level line of caual, at a speed of thi^ee miles an
hour. As for the inclines, when once the engine has passed their summit with a traiu occupying the whole length of the mcline, it matters
little how many boats are on the level below, for they are then certain
of being raised. Upon the whole, the greatest grossload which could
be on the inclined plaue at any one time could not exceed I2U tous,
and the present engine of ten-horse power takes over a gross load of
fifty tous.
Making the most liberal allowance for every detail of expenditure, the calculation giv.,s from 7d. to 8d. \>ev mile as the cost of
carrying 30J tons ou Mr. Lake's system an immense advantage as
compared with the existing one, which is at least ten times greater,
aud even with railway transit
Such are the merits of Mr. Lake's invention, which, if the Eeport
before us may be relied on, and we suppose it maj-, promises to restore
the canal interest iu England to something like the position which it
lield previous to the coustruction of Railways.
That interest suflered
almost annihilation at the hands of its more modem competitors but
in view of the heavy carrying ti'ade in iron, coal, and those articles
of
bulk aud weight least profitable to Railways, aud better suited to
canal purposes, seeing that the charges of the "latter may now be very
considerably reduced, whilst the time of ti'ansport will be much improved, there is sb^oug ground for Uie behef that canal ])roperty mav
to a great degree recover its value, and be again brought into
active
at

—

—

;

operation.
To us, whose canals are upon a larger scale
involving the open navigation of our lakes, this invention would appear
to be of slight importance, for we shall never embark in any but
ship
cauals, to -fl-hich it is iuapphcable, and which can alone be
preferred
(and then only uuder pecuhar conditions and in particular localities
)
-to railways. We have considered, however, that the proposition
is
sufficiently ingenious and interesting to justify its insertion
in our
columns, and to recommend itself to the perusal of our subscribers.

aud successful

—

—

From the commencement of the year to February the 9th, rain fell
on twenty-three days, but from the 18th to the end of the quarter,
rain fell on six days only, and to small amounts : the entire quantity
of rain withm the quarter being 4^7 inches.

—

—

During the quarter ending Juue the

30th, the highest observed temHouse, Norwich, the maximum at the

—

perature was 79 ° at HartweU
Royal Observatory being 74 '^•7. The lowest observed temperature
was 22 ° at LinslaiJe, the minimum at Greeuwich being 2G = ". the
mean temperature for the quarter 51 ° '2, whicli was somewhat below

—

the usual average.

A

deficiency of rain prevailed until the cud of
April butiu Juue the fall exceeded by more than double the average
amount, the sum in inches being 7^0. In April, there fell but half an
inch of rain, in May, nearly 2 inches, and in June, 4'6 inches. The
mean of the barometer during this period was 29"764.
;

—

The

quarter ending September 30th presents some peculiarities;
being remarkable for the great heat of July. very ti^equent aud severe
thunderstorms, frequent and heavy f ,11s of rain,— and a large excess
of rain. The highest observed tempeiature was 95 ° at Leeds. 93 ° .7,
at Holkham, and 93 ° -5 at "Wakefield.
The lowest temperatuie was
31 ° at Aylesbury and "Wakefiald, thus exhibiting at the latter place
the extraordinary range of 62 = -5. The highest temperature at Greenwich was 90 = '3, the lowest 40 = -9;— the mean temperature of the
air for the quarter being for the kingdom 61 ~ S.
The mean teniperatnre of July 5 was 14 ° in excess above its average value, aud the following day it was in excess 12 °
The rain was 6-6 inches above the
average of thirty-seven years: being iu the several months of thi*
quarter 2-3 inches in July, 4-5 inches in August, aud 3^6 inches in .September, or, 10^7 inches in the three months.

—

—

—

—

.

—

In this period there were several most remarkable fells of rain in
At Korth Sheilds 31 inches fell hi I9i..'
hours on the 10th of July aud between the 2Gth and 29th of September the amount of rain at the same place was 6.4 inches. At Grantham
the falls of rain were very heavy. On July 5, I'G inch fell in about aii
hour, and ou the 2nd of August 0.3 fell in ten mmutes. Similar heavy
fidls, doing much damage to the crops, occurred at Norwich,
Southdift'erent parts of the country.
;

ampton, Aylesbury, Newport, Falmouth, "Wakefield, aud York. Indeed,
in every part of the country the rain phenomena assumed a very unusual character. The rain "fell on the least number of days at Duiimo,
Guernsey, Greenwich, Norwich, and Holkham,— and on" the greatest
number at Royston, North Shields, "Wakefield, aud Leeds. The least
falls took place at Dunino, Leeds, and Gainsborough,
aud the mean

amount
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of latitude. It is worthy of remark, that during the winter months of
1851-52 that is, the quarter ending in February, 1852 the mean
temperature of the air at Greenwich was 40 ^ 1,— bting 4 = "2 above the
average of eighty years. This appears to have been due to the higher
temperature of the gulf stream which flows agaiust our western shoi es ;
the ocean having a temperature of from 8 'to 10 = higher than the
land during the whole winter. Thus, if fi-ost appeared, tlie shghte&t
change of wind to the southward brought air warmed b3' the ocean
over the land, and the temperature was immediately elevated.

—

at those three places is 7-0 inches.

The

largest falls occurred

North Shieds, Stonyhurst, Uckfield, and Ryde,— and their mean is
15-3 inches.
The menu atmospheric pressure "for the quarter, 29-9111

at

The Meteoiology of

1853,

inches.
It is only witliin comparafively few years that
observations of sufiicient accuracy have been made to enable us to arrive
at any exact
conchisious as to the great meteorological phenomena
which are
constantly occmrmg around us. By the estabhshmeut of
certain fixed
points
selected localities, where observations are
re<'ularlv made
_

m

with instruments that have beencarefuUv prepared, and
bv the's^'stem
of regisicnug these upon the forms furnished by the Royal"
Observatory
at Greenwich— to wliich establishment tliey are returned,
and thei'e
careful y reduced by Mr. James Glaisher-we obtain
results which will
uo doubt eventually enable us to deduce some law of action
that we
cannot at jireseut detect. By the information afforded by
Mr Gl-iislier's
quarterly return, publislied by authority of the
Registrar-General we
may uow examine all the meteorological conditions of 185''
a -l-ear
remarkable fcr its pecuhar character,— |ireseuting very simrular
condi
tions ol temperature, and yet more exti-aordiuary
falls of rain
"We
have carelnUy gone through all the returns made by
Mr Glaisher—
those for the last quarter uot having been yet issued to the
public -—and
from them w-e are able to present our leaders with a
digest which will
register all the more remarkable phenomena.

During the quarter ending March 31st, the liighest
observed teraner^% • ="1 *r^l'<=f' «' »'«' Wakefield. The inaximum tern,
";
the Royal Observatory was GS = -4 :— the lowest
at M
observed tem oerat re
was 17 <= at Uckfield and 21 = -3 at Greenwich. The m;!,,
tein Jeralu e
over the kingdom, fiom Gla.sgow in the north to
Helstouc iu Cornwall
on the south,
'H ^--h
During the same period, the mean of
the
barometer wa.s 20-818 inches; the height in iVbrnary
e.vceeding that
in January at all placcs-the difference
increasing with the increase

eXe

™

The last quarter of the year 1852 presented a temperature 4° -6
above the average of eighty years;— the temperature of the last mouth,
December, being 8 ° .8, and that of November 6 = .5 above the average
same number of years. Mr Glaisher in his rejiort remarks :—
daily temperature was below its average value till October 19,
was aUeruately in excess and defect from October 20 to October
Ou October 30, a period of warm weather set in, of lomier contin29.
uance at this season of the year t/iau am/ on record. Tlie mean temperature of the mouth of November was 48 ° .9 ; being 6!., = iu excess of
the average of eighty year.s, during which period one instance only of
of the
'•

The

and

it

a higher temperature has taken place— viz., in 1818, when the averao-e
temperature of this month was 49 =
The mean tcmpeiatuie of December was 47 = -6 exceeding the average of the month by no less than
8?:i °. aid being of higher temperature than any Deceuiber as far as
our records extend. The nearest approach to this value was iu 1806,
when the mean temperature of December was 46 = .8." The highest
observed temperatures were 67 = at Jersey, Helstoue, and Chi'swell
Street, and 66 ° at Manchester. The lowest temperatures for the quarter were 23 ° at Dunino, 24 ° -8 at Nottingham, aud 25 => at York. The
mean oi the Barometer being 29-710 inches.
.

;

Tlie q^uarter was distinguished by a continuance of the heavy falls
of
rain jvhicli characterized the preceding ona. In many places the
rain
which fell within this quarter was equal to that which occasionally
falls
the whole year.

m

The largest falls of rain were at North Shields, the qu.-mtity being
23-6 inches,— at Truro, 22-6 inches— at Torquay, 23
inches— at Guernsey, 22-3 inches— and at Newport, 22 inches. "The mean of
these gives
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a deprti of rain equal to 22'7 iuclies. The least falls of rain occurred at
Holkham, Grantham, Cardiugton, and Gainsborough, 'the mean of
these places being 9.6 inches. The greatest number of rainy days
occurred at Bowdon, Royston, Falmouth, and Ryde. The quantity of
rain which tell during 1852 is .so very remarl^able, that we are glad to
have an early opportunity of placing Mr. Glaisher's reduction before
our readers: that gentlemui having kindly afforded us the means of
doing so.

New

—

—

-?bH of Jiabi in inches, 1852.

Wo.

Fall
in

,

M"araes of Stations.

I

of

j

Inches Days.

Jersey

-

-

-

-

-

43-4

Guernsey
Helstou

45-4

Falmouth

5;l'l

Truro

-

Torquay
Ventnor

-

52-5
50-0
.

.

Ryde

48-8
39'0
49-7
34'4
31-7

Chichester

Soufhamption Royal Observatory

-

Woolwich Arsenal

-

St.

John's

Wood

Stone
Hartwell Rectory

-

Linslade,

Cardiugton
Bedford

Norwich
Grantham
Derby

Holkham
Nottingham

Hawarden
-

Liverpool

Wakefield
Leeds
Stonyhurst

York

-

Whitehaven

Durham

-

North Shields

Glasgow
Duuiuo

We

36-7

173
178
182
189
168

4f)-4

34.3
33.8
34-4
30-9
32-7
32-5
32-2
33-7
30-3
37-4
40-2
25-5
31-2
33-5
28-4
58-3
27-3
50-0
30-6
58-2
45-5
31-3

-

-

first

now

contemplated, 'that its stock, representing $1,200,000
considerably above par, and eagerly sought for permaThe success of this enterprise, opposed at first by
so many obstacles; the prejudices of legislation, the hesitati(m of
capital, the entire absence of experience in zinc mining and manufactui-e in this country, has inspired a score of enterprises, most of them
legitimate, and many of them destined to great success and profit. It
has certainly placed New Jersey in the front rank of mineral States,
for, independent of the revelation of her wealth in zinc, it has led to a
more thorough examin.-ition of her other mineral resources, which are
many and rich. But the impetus inspired by the operations of the
New" Jersey Zinc Company, has not been confined to New Jersey or
any particular region it has spread, and is spreading, over the
" Empire" ancl other States. The working of the zinc mines by intelligent, skiUful and energetic minds and hands, has proven that the
chief " protection" necessary to develop our mineral wealth is enlightened, practical management, and that mineral operations legitimately
entered into and pursued, are no more a speculation or hazard, witliout
tariffs even, than any other business requiring an equal outlay of
;

I

have not visited this station:
I think the guage wrong.

194
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capital

U

in. fell in Dec: average for
Dec, 3 8 in.
232 Average for the year at this

180

188 place, 20-8
133

in.

It will be seen from this, that, supposiugthe rain which fell through
the year 1852 had rested on the surface of the country it would have
amouuted to fifty inches in depth nearly over the counties of Devon
and Cornwall and to between 30 and 40 inches at most inland places.
There would thus have been spread over the whole of England a depth
of nearly 3 feet of water.

—

—

A

few parallel examples of heavy falls of rain in this coimtry will
bring out the phenomena more strongly. Mr. Luke Howard, in his
" Climate of London," informs us that in the latter half of June and the
first Iialf of July 1810 the amount of rain was 5-13 inches.
At Kendal
in 1782 83'5 inches of rain fell, the average result being 55 inches. At
Perth, on tlie 3rd of August 1829, four-fifths of an inch of rain descended iu half an hour and Mr. Howard records the fact of 1^^ inch
of rain having fallen on the 8th May. In the last quarter of 1852 there

—

and

skill.

As the zinc interest is a new as well as important one, openiug
another spring of wealth and enterprise, and promising great benefits,
conmiercial, manufacturing .and sanatary, our readers will be interested
in a brief statistical and general statement of the zinc resources of
New Jersev, and the operations of the New Jersey Zinc Company.
The zinc mines are located iu the township of Franklin, Sussex CcunThey are the only mines of pure oxide of ziuc
tv. New Jersey.
known. They are mixed in their deposits with other minerals, chiefly
Frauklinite iron ore and manganese. Vast deposits of this Franklinite
The total
lie contiguous, similarly blent with zinc and manganese.
extent of the two chief minerals, all of their kind located compactlj^ in
that region, is not definitely estimated, but it is immense exhaustion
It will be sufficient for
for centuries to come is out of the question.
the information of our readers to take the data of that portion belonging to the New Jersey Zinc Company, which has been carefully examined by Dr. Charles T. Jackson, State Assayer of Massachusetts,
and United States Geologist for the mineral lands of the United States
in Michigan, Ac, whose estimate is verified by Major A. C. Famngton,
the eminent Mining Engineer of the Zinc Company, and other eminent
Dr. Jackson gives as the amount of the Zinc Compascientific men.
ny's Franklinite, above water drainage, 1,1 15,468 tons amount of
The veins are perpendicular, and, according to
zinc, 1,188,572 tons.
the law of such veins, extend down farther below water drainage than
ever plummet sounded, and are richer, if anything, as they descend,
so that it is safe to say both zinc and Franklinite are inexhaustible.
But if they were not so in the Zinc Company's mines, there is vast
It is difficult to say which of these two minestore further in reserve.
both are sui r/eneris and precious. As the zinc
rals is most valuable
is furthest developed, we will give its analysis first

—

;
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falls of rain
and for a long continuance of wet
very striking meteorological condition
extended series of observations gives 31 inches as the
annual quantity of rain between the latitudes 50 ° and 55 ^
the corrected means of the returns obtained gives 34. for 41852. Athcnmim.
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capital, is
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185
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180
183
173
201
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One mineral enterprise successfully, because energetically, taken
and prosecuted, has done more, within two or three years past,
to induce the general interest now felt in rainiug projects, than all
allude to the operations of the New Jersey
others we could name.
Zinc Company, organized in the spring of 1848, and which, in the face
of repeated fa'ilures for half a century past to turn the rich zinc mines
of New Jersey to practical, profitable account, have been so successful, and that, too, in developing zinc in a more profitable form (paint)

165
155

38.0

Mineral enterprise in this country is rapidly rising to the ascendant.
is becoming more ready and anxious, if possible, to invest itself
in iron, lead, zinc, copper, and coal mines, than In railroads, which
have been, and are now the ascendant interest. It is coufideutly predicted by careful j udges of the signs of the times that, within ten years,
more capital will be invested in om' mining operations than in our
railroads.
All the minerals we have named above, are in increased
demand, and bear improving prices. The era of fancy muiing, for
years past potent in fortune-making to a few and in ruin to many, has
had its day. Moneyed men are no longer found ready to invest their
wealth in paper mines, having no particular existence beyond tlie ingenuity of tlieir WaU-street creators, and, after a little lapse, to test if
the cry for legitimate enterprise indeed meant legitimate, a new sort
of enterprise is being iuaugurated to wit a desire and determination
on the part of men of knowledge and means, to enter upon the practical development of some of the vast, undoubted mineral resources of
the country.
Capital

liold of

35-

Abingdon, Berks
Rose Hill, near Oxford
O.xfoi d Uuuiversity -

Gainsborough

161

175
182
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and Frankliaite.*
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Oxide of zinc say
Franklinite say
Manganese say

ye.ar just past presents a

The mean
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—
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A close analysis

bIiow a sliglit but not material diiference
When taken hold ot by the present successful company, the design
Teas to manufacture the zinc of Commerce, zinc ware, etc., but early
experinicuts by the company led to the disiii\ ^'l'y that a more iiuniediately marketable, profitable and beiieticial article could be made
to wit: the zinc paints, now so rapidly supplanting lead and other
paints.
It was found that a pure and brilliant white sub-oxide could
be extracted from the ore with great ease and facUitv, and two shades
of white, one a silver white, and the other a beautiful slate color ;
while the red oxide could be pulverized in the ore, and rendered into a
brilliant brown paint, which, in turn, by admixture with other prcpaHere was a new
rations, would also make a superior black paint.
The known poisonous and other deleterious propeities
field indeed.
of lead, seemed to define the mission of the Zinc Companv, and to demand that it should first become a creator of a healthful and more
durable and brilliant, as well as a cheaper paint. They accepted the
summons, and erected extensive ziuc paint -svorks at Newark, after
long aud expensive, but never discouraging experiments, and during
ten months of 1852— the first vcar of comparatively perfected maniii^lit

chinery and operation—their pa'iut sales from theii- warehouse in this
citv— supervised by Messrs. ilanuing aud Squier, 45 Dev-street—
rea'ched $185,577 28, and thev were, even at that, unable to meet the
press of orders, though their \vorks at Newark turned out ten tons of
paints per day. Those works aie being enlarged, and willrequire repeated extension, if, as we think it is, ziuc is destined to supplant lead
a.s a paint
for there is now annually consumed by the United States,
50 000 tons of lead in paints.
;

A

glance at the process of making zinc paint, or rather extracting
the sub-oxide, will not be uninteresting. The mines are about thirtyfive miles from Newark, and the ore requii'es at present to be carted
eight miles, (a rail is being laid for this transport in future,) and is
then coiive^'ed to the paiut works by water. Ihe ore, on arriving at
the works at Newark, is placed in heaps aud roasted, for the purpose
of softening it. It is thou ground into .small pieces, -n-hen it is mixed
with an equal nuantitv of coal, used forde-oxidizing the different substances of* which the ore is composed. It is then put in smelting
furnaces, where the action of the carbonic acid gas, supplied through
the co.al, disengages the component parts of the ore, and causes the
ziuc to rise iu vapor, which vapor is conveyed into a lai'ge tube, thro'
which a quantity of atmosphere is const.antly driven, and the ziuc,
uniting with the oxygen, produces tlie white oxide of zinc, and this is
driven by a blast into a collecting chamber, from -whence it is taken
The oxide is then mixed -with oil by means of machinery,
for use.
and thus is produced the beautiful white zinc paint. The manganese
in connection with the ziuc. is found to be, as though specially provided, a natm-al dryer for the ipaint.
>

'

When the Zinc Company commenced operations, they had comparatively no data to go by. The zinc paint inti'oduced in France by
the discoveries of Le Clair and Sorel for which they were awarded
the cross of the Legion of Honor and other dignities— though subsequent to the use of a pcriiaps inferior article, collected tlu-ough some
experiments (not for that pur|H,K') many years since, and used on the
mansion of the late Hon. f^amiul Fowler," of New Jersey, then proprietor of the zinc mines: being inamifVictured by a double process,
first resolving the zinc (carbouatc) to metal, and then extractiug the
oxide, gave little benefit to the American enterprise. But the Zinc
Company had an indomitable man iu James L. Curtis, formerly an
extensive merchant of our City, at its head, assisted by able coadjiitors.
and he knew no such word :is fail. Collecting at home and abroad
such data as could be had, he made Y'ankee invention, science, and
skiU, answer for the necessary balance, and the result has been a perfection and simplification in the operations of mining and manufacture
of zinc not exceUed, if equalled, in the world. Yet the company will
doubtless add improvements from time to time, for tliere would seem
The advantages
to be no limit to the inventive capacity of Americans.
of ziuc over lead as a paint are these :— Repeated tests make 60 pounds
of zinc white equal to 100 pounds of lead in covering surface, and the
nlative cheapness, therefore, stands

—

:

]

00 pounds best lead, say 7 .Cceut.s per pound
best zinc, say 9 ccuts pel- pound
CO pounds
'
'
1

•'

Infavorofzinc

$7.50
5 40

'

$2

10

[1863.

\mdci- two or three months for safety. The zinc colors, for oxitside
painting, requiring but little oil, dry suddenly, and form a metaUic
onating on wood, brick, iron, (tcimperrious to weather and salt-water,
and are more nearly fire-proof than any other paint known,

We

They act galvanically on metal surfiices.
hare before us at
this writing the testimony of the Supervisor of the
York and
Haven Railroad, the Superintendent of the Navy Yard at Gos-

New

New

port, A'lrgmia, a special

committee of the

—zmc paint has been tested and ordered

Common Council of this city
by the Common CouncO for

the use of the city buildings— and other eminent parties, many of
tbem practical painters and users of lead all tlieir hvcs, who have test<•'• tbe zmc pauits on raihoad depots, locomotives, ships, buddings and
otlierwise, and their testimony is unanimous— without considcnug the
sauitary reason- in favor of zinc over lead. To our muid, the sanitary
reason is the greatest of all in favor of zinc. But thougli the present
operations of the Zinc Company are confined to the manufacture of
pamts, this is but a branch of the prospective interest. Lead is a
]ioisoner, not only
pamt but in water-pipes, roofing, cistern-lining,
<tc., f..r all of winch uses zmc is a cheaper, better, more durable, and
hcalthlul substitute. Slightly aUoyed with copper, it makes a sheath™g for sbips nnich cheaper aud far more durable than copper, because
impervious to the con'osive acHon of salt water. Manufactured into
culinary ware, covers, spoons, forks, etc., zmc (the New Jersey) makes
»" article more durable .aud beautiful thau Britaunia or nickel, while
Ae strength of the metal wiU allow it to be made much lighter.
e
'^'''" ®''^' "^"^ ''"' •''head, a vast manufacturing interest on these accounts
springing up arouud the zinc mines of New Jersey.

m

^

—

The Frankliuite, -where that is the chief deposit and the Zinc Co.,
have, as already intimated, chief deposits both of Frankliuite and zinc
bears the following analysis, made by Dr. Jackson

—

.
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The admixture

of zinc with the Frankliuite is found to destroy its
tendency (if it otherwise had any,) to granularize, and renders it
thoroughly fibrous, making it when properly worked into iron, the
toughest and strongest that has ever been tested. According to Tredgold's test, the Frankliuite stands thus
:

.„,_,,.,,.
Swedish bar iron, meh square bore
.
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n
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.v-iom
72.840

^f^j*
61.660
55.000
77.000

It has been tested in this city and in Baltimore with similar results,
and a French test, in the Government Marine Forges at Paris, made
the difference in favor of FrankUnite much greater. We have seen it
variously tested, every species of trial only adding to the proofs of its
wonderful neive and strengfli. Wire of whatever size, made of other
iron, is flawed and broken at a few twists, but we have seen wire made
fi'om the FrankUnite twisted twenty times without inducing a flaw.
Resolved to steel, it makes an article of the most brilliant character,
Competent judges our most extensive aud practical iron and steel
workers— accord a superior value to FrankUnite, over any other iron
For steam
for uses requiring the greatest toughness and strengtli.
machinery, suspension bridges, wires aud such le,sser forms of iron as
require a union of deUcacy and strength, the FrankUnite must be, as
soon .a-s placed before the public, in great demand. It forms an admirable alloy or emoUient with inferior iron and ores, changing their
Tlie residuum
hard graiud'ar nature into ductility and strength.
formed iu tlu' fnvuaoos of iho ziuc ]iaiiit works, from the jier cent of

—

Fraukliiiilo discharged, is admirable tor admixture witli inferior iron
retainiug as it does, just enough zinc to neutralize the granular characItls l,c-iuniug to be largely sought and used for
ter of suA iron.
the process otpuddlmg. It may
th.at purpose, aud ior Huxm- iron
seem a luatlcM- 111 sui'|insc tliat an iron ore sii near the seabnar<t anil tlui
chief n,-n-k,t .-nMnKu-t of ,..,H.:,t of the Union, and with such a charInii^r ago developed.
The same surprise
aotiT. >lionl.l lint Ikivi- Ih'
may lir cvj>icsm il ..vrr llic /.inc. Repeated trials for half a century
nerals, but througli lack of practical
have been nuide with both
knowledge, iuefficicnt operatives, and the little interest taken iu cncour.iguig mineral entcrpri.ses, they all failed, until the energy, genius,
and tact of Col Curtis and his coadjutors, took hold of the work,
;

m

,1

The superior cheapness of zinc is the great commercial adv.antage
Besides this, ziuc is superior in n'hiteiiess,
iu its favor over lead.
billl:uicy, and durability, and is entirely free I'rora the poisons iu lead
which generate scveriil diseases, well known to n'orkers in lead,
Tlie
painters, tenants of fleshly j'ainted rooms, and medical men.
while ziot resists the aelion nf :dl gases that yeIlo^y and tarnish lead,
and liolds brillant as an inside jiaint for years. In color, it compares
It can
witli lead as porcelain white does with common earthen white.
bc used with impunity while rooms are occupied.-while medical men
vid<! the evidence ill Tanquerel's octavo woik on lead poisons and
lead diseases agiee that lead paiutcd rooms should not be tenanted

—

—

m

The chief credit of the successful operations of the New Jersey Zmc
Companv. forming an era in American mineral histmy, is acknowledged to belmig to Col. Curtis. He had the faith and boldness to
take a matter of "repeated failures" in hand, and allowed no discouragcmeut to daunt him.
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""Where there is a will there is a way," is au old adage, and what
Alexander the Great said to a lialtiug, doiibtiug snbajtern, is true
It the Gordiau knot will nut
forever, " There is nothiug impossible."'
be luiti'ed by hand nor teeth, untie it with tlic knife or sword. Col.
Curtis who has been the active liead of the Zinc Company from the
day of its organization until a few days since, when he resigned on
account of pressure of private business— but not until Uie success of the
enterprise was perfect— had snijaril v ..nounh t.. know that operators in
a new sort of enterprise niu-l ii:M l.'.ivii huw tn opcrntc, and as it required a large amount of sihuc.., ^klll. ^um! rx)RMMlinii-o, all his predecessors ha\l been wearied or lVi;j,liteued from llie w.irk. He was not
hunted up the science and skifi, and the means to pay it well and
the result, after four years of au.xious and unceasing eftbrt, is a bnlhaut
reward of triumph to himself and co-laborers, and for the inmeral resources of our countrv.

5ie

;
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in the way of turning the Franklinite to account, was the trial of its ores in ill-adapted furnaces. In tlie common
iron furnace, Franklinite comes to a state of nature before it leaves the
furnace, and it only required the observation of a plain, unpretending
iron worker, to see, after a httle thouglit^ that furnaces of less height
and much clieapor. would obviate the ditHculty. The zinc was found,
also, to choke the furnaces in its escape from the iron, but the Zinc
Company discovered in a little time that this 15 or 20 per cent of zinc,
instead of raising tlie mischief with tlie Franklinite, could, by the addition of a simple apparatus to the furnace, be collected for paint, and
thus pay, nearly or quite, the cost of making the Franklinite ore into
iron, and the collection of the zinc
opening a splendid field for the
manufacture of iron on J'ree-trade principles. The zinc and manganese
are finally found admirable, aye, invaluable coadjutors with the Franklinite, in promoting its working into iron.

The
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Re-port of the Sixth Exhibition
chusetts C/iaritable Mechanics' Association.

Extract from

ilve

and Fair of the Massa-

647.
William Bond ifc Sons, Bcstoi). One Astronomical Clock, and
a Spring Goveiiior. The object to be attained by this novel contrivance is that of regulating the movement of a rotating cylinder, so
that its motion may not only be steady and uniform, but that its revolutions may be performed with accuracy in any given time desired.

There are, doubless, many situations connected with science and the
where rotary motions regulated with great accuracy, may be
applied with gr-eat advantage. The experimenters upon Hydraulics,
Hydrostatics, Ac, we think will find it a useful appendage to their
ah'eady very extensive apparatus.
^rts,

Within the past few years there have been several astronomical
observatories established in the United States, where observations are
now being made, not only with great care and ability, but with becoming zeal and regularity. And connected with these Astronomical
inquiries, are those of its kindred science Geodesia, which are now
being, and have been for some time past, vigorously prosecuted or
carried forward under the patronage ot the General Government. To
the combined observations and operations of these kindred sciences (if
it be proper to consider them as separated) are we indebted for a
knowledge of the figure and magnitude of not only our own planet,
but of all the other planets belonging to our system. Our planet
being a standard upon Avhich a great portion of the astronomical calculations are based, the importance of ascertaining its magnitude with
as great a degree of accuracy as we well can, must be apparent to
-every one who has given any thought to the subject. Besides, the accuracy of the charts of not only our own Coasts and the Oceans
adjacent, but the Coasts and Oceans of the whole world are more or
less dependent upon this element.

The invention of the Magnetic Telegraph, and the construction of
Telegrapliic liue.s, as it were, from one end of our country to the other,
which by being connected with the several observatories, afford a
means of communicating the moment of time of any phenomena observed at oje observatory to that of another and vice versa. By tliis
means the difference of time, between anj' two observatories, is determined with a greater facility and degree of accuracy than by any
otlier method now practised ; and then having extended the Geodetic
survey's from one oDservatory to the other, we theieby obtain more
accurate data for solving the Grand Problem, viz., the magnitude and
figure of the earth, than we have been enabled to do by any other
known means. The great desire of making these communications
with as great a degree of accuracy as their nature will admit, was the
exciting cause of this invention. But the invention is not confined to
dist.-int communicatiorjs alone
it is equally valuable and useful in recording at the observatory where it is situated, the moment of time of
;

any observed phenomenon.
This invention, properly considered, consists of what we shall terra
an Electro-Telegraphic Clock and the Spring Governor. The Clock
which in its general construction does not materially differ from otlier
Astronomical Clock.s, was not exhibited at the HalL It being somewhat difficult to give a complete description of this apparatus without
drawings, and as the association cannot well insert in their pubUcation
of notices, cuts representing the articles exhibited, we shall only endeavor to give such a general descriptiou as will convey an idea of the
invention and

its

application.

First, The Clock:
As before stated the several parts of the Clock are
not dissimilar in form to clocks heretofoi'e in existence. The novelty
of the Clock consists in insulating the axis or pivots of the escapement
wheel from the plates which sustain the other portion of the clock-

work by

a ring of Shell Lac Gum, bushed with brass washers or
discs; and the axis of the steel pallets is in like manner insulated
from the other parts of the clock-work. The pinion which connects
the escapement with the train of the clock is insulated from its axis
hj Shell Lac Gum
the Pendulum also is so contrived as to be insulated from the arm of the pallets with which it comes in contact, by
an arrangement of Shell-Lac Gum. Electrical or circuit wires are
secured to portions of these insulated parts which sustain the axis or
arbors of the escapement and pallets, so that wlien either pallet comes
in contact witli an escapement tooth, the Galvanic circuit is closed,
and when the contact is broken, (as it must be at every oscillation of
the pendulum,) the Galvanic Circuit is opened, and thus pulsations of
Electricity corresponding to the oscillations of the pendulum successively pass over the wires. Then, by the aid of the Spring Governor,
an intelligeut record of the electrical pulsations or beats of the clock is

—

;

—

made.
Second, The Spring Governor. This part of the invention was on
exhibition in the Exhibition Hall, and consists of a double train of
Clock-work united into one upon an axis of a Fly-wheel. (We speak
of this machine as consisting of a double train of clock-work because
it receives motion from two weights.)
The clock-work, consisting of
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small brass wheels and pinions, is arranged between two brass plates
some four inches apart, and probably twelve or fourteen inches long.
Near either end of these plates is a strong axis to which an apparatus
is applied for receiving a cord, upon which weights are suspended to
give motion to the trains; tliese axes and pulleys we shall call prime
movers.
few wheels of the train distant from one of these prime
movers, is situated an escapement wheel, into the teeth of which pallets are operated by the oscillations of a pendulum, as in ordinary
clocks, the escapement wheel is so connected with its axis by a spring,
as to allow the axis to move while the wheel is detained by the pallets.
Frorn the pinion upon the arbor of the escapement wheel, the train is
continued through several wheels and pinions, to a Fly wheel. From
the prime mover at tlie other end of the plates a train of wheels and
pinions extends also to, and connects with the Fly. IS^ear this prime
mover is situated a long shaft or a^bor which extends through one
of the plates some twelve or fourteen inches, its end being sustained by
a proper support attached to the table upon which the whole apparatus
rests.
Upon this shaft a cylinder of some five or six inches in diameter and some ten inches iu length, is firmly fixed, and of course revolves
regularly with it.
When the machine is in order to operate, this
cylinder is covered with blank paper.
slide apparatus is attached
to the table near to and parallel with the cylinder, upon which an
Electro-magnet, in the
form, is fixed and the slide is so connected
with the clock-work, that it receives a regular motion therefi'om, and
is thereby moved from one end of the cylinder to the other.
The
magnet with its armature is so arranged that it gives a lateral or
horizontal motion to a lever to whicli a pencil or pen is attached, which
rests upon the paper with which the cylinder is covered.
The instrument is also provided with a finger key, by which the circuit may be
opened at the instant of any observed phenomenon, and thereby the
regular flow of the electrical current will be broken; at this instant
the U magnet releases its hold upon its armature, and it moves laterally and thereby records the pulsation by a mark, in the form of a saw
tooth upon the paper which covers the cylinder.

—

A

A

U

;

—

Having thus briefly described the apparatus and its uses, let us
now, for the purpose of illustration, consider .ihe whole apparatus to
have been properly adjusted and in a condition for operation, with
the Battery connected with the insulated portions of the Clock-work.
The clock being then put in motion, its beats may be distinguished at
tlie distant station by the clicking noise of the armature upon its magnet, Avhile the pencil attached to the lever which bears the armature,
will, by its lateral motion occasioned by the opening of the circuit, record the beats or oscillations upon the cj'linder, and these phenomena

—

will be repeated for every oscillation of the

pendulum.

To render our description plainer, let us suppose one of the observatories to be situated at Cambridge and the other at Washington, and
the Astronomers to have agreed to observe the transit of a particular
star over their respective meridians.
The star of course makes its
transit across the Cambridge meridian first; and at the moment of its
culmination the observer places his finger upon the finger key, and
thereby causes an electrical pulsation, which is transmitted to Washington, and is there recorded upon the cylinder of the Spring Governor.
After the lapse of the difference of time between the two obser\-atories, the Astronomer at Washington observes the transit of the
same star, and at the moment of its culmination he touches the finger
key and thereby causes an electrical pulsation, which is transmitted to
Cambridge, and is there recorded upon the cylinder of the Spring
Governor. Then, by an examination of the records upon the cylinders,
the difference in time can be readily ascertained, and by a mean of
many operations of a like character, not only the difference iu time
between the places may be ascertained, but the actual time, which
should be allowed for the ti'ansmission of the electrical pulsation in
connection with the movement of the armature, may be determined.

This method of recording the instant of an observed phenomenon,
whether to be transmitted to a distant observatory, or to be used at
the observatory where the observation is made, possesses this peculiar
advantage over any other with which we have any acquaintance, viz
the observer observes the phenomenon without being embarrassed
with the trouble and anxiety of counting the beats of the clock or
chronometer, or estimating the fractions of the interval between the
:

beats at the instant of observation.

mind may

In a practical sense his

be fully concenti'ated upon the phenomenon of observation. the touch
upon the finger key being mostly mechanical, requires no mental exertion
and further, the beats of the clock being recorded upon the
paper attached to the cylinder by equi-distant marks upon a spiral
;

;

furnishes a scale by which the fractional interval of the beat may
be measured with great accuracy. Since the exhibition, the apparatus
has been tested, and is found to more than equal the expectations of
all who have seen it.
The Committee, therefore, in consideration of
the great aid which this invention promises to a great variety of scientific investigations, cheerfully recommend that there be presented to
the inventor, by the Association, as a token of their approbation, a
Gold Medal.
line,
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Chromatic Phoio-printiiifl, being a mode of printing lexlile fabrics
by the civnmical action of Light, 'Jyilu. R. Smith. The. author proposhes to employ the chemical ageucy of light iu dyeiug or staiuing
textile fabrics
tlic cloth, whether of 'vvool, sillc, flax, or cottony being
first steeped in a suitable sohitioii, then dried iu the dark, aud subsequeutly exposed to the action of light, those jjarts which arc to form
the pattern being protected by pieces of darkened paper, or some other

—

;

material, attaclied to a plate of glass. When the desired
oduced, the time for Hhich faries from two to twenty
minutes, according to the nature of the process, the fabric lias to be
removed, in order to undergo a fixing operation, whilst a fresh portion
of it is exposed to light. This may easily' be eti'ected by the use of
very simple mechanical arrangements, so that a uuml-er of photographic printing engines may be placed side by side, and superintended
by one person. From the trials which ilr. Smith has made, he believes that even the ditTused light of a cloudy day will have power
enough for the operation, thougli of course a longer time "will be required for its perfection than on a bright aud sunny day. In order
to obtain a pale blue or white pattern upon a blue ground, Mr. Smith
uses solutions of citrate, or tarti'ate of iron, and fen'ocyanide of potassium steeping the cloth subsequently iu a dilute solution of sulphuric
acid.
Browns and Viuffs are obtained by using a solution of bichromate of potash the excess of salt iu the parts not acted on by light
being afterwards either washed out. leaving those portions white, or
decomposed by a salt of lead which forms a yellow chromate of lead.
By combining these two processes with the use of madder, log-wood,
and other dye stuffs, a great variety of tints may be obtained.

suitable

[1853

pressure on the grooves squeezed out the gi'ease, which lubricated the
wliole extent of the bore, and dimished friction so that 100 rounds
could be fired as easily as one. In reply to an objection to the use of
grease in hot countries, Mr. _W. stated tliat, with the thermometer at
130°, 100 rounds had been fired in thirty-six minutes
the barrel aud
other iron work being so hot that it could not be handled. The grea.se
in that case was still used, but with the addition of about one-eighth
of bees'-wax, which overcame the difliculty.
;

;

effect is pi

;

:

On

'

—

In order to form some concepimprovements lately ]3ropos£d, and wholly or partially

Fire-arms, by Mr. Wilkixsox.

tion of the

adopted, Mr. Wilkinson briefly alluded to the earliest fire-arms, which
are still in use in India and various parts of the world. Commeucing
with the different modes of ignition, Mr. Wilkinson then proceeded to
give a rapid sketch of the progressive steps by which fire-arms have
an-ived at their present state of comparative perfection. He de.scribed
and e.xhibited, first, the matchlock, invented about the beginning of
the sixteenth century previous to which hand -guns were fired b\' a
lighted match applied to the touch-hole iu the sariie manner as to
cannon. Secona, the pyrites wheel-lock, introduced into this country
about the time of Henry the Eighth, and continued to Charles the
Second in which ignition was obtained bj' the rapid revolution of a
Third, the flint lock, introsteel wheel against a pair of iron pyrites.
duced about 1692, and generally used up to the close of the last war.
Fourth, the percussion lock, invented by the Rev. Mr. Forsyth, and
patented by him, April llth, 1807, was generally introduced into our
army in 1^40. He then proceeded to explain the nature of the rifle,
and the theory of projectiles, which was illustrated by diagrams. Mr.
AVilkinson stated, that it has been calculated by French writers tliat
with the old flint rausket and spherical bnllel during the last war, the
maximum eft'ect was only one in 3,000, citlier to kill or wound and
one iu 10,000 was the minimum. So that, in some engagements 10,000
ball cartridges were expended to kill or wound one man and a writer
in the Times stated, a short time since, that 60,000 cartiidges had been
He observed,
fired at the Cape, and only twenty-five Kaffirs killed.
liowever, that this would not bo the case iu any future warfiirs it will
be much more destructive for the time, but of shorter duration. The
percussion musket effected very little improvement in the accuracy
or range of the buUct, but it produced much greater certainty of fire.
It is wholly to the introduction of rifles and elongated projectiles that
the recent improvements are due. We are told by Robins a century
ago that this would be the case, but it general^ requires a hundred
years to convince any government. Mr. Wilkinson then gave a brief
history of the changes in the form of the bullet introduced more than
twenty years ago, liy M. Delvigne, though suggested nearly a century
since oy Uobins, who pointed out that the spherical form was not that
best suited for projectiles. Lately tin' cyliiiflric-al-sliaped bullet has
attracted gre.at attention from Ihr iiiL^cniuiis im diliration of it invented
by Capt. Minie, who added n small ii.m iMpMili' tn the lower end of
the bullet. Lastly, Mr. Wilkiii>..ii <K mi ihcd lii., „wu imjiroved bullet,
the form of whicli is cy/jn/io-ov'ni/f liaving two deep grooves round
and tlic novelty of which cmisists in the bullet being exthe base
panded in the act of discharging the rifle, although the bullet is perAt the close of his paper, the author explained the
fectly solid.
electro magnetic chronoscope a mode of nie.asuring the flight of projectiles invented by Prof Wheatstone. The principle on which was
effected, consisted in the interruption of an electric current, by the
breaking of a fine wire, when the gun was fired, the circuit "being
again completed by another arrangement when the target was struck
whilst a clock, witli suitable stop-liauds, w.ns employed to indicate the
interval of time between the discharge and the blow on the target.
Mr. Varley.jnn. inquired if Jlr. Wilkinson's bullets were intended to
be flred with any covering. He had found the Minie bullet more
Mr. Wilkinson .said, he preeffectual with a covering than without.
the latter being
feiTed to use nothing but the naked powder and ball
rubbed with Russia tallow, or other grease, to fill the grooves. The

—

Improvanent in Boring Operations. From the Miners' Journal, published at Pottsville, Pennsylvania, we learn that an improved boring
ajjparatus, patented by Mi\ Knight, has been severelv tested, bv boring
into the face of a granite rock 18 feet depth, and 24 feet in diameter,
at the rate of 18 iu. per hour.
The framework of the machinery could
not be properly fixed at first commencing the cutting, but when the
excavating has eutered about 50 feet, it wiU be connected by sleepers
and braces, as firm as the rock which it is cutting out. The pateuted
apparatus has been adopted by the Worth Ameiican Coal Company
who are now emploving it to be bore to a seam of bituminous coaJ,
called the " Big Wliite Ash Vein," which they expect to win at a,
depth of about SOU' fms. The hole is 41.,' in. diameter, which is
drill, d at the rate oi' 1 1 feet in five hours.
The machine is so arranged that 10 drills can be worked in a certain space at one time by any
motive power, .and the debris is washed up by a curent of water from
a pump worked bv the same engine. Mr. T. S. Ridgwav, mining
engiueer, of MinersViUe, states that during the winter of 1848 and
spring of 1849 he had employed this machine in boring the Artesian
well at East Boston for the Land Company, wliich worked well to a
depth of 335 feet, but where not sufficient water was found, the
stratum being a hard clay-shate, overlaying the primitive rock. The
patentee is prepared, we understand to sink shafts to any depth, and
in any strata, in half the usual time of those performed by hand
labor, and at about ..ne-third the expense.
The operation of drilling
through hard rock is one of considerable importance, and if this
apparatus effects all the adv.antages which are claimed for it, the
invention will prove of considerable value to the mining world.
'

:

:

—

History and Astronomy
In a paper r/?ad before the Rnyal Institution, by G. B
Airy, Esq., Royal Aslroiomer, 'on the results of
recent calcnlntioi.s on the Eclipse of Thnles and Eclipses connected with it.' The Lecturer stated, that the conclusion as to the
general fitness of the ec'ipse ff b. c. 585 for represenling the circnmstances of the eclipse of Thnles, by inference from modern elements
of calculation, was first published bv Mr. Hind iu the Athenw>:m ; and
he said, that he had examined in greater or less detail every eclipse
from B. c. G30 to b. c. 580. aiul that no other eclip=e could pass over
Asia Minor, and gave it as his np^niiju that the date b. c 585 was now
established for the eclipse of Thales beyond the possibility of a doubt.

—

;
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Annual Conversazione of the Canadian

Institute, April 2nd,

by Mr. Justice Draper.

:

Mr. President and Gentlemen, —

Our Annual

tlie

emerging from th.e
icy thraldom uf Winter, that the season of opening lea\-es and
blossoming buds is just arriving. May we not, without foj'ced
analogy, trace the signs of the same sjiring time of the yeai-, as
iipplieil to the state and condition of Upper Canada.

The few

is

—

population shoots in that j)art of the world, that state the numbers as high as we will, whilst the dispute continues, the exagge-

Con\-ersazione unites with the other signs of

times, to I'cmind us that Spring

to other, and in some instances, stei'ner pursuits,
were soon restored to their [iroper channels, and became devoted
improvement and development of the country. The unemplojed inhabitants of the British Isles bea'an to arrive in
liimdreds and thousands, to unite in the task of turning the wilderness into a smiling field the population of Upper Canada,
which, in 1791, was estimated at ten thousand, in 1824 exceeded
150,000; and in 1837, was increased to 375,000; and the observations, long before made in the Hou'e of Commons, with
respect to the thirteen old Colonies, might have, with full force,
applied to Upper Canada
" Such is the streng-th with which
to the

at length

whether military or ti'ading, or e\'en those of
the earliest missionaries, which were established in any part of
what was afterwards declared to be Upper Canada, before the
peace of 1783, were too inconsiderable to require notice as forming any exception to the general proposition, that this part of
Canada was then a mere wilderness, in which civilization was at
Zero, and into the gloomy depths of whose prima3\-al forests,
neither the light of Science nor the radiance of Christianity had
It was after that period that the settlement of Uppenetrated.
per Canada was begun by that loyal and de\'0ted body of people,
of whom E'lmund Burke spoke as "persons who had emigrated
from tlie United States," " who had fled from the blessings of
the American Government," and with regard to whom he fur" there might be many causes of emigration not
ther obsv'fved
connected with government, such as a more fertile soil, or more
but they had forsaken all the advantages of
congenial climate
a more fertile soil, and more southern latitude, for the bleak and
It is to them and to their enduring
b:llTen regions of Canada."
efforts that this country owes its first germ of improvement. And
let it be borne in mind, that they were not of a class who emigrated from the mere pressure of want, or to escape the danger
whose principal craving was to find such eniplo}-of starvation
posts,

Your children do not grow faster, from infancy to
manhood, than they spread from families to communities, and
fiom villages to nations,"
ration ends.

In the full tide of this pros;ierity, howevei-, there came another
check of no long dui-ation fortunately though of painful
chai'acter
to which I allude only as forming a part of that
truthful picture, which I am endeavouring to exhibit before you.
This, as well as the war of 1812, may (in strict adherence to that
analogy with which I set outj be compared to those tempests of
the vernal equinox, which, though disastrous in their immediate
consequences, whether to individuals or to localities, are ordered
or permitted by an all-wise and overruling Providence, in furtherance of its general and beneficent designs, and now that they
are passed over, and calm is restored
now that the sufferings
they caused ai'e removed or alleviated
may we not indulge ourselves in the application of the poetical imagery of Soloman:

—

—

—

—
—

"

The winter

— the
— the time

past

is

appear on the earth

and the voice of the

—

the flowei's
is over and gone
of the singing of birds is come,
heard in our land."

rain

turtle

is

:

—

—

But the song of
if its

rejoicing

in material prosperity alone.

my present purpose,
ed time I mean to

of the various eftbrts

made

Education and Christian teaching, and they sought in Upper Canada a home, where, in the
unremitting
and feai-less toil might realise
course of years, their
which their attachment to their
for them those advantages,

among

to the advantages of

—

Sovereign, and to British institutions, had caused

them to abanTheir numbers were increased, and their exertions aided
don.
by the jiartial influx of other emigrants, among whom, in time,
came- the well-known Glengarry Highlanders, and they soon
wrought a change. The luxuriant bounty of nature, as exhibited
in a fertile soil, and a not unfavourable climate, was approjiriated
to the use of

man

;

lands hitherto occupied

by primaeval

forests

were cultivated, schools and churches were built, and those who
had struggled through the privations and hardships of the winter begati to look with confident hope for the enjoyment of the
spring time of this young and I'ising Country.

The war of 1S12, however, cheeked for a time the progress
which had been so f ivourably begun, and while in some respects
it gave an unnatural impulse to development, it was exhausting
the vital energj-, so that when peace was restored, it became apparent, that it' there had been no re'rogression, there had been at
all events little, if there was any, advance.
This check was,
Those exertions, which for the time
howev'er, but temporary.
Vol. L, No.

10,
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for public education, for intellectual,

moral and Christian cultivation.

It

is

not,

—a

desire

however, the least

success of those efibrts that they have

created and fostered an earnest longing for

ledge

only foreign to

it

significant proof of the

life,

It is not

would occupy far more than the limitdetain you, were I to attempt e\en an outline
but

ment of their physical energies, that in return for their labour,
they should obtain food for themselves and their little ones.
They had been accustomed to the most valuable enjoyments of
civilized

would lose half its power and beauty
by us to the consideration of ad-

application were confined

vancement

which exhibits

more extended know-

itself at different

times, and,

other ways, in the attempts to establish societies or

—

insti-

development.
Such was the literary and philosophical society formed more than
twenty years ago by the exertions of the eccentric but talented
Dr. Dunlop, and which was followed afterwards by the City of
Toronto Literary Club, and the Cit\' of Toi'onfo Ethical and
Literary Society
both formed in 183G
all which, with perhaps
some others I might more particularlj' mention, seem to have
been put forth a little too prematurely, and, like precocious blossoms, to have been nipped, and to have perished without reaching any maturity.
Such is may it flourish and take deep root
the Canadian Institute, established, as yon well know, princifor
pally for the purpose of promoting the physical sciences
encouraging and advancing the industrial arts and manufactures
an establishment which I am well assured we all regard as oneol
the fairest promises of our spring, and to the unfolding of whose
blossoms, and the peifection and maturity of whose flowers and
fruit we cannot but feel it a duty
one well i-ewarded in its own
accomplishment to contribute our best exertions.
tutions to assist in scientific research

—

in intellectual

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Among other advantages to which I look forward willi great
confidence as the result of the success of the Institute, is the attention it is likely to attract to this Province, and the consequent
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of more accurate kno\Yledge of
diffusioE of more correct ideas
Conscious, as we may well
it, especially in the mother country.
be, of our growing strength and rapid advancement, it is, nevertheless, true and, perhaps, a little mortifying, to iiud much misrespecting even the
1 had almost said ignorance
apprehension

—

—

very geography of the Province, existing in England.
this contiued to the less educated classes we should not so

wonder, and were the instance of

it

Were
much

of an early date, and before

was easily attainably, we should not have any
complain but the fact is otherwise, as two instances I
show. Half a century had elapsed
abundantly
shall select wiU
from the time that Burke spoke of the " bleak and bari-en regions
of Canada," before the publication of the last volume of that
highly esteemed and valuable work, Alison's History of Eui'ope,
correct information
j'ight to

;

and t\om that volume

I

make

operations of the campaign in

the following extract:

Canada proved

—

"

The

first

singularly unfortu-

In the end of January, Cen. Winchester
nate to the Americans.
with a thousand men, crossed over to attack Port Detroit, in the

Upper
sist

Province, and before any force could be assembled to remade himself master of French Town, twenty-six miles

him,

General Proctor, however, who commanded
place.
the Biitish forces in that c^uarter, no sooner heaid of this iri-uption than he hastily assembled a bod}' of 500 regulars and
militia, being the Glengariy Fencibles, and 600 Indians, and
commenced an attack upon the invaders two days afterwards in
To those acquainted with the events
the fort of Ogdensburgh."
alluded to, or with the places mentioned, it is unnecessary to

from that

can

moment

territory,

in the British possession,

—

was

ne\'ertheless

My

active exertions in support

Michigan, on the same side of the river
which there forms the boundary of Upper Canada as General
Winchester was marching on, that Fort Detroit is neaily at the
western extremity of Lake Erie, in which part of the country
while the
Colonel Proctor then commanded the British forces,
attack in which the Glengarry Fencibles bore so distinguished a
part, and which resulted in the capture of the American position
at Ogdensbui'g, was under the command of a ditterent officer,
and that Ogdensburg is situated on the river St. Lawrence, at a
distance exceeding the whole length of both Lakes Erie and
i-eOntario from the scene of General Winchestej-'s capture.
ferenee to the Annual Register for 1813, which is cited in the
in

da,

he

will, I

am

A

shows clearly enough that
from blending into one, as if relating to the
same events, two entirely distinct transactions, and, no doubt,
rests with some transcriber employed by this eloi]^uent and usually
as the authority for this passage,

this error has arisen

accurate historian.

in

lished as late as 1845,

subjects.

The

following

])assage

occure:

—

" Tluis

the

waters

have been seen forming part of the magniand then prccijiitateil amid clouds of
mist and foam down its tremendous falls, and after passing over
great tracts of country through innumevable channels and rivu-

which might

at first

ficent contluenco of Niagara,

A

passerve at length quietly to turn the peasant's mill."
sage which, however well written, is nevertheless, a complete
inversion of the facts since the watere which are precipitated over
the Falls of Niagara flow onward, gallniring as they go through
Lake Ontaiio and the River St. l^awrence, the additions of many
a tributary sti'cam, but never diverge into any other channel in
their downward course, until they expand into the Gul[)h and
lets,

become mingled

in the

wide Atlantic waves.

Convinced of the excellence of

the proceedings of the Society.

the objects of the Canadian Institute, I rejoice at

present suc-

its

A

diligent j)ursuit alter, and a
and its future jirospects.
fitting employment of knowledge when gained, cannot fail to exrelations
ercise an elevating influence in our
to each other, and to
lead to just conceptions of our respective duties in the vanous
cess

walks of

We

life.

shall

more

piactically feel that

we

ourselves only, but fur our fellows, that

think and

while

act,

We

sliall strive

we

attain, thus

we

also to

not for

it is

upon

are called

to

our individual impro\ement.

strive for

communicate

approximating the

cif

what

lofty character of those

who,

to others the benefit

"With God himself
grow familiar day by day.

Hold
With

And

converse,
Iiis conceptions, act upon lus plan.
to his tlie relish of our souls."

form

On

the Poisonous Plants which are indigenous to, or which
have become naturalized, in the neighbourhood of Toronto,
& M. R. C. S., Professor of
by EdAvard W. Hodder, M.

C

Obstetiics, &c., in the Univirsity of Triiiily College.

[Contiuued from Page 204.J
I'

Read at the Annual Conversazione of the Canadian

Institute.)

Indian Tobacco.

iTth. Lobelia Inflata

Order Monogyuia.

Class Pentandria

This pretty plant varies in height from

inches to two or

."ix

three feet.

The stem

angular and hairy the leaves scattered, oval>
and hail}'. The flowers in spikes, corolla bluish
])urplc, the tube prismatic and olett aboie, the segments spreading, two above lanceolate, the three lower ones oval.
is erect,

;

sinua:e, veined

The whole
another work, the second edition of wliich was pubby a gentleman who now holds the rank
of Queen's Counsel, and whose pen has acipiired for him a deserved I'eputation in works founded on otln^r than ]>rofessional

Again,

his valuable contributions to the

In leaving Upper Canawith him our best wishes for his
not unaccompanied with the hope that

we may be able at son^e future period to welcome his return
among us, and to lienefit by the I'enewal of his co-operation in

—

work

and

certain, carry

happiness and pi'ospeiity,

—

—

of,

jtroceedings of the Canadian Institute.

Ameri-

that Fort Detroit, not long before captured by Sir

Isa:ic 'Brock, is

if

I cannot quit the sidiject without availing myselfof this fittingoccasion to express what I am sure is equally felt by all jiresent.
sense of the obligations we owe to our President for his

To some it
point out the errore which this passage contains.
may be useful to explain that General Winchester's advance upon
Michigan,
which,
though
the
(now)
State
of
Detroit was made in
at that

[1853.

account was taken of the jnisIt would be
taken ideas I'especting Canada, of individuals of less standing and
pretension, to nudtijily such instiinces, but enough has been said
to shew the necessity of ditfusing more accurate infoi'mation as a
corrective of the past, ai.d as a means of prevention for the i'uture.
eas_y, especially

The

last

plant operates as a violent emetic.

three plants are exceedingly pungent to the taste, and

in largo doses are

narcotico acrid

poisons.

teaspoonfiil doses of the powder', they

hours,

It

is

ha\e proved

said

that in

fatal

in five

When chewed

where vomiting has not been pi'oduced.

.an insu]iportaliIe sense of burning and
which extends down the gullet; nausea ensues, and
vomiting genei-ally follows, accompanied with oppressive prostration, languor of the pulse, and sweating.

incautiously, they protluco
distension,

Their acrid taste and emetic
safeguard;

for,

it is

qualities, howevei',

pro\e their

impossible to cat the ]ilants in

(piantities to jtroduce death,

sulliciei.t

and which can only be occasioned by

an extreme dose taken by mistake.
18th. Dracontium Fa'tidum, or Setodc5
,,
I'

,.,

tetidus.

Class IV.-..

'

)

y

„,

Skunk ri
Cabbage.
=
,

J

..Order

L

1
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This is a strong seeuteJ, repulsive plant, exceedingly meritorious of the name it bears.

The

root

is

The

fibres.

large

and

abi'upt,

with numerous, crowded, fleshy

which emerges from the ground
is ovate, swelhng, spotted, and some-

spatiie or flower

some time

before the leaves,
The Iea\-es
times nearly co\ered with dull brownish purple.
make their appearance after the flowei-s; tliey are numerous,
large, and crowded, oblong, heart-shaped, acute, smooth, with
numerous veins of a paler colour. They continue to increase in

size for a month or two after the flowering poaod is
are conspicuous in summer in every meadow, swamp

The odour depends on a

volatile principle,

over,

and

or brook.

not separable

by

an acrid principle, which remains in the root when dried, and to which the plant owes its
dangerous qualities when taken in over doses.
besides

distillation,

which there

19th. Ilyosfiamus Niger.
Ord. Luridie,

is

—Henbane,

Class V. Order

'

In the spring of the year, the whole of the stock, without a
was in the most abject state of misery; although
the winter had been short and not severe, and the cows and sheep
well fed with hay, the barn-yard was always kept covered with
the rye straw, at whi<di the cattle were constantly picking.
The
result was the loss of about \ of the sheep, and
of the lambs;
and both the cows and sheep brought forth their young prema-

single exception,

-j-

turcl}'.

In the

Nat.

I.,

219

system has been observed, indicated by extreme wasting and
weakness, loss of appetite, frequent pulse, fetor of the secretions
and excretions, contraction of the spleen, and enlargement of the
liver.'
I had an admirable opportunity of observing these eftects
some years ago, where a large and good stock of cattle, horses,
and sheep, were wintered on the straw of rye, some of which was
dujhtly diseased.

human

race

two

distinct diseases

have been referred to

protracted use, and both of

them have been observed to preepidemics in various jsarts of the Continent, where rye
constitutes a considerable proportion of the food of man.
its

vail as

This plant is not indigenous to this couuti-y, but within the
has become naturalized in the immediate
neighboui'hood of this cit}', the only place where I have as yet
found it, is on Front Street, near the Bay, and to the westward of
last five or six yeai's is

Simcoe

Street.

It lielongsto the poisonous Nat, Order Lurida^, and like most
of them, ecpially useful in medicine.

One of these diseases, termed Convulsive Ergotism, is distinguished by the characteis of an acute comatose affection,
giildiness, dimness of vision, insensibility, convulsions, imperceptible pulse, and death within two days.
The

The whole
and

and emits a rank and

viscid,

The

plant has a glaucous or sea green colour,

fii-st

leaves spread

is

liiary

oftensive smell.

on the ground, and have some resem-

blance to a young thistle.
The flowers ai-e funnel shaped, irregular, with five spreading, obtuse segments, of a pale yellow or
They
straw colour, with a beautiful network of purple veins.
are followed by a row of capsules, two celled, and covered with a
lid

— which

is

invested by

its

rigid prickly

and

persistent calyx.

other,

and more common

disorder,

termed Gangrenous

Ergotism, which commences with weariness, fever, a tendency to
hemorrhage, pains in the arms and limbs, and at length dry gangrene,

commencing

joints,

and the patient

in the fingei's or toes,

under the process of

which drop

by the
worn out

off

either recovers slowdj', or expires,

repair.

When given in single and large doses its effects are different,
it does not appear to be an active poison, as it required three
ounces to kill a dog; and in man one ounce has only occasioned

and

vomiting, colicy pains, headache and stujjor.

The Medicinal as well as the poisonous effects of this plant are
too well known to reipiire any comment from me,.pai'ticularl3' as
tlie lurid aspect and the nauseous smell would in all probability
e\er prevent

its

been eaten in

its

not

all,

the noxious or poisonDUs plants growing near this City;

list incomplete, were I to omit the
mention of one which, although not generally looked upon as a
it to be the cause of more deaths in the human family than all the others put together. I mean the Secale
Cornutum, or Ergot of Rye.

3'et,

I should consider the

poison, yet, I believe

A good deal of uncertainty prevails
this substance;

fluence of

—

as to the exact nature of

soils,

mosphere, especially at the time the ear
or Spur

and a rainy or
is coming into

will, occasionall}', in

mist}' at-

flower.

unfavourable seasoup,

afteet all the Gramiuacffia, more rarely the Cyperacre, and sometimes even the Palms; but it is found much more frequeuth",

and of

larger size, in rye.

Its action

Amongst
black

foot'

on the animal economy

cattle,

and

'

it

rot;'

I feel, gentlenren, that I have trespassed too long upon your
kind indulgence, and wearied you with details in which many
can have felt but little interest.

was

my

wish to liave offered a few remai-ks on the advanbut I
find that I have already tar exceeded the time allotted to me.
It is to be hoped, however, that the time is not far distant when
It

tages to be derived from the study of Natural History

;

on this subject shall occupy its true place, and recei^'e
due share of attention in all our schools and seminaries of

instruction
its

learning.
is

very peculiar, and the

most reuiai'kable of these effects are those pi-oduced by
and long continued use with the food.

'

and spoke of their medicines, superstitions, cause of their
great decrease amongst the Christian Tribes.
1st. Abortion
very common; 2nd. spirits; 3rd. luant ofproper food.

generally thought to arise under the in-

it is

undue moisture, damp

The Ergot

womb, it is very often had recourse to for the purjjose of procuring abortion; and I am convinced that, viewino; it in this
light, it is without doubt the cause of more infantile deaths than
the whole of the other poisons put together.
Here Dr. H. gave
a shoi't account of a visit he paid to the Rice Lake Indians;
the

natural state.

I have now, as briefly as 1 could, gi\'en a description of most,
if

It is, however, for a enmiual purpose that this substance is
most frequently made use of; from its well known action upon

its

free

has frequently been known to pi'oduce
a cachectic state of the

in other instances

The

celebrated Linnaaus, in his

— He who does

'

Reflections on the

Study of

not make himself acquainted
with God from the consideration of nature, will scarcely acquire
knowledge of Him from any other source; fcii-, if we have no
faith in the things which are seen, how should we believe those
Nature,' observes

thinsrs

:

'

which are not seen

?'
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On
Mead

at

April

tlie

2,

Accidental

Anm/al Conversazione of the CanaUan

Henry

1853, 5y

Inidtutt;

Scaddincj, D. D., Cantab., First

Master of Upper Canada Colleje,

Classical

Sir Francis Palegrave in
and Fiiar," amusingly represent the good Alibot as scouting tlie idea that tlic
shape had anything to do witli the mar\ellous effect which a
certain lens was discovered to lia\o on the vision of the shortsighted young Emperor.
According to the notion of the age, it

gem

of which

may

readily have been suggested by noticing the magnifying
power of a drop of water, or a globule of clear glass. A lens of
this description once made, and usjd in frames for the correction

of \ision, soon led to important combinations.

in Holland

—

—

the son of a spoctacle-maker at Middlebnrgh

head

through two of these
at once, varying the distance between them by means
of his two hands.
He observes that the vano on the chuich
steep.'e is brought wonderfully close to his eye
^but that the
image seen is reversed. The casual cii'cumstance gives birth to a
noble progeny of inventions.
Here is the rudimental germ of
takes

it

into his

to look

—

—

—-how

foiming amalgams
(I

obser\ation of

the casual

757,) while yet a boy at school

—

to the

of his companions who had prominent eyes had
remembering words^ed at last to his curious theory
of phrenolog}' -how M. Argaud, by perceiving a draught created
by the passing of the nei-k of a broken bottle over a tlamc, wi»s
led to invent the well-known Argand Lamp
how M. da Courtois, (1813,) by accident detected iodine m sea- weed, from which
etTect that those

facility in

—

—

material, since his time,

The defect of sight arising from the approach of old ago, calls
of course, as we all know, for a lens of the reverse shape of that
required by the short-sighted.
The construction of such a lens

ingenious lad

—

Francis Joseph Gall,

his " Mereliaiit

An

Liegen, (164.3,)
or, as some say, Pi'ince Rupert—;u vented the
process of mezzotint, b}' observing the corrosion of rust on a
gun-barrel
how Alonzo Barba at JPotosi, (1640,) happening to
mix some powdered silver ore \vith quicksilver with the view
of fixing, if possible, the latter substance
found all the pure silver of the ore absorbed by the quicksilver, and so arri\'ed at the
secret of

(Continued frotn Page 207.^

was simply the innate virlr,i of the transparent
the lens was composed that produced the result.

[1853

—

Di.-coi'eric?.

it

has beau extensively manufactured.

Those, and other equally interesting examples of happ}' disby accident, I might narrate at length ; but, I luisten to
speak of the steam-engine, whose histor}' presents us with several
anecdotes in point.
With these I shidl conclude.
coveries

And first, the Marquis of Worcester, [1650,] while a political
prisoner in the Tower, conceives from the dancing motion of the
cover of the vessel in which ho is cooking his dinner, the idea of
a piston driven by steam
an idea that results at last in the per-

—

fect

engine of James Watt.

convex lenses

—

the Telescope, the Microscope, the Cameras for \arious purposes.

When Lawrence Koster, at Haarlem in 1430, let fall on a
piece of paper the fragment of beech bark on which he had
playfully cut in relief the initials of his name, httle dreamed he
as the stain produced
tion,

what a

to the world.

by the moist sap first attracted his attenhad been made to him, and through him
Metal types and tlie art of priuting thus had their

revelation

Then, Capt. Savery, (1680,) flings into the fire a wine-flask
from which he has just removed the contents he pei'ceives that
steam is generated by a few drops which remain in it. Something prompts him at this moment to snatch it from the fire, and
to jilunge its neck into a bowl of water; the water rushes up
into the bodj' of the flask, a partial vacuum having been created
therein.
This leads him to the construction of the engine known
by his name, useful for raising water from small depths.
;

Again, up to the time of Newcoraen, (1705,) the condensation
of the steam within the cylinder was eflectdl by the external application of cold water.

ceased

Bradley, the celebrated astronomei-, (1748),

is

amusing himself

with sailing on the Thames in a pleasure boat: the wind is
blowing strongly; frequent tacks are made; he notices that at
eveiy turn of the boat, the \ane at the mast-head, instead of
keeping steadily in the direetiou of the wind, exhibits an un-

He

observes on one occasion that the

after the external application had
and the cause of this he finds to be a jet of water entering the cylinder through a small aperture wdiich had escaped his

piston continued

beginning.

its

movements

;

notice.

A

well-known simplification

engine

of the

is

the

consequence.
Lastly, the

boy Humphrey

Potter, set to open

and shut the

certain sort of motion.

By a train of reasoning he arrives at an
important conclusion on the subject of the aberration of light,
starting a theory that has relieved astronomere from a perplexity
under which they had previously laboured.

means of strings to make the working
beani supply his place; thus originating arrangements b}' which
the beam is made to execute several secondary ofBces.

M. Mains, a French Colonel of Engineers, (1810J, casually
turning about in his lianil a double rcfi-aeting prism, as the sun
is setting, observes one of the images of a window in the Palace
of the Luxembourg disappear
and it leads hiiri to the discovery
which has rendei-cd his name distinguished, of the polarization of

accidental.

steam-valves, contrixes by

The

—

light

by

We

reflection.

might narrate how friction on amber originated the science
and name of electricity how experiments with jet, with sealing
w-ax and India Itubbor, might lead to the same result
how
Louis Galvani, (1737) at Bologna, by taking notice of the spasmodic action of the legs of (J(^ad frogs when touched by his
electiically-charged scalpel, discovered that phase of electric
science that retains his name "how Masso Finiguerra, (1450) at
Florence, while working at his business as an anncalcr of gold
and silver, discovcicd the art of engraving on copper-plates, so as
to obtain impre-sions on paper therefrom
how Louis Von

—

—

—

—

employ.

which

disco'.'cries to

This

is

Doubtless,

I

have alluded, I have spoken of .is
which we rather unrelieclingly

a ]ihr,iseology
all

the capabilities of things

as well as the useful—-are intentional.

—

They have

the agreeable
existed

from

the beginning, and ha\o been designed for the good of )non;
and when an individual is so fortunate as to detect any one of
them, he is simply fulfilling the Divine will.

On looking back over histor}-, I think ton wo can discern, in
the ease of several important discoveries at least, that the moment
of their occurrence has not been utterly aceiilental.
When the
mariner's compass was invented, it was soon to be required.
Columbus, Vasco de Gama and Cabot lived in the next age.
Lawrence Koster saw his initials impressed on jiajier from

When

the piece of beech-bark, the intellect of the fifteenth century was
heaving, formcuting
struggling for some means of embodying

—

and

circulating

its asjiirations,

the reed of the solit;ny scribe.

more

rapid,

more

univei'sal

than

ON THE FOSSILS FROM THE OTTAWA RIVER.

1836.]

Tlie disclosure of the continent of

connexion at

tlie

America

becoming obsolete and requiring a
re-constructed

itself,

Lad

it

no

time witli the approaching overburdened con-

dition of the populations of the old world, with
free

its social

field

in

theories

which

to

be

we

to

?

If such a view of events be well-grounded,

what

are

think of the present aaje?
Is the curious accumulation of wonAre
ders, in the midst of which we find ourselves, accidentiil?
the facilities for intercommunication among our fellow-raen, acci-

abundance of gold, accidental ? Is the perfecare
arts
the certainty to which the sciences
so rapidly tending, accidental ?
If not, thei-e are signs enough to
in^est this age with an enormous amount of interest
nay, with
a degree of solemnitj'. For, what are our duties in such an age?

dental

tion to

Is the

?

—

—

which the

—

Surely our responsibilities are greater than those of our forefethers.
The facilities which we enjoy the powere which we are enabled
to exert
wei'e not intended to be mere toys for our amusement
are we not expected to work out with them i-esults which shall in
son:e degree be proportionate to the trust ?

—

—

An

We
lias

era of great importance is just opening upon ourselves.
are beginning to feel that the wave of the world's movement
reached us, and that we are being lifted forwards on its tide.

Our opportunity has

arrived

;

we

shall, I

doubt

not,

embrace

it

with energy.
such times, in most countries, that ideas of stei-ling
may expect to see an intellectual activity among oui-selves surpassing any that has as yet characterized us.
One remark it will be useful to ddd. In every instance
which I have adduced of what I have called "accidental discoveries," the accident was such as would be very unlikelj' to occur to an unobservant, unthinking, badly-informed person.
The
more observant the more thougiitfnl the more completely informed we are each in our several professions the more likely
w'e may be sure, w^e shall be, to light on ideas that will be of
practical ad\antage to the world.
It is in

value are struck out.

We

—

—
—

—

Let each man stand, then, judiciously on the watch, and challenge every phenomenon witti intelligence.
Nature is not e-£hausted there are yet latent secrets within her stores.
Clues to
additional truths are floating about in the air above, in the water
beneath ; let but the observer come who has the eye to see, the
hand to lay hold of them. In arrangements already established,
there are combinations and simplifications possible, wdiich may
eclipise the original inventions on which they are founded.
;

All countries have contributed names to the list of those who
have made posterity mindful of them for services rendered in
science and the arts.
From the omens of her existing history, we
cannot doubt but that Canada will contribute names to that list.
In what direction will the first great manifestation be amongst
lis?
Will it be i.i the mill, or the loom, or the plough?
In the
canal oi- the railway ?
In the modes of navigation on lake and
river ?
In the purifying and working of the metals ?
Will it be
in the department of the chemist, the anatomist, the therapeutist ?
Or will It be in the shape of literature and metaphysical speculation

?

yet examined of Mr. Logan's large collections, and they bear out
well the opinion he has expics^ed, that in some paits of Canada
but one calcareous group can be distinguished Letween the Potsdam sandstone below, and the Hudson Hi\'er group above, agree-

ing in the main with the celebrated " Trenton limestone" of
New York, but possessing also many of the fossils characteristic
of the lower limestones which in that countiy have received separate names.

For

instance,

Scalites

(^

one of the most abundant

Euomphahis urdangulaius
by Hall. The
,

the calciferous sand-rock

C olumnu.ria

cerimn riigosum,

dant, are those of the

.shall

for each

one of her sons

who

give to the C[uestion a practical resjaonse.

Note on Fcfsils from the Ottawa River; by J. W. Sa'ter, F.G.S.,
A*LaS« — (See Caimdian Journal for January^

Lower
Islands,

Silurian.

—The

on the Ottawa

fossils

Piiver, are

from the S.E. end of AUumette
the only

Lower

Silurian fossils

Stromato-

wdiich are very abun-

alveolaiu,

Bird's-eye

a species of
fossil of

fossils is

desoiibed as a
corals, again,

and Black

iiiver limestones.

The former of these corals, too, is usually found investing (after
the manner of a sponge) a large and fine species of Madurea, a
genus of gasteropods which in New York does not mount abo\'e
Hall
the " Chazy" or lowest limestone, and is there abundant.
indeed expressly mentions that the Stromnlocerimn occurs in
contain
the
Madurea.
In
this case,
beds above those which
however, the parasitic zoophyte has generally selected this fine
and new shell, to which I propose giving the name of its discov-

from M. magna, by the much
its whorls and its minute ummoreover
of a most peculiar operculum,
bilicus.
It is possessed
which will at once establish the right of Madurea to rank as a
distinct genus, being furnished within with a broad and strong
bony process for the muscular attachment, and being itself very
strong and massive.
Prof Forbes has undertaken to compare
this peculiar operculum with that of some rare living gasteropods
of far inferior size, so that more need not be said of it at present.

erer.

It

well distinguished

is

more rapid

increase in diameter of

The Stromatocerium

affects also

a small

Scalites allied to the one above-mentioned,
all

and new species of
and frequently covers

but the mouth, so as to mask the form of the

shell

completely.

with the Trenton limestone that the greater number
and while a lai'ge portion of them, especially
of species agrees
the gasteropods, appear to be undescribed in Hall's work, still
list of ten or more Mvrchithe analogies are very evident.

But it

is

;

A

sonice or

Pleurotomariw

aflFords one,

M.

ventricosa, characteristic

two common

in the Trenton limeabundant species), and
M. hellicincta, Hall, a large Turritella-WkQ form the rest seem
to be new
and some of them are remarkable for the tendency
of the whorls to separate and become what may be called vagrant, as happens in some accidental varieties of the common
The shells are tolei'ably thick and strong.
snail.

of the Bird's-eye limestone
stone,

M.

and

bicincia

;

31. gracilis

(\'ery

;

;

Some smooth shells, exactly like the Euompliali of the carboniferous limestone, and several roughly scul]3tured Turbines or
shells of a]iparently allied genera, occur; and one exceedingly
elegant, with close thread-like lines of growth, is very common.
Holopea of

Hall,

an

ill-defined

genus, offers one or two

species

of the typical form, and one closely allied to H. bilix of the

Wes-

There are three species of Scalites, a genus with the
mouth notched like Pleurotomaria, but destitute of a spiral band
one is the small species so commonly enci'usted over; a second,
of which we have but a single specimen, is muricated with spines,
tern States.

like a Delpliinula

Our country has a wreath ready
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;

the third

is

the very

common

S.

(Euom-

phah(s) uniangvlatus above mentioned, which also, but rarel}',
shows a tendency to become spinose. There are also two or
three species of the genus Raphistoma, which appears to be only
a discoid form of Scalites.
We have a Turritella? spirally
ribbed, and undistinguishable in general form from living species.
But the most abundant and characteristic shell is the Madurea,
fragments of which, with scattered opercula, occur on almost
everv surface.

ON THE INCREASED STRENGTH OF CAST IRON.
Among

bivalve sbells, which

chiefly belong to the Arcacidce,

new genus has rewarded examination. It was
two species resenibhng NuQula in every general character, diti'eied from it importantly by having no internal ligament, but a very manifest exterior one; one of these species
measures three iiiches across, and from the general analogy of
several accompanying species it is believed that this form will be
found common in the Silurian rocks, and will include many
It might be called Ctenodonta.
species now referred to JSfucula.
Of the same family also, a Lyrodcsma (a genus with radiating
teeth beneath the beak and synonymous with Acliiiodontu, Phillips) is closely allied to a Trenton limestone species.
There is a
new genus probably belonging to the Arcacidce, but only possessing two or three anterior te;th; but the collection does not
include any Ai'iculce, or indeed any other of the usual Silurian
genera of this order, and of the seven or eight lamellibranchiate
shells none appear quite identical with those from New York
but, as miglit be e.\pected, the common Brachiopoda of this locality ai-e those most abundant also in the Trenton limestone.
Ortlds triceiiaria, Coni'ad, swarms here, as does also Leptcena
flitcrta, Hall, a shell very like the common L. alternata of the
Trenton limestone, but reversed as to the convexit}' of the respective valves.
But the lattei' shell, so abundant in New York,
does not occur here at all. Atrypa hemiplicata, Hall, and A.
increbrescens ai-e tolerabl}' frequent; and there are two or thi'ee
other species of Orthis, and some small plaited and smooth Terebratulce, which require further examination.
a veiy interesting

foinKl that

The Bellcrophona, two of which are probably identical with
New York s])ecies, are those of the lowest or chazy limestone,
namely, B. (Bucania) sidcatina, Emmons, and B. rotundata,
Hall.
The group to which these two belong is that of which
the English B. dilatatus is a familiar type, the whorls scarcely
enveloping each other, and the mouth wide and trumpet shaped.
is however a true Bellero^jkon so like B. ohlectus, Phill.,
Ludlow rocks of Pembrokeshire, that, but for its treble
might be taken for it.

There
from the
size, it

Perhaps one of the most interesting of the m^llusks is a large
Chodora, quite new to America, and not yet described as such
from Biitain. On attentively comparing the American, Irish
and North Welsh specimens of this fine shell, which measures
two inches across, I can find only trivial \ariations. It does not
require a new specific name, having been figured from an imperfect specimen as Atrypa transversa hy Portlock.
It is interesting to find this species (which of couise, as a Pteropod, had
'J here
ready means of migration) in the two countries.
are
but few other species identical with those of Great Britain, but I
think I i-ecognise Turbo Irochhntus, and perhaps T. tritorquaius, McCoy, as common to the two regions.
the remarkable two-edged Orthoceras,
Goniocerns anceps by Hall, is a Black River limestone
R]5ecii,'S.
C'l/rtoceras is common, both smooth and ornamented;
G. anmilatum and C. lameUosum, the same with those of Trenton; Orthoccras arcuo-Iiratum, bilincatum, and laqueatum, Hall,
are Trenton limestone species; and lastly, there are two species
of Ormoreras, Stokes, the larger of which is in all probability
O. temiijilum, Hall, a sjiecies both of the Black River and Tren-

crinuid:

Among
tlu;

notice the ReceptacuUies, already des-

think identical with B. Neptuni of
brought home bj' Mr. Logan shows all
the structural characters;
the circular expanded form and cuplike centre,
the surface composed of rhomboidal plates, which
cohei'e by lateral processes, and which are the flattened ends of
separate and equidisfcmt columns
Unfortunately the entire
structure is replaced b}^ cycloidal silex, but perhaps it will by
careful polishing enable us to see if it be really a coral, some-

The

fine series

—

—

what of the character of the Tubiporidcc.

To crown

alt

—Ascending

of

Asapkus (JnoTrenton rocks.

these are slabs full of the large

telus) giyafi, the characteristic trilobite of the

Upper Silurian Rocks.
Lake Teraiscamang and

the Ottawa to the head

so crossing the granitic axis of

Cana-

da, the first fossiliferous rock that presents itself is

of a totally different character to that last described, as stated by Mr. Logan in
his Report of Progress for 1845.

This limestone

is

weathered like the last; its sil;c!eous fossils
and one of the most common is the
of the Trenton limestone, Schizocrinus

also stand out in bold relief;

characteristic

crinoid

nodosus, at least I believe I am correct in this reference.
But
along with this are abundance of Favosiles golhlandica, Stromatopora striatella, Cy athophyUum, a HelioUtes [Poriles), with
small tubes; Syringopora {^Harrnodites) with Hulysites catenvlatus ( Catenipora eschuroidcs), and Strornbodes striatus,
Milne Edwards, fossils characteristic of the Niagara and Onondaga limestones, and in America never found in the lower i-ocks;
with these occur Atrypa reticularis in plenty, a Terebratrda
with three raised plaits, and very rarely a LepAmia or Strophomena. One or two spiral shells recall the shapes of some of
Hall's species of Holopea, but are too imperfect for identification
and there is a long spiral shell, like Marchisonia gracilis. JSn,crinvnis punctatus is the only trilobite.

The most striking shell perhaps is a species of Ormoccras, the
short broad siphuncles of which are well preserved, while the
shell has decayed, and tliese so much resemble those figured by
Dr. Bigsby and Mr. Stokes in the Geological Trausaetiotis, 2n'd
series, vol.

i.

pi.

30,

figs. 4, 5, 6, 7,

doubt of their identity.

And it is

that we think thei-e can be no
very interesting, as bearing on

the question of age, that these were found at Drummond
the only limestones of which are Upper Silurian.

Indeed the whole aspect of

this collection,

Upper Silurian as that
The preponderance of

small as

it

Island,

is, is a"!

was Lower
and
Slromaiopora, &c., is characteristic of the higher rocks, and the}'
are associated with Penlanerus oNongus (the characteristic fosstrikingly
Silurian.

of the former one

the Catenipora, Favosites

of the Clinton group, which may be regarded as the base of
the upper division), and this shell in America is far more limited
in its vertical ranc-e

than

On

of C-tst-iron, Produced
Use of ImpioveJ Cok::.

it is

in Britain.

the Increased Strength

BV

Vf.

bj'

tlie

FAIRBAIUN, ESQ., M. IKST. C.B.

the Institution of Civil Engineers, a highh' interesting paper on this subject was lately reail by Mr. Fairbaim; it commenc-

Srhhncrin>is nodomis,

ties

and we may here

At

ton beds.

rently

;

cribed by Hall, but not I

Europe.

sil

Of the Cephalopoda,

called

common

tioned

[1853.

its

\h\\\,

n't

\\v?.

'Yrvniow limestone,

is

the

the corals, one or two species of Strcptolasma, appa-

same

as those of

New

York, and the branched \aric-

of Favositcs hjcoperdon, accompanying those before

with a counnunication from Mr. Grace-Calvert, on the suban itnproved system of depriving tlie fuel, whether used
in blast furnaces or in icmelting cupolas, of the deleteriotis substances by which the qualit}- of the iron was deteriorated; or of
the adaptation of the system to blast furnaces, when using coal
cil

ject of

steins are very characteristic.

men-

for smeltinjr iron ores.
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The object was cliiefly to point out,
causes of the inferiority of irou in
the varying ipuditics of the ores.
tlje

The?c
the

what were believed

many

works, ajjart

to be,

fi'om

to be the introduction and application of
which had enabled the ironmaster to reduce into

wei'e stated

liot blast,

and malleable

a very large per centage of cinders, slags,
and other impuiities, containing large proportions of sihcate of
iron, sul|ihui-, and ])hospIiorus, all of which tended to destroy
the tenacity of the metal, and to render it either "red short" or
" cold shoi t"
and also, when sutHcient attention was not devoted by th(jse who were intrusted with tlie regulation and chaining of the blast furnaces to the chemical composition of the ironstone by which the relative proportions of the flux and fuel employed in its reduction should be regulated; the chemical composition of the limestone, or the coal not being sufHciently known,
these materials often vaiying in quality as much as the ironstone
and the iron smelter was enabled to tell, with certaint}',
itself;
the quality of iron which this furnace would produce instances
cast

iron,

—

—

;

had occurred, where a

had been used

siliceous ore

four hours successively, and then at once

for three or

been replaced by
an aluminous and sometimes by a calcareous ironstone, Without
the change being made in the jjroportions of limestone, or coal,

which was evidently required by the

it

liad

ditt'erent qualities

of those

ores.

The

taken out of the coke oven, nor, when extinguished with watei-,
did it give oft' the unpleasant odour of sulphuretted hydrogen,
nor was there any sulphurous acid gas liberated during the
operation of smelting iron in the cupola, or in raising steam in
the locomoti\'e boiler, by coke so pi epared and it was stated
that these decided advantages ^^ere gained, in some ca^es, at an
;

additional cost of only Id. per ton of fueh

The chemical
cribed.

— When

action of the chloride of

was

analysis exhibited the different quantities of

existing in cast irou

White crude.
0-18

which latter was distilled, or buined, and als-) into
which remained in the mass, and was
upon by the chloride of sodium, ;is it was volatilised at a
red heat; thus chloride of iron and proto-sulphuret of sodium
were produced. Then a second chemical re-action ensued the
proto-chloride of iron was decomposed into a sub-pei--chloride of
iron, and the chlorine gas, thus libei'ated, re-acted on the sulphuret of sodium, giving rise to cliloride of sodium, and to chloride
of sulphur, which latter was disengaged— so that the prepared
into sulphur,

proto-sulphui-et of iron,

acted

:

coke contained

less

sulphur than the ordinary coke; but admit-

it would be in the state
of sulphuret of sodium, which would not yield any of its sulphur
during combustion, but passed into tlie cindei-s of the blast fur-

ting even that a small portion remained,

1-53

Eglington.

Coltuess.

....

locomoti\-e.

2-69

....

'3-12

Daluiellington.

injurious action wlrich an

ty of the iron

impure

fuel

442

....

had upon the

quali-

was particularly alluded to and the necessity of
from the coal, or coke, when employed in

the blast furnaces, before it could be imparted to the cast iron
during the process of smelting, was strongly enforced. The dif-

and by the apwhich had been recently intioduced by Mr.
Grace-Calveit, of Manchester, compared with iron smelted in the
ordinary way, was exhibited in the following aualysis
ference in the quality of iron smelted

with

coal,

plication of a process

PEOrORTIOXS OF SULPHUE.

Eglingtnn pig-iron
0-336

The following

Molted in the cupola
with ordinary coke.

Melted with
iuproved coke.

0-281

....

0-191

showed the improved quality of iron, after
the aiiplication of the chloride of sodium in the blast furnace; by
which the proportion of sulphur had been diminished
table

:

and

Monkland

without chloride, with

irons

:

—

the

of the sulphur

during the process of smelting, and giving greater tenacity

closeness of texture both to the

csist

and to the malleable iron.

The second

part of the paper gave the result of a series of experiments, which had been made by Mr. Kairbairn, upon trial
bars 1 inch square, cast from

ii-on melted in the cupola, with
coke prepared by the process of Mr. Crace-Calvert, and exhibited
specimens of the iron so prepared, when the closeness of texture
and the absence of the honey-comb appearance, prevailing in the
iron cast with the ordinary coke, was clearly demonstrated.
The
mode of experimenting was described, and the results were given
very elaborately, and it was shown that the average increase of
strength was from 10 to 20 per cent.

Taking the mean of the whole experiments, the following conwere arrived at
The mean bieaking -sveight of the bars per square
415-5 lbs.
inch, melted with the improved coke, was

clusions

cliloride.

0-150

....

Dalmellington
without chloride,
....

0-956

increased bearing weight of 1

579
576

627
655

Dalmellington
with chloride.
0-218

....
in. bars, cast

487
456
487
470

from these
556
525
544
562
569

These improvements were described to have been effected, at a
very small cost, by the following simple process.
If the blast
furnace was worked entirely with coal, chloride of sodium was
added with each charge, in proportion to the quality of the ore

and flux employed but a better result was produced if the coal
was previously converted into coke, and an excess of the chloride
was used in its prepai-ation, in order to act on the sulphur of the
coal and of the ore, should any be found therein
and a greater
improvement was manifested in the quality of the iron wheu onlycoke so prepared was used in the blast furnace.
;

;

:

.

Ditto

Moukland
0-390

fire-box, in

injurious effect

;

reino\ iiig the sulphur

And the

and into the ashes of the

Thus preventing the

fire bars and the copper of the fire-box, and on the brass
tubes of the boiler of the locomotive, and the sulphur, thus fixed,
did not enter into combination with the iron, preventing crystal-

lisation

The

des-

first

on the

:

Moukland.

....

sili-

sodium was thus

subjected to heat, in a coke o\en,
the bisulpburet of iron, contained in the coal, was decomposed
coal

nace, or of the cupola,

The following
cium

223
no sulphurous fumes when

eniitted

coke, so purified,

Avith ordinary

ditto

.

coke

327-0 lbs.-88-5 lbs

in favour of the castings produced from the improved coke, or in
the ratio of 5 :4.

The experiments on

the bars smelted with the improved coke,

indicated iron of a high order as to strength,

and might be con-

sidered equal to the strongest cold blast iron

the metal appeared

to have run exceedingly close,

;

and exhibited a compact granu-

lated structure, with a light grey colour.

The Valley

of the Nottawasaga.

BY SAXDFOUD FLEMI.NG, ASSISTAXT EXGIXEEit, NOnTUEKX KAILECAD.

(Read

before the

Canadian

Institute Feh.,

^9th, 1853.J

you a brief sketch of the leading feaof country which is within the water-shed of

I propose laying before
tures of that tract

the River Nottawasaga; and the discovery at \-arious points of
ancient lake beaches, indicated by parallel terraces and sandridges, showing that Lake Huron at a former period stood at

THE VALLEY OF THE :N'0TTAWASAGA.
hiTber

levels, ^vitL

a speculatioii as to the geological date of these

windings, at the Nottawasaga River, about the centre of the
The river is wide, black and deep; its summer
level will aver;'ge from 4 to 6 feet under the adjoining banks,
and in Spring, after heavy freshets, from 6 10*8 feet above them,
as indicated by the horizontal lings on many of the trees about this
level it is estimated that in some seasons neaily 25 thousand acres
are covered with water; this, howeber, being caused by the rapid
thawing of deep snow in the upper country, does not remain more
than three or four days at this extraordinary height, and consequently efteets no pei-manent injury to the descri]ition of timber
with which the surface is covered. The soil is ch.iefly composed
of decayed vegetable matter, and where not too low, supports
trees of the largest dimensions.
The whole area abounds with
beaver, whose labours can be traced almost evervvhere along
the river banks, and since these yearlj' floods, will in all probabilit}' increase in volume as the country to the .south becomes

flooded land.

beavhei.

Bv

[1S53.

lojking at the

map

of Western Canada,

it

will be'seen

that "the JS'ottawasaga flows into the south-eastein extremity of
Althat di^ ision of Lake Huron known as ihe Geoigian Baj*.

though no compai'ison can be instituted between the Nottawtifaga
and tiie chief ri^ere of this Province the St. Lawrence, the Kiagara,
the Ottawa and othci's,yet, of all the minor streams flowing into
the great lakes, the Nottaw;is:iga ajiproaehes more nearly the leading ehaiacteristicsof a river, and passes through a country probably
character than any of them ; it takes its rise in
more diversified
high broken ground, its numerous tributaries are scattered over

m

a wide extent, and it flows through a boldly-marked valley, the
bottom of wdiich has a width of from 10 to 12 miles for a longThe other smaller streams,
distance before reaching Lake Huron.
particularly those emptying into Lake Outaiio, are generally
found to flow through narrow ravines, cut by themselves during
a long course of time, out of the beds of drift deposited on the

;

cleared,

(judging from

effects

produced inolder settlements); and

as the draining of this vast plain, (26 miles in circumference,)
may prove a hopeless task, a secure retreat is thus provided by

suifaee.

nature for the shelter of those hve emblems of Canadian industry.

The country drained by this river comprises an area of nearlv
1200 square miles, about one-twelfth of which is under cultiva-

Leaving the westei'n edge of the flooded land, we ascend by
gentle slopis through Sunuidale to the Township of Nottawasaga,
near the stuith-east corner of which, on tlie road from Cremor
Mills to Mad River, a freak of nature rarely to be met with may
be noted
i. e., the close proximity of
two streams running in

the remainder being forest land the settlements are genedistributed over the high-ground within the watei-shed,
have
a soil in most cases of the finest quality the valley
and
proper on the contrary, is as yet one continued dreary wild, a
large portion of which, in all Lkelihood, will forever remain so,
by reason of the extensive tracts of barren, sandy plains, and
the fearful inundations which characterize other portions.
tion,

;

rally

;

The

:

the

same

direction at diffi?rent levels,

sectional sketch.

The

shown by the follcwing

smallest sti-eam

is

about the

size of the

roads in this quai-ter being not only few, but as they run

for a limited distance in

one

]iarticular direction,

they cannot be

followed with much advantage in pointing out the generalfeatui'es
Such being the case, in order to facilitate desof the country.
cription it will be convenient to depart from them, and guided
bv the pocket compass take two imaginary journies through the

woods, one from East to West across the

Valle}',

and another

following the couise of the river, from its source downwards,
briefly noting the points of roost interest, as we pass along

commencing with

the former.

Singular

Oro the surface is much
and dale; on the summit line some peaks may
reach a height of from 700 to 800 feet abo^e Lake Huron the
soil is clay, gravel or sand, in some places strewed with large
bouldere, and resembles in many j'espects the high ground
(known as the li Iges) which extends ]iai'allel to Lake Ontario from
Kico Lakeand Lake Scugog westwai'd aci'O-ss Yonge Stieet. Along
the Souih and West corner of Medonte a tract of flat, wet ground
known as Craig's Swam]i, situated between high abru]>t banks, is
found to be the summit of thi'ee sti'eams, t\\ o of which flow into
Gloucester Bay, the other, the Willow Creek, being a branch of
This swamp is 240 feet above Lake Huron,
the Noltawasaga.
from which, following the latter stream, we by ra])id descents

2'Qsilw)i

of two Streams.

In the Township of Medonte and

broken up into

hill

;

arrive at a point neai- the centre of the Townsliij) of Vespra, not

more than 20

above the Lake, although by the windings of
2.5 miles inland.
This is the eastern edge of
what is called the Ves|ira Swamp or "flooded land"; (the
which
is
shown
the
accoin])anying
position of
in
map,) a high
ridge sejiarates this point fiom Lake Simcoe at the Town of
Barrie, and so badly watered is this rirlge, that the seltlei-s have
sunk wells to unusual depths with little succcs.s. The Willow
Creek is about 100 feet under the level of Lake Simcoe, ami
only 5 or C miles distant therefrom.
Proceeding westward along
the coui-se of this stream, the b;mks of which are level with the
water, and covered with willows and other bushes indigenous to
a rich moist soil, we airive, after travei-sing its innumeiable

the river

it

feet

may

be

Hogs

w ide) it flows
and is separated
by a ridge of tenacious clay only about 12 yards in -width. These
sti earns are said to diverge after running parallel about a ndle,

Don where it

crosses

about 20 or 25

feet

ultimately joining at

Hollow, (say 20

above the

;

The remarkable singualthough at the present time in the midst
doubtless, point out the locality of a mill,

a.

laiity of theii- position,

feet

level of the larger,

greater distance.

of a dense forest, will,
or village, to some enterprising or speculative settler.

Continuing westward, across ravines and up steep ascents, we
;it a large settlement on the eastern slope of the Blue
Mountains, passing through which, and still ascending, we
have to climb a rocky chft', near the eastern bountlary of Osprey.
The rock is supposed to be a member of the Medina Sandstone,
and is used in the locality for giinding-stones. Arriving at the
summit, which mu.st be 1,000 feet above Lake Huron, and looking
baekwarks over the countiy traveled, one of the most extensive,
if not one of the grandest prospects to be met with in Western Canada, is presented to the tra\eller; the view is not restricted by too
many trees in the foreground, and extending across Lake Huron
as far as the Christian Islands to the north, and over the whole
Valley of the Nottawa.snga to the east and south, a semi-circle,
whose radius m.ay be upwards of 30 miles, is taken in, the dark
ibliago of the low ground f^tr bene.ath conti-asts boldly with the
bright waters of the Georgian Pay, and the hills enclosing Lake
at last arrive

TFIE
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Simeoc, witli a few isolated
appear blue in tlie distauLC.

ligiit

sjiots,

VALLEY OF THE KOTTAWASAGA.

indicating eleai'ances,

since,

as

As the liigli ground of Osprey tends to tl.e iioitliw.ird, it
terminates in a roeliv escarpment, sweeping round tluough the
Township of Collingwood, parallel to the shore its base has a
steep descent towaids the coast, heaxily i\ooded with pine, cedar,
birch, and liardwood.
Here the Trenton Limestone crops out
;

in fossils, of wliich a variet}' and a specimen of Bituminous
Shale, probably of the Utica Slate, are laid on the table.

I'ich

Commencing

at the southern extremity of the Valley,

on the

drainage into Lake

Huron

dividing ridge which separates

tlie

Ontario, and follo^ving the course of any of
the principal branches of the Nottawasaga, we pass through a

iVom that

into

Lake

ileaching the.
liigh, broken country, cut up by deep ravines,
To«n^hil> of Essa, the hii'h ground begins to I'ecede, leaving between a perfectly level i>lain, about 3 iniles in width,
through which the River flows between banks tVom 50 to 70 feet
high.
Li approaching the north end of the Township, these
banks gradually fall awa}-, ani.l we enter a \ast ti'act of barren
land, extending westward and occupying nearly the whole of the
uorthern half of Tosorontio and Essa; the best portions are
capable only of supporting a thin growth of senibby ])ines, and
many thousand acres ha\e been o\errun by fires, wliich seein to
have destroyed such meagre vegetation as may once have struggled

The main highway

into existence.

at tiro

deposited

frona Barrie to

passes through about 8 miles of this dreary v;a.<e,

Owen Sound
all who have

and

it can testify that scarcely any road can be more lonely,
and few landscapes couLl be more monotonous than the " burnt
land."
Leaving this wilderness, and following the course of the

travelled

we enter at once into another equally uninhiibitable, but
Here,
of quite a different character, viz., the "tiooded land."
necessarily in a canoe, and at least sheltere.l from the scorching
rays of the sun (to say nothing of musquitoes) by a luxuriant
vegetation, we glide smoothly along, and are amused by the

we go

bend of the River

(that portion supposed to be

the surface is coveied with tall red pines, while,
eastward, these gradually diminish, both in size and

first),

It

nundjers, until they entirely disapjiear.

be infeired that

is

not here meant to

deposit has been formed since any of these

tlie

grow but, that pure washed sand being at
first unable to support any \cgetation, through course of ages
receives small accessions of organic matter, and grailually liecomes
more and more cajiable of su]'poiting trees of stronger and
trees

commenced

to

;

stronger growth.

the south side of that part of the River described as runLake, an upper and older sand lidgc is found,
from 80 to 100 feet above the Lake, and 40 or 60 feet
abo\e the country farther inland, its surface is cut up into sand
hills which although now covered with ti'ees have evidently

On

nino- parallel to the

been formed by the wind at a very remote period, they have all
a loniT o-entle slope towards the north-weot (the prevailing wind)
even at present the
while'the other ridge is quite precipitous
roots of the trees growing on the lee side are covered with blown

—

sand, and those trunks which ha\e lain
siderable time are partially eo\-ered.

on the surface

for a con-

An oiiinion has been held by some Geologists that Dunes can
only be formed on the margin of waters subject to the action of
the" tides, but these and other examples on the American Lakes,
whose waters remain constantly about the same level, show that
their formation must be referi-ed to other causes than the rise
and fill of the sea; and the discovery of these go far to confirm
the wind is the sole agent of
tlie ooinion of those who hold that
their formation.

River,

picturesque forms into which the gigantic oaks a'e twisted and
broken up by the herds of bears frequenting these gro\-es, in
certain seasons, to feed on acorns; and so stately are those noble
trees, that

they may, even in this

counti'^-,

be styled England's

and riilges of sand and gravel can be
winding round the heads of bays and
points of hio-hland with perfect liori2oatali;y and resembling
in every respect the present lake benches one of them particupies, parrallel terraces

ti-aced at difterent places

;

Bay of Penetinguishene, at a
above the level of tlie lake, it can be seen disheio-ht of about 70
oi' by a spectator standing
tinctly, on either side from the water,
on one bank, while the sun shines obliquely on the other, so as
terrace iu shadow.
The aeconito th]-ow the deeper parts of the
iianj-ing section sketched from a cutting a little be!ow Jeft'rey's
will
ser\
e
to
show the
Penetanguishene,
of
Village
ta\'ern Tu the
manner in which the soil has been remo\-ed from the side hill
and deposited in a position formerly unler water, by the conlarly strikes the attention in the
ft.

gloiy.

The River

flows for about 12 miles through the flooded land,
a nai'row goi'ge between banks about 60 or 70 feet
high.
The narrowness of this outlet must account, in some
measure, for the annual inundations, it being insufiii.'ieiit in
capacity for the passage of those immense volumes of water
produced by the thawing of deep snows over an area of 700 or
800 square miles; and since the banks retain tliis height for a
long distance, the possibility of draining is almost precluded.

and

Thei'e are appearances in various parts of tliis region which
lead us to infer that the waters of Lake Hui-on like those of
Ontario, formerly stood at higher levels than it at present occu-

entei's

tinued mechanical action of the waves.

By vefering to the Map, it will be seen that at r^ne place (he
River approaches within a short distance of the Lake, is deileited
in an easterl\- iliitJ-tion, and ultimately finds an oulli.-t, after
runninn' parallel to the coast about 4 miles; the whole of this
s]iit is cniiipo e
of pure sand, with a little vegital le matter mixed
up with the suifare ac the western end. The outlet of the River
1

is found to advance eralu:illy eastward, and the entire area is
thrown up in a series of caicentiic ridges, ]ieifectl_y parallel, and
well defined, exce]it whore broken and blown up into dunes by
the '.vind; these ridges are, in some ]:ilaces, so distinctly marked,
that they resemble the furrows of a ploughed field on a gigantic
scale.
Seeing that the ridges have ever}' appearance of ha\ii'g
been washed up by the Lake, that the ponit is yoarl}' movirg
eastward, and that the coast is now no moi'e exposed to the prevailing wind than formerlv, there is every reason to believe
that the whole of the deposit is due to the agenc}' of the wind
and waves. The vegetation itself tends to confirm this cpinion,

The dotted Hue
and deposited

at 6

represents former surface
;

c c,

Kotonly does the

;

a,

waslicd out

by

-waves

supposed former level of lake.

pecul'ar stratification ofthe lower jJart of the

terrace confirm the supposition that

it

was deposited on the shore

of an ancient lake, but the fact that such exca\atior.s lla^e been
male in this lanl loskel pos'ition, whe.'e the w.,ves could never

have had much force, goes far to prove thut the Lake stool for a
long period at this high level.
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Another ancient beach mark, about ] 5 miles inland, and as far
as yet ascertained, abont the same level as the one at Penetanguishine, can be traced for a long distance in the Township of Toso-

the

passes through the tract of burnt land already desciibed,
the soil of which being pure sand, in all probabi.ity formed the

Thus, then, the traces of old lake beaches discovered in the
valley of the Nottawasaga and adjacent country are coeval with
the Niagara, and as it wore a deep channel thi-ough thechviding
ridge between Ontario and Erie the waters of the Upper Lakes
vvoul(J subside to their present levels
but this conclusion can
only be confirmed by moie caretul and moie extended researches.

rontio

—

it

shoals of a lake extending to the north and ciist, the outline of
vhich is ajiproximated by the dotted line marked from VO to SO
Nor are these the only
feet high on the accompanying map.
traces of old lake beaches met ^^ith in this region, although the
dense foiest nearly everywhere covering the surface is a great
In the 'Jownship of St.
impediment to their easy discovery.
Vincent, near the Village of Mcafoi'd, besides a very conspicuous
one, corresponding in level with those already mentioned, seNcral
otheis of lesser note are found at various heights
at Owen
Sound, also, thev are remarkably well defined
while Cape
Croker, on the western side of Georgian Bav, vitwe 1 even from
a distance, and the well remembered shape of tlie Giant's Tomb,
on the eastern, show striking evidences of having been acted on
for ages by the storms of Lake Huron, when at a higher level.
;

;

It

80

or

has been said that some of these terraces are estimated at Vo
feet above the level of the Lake, by drawing a contour line

coinciding with this height around the lowtr pa

it

is

found that the high ridge of sand, now

in

t

of the

some

parts

summit of the neck

Niagaia River

is

of land, through

which the chasm of the

cut.

:

That the vast beds of sand at and around tl.ie mouth of the
Nottawasaga have been transported by the waves from the neighLoi'iug shores, may be questioned by those who have seen the
extent of the deposit, is not unlikely, more es]iecially since the
present annual incease appears so exceedingly small wlien brought

—

comparison with the whole mass but if it be established
to the age of the Niagara P'alls, as
by Lyell, be allowei.l for the deposition, there will be
no good reason why this should be doubted and by the acceptance of these suppositions it will not be necessary either to disregard the analogy of existing nature, or to assume that her forces
were more energetic in yeais gone by.
into

that a length of time equal

estimated

;

valley

blown

into dunes near the mouth of the ri\er, will form a narrow neck of
land (supposing the lake at its former level) stretchnig across
from shore to shore, and resembling in ri:any respects the " Burlington Beach" on Lake Ontario, and also " Fond-du-La>.' on
Lake Superior; like the firat it encloses a Bay of consideiable
depth of water but of far greater area. That this lidgc has
been formed in a manner precisely similar to those two by the
sand washed from the pdjoining shores there is great probability, in fact there is good reason to believe that the same
natural agents, at present in active operation moving the outlet
of the river eastward, have also formed this upper ridge by transporting the materials, of which it is composed, from the base of
the escarpment at Collingwood.

up

In concluding these rambling observations it may not be out
of place to state that as my acquaintance with the country, bordering on the Nottawasaga, has been limited, and the duties devolving upon me while in that quarter left little time for a more careful
examination of the various matteis referred to, I am only enabled
to draw attention to them.
I trust, however, it has been shown
that in this region a wide and interesting field is open for the
investigation of the Geologist, and although now isolated by the
very worst of roads, the Railway in progress will, in a few
months, bring wuhin a two or three houi's journey of Toronto
what now requires as many days of fatiguing travel to reach.

On

the Electrotyping Operations of the U. S. Coist Survey.

Bij

George Mathiot, Eledrotypist :
I. I.

heing a Report to Major
Stevens, Assistant in charge of the Coast Survey

Office:^

In compliance with your request, I present the following report
of the electrotype art as now practised in this office.
Most of
the appaiatus and processes here used are entirely new.

To clearly exhibit the advantages derived from their introducpiincijiles
it will be necessary to consider the scientific
involved in their use, and also to take a cursoiy view of the his^
tion,

In attei;ipting to arrive at the Geological age of these ancient
Beaches, it will be necessaiy to show whether their position,
at a considerable height above the level of the Lake, may be attributable to a gradual elevation of the land or to a subsidence
the

first

The

hypothesis seems the most tenable since
would involve a local upheaval only and an inclination

of the water.

last

tory of the elecirotyping art.
1'he art of working metals

by

electric currents is of very recent
has advanced with great rapidity,
it is yet, perhaps, in a state of infancy in its applications, and of
crudeness in the modes of conducting it.

introduction; and although

it

of the plane of the terraces at variance with their apparent horizontality.

Should farther

margin of

Lake Huron,

discovered

corresponding in height with

those

along the eastern shore; the supposition that the level of the
water has been lowered by the wearing away of some barrier
and if this be allownd as a reasonawill be strongly supported
ble explanation for these geological mdnuniriit'*, we have then
by drawing contour hnes coinciding with their level, the means
of discovering the probable position of this barrier.
P'rom all
that 1 can leain regarding the relative levels of the country these
lines would pass over the ]ieninsula between Lakes Huruu and
Erie, at some dislance inland from the river St. Clair, and would
continued csistward along (he shores of Lake Erie, fall within
;

,

The

rcs-earches pi'ove the existence of tenaces

or other indications of old beaches on the western

electro-deposition of metals

was observed hy most experi-

menters with the voltaic batter}'. As early <is 1804, electrogilding had been successfull}' practised but the idea of making
castings by electric currents does not seem to have occurred to
any one previous to the introduction of Daniel's battery, to which
;

electro-casting

is

incidental.

After the introduction of Daniel's batteiy, it siimillaneously
occurred to several pel sons that electric currents might lie used
to make castings of a finer kind than were obtained by melting
and pouring. Propositions to this eflect are about all that can
*
2f),

Dated Eleciiniype Laboraiory, Cnasi Survey Ollue, Wasliin°loii, Nov.
Document, No. 2.

ISOlj and publi^lled as appendix 55 to Senate
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be attributed to the rn'al daimants for the invention of electrometailurgy f)r neitlier the Enghsh nor Russian philosopher
revealed what had not been known before.
;

efl'ect

original

di.'-;co\ery.

After the publications of Jacobi and of Spencer had called the
attention of tlie scientific woild to the new art, the principles
involved in it became the study of several eminent philosophers,
who disclosed the methods to be foliowe<.l for obtaining reguline
After this, several departments of electro-metallurgy
advanced.
Electro-plating, and the multiplication of
pages of letter-press woi-k, as pages of type, and wood-cuts, (electro-stereotyping,) were soon extensively practised; hut the copying of the delicate touches of the copper-plate engraver (the
electrotj'pe proper) was beset with difficulties.
On account of
the great value of the engraved plate, together with the risk of
its being destro3-ed in the attempt to copy it, and the uncertainty
metal.

rapidly

as to whether the duplicate would have

good

metallic properties,

the operator should have the good fortune to obtain one,
this department of the art (the first and most beautiful of

even

if

Spencer's suggestions) was allowed to rest as an experiment or be
confined to articles of small size and value.

—

it is

is

made on

a clean plate of copjjer,

obvious that the deposited metal will cohere with the plate

nal,

and the

and

beating, to separate them.

it is made, and an elaborately engraved plate would
thus be converted into a mere mass of metal.
The electrotype
art, therefoi'e, cannot exist befoi'e means are provided for preventing

Various plans for overcoming this difficulty have been proposed
All these, howevei', have a cornraon feature, which is to prevent
the dejiosit and matrix from touching by means of an intervening

Mr. Smee proposes to use that coating of

made

is

he

air coating,

to the plate,

it

to

(so

strikingly

before introducing

air wdiich

it

adheres so

exhibited "when the

wet a polished knife-blade).

directs that, after every

be placed

But

the origi-

if

was but feebly developed in the deposited metal, then the force
of cohesion or homogeneous attraction could not exteud the distance presented by the thickness of the film of heterogeneous
matter between the plates; but that when these forces were well
developed, the spheres of homogeneous attraction of each
would extend through the wax or air film.

plate

It may be proper here to remark that the above views of adhesion have been applied to another department of electro-metallurgy with the most gratifying success.
In electro-plating the
difficulty of obtaining a firm adhesion of the film of precious

metal is entirely obviated by making such arrangements as insure a rapid deposition of highly ductile metal at the moment the
article to be plated is immersed in the electrolyte.

In considering the sticking of the plates, after homogeneous
heterogeneous attraction or adhesion deattention
for two similar bodies may be separated by a
film of heterogeneous matter, w liich binds them more firmly together than their particles are held together by cohesion, as we

mands

;

see in the use of cements.

This force

very powerful between some bodies, while beis very slight.
Aii- adheres very strongly to
hence a film of air may unite two
even though they are separated beyond the distance

is

tween others

it

at

plates,

;

which cohesise attraction takes

Wax

common

place.

ingredient in cements;

its adhesive properhave become proverbial; its use is evidently improper.
Therefore a substance having a strong adhesive attraction for the
plates must not be on the face, and the cohesive force of the surface particles must be suspended by other methods than making
the deposited metal deficient in mechanical properties.
is

a

ties

film of heterogeneous matter.

attempt

stuck very hard to

the deposited metal was
of very fine quahty, then most likely the deposit was inseparably
united to it.
From these circumstances attending the adhesion
of the deposit, it occurred to me that, when the cohesi^'e force

copper

metals

the deposited metal was not de-

it

to be subjected to violent jarring, heating

metals, as before referred to

this destructive adhesion.

polished

had

plates

on which

firmly to

if

ficient in mechanical properties,

attraction or cohesion,

Adhesion of Deposit to Matrix. Electro-metallurgy requires
that the depositea metal should have all its cohesive properties.
If such a deposit of copper

uncertain as to whether they

the purpose for which they are applied.

was always observed that

It

Yet to Jaeobi and Spencer is due the merit of having called
public attention to the subject; for in doing this, they have conferred benefits on the world greater, perhaps, than by making an
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rious methods, they are extremely

To

obtain the

attachment has been made
celler for a few days

and moist

in a cool

into the electrotype vat.

It was hoped that a substance could be found that would act
uniformly and gently on the surface of the engraved plate, and
the homogeneous attraction of the surface
particles, would, by chemical union with them, form an insoluble and friable compound, having but a slight adhesion to the
plate.
I was led to select iodine for the experiment on account
of its sparing solubihtj' in water, its high equivalent number, and

wdiich in destroying

Smoke, black lead, oils, and powders, and wax, have also been
proposed for covering the face of the plate.

The method used

ordnance survey is perhaps
The plate
conducted as follows:
is first well oiled, and the oil well wiped away widi soft bread.
The plate is then heated to above the temperature of melting
wax, and a cake of white wax pressed against the eilge. The
oil having removed the air from the plate, the wax will flash over
AH excess of wax is then
it in an extremely thin sheet or film.
The
to be wiped away with a fine linen cloth, free from lint.
the best of

plate

all

must be

these.

left to

in the British

This

is

cool before introducing

it

into the vat.

To smear

the face of the finely engraved plate is in opposition
to the fundamental idea of the electrotype, which is that of atomic
c;isting.
In the process of Mr. Smee, air bubbles will be retained
in the fine lines of the graving, thus mutilating the copy; moreover, the face of the

stratum of

air

when

new

plate

is

waved from the

receiving the

firet

agitation of the

portion of copper.

In the waxing process it is almost impossible to free every
from excess of wax. Even days of tedious application do
not insure perfection.
In addition to the coareene*? of these valine

innoxious qualities.
to

A

copper plate was well

the vapor of iodine, and electrotyped

from

it

readily.

cleaned,

exposed

the deposit separated
This w;is rejieated some hundred times with
;

invariable success.
It was found in cleaning large plates fir the application of the
iodine \'apor, that while one part of the plate was being cleaned,

another part would tarnish, and hence a uniform action of the
This led to silvering the plates
iodine could not be obtained.
before iodizing, which facilitated the cleaning and exhibited the

A

silvered plate was washed with an
of iodine and electrotyped; the electrotvpe
separated from the matrix yet more readily than before, the iodid
of silver ser\ing better to pi-event adhesion than the iodid of
copper.

action of the
alcoholic

halogen.

solution

"But it was soon observed that a ]'late prepared on a dull day
did not separate so readily as one prepared under a bright sky,
and on experimenting it was found that a plate iodized and ex-
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posed to sunshine ^Tould separate with veiy great facility; -while
a plate iodized ou a rainy da^-, and placed in a dark I'oom tor a
few houi-s befoi'C introducing it into the vat, might stick so hard
as to requiie some of the old resorts of heating and jarring to
separate it from the rnatiix.

The ])rocess of iodizing and exyiosiiig to light has now leen
applied to a very great extent of finely engraved surface, and in
lifting one plate oil
no case has the le;ist difficulty been found

davs.
So far as I am informed, the above
perlbrmanee has not been excelled, as to quality and time, on
anv"here prior to its being attained as now to Le
require forty-five

large woi'k
described.

The

the requisite thickness had been obtained.

;

mei'e mechanical separation

when we

consider the large quantity

prevent sticking, is ten thousand times more than the quantity of
iodine which prevents it.
largest plates, ha\'ing ten square feet of lace,

If one grain of the solution

is required to wet
give but one-twenty-thousandth pait of a
grain of iodine on a square foot.
But as the iodine evaporates
rapidl}' with the alcohol, pi'obably the actual quantity on a
square foot does not exceed oue-hundretl-thousandth part of a

a square foot,

it

will

sist

Taking the weight of a cubic inch of iodine at 1,250 grains,
and supposing that it remains on tiie silver surface in its elemen-

X 144X100,000^1 8,000,000,000,

we have 1,250

if

we suppose

that the solar rays

decompose the iodid of

and leave the iodine in vapor on the plate, it will still be
only one-forty-four millionth jiart of an inch
a thickness to be
taken as nothing in a mechanical view.
silver,

To

—

the effect of the chemical

test

sion on the

method of preventing adhelines, an engraving was

sharpness of the engra\'ed

seven times successively

transferred from plate to

plate,

when

the closest inspection failed to show any inferiority of impressions

from the

last plate as

compared with those from the

Time and expense of electro-sasting.

—Next

first.

in importance to

securing a certain and easy separation of the matrix and castingis bringing the entire time and expense of electrotyping within
the narrowest limits.

Mr. Smee and othei-s have shown that the quality of electrometal is determined by certain relations between thera]iidity of
forming the plate and the strength of the solution in -vvhich it is
Both the common operations of the electro-metallurformed.
gist, and the iraprovnucnts he jiroposes, must conlbrm to these

express

small

(|uaiititics

of electricity

small-sized elect lo-castings are readily

To
To

however,

arc

easily set in

made

is

the rate
incapa-

force.

he gave the equation

this,

I'epresents the electromotive

and K-\-r the

force,

E

--j—^o

motion,

in six or eight days.

i'l

for

zinc,

resistance to the current generated b}' that

11 representing the resistance

offered to

from

it

E

which

or affinity of acid

force;

the liquid con-

tained between the positive and negative elements of the batteiy,

and r the

by the object on which the battery
amount of work executed, or the quantitj'

re.-istance offered

Q

working, and

the

of the current obtained.

The resistance of conductors has been
the length, and inversely as the section.

found to be directly as

form of arrangement, E is constant for the
depends on their chemical relations, Q can
therefore be favorably aflected only by varying El or r.
Now,
as R represents the resistance of the liquid contjiined between the

So

far as concerns
it

battery plat&«, to increase the size of the plates is only to increase
the section of the liquid, or, in other words, to diminish the re-

The

by R.

represented

sistance

E
expression,

that, if the resistance in the battery is small

the gain of effect

ternal resistance,

plates

is

Q,

compared

sho^ws

to the ex-

from enlarging the battery

but small.

To determine

relative value of R, as

the

compared with

battery vsps constructed so as to collect and me;isure the
evolved by its action

a
gas

r,

The plates were placed in contact with each other, and the
gas evolved in thirty minutes taken as a unit of effect.
As in
this case the current did not pass through anything but the battery, there is no resistance to be represented by r, or r in the forand

nnila will be equal to

The

E

Q

1.

battery vvas then attached to a pair of electrodes, in a

certain solution of sulphate of copper

recommended by

and sulphuric acid,

especially

on electro metallurgy, the
arrangement being snch as to produce good metal.
The gas
now evolved in thirty minutes w;is found only one-twentieth of
the former amount; hence the introduction of the resistance, r,
all

the

writers

relations.

As

for increasing
this,

;

only one-eightecn-tl.ousand-

miilionth part of an inch for the thickness of the coating of iodine.

Even

ance offered to that

To

materials used, as

grain.

tary state, instead of forming iodid of silver, then

obnous suggestion

n.ost

to enlarge the battery

deduced from mathematical reasoning, and established by exjieriment, that the effective force of the current from any battery
w-as directly as the electr motive force, and inversely as the re-

is

I use a solution of one graiu of iodine in tvventy thousand grains

of strong alcohol.

is

To present this subject in a clear and satisfactory manner, I
make use of the celebrated formula of Piofessor Ohm, who

If but one ounce

of copper be dissolved from a square foot of ordinary plate, a \ ery
heavy deposit of impurities is left, (sometimes 5 per cent.J and
the quantity of wax which may be applied to a plate, and fail to

In preparing our

and

ble of producing the desired end.

will

I am aware that it may be thought that the iodine acts only
by intervening between the plates but the quantity of iodine
apyilied to a plate must be thought insufficient to effect it by
of silex and carbon found in ordinar}' copper.

fii-st

of dejiosition

m

when

the other

[1853.

had diminished
r

is

Q

equal to 19 R.

E

E
twent^\'
times, .and
•'

To

Tr-r-=Q
=Trr-->
)
20

E-f

^vlience

!!.

exhibit the effect of battery enlargement,

makc^

Liin- r,iNiiii;j;s in a short time requires a powerful current.
accomplish the lorresponding augmentation in the eifective
electric action has proved a fomewhat difficult matter.

we now have

Q=0512;
At

the date of the

it is .stated

"Aide Mcmoire

to the Military Sciences,"

that in the ordnance survey one

pound of copper was

deposited in twenty-four hours on a plate of eight square

feet,

the

being male dm-tilo enougji to bear hammering onh- by
continued agitation of the electrolytic solutions.
l)lates

At

this rate, to

make

a plate

one-eighth of an inch thick will

if

Q= ,;,Xl9

tt.-

If

m,=^

m=;i, Q=-0518;

if

,
I

then

Q=-05
-V

:
,

m=i, Q--0524,

if

m=2,

etc.,

&c.

This shows a gain of only a fortieth from doubling th-i size of
the batteriy, etc.,
an advantage too small to rejiay for the enlargement.
These calculations are in accordance with experimental results from small batteries, but in large ones the neces-

—

sity

of further separating the plates, in increa-sing their size, makes
diminish, but there is conse-

ihj re^istenco increase, instead of

_
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queutly a

lofs

from enlargement.

It is not, therefore,

by merely

increasing the battery siuiace that the time for eieetrotyping can

makes it advantageous
two eonsecuti\e batteries are used.
the surface,

be shorloueJ.

The

Mr. Sinee, the distinguished writer on electro-metallurgy, by
c:vering the negative plate of the battery with pulveruleut platinum, produced a veiy energetic form of the instrument. When
the plaie is freshly iilatmized, it acts violent!}-, and tljrows oft"
But tins increased energy of the plate
the hydi'ogvn in torrent=.
current depositing upon it
is n'va lually lost, from the electric
impurities from the zinc.
this deposit

rettnncd on the

m

plate.

;

This I attained, at length, by immersing the plate in a solution
of per-chlorid of iron, whicli almost immediately restores the
action of the plate.

The plates are nov?- daily immersed in the chlorid of
which the tone of the battery is constantly maintained.

By

this last discovery, together

by

iron,

with obtaining better solutions

decomposing cell, the time for making a casting was rebut still the time requii-ed for making a plate was too
duced
long when ordy one electrical equivalent was employed.

for the

;

The
This

effective force of

increasing

is

E

may be added

one battery

in the formuhi,

and

this will

to another.

sometimes

in-

crease Q.

We

unite the effective force of

many batteries by joining their
As the current in such an

make

this increase

difficulty of obtaining large flat plates of silver

when

proved a

serious obstacle in effecting an inci-ease of battery surface, for the

be placed at an
augmenting R, the very

ii'regukrity of the surface requires the plate to

increased distance from the zinc, thereby

thing sought to be diminished.
Plates could be

made

flat

by the planishing hammer

operation being expensive, and the
accidents in use,

has a strong attraction for the hydrogen, it is
air, is
The ]jlate, being thus encased
Tlie ordinary
virtually excluded from the liquid of the battei'y.
sob'ents of the metals do not i-eadily remove this coating of imThe plate can be renewed by replatinizatinn but, as
purity.
this is both tedious and expen-ive, I was urged to find a menwhich
would restore ihe original platinum to its energy.
struum

As

to

Though

plates.

economy

jilates

this

])r<iliibited

but the

;

continually liable to

mode

of forming

the plating of metallic bodies with siher

been well executed,

it

had not yet been determined that

casting of silver could be executed in a desirable manner,

At

flat

had

electro-

and

at

every attempt to make
plates weighii'ig 2,500 grains to the square foot failed, on account
ot the inqjossibility of obser\ing Mr. Smee's laws of electro-metallization for the time required.
a modeiate expense and trouble

But

fii-st,

modifying the silutions of silver, and using a regisbe made in thiity hours, perfectly flat,
and possessing the mechanical qualities of hardness, elasticity,
and malleability, in an eminent degree, and not costing over 16
cents per ounce for the making.
after

ter batter}', a plate could

admit of a very close approximation
Their size may therefore be increased to more
than twice their former surface, as in the double arrangement, r

The

perfectly flat plates

to the zincs.

is

relatively smaller to

R

Important changes have also been made in the modes of
It had
operating, and in the arrangement of the apparatus.
early been noticed that changes of temperature influenced the
rate of working; and every electio-metallurgist knows the importance of keeping the laboratory warm.

dissimilar ends in consecutive order.

arrangement has to traverse eveiy battery in the chain, R will
be multiplied as many times as we multiply E. The formula
n E
When the value of r and R are
then becomes
„
n H-|-v

Q=

,

and we have batteries of definite construction to
work with, it becomes a matter of some importance to determme
whethei- we shall use the whole galvanic apparatus, as a single
electrical equivalent, by connectiug all the similar parts of all
the battey cells, or whether we shall convert it into a ba'tery of
two pairs, in consecutive order, by joining dissimilar ends. As
dividing the battery is doubling R, and to double the electrical
eqivalents is also to double R, we shaU increase R fourfold by the
2 E
E
neaily equal,

double an-angement. Instead of

Taking

R=r

Q^-io

in the

we have Q=-50

Q—

g

-

,

we have

C2=j-jj^

,

For R=l
0-0909.

r,

—

in the

single

showing that we

may

with a single equivalent of batter}',

For two

batteries in series

Q

l+iO

o
Q = 2+10= 0-166.

The

A

/ E \

E

R-fr

'^ve

have 2 ( -—;— l=.r
\1-+'V ~

This experiment indicated that,the batteries were not greatly
by ordinary variations of temperature. Advantage was
then taken of this development to secure a more peifect ventilaAccordingly, a small room, to contain the battery, was
tion.
partitioned off fiom the general department by a glass pai-tition,
affected

and

laro;e

outward openings made

at the top

and at the bottom

of the room, to gi\'e a circulation of air for carrying

oft'

the bat-

fumes.

At the stage of improvement now described, one of our
medium plates, having eight square feet of surface, could be
But wishing still further
readily made in from eight to ten days.
to quicken the process, or attain

my

fij-st

desii-e

—

to deposit

one

foot, with a sinole equixalent of
As the E of
again sought after.
the formula has been increased to the gi-eatest extent the cost
would permit, and Rhad been diminished, or the ]ilates increased

pound per day on the square
battery

— improvements were

in size to the greatest useful

extent,

it

was sought

to inci-ease

Q

It was sought
r, or the electrolytic resistance.
the conducting povver of the electrolyte by adding

by diminishing

use of two batteries in consecutive order, as thus exhibited,
doubles the expense, but does not double the effect.
i-egard
for economy prohibits us fiom further increasing the series.
To
represent an effect double of =-i—

;

;

^.

arrangement, and
double the exConpense, and yet make the casting moi-e slowly than before.
ditions as above are of frequent occurrence, and a knowledge oL
them without experimenting is of very great importance.

double

To determine where and how the effect of temperature took
a battery, at 60 degrees Fahrenheit, was connected with a
Tne deflecwire 120 feet long, and enclosing a gahanometer.
the battery was then cooled until the temperation was 40 °
the neeille was still deflected nearly 40 degrees.
ture was 48 °
place,

2

F.
;

+r

I'

2

As di\-idin£r R by 2 is douliling the battery surface, we may now
make Q=-183. The gain per cent., now indicated by doubling

to

increjLse

The
easily decomposable salts to it; but with no success.
accelerating effect of tempeiature being found, as above stated, to
be confined chiefly to the decomposition cell, it was evident that
by using the electrolyte alone,
adsantage might ensue.

To determine
and the

at a

high temperature, a considerable

the most advantageous working

resulting gain of effect, a voltameter battery

temperature,

was connect-
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smaller,

ed to a pair of electrodes, in tlie solution forraei-ly described as
being generally recoinmended. Each electrode had live square
inches of f.ue, an 1 was oated on the back to prevent radiaiion.
They were phiced one inch apart, and had thin plates of wood
bound against their elgvs, to prevent any lateral spread of tlio
Tlie following was then obcurrent iu pasjiug between them.

result is nearly

it ap])eai-s

may be made

that beat

—

other, but

place;

to di-

2

of 2-5S to

and the metal to the
now ascertained that no such mutual transfer takes
while the acid is carried to tlie positive electrode, the
metal is not carried to the negative electrode.
Hence, however
strong the solution on commencing the process, the negative electrode, by abstracting the metal in its vicinity, is soon surrounded
with a weak solution.
With a simple wire electrode, the exhausted solution surrounding the electrode is readily renewed by
mere difference of si)ecific gravit)' producing a flow.
But, with
large parallel plate electrodes, this rapid renewal of dense solution becomes impossible, and the electiode is soon surrounded
with a weak solution. This state of things must be recognized
in adjusting our b;ittery arrangements.
Electrotvpists not aware
of this fact find themselves much perjilexed by fiuling to accomplish with large plates what is so easily done with medals or
small plates.
that the acid of the salt goes to one electrode

the proportion

cell in

1

:

and the whole resistance by

E

And as-——

2-25.

E
R

-f r ; therefore,

by heating the

we may with

electrol3'te,

a sin-

2
gle electrical equivalent make a plate as rapidly as by working
at atmospheric temperatures with two batteries in consecutive
order, with double surfaces, (four times the battery and twice the
e.Kpense.)

But

as

Smee's laws require

that, in

forming a

co.iditious of ajipaiatus

It would, at first sight,

days becomes indepensable.

As the electrotype operations are not suspended at night, it is
important that the heating apparatus should ]ierform its office
for at least twelve hours without supervision or replenishing its
and its action should be sensibly uniform, during all the
fuel
time, between successive replenishings.
;

I

have devised,

peck of charcoal furnishes
100 gallons of copper solutions
between 100= and 200 =
fuel

aTid

now

is

for twelve hours,

in use.

A

and maintains

any required point

steadily, at

appear

tion of sulphate of copiper, a

that,

by strengthening the

more rapid supply of metal

solu-

to the

would be obtained. Unfortunately, the eft'eet of this is
the water in the solution for
the sulphate formed on the positive electrode by the action of the
electrode

to diminish the solvent capacity of

transferred acid.

Thus,

Thus, to avail ourselvesof the advantages experimentally found
from heating the solutions, an apparatus for steadily maintaining
a high temperature in the electrolyte through se\-eral successive

Such an apparatus

it is

for,

plate, certain

be maintained, it follows that
alterations in one element or condition must be attended by corHence, if the temperature of
responding changes in the others.
the electrolyte be raised to a certain point, and the apparatus
correspondingly adjusted, it is e\ident that, to avoid incessant
adjustment, the original temperature must be maintained.

mutual

O-o.

electrotype has

Actions in the electrolytic solution.
The quality of the deis governed solely by the relations between the
quantity of the electricity passing through an}' solution and the
amount of metal the solution contains. The usual supposition is,

electiodes.

minish the resistance in the decomposition

increase the battery surface, until the

posited metal

The last column of figures shows the value of the resistance
This colof the solution, its compared with B of the formula.
umn was obtained by first uniting the battery plates, and afterthe above table

more

certain, expensive,

Battery plates in contact gave 300 cubic inches gas per hour.
do
do.
do.
do. 216
Electriitles iu contact
Current through electrolyte, at 58°, gave IG cubic in. gas perh. 23'I5
18-15
6J° do. 2.) do.
do.
do.
do.
]00° do. 27 do.
do.
13 00
do.
do.
8-96
175° do. 37 do.
do.
do.
do.

From
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yet

now ceased to be a mere experiment, unand slow.
I have lately formed plates of
most excellent quality, at the rate of three pounds to the square
foot, in 24 hours.
This rate will lequii-e but two days to form
one of our largest plates, basing ten square feet surface, and oneeighth of an i ich thick.
The

tiiined

wards the

we may

if

The grand

essential in electrolysis

the quantity of free water surrounding

tlie

i'-

liquii.lity.

positive elec-

is soon enveloped in a saturated
salt remains undissolved upon it.
being a non-conductor, virtually excludes the electrode
from the solution, and thus arrests the current, except wdien the
efflux of saturated solution permits the salt to dissobe, and so re-

trode be small, this electiode
solution,

This

and the newly-formed

salt,

From
opens the pas.sage for the eurrentin irregular quantities.
spasmodic action result plates of copper-sand, or sometimes
copper as soft as lead.

this

By applying heat to the solution when this state of things exists,
the solvent capacity of the water for the salt is increased, rapid
diffusion takes place, the salt is carried to the negative electrode,
the dormant
and in a short time a
plate is deposited, having all the hardness and ela-iticity of hamSmee's conditions, then, seem to m.ainmered or rolled copper.
tain themselves.
The electrotypist's axiom of " work slowl_v,"
requires to be reversed into "the quicker the work, the better the

and the exhausted water

to the positixe electrode

;

batteries rush into uninterrupted action,

.

With the above arrangement in use, I have made a large reverse or alto, ami I'eturned the original to the engraving departThis time
in 55 hours from its bein^r placed in my hands.
included trimming the edges and the preparations to prevent ad-

ment

quality."

hesion.

r

Again recun-ing to Ohm's formula, the relative value of R to
This gave R:)-:: 1 :4
w;is once more experimentally found.

or

Q =r-v77=0'20, a great improvement as

first

ing

determination of

now made

R: r

:: 1:

19, or

Q=

compared with the
^0-0.5.

j _[.^,j

Hav-

r so small compare:! with R, the size of the bat-

tery can be profitably

increased

until the

Moreover, using a double arrangement of

is about
24.
with the double

result
cells

Notice of the "Mastodon Gigant.us" of Dr. J. C. Warren.*

We

have already breifly announced the publication of the
magnilicent volume on the " Mastodon Gig inteus," by the eminent surgeon and scholar, Dr. Warren.
Turning aside from the
profession which he has honored by his profound knowledge and
successful labors, he here entei's the 3>-ena of Science, and substantiates his claims to a distinguished place among the Zoologists of
the age.

surfaces, for

As

a double

effect,

we now have

the relative resistance of the

2 I

—r-

electrolyte

B^.tXI^'^''^'^

becomes now

'

still

•Dcscrlpiirri ol a Skek-ion ol the MasUidon GmaiiUMis ol' Nonh America,
219 pp -llo.' wilh a fronlispiece and 27
bv John C. Warren, M.D., &c.
plnlesin4lo. Boston: IS.'>2. .T. Wilson A: Son, 22School Street.— SiV/Jaur.
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Dr. Wari'ea lias the rare pleasure of possessing the noblest
s]iecinien of the Mastotlon Gigantoiis that has yet been diseovered
and fortunate it is for tlie old inastodoii, that it has found
;

a

final testing jjlaee

uliiiity to laise

with one

who has had

skele'.on

—

was

its

memory.

A

afterwar^is pur^-hased by

—

don, and although a large animal of the kind, it is a ]igmy in
comparison.
Dr. Wai-ren was thus well equijiped for the prosecution of his researches

;

and no labor or expense has been

carrying forward his investigations, or in the

spai'ed, either in

publication of his results.

The

page of the volume presents a view cf the region near
the Hudson, where the skeleton was exhumed.
wooded hill lies a large morass, part of which in the front

title

Newbuigh on

Among

plates, of very large size,

The

skeleton.

of the scene, has been excavated by the remo\'al of the surface
peat of the bog, and the subjacent marl, leaving the skeleton as
it was found lying s]irawling out, with the ribs and nearly every
bone in its place. The fore-feet extended beyond the head, and
the hinder are thrown forware near the body.

Height of Skeleton,
Length fioin anterior

in the

summer

ancient giant was

first

of 1845 that this burial place of the
disturbed.
The swampy land was then

Mr. Brewster, while digging in the place to obtain the earth

dry.

through
one foot red moss, and a foot of the shell
marl, struck upon the head of the animal.
The exhumation went
on rapidly the next day, and the cranium, " bones of the spine,
tail, pelvis and ribs were successively found, for the most part in
their natural relation to each other ;" and at the end of the
second day, nearly the whole skeleton had been exposed. The
bones were in an admirable state of preservation. It seems from
the i)osition. Dr. Warren obsei'ves, as if the animal had stretched
out its fore feet in a forward direction, to extricate itself from a
morass into which it had sunk.
for fertilizing his fields in the \iciiiity, after penetrating

two

feet of peat bng,

Even

the undigested food of the animal appears to have been
Dr. Prime testifies that* " in the midst of the

partly ]iresei'ved.

imbedded in the marl, and unmixed with shells or carbonate
of lime, ^\as a mass of matter composed principally of twigs of
trees, broken into pieces of about two inches in length, and varying in size from very small twigs to half an inch in diameter,
'i'here was mixed with these a large quantity of finer vegetable
substance, like finely divided leaves; the whole amounting to
from four to six bushels. From the appearance of this and its
and
situation, it was supposed to be the contents of the stomach
ribs,

;

was confirmed on removing the pelvis, underneath
which in the direction of the last of the intestines, was a ti-aiu of
the same material, about three feet in length, and four inches in

this opinion

The subsequent examination of a portion of this
by Dr. Warren, Prof Gray, and Dr. Carpenter, supports
opinion
here
expressed; and both from this case and other
the
examples of exhumed mastodons, it is shown that the mastodon
lived on stems or twigs of trees
part of the material found was

diameter."
material

;

probably

"

some kind of spruce or

fir."

Such are some of the facts which are here pubhshed by Dr.
Warren concerning the discovery and food of the mastodon.
In his account of the animal, after his historical sketch, and
oliser\ ations on the name of the species, he enters upon the

some

description of the various parts of the skeleton, in detail

p.

H4,

admirable

;

and ex-

style,

of these

the entire

ment of

the

FEET. INCH.
11
exti em. ty of face to the

commence17
10

tail,

Circumference of the trunk afound the

Length of tail,
"
"trunk,
"
" head from the
line to anterior

ribs,

6

10

5

8
3

occipital condyles in a straight

edge of tusk-socket,

Entire length of tusk,
Depth of socket of tusk,
External length of tusk,

,

3

2

10

11

2

3
8

8

7 cervical vertebra;, 20 dorsal, 3 lumbar, and 5 sacral.
twenty in number, 13 true, and 7 false. From the
1th their length is between 52 and 54f inches.
The
first hiis more the appearance of a cla\'ical than a rib, and is 28
inches long.
Bearing on the number of ribs. Dr. Warren ob-

There

The

ai'e

ribs are

6th to the

1

serves, (p. 31,)

"The last two false ribs on the right side are co-ossified fertile
space of 8 inches
the result of a fracture near their vertebral
attachments: the union of these ribs, at its broadest part, measures 8 inches.
These bones ai-e perfectly smooth within, and
without are quite strong, at the place of union and massive.
This fracture is of great importance, as by the union is verified
the remark of Cuvier, who found only 19 ribs, but stated that
there would, in his opinion, be hei'eafter found twenty
a fact
entirely established in this specimen, first by the articular surface
on the side of the 20th dorsal vertebras; and second, by the coossification of the 19th and 20lh ribs."
;

was

It

rejiresents, in

One

following are some of the dimensions gi\en:

the generosity and

so mnnifieent a inansoleuiri to

Dr. Warrea. to aid
him in his researciies; and, for the same purpose, he has also
added to his collection ihe skeleton of an elephant. This ele]>l!ant
the one at'oidentally drowned a few years since in the
Delawa:e staiuls in his fine hall, by the side of the huge masto-

second

231

cellent lithographic plates illustrate these chapters.

—

—

After describing the several bones throughout the structure, the
author treats at considerable length of the characters of the teeth.
Those of the elephant are first described by way of comparison,
their number (twenty-four exclusive of the tusks.) composition,
and form being considered.
On taking up the ondontography
of the mastodon, the author commences with some general observations, and then proceeds to a minute account of each of the
teeth in succession.
Omitting the mass of details, we cite the
following from his General Remarks, pages 61 and 64
" While the teeth of the elephant are, rs already said, composed
of three kinds of hard matter, dentine, enamel, and cement, those
of the Mastodon giganteus are constituted principally of two of
these substances, dentine and enamel.
Pi'of Owen has shown
that a layer of cement invests the fangs, aud is spread over the

crown, but the b;vsis of the crown and of the fangs is formed by
while in the teeth of the elephant, and some others
of the Pachydei'mata, the cement, by it perpendicular iiitei'spersed
layers, constitutes a substantial part of the body of the tooth, as
well as a protecting covering if its surface.
great portion of
The mamillary emithe Mastodon tooth is formed by dentine.
nences, or mastoid projections also have a basis of the same substance, but they are in\'ested with a covering of enamel, which in
molar teeth in my possession, measures from the sixth to the
fourth of an inch in thickness.
In teeth which have been worn,
the enamel is ground down in various degrees; thus altering the
surface of the crown to an appearance approximating, in the
Mastodon giganteus, to the lozenge-shaped ridges of the African
the dentine

;

A

Elephant.
-*

*

*

*

*

*

was long involved in mystery. The
genius of Cuvier opened the way to a knowledge of their numdevelopement.
He advanced no farther in
ber, difterences and

The number

of the teeth

THE "MASTODON GIGANTEUS."
the path he had opened than to the fourth, or, at the utmost,
looth; luakiug the whi)le uuujbcr to Le litiiu s;xleeu to
t«(.-iit\, ex^lusnu ul the great inckois or tutks.

tifili

as the relic of the riglit cavity is perfectly
dejith of

an inch and a

haltj

'

He
Masto.ioii ggaiiteiis, and llie teeth ci nii.ii.ed in iheui.
seems to have leen the tirsl "wr.ter \\ho cleaily pointed out the
each
thtse
leelh
wa^s.xen
side
i>f
jirobabiiity tliat the nuiuber ot
each jaw in the Mastodon gigaiiteus, and of couise the whole
number twenty-four. He says 'the whole number of teeth j osscssed by the animal described by Dr. Gudn.an, (Tetiacaulocioii)
is then at least twenty; and wc ihiuk that it is at le;;st jiiobable,
that the animal [os-scssed an mtei mediate tooth Leiween the
second tooth with three denticles, and that wi h four denticles.
Should we be coj'iect in our views, this animal possessed three
teeth wuh thiee denticles in each side of each jaw, making tlie
whole number of teeth twenty-four; but to rentier this ceiUiin
would requiie specimens of interniediale ages, to those liilheito
descrii ed.'
These ha\e since been obtained, and have fully conIn
firmed the o]iinion suggested by the sagacity of Dr. Hajs.
the collection of the (Jainbridge Universit}-, there is a series of
jaws affording a perfect demonstiation of this fact, and settling
Professor Hoiner, in a jiaper
the number to be twenty-four.
read to the Philosopliical Society, thought that theie might be a
greater number.
De Blainville makes them twenty -four.
tlie

its

distinct,

retaining a

original diameter.

—

The Svperior

Amemnn
Ill 1831, Dr. Hays, the d!st:ngui.-lKd editor of the
Journal ot the Medical tM-ieiaes,' read a paj er leloie iLe An.eiican 1 hiloNiphieal bui-iety, in vhich he ucsMiibtd \ aiious js.ws of

and nearly

Tvslcs.
The tusks of the ujiper jaw -weie ten
en indies long; but being broken soon after e.vhum(in leiig;h about four
feet and in djameier at the truncated extremity tiveiuclies) remains
The middle jiortion, lather more than
in a jicriect condition.
two tee' has crumbled. The posterior poition, of about the same
length with the anterior, is broken into lamina;; it is flattened at
the ba~e, so as to be half an inch longer in one diameter than in
the other, making the largest seven inches and a half. The
bases are surrounded externally by circular elevations, at first two
inch ;s distant from each other, but gradually increasing in distance, until, at abnut two ieet from the extremities of the bases,
feet

and

ele\

ation, only the anterior termination ot each

they disajipear entirely.

The

tusk

composed of lamina; which
more than a

is

tremity of the socket, are not

at

the internal ex-

line in thickness.

as we advance from the butts,
from its socket at the distance of
from the ]iostcrior extremity-, the internal cavity has diminished from seven inches in diameter to two
by two and a half. The plates into which the tusk has separated in drying are generally an eighth of an inch in thickness,
some of them ueariy an inch. The external surface has a brown
apjiearance; the layers which have been recently uncovered are

These

laiiiinre

increase in

where the tusk

so that

rather

more than two

number

issues

feet

of a lighter color.

The specimens
Society, those of

in the collection of the

Cambridge

York, Albany, and
hat the number

The

is

in

my

Ameiican Philosophical

University, vaiious others in

Kew-

The

following anal}'sis of a portion of the tusk has been kind-

ly furnished

private collection, support the opinion

twenty-four,

me

by Dr. Chas. T. Jackson:

Anim.al mattter (cartilage),
Phosphate and carb. of lime, fluorid of calcium, &c.,.

and no more.

all developed at the same* time, but in sucwaste of those which have preceded.
appear two small deciduous teeth, or milk molars; next
follows a third tooth, also deciduous, larger and more complicated
than the former; then a fourth tooth, of the same form as the last,
th>iugh greater in size.
These four teeth s<jmetiiTies co-exist, as
in the Tetracaulodon's jaw, from the museum in New York,
originally described by Dr. Godman, and aftei wards more particularly de.scribed and re|iresented by Dr. Hays in the 'Transactions
To the teeth
of the American Philosophical Society,' vol. iv.
alreaily mentioned succeeds a fifth tooth, of the same form as the
last, but rather longer.
Before the apjiearance of this, and even
in most cases before the fourth tooth shows itself^ one or more of
The sixth and last tooth is mucli
the firet teeth have disayipeared.
larger, and formed in a mould different from any of the others."

26-2
69-2
4-6

Water

teeth are not

.

cession, in proportion to the

At

100-0

fiist

The plates

represent in a beautiful style the dentition of several

skeletons, exhibiting the

jaws and teeth of different ages.

The constituents of the
Glass was etched with the fluorine.
tusk are phosphate of lime, carbonate of lime, fluorid of c;dcium
phosphate of magnesia, soda, sulphur.'

The laminK

at the anterior part of

one of the

tusks,

which

is,

more than half a line in thickby longitudimd fissures about

best preserved, are sujierficially not

ness; they are divided or split

none of the cirmarks seen at the posterior ex; remity. The point anteriorworu awa)- for the space of two inches on one side, as is

three-fourths of an inch apart; and they present

cular
ly'

is

generally found to occur in the tusks of the proboscidian family.

When

the tusks were

fii-st

discoverid, they lay with their con-

vexities outwards, their points

approaching each other; having
which re-

apjiarently turned in their sockets after the soft parts

them were decomposed so as to loosen their attaelimenls.
For the weight of the head inclined the butts downwards, while
internal sides
the resistance of the marl on their inferior an
would give a rotary nioti mi outward and u]iwards to a definite
extent.
In this direelion they were jil.aced by Dr. Prime, who
had an opportunity of observing them in their original p 'sition
Although the e.\tremitie.s of the butts
in the embedding marl.
are somewhat oval, the greater size of Ih.^ir sockets owing to the
decomposition of the soft textures which lined them, would readiand
ly admit the butts of the tnsks to be placed in any direction
considering the apparent inutility and the remarkable anomaly^
of the ]iosition before mentiimed, we thought it right to change
their opposing aspect to one more consonant with the character
and attitude of the skeleton.
tained

The

treated in

which are incisor

enormously developed, are
the following chapter, as follows, pp. 87
90:

tusks,

teeth,

—

"Besides the regular intermaxillaiy tusks, there aie two veiy
small one-s which show themselves m the upper jaw at the earliest
period of life but shortly dis.nppear and are succeeded by the
permanent tusks. This is shown by cutting into the tusk-socket
of our calf elephant head.
The fact well established in regard
to the ele])hant, seems to aiford iircsi'inption, that besides the
great intermaxillary tusks of the Mastodon, there may be othere
in the upper or lower jaw, which appearing at an earlier period of
life, are, in the greater number of instances, lost before the animal
has advanced far in its existence.
Tn the pres'^nt specimen of the Mastodon, there are two tusks
the np|ier and one in the lower jaw on the left side.
Two
undoubtedly existed in the lower jaw, at an early period of life,
in

1

;

The

—

The small mandibular
Inferior or ^fan<1ihul^r Tush:
been brought into notice of late yeai-s by Dr. Go Iman,

tusk

h.as

who

considered

it

as characterizing a

new

species, to

which ho

CORRESPONDENCE.

1853.J

gave ihe name of Tetraoaulodoii,

bo shown lioreafter.
Pi-ofossor Owen has attached a new importance to this tusk, as
one distinctive character between the genus ]\Ia>todon, and the
genus Eleplias; a distinction which M. de Blainvillo, Dr. Falconer and others, have been willing to pass ove:-.
But hitherto, so
far as we know, the existence of this part in the elephMut has not
been discovered; while it is perfectly established in regard to the
principal species of JMastodon, the Mastodon giganteus, and Mastodon angustidens. So long as this fact I'emaius uncontroveried,
we should consider it, takeu in connection with other facts, as
forming an impassable boundary between the two families.
as will
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Dr. Warren enters into the
histor}' of this tooth, discusses the possibility of its being a stray
tootlr from another continent, and concludes that it is what it
purports to be, a true Maryland fossil, closely related to the Mastodon Humboldtins (or M. angustidens if the two are one), of

from Caroline County, Maryland.

South America,

An

not identical with

if

it.

and among
Mastodon angustidens
found near Turin, (called the Dusina Mastodon), takeu from
Sismonda's " Osteogi-afia di uu Mastodonte angustidente," pub-

them

Appendix contains various

facts of interest,

a description of a specimen of the

lished at Turin, in 1851.

This tusk

eleven inches long, five and a half in circumfer-

is

and two in diameter at the bsise being longer by an inch
than the cast of a similar one in the collection of the American
Philosophical Societ}', which was taken from the specimen originally described by Dr, Godman, and disinteri-ed bj' Mr. Arcliibald CraW'ford near Newburgli.
The dii'ection of our tusk is
forward ar,d downward, fornung an angle with a horizontal line
of about 45°, It has a cavity an incli and a half in diameter
at the internal extremity, the thickness of the edge being onefourth of an inch; this cavity is of a conical form, and two niches
deep.
The rest of the tusk appears to be solid. The anterior
extremity is rounded and about an inch in diameter; on one side
it has been worn away to the extent of four inches.
The worn
surface is smooth at its extremity onl}', the re^t being quite rough
the depth of the external layer is exposed in this abrasion, and
exhibits the thickness of an eighth of an inch.
Near the posterior or internal extremity are seen a number of circles, to the
amount of ten or eleven, extending from the base, to two or three
inches forward, and occupying that part M'hich lay in the socket.
ence,

The surface of the tusk generally exhibits longitudinal striie, in
some of which, cracks begin to appear from desiccation. These
are distant from each other from a fourth to an eighth of

stria;

an
of

inch.

The

color of the tusk

is

brown, excepting three inches

anterior extremit}', which are nearly black.
At the fissures
seen to be composed of lamiute about the sixth of an inch in
It is perfectly firm and free from any marked e\i-

its

it is

CORRLSPONDENCE.

;

The

letter

publish

of a "

below,

Member

of the Canadian Institute," -which
with a plan

together

we

City Frontage

of the

on the Bay, are woithy the attention of those interested in the
long talked of Esplanade project. We have not been favoured
with a knowledge of the plan contemplated by the City authorities,

and cannot therefore

s.ay

how

Correspondent

may

although

our

Correspondent's

somewhat

chimerical,

with

agree

the plan he proposes

and

may

far the

it;

but

ideas

one proposed by our
are of opinion

may

many

to

that

appear

especially so to interested parties, yet

form a basis

certainly

for

a general

ari-aHgeraent highly advantageous not only to the City at large,

We would especially direct
manner of passing from the streets to the

but also to the Railway Companies.
attention to the proposed

wharves over the Railroad

common

the accidents so
fares,

and

thereby completely avoiding

tracks,

at le\el crossings

infinitely increasing

the

part of our Correspondent's plan would
that

which

it is

costing the Great

on crowded thorough-

facilities

for business.

eflfect

This

a similar object to

Western Roada, very heavy

outlay to accomp)lish through the City of Hamilton.

thickness.

We

dence of decomposition,"
fer

Dr. Warren mentions more or less fully and figures other Mastodon skeletons found in the United States. Plates 16, 18, 10,
are devoted to the Shawangunk head found at Scotehtown,
Orange Co., New York, which is particularly described. The
size of this head is not exceeded by that of any other hitherto
discoveied.
Its greatest breadth is 31 inches, its vertical elevation 33:f inches, and the length from the ridge of the occipital
plane to the extremity of the iutermaxilary bones, is 48 inches.

are greatly indebted to Mr. Scobie for permission to trans-

a portion of his excellent

our Correspondent's

map

of the City as an illustration of

letter.

Kailway Teraiini and Pleasure Grounds.
To
SiK,

— Believing

the

Editor of the Canadian Journal.

that one object of your Journal

is

to facilitate

the dissemination of 'uforraation relating to the public improvements
of the Province, and tliat tlie Societ}', of -n-hicli it is the oificial organ,

not chieiiy, atleastto a certain extent, for that purpose.
in addressing you on a subject already
" The Railway Termini
exciting some attention in Toronto, viz,
and

is established, if

The

some other species of Mastodon occupy
work and the so-called Tetracaulodon is
the male of Mastodon giganteus.

characteristics of

several pages of the

recognized as

The work

closei

;

with a dissertation on the food and supposed

discovery of hair of the
tion

and causes of

M. giganteus, and on its geological situaThe author states tliat of the

preservation.

known

1

have

little

hesitation

:

improvement

of the water frontage of the City";

and

if

you should

consider that the scheme propounded contains any suggestions which
may be of value to those who have the caiTyiug out of these improve-

ments, or the subject matter of importance sufficient to enhst the
it may probably be not unworthy
of a place in your columns.

attention of your readers generally,

have been found in the
fresh water marshes of Orange Co., N. Y., a fourth in an interior
morass in New Jereey, and the fifth near the banks of the Missouri, probably in a fresh water deposit
Scattered bones are
comnion from various parts of the country, and even from the far
north.
They are reported from the surface soil, peat marshes,
beds of marl or loam, etc. but, as Lyell observes, there is yet no
satisfactory evidence of their occurrencij beneath the proper

The water frontage of Toronto, extending over a length of from
2 to 3 miles, and up to the present time almost unoccupied, is now
about to be used for Railway purposes. Adjoining thereto, and extending about ^4 of a mile along the south side of Front Street,

di'ift.

promenade

five skeletons

at this time, three

;

immediately to the east of the Old Fort, a tract of laud averaging in
width about 100 feet, was some years ago reserved for the public as a
priate!

The North American Mastodon bones
to belong to the

same

species, excepting a

hitherto fi.uind appear
single tooth, reportei

by

or pleasure ground,- wliich

Reserve

the Railway Companies for their

Much has

lately

been written, and

the occupation of the water frontage

owu

is

also being appro-

use.

far

more has been

by

the Railway Companies,

said,

regarding

and

RAILWAY TERMINI,
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the appropriation

bj them

of the above mentioned Reserve

—one party

advocates the conversion of every foot of ground now lying waste into
'•
brick and moiiar" another party, with more con'-orn for

—

" track,"

the healthful recreation of future generations than the convenience of
the present, insists on these Reserves for pleasure grounds being re-

But

tained for the purpose they were originally intended to serve.
the question
sliould not

nies are

not whether the portion of ground referred to should or

is

be used in the manner proposed

;

Railway Compa-

for the

their charters " to enter into and use these

empowered by

may be necessary for the making and
works," and the fact that the use intended to be
made of these lands, may probably be most conducive to the public weal,

lauds or such parts of them as

maintaining of

theii'

a mere accidental or extraneous circumstance the lands would not
be so used unless it was believed by these Companies to be conducive
is

;

to their

own

interests.

All must admit, however, that the interests of the public and of the
Railway Companies are one in the most important particulars, and that
facility should be afforded them in endeavouring to establish
th'.ir works at the most suitable points
but if in so doing it be found
expedient that these pubUc grounds should be peaceably surrendered
for the purposes of business
the life and soul of all commercial cities
it ought not to be forgotten that posterity has some claim on the representatives of the public at the present day, and surely some effort
should be made, before it is too late, to provide breathmg space for

every

;

—

those

who come

rapid

filling

up

after us.

The

great demand, for building space, the

of that -whicli is vacant,

and

consequent increasing

its

impossible to open up

value, wiU, in a very few years, make it next to
grounds such as are provided for the adornment of older cities, and
considered not only beneficial, but necessary for the recreation, amusement and instruction of the masses. It will, indeed, be a reproach, if
within the limits of the City of Toronto, comprising an area of six
square miles, and which half a century ago was just emerging from

the wilderness, a few acres be not set apart and held inviolable for

these purposes.

Again, without one general plan subscribed to
cerned,

it is

not quite clear

how

by

con-

all parties

the location of the various Railway

Termini can be otiierwise than fraught witli litigation, inconvenience,
and even difficulties of an engineering character
the first has already
commenced, but the last is in store for the future, and will, doubtless,
;

—

could be

[1853.

&c.

made

in accordance therewith,

and

in

such a

way

as to form

a portion of a grand whole.

The accompanying

plan, briefly described underneath,

-will

show-

now be made without interfering with existing structures, while delay of even a few months
would, to say the least, make the carrying out of any general plan a

how

easily extensive arrangements could

matter of some difficulty.

with

unnecessary to trouble you at present
manner in which the

It is

financial portion of the scheme, or the

tlie

private holders of water lots could be fairly dealt with, since this is a

That the

matter for careful consideration and legislative enactment.

plan proposed, embracing a space of flora 250 to 300 acres, devoted
chiefly to Railway terminal purposes, and shipping, will be considered

by some persons far to extensive or even Utopian, is not unlikely but
knowing the lavish expenditure and embanasinent which too restricted
arrangements have caused in other places, and seeing the almost magi;

advancement which

cal

city

tlie

is

now making,

I

venture to say, that

without some comprehensive scheme, more money will eventually be
sunk, directly and indirectly, than might be required to carry out step

by

step to comjjletion, any plan

however extensive

or

however

costly.

proposed to set apart a strip of land throughout the entire
length of the City, of a width sufficient to accommodate nine Railway
tracks, to be level with the wharfs, to be crossed only by bridges, and
to be used solely as a Railway approach and for Railway connections
It is

Front Street straightened as shown on the plan, to be converted
of, and separated from the " Railway
approach" by a retaining wall and parapet, to be 120 feet wide, and

into a Terrace above the level

pLauted with rows of trees throughout

The
age

be

its

whole length.

entire area south of the Front Street Ten'ace to

and reached by slopes from the bridges.
iron, of a simply ornamental character.

level,

of

be on the wharf-

The bridges may

The space to be set apart for each of the Termini to be determined
by the Government, the Corporation, and the agents of the Companies ;
the manner shown on the plan being, of course, merely arbitrary.
Each Railway
with sidings

to

have

its

to the various

own

Termini

particular tracks on the Approach,

purpose of forming connec-

for the

tions.

along with the

The number and size of the "slips," and the detail generally of each
Terminus being governed by the requirements of tlie Companies, to

only to observe what

be designed and carried out by them in accordance therewith, it
being only requisite that the piers do not extend beyond certain defined

first increase in a ratio proportionate to the number of
Railwa3'3 from time to time constructed. In proof of which, we have

follow.

The

is

now

may probably
Railway constructed take possession

taking place, and what

Directors of the

first

of the most eligible part of the water frontage,

down

buildings, and lay

secures space sufficient for

tracks leading thereto
its

make
;

limits.

wharfs, erect

the 2nd

Terminus, but in reaching

it,

Railway

has to pass

It is also

proposed to reserve certain portions (to be under the sur-

veillance of the City Corporation) for the lauding of steamboats un-

through the grounds of the 1st. the 3rd Railway, witli some trouble
and much expense, procures length and breadth for its wliarfs and
buildings, but in approacliing thereto ha« to cross the tracks and cut

connected with the Railroads,

up

and at the rear of the St. Lawrence Hall, and are named respectively
the " Niagara," the " City," and the " St. Lawrence Basins."

for private forwarders, for

;

5t)i

arrangements of tlie 1st and 2ud.; and so also with the 4th and
Railways eonsti-ucted to the water frontage, either forced to pass

tlie

along the public streets to the only available positions

and le-crossing

tlie

ti-acks

left,

or crossing

previously laid, and interfering with the

terminal arrangements of other Railways.

—

(reckless expenditure); crossing and re-crossing of

tlie

tracks of the

various Rail ways, (increased chances of collision); innumerable level

and horse-vehicles); Termini

projiorly connected with each other, (inconvenience to travellers)

;

ini-

and

de.struclionof pleasure ground reserve without giving an equivalent in
kind, (probably expedient, but not de.'iirable); allof wliich may be ob-

—

viated by adopting in good time a plan of arrangements on a scale

commensurate with the prospective business of the City

many

years

may

elnpse before

its eutiie

;

and although

completion, yet each part

or for general public service

;

Baths and

the places allotted for this

purpose on the plan, are situated at the foot of York and Youge Streets

No

adapted for extensive aiTrangements of this
and at no future time will it be possible to carry out any general
since few erections of any consequence now e.xist,and
none need at present be interfered with. All tlie Railways would liave
localities are better

character,

plan at so

The disadvantages of such a course of proceeding may be summed
up in a few words: Making and unmaking works of a costly character

crossings, (danger to foot passengers

Washhouses

little cost,

each other, without a single level crossing. And a
grand terrace, perfectly straight for upwards of two miles, planted
with trees, like tlie " Paseo" of Havana, would be more tlian an equivalent for the pleasure ground reserve taken from the public for other pur-

free intercourse witli

From tliis terraco the fresli breezes from tlie lake might be enjoy"
the arrival and departure of shipping, and the marshalling and
moving of trains viewed by the young and the old without fear of danger.

poses.

ed

—

VVliile

contemplating improvements on so grand a

scale, the selec-

tion of a site to be dedicated to a great Public Building should not
lost sight of,

— I refer to one

which even now the want of

is

felt,

be

viz

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY,

185 S.]

The Canadiaa Museum," for tlie formation of n'liich the Canadian
and also a permanent home
is making strenuous exertions,
The very best situation ivoulJ doubtless be on the
for that Society.
vacant space at the intersection of Youge Street, Tvith the Grand Ter•

—

Institute

race,

(where the Custom House and Soap Factory now stand) or south

of the Railway tracks facing the bridge from

on

t)ie

plan.

There can be no good reason

Yonge

why

Street, as

shown

the building should

not be sufficiently extensive to include a Merchants' Hall and Exchange
under the same roof, or offices for Telegraph Companies, Brokers, <fcc.,

basement

in

its

as

its centi-al

— or why

it

should not be as ornamental and imposing
require, or the purpose of its erection

unnessary to advocate farther the adoption of some general
all concerned, and suitable to the wants and wishes

plan acceptable to

of the public, for the advantages must be evident and manifold. There
would doubtless be considerable difficulty in bringing to a satisfactory
issue, a matter involving so

many

different interests,

—but by the union

of the City Autliorities with the various Chartered Companies and the
appointment of a Board of Directors from among each to carry out a

plan suited to their

common

interests the

most beneticial results would

be produced and instead of each acting independently of the other,
and adopting various and conflicting regulations, a bond of union
would be thoroughly cemented between them and plans might be
matured and carried out, on a scale so extensive and so perfect as would
be one

;

would

position

demand.
It is
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—

shallows of the Detroit and St. Clair Rivers below a point the most
favorably situated for the navigation extending through Lakes Huron
and Michigan, and hereafter through Lake Superior.
At Sarnia, the
Amei^icau railroads now in course of construction place the Grand
Trunk Line in the most direct communication witli the arterial line to
the Great Western and the Mississippi, a region whose advance in
population and wealth has been regarded as almost fabulou.s, and yet
whose resources are still very partially developed while the traffic of
the copper and iron districts of Lake Superior, the most valuable and
extensive iu the world, with the coal of Michigan, will accumulate on
the railroad at this poiut, reaching ocean navigation at Montreal in much
less time and by the same milage that it can now pass by boat to the
waters of Lake Ontario, 350 jiiiles above that city.

—the very greatest

of the greatest

the Canadiax Institute.

This great and comprehensive scheme of railway communication
throughout the most wealthy, populous and important colonial dependency of Great Britain, is not now offered as a new project to the
public.
It comes with the guarantee of the Province of Canada, which
has embarked upward of two millions sterling in the enterprise
it is
supported by the most intelligent, far-sighted men in the colony and
it has the security of nearly lialf a million sterling of private Canadian
capital invested therein, while a conviction of the great benefits of
unanimous action has provided a combination of railway interests probably never before seen, and ensuring such an energetic and harmonions working of the entire line, as cannot but produce the most satisfac;

tory results.

The Grand Trunk Railway Comp.iny.
to Uie

on the north, while on the south it reaches the magnificent harbor of
Portland and St. John's on the open ocean. The whole future traffic
between the western regions aud the east, including Lower Canada,
parts of the States of Vermont and ^evr Hampshire, the whole of the
State of Maine, and the Provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward's Island, and Newfoundland, must therefore pass over
the Grand Trunk Railway.

;

characteristic of Toronto.

A Member of

Appendix

The Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, it will therefore be seen, commencing at the debouche of the three largest lakes in the world, pours
the accumulating traffic in one unbroken line throughout tlie entire
length of Canada, into the St. Lawrence and Quebec, on whicli it rests

Prospedus,

The Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, -with the Atlantic and St.
Lawrence Railway of Maine, 1,112 miles in length, with an unifoim
gauge of five feet six inches, as now brought under the notice of tlie
British public, offers the most comprehensive system of railways in the
world. Protected from the possibility of injurious competition, fur
nearly its entire length, by natural clauses as well as by Legislative
enactment, it engrosses the traffic of a region extending 809 miles in
one direct line from Portland to Lake Huron, containing a population
of nearly three millions, in Canada, Vermont, New Hampshire and
Maine. At Portland it connects with the sj'stem of railways reaching
eastward towards the Province of New Brunswick, and hereafter to
Halifax in Nova Scotia, as well as southward, by hues already existing
to Boston aud New York. At the frontier of Canada it again unites
with other lines to Boston and the great manufacturing districts of New
England.
From Richmond it runs eastward to Quebec and Trois
Pistoles, 253 miles, giving direct access to the great shipping port of
in Summer, aud hereafter by rail to the Atlantic at Halifax by
Trois Pistoles and Miramichi, fornnug the only route to the great fisheries of the Gulph of the St. Lawrence, aud the eastern timber, coal, and
mineral district of New Bruubwick. At Montreal it again meets three
railways now in operation between Boston and New York.
At Prescott it receives the tributary line from Bytown and the west timber
districts of the Ottawa, sixty miles, now in course of eai'ly completion
and on the opposite side of the St. Lawrence, the Northern New York
road to Ogdeusburgh will pour its stream of passenger traffic upon the
Trunk Line. At Kingston the Rmne and St. Vincent lailioad, also
from New York, becomes its tributary. From thence to Toronto it
receives the entire pnKluce of the rich country North of Lake Ontario,
through the channel of Belleville and Peterborough branch, and several
other new lines already in progress to construction, and all tributary to
the Main Trunk Road. At Toronto, the Ontario, Simcoe, and Huron
Railroad, lOll miles, now nearly finished, pours in the traffic of the
region around Lake Simcoe aud Georgian Bay. At the same point is
also met the Great Westein Railway by Hamilton to Detroit, 240 miles
now in a forwar i state of completion, by which communication is had
withtlie southern part of Western Canada, as well as with the Railways
in operation from Detroit to the States of Michigan, Illinois, and Wis-

Canada

;

consin.

From

Toronto, westward, the line passing through the henrt of tlie
western Peninsula of Canada, ensures to the Grand Trunk tlie e.xclusive traffic of the finest part of the Province while at its termiuus at
Sarnia it debouches at the very outlet at Lake Huron, avoiding the
;

The Grand Trunk Railway does not rest for its success altogether on
anticipations.
The entire section from Portland to Montreal, of 290
miles, is now in operation for 250 miles, and will in July next be fully
cuuuircted, making the shortest and most easy communication between
the River St. Lawrence and the Atlantic Ocean. This part of the line
forms iu itself a complete railway, opening up an entirely new channel
for the Western trade, and giving an outlet iu winter for the produce
of Eastern Canada as well as that of Western Canada east of Kingston.
The line from Quebec to Richmond brings Montreal and Quebec within si.v hours of each other, and opens to those cities the most direct
access to the ocean at Portland, Boston and
York, passing througli
a most populous and fertile part of Eastern Canada. To Montreal,
until the completion of the western section of the Trunk Line, the produce of the countries surrouudiug the great lakes is brought through
the most magniliceut inland navigation in the world and the opening
of the line to Portland at once secures tlie supply of the markets of
Maine, New Brunswick, aud Nova Scotia with breadstuffs, receiving
in return, viz: Portland, British and American manufactured goods.
West Indian produce, Ac, The lines from Montreal to Portland, aud
from Richmond to Quebec, already kno'wn as the St Lawrence and
Atlantic aud Quebec and Richmond Railways, will be in full and c<mtinuous operation in the course of the present summer, comprelieiuliug
390 miles of railway, for which the capital lias been entirely provided
with a very small exception. The receipts on 72 miles iu Canada,
from the mere local business, from the first twelve months from their
opening on the 20th of October, 1851, were .£34,000. On 91 miles of
the line from Portland, now under lease, were, for the same period,
£38,000. Assuming the same rate per mile on the entire distauce of
39(1 miles, a gross income of £172.300 will be at ouce obtained from
local business; while the total traffic, if estimated by the receipts per
mile of the Ogdensbnrgh road, £25 per mile per week, the latest
American railroad offering any jjaraUel, will amount to a sum of £507000, independent of the great future development of the country opened
up by the line. It may be assumed that the revenue of the Company,
from the sections to be completed in 1853, will not f'^tU short, at once'
of 304,200 per annum, net, allowing 50 per cent for working expenses'
aud deducting £GO,IIO;') for lease i^f Portland line, would leave yirarhj
equal to till' c/iarffn for iJif entire morhingr debt of the. Company, and thna
from actuaJ prcsi.nl earninf/x seciirinr/ to the bondholders their interest on all
the capital intended to be raised by debentures.

New

;

It is proposed simultaneously with the construction of the railroad
westwai d, to proceed with the. bridge over the St. Lawrence at Montreal.
A work of this stupendous cliaracter, requi]Gd to sjian a navigable river of two miles iu width, can ouiy be uiulertakon by a large

combined

capital,

and

is justified

by

its

paramount importance.

site selected is at the sole point of the river St.

The

Lawrence, from the great
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lakes to its month, vrherc a Ijriilge can he placed Tvitliout intcrfoing
with the navigation. And also at that point no less than 1,.59,'5 miles of
continuous railway, now in operation with a very iusigiiiticaiit exfe|ilion, from New York, Boston, Portland and Quebec, arrive on the
south
shore of the river opposite to Montreal, a city containing 60,01)0 inh.ibitants.
On the nortlieru shore, the railwavs either in progress or completed, including the western section of the Grand Trunk, number
aheady 967 miles exclusive of projected lines. The completion of this
link IS essential to the satisfactary and economical workingof the
Grand
Trunk Radway and it has thcrcfure lieen incorporated with the entire
line.
It will be constructed according to the plans and nnder the
supenntcudcnce of Robert Stevenson, C. E., (who is about to visit
Canada for this purpose,) and Ale.xander McKenzie Ross, Esq., C. E..
and tlie structure will be of that substantial character which a work
of

The

such magnitude requires.

Trunk Radway Company,

is

now

progress through the Canadian

in

Parliament, under the sanction of the Government.

The western section of the Grand Trunk Line extends from Montreal
to foronto, 34o mdcs, and from thence to Samia,
172 miles. Contracts
have been executed, with tlie approval of the Government
aud the
JJoard of Railway Commissioners in Canada, with the
eminent Eun-lish
contracting hrni of Messrs, Peto, Brassev, Betts aud
Jackson, for the
construction of the section to Toronto, 345 miles, from Quebec and
Trois
mdcs; and the Graud Junction, 50 miles; aud with the
CanadiaucontractingfirmofC. a Gzowski& Co., and from thence to

Pistoles, 155

baruia, 17o miles.

The

conditions of these contracts are for the construction
of a fii-st
classsingle track railway, with the foundations
of all the large structures sufficient for a dou()le line, equal in
permanence and stability to
any railway
England, including stations, sidings, workshops, aniple

[1853
by

the Grand Trunlc Railw.iy and
will be found set forth iu the accompanying map.

its' tributaries

That portion of the Great West, situate at the western extreme of the
basin of the St. Lawrence, has received a larger share than any
other
portion of tlie country of the valuable addition to its riches,
arising
trom the industry, intelligence and wealth of the hundreds of thousands
who, within a comparatively brief period, have migrated to these
regions.

Independent of the local traffic peculiar to this section, both in pas
and goods, through traffic of more than ordinary extent, con-

;

For the bridge an ample allowance of capital is made and the work
has been provisionally contracted for with Messrs. Poti>, Brassey
Belts
and Jackson, on the estimate framed by Messrs. Ste\-eusou and Rosfi.
J he Act authoi-izmg the construction
.of this bridge by the Grand

route traversed

seiigers

sequent on

Its

Not the

geographical position,

may

be safely calculated upon.

least important

branch of trafiii; will arise from the ocean
steamers commuuicating with England, making Portland, and
hereafter Halifax, the port of embaikation, as the
nearest and most accessible on tlie continent of America.

A

furlhei- and im]-)ortant consideration in connection
willi Portland
and Halifax, is that the navigation never beiiK' clii^jd l>y
produce may on the completion of the Grand Trunk liallwav
be
slupj3cd tlicrc wlien otherwise there would be no I'eady
means of 'forwarding it to Europe.
St. Joliii's

ice,

Thus, with the exception of that portion through Nova
Scotia to the
port ot Hahta.x, (about 150 miles,) the entire length
of 1,400, both by
the southern route through the State of Maine,
and by the northern
route by Trois Pistoles, is for a great part in
course of construction,
ami the remainder will be shortly commeuced under
highly favorable
auspices, the immediate prosecution of that
portion through Nova
bcotia being now under the consideration of
the government of that

province whose future interests are so largely
compromised in the
speedy aud perfect completion of the project, as to
ensure iheii- best
aud sti-euuous efiorts for its early accomplishment

m

rolmg

stock, and every requisite essential to its
perfect completion, to
the satisfaction of the Canadi
Goveinment

m

By means

of the arrangements entered into with the
contr.actors the
Grand Trunk hue are assured tliat, for the capital
secure the delivery of the whole railway, fuUy
equipped and completed in every respect, aud fiee from
any
furthe/ charges
"^
°
whatever.
prop:-ietors of the

stated they

wiU

The western section of the Grand Trunk commences
at Montreal .and
proceeds westward througli the towns aud
villages of Lacliiue, St. Clair
bt. Anne, New Longueil Lancaster,
Charloltenburgh, Cornwall, Osnabruck. WiUiamsburgh, Port Hope,
Bond Head, Bowmanville Whitbv
i ickermg bearboro' to the
City of Toronto, which city contains 36,000

T/w DanmShip Canal.*— We have now before us the
"Journal of
the Lxpedition of Inquiry," of Mr. Lionel
Gisborne, C.E., the Atlantic
and 1 acihc Junction Company's Eugiueer, with his
report in full, just
published by Saunders and Stanford, Charing-cross.
The alinost
entire absence ot any correct knowledge
of that narrow neck of land
wliicli unites the two Americas, except
what has been left us by the
historians ot the buccaneers of the sixteenth
centurv, the difiiculties of
mterual exploration, tlie hostility of tlie few
remaining aboriginal
iiid.aijs, tlie attractions offered to
enterprise and the introduction of
capital, irom its reputed mineral wealth,
and the short distance for
niuting tno two great oceans, render ev,sry
information from actual
clescriijtion of personal research of the
most iutere'sting kind
It aupe.ars certain that, up to the period of
Mr. Gisborne entering on his expediti.m, only one Luropean (Dr. Cullen) had
ever crossed the Isthmus
of Darien
but there a,,pears no doubt that there
exists more than a
Mugle locality- in this uncivilised tr.act where
inquiry is hkely to be
rewarded with success; and Humboldt himselt;
after devotin)- half a
century to tlie study of Ceutral America, felt
thoroughly satisfil-d that
the Isthmus of Laiicn is superior to any
portion of the entire neck for
a canal. TraTelling Ihrougl, a tropical cliinate,
left entirely in a sta?I
of uatuie. It can easily be iiaagine.l is a
ta,sk beset with dilficuUiis
;

At Toronto it meets the Great •Western Railway,
leading through
Hamilton and the southrcu parts of the western
peninsula of Canada to
Uctroit a connection, of which the value
may be judged from the favorable position in which the Great
Western Railway of Canada now
stands m London
This hue itself forms a continuation of the
Trunk
ine, although under a diftereut
company, for240 miles, now approaching completion. The Trunk road aLso
here connects with the Northern
Kaih-oad to Lakes bimcoe and Huron, 90
miles, to be finished during
;

This section occupies the important
position of connecting the chief
emporia of Eastern and Western Cauali..,
the cities of Mo^nt real and
through the towns already enumerated
and it also p.asscs llirouHi its
"'" ''" '""'' ^^^"'""^ ^"'^ ^^^'''^^^ district of the
;

Provinc'e!^

'

'^°™"'''

^'""''' P'-'Ssess

}?
rilkJ'pfrtw
T"''n^
Milages
of Weston,
Brampton, Georgetown,
Berlin,

J

cterburg,

Hamburgh

to Stratford

through the town

Act,,,,

wli.re

R,»-k«-oo,l
'il

is

,-

;

and

u-lph.

(J,

,/.<

i

i

proposed line from Goderi,-h, 45 miles (for
wl,irl, Clii.", llll;l Vr,s
already rai.sed by mumcip.il subscriplicu),
Iheiu-e Uu'.u..], ,„
Downie, Fullarton, Blanchanl, Usborne
Ridduli.li II ,v „Mn .
wick, and Plympton, to the outlet of
,.;',,,
Lake Huron, ainl
1,','

1

„

tremity ofllie Province at I'ortSarnia
the whole coursi' uf Hr. M,,
ing through the finest section of
Western Can.-ida, a district ah>eady
pcjpled, aud most rapidly advancing in
population aud weallli.
;

It will therefore

be seen

tliat

the weslc;n

sivll,,i, ,,r

of'jj:il(m!(mn";n;i''"'u-Hh'a|"^im^
and wlHch, with a Uuiitcd excx|th,n,
must lin.f

Ihr C.nu,] T'ruiik
strii't

the Grmd
'""StdM-eet, aud cheapest intercourse
npiiw'li':!i"'"'?'"-'''l'"'''
ncitJiei
local raib-oads nor canals to
compote with.
in

;

t
h:

ctew

and
^^'- «isborne's journal it is made
tolerably
exempt from the common lot. We a' c Innhowever, he has accompUshed his task, returned
iu safety

*''™"r^"t

l" 1has not been
clear that he

py

to find,

and

every point he corroborates the views of
Dr. CuUen, as to the
without locks, as proposed by Mr. John
and that the Isthmus of Darieu is the only point
where it
can be successiuUy carried out. In the
coinmencemeut of the volume
the author sli.,w.s that aU writers hitherto on
the Isthmus are not to be
relied on, appearing to vie with each
otherinaseriesofcontradictions
ticir nWrv.mous generally being
totally inconsistent, breathing an'
oijslinali' and one-sided view, and
their information beinn-not fcnmded
on |,r.s„„al ki„.wledge, but mere report.
He then dcscrih.s the
several „tlicr pvnj,.,-|.'d routes, exposes tlu-ir
total ininrartieabilitv, aud
endeavours .„ ,,rov,., ul v,l,i,.l, we ihiuk there
is little doubt, that a
ship canal ni.ny be r,
Jwed. al the ,, art .,f the Isthmus p.unted out
by Ir. Cullcn, :«) ft. deep al low w;!ter, 140 ft.
broad at lotton m
160 ft. at low water surface, and cut through from sea
to sea a perfectly
open chaiine througli which steamers may
proceed at all times, aii'd
sailing vessels either go with the current,
which will flow alternately
each w.-iy, or «• lowed by steamers. With respect
to a navigatim, with
'"'"','"" -'"•" '" '«''">•'*< <>( £4:50l),Ul)0 ini
.Vl' olr r,ooool'-,o"'
slcad
J, 2.000,0i)0, it IS to be decidedlv
objected to, as however well
ill

pi-.aoticabihty ot a ship canal

Henderson

;

•

,

olstiuct the whole transit lor mnnths.
Delay aud risk there must he
where such cnorrtious machinery is workeVl
aud there cannot be a
doubt b ut shipowners would rather pay a
higher toU to pass direct
;

• Mininj'Journal.
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Observations have been made with a Celsius thermometer of the
temperature of the well. At the mouth of the orifice, the thermometer
made 50 degrees at the depth of 15 feet, the heat is regular, neither
increasing nor dimiuishiiig with the variations above, aud at the distance of 1351 feet, the heat has iucreased to 69 degrees.

to ocean, than nni tlie risV, and incur flio delay, of lock
navigation. Tlie volunie tliniuij-liout contains valuable iiiforniation as
and althu\igli the author
to tilt- climate and character of the country
occasionally indulg-es in a jocular humour hardly compatiMe with so
commercially grave a subject, it is written in a racy and amusing style
while it con\eys a tolerably clear idea of the habils of the few aborigines he met with the proclucts and capabilities of the country the
and more particularly the
diiHcnlties to be met with and surmounted

from ocean

;

;

;

The Artesian well of Mr. Belcher is already one of the deepest in
it is considerably more than half the depth of the celebrated Artesian well in Westphalia, Germany, which is sunk 2.385 feet.
If the recent indications do not deceive, a supply of sweet pure water
will be soon obtained.

;

;

this courtry

;

world-wide advantages which will accrue on the completion of

tliis

accomplishment of which the autlior was sent
out to make the uecissary surveys. The enormous benefits to the
shipping interest the increased number of distant voyages which
could be made and the facilities afforded to commerce genei-ally by
the construction of the Darien Ship Canal, vvill, n-e have no doubt, instigate tlie sympathies of all, and in.sure the most influential support
and looking back to what has already been effected by the engineers
who are taking the initiative, -we leai-e it in good hands, and have no

grand cnterprize,

for the

fear of the result.

I?

TBLLIGENCE.

RcpuUkmi.)
Bckhrr'a Artruan
sii-ce to the progress cf the Artesian
well that Jlr. ff ni. H. Belcher is sinking in the ui)per part of the city
to supply his extensive sugar retinery with other than limestone water,
"which only can be found by the ordinary channels in this vicinity.
The well, which we think was commenced early in the year 1849, has
MOW attained the great dejjth of 1590 feet. The boring still progresses
without intermissioii, niglit and day, the hands, si.K ill number, relieving one another by regular watches. The iron "sinker," with which
the drilling is eftected, is 34 feet iu length, S'o inches in diameter, and
between 700 and 800 pounds in weight. It is attached to poles, severally about 30 feet long, that are screwed to each other to extend to
the full depth of the well. The whole is moved by a "doctor," worked by the boilers used for the refinery engines. Several veins of
impure water have been struck iu the course of the excavation, to rid
the well of which, a j)uinp, also worked by the " doctor," is constantly
in operation. A1; the present depth of 1.590 feet a pretty copious
stream of sulphur water issues from the weD. The water has the taste
precisely of the Blue Lick water in Kentucky, though perhaps not
quite so strongly impregnated with sulphur. We have obtiined from
the gentleman who superintends the boring, an exhitdt of the different
strata through which it has passed.
The statement possesse.s sufficient
interest for publication
W,:ll, hi St. Loiih, (from the St. Louis

—Allusion was made a few days

through limestone, 28 feet 2d, shale 2 3d, limestone 231 4th
cherty rock 15; 5th, limestone 74; 6th, shale 30; 7th, limestone 75
8th, shale U,,'; 9th, limestone 38,io 10th, sandy shale *JH; Uth, lime14th, red marl 50
stone 128i.< flSth, red marl 15 'l3th, shale 30
17th, shale 66
18th, bituminous
1.5th, shale' 30; ICth, limestone 119
marl 15 19th, shale 81) 20th, limstone 134 2Ist cherty rock 62; 22d,
limestone 138 23d, shale 70 24th, limestone 20 25th, shale 56; 26th,
limestone 34 white soft sandstone 15 feet.
1st,

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

commenced, we uudcrstand, as a cistern.
the ground, where it is fourteen feet in diameter,

The well was

fiist

;

—

;

;
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From

the surface of
it has a
conical form, lessening at the dejith of thirty feet to a diameter of six
Thence tlie diameter is again lessened to sixteen inches, until
feet.
the depth of 78 feet from the surf ice is attained. From that point it is
diminished to nine inches, and this diameter is preserved to the depth
of 457 feet. Passing this line the diameter to the present bottom of
the well, is three and a half inches.

Eoijal InstUnlion.
On one of the lecture evenings in March last the
theatre of the institution was completely filled to hear Sir Charles
Lyell describe some of the results of his late geological researches in
North America. The immediate subject of the lecture was " On the
remains of reptilians, and of a laud shell, recently found in the interior
of an erect fossil tree, iu the coal measures of Nova Scotia;" but he
took occasion to enter at considerable length iuto the causes of the formation of coal-beds and their intermediate strata. The coal measures
of Nova Scotia, and the diflerent strata associated with them, are three
miles in thickness, the coal measures alone extending to the depth of
1,400 feet. The dip ef the strata al ug the coast of the B.ay of l''undy
affords a fine opportunity for examiuing the whole '.lepth of the coal
measures which rise successively to the surface and Sir Charles Lyell
traced distinctly sixty-nine levels at which they have been submerged
under the sea. Among the beds of the formation several are filled with
the remains of a peculiar plant, to which the name " stigmaria" has
been given aud it was generally considered by geologists to constitute a distinct aud separate vegetable organization. Sir Charles Lyell
said he had long suspected that these fossils were only the roots of
trees that had been broken off and carried away by some sudden inundation. This suspicion had been confirmed by his researches in the
coal measures of Nova Scotia, for he had succeeded in several instances
in digging from the coal upright trunks of trees to which portions of
stigmaria were attached as roots. The trees thus found were sigillaria,
a plant sorae^n'hat resembling a bamboo, liaving a hard exterior aud
a soft, pithy substance inside. It was within an erect fossil tree of
this kind that Sir Charles discovered the remains that formed the immediate subject of the lecture. On e.xamining the inferior of the tree,
;

;

which was

less completely fossilized than thi.' exterior,
scientific friends who accompauied him found first the

he and some
leg-bone of a
have been a
water-lizard similar to a species now existing in America. Lower
down they came to the land shell though it was so mutilated that it
could not be ascertained with certainty whether it was a shell or a cosSir Charles, however, being decidedly of opinion tliat it was
prolite
a land shell. Tlie importance of the discovery of the remains of a reptile in the fossil tree consists in its being the first time that any trace of
reptilians has been found in the coal measures of America. Sir Charles
Lyell accounted for the remains being iu such a position by supposing
that the lizard must have climbed up the tree when it was "standing on
the mud bank of the estuary of some great river, aud that the creature
had taken shelter in the inside. The deposition of the land shell he

and afterwards other remains which proved

reptile,

of the Mississippi river is passed in the
first strata of shale, at a depth of twenty -niue or thirty feet from the
surface.
The water in the well, however, is always higher than the
water line of the river, and is not affected by the variations of the latter.
The fiist appearance of gas was found at a depth of 466 feet, iu
a stratum of shale one and a half feet thick, which was strongly im-

Wlien about 520

feet

below the

surface of the eartli, at the beginning of a layer of limestone, the water
'1 he level
in the well became salty.
of the sea
reckoned to be five
hundred and thirty-two feet below the City of St. Louis was passed
fartlier in the same layer
two hundred feet lower still, in a bed of
shale, the water ctmtaincd l",.' per cent of salt. At a depth of 950 feet
a bed of bituminous marl, 15 feet iu diameter, was struck. The marl
nearly resembled coal, and on being subjected to great heat, without
actu.ally burning, lost much of its weight.
Iu the stratum of shale
wliich followed, the sa!t in the w.ater increased to 2'^ per cent. The
hardest rock passed, was a bed of chert, struck at a depth of 1179 feet
from ihe surface, and goiug down 62 feet. In this layer, the salt in
the water increased to full three pCr cent. The boring at present is,
as a pei'S by the statement above, in a bed of white soft sandstone,
the most promising that has yet been sti'uck for a supply
water
such as is wanted.

—

:

—

it to

;

;

also attributed to the position of the tree at the mouth of a lai^ge river
where fresh and salt water are frequently commingled. With respect
to the coal measures, Sir Charles Lyell said lie considered their formation to be owing to vast extents of dense vegetation growing on the mud
banks depositee! in the deltas of great rivers, and which having for a
long time resisted the action of the water, and prevented further deposition, were at length again submerged aud covered with ihbris from

As an exemplification that the cause assigned might
produce such an effect. Sir Charles instanced the quanmatter carried down, by the Ganges. In the elevated
country where that river takes its rise it has been ascertained that the
fall of rain is equal to a depth of six hundred inches iu a year
aud
this volume of water, concentrated in the channel of the Ganges annually, forces along with it a mass of matter which it has been calculated
is equal in bulk to sixty times the solid contents of Ihe great Pyramid,
of Egypt. With that known force in existence, Sir Charles Lyell
thinight there would be little difficulty in conceiving that by the continued operation of such a cause, through countless ages of times past
on which geologists were now permitted to draw without limitation
the immense masses of matter iu the coal formation might be accuthe mountains.

be adequate

The lowest summer stand

bued with carbonated hydrogen.
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to

tity of solid

;

—
—

mulated in successive

A

Scientific

strata.

GolcliKgffcr.

— Among

the passengers

by

the

Falcon

which arrived in the Mersey a few weeks since fi-om Sydney, was Mr.
John Calvert, a geologist, who has been 1 1 years in the Australian colonies.
During that lime he has made a geological survey of all the
mineral districts in Adelaide, Van Dieraen's Laud, Sydney, and New
Zealand, and he has brought back with him a map of the western goldfields which alone is 30 feet long.
He has also a large number of
drawings, fome of them valuable in a scientific point of view, and
others pleasing and instructive, as giviug a sketch of life and manners

239
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at the gold diggings, Mr. Calvert has himself been engaged for eight
short
years iu tracing the auriferous veins and in procuring gold
time ago he sent liome a block of quartz weighing a ton and a half,
and he has brought home with him in the Falcon 730 nuggets of the
precious metal. One of the pieces weighs 2.31bs. of pure gold, and we
had the opportunity of seeing a peice weighing li^lb., which is considered one of tlie best specimens, being, in the state iu which it was
discovered, above tiie standai'd. The amount of gold brought home
by Mr. Calvert is about 330 lbs. gross, between 7'i lb. and 80 lb. being
dross or quartz more or less rai.'ced with the gold. The largest quantity he ever obtained in one day was 7G lb. weight.
He had been led
to the spot by auriferous indications, increasing as he came nearer, for
a distance of nearly 40 miles. The quartz vein ran north and south,
and was from about 9 to 15 feet in breadth, half a mile from where he

A

[1853

It stands out in large blocts of from
15 to 20 feet in heiglit, looking in the distance like white houses. This
place is dist.ant from Sydney about 215 miles, and a long way from
any at present worked gold-field. During the latter part of his residence in Au-stralia Mr. Calvert had a camp and three men as assistants,
and, properly equipped, he pursued his scientific survey. Among his
discoveries, he found diamonds, rubies, and many valuable minerals,
in which the Australian colonies abound.
understand that Mr,
Calvert will proceed direct to London, where he intends to get his
drawings and maps transferred to canvass, for the purpose of exhibiting them as a panorama of the goldfields, illusti'ative of lectures which
he intends to deliver on the origin of gold, and on the colonies towards
which so many thousands of his fellow-countrymen aie now turning
their atteution.
Liverpool Mercury.

robbed

it

of

its

precious treasure.

We

Monthly Meteorological Register, at Her Majesty's Magnetical Observatory, Toronto, Canada West. — .<Vpril, 1833>
Lo7,ijilii(k, 79 drr/. 21 min. Went.
Lnfltifde 43 *(7. 39.4 mm. Niirlh.
J?/evn/!on nhorc Lake Ontario
inS pH.
:

c
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

Easlern Townships.— \t is no', peiliaps, generally 1,-nown
to the public ll.ai our Piovu.cial Genlogist, ilv.hgxxn,
hascliscoiered materials
very al,u.,dautly exisiini: ,a ^ur viciiiily. sc, aJmirably
adapted for the
luai.ufactnre ot evuiy de-ciiplion of Earthenware and
Glass, -.uat a
company orga.iised lur the purpose of ti-siing the facts are only
wanted
to pr,.duce, according to Mr. Logan and
other piactioal men's assurance, articles jn these species of manufacture
of a most superior
texture and usefulness, acd in abundance
for e.xport and home consumption the production of which would, most probably,
contribute
towards the permanent prosperity of Sherbrnoke.
moie than even the
discovery of the auriferous deposits rich as they
may be said to be
found in several localities in our neighb.iurbood. B^si.le*
tliese there
has been discovered lately marble of various
kinds, and most superior
description, suited for tombstones, mantle pieces,
<tc., and when I

mention further

that in addition to these, Gvpsum has been found
to a
Tcry considerable extent in O.Nford, an article
hitherto imported principally Irom ^ova Scotia, acd tliat men of
some practical experience,
and at the same lime possessing capital, are living
in our midst, it
cannot be considered too sanguine to e.xpoctthat
influential gentlemen
will be found, during the absence of Jlr.
Gait in England, ready to take
the initiatory belore organizing. The British
An.eriian Land Company
have very recently, through their Chief Commissioner,
signified more
than usual holicilude towards establishing every
species of manufacturing industry in our Town
by liberally afT-rding every facility to
the utmost e-xlent that water privileges &nd aid
in money can be warrantably advanced to men of practical skill
and enttrpnse, to render
bherbrooke what nature has destined it to be. the
gieat workshop and
maculacturiug Lowell of Canada.- 6'or. of the Skerbrocke
Gazette.
;

The

ireiai

Trade cf

of the exports

o(

the n,'Hcd Kingdom.— Hhe total declared value
vainuis desciiptions of melals during the month and

12 monibs, ending with the 5ih January, is as follows :—
-For the month.
For 12 months.
^'^"/^f1°?3
....£^07,100
£9.928.405
iSaa
5093r.8....
89IS124
1^51
hese li^uies

637,354

^^

.

8.7(>7.646
show an extraerdiiiary expansion ot the e.xport trade iu
1
melals; and one of the most remarkable results consists
in the f.ict,
that in the last monlh the nnnvement has been more maiked than ever
before known. It may be fairly assumed that the export
of melals for
the current year will be larger ihan any known in the annals of
our
commerce. The increase on the coriespoiulins morjth of 1832 is no
less than £318 714, or 62 p^r cent.
The general increase in this branch
of trade is ihe more woithy of notice, when it is considered ihat the
prices ol all descriptions of metals have during the last
year expeiienced

an

almost unexampled rise, a circumstance which ordinarily
has
the effect of checking lorugn demand.
On a more mmuie analysis of
the rptuins, we find ihat this check has been aclually perceptible
in the
articles of copper, lead, and tin. but that the pi-sent
tendency of these
Items is now in the direciion of a rally, the chief increase
is in
the
article which has also been maiked by ihe "reaiest
lise \n price— iron.

The augmeutatiou

in the shipments of this metal duiiug the last month'
especially, is calculated to excite great attentiou, and
fully bears

more

out the anticipations indulged in by ns on several occasions.
ports of this metal are shown below

The ex-

:

Years.

IP

1852
1851

For the month.
£5.30.269
297,588
305,314

For 12 months.
£6,155,600
5,414383
4,056,308

This demand is mainly owing to the vast railway works -which are
now being Ciirried on by our enterprising capitalists iu so many parts
of the world. In fact, a large portion of the money which
we have

lately subscribed to foreign and colonial railwav
projects never leaves
the country at all, but is at once invested in niilway iron
Again a
large portion of the American and other railway bonds

lately taken 'up

here have been paid for iu our iro.i. The declared value
of the shipments is ol course increased by the enhanced prices now current
for
metals but after making due allowance for this, we have still
evidence
of au unexampled foreign and colonial demand. The
demand for iron
;

Rliip-buildmgand iron houses, is also exercising an import
ant influence.
J he presr-nl pusilinn of the market for this metal
is exciting

so much
attention, tliat these returns arc invested with additional
interest The
all kinds for the month and 12 mouths
are thus

export? ot cojipcr of
stated

:

Tears.
1853

For the monlh.

£

I

ls,609

For 12 months.

£

I

6

1

''

73'^

1852

;iO,.5n3

l'53.5'93'l

1851

172,747

XfibXA'db

[1853.

Mr. "ff. Pringle, of Edinburgh,
ing singular account

-writes to the Phil. JIag., the follow-

:

•Ou February 20th, 1846, about 10 P. Jf., when looking from an
eastern window, I observed a very splendid Arch
in the Heavens. Its
open was situated some degrees south of the ziiith, its direction
bein"
nearly at right angles to the magnetic meridian.
While gazing at i1
I was astonished to see a portion of the
eastern limb at a hefglit of

about 45 deg.or 50 deg., suddeulv change its character
and aspect, and
an extent of perhaps 5 deg., exhibit the spectacle of a crowd
of
meteors rnshing and commingling with one another each individually, so far as the eye could detect for the
rapiditv and confusion
ot their motions, precisely resembling an
ordinarv shooting star, having an apparent nucleus and a luminous train follo-svingit.
This'si-'ht
lasted. It may be, neai-ly a minute.
The portion of the luminous boa
thus occupied was strictly confined in breadth to
that of the arch:
there wa.s an obvious motion of the luminous matter
of the arch itself
from East to West, resembling a treinulius sti-eaiii. and the
cometary
projections followed the same course while they lasted.
tor

mmute

;

Obituary.

VoxBuciT.— This eminent geoL. gist died at Berlin, on the 4th of
March aged 79 years. The foUowing is a letter from Humboldt
to Sir
b J^Iuichisou, announcing his death, (Atliena>um. No. 1924.)

" That I should be destined—
I, au old man of eighty -three—to announce to you, dear Sir Roderick, the saddest news that
I could have
convey :— to you for whom JL De Buch professed a
friendship so
tender and to the many admirers of his genius,
his v.ist labours, and
bis noble character
Leopold De Buch was taken from us this morning by typhoid fever, so violent iu its attack
that two davs only of
danger warned us. He -nas at my house so latelv
as the 26th [uU. 1
despite the suow and the distance between us,
tdking geology with
the mo.st lively interest That evening he
went into society and on
Sijuday and Monday (the 27th and 28th) he
camplained of a feverish
attack, which he believed to be
caused bv a large chilblain swellin<r
ironi which lie had suffered for
years. The inflammation required the
application of leeches, but the pain and the
fever increased.
He was
speechless for forty-eight hours. *
*
He died surrounded bv his
mends,— most of whom knew nothing of his danger tiU Wednesday
=
=
y
evening, the 2nd of March.
." He and I were uuiteil by a friendship
of si.xtv-three years,—
triendship which never knew intciTuptiou.
I found him in" 1791 in
Werner s house in Freiburgh, when I entered the
School of Mines. We
were togotlier lu Italy, in Switzerland, iu France,-four
mouths in SaltzDurg. iVl. De Bueh was uot only one of
the great illustrations of his
age,— he -lyas a man of a noble soul. His mind left a
track of liu-ht
wherever it passed. Always in contact with Nature
herself,
jeU boast ot having extended the Umits of geological science. he coSld
I n-rieve
tor hull protouudly,— without him
I feel desolate.
I consulted him as
a master; and his affection (like that of
G.ay Lussac and that of .dVra-o
-svho were also his friends)
sustained me in my labours. He was four
years my |uuior,_and nothing forewarned me
of this misfortune
It
is not at the distance of a few
hours onlv b-oiu such a loss, that I can
say more resjiecting it. Pity me,— and accept
the homage of my pro^
tound respect and affectionate devotion "
to

!

;
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:

In the twelve monllis the exports of tin have been to the extent
of
£8.3,608, against £80,017, in the corresponding period ending the
5lh
January, 1852, and £124,798 in 1851. Those ot' tin iilales h.ivc
been
£1,103 317 against £1,020,206 .and £927,202; auU those of lead
£353,101 against £344,315 and £387,394.
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exclusively to the c'xamination of ceitahi of

TORONTO, JUNE,

1853

under

Weal:h olMova Scotia.

We wamily

commend

of the readers of

to tbe attention

of Penzance, Cornwall, England, on the Mineral Wealth of

We

are

aware that

for

some time

tliis

Nova

past the reported exis-

tence of extensive beds of very pui'e copper ore,

has attracted

the notice of a wealthy Engiieh Mining Conipan}', and that

gentlemen have been sent out

several

Si'Otia for the

my

purpose of acquiring,

at ditferent periods to

if possible,

Nova

correct informa-

examinations have been confined to parts of the country
lying North of the Basin of Minas, following the courses of several
of the principal Rix'ers discharging themselves into its waters, and
to the tributaries flowing into those Rivers.

From

the vast extent of primitive Forest with which the whole
forming the Mountain Range, is here covered, no other
means are available for accurately examining the Mineral pn perty
Nature, in most iiistan>;es, having so arranged tlia
it embraces.

district,

courses of the Rivers as to operate as cross-cuts for the varioua
deposits

tion in relation to the distribution

of copper

observation.

My

Journal, the following impoitant communication from Mr.Millett,

Scotia.

Mineral Districts,

a cursory glance at these, from the new and intense interest
excited, both in England aud there, on the subject, may prove
acceptable to you at this moment; but, in doing so, I must speak
generally, rather than in detail, of such Mineral Deposits as came

€\)t Cniiniiim SniiriuiL

Curnspoiiilei ceUcIatiiig to the mineral

its

oi-e,

which are thus exhibited on

;

banks or beds.

their

and abundance of a variety

Hie

called " purple copper."

exertions of the

gentlemen heretofore engaged in the search do not appear to

have been rewarded with the success they anticipated; but, ns
the letter of Mr. MiUett shows, that gentleman has succeeded in

The existence of Coal and Iron
and

in various parts of the Pioviiice,

and quality most bountiful and rare, is a fact
Every day, however (from the recent explorations),
adds to, and strengthens these two great elements of Human
Industry and Wealth and no limit can possibly be assigned ta
in quantity

patent in

itself.

;

discovering a large variety of minerals possessing gi'cat economic

and destined

value,

to

be of the utmost importance to the

sister

Province.
"

Niagara," at Sea,
21st April, 1853.

the Editor of the Canadian Journal.

— The

existence of your very valuable Journal has just
knowledge, through the instrumentality of one of
and contributors; and associated as 1 am
in my native County (Cornwall) with institutions, kindred in
feeling and object, you will, I feel assured, pardon my troubling
you with a few hasty notes, of an equally hasty visit to the
Province of Nova Scotia, from which I am now I'eturning (having
departed from England only on the 19th ult.,) but which, I feai-,
will scarcely be worthy your notice.
Sir,

come
your

to

my

earliest supporters

Although an ardent admirer
active

of,

and, to

some

extent, a rather

inclement stason of the year precludes the possibility of my
contributing anything in this department.
I would mention,
however, one fact which came under my notice (on the 2nd

at

and much surprised me.

Being detained by an accident which happened to our carriage,
Schultz's Hotel, on the Grand Lake, I availed mj'self of the

into the neighbouring Forest, more
and Birds.
The day was bright
and the sun warm, and on a bank, in a sheltered dell, I surprised
two beautiful Butteiflies, sporting with all the life and activity of
I endeavoured, in vain, to catch them, their
a Summer's day.
alertness baffling every attempt I made to do so.

opportunity of looking

particularly in quest of Ferns

Such an

early appearance of this delicate insect,

surprise in the .southern parts of

was

it

Nova

to myself in

Scotia,

would occasion

England; the greater, thei-efore,
where Winter still existed, and

the frost held entire dominion of the country.
I

know not whether

this occui'rence is rare, or otherwise, in the

mention it with the idea that it may
prove interesting to some of your I'eadei-s, who may be pursuing
the very delightful study of Entomology.
locality in question;

The

occasion of

Vol.

more valuable Metallic Minerals, such
Manganese, Sulphate of Barytes, &c., are
now ])ioved to be coexistent with them. From the very limited
operations, however, yet pursued, no data can, at present, be given
Metalliferous Rocks and Matrixes of
to their respective extent.
the most kindly and suitable nature for their production, on a
large scale, abound.
Marbles of the purest and most compact
nature, both of the White (Statuary) and Variegated, of the
most beautiful and varied charactere, appear to be bountifully
supplied to this particular District
whilst Lime, Gypsum,
Freestone, and other equally valuable products, appear scattered
over various parts of it, in quantities inexhaustible, aud qualities
not to be surpassed.
presence also of the

1,

but

my

I

late visit to the

No. 11, June, 1853.

;

The

Barytes, Maible, Copper, Iron, and

Province being confined

many

other Mineral

Deposits, I visited in the Five Islands District of the Province,

exceeded my most sanguine anticipations and, notwithstanding
the extreme difficulties I had to contend with, in consequence of
the swollen state of the Rivers, the accumulation of Ice on their
banks, and the Quantity of Snow remaining in the Forest, I
found abundant evidence that Nature had here scattered her
Mineral bounties with a most prolific hand, and that Capital and
Energy combined, were alone wanting to develope the resource-s
and add immensely to the wealth of this highly favoured, but
long neglected Country.
far

promoter of the science of Natural History, the present

instant)

The

as Coppei', Lead, Zinc,

Steamship

To

their extent.

;

From the very numerous veins of Barytes already exposed ta
view in the banks, and their continuance through the beds of the
Rivers and Tributaries, there is abundant proof that this valuable
Mineral exists, in this locality, to a very considerable extent.
The greater portion of what I saw was of the purest nature,
and might be rendered Merchantable at a veiy moderate expense
whilst other portions were slightly stained with Red Ox3-de of
Iron, which may be easily and economically removed before
disposed of in the Market.

The various purposes for which it is applicable, in a commercial
point of view, cannot fail to make it an article of considerable
and Markets for its disjiosal, when its purity and
abundance of supply become generally known, will most readily,
be found.

demand;

The

quantities hitherto exported

from henc«, have

been: sQ

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND COLOUR MANUFACTURE.
and the supply so uncertain, tbat the article is comparatively unknown in the Market, and has been consequently contined
to a few hands.
But by an extension of the operations, from a
proper employment of Capital, a vei'y large and constant supjily
may be kept up \vith the mercantile community, aud with tbe
limited,

greatest facility.

Veins of Specular Iron Ore, and Copper Pyrites, occur in the
same Strata as the Barytes; aud the latter may be very properly
looked on, if not as a Matrix, still as a very strong indication of
the co-existence of other
same channel of ground.

the more

[1853;

from their immediate contiguity to each other The
Layers or beds of the material lie horizontally in tbe face of the
bank; and, judging from their compactness and nature, blocks of
very large size will no doubt easily be worked out.
so,

Harbours embracing the most advantageous ]iositions, are
everywhere almost in contact with the Mineral Districts, to which
is easy, in most cases, by gentle inclinations; and shipping
for the exportation of metals or minerals abundant ; and freight
moderate.
access

Metalliferous Deposits occupying the

The Province, from

the cureovy view I was enabled to take of
appears to be bountifully supplied by Providence with wood
water, and to comprise, generally, an undulating country
of upland and interval; the latter, particularly in the Truro, Onslow, Economy, and Five Islands Districts, abountling in alluvial
soils of the richest description.
it,

This is a feature of considerable importance in a nnning point,
of view; as the operations to be directed, in the first instance, to
tbe Barytes most necessarily tend to the de\elopment of the Iron
and Copper, and may thus be extended, by the same staft' of
operatives, to the

cheap aud

working of the

latter

Minerals upon

the most

ett'ective scale.

from

accompanying

parallel cases)

Rich specimens of Zinc and Manganese, are to be found likewise in this immediate locality, evidencing their presence also.
But none of these deposits came under my notice, from the natural impediments before mentioned.
Such specimens, however,
were handed me by the inhabitants who had picked them up in

the bed of the river in the

summer

season.

Of

the various Marble beds or deposits in the Five Islands
white most undoubtedly take the pre-eminence;
although the variegated, fronj their variety, beauty, and compactDistiict, the

must always stand very high

The

geogi'aphical position of the

The White Marble is of the finest quality for purity and grain
having been pronounced by a roost eminent Statuary, to comall the requisite oharactoristjcs for the most delicate and
enduring works of art. Judging fi'om the appearances of the
several beds partially opened on ; and their length and breadth,
traceable on the surface in the forest, and in tjie bed of the contiguous river, there can be no question that this most prized and
valuable article, exists (in situ) hei-e, to an extent little suspected
by any one, and now, for the fiist time, to be developed to the
world.

The Variegated Marbles

pure Lilac, with a

And

it

is,

—

—

hasty notes without expressing my
uniform kindness and attention, I r; ceived at the hands of all clashes of the inhabitants, (from His
Excellency the Governor of the Province, to the Native Indian
in his primitive Wigwam,) during my very short sojourn amongst
them, bearing out, in the fullest sense, the high chancer for
hospitality and kindly feeling, which I had been led to anticipate
from them, previously to ray quitting the British Shores.
I cannot conclude these

the

—

I

I beg to apologize for the length of this communication, which
had intended to have made much more concise, hut tbe very

great interest and impoitance of the subject, have led

present several very distinct varieties;

me

unwit-

trifling

admixture.

It will afibrd ine much pleanire to transmit to you, the
published transactions of the "Penzance Natuial History and
Antiquarian Society," and to receive from you a copy of your's
in exchange.

a Lilac, blended with green,

varying in deep and light
of these represent a Oiallo Antico
and Verd Antique, of a true and unmistakeable character involving (from their beauty) the utmost difficulty in deciding to
which the palm for merit and value should be awarded.

The former and

latter

I am. Sir,

Your most obedient

—

air.

Electric Light,

We
on

have perused a

It

ani C^lonr Manufacture.

little

]iamphlet, just issued from the press,

J. J. AV. Walsnu, Ph. D., F. G. S.
gives a clear and succinct .account of the process of dis-

Electrical illumination

(fee.

Nature h:is so arranged and placed these beds in the rivor
bank, (here a"=suming a height of several hundred feet) as to render
their being quarried with the utmost ease and cheapness.
And

Servant,

JNO. R. A. MILLETT.

Property, of such intrinsic value as these, can no Ioniser ba
allowed to remain buried, and unknown in the bowels of the earth
and the surprise to myself is, how th(»3' can have so long escaped
tlie prying eye of man, and wasted their hidden treasures in the
desert

as

tingly on.

amongst the most prominent are a most delicate Lilac (or
Amethyst) ground, combined with a soft yellow, or gold colour.

shades.

Province, placed

between two immensely populous and consuming quarters of the
globe (Europe and Ameiica) gives it an undeniable advantage
o\'er almost every other portion of the civilized woi-ld
and
unity of purpose mnonr/st its inhabitants; rapid internal communication by ^ai'/roirf* (one of which latter I am happy to
find, is now in actual progress, and which will, iu effect, be tbe
Luno giving vitality to the whole and a main artery through
which the enterprise, spirit and commercial wealth of those two
most important communities mustdirecth' circulate,) and Capital
alone, are wanting to render it most wealth}' and prosperous.

great obligations for

in the scale.

bine

A

—

or beauty.

doubt can exist (judging
that they are to be found here in large aud
strata, little

productive quantities.

ness,

From the ungenial season of the year, when nature had put
on her most sombre mantle t'"e vegetable world appeared to the
least ad\autage to the visitor.
But enough was apparent to satisfy me, that, in a few months, a total change will liave ovei'spread
the scene
and that few countries can boast of greater luxurianco

—

Their quality is undeniably rich, butnothing whatever appears
to be kuown, at present, of their e.xtent.
From the regularity
and size, of the Lodes however, already exhibited in the Banks
and beds of tlie Rivere; added to the exceeding favourable nature of the

and

by

covery, which, according to the author, has resulted not only in

the realization of

and a continuous

the long sought desiderata-^viz., an economic
light
but also in the discovery of a

electric

—

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND COLOUR MANUFACTURE.
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hew motle of manufacturing colours, at a cost so insignificant as
to ensure a ready and inexhaustible market.
Tliese are features
of exeituig interest; and, if fully realised as promised, must undoubtedly be attended with important consequences, by revolutionizing the world of light and of colour.
Mr. Watson freely acknowledges what is due to other elecHe admits that Professor Daniel's galvanic battery is
distinguished for producing a continuous light; but from the expense of maintaining the action it could neier be profitably applied to common usjs, and was, therefore, a costly ornament, not
a marketable commodity. This great distinction is, of course,
fatal to its utility for the purposes of e\ery day life.
Strongly
influenced by this impression, Mr. Watson turned his whole attention to the finding of means of producing this light at a small
cost.
We ai'e informed that he has fully succeeded in his object;
that he can produce and maintain this splendid light continuously for any required length of time, not only without cost, but actrieians.

tually at a profit, by the aid of a chemical transformation of the
elemeuts used in the working of the batteiy.
These elements
liave hitherto consisted almost entirely of the common mineral
acids, zinc and copper: occasionally iron, leail, and tin were used,
but sparingly, and without any important acknowledged results.
Mr. Watson's new agents, or electrolytes, are only five in number, and from these he produces no less than 1 00 valuable paints

or 2>igments, of a superior quality and character, surjiassing in

marketable value the

by which the

articles froni

light also

is

fed.

which they are produced, and
is, in fact,
maintained that

It

not only is the light thus created without cost, but absolutely at
a profit, by the additional convertible value of the elements
The mode also of productransformed by the chemical process.
ing these colours is asserted to be not by nnj^ subsequent mixture of the elements, but results from the actual development of
the electricity in the battery, the materials employed also aiding
in the galvanic ettect by gi\'ing constancy, from the want of
which united recommendations as Mr. Watson observes, the best

form af

batteries at pi'esent in use are absolutely worthless for

a

practical j^urpose such as lighting.

The

nature of the action thus produced, and the mode of the
were also informed
is then touched on.

We

process observed,

that the

Maynooth

battery

experimenters, and that

all

is the great fttvorite with electrical
the successful exhibitions of the elec-

have been made with this battery. Without changing its foi'm, Mr. Watson has endeavoured to sujiplj^ its deficiencies, and render economical its working.
trical light

He

says: "Prussiate of potash, or, as

ferro-c)'anide of potassium,

splendid blue pigment.

it is

known

to chemists,

gives with the salts of iron a most

—Prussian

blue; which,

when

pure,

is

of

In the Maynooth batteiy we emthe greatest possible \-alue.
ploy the prussiate of potash thus to the iron cell we add prusr
siate of potash, and to the zinc call also the same salt, although
we restrict the quantity greatly, for reasons which need not be
described here, but which to those having any acquaintance
with the nature of galvanic arrangements will be at once appaOur products are Prussian blue, of a quality and colour
rent.
equal, or as we have been disinterestedly informed by those dealOur other
in the article, far superior to any in the market.
product is a peculiar blue pigment, of a colour resembling, and
:

from specimens which may be seen at our manufactory at WandsThis pigworth, closely vying with the artificial ultramarines.
ment, from its chemical constitution, as proved by our analyses,
we have termed the ferro-prussiate of zinc. The insoluble nature of these pigments, and their consequent removal from the
galvanic circuit by precipitation, gives to the Maynooth battery a
greater constanc}', as we have before described, than there remains
In addition to rendering profitable the
to it in its normal state.

working of the
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battery, the prussiate of potash has

galvanic action, in the

manner

a distinct

before described.

" The discoverer of the Maynooth battery is also the inventor
of another form of batteiy, of which we also have availed ourselves for

making

and
and

arranged

This form consists of platinised lead
the manner ot a Sraee's l^atteiy,
is similarly excited by nitro-sulphuric acid.
In this batteiy
our ])igmeiits are chrome yellows, produced by adding the bichromate of potash jirecisely in the same manner as with the
prussiate of potash.
The depth and tint of the pigments, which
with chromes constitute their \'alue in the market, we \aiy with
the proportion of the salt added. As regards the galvanic eflfects
of the bi-chromate of potash, it is precisely the same as with the
zinc,

colours.

jjrecisely in

IJrussiate of potash.

" The power of the two forms of battery just described, and
their applicability to the purposes of electrical illumination, from
their constancy and intensity, will be best appreciated when it is
stated that a platin'sed lead battery

is about fifteen times as powWollaston battery of the same s"ze.
castiron battery is a little less powerful than the platinised lead one,
but it is cheaper in its first erection, since the iron plates do not
require to be platinised.
Three platinised lead batteries excited
by a solution of nitre and sulphuric acid, or three cast-iron batteries excited by nitric and sulphuric acid, wilJ afford the most

erful as a

A

common

brilliant light, equal, at least, to

quires

160

cells

300 wax

candles,

of Daniel's constant battery, or

nary Wollaston battery,

to eft'ect the

same

whilst

it

re-

250 of the ordiThree of the

object.

lead or iron batteries will occupy just one-sixth the space occupied by Daniel's arrangement, and one-twelfth of what is occu-

pied by WoUaston's.
"

The expense

of constructing a platinised lead or iron battery
than anj' of the other forms of battery in use.
For instance, a platinised lead or a plate of cast iron, of an efficient size,
may be had for Is., whilst a platina plate of the same dimensions
will cost nearly £3.
Moreover, a platinised lead or cast-iron
battery, without any of the means by which we have eft'eeted an
economy, may be worked for one hour with a resultant of the
same power for one-tenth part of the expense of working a Grove's
batter}^ for the same time.
is far less

" In addition to the cast iron and platinised lead batteries, we
is identical in arrangement with the
old form of Wollaston batteiy, but free from the defects of that
instruments
The sulphate of zinc, which usually attaches itself
in the form of metallic zinc to the copper-plate in WoUaston's
arrangement, after the battery has been in action a short time,
we find is carried down as a splendid blue pigment, much resembling the better description of " smalts," by adding prussiate of
potash hence the constancy of the batteiy is maintained so long
as any fresh acid remains in the cells.

employ a third form, which

;

" It will be easy to perceive that if prussiate of potash gives
with iron a blue colour, and chromate of potash with z'nc a yellow, that if these salts be added in a battery of iron and zinc
the piussiate to the iron and the chromate to the zinc, the resulting products having access to each other through a diaphragm
the colour produced will be a green, of a depth of tint dependent
on the quantity of the two normal colours tbrming the compound.
In like manner, b}' adding prussiate of potash to the lead battery,
a white ]iigment is jiroduced of great body, and perfectly free
from the fitult of blackening by exposure to sulphuretted hydrogen, the zinc seeming to act as a protective agent.
If chromate
of potash alone be added to the iron batteiy, a deep brown colour
is produced.
Lasth', if lime be added, with chromate of potash,
to the lead batteiy, a red pigment is produced, of gre.at brilliancy
and body.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT DIGGING MACHINE.
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"
tlie

Our

nrrangeinents for filling our batteries, and drawing off
products as they are formed, are simple in design, and per-

fectly efficacious in practice

they consist to describe thern gensystem of giitta percba piping, trouglis
and taps. Our aim in dealing with the diliicult matter of making
the experimental apparatus of the lecture-room the working insti'umeut of practice, has been to establish a thorough system of
electrical engineering
and with what success will be best seen
by a visit to our manufactory.
;

in a well-arranged

ei'all}-,

;

"

We have now

to deal with the other products of our batnot pigments; and allhough we feel great difficulty in
placing this part of the subject in a garb sufficiently popular to
teries,

be

ejisily

comprehended, we consider

to render

more

clear

what we may describe

During the working of

which would cause the light to flicker, are entirely removed, and rendered inoperative by his introduction of the
magnet as a regulator; that he has the means resident within
the lamp itself of increasing or diminishing the light; that tlis
lamp requires no p;evious adjustment, when the electrode is once
Lattery,

fixe.l, to

render

tric light lias

it

available at a

no characters

in

moment's notice; that the

common

with other

artificial

elec-

sources

of illumination.

It
It surp;isses all other lights in brilliancy.
be seen from a distance of 30 miles from the place of exhibition and, what is peculiar, it requires no air to sup|iort if,
and burns as well under water as it does in vacuo
That for

may

;

!

necessary to advert to

it

as the

it,

" profitable"

portion of our invention.
"

[1853.

produce the electric hght steajily and uninterruptedly for any
immber of houis ; that any little inequaliliis in the action of the

certain forms

of our batteries large

especial!}^ when we use nitric acid, of nitrous fumes
are given off; these fumes we convey into appropriate chambers
apparatus, and convert to the following uses
The production of nitrate of potash, and the production of sulphuric acid
substances which it will be seen are made use of in originally ex-

quantities,

and

:

—

purpo.es it is invaluable.
ships in convoy, lights of all kinds for

For

liglithou;.e

signalisiiig at

vessels, for

sea,

railway pur-

poses, lighting tunne's, mine.% and diving-bells, it has properties
and advantages which do other description of light can command.
In streets it must, with time and public favour, entirely supersede

the use of gas; and for lighting public assembly-rooms, theatres,
and spectacles of all kinds, it has only to be made known to

ensure

its

adoption.

The hydrogen which escapes from the zinc
also profitably employ for the manufacture of acetic ether

citing the batteries.

we

cells

8a mnclson's Patent Digging Machine.

and ammonia.

The pigments, when remo^'ed from the battecarry with them, of course, a large quantity of spent acid

ries,

This

solution.

we

profitably eniplov, after the

manner described

in our specification, for the manufacture of nitrate of iron, white

and

lead,

plaster of Paris.

The

acid solutions also contain a largo

proportion of the salts of potash in the forms of nitrates and sulphates; and these salts arc easily separated in the manufacture of
It must be remembered that nitrate
the substances just named.
of potash forms one of the exciting agents in the lead batterj',
tliat, therefore, the saving of this salt is by no means an inwould,
Bignificant feature in the economy of our system.
moreover, especially draw attention to the fact, that tlie potash

and

We

known

that the produce of land cultivated by market
and by cottagei's far exceeds that obtained from the
same area by the farmer. That excess is obtained chiefl)' at the
It is

well

gaixleners

expense of increased labour in deep tillage, irrigating, singling,
and cleansing. It is only of late that a serious effort has been
In
to assimilate our practice as farmers to that of the gardener.
the growth of root crops the water drill is but just beginning to
perform that in the field, the omission of which in the garden
would be considered ?.s the height of neglect. In growing corn,
we still adhere to the extravagant practice of thick sowing, whether
broad cast or by the drill though we may see in the lalwurer's
allotments how much superior, both in the straw and in the car,
is the crop which he has '-dibbled" with one-third the quantity
of seeJ. The value of horse-hoeing is doubted bj' many who
would not allow a weed to remain in their gardens; and we
still endeavour to make up by waggon-loads of maiutre and by
;

from the prussiates and chromatos, added to the batteries
for the manufacture of the coloui-s, contribute entirely to the formation of nitre and sulphate of potash, over and above the alkaline salt used as an excitant."
gaits

Mr. Watson then comments

as follows

:

—

"

The

difficulty of

carrying into the wide and, it may be said, rough fields of practice an invention such as these pages are devoted to, can only be
new
really undei-stood by those who have experienced it.
field' of labour has to be opened, and experience and education

A

can be the only guide of tliose who may engage in it. Electrical
illumination consists not in the mere arrangement of certain galvanic paii-s it requires something more system, order, and eccpomv, must rule it, .as with railways and steam navigation. The
;

:

and permanent institution of telegraphic communicaby the same mysterious force, offen; the greatest possible inducement for its being taken up in the spirit that it desen'es.
The laying of the electrical mains, and the arrangement of a system ot''n-o\'ernors for regulating and measuring the quantity of

successful

tion

electricity passing to tlio dift'erent lamps, is as

much

a matter of

It will be
engineering as the arrangements of gas and water.
ea.-iilv recognised, wo opine, that if the manufacture of the coloure
wl]i("h wc have described can, in itself, return a profit so largo as

monopoly, that the production of the same
and the gain of a new power, as an additional source of
is a matter worthy of every species of encouragement.

to constitute a trade
urticle-s

profit,

We

state the proposition thus gcmerally to save ourselves the tedious details of a debtor and creditor statement, although the
closest inspection of such that can bo given wo more than desire

and

court."

In

conclusion

Mi'.

Watson,

rot^apitulates that

ho

is

able

to

tons of

guano

for imperfect tillage

and want of drainage, which

permit their most valuable constituents to be washed off the
surface into the ditches and streams
whereas by converting our
fields by deep tillage into one vast filtering bed for their retention,
we should not on\y avoid this wa-te, but avail oureelves to the
utmost of the valuable diessings that descend with the rains of
heaven, the ammonia contained in which, according to our chemists, represents an annual value of quite twenty shillings per
acre, estimated at the price of guanc.
;

It

is

to the oleuient of cultivation, namel}' the effective pulveri-

and preparation of the seed-be 1, that Mr.
Samuelson the well known agricultural engineer of Banbury, has
contributed the invention of his digging machine, which has been
It consists essenfor some past at work in that neighbourhood.
zation of the soil

of several series of slender steal prongs, so sliaped in curve
and section as tn penetrate the soil easily by the mere weight of
the framing, which contains them ; each series resembling tho
spokes of a wheel without the tyre, and all the wheels being
caused to revolve by the draught of the horses, whilst embedded
tially

in tiie earth

up

or prongs bring

what mav be called
up the soil, and allow

to

The spokes
backward, tho-

their naves.
it

to fall

roughly pulverized and mixed, in a form not unlike the backIn the upper portion of their
water from a paddle-wheel.
revolution thev pass between a corresponding number of .strong
iron bans which scrape away any earth or weeds adhering to

WESTRUP'S PATENT CONICAL FLOUR MILL, WITH PLATE.
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them. Althougli, like all other tillnge implements, it works best
in dry weather, the digger was used with advantage during the
early spring, when it was hardly possible to plough at all; it
also clears itself well of any stones which it may pick out of the
ground.

mixed with a

In color and

From

the description which we have given, it will appear that
a trenching implement, propelled by hoiscs
it is, in fact,
loosening, and partially bringing the subsoil to the surface, and
thorouglily i-educing the whole, like the fork; and not merely
slice, and reversing it like the plough
but, as ii
only requires four or five horses to work it when set to dig ten
inches deep by three feet in width, being equal to four acres
dug in a working day of seven hours, in soils where it is rare to
see less than three hoi'ses ploughing only one-fourth of that
breadlh to a depth of baiely six inches, it is obvious that, apart
from the superioi'ity of the result, there is positive economy in
Circular motion, which general accompanies
the power applied.
the application of steam power, will, we trust, in this instance,
as in that of the horse power thrashing machine, prove to be
only its precursor; meanwhile, it is perhaps quite as well, wilh
reference to the speedy and general adoption of this new cultivating machine, that its introduction is not dependant, in the first
instance, upon that of the steam engine.

cleaving off a

:
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It is not
andj,he third \vith platina.
known whether the latter admixture really takes jjlace, but it is
certain that several varieties of gold-yellow native gold contain
an admixture of silver.
little silver,

lustre,

substances for gold

but from them

;

inexpsrienced persons might mistake various
these are chiefly iron and copper pyrites,

may

be readily distinguished, being softer than
for, although the latter mineral yields
it crumbles when we attempt to
cut or hammer it, whereas gold may be separated in thin slices,
or beaten out in thin plates by the hammer.
There can thus be
no possible difficulty in distinguishing these various minerals in a
native state, even with nothing but an ordinary steel knife.
From any other minerals, as mica, whose presence has also
misled some persons, gold is easily known by very simple experiments with a pair of scales, or even by careful washing with
water, for gold being much heavier than any other substance
it

and very malleable;

steel

easily to the point of a knife,

found with

it,
(except platina and one cr two exti'craely rare
will always fall first to the bottom, if shaken in water
with mud, while mica will geneially be the last material to fall.
This is the case however fine or few the particles of either min-

metals,)

may

eral

be.

Gold, therefore, can be distinguished

In conclusion, we must not omit to notice the application of
the "Digger" to works of road formation and excavating generally.
It moves as much surface soil in a day as would require forty to
sixty men with the spade.

specific gravity,

and by

bodies which resemble

relative

its

it.

It

is

by

and more accurately as
but harder than tin and lead.

pletely malleable,

per or

silver,

its

weight or
and from other

relative

hardness,

described generally as
softer

soft, coiri-

than iron, cop-

It is useful to

know

as a simple experiment that can be made
with instruments at hand, is often moie \'aluable than a more
accurate examination requiring materials not immediately available.
Thus, if It is found that a specimen, (p?rhaps a small scale
or spangle,) is readily scratched by silver, copper or iron, and
facts of this kind,

How

tu tell Gold.

Gold invariahbj exhibits something of the peculiar yellow
colour which it is known to possess in a pure state; but this
color is modified by various metals with which it may be mixed.
Thus it may be described as having various shades of goldyellow; occasionally approaching silver-white, occasionally resembling brass-yellow of every degree of intensity, and even verging
on steel-gray in some specmiens from South America.

and lead, it may, if of the right color, and
rapidly in water, be fairly assumed to be gold.

scratches tin

sinking

Westrup's Patent Conical Flour Hill, Avith Plate.

The

lustre of gold

to the small

is

highly metallic and shining, and owing

amount of oxidation

at

its

sui-face,

it

preserves

its

after long exposure in contact with other
the shining particles are often seen in sand
when the quantity is baiely sufiiicient to rejsay the cost of working
Even, however, if the
notwithstanding the \alue of the metal.

shining lustre
substances,

even

'i'hus

is dull, the true color and appearance is easily restored by
rubbing; and when polished it takes a very vivid lustre, which
is preserved for a long time in the atmosphere.

Euiface

Although

which has been introduced into the
gold-yellow, brass-yellow and grayish yellow, native gold seems,
in the division

with some slight modifications, to agree with the geological relations of it's varieties; yet this mode of arrangement deserves
The gold-yellow varieties comprise the spelittle serious notice.
cimens of the highest gold-yellow colors, though there are some
among them which have rather a pale color; they include most
of the crystals and of the imitative shapes, in fiict the greatei'part
The brass-yellow native gold is confined to
of the species itself.
some of the regular and imitative shapes of a jjale color, (which
is generally called bi'ass-yellow,J and, it is said, has less specific
gravity than the preceding one; but this does not seem to ha\e
ever been ascertained by direct experiment.
The grayish yellow
native gold occurs only in those small flat grains which are
mixed with the native platiua, and possess a yellow color a little
inclining to gray they are said to have the greatest specific
gravity of them all.
The real foundation of this distribution
seems to be the opinion, that the first are the purest, the second
;

The great interest which this invention has created in the
public mind, and its adoption by various foreign States, including
France, Belgium, Austria and Mexico, where mills are already
The bold
erected, justify us in bestowing upon it a short notice.
statement to be proved before Parliament, that by the adoption
mill, out of the same quantity of wheat consumed in
England nearly eighty-two millions of quartern loaves per annum

of this

may be furnished to the nation, at a money value of
upwards of two millions sterling, is a matter of very great importance, exceeding any that can be brought forward by the most
in addition

expert financier in lessening the national burdens.

As

there

is

the most plausible and splendid
drawbacks in practice, which cannot be

frequently in

theories, .some faults or

immediately detected,

we have

waited until practical experiments

were made before giving our unqualified suppoi't to this invention.
There have beeu now several of such experiments, and
the conical mill at Wapping has been at work night and day
for

some months, supplying customere, who increase, as tiia
Pavilt publicly state, beyond all their powers of grind-

Messi-s.

ing

;

hence this invention

may

be said

to

be

already " a great

fact."

The

first

public experiment

was attended by many

scientific

men, and the reporters of nearly all the daily and weekl}' journals,
who, without a single exception, bear witness to the success and
We shall conclude
the excellence of Mr. Westrup's invention.

ON FIXING PHOTOGRAPHIC DRAWINGS.

2;6

by quo'iag

this article

following report

"The

froni a sjientifis

weekly contemporary tho

:

flour-rnill ordinarily consists of a lowti- fixed
and an upper revohing one, each of about 4 ft. C
diameter.
The
in
wheat being introduced thiough an aperin.
ture, is drawn in, and ground between the revohing and the
The average weight of these stones is about 14
fixed surfaces.
cwt., and it is ordinarily found that the grinding surface pre-

old

flat

circular stone,

sented, is so extended as to render the delivery of the flour
extremely slow and uncertain, nutwithstanding the great velocity
of the running stone, which is genei'ally 120 revolutions per
minute.
The evil arising from this circumstance is, that the
flour, finding only a partial escape, is triturated and re-triturated
to the great ultimate injury of the meal.

[1853-

rangement, we cannot fail to be stru;k with the analogy subsisting between it and that which we observe in the construction
of the jaws of animals
a circumstance which assures us of its

—

philosophical superiority,
" There were three trials as regarded the old srstem and the
new.
The first experiment on the old mill gave a discharge of
16 lb of flour iu five minutes, which was equal to 192 lb per
hour; while upon the patent mill there wbs a discharge of 38 J- lb

462 lb ]ier hour. The dift'^rence, iherefore,
on that experiment wa?, against the old system, 270 lb per hour.

in five minutes, or

second experi nent tried was
regarded the new system.

even -more favourable as

'J'lie

"

Two

conical mills

worked against two on the

flat

principle

an hour, ascertained exactly, and with the following results :
Conical mill (No. 1.) pioduced 8f bushels
ditto, No. 2.) 7f

for

"

Some

idea

power required

of the

machines in operation
single pair of stones, 4

may

keep such massive
be gathered from the fact, that a
to

power of a
This enormous

feet in diameter, require the

;

bushels; Flat mill (No. 1.) 3 busheb; ditto, (No.
(See plate.)

engine to maintain the needful speed.
power becomes necessary, in consequence of the great weiijht of
the top stone,' the rapid rate of revolution, and the very iai-ge
amount of fiiction pioduced by the process of grinding so glutinous a substance as meal between such extended suifaces.
four-hoi-se

2.)

3 bushels.

'

" These are the principal objections to the old flat mill system
of grinding, which has been the univereal one in use in all parts
of the kingdom for a considerable time
the only variation in
;

practice consisting in the motive power.

iJost

commonly steam

power is employed, but when the locality admits of its introduction
the cheaper and more uniformly certain agent, water, has been
brought into action. In all other respects, the mechanical detail
of the system has been uniformly the same.
"

The

conical' mill

'

is

intended to obviate these defects

;

and

a very few remarks will suffice to show that its inventor has not
only detected their causes, but has brought into operation a most
philosojdiic, and therefore successful, combination of grinding
and separating agencies, by which these defects have disappeared to an extent which leaves little to be desired.
The
beneficial changes effected may be succintly enumei'ated.
Fii-st,
the reduction of the weight of the running-stone from 14 cwt. to
1^ cwt, by phicing it beiieath instead of upon the fixed one;
second, the reduction of the size of the stones in the proportion of

3.34 to 1 and thirdly, the giving to the stones a new form
that of the frustum of a cone.
The advantage of lessening the
diameter and weight of a mass, of which the one is 4 cwt., and
the other 14 cwt., will be ajiparent, when it is considered that

On

We have

Fixing Fhotagraphic Drawings.

who states lie has " never'
yet seen the productions of any other person," some calotypes,
which are to a certain extent successful. They exhibit, however,
many of the faults which mark the productions of the inexperireceived fi-om an amateur,

enced operator; and
gestions

we

ofl'er a few sugour correspondent, and

are therefore induced to

which may be of

assistance to

othere similarly situated.

In the first place, the specimens before lis bear the evidence of
having been obtained with a very imperfect lens we should
judge from appearances, a lens which has not been raaile for a
Photographic Camera. Now, the peculiarconditions of the agent
by which these pictures are produced, demand the use of lenses
which have been constructed with due regard to certain known
principles; otherwise a perfectly flat field, and distinctness up to
the edges, cannot be obtained.

—

It is a mistake to attempt to adopt an ordinary lens to a photographic camera; as, by so doing, failure must follow upon fail-

and the production of a good photograph

ure,

is

rendered

impossible.

;

120 revolutions per minute, and that this
must be sustained against the enormous fiiction of the

its effective

velocity

velocity

Our correspondent complains

of the injury which his pictures

recei\e in the ])rocess of fixing with the

and regrets that some more

hyposulphite of Soda,

method cannot be

j^erfect

discovered.

is

The altered position of the running-stone
admits of a much more delicate adjustment of the 0]iposing surfaces, and gives to the miller an easy and effective control over
the most important portion of his operation.
The conical form

grinding surfaces.

the discharge of the flour, and ob\iates the clogging
of the old practice.
In addition to these advantages, by a judicious modification of the ordinary mode of dres-

We

any chemical agent
superior to the hyposulphite of soda, which, when properly employed, ensures the utmost degree of permanence to the photograph under any circumstance of exposure. To place this clearly
believe

it

will

before our readers

is

be

difficult to discover

our object.

facilitates

und overheating

rather by a combination of the mill with the dressing
machine, a perfect separation of the flour from the bran is effected
at the moment the grist escapes from the stone.
The bran still
remains in the mill, and falls by its own gravity to a second pair
of stones in all respects resembling those already desciibed.

sing, or

"Both

pairs of stones are

mounted upon

the

same

spindle,

and

of course impelled by the same geaiing.
The operation of the
lower pair need not be described they complete the process, and
;

leave nothing unconverted into flour

the weight or

the quality of the

which could add

loaf.

either to

In considering this

ar-

1.

The hyposulphites

are remarkable for their property

—such

dissolving several of the salts of silver

—

as the chloride

of

and

with them compounds which are distinguished
Negative Talbotypes consist of an
all those parts which are not darkened: and
of metallic silver in a state of minute division over the darkened
Positive piL'ture.s only differ fjom negatives in the
portions.
iodide

by

fbriiiing

their peculiar sweetness.

iodide of silver over

In
general use of the chloride of silver, instead of the iodide.
either case the unchanged silver salt is to be removed, and tho
darkened portions disturbed as little as possible. In the ]irocess
of change under the influence of the solar radiations, oxide of
the oxygen is then liberated
silver appears to be formed at first
and metallic silver is the final result. If much oxide of silver re;
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some
portions of it, and thus injure the pictui'e.
This is shown by the
more energetic action of the hyposulphite on the positive than on
mains on the paper, the hyposulphite of soda

In the

the negative pictures.

will dissolve

the action of the Gallic
the complete deoxidatiou of
the sih'er salt is eltccted.
In the former, this is not the case
where the exposure to sunshine has been short, or where the copy
latter, b}'

acid, or the ]jrotosulphate of iron,

has been

made by

the effect of diffused daylight.

made when

Positive photographs which are

the sun

is

shining

by the weak and uncertain

light of a wintry day, althoun-h they
both cases be brought to the same apparent degree of

in

;

are far less liable to injuiy than such as are procured

bi'illiantly,

may

Mt

paper spreading inwards, which eventually destroy the picture, if
there is the slightest trace of the hyposulphite of silver allowed
to remain on the paper.
The taste is the best test that we can
apply and if after a picture has been well washed in several
perfectly clean waters, we take one coiner of it into the mouth
and suck out some of the water, without discovering any metallic
sweetness, we may be sure that our photograph will enduie as
long as any ordinary print.
Journal of the Societi/ of Arts,

the nut'itive value ef the food of Man ondrr diffrrrnt
of age and cmploynieiit." By Dr« L.. Playiair

"On

cuiiUitioiis

darkness.
2. As a general rule, it is advisable to expose the positive to
sunshhie longer than it is necessary to do, for the production of
a well-defined image. If the picture has been rendered far too
dark to be pl-:asant, it can be toned back, to use an artistic phrase,
by very weak solutions of the iodide or cyanide of pottassium.

The photograph being removed from the copying

3.

the camera, should bo

first

frame, or
placed in some clean water, to which

a small quantity of common salt has been added. By this all
the free nitrate of sdver is converted into a chloride; and the
formation of any sulphuret of silver in the paper, by the action
The picture
of the nitric acid on the sulphur salt, prevented.
should, after it has soaked for a little time, be removed and placed

—

about
a solution of the hyposulphite of soda, in a flat dish
an ounce of that salt being dissolved m a quart of water it
should remain in this fluid for fi\ e or ten minutes, and then be
removed to a vessel of peifectly clean water.

in

thought by

4. It is

some

move

delicate

the case or not,

is

is

shadows of the

somewhat

phite solution can be used a great
is

that the addition of

chloride of silver to the hyposulphite of soda pre\'ents

acting on the
this

many photographers

—

poured back into a

bottle,

picture.

its

Whether

and kept from the

their

using

it

air.

may

be fixed

undergoing any serious injury.

The

addition of neutral chloride of gold to the hyposulphite of
soda bath, tends to produce a variety of purples approaching almost to black, which are of a very pleasing character. Similar

may

be obtained by soaking the picture in a weak solution of the chloride of gold, upon removing it from the fixing

results

fluids.
7.

ditt'erent

circumstances becomes

evident

that one class of substances supplies the fuel

that maintaius the heat of the body, and other substances supply
The lungs act
the materials that form the flesh and the bones.
as a furnace, in which the process of slow combustion is always

going on by the absorption of oxygen from the air into the blood
and the exhalation of a portion of it, in combination with the
carbon of that fluid, in the form of carbonic acid. It was stated
by Dr. Play fair that the weight of oxygen absorbed by a man
in this manner in a year, averages 700 lbs., and that the consumption of carbon during the process is so rapid that in the
course of three days all the carbon in the blood would be exAs
hausted, if it were ot renewed by a supply of proper food.
the temperature of the body is always the same uuder every climate, the inhabitants of the colder regions of the earth require a
larger amount of food containing carbon than those who live
i

further souti', to maintain the heat at

its

requisite standard. Fire

and warm clothing diminishing the want of heat- producing food,
therefore it becomes a question, in an economical point of view,
whether

it is

not cheaper as well as better to keep paupers and others

warm

rooms, and thus to supply externally by low-priced fuel a portion of
the animal heat that would otherwise have to be maintained by the
more costly fuel supplied to the stomach as heat-producing food.
The substances that contain the greatest amount of carbon are
those which best supply heat; among these sugar and rice are

times, if after

these details photographs

most permanently, without

under

known

it is

many

,

attention to

when

who

becomes necessary now to remove every trace of the
hyposulphite of soda and silver from the paper.
Many persons
are content with soaking their pictures; but by far the best pracphotographs
upon
flat
board,
incline it to
a
tice is, to place the
an angle of about 45 ° ant! allow water slowly to fall upon and
By this means the salt is removed
flow otf from the pictures.
far more rapidly than by soaking and changing the water, howE\'en after this the safest
soever carefully this may be done.
course is, to place the photograph in some clean hot water, to
which a little potash has been added. This secures the removal
of the last trace of the hyposulphite, and it darkens again those
lin s of the photograph which may have been injured by chemical
action, as above described.

By

great importance of an attentive consideration to the kinds

uncertain; but the hyposul-

5. It

6.

The

of fcod taken

The

experience derived from the photographs displayed at
Photographic Exhibition, some of which have since been

are supported at the national cost, well clothed

prominent

;

As

— meat,

peas,

and cheese, being the most abundant
sohd food produce difterent eflFects

different kinds of

in the nutriment of the body,

dietary that

in

whilst the flesh-giving substances are those that con-

tain nitrogen

sources.

and

tlie

it is

requisite in a well-regulated

proportions of flesh-giving and heat-producing

food should be jiiopeily adjusted, taking into consideration age,

The regulations tor dieting sailora
employment, and climate.
exhibited, at one time, great ignorance of this requisite attention,
and in the dietary equivalents of the navy in some instances,
heat-producing food was substituted almost to the exclusion of
kinds of solid nutriment being ignorantly
Dr. Playfair noticed
considered to operate in the same manner.
the
difficulty in obtaining accurate statistical
considerable
length
at
statements of the dietaries of different classes, but he nevertheless
flesh -giving f )od, all

exhibited numerous diagrams, representing,

by differently coloured

lines of various lengths, the respective quantities of food of

both

kinds allowed to soldiei-s, sailors, paupers, and prisonere in this
He pointed out strongly the facts which
and other countries.
had come to light during Mi'. Chadwick's investigations respecting
the rJative quantities of nutriment of agricultural labourers and
prisoners.
From this it appeared that whilst the agricultural

generally given to secure the perfect permanence of a fine posi-

labourer had a scanty allowance, scarcely sufficient to maintain
vigorous life, the suspected thief was sufficiently fed, the convictef thief was still better treated, and when he arrived at the dig-

photograph. By the combined influence of a moist atmosphere and light, changes slowly' go on from the edges of the

nity of a transported con\'ict, he has double the allowance of the
hard-working labourer. Dr. Playfair mentioned a curious fact,

our

late

presented to the Society, convinces us that sufficient care
tive

is

not
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N\liic}i illustrates the iiiconveiiienee and mistakes that sometimes
arise fi-ora a pedantic use of words different from their ordinary
He had been engaged with others in exaininin_
acceptations.
and adjusting the pauper dietaries of ditl'eient parts of the kingdom, wilh tlie view to introduce uniformity in the system, and
When tlie official
this ialoricus process is teimed "reducing."
report was pubHshed, staling that the ofticei-s of the Government
had been " reducing the ] :aiij:er dietaries of the kingdom," it

was generally sujiposed to be the intention to " diminish " the
amount of food supplied, and such an outciy was raised against
the imagined harsh mcrisure that the report was withdrawn.
Alluding to the tradition that the entire substance of the body
changes in seven years. Dr. Pla) fair said he could not imagine
on wdiat foundation that tradition I'ests, for judging from the active chemical decompositions and reconstructions going on in the
body, it miijlit be assumed that an entire change takes jilace in
forty days rather than in se\en yeai-s, though some parts must
undergo more rai)i(.l changes than othei'S. In reference to the
much disjiuted question of the relative values of animal and
vegetable food, he observed that, chemically speaking, there could
be no ditTereuce, for all animals derive their nutriment from vegetible matter, either eaten diiectly or after it has formed j^ait of
There is. Dr. Playfair
the organism of a heibiverous animal.
maintained, much Uuth in the observation that the character of
hence we may
food
of
the
people
a nation, depends upon the
attribute the passion for honour and glory in the French and the
....
„...,.. the
diet, whilst
LeM,|,«rmue„>. u>
of the
Irish to
.u vegetaUe
,rg«.«w« u.^,,
excitable temperament
u.e xn.n
e.xcaao,e

lioyal Geographical Society, April II.

A paper

on " Oceanic Ciirrents, and their infivence on the
Central American Canal^^ by Alex. G. Findlay, Esq., F.R.G.
S.,

was

read.

;

may be traced to his roast beef
This practical conclusion was arrived .at that the
sliould
and
beer
be given to the Irish, as a
resimen
means of assimilating them in character to the English more
than it is probable they can be with a continued potato diet.
sound sense of the Englishman

and

—

beer.

of roast beef

On
of

th" Structure

and

Snc-fssii>n of t' c

Lower

North Wales and pait of S.nupshiie, by

By means

PaTjcozoic Hocks
I'rul.

cauisay.

of sections constructed on a scale of 6 inches to a mile,

and horizontally, the Harlech Grits were sliown to be
about 7,000 feet thick. The Lingula flags that overlie them are
also 7,000 feet thick.
These aie overlaid on the north flanks of
Cader Idri; and the Arans by about 3,000 feet of calcareo-felspathic aslies and conglomerates, inter-stratified with slates. Above
these lie the y)orphy)-ies of tlie Arans, &c.,
originally sheets of
felspathic lava that flowed abroad
the Lower Silurian se.a-bottom. Between the Dolgelli and Bala Road and the summit of
Aran Mowddwv, nearly the whole thickness of the Lingula flags,
ashes, and porphyry is exposed in unbroken succession, and on
the north-west side of the I'oacl the same beds are repeated by a
great fault that runs from a point 6 miles south-west of Chester
through Bala Lake to Cardigan Bay. It has been traced for 5
miles.
Where crossed by one of the sections it is a down-throw
of about 12,500 feet on the north-west, the trap of Aran Mowddwy being thrown down against the base of the Lingula beds.
The Bala limestone was shown to be 6,000 feet above the Aran
traps; and 8,000 feet above that, the Caradoc sandstone, which
The igneous .series of the Arans is
is 5,000 feet thick, appeals.
continuous as far as Moel-wyn, where it is succeeded by the Bala
ill
which
series,
feet
above the Moel-wyn traps, a sebeds,
6,000
cond volcanic set of .t^Iics and porphyries appears. These constitute the Snowdciiiian series, and some of it; beds are the equivalents of the Bala limestone, a fact proved both by measurement
and fossils. The igneous roi-ks ofSnow<lon have heretofore been
considered as the equi\alents of those of the lower series.
They
are at least 6,000 feet higher.
Tlie lower set closed the I-ingula
flag period, the upper set are in the middle of the Bala beds. The
vertically

—

m
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and Anglesea were then
shown to be of older Silurian date, and the deep seated melted
nuclei fi'om whence the contempoianeous volcanic rocks proceedAlso the metamorphism and foliation of some of the rocks
ed.
of Caernarvonshire and Anglesea took place in Lower Silurian
The Cambi'ian rocks of the Longraynd were then shown
times.
to be 26,000 feet thick, and conform.ably overlaid by 14,000 feet
They are not much
of Llandeilo flags, giving 40,000 feet in all.
Their base is cut off by a fault. This district formed
altered.
a bold island in the midst of the Wenlock sea, and being gi-adually encased in Wenlock shale; and a set of beds that successively
formed the maigin of the Wenlock shale .sea at different levels
were sandy and ],ehbly beaches of the Wenlock period, although
Lastly, some of the lowest
their fossils ha\e a Cari'adoc aspect.
conglomerates of the Cambiian strata of Llanberis were shown to
have been formed of the waste of an old land, now entirely lost,
containinc; rocks similar to those of North Wales as it now stands.

intrusive bosses of Caernarvon, Lleyn,

ject of currents

After a brief reference to the progress of the subfrom its origin, by Major Etnnell, in 17 7 8, to the
"Investigation," published in 1832, the author

publication of his

j;;°'"lt!*
! waters
,!!!f™ V"^
showed lTi%i
that the
of the Atlantic circulated
and
around a space having the parallel of 30 ° N. as its axis; that a
portion of the Gulf-stream flows to the N.E., and ameliorates the
climate of the British islands and Korwa_y, without which influThe
ence they would be assimilated to Labrador and Greenland.
peculiarities of the Gidf-stream recently elicited were desciihed; a
nearly perpendicular wall of warm water in juxta-position with
the cold Arctic waters flowing southward, between it and the
coast of the United States, and another and parallel branch to the
S.E. of it was noticed.
Ths somewhat similar aiTangement in
the South Atlantic was alluded to, of a current revolution around
°
the parallel of 30
S.
The anomalous cltai'acter of the Guinea
current was cleared up by an analogous current in the Pacific, not
This poition of the subject was illustrated by
hitherto noticed.
a large diagram, in which the currents and their polar or tropical
origin were very clearly marked.
In describino; the currents of
the Pacific, the subject was a new one, and, at^least, two currents
of very great magnitude had not yet been noticed, or only indirectly hinted at.
very large engraved chart contained the data.
It -was shown that the waters irom the antartic pole flowed slowly
northward and eastward, towards the lat. of 28 ° N.; that a [portion of these cold watere struck the west coast of South America,
or about the parallel of 40 ^ S., and dividing, one branch flowed
south and east, forming the eastern Cape Horn current; and the
other ascending the coast, as a remarkably cold stream, was called
the Peruvian or Humboldt's current; reaching to near the American isthmus, it turned pitst the Galapagos islands, where many
singular effects were produced, but th.at at times a jiortion continued
northward and flowed on to Panama. The Peruvian current
flows on westward, and forms the initial conree of the great southern equatorial current, between 40 ° N. and 26 ° S., wliieh passing
the Pacific archipel.agoes, has manj' anomalies, but a portion strikl\71''|^f,!5^^„

established,

A

ing the coast of Australia has a precise relation to the Brazil
current in the South Atlantic, and circulates around the sp.aco
between Australia and New Zealand.
The North Equatorial
Current is not well defined at its eastern end, but flows strongly
°
towards the Philipjiine Islands, across the ocean between 10
and 24 ° N. lat., whence it turns northward towards the coast of

Japan.

It

then forms the impetus to a current not found on
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and wLiL-h was lure nair.ed tl:e Jai'auess Current,
relation to Florida and the jitlantic Gulf
Gulf Stream of the Pacific was t'len traced by
direct observation and iiifeience, from numerous authorities who
were quoted, aei'oss the entire breadth of the Pacitie, to the N.W.
coast of America.
Its eti'ect on the climaie of Sitka and Prince
AVilliam's Sound were shown to be similar to that on the coast of
Norway. The teai[jeratu:'e and the wiecks of Japanese junks,
the drift of timber to the Sandu'ich Islands, &e., proved the circulation of the wateis around the lat. of 30 o to be the same as
in the other thermal systems described.
The ocean waters flow
southward, down the American coast toward the Bay of Panama
or the Great Bight, formed b}' the American Isthmus; and the
new and \eiy important cui-rent Avas then described, and the
numerous autlioritieson which it might be established were quoted.
It is a zone of easlcrhj drift, between lat. 50 ° and 60 ° N.,
extending all across the Pacific, from the Pellew Islands, nearly
to the Bay of Panama, and was nanied the Equinoctial Counter
Current,
Tliis singular current has an exact i-elationship to the
Guinea Current, on the 0|iposite side. The origin of this was
supposed to be due to the action of the N. N. E. and S. E. trade
physical

cli.iris,

from

aiialoa'ous

its

Stream.

'I

his

,

wuids, forcing the waters up to thfse latitudes, cause

them

to

reverse their normal action
and thus the waters appear all to
flow toward that one point, of such great intei'est at the present
time.
The navigation about Panama was shown to be very crit;

and difiicult. Respecting the question of the level of the two
it were not for the counter current it might be I'easonably supposed that the Atlantic would be several feet higher than
the Pacific, from the waters in each ocean being drifted to their
western sides, but which are thus almost exactly balanced. After
ical

oceans, if

some complimentary remarks fiom the

President,

the meeting-

On

Eri'ssoii's Hot Air, or Culoiic Eiisinr; by Wiliinm A.
Nortuii, I'lofiissDr ol Civ;! ti^iiginecii. g in Yale Coll;se.*

engines of the Caloric Ship Ericsson consist of four large

double cylinders, "standing in a fore-and-aft line; two before and
two abaft the shaft of the paddle wheels, and working in ]iairs
upon it." Each cylinder is double, the two cylinders being
placed one above the other.
The lower one, which is the larger
of the two, is called the working cylinder, ami the other the supply cylinder.
The working cylinder is entirely open at the top,
and the sujiply cylinder at the bottom. The pistons which play
in the two cylindei's are connected by eight strong iron colunms,
and move up and down together; the length of the stroke is
therefore, of necessit}', the same for each, viz: 6 feet.
For the
sake of distinction, the piston in the woi'king cylinder is called
the woi'king piston, and the piston in the sup]ily cylinder the
supply piston.
Underneath each working cylinder is a fm-nace,

which heats the

Confining our attention to the pair of double cylinders posited

on either side of the main shaft, in the vacant space between the
working and supply cylinders is placed a horizontal working
beam, turning upon a shaft lying between the two double cylinders.
One of the supply pistons is connected with one end of
this working beam and the other with the other end
by means
of links and connecting rods: and so, by the alternate action of
the two working pistons, a reciprocating movement is communicated to the working beam.
It will be seen therefore, that one
double cylinder^ with the necessary appurtenances, constitutes a
single acting engine, and that each contiguous pair of double
cylinders, standing on either side of the main shaft, by the connection of their pistons with the opposite ends of a working
beam,ybr;?i. a double acting engine; that they accomplish the
same end as one double acting steam engine.
;

The shaft of the paddle wheels of the Ericsson is, accordingly
driven by two double acting engines; one before and the other
abaft the shaft.
Each of these engines has its sepai-ate workmg

The power

beam.

beams

air in

beneath the piston, and by
furnishes the moti\c power of
of this heated air drives the

this cylinder

thus increasing its expansive
the engine.
The expansive

force,

working piston up, and with

foi-ce

the sujiply piston.

it

Duiing the

ascent the air above the supply piston which is compressed befoi-e
it passes through a communicating pipe into the working cylin-

and receiving an accession of heat keeps up the ascensional
When the ]5istons have reached their highest point, a
valve is opened by the machine, which establishes a free communication between the compressed and heated air under the working piston and the external air
it flows out, and the two connected pistons descend by their own weight.
It is to be observed, liowever, that the mechanical effect of this descending weight
der,

foi-ce.

;

is but a compensation for the diminution
of mechanical effect
produced by the same weight in the ascent, and that the weight

of the pistons therefore forms, no part of the real moti\'e power of
the engine.

is

transferred

to the shaft, (which,

it is

to

from each of these working
be observed, is considerably

by means of a connecting rod passing from the nearer
end to the crank of the paddle-shaft.
The two connecting rods
are attached to the same crank-pin and the relative position of
the shaft and working beams is such that each of the connecting
rods has a mean deviation of about 45 ° from the vertical position, and when one rod is passing the dead centre the other is
acting upon the shaft with the maximum leverage.
elevated,)

;

From what has been stated, it will be seen that in studying
the essential theory of the new engine, we may confine our attention to one

was adjourned.

The
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of the double

cylinders with

its

accompan3'iug

mechanical arrangements, which taken together form one single
acting engine.
The essential parts of this engine are shown in
the annexed diagram, which

a copj' of Ericsson's representaare, respectively, the double
cylinder, with the pistons and piston rods the furnace, a large
vessel communicating by pipes with the top of the supply cylinder and the bottom of the working cylinder, called the JReceiver
and a piece of apparatus placed in the lowermost of these pipes,
called the Regenerator.
The working piston in the engines of
the Ericsson, has a diameter of 14 feet, and the supply piston a
diameter of 1 1 feet 5 inches.
The ratio of the areas of these
pistons, and therefore also the ratio of the volumes of the two
cjdinders is as 3 to 2.
The working piston is six feet deep, and
concave underneath to fit the cylinder-bottom.
The top and
bottom, as well as the sides, are of iron, but the space between
them is filled with gypsum and charcoal, non-conductoi's of heat.
tion of the stationary engine.

is

These

;

;

The packing of the

piston

is

at the top.

The working

cylinder

of necessity prolonged six feet below the position of the top of
the piston when at its lowest point, thus forming a large vessel
is

called the heater,

from the

receiver.

or heating chamber, into

By

this

which the

arrangement the packing

of the piston never comes into contact with an}^

air passes

the top

at

nortion of the

touched by the hot air. The grate of the furnace
is five feet below the ajiex of the dome-shaped cylinder-bottom.
Anthracite coal is used, and acts by radiant heat alone.
The
supply cylinder is merely a great condensing air-pump, which
forces fresh air into the receiver, to be thence transmitted to the
heating chamber under the working piston.
The supply piston
is furnished with thirty-six self-acting valves, which open upwards
and through which the air is admitted into the cylinder, in the
descending stroke of the piston. During the ascending stroke
these valves remain closed, and the compressed air opens another
set of valves at the top of the cylinder, and flows along the conThese two set of valves may be
necting pipe into the receiver.
cylinder that

is

called respectively, the outlet

rangement represented

in

and the

inlel vales.

the diagram

is

a

little

The

valve ar-

different;

both
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the outlet and inlet valves are at the top of the cj'linder.
c' is an
The air receivers of the four double
inlet, and c" an outlet valve.
cylindei-s communicate with each other by connectino- pipes, and
thus form, in connection wilh tbe several comnnmicatiug pipes,

one

common

the

elastic force of

receiver, of so large a size, that as

it is asserted, the
the compressed air )'eraains veiy nearly the
same in the working of tbe engine. The receiver is provided
with a guage. The communications between the I'eceiver and
the heater, and between tbe heater and the external air are closed

by two

These vah-cs are shown in tlie diagram
at (7 and h.
The one I will call the vpper and tbe other the
thermo;neters
lower \-alve.
Tbe
at I, m, n, serve to indicate the
tempeiature of the entering and escaping air. When the working
puppet-\alves.

piston reaches

its

lowest point, that

cylinder bottom, the upper vah'e

is, is

nearly in contact with the

opened by the machine, the
compressed air rushes from the i'eceiver through the regenerator
into the space underneath the working piston, and the piston is
forced up. At two-thirds of the stroke this valve is closed and the
heated air actsexpansively to tbe end of the stroke. The lower valve
is now opened, and the same body of air esca[)es through it into
which communicates with the external air;
the vertical pipe
passing again through the regenerator on its exit.
is
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of metallic suiface, and parts with or imbibes lieat almost instanIt is stated that Captain Ei-icsson estimates the time
occupied by a particular particle of air in traversing the regCBerator
at about 3-ath of 3 second, and that this small interval of time
suffices for the transfer of some 400 ° of heat from the escaping
The
air to the wire, or from the wire to the entering cold air.
clear opening for the passage of the air through the regenerator
taneously.

is

about twehe

s<]^uare feet.

We

are told that the escape or waste air deposits all its heat,
with the exception of about 30 ° , in tbe regenerator, the tbermo-

m

at
never standing more than 30 ° higher than that
Ericsson estimates that in the case of the stationary engine
the amount of fuel wasted in process of transfer, was only two
ounces of coal per hour per horse-power, while the amount wasted
by the radiation of the heated parts was about nine ounces per hour
per horse-power, and the entire consumption about 11 ounces.
But it should be observed that his calc\ilation involves the supposilion that the estimated horse-power (CO) was realized in the

raeter
at

/.

actual

working of the engine.

of the probability of

this, after

We

shall be better able to

we have

judge

considered the details of

?',

Tbe Regenerator

an admirable contrivance of Captain Ericsor the greater portion of it, from
the escaping air, and restoring it again to an ecpial body of air
enteiing the cylinder, to repeat the work performed by the air
which has just escaped; that is, for employing the same amount
of heat o\-er and over again.
The regenerator consists
is

sou's for abstracting the heat,

of a large

and in a

number of

disks of wire-netting, placed side

vertical position, in

by side
a marginal frame by which they

are held very nearly in contact with each other, (seethe diagram)
Each disk is six feet high and four feet broad, tl e wire of which
it is made is
th of an inch in diamtcr, and there are tens of
,',

thousands of minute meshes

in

the whole extent of the

disk.

Tbe number of mesh&s

in all the disks, added to the equal numspaces between the disks, makeup, it stated,
over 20 millions of minute cells through which the air j^asses and

ber of

interstitial

repas-ses,

way

it is

on its way to and from the working cylinder. In
brought into contact with several tbousand square

tliis

feet

the performance of the engines of the Ericsson.

After the engine has got into full operation, and the regeneits normal condition, there is a great dift'erence
between the temperatures of the inner and outer surfaces of

rator has reached

the regenerator.
of the stationary

We

are told that in the case of the I'cgenerator

engines this difference was never less than
350 °
The exjilanation is found in the fact that the heated air
on its escape through the regenerator, must undergo a continual
.

diminution of temperature, as it parts with its heat to the successive wire-netting, and on the other hand the entering cold air,
on passing through the successive disks, which are of a higher
and higher temperatui'e, will tend to lower the temjierature of
each one of these disks, and at the same time to increase the
difference of the temperature between the outer and inner surfaces of the regenerator, and thus to compensate for the tendency
to equilibrium of temperature produced by the flow of heat from
the inner towards the cooler outer suiface.
For, while it will
reduce the temperature of the outer surface, if the regenerator
has sufficient thickness, nearly to an equality with the temperature

of tlie external air, the inner surface being exposed towards a
highly heated enclosure will be less ati'eeted. It is to be observed th.it the temperature (if the external surface of the regenerator cannot at any time be greater than that of the air escaping
through the pipe i, and that the temperature of the internal
surface can never be less than that of tbe air issuing from this
surface, on its

passage
heating chamber.

into

the working cylinder, or

rathei',

have become moderately heated, and then charging the receiver
with air by means of a hand-pump," until the gauge sho\vs a
The
pressure of about 8 pounds above that of the external air.
upper valve, g, is then opened by a starting bar, and the compressed air flows into the working ejlinder, and begins the work

ing chamber, "its elastic force would be doubled, or amount to
30 lbs., per square inch. To realize this supposition the compressed air in the receiver must therefore have an expansive
If the

abo\ e

are

now

—

one determines the other.
It is here

the feet

prepared to enquire into the

THEORY OF IHE MOTIVE POWER

01'

I will first state a few principals which
be kept in view.

The expansive force
must be somewhat

THE ENGINE.

it is

important should

of the heated air under

the woiking

less

;

When

and the relative
communication and heating chamber.

obstructions to the -free flow of the air

size of the aperture of

flowing from the supply cylinder into the
must exceed that of the air in the receiver; for the additional reason, beside that just stated, tliat the
^ales in the supply piston would close if no such difference of
the air

is

receiver, its elastic force

pressure existed.

In seeking to determine the power of the engine, I shall however disregard the inequality of pressure and suppose the expansive force of the air to be the same in the working and supply
cylinders as in the receiver, so long as the communications be-

tween them are open.
Since the two connected pistons are of unequal size, and
the elastic force of the air pressing upon them the same or nearly
the same, the entire upward pressure exceeds the downward pressure, and the two pistons are urged up with a force equal to
This statement is here made
the difference of these pressures.
3.

with respect to the actual pressures subsisting when the commu-

We

nications are open.

made

in

regard to the

shall see hereafter that

mean

effective

is

no leakage or clearance, but
is
and therefore the quantity of air admitted

supposed that there

otherwise

;

^

working cylinder, each ascending stroke, is less than
that which is expelled from the supply cylinder into the receiver.
If we suppose tbe pressure in the receiver to be 8 lbs., above the
atmospheric pressure, and that the leakage and clearance, at this
pressure amounts to \, then f of the air furnished by the supply
cylinder will enter the working cylinder, and its elastic force,
for the f stroke would be reduced to 11 jibs, (f of 15 ibs.,) by
the expansion, if the tempei'ature remained unchanged, but the
480 ° of additional heat will augment this to 22tJ- lbs., or ISlbs.,
Now 8 ibs. above the atmospheric, is the actual
7;j ibs.
into the

than that of the compressed air in
the receiver otherwise the air in the receiver would have no
tendency to flow from it into the heating chamber. The difference may not amount to more than a few ounces; it depends
piston

upon the

30 lbs., or 15 lbs., above the atmospheric pressure.
°
working temperature in the lower cylinder were 334
the temperature of the externtd air instead of 480 °

then the pressure in that cylinder, and of necessity therefore in
the receiver, would be 12 lbs., above tbe atmospheric pressure,
lbs.)
It will be seen then that the working
(i. e. fifths of 15
pressure in the i-eceiver and the working temperature in the
that the
principal cylinder are necessarily connected together

of raising the piston.

We

same

say, per square inch) since the

of the external air (15
quantity originally filled the supply cylinder, at this pressure.
But if we suppose the temperature to be elevated 480 ° , or
thereabouts, by the heat deri\ed from the regenerator and the heatlbs.

force of o\-er

Ihe preiiaration necessary for starting the engine cnsists in
" keeping up a slow fire in the furnaces, for about two hours,
until the various parts contained within the brick work shall

1.
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it

might

also be

pressures throughout the

+

we may conclude therefore,

^vo^kino• ]-iressure of the engines,

that

the woiking temperature is 480 ° above the atmospheric temperature or a little less, the waste from leakage and clearance,
during 'Jie double s'l-oke, inns' amount to nearly \. The actual
if

working temperature is undoubtedly less than this, but how much
The actual
I ha\'e not been able to ascertain with certainty.
leakage is therefore less than i, but its exact amount cannot at
accounts
newspaper
According to the
present be determined.
the working temperature, on the trial tri]), was about 450 °
or 418 ° above the temperature of the air (taken at 32 ° .) This
would make the waste, from leakage and clearance, about \. It
undoubtedly lies between ^ and i.

Working at a given temperature, and with a given cut off,
To show this
the leakag-e will determine the working pressure.
suppose the elevation of temperature to be 480 ° and the leakthen
ao-e i at a pressure of 8 ibs., shown by the receiver-guage
at 12 ibs. pressure the leakage, if we disregaid the clearance
,

;

comparatively small, -would be fths, and the elastic
working cylinder would be reduced from
If the communications remained the same,
ibs. to 3 J lbs.
great a difference of pressure between the receiver and the

which

is

force of the air in the
7-2-

so"

cylinder couLl not be realized an a^lditional quantity of air
would flow out of the receiver, and this would go on for each
successive stroke until the pressure in the receiver was reduced
to 8 ibs. or thereabouts, when the pressure in the cylinder would
;

stroke.

In the engines of the Ericsson the cut off is introduced at
the I stroke, and therefore the space underneath the woi'king
piston into which the air is admitted from the receiver, before
the cut off valve is closed, is equal in volume to the interior of
It will soon be seen that this is in accordthe supply cylinder.
ance with a general principle, the adoption of which is essential
to the most etKcient operation of the present form of engine.
4.

6.

When

the engine has reached

its

permanent working

state,

the quantity of air admitted into the working cylinder, each
upward stroke of the piston, cannot exceed the quantity forced
into the receiver, from the supply cylinder, duiing the same
interval.

In

fact

it

must be

less,

by reason of the w^aste from

leakage and clearance.

Now it will be perceived that if this quantity of air, after beingadmitted into the working cjdinder, as just supposed, retained
the same teinperature, its elastic force would hr^ the same as that

be 1^

ibs.,

and the engine would be nearly

in

its

permanent

w^orking condition.

From this cause, (\'iz., the leakage,) mainly, as it would seem,
the expected pressure of 1 2 ibs. has not been obtained in the
working of the engines of the Ericsson. This is in fact the
reason assigned by the buildei-s of the engines, for the fact that
no higher "pressure than 8 ftis. has yet been reahzed.
There is another mode of presenting the theory of the motive
power of the caloric engine. Suppose that the constant pressure
On this supposition air will
15 ibs.
in the receiver is 15 ibs.

+

begin to pass from the supply cylinder into the receiver, at the
end of the ^ stroke, or thereabouts, and will continue to flow to
At the
the end of tlie stroke, at a pressure a little above this.

end of the 4 stroke of the supply piston the body of

air

which

Zai
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the supply cylintler at 15 lbs. pressure, will oc^
cupy one-half the space at 30 lbs. pressuvo. Now, while the
communication between the receiver and the working cylinder
continues open, that is during the | stroke, if we disregard the
leakage, &e., the same quantity of air, at the same pressure of
originall}-

30

will flow

lbs.

risss

filled

from the former

to the latter.

It is capable of

a space equal to one-half of the supply cylinder, or what
amounts to the same, one-third of the working cylinder, at the
same temperature, without any change of pressure; therefore in
filling

expanding to fill two-thirds of the working cylinder, its expansi\-e
force will be reduced to 15 lbs.
To compensate for this it is
only necessary that its temperatu;-e, as fast as it flows in, should
be elevated 480 ° when its expansixe force will be retained at
30 lbs.
,

A

similar explanation may bo given for any other supposed
pressure and temperature, and the question of the leakage may
be considered from this point of view.

acting with

constant pressure

full

i.s

has been stated that the cut oflj whatever may be the relative sizeof the two working cylinders, should be so "adjusted that
the portion of the working cylinder into which the air is admitted while the valves remain open, will be equal in volume to the
whole supply cylinder. To show this, we will at first leave the
leakage out of view, and denote the fractional part of the stroke
answering to the cut off' supposed, (in the present engines
by
|)

and a larger fraction of the stroke, answering to a different cut
by b. Let b be n times greater than a. Now, if we conceive

a,

off",

the fractional cut-off stroke to less than a, the actual workinopressure remaining the same, the mean effective pressure for the

whole

stroke, will be less than

hand,

it

when a is used. If, on the other
greater, (as b=na,) the body of the air which
the supply cylinder at 15 lbs. pressure and 32 °
emperature, on entering the working cylinder will expand ?i times,
be

originally

made

its

working force

will

480 °

°

be — X2 (supposing working temper-

this pressure per square inch, P, the

foUowmg

the me.in effective pressure
(p) on

working piston

P
stroke, viz.,

x hyp.
:

.t-M

log.

:

:

+32

whereas, for to cut off a tire force will
be 15X2, and in the subsequent expansion from a to b, the mean
force throughout the fractional stoke b will be greater than
;)

15X2

P ;;=

.

The same

b.

will

be trae

if

we

take the leakage

account

into

fills

15
before

becomes

it is

heated, to

X

upward pressure upon the whole piston will therefore be
P log. aH-P
expressed by
x A.r, or P.A log. .r-fP. A. The down
X
wai-d pressure on the working piston=15ft)s.xAa:, and hence
the resulting effective pressure=P. A log. a+P.A— 1 5 A.t. With
the aid of the differential calculus,

^

a

maximum whenj=

wo

find this expression to Le

/
| more accurately-

—\

,

— X2, which we

then when heated 480 ° the pressure

put equal to

Now,

I:

we

if

a

to b,

sup-

the force

k
will

be reduced to

—

but the

mean

effocti\-e

pressure for the

fractional stroke b,

when

the cut

oft'

«

is

used, will be greater

k
this,

and the actual pressure

after the

expansion to

b,

will

h-—
H

that the

constant pressure for

pressure for the
It

When this pressure is 8 lbs. above the pressure of the atmosphere
the cubical content of the supply cylinder ought to be
yVinr of
that of the working cylinder, and the portion of the stroke fiom
the commencement at which the air is cut off; the same.
The
actual ratio of the cubical contents of the cylinders of the engines
of the Ericsson is /irni-, (tfit "early), and the fi'acti^.n of the
which the

stroke at

air is cut off is said to

be about

-{^\.

If a pressure of 1 2 lbs. instead of 8 lbs. were used, the

same

ought

to be j\\.
This would make the radius of the working piston 1 5-4 feet. It was Eiicsson's original design that it
ratio

let us see now how the power nf the engines of the caloric
be determined.
The actual pressures upon the two
l)istons a:-e the same, or nearly the same, while the communic.ishi[i is to

ai'e 0])en
the pressure on the top of the supply jiiston begins
15 lbs., becomes 8 lbs. -f 15 lbs. at the f stroke fiom the enil
(more accurately j-6%), and continues the same to the end of the
;

may be

a cut

off

the b cut

off

is

reduced by the expansion

equal

to the

to b.

well to inquire, in this connection, into

the proper

be given to the supply and working cylinders to
amount of moti\'e power from the engine.
Let A^^area of supply piston, and .r=ratio of working to supply piston; then, by what we have soon, the jiortion of the stroke
during which the air is flowing into the workimv cvlimler, and
relative size to

obtain the greatest

sti

The

oke.

air is

shut

oft'

f oin the working cylinder at the ?amo
and acts expansively to the end of the

fractional part of the stroke,

The mean

pressure per square inch, for

eft'ective

the

whole stroke, is thou the s:une upon both pistons. It may be
f >und in the usual manner, by the use of hyperbolic logarithms.
this, diminished by 1 5 lbs., into the dift'erence between
(he areas of the two pistons, expressed in squareinches, and again
into the velocity of the piston per minute, and divide the product

by 33,000, and the

result will

Lo the hcrse-power of one of the

engines.
;

n

So

|; from which

appears that the engines will have the greatest possible ]-ower,
at any given working pressure, when the 'cut off, taken invei-sely,
and the ratio of the volumes of the two cylindei-s, are each equal
to the working piessnre per square inch, divided by the atmospheric pressuie (15 lbs).
Accordingly the ratio of "the 1 ulks of
the cylinders ought to vary with the working piessuie used.

Multiply

will

m

than

P \

14.7/

it

stroke.

—

pcse, as before, the cut off to be increased from

same

whole

The mean

at

for suppose the leakage to reduce the pressure of the air that

k

for the

x+P
.

:

eft'ective

lions

since this will be the actual force after the expansion to

n

a,

proportion gives ns

Ivg.

si'ould be 16 feet.

re

ature to be

,

Calling

filled,

15

and

equal to-.
«^

15
It

is

But it is to be observed that the result thus obtained will be
somewhat too large, for the following reasons. 1. The actual
pressure in the supply cylinder
receiv er

(8 lbs. J,

is

greater than the pressure in the

and the actual pressure in the working cylinder
2. During the ^ stroke from the commence-

than this.
ment, the outlet valves at the top of the supply cylinder lemain
closed, and consequently the expansive forces of the air in the re
is less

cei\er

must be somewhat reduced by the flow of

the working cylinder.
eliu^tic

air

from

it

into

After the cut oft' valve is closed, the
pressure of the air in the working cylinder during the I'e-

maining ^
Tlie effect

stroke,

3.

must be diminished somewdiat by leakage.

of this lerdcago

has not hilhcrto been taken

account.

To

be Coufi'iinol

into

Til-:

Dub!i:i Great Industrial Exhibi ion.

Exhibition of the

The Inauguration of Ireland's first Great
productions of her own and other nations, took place at the apThe weather
pointed time,^aiid passed o!T with brilliant success.
was nios: pivpitious, and the assemblage brilliant. The central
hall

— was

— upwards

of 400 feet long, as we ha\-e said
company, wdiich filled from end to end.

for the

left clear

There must

have been at least 15,000 people present; including the Lord
Lieutenant, the representatives of the Church, the Bene'-, the
Bar, the University, the i^vmy, and the Corporations and Guilds
of Ireland,

—

besides u large

number of visitors from England,
The liall was hung with upwards

Scotland, and other countries.

—which added much toihe

of 150 heraldic binners:
appearance of the whole.

picturesque

The music was in itself a great triumph. It was of a high
character and performed with marvellous accuracy and the effect
of the 800 performers, vozal and instrumental, aided by the great
;

fill the building, without being marred by that superabundance of noise which often spoils
the effect of the finest compositions and execution.

organ, was sufficiently power Tul to

The exhibition itself, it must be confessed, was somewhat hidden
by the ceremony which was to usher it to the world— the means
The object of the exhibition is, the practical and
overlaid the end.

— that of

the inauguration was, the introduction to high
with a \iew to give it that stamp which i-ecommends
both men and things so forcibly to the public. It is to be hoped
that some day the Useful and Beautifid may walk hand in hand,
that an order of merit will
independantly, through the world,
but those who have
rank side by side with orders of nobility
the management of Industrial Exhibitions or of any other great
public displays must take the Avorld as they find it at present,
useful

:

society,

—

:

and use the means which

opening

are

common

to

—

—

The collection
great treat for their visitors in the Picture Gallery.
is perhaps the finest that has ever been seen of the works of
modern and especially of living ai'tists. The room is 325 feet
long by 40 broad, and already contains nearly 600 pictures.
Many more have yet to be hung and an additional gallery,
;

about a quarter the size of the present, is in preparation for the
The Belgian and English shcools are most fnlly reremainder.
presented next to these, the German then, the Dutch and lastly
The foreign collections were made by Mr. lioney,
the French.
the Secretary, with the assistance of the Emperor of the French,
;

;

;

King of Prussia, and Dr. Waagen, the King of the Belgians,
andthc Dutch Government. The English pictures have been
including Her Majesty and
contributed by private in;li\-iduals,
Pi-in.-e Albeit; and several of the finest productions of the Engthe

—

lish school have thus been brought before the public for the first
time for m;iny years, amongst which may be mentioned Hogarth's
Landseer's Bolton Abbey'
Gates of Calais' and 'Last Stake'
Daiiby's 'Deluge'
Borker's 'Woodman'
Wilkie's 'Rent Day'
Etty's 'Rape of Proserpine.'
Mulready's 'Wolf and Lamb'
prints
are placed on
drawings
colour
and
late number of water
and the centre is occupied by sculpture.
screens in this gallery,
The most remarkable of this last, perhaps, is the 'Boy and Dolphin'
The sculptors of Ireland make an excellent
attributed to Rafficlle,

—

'

—

—

—

'

—

A

—

This division of the Exhibition must alone draw a very
large number of \isitors, for such a collection of works of Art
is not likely soon again to be brought together.

show.

One end

of the Fine- Art Gallery is devoted to mediteval exhiwhich is in process of being arranged by Mr. Hardman of
Birmingham, and will include painted glass, iron, brass, and silver
work, ecclesiastical fittings and \'estments, wood carving, orna-

bition

;

mented tiles, &c. The ceiling is co\eied with ecclesiastical
emblems. The department is considerably larger than that in
Hyde Park, and will be much more complete in design and
arrangement.
The contents of this department, whatever may
be its faults and peculiarities, may teach the people of Ireland
an important lesson upon Ornamental Art. The value of the
very considerable

articles is

costliness of the raateriids,

value resides not in the
labour wdiich has

but that
but in the
;

artistic

a feitile fancy and
and this portion of the Exhibition may dispose
them to produce articles of ornament, as the Art workmen of the
middle ages did, by the application of taste and skill to materials
and to avoid imitating our heav}-,
of comparatively little worth,
costly, and often inelegant, pieces of plate.

The

been expended on them.
great aptitude

Irish liave

;

—

A

glass

case in the Picture

Edmund Kean

Gallery containts a collection of

—

including a sword and box preby Lord Byron, and another sword
given to him by the people cf Edinburgh, with the play-bills of
the characters and
his first and last performance in London,
In addition
dates being, Shylock in 1814, and Othello in 1833.
to
belonged
Henry the Eighth
to these, there are, a dagger which
and the hat of Cardinal Wolsey, from the Strawberiy Hill

memorials of

:

the Tragedian

sented to

—

collection.

East Indian and Chinese
by Her Majesty, the East India Company,
the United States Service Museum, the Royal Asiatic Society,
The standthe Society of Arts, and several private individuals.
ards taken in China and the guns captured at Sabraon and
Goojerat by Lord Gough, attract much attention.

There

articles

will

be a

fine collection of

—contributed

The most important
e\'er,

are those wdiich

howand which represent her

sections of the collection to Ireland,

are self-derived,

One of these is,
not merely cabinet specimens, but
a collection of Irish Marbles
the
Royal
Dublin Society,
by
exhibited
good practical examples
in whose grounds the Exhibition building, as our readers wid
The Exhibition, in fact, although entirely
remembei', stands.
independent of the Society, has taken the ]5lace of the triennial exnatural resources or the industry of her people.

all.

of the Exhibition was tar from complete on
day,
but the managers had wisely prepared a

The main body
the
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—

—

which that body had held regularly since 182 1. Its last
exhibition, that of 1850, was indeed thrown open to all the world
but no trouble was taken to obtain contributions from abroad
and the space w-ould not have permitted many foreign articles to
have been introduced. On the 24th of June last, Mr. Dargan
made the liberal offfer to put down £20,000 for a grand Exhibition on condition that the Society would permit the building to
This was readily agreed to. Mr.
be erected on their lawn.
Dargan's expenditure has grovai to nearly £100,000; and the
building has increased in the same ratio, until it has covei-ed not
only the lawn and gardens, but also the court in front of the
The Marbles
Society's house, which it completely surrounds.
exhibited by the Royal Society form part of a much larger collection which it is now making, and for wdiich a new museum
For this purpose the Society have set aside
is to be erected.
upwards of £2,000, subscriptions have been made to the extent
and Government has promised a grant of £5,000.
of £800,
The object in view is very important to Ireland. At present, for
want of the neci-ssary stimulus, the working and conveyance of
but there is no intrinsic
the native marbles are both costly.
hibition

—

—

—

The Society intend to furnish
cause wdiy they should remain so.
their entrance hall with architectural fittings worked in Irish
door-case in fine red marble, two large tables in
marbles.

A

green Connemara, and a fount in black marble, are included in
There can be no doubt of the value
the collection now shown.
The native marbles of L'eland are very
of such efforts as these.
unique; and if the Exhibition
quite
beautiful,
some of them
-

—

draws attention

to

them, and leads to improvements and greata'
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econoin)-

woikiug lliem;

it

will

render a

ver}-
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important

service.

The Royal

Academy

Irish

of Science will

show a very interits Museum,

esting collection of Irish Antiquities comprised in
alonff with contributions for the purpose from

the Board of
Works, and from several private individuals. The collection of
the Academy is \ei'y curious and itnportant: including many rare
ecclesiological antiquities, and a large number of implements, tools,
and arms, illustrative of the earl}- Art of the country. Tlie Banthe Psalms of St. Columb
and
ner of the O'Donnell famii}-

some other specimens

—

—

—

ai'e

very celebrated in Irish history.

The

Museum

of the Society is liberally opened to all applicants, and
To the present time,
the specimens arc admii-ably arranged.
which
however, the institution has been without a Catalogue,
will now be supplied by the Great Exhibition, and which will
doubtless, soon give rise to a great extension of the Museum.
Included in the Academy's Museum is a collection of Danish

—

and Norwegian antiquities, presented by the King of Denmark
and the Directors of the Museum of Copenhagen.

INCOUPOSATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.

The Irish Fisheries Commissioners contribute a large collection
of apparatus and tackle used in the fisheries; including not only
those at present employed, but also specimens of those which
have been superseded or improved, together with models of
what are called River fixtures, and other means of capturing the

Canadian

—

Institute.

Council Meeting, June Wlh, 1853.

DONATIONS.

finny tribe.

The Corresponding Secretary announced the presentation
the Institute by Mr. Bohn, the eminent London Publisher, of
1.

In one of the galleries is a collection of 257 specimens of the
Birds of Ireland, indigenous and immigratory, together with
These belong to a private gentleman of Dublin,
their eggs.
named Waters, and ai e very well arranged in scientific order.
There

a very curious collection of work, principally of the

is

exhibited by the guardians
Unions.

coarser descriptions,

Law

seven Poor

of the twent_y-

to

six

volumes of Bohu's
2.

The

horns of very extraordinary dimensions, by
Baldwin, Junior

The names of
•

The

general departments of the

makes the

greatest

cluding a loom for
as

we have

said,

—saddlery and

—

exhibition in

which Ireland

—

show are
^linen manufactures
poplins, inmaking a new brocaded variety, which will
:

—

specimens— carriages

large

—

and

—

S.

fine

—
—

—

;

—

not a stranger.

Hallum, Junior Merabei-

—

Windsor, C.

E. Pell,

Toronto.

London.

C. McGregor, Junior

Member

will

be

complete.
It will, indeed, it already does, reflect the highest
lionour upon the Irish people.
In the liistory of our country
there is not recorded a more important or more praisewoithy act
than the raising of this temple of indnstiy and the effort which
has been made under so many difficulties, mm( yield a substantial

Toronto.

E. M. Crombie, Junior Member,
It

W.

Phillipsburgh.

Rev. B. Cronyn,

"

was ordered that the Secretary should be directed to com-

municate to the above named gentlemen that the formalities of
completed until the

their election could not be

first

General

Meeting in December, but that on payment of the Subscription

from January

last,

and

be entitled to a copy of the Journal

to the use of the

Reading-room.

Provincial Observatory; Toronto.

—

In another week the greater part of the Exhibition

:

Toronto.

.'.

for the current year they will

Since the opening day the work of ari'angement has proceeded
with rapidity,
and the cftect produced has been mar\ellous.
There were some indications of flagging pre\'ious to the inauguration but it seems to have disappeared under the influence of
the excitement of that daj',
and to have been replaced b}' confidence and natural feeling of satisfaction at Hvhich has been
already achieved, and what promises to bo accomplished.
;

J.

Maurice S.

Membership were

on the evening of June 4th

Rev. R. Whitwell,

—

—

W.

M)-.

of the Institute.

the following Candidates for

T. C. Gregory,.

— engineerirg

and
nmsical instruments
architectural designs
lace, embroidery and
needle-work of e\'ery description, and most of it in good taste
agricultural machines and implements
clothing
fui'niture
and food, which, after the example of Hyde Park Exhibition,
includes tobacco and snufl''; iu wholesale quantities.
There are
bacon and hams in endalso several samples of beet-root sugar
less profusion
and no small supply of whisky. In this latter
case the committee have not followed the lead of London
nor
ha\e they done so in the refreshment-rooms, where malt liquors
of all sorts are freely dispensed, and where probably whisky is

some

Member

laid before the Council

be w'oven in the building Balbriggan hosiery,
leather work
church bells, of which there are

—

Scientific Library.

presentation was also announced of two pair of Stags-

In the February nunil)er of the Canarlian Journal we published the

Memorial of the

Institute to the three branches of the

Legislature to continue the Royal Magnetic Observatorj-, under

Provincial management.

The

reply of the Provincial Secretary

on the part of His Excellency the Governor General, contained
the following passage:

—

'-I

am

directed

by

his Excellency to

;

and endurinc; reward.

Atlifnirvm.

acquaint you, (Capt. Lefi-oy) and through you the

membere of

the Canadian Institute, that the subject retVrred to in their me-

GOLD IN CANADA.

i85a
inorial has, for

some time

engaged

past,

anxious consideration, and

Excelleucy's most

bis

Excellency

tliat liis

the necessary measures to pre\eut,

ah-eady taken

lias

proposed

possible, the

if

dis-

authorities, at the

mantling of the Observatorj', by the Imperial

What

It

now our

is

"pleasing duty to announce that the very

liberal
its

of two thousands poimds has been voted by the Provincial

Parliament

and temporary maintenance of

for the reorganization

the Scientific Observatory at Toronto.

The prominent

by

part taken

Excellency the Governor

his

won

has already

for itself

an American and European fame under

management

the admirable

of

its late

accomplished Director, will

secure a grateful acknowledgment from

all

interested in the pro-

gress of scientific enquiries in this Proxance.

number

this subject in the next

We

shall return to

The

extraordinary

discoveries

the

four

last

of

Gold

attention of the public, that announcements,

California

in

have

and

absorbed the

so

however important

and advantageous, of the existence of other

dazzling but

less

perhaps far more useful Mineral Deposits, have hitherto failed to
excite that

other

amount of public and

to

active

We

we

shall not, probably, greatly err, if

venture to express

now

distinctly

veritable

Golden Field

glittering

lumps of Iron Pyrites

Fevei-, to

means

much
soil

eager and unfettered

country

But does Gold

part of the Gold Digger,

—

coupled with the well-ascertained
to

what might one expect
grasp

that those

fact,

results,

who

of the

uneducated labour of the

Is it found in quantity
Canada
To both of these questions we think

?

own and

in the affirmative with certainty.

their neighbours

may

region which

?

who

it

to

may

also

farms for the precious Metal, that the

truly be called Golden lies

some hundred miles

East and North-East of Western Canada.
to exist

We

are anxiously searching their

any doubt that Gold

Canada

East,

is

and

in sufficient

become a source of some anxiety

in the progress of our Public

Works and

There ajjpears

distributed over veiy

to

abundance

many

interested

the general Industry of

the Provinces.

sufficiency for independence

and

comfort, are happily arresting that unquiet spirit of adventure

which has been

a rich auriferous

continue

occupy themselves in the regular routine of established industry,

more generally accumulate a

if

were suddenly revealed to the

really exist in

prove remunerative

we may answer

to cause

not always with adequate

Industry to waste

Gold where no Gold

search for

?

considerable areas in

and continued privation required on the

excessive toil

few

Gold under such unfavourable conditions
and to produce

local excitement,

no longer

The

of a

enough, in these days of

men from remunerating

turn

in a thinly settled district

among

industry.

is

discoveiy

the

Grain),

(of

in the hopeless

If digging for

to the

enjoyment of permanent and remunerati\-e

Gold

Delving

sufficient to secure the present ruin of a few,

discernable in the Golden Fever of the day, lately so prevalent
classes in the

for

of the Thames, and in the black bituminous shales below the

hint to our Western friends,

the opinion that traces of a healthy reaction are

Digging

deep through the rich and teeming clays of the Valley

sixty feet

likely to

Golden periods, would have stimulated

less

Western

find a painful solution of the question, in the case

a positive fact in various parts of Canada West.

private enterprize which, during

exertion.

bcgii:s to display itself

of a few misguiding or misguided individuals.

be

years,

!

disturb, with

Hei'e and there, throughout

amongst us!

we

exists.

Australia during

and moral wealth, which now

so vigorously

their

Gold in Canada.

unexampled prosperity

unhallowed and demoralizing influences, the quiet pursuit of

intellectual

is

the agricultural

other branches dependant

and crime would rush in to

a flood of vice

Golden

of the Journal.

all

that expanding source of our present

Canada,

General in securing the maintenance of an Observator}-, which

with our Gold

arise

a sudden and destructive check would

industry of the country receive, and

What
sum

would soon

difficulties

worshijjping and not over scrupulous or tractable neighbours

upon

[See March No. Can. Jour.]

end of next month."

What

Province?

We

however, in the firm belief that precautionary

\vrite,

measures are in progress, under the sanction of the Provincial

Government,

which

will

convert what would otherwise be a

lamentable discovery, into a source of real advantage and profit

so greatly aroused during late years.

to the country at large.

We
Mr.

have elsewhere drawn attention

to the admirable letter of

on the Minei-al Wealth of Nova

Miliett,

Coal, Iron,

Scotia.

Copper, Barytes, and exquisite Marbles, constitute a noble Gold
Field for

our

Pro\ince;

sister

and such

ti-easures,

with the

exception of Coal, exist, too, in Canada East and West, independently of the more dazzling Metal to which we shall now
call attention.

Let

us,

however, suppose for a

widely distributed auriferous
fields of Australia,

preparation

soi',

moment

rivalling in richness the

were to be brought to

light,

and precaution on the part

of

that a

famed

and without due
the

Provincial

Government, thrown open to the cupidity of those uneducated
masses

now crowding

into the country.

What

eflFect

would such

a discovery have upon the construction of the vast system of

Railways

in

progress

or

in

contemplation throughout

the

We have for some time past been
powerful Association,

aware of the existence of one

— embracing some of the most distinguished

individuals in the Provinces,

—

frame.l for the purpose of

working

a portion of the recently discovered Gold Fields on the

Wage

system, abjuring the Leasing system: a system at once ruinous
to the labourer

We

entertain

may be

and destructive

and venture

and morality.
whatever

the extent of the Gold deposits in Eastern Canada,

of the utmost importance that

conducted systematically,
vision,

to order

to express the opinion that

—and

all

it is

Mining operations should be

— should be under

that labour should not be

Government super-

dependent upon the

success of individual exertions, but be in strict subordination to

the

Wage

system.
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Company with

of the

Report of tko Board of Directors of tlic Ontario, Simcoe, and Huron
Railroad Union Cumvany -June 6.

1.

—

satisfactory state."
Tlie selection of a harbour for the JSTortheru

verted

Report of Alfred Brnnncl, Chief Assistant. Engi)ieer,
and Huron Railroad.

2.

The Report

of the Directors of the Ontario,

road Union Compr.ny read

by

Ontario, Simcoe,

the Secretary at the annual general

meeting of the Shareholders, at the office of the Company on June
without doubt, one of the most feeble and melancholy effusions of

6, is

-n-liich it has ever beeu our misfortune to peruse.
It commences by assigning three singularly unimportant reasons why the
Directors "felt" it due to themselves and the shareholders that lliey

the l;ind

should report upon the general position
this

of the Company
and with
"view" they begin, continue and close their report with a doleful
;

relation of disappointments, misunderstandings, defeats, faint

aud

hopes,

indefinite anticipations.

Iha first important difliculty appears to have originated with the
Corporation of Toronto, aud cousideriug the very grave results due to
the resolutions of that body (not e.xplained in the Report) such as
placing the Company in a false position delaying the construction of

—

the

road— injuring

report speaks

its

financial credit

—we

of the Corporation in a

are

very

cases

to,

aud much

bound

to say that the
mild and courteous

manner.
" The payments to the contractors have been made from time to time
in pursuance with the original and supplemental couti'acts. so far as

the Board have been enabled to carry the same into effect but they
regret that the ditficulties which arose in regard to the resolutions of
the Coiporation of Torouto, granting aid to the Company and the

to

our chagrin

we

Termiaus

is

next ad-

find that here as iu the other

we have

condition.

Simcoe and Huron Rail-

the Corporation remains oouseinently in an un-

noticed a(faii-s remain iu an unsettled aud distracted
After aU that has been stated, written, published and simrn

Heu and Chicken,s, after the positive erideiiee frequentlybrought forward of the fitness and adaptation of the Harbour for all
the purposes of the Company, the .^ ortheru Terminus of the
Railway
has beeu virtually " quashed" by the Board of Railway Commissioners
in favor of the

just as the Southern

Terminus was

" gnas/ccd"

by the Corporation of

Torouto.

"The selection of a harbour for the Northern Terminus, has been a
subject to which your Board have given their particular attention.
The
Chiet Engineer, iu his last printed report, reviewed the advanta.'es
and
disadvantages of the various Harbours, aud the line leading
to the
same, and, keeping iu view the desirability of extending
your line to
the westward, reported iu favour of ColUugwood.
" The Directors, after mature and anxious
consideration, adopted Colhngwood Harbour, subject to the approval of the Hoard of Railway

Commissioners; and the matter having subsequently been brought

under the notice of the Commissiouers, they communicated their
opinion and views, in a letter addressed by them, on the
27th of April last
to the President ot your Board.
The following extract from that letter
will explain better than auy comment, the result of
their consi<ieratioii
upon the question referred to.
" The Board of Railway Commissiouers have
given their best attention to the subject of the selection of a Northern Terminus,
for tlie line
of the Ontario, Simcoe aud Huron Railroad.

;

;

subsequent requirement

aud a surrender of the loan as also of the
originally voted by the City Corporation, materifor

;

gratuity of £25,1)00,
ally impeded the Directors iu cari-ying out their contract with Messi's.
Story & Co., and placed the Compauy for some time iu a false
position, delayed the construction of the road, and injured its financial
credit.
Subsequently, however, these difficulties were surmounted,
and the construction of the road has progressed in accordance with
the terms of the contracts."
il. C.

The

second misunderstanding

of Torouto, and

is

is also

with the Corporation of the City

thus alluded to in the Report

" So far as the Commissiouers have beeu able
to ascertain four sites
have been up to this time proposed for such Termiuus, all
in the
Georgian Biy, which seems to have been originally selected
by the
Compauy as the Northern Water Terminus for their Road. Two of
these sites a-e in Gloucester Bay, viz :— reuetauguishene
and Victoria
Ba3'.
The Commissioners entirely concur with the iingiueer iu decid-

ing agaiu,st either of those Termini, being fully couviu'ced
that the interests of the public will be best served by giving
the Road a Westerly
Direction.
The other sites which have been brought under their consideration are Nottawasaga aud Culliugwood. both in
Nottawasaga
Ba3\ The Commissioners are of opiu:ou that the objections
to Nottawasaga River as a Terminus are insurmountable. The only other
site
treated of by the Engineer is ColUugwood
and although the Commissioners if compelled to decide in favourof some oue ofthe
.sites brought
under their notice, would have no hesitation in giving the preference
to Colhugwood, yet such strong objections have beeu
made to that
place by persons whose opinions are eutitled to respect, that
they have
felt It their duty to consider whether some
Termiuus less open to objections cannot be found, either within or outside
of the Georgiau
;

"The Company have been unfortunate

in regard to their original understanding with the City of Toronto Corporation to construct a terminus on the market block, inasmuch as subsequent experience has shown
that the location js not a good one, aud that both the City and the

Company would be injured by the construction of a city depot there.
Acting upon this conviction, and fortified by the advice of their engineers, your Hoard determined on locating the city termmus on the
Bay Shore, between Yonge and Hay Streets, and took the requisite
steps under their act of incorporation to ensure the getting of the land
and water frontage for that purpose."
The

third misunderstanding

is

of a

more important

character,

also laid at the door of the unfeeling Corporation of Toronto.

and

is

It is re-

ferred to with affecting simplicity in the following pathetic paragraphs:

" They are of opinion, that if a good Harbour
could be obtained i.utside of that Bay, on Lake Huron, it would be a most
desirable chaun-e
It seems doubtful whether, under their present charter
the Company

can e.xteud their hue to Lake Huron, if thev t(mch Georgian
Bay at
Colhugwood. However, their fiuancial arrangements liave been
made
with a view to au expenditure much more limited than would
be required It the road were carried to Owen's Sound, Saugeeu,
or Fishing
Islands and the Commissiouers could not sanction any
new propositiou, unless with the distinct under.standiug
that the guarantee of the
same is uot to be increased. The Conipauv is now eudeavourin"to
obtain permission from the Lc^i-liliii,- i,, 'iMcnd its Line
Westward
and the Board trust that they i„.-,y lo surcssful. -Meantime tlie Railway Commissiouers, in view of ihu lads that is important to the
Company to complete iheir present coulract, and to fix on some terminus
on Nottawasaga B.iy which may afterwards be us-d as a way
station
ai-e of opinion that further exploration
of the (Jeorgian BaV west of
Colhugwood should be immediately made, with the view of ascertainlug whether any otlier site more desirable than ColUugwood
can be
found, and they rec(uuineiid that the Directors obtain
the assistance
;

The Directors regret to state, that after expending a considerable
sum of money upon works at the last mentioned location, the Corporation of Toronto instituted proceedings in Chancery against the Company, and succeeded, in consequence of the time limited by the
"

—

charter to acquire lands having expired,— in oiiashiiK/ the orders they
had obtained ami the C"mi)any arc still under :ui obligation to erect
the depot on the objcrtionable site, .-mil llie ruquisite excavations have
;

been commenced

lor lliat purpo.se.
'i'our Board have always been
willing and offered to make an exchange of this site for other lands of
the Corporation suitable for depot purposes but as yet that body
have not consented to the proposal made to them, the position of
the Company with the Corporation remains, consequently, in an un;

satisfactory state."

•

1

some pcrsni, ,,f u.iiui,-al experience in the survey. And with a
olot.vialiiig Imiliri' dcl.iy, the Boiud of
Commissioners

The style in which (he wicked success of the Corporation is introduced deserves a nobler field for the display of its vigour than that
by a mere railway report. The conclusion arrived at by the

offered

very gentle authois of the

gem

without

"

furtlicr

enquiry.

The

before us

we think we may endorse

position, says the

Report— the

ponition

of

view

are prepared
the projjosition of the Directors, regarcling
Colimgwood, in ca.se i,o better site can be found after a new
exploration
111 th;it case however, they recommend that
the expenditure at Collingvyood should be on a limited scale for the present,
as they are not
convinced that such a harbour cau be obtained as the
public interests
require."
to give

I

iiir assciil to

"Tour Board

considered that the si'/tneslions of the Raiheat/ Commissioners
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dcmamhd attention, aad have accordingly taken
carry

the necessary action to

recoinineudatious into Bisect.

tlieir

As doubts

existed as to

tlie

power

of the

Company

to toucli at

^57

the terms of the original contract, should be completed by
the first of December next, will, I have every reason to believe, be
ready for opening at least two months previous to that time.

which,

by

more

than one point on Lake Huron, or to extend the Line further Westward
tliau Colliugwood
and, as the litigation with tlie Corporation of Toronto above referred to, lesnlted in a judgment of the Com't of Chadeery, materially impairing, and, in some cases, destroying, the powers
wliich liad previously been exercised by the Company, it became necessary to apply without delay to Parliament, for the revival of those
powers and to obtain a Legislative authority to touch at more than
one point on Lake Huron, and to extend the Railroad to the Eastern
Shore of that Lake. A Bill has passed both Houses of the Legislature
and now awaits the Royal as.seut, giving the Company the necessary
powers, with the right to iucrease their capital to carry out the exten•sion of your Line.
With the view to such an extension, an exploration
is now proceeding under the order of your Board.

In order to facilitate and to avoid interruption to the regular business of the Road, the arrangement ordered by the Board, has been
made with the contractors for taking the Roads off their hands as far
as Barrie, without ballastmg, for the consideration agreed upon.
The
ballasting will now be done by the Company at such times as the
business of th?, Koad may best admit or require. With a similar purpose, two of the minor changes, in the original location, required by
the supplementary contract, have been postponed, and the contractors
having 2:>laced their estimated cost at the credit of the Company, the
track has been laid on the original location, which was graded, and
the improvements will be made at a more convenient season.

The report tapers off with an allusion to the financial condition of
the Company, and hopes,' anticipates,' that as the accounts of the
Company have hitherto presented a statement of " continuous outgoings," they will next year present a " fair amount of incomings."

works are

;

;

'

'

During the penning of the
port evidently revived a
'

hope' and

and

'

dozen lines, the framers of the reand found strength and courage to

last half
little

anticipate' that the " Proprietors, Directors, Government,

may

Contractor.s,

each discover that the spirit which initiated, and

the perseverance and energy which

is

carrying to completion this link

of communication and connexion with the Northern Lakes, have not

been without beneficial results to the public, the Company, and the
advancement and progress of Upper Canada."
if " Proprietors, Directors, Government and
" have yet to "discover" the beneficial results of the
Northern Railroad they must seek for better guides than lamenting
and languid reports, whose feeble repinings will do more to weaken a
great and noble work, than all the hard fighting, legal, battle fields

It

occurs to us that

Cmitradors

.'.'.'

through which
half of

it

has been successfully carried to completion

and in spite of which,
measure of its growth.

length,

its

fullness of the

it

This

washy

is
'

one

will shortly arrive at the

Simcoe

a sensible document, and contrasts strikingly with the wishy-

report'

we have

just noticed.

It is not contemplated to proceed at present with the constimction
of any very extensive work at Collingwood Harbour. No greater outlay this year will be incurred at that terminus than v,-ill be necessary
to afford a good steamboat landing, and sufficient storage for goods,
This course has been deemed advisable, inasmuch as the bill recently
passed through both branches of the Legislature, authorizes the extension of your Road to the eastern shores of Lake Huron and the advantages offered by such an extension may at an early date be a sufficient inducement to extend your Road to some point near the " Saugcen" or " J^ishing Islands."
;

The rolling stock at present on the Road consists of four engines and
fifty nine cars of the several classes; besides which, tlii"ty-six other
cars are in a forward state in the contractor's shops, and will be on the
Road within the present month. Contracts have been )nade with
Messrs. McLean, Wright <fe Co. for two hundred and eighteen cars and
as they have their shop and machinery in full operation, no difficulty
is likely to occur in fully equipping the Road.
Four other locomotives
have also been ordered, three of which v,-ill be in service before the
expiration of this month, and the fourth early in July.
;

Report of Alfred Brunei, Chief Assistant Engineer, Ordario,
and Huron Railroad.

2.

for

From Barrie to Collingwood Harbour, on the Georgian Baj', a distance of thirty-one miles, the location has been completed, and the
in satisfactory progress on this division, with a fair prospect
of being completed by the time stipulated in the contract, viz., the 1st
day of June, 1854. On this portion of the Road, the alignment add
grades have been greatly improved over those indicated by the preliminary survey, and the country through which it passes, is generally
favorableto the construction of such a permanent way. as will be economically maintained, and requiring the construction of but 452 feet of
bridging on the entire division.

We give

portions of Mr. Bnmel's communication below.

the most interesting

The portions omitted

refer to topics already discussed.

The recent report of the Chief Engineer fuUy detailed the expenditure required for completing the road to Collingwood, nothing has
since occurred calculated to disturb that estimate. The expenditure
as exhibited by the books of this oiflce to the present time, is as
under

To

the President

and Directors of

the Ontario,

Owing

continued illness and consequent absence of the Chief
have the honor to submit the following Report of the prowork on your Road, as called for by resolution of the
Board, under date 20th ultimo
Engineer,

to the
I

gress of the

:

Since the Report made by the Chief Engineer in February last, the
works generally h.-ive progressed in a ^tisfactory manner. The first
section of the Road to the Township of Whitchurch, a distance of thirty
miles, was opened on the 16th of jVIay last, and the amount of busin'ss
done, during the short period which has intervened, indicates the

most satisfactory

The second

For Grading, Bridging, and permanent way, including Engineering expenses, and Rolling Stock under original contract, and iron for eighty-two miles of road, with sidings, 417,542
For Rolling Stock under supplementary contract,
4,070
For Harbour and Depot service, under supplementary contract, being for permanent and temporary work in Toronto,
and for Way Stations,

AH which

respectfully submited.

ALFRED BRUNEL,
Chief Assistant Engineer.

Engineer's Office,
Toronto, June 4th, 1853.

,

From Holland River
is

is

section,

where changes

to Barrie, with the excejition of those sections
in the original location were made, the bridging and

Very nearly completed, and

the

whole of

this

diVisiou,

2,254

£423,866

results.

from Whitchurch to Bradford, should, by the
terras of the original contract, have been ready for opening on the 15th
but in consequence of the changes made in the location
of May, 1853
to improve the ahgnnieut of the Road, requiring the formation of heavy
embankments, it was agreed in a supplementary contract, that the
time for completing (his d-vision should be extended so much as the
Chief Engineer might decide to be reasonable. Such an extension of
time would not have been necessary, but for the very unfavorable
-weather during the spring, and the unusually heavy fall of rain, which
has caused a greater amount of subsidence in these new embankments
than WIS anticipated. The iron is now laid on this division of the Road
to within about two miles of the Holland River, and will, without
doubt, be laid to that point, and be put in order for running over, on
or before the fifteenth day of June, instant.

grading

:

Simcoe and Huron Mail-

road Union Company.

i

J

Gieat Western Railway.

At

the annual general meeting of the

Stockholders of the Great

Western Raihoad, held in Hamilton, a few days ago, reports were
adopted, of which we present the following extracts
:

The Directors, in submitting the usual financial statement, made up
to the SOtli April last, will, in explaining their proceedings during the
past year, endeavor to place before the Stockholders the exact and real
position of every matter connected with the Road.
The amount expended up to the tate of the last Report, in June, 1852, was
From the accounts this day submitted, it will be seen

£

383,039

8

5
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that the total expenditure, to
1853, was

tlie

£1,322,753

There has consequently been expended during the
£
past twelve months".

2 lo

93D,718 14

5

It will thus be seen that a verj- large amount of work has been performed since the last annual meeting, and the progress made up to
this time has been such as to admit of the works being pressed forward during the present season with the greatest possible rapidity.
AH the large and important structures are advancing rapidly towards
completion— the grading of a considerable portion of the line is in a
forward state so much so that the supeistrncture has been commenced
at several points, aud arrangements are in a forward state for vigorously carrying on this work along the whole line. By far the largest portion of "the rails, which are of a very excellent description, and were
purchased at alow price, before the late extiaordinary advance in the
price of iron, is delivered at various points on the line, and the balance
IS now on its way from England via Quebec.

—

The Directors therefore feel themselves justified in expressing a
strong and confident belief, that by the adoption ol the most energetic
measures to press on the woik, they will, if no unforseen contingencies
arise, be iu a position to open the line from Niagara to the Detroit
River by the 1st of Jauuar}- next.

ike President

and Directors of

the Great

Western Haihcai/ Company

—

Gextlkmf.x, * « » * fije \g^p period iu 1852 in which I assumed the duties of Chief Engineer, left but little time hitherto except
during those seasons of the year unfavorable to opei'ations of this kind,
to press forward the work on the line with as much energy and expedition as

Some

was

desirable.

have existed during the past fall and winter with
some of the Contractors on the Western Division of Road, but these
have been adjusted, and the work is in fuU progress on that portion of
the line its completion may be reasonably autcipated at the period
difficulties

—

hereinafter

named.

line of your road cannot be opened for use by the time indicated in the last annual report from this oillce, nor has there ever been a
period within the last twelve months when any such opinion ought

The

reasonably to have been entertained. Even the grading on the one
hundred miles from the Detroit river east, has not yet been comj^leted,
and probably will not be before the first of September next.

my

report and estimate made by
predecessor on the 30th of
last, gives an estimated increase in the cost of the road of
exceeding any sum before deemed necessary to complete
the enterprise. The amount of work requiied to be done under this
increased outlay, no doubt satisfied every fiiend of the road familiar
with works of this kind, that the opening of the whole line by the
close of the year 1853, would be exceedingly problematical, and dependant upon contingencies that might defeat all the applications of
science, skill and labour that could weU be devoted to the arcomplishraent of an object so anxiously desired, aud so important to the interThis being perceived, every ]necautionary meaest of the company.
sure deemed essential and within my power, has been adopted to expedite the progress and completion of the work, that a strict regard to
economy in expenditure and the permanence of the road combined
has seemed to be required.

The

September

$l,l'.i9,173,01

As the periodical subsidence of the waters of the western lakes had
not occurred in 1852, and it probably will not, according to all former
experience, during the present year, a plan was adopted by my predecessor, for piling about 14 miles of the line over the wet prai'ies west
of Chatham on tlie Western Division.
The slow progi'css made in the woi'k, and its probable insecurity
and want of permanence for the purposes of operating the road wil'h
desirable security, safety, and expedition, induced me to rocon^mcnd
a change in the iilan of constructimi, and the whole distance llunugli
the prairies, witli the exceiilion of a mile and a half, will be giailed in
a permanent manner, either by taking materials to form the CinlLinkmnnt from the prairies adjacent to the line of road, by means of colTer
dams and pumping, and with dredging machines, or by haiding
beach sand from the shore of the Lake. This change wiil increase
the co.st of constructing on the part of the line consideral)ly above the
Bum estimated by my predecessor for a pile road that being only
one dollar per lineal foot but the cost I tliiuk will not exceed what
;

;

transmission of

The one

is

to

render a pile track safe

for the

rapid

ti'ains.

permanent

for all

time to come, the other temporary, aud

will require tilling in within a few years.

The completion of the City Section on the Central Division, in connection with the opening of the new channel of the Desjardines Canal,
through BurIi]igton Heights, and the drawbridge connected therewith
have continued to excite my most lively solicitude. Under favourable
auspices and witli the application of proper means aud au adequate
force, this woik can be got leadv' for laying down the superstructure in
time to connect with other portions of the line westward, by the 1st
day of January, 1854. In order to avoid obstructious and embarrassments, as well as to guard against a lar£;e expenditure of money, consequent on the heavy slides on sections three and four, near Dundas,
slight alterations have been made in thelineof the road, with the view,
at some future period, after the surface Avater shall have a proper diainage, and the moving mass has become settled and compact, of placing
the ti'ack upon tlie original lines, if deemed necessary.
Sections five and six. Central Divisions, embracing the Copetown
work, which has heretofore attracted some attention, have thus far

presented objects serious in their cliaracter and difTicult to overcome.

The increased quantity of material required to be excavated and removed, occasioned by the large and continued slides of earth in the
deep cutting, aud the piling necessary to protect the foot of the slopes
and maintain the required width of the road way, will enhance very
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would eventually be required

30th of April,

much

the cost of the

work bej'ond

all

former estimates.

This work, however, is in such a state of forwardness as to justify
the expectation that no serious delay in opening the line on this Division will be occasioned by the obstacles there to be encountered and
overcome.

The sinking of the embankment on section 11 Central division, into
a deep morass or subteiTanean lake, has heretofore shown unmistakeable evidences of serious ditficulties.
new plan for carrying forward
the work has been recently adopted which promises fair, not only to
expedite it, but very much reduce the expense. This has been done
by constructing an extensive platform of evergreen trees and brush, so
interwoven its roots with eartli as to prevent the loss of material by
displacement, which was occasioned oy the nature of the material
used aud the superabundant weight put upon the basis of the embankment beyond its capacity to sustain.

A

Present indications show the entire success of the plan and we
to complete the grading at that place by the first of September
;

hope

next.

The work on the Western Division is of sucli a character, and in
such a state of progress, with the exception of the deep aud difficult
excavations on sections two and three, near London, as to present no
serious apprehensions that this portion of the line will be in conlition
And a> to those
to be operated upon by the close of the present year
pnints, new arrangements have been made with the contractors, to facilitate the progress of the woik
and if need be, further attainable
means may be resorted to by the application of a night force, so that
the opening of the liue West of London may be simultaneous with
;

that between Hamilton and London.

On

the whole, then,

if

the ^uancial arrangements of the

Company

be such as to allow the work on this part of the line to be pushed
to the extent required, aud no other casualties or obstruction shall in-

shall

tervene or occur than such as may be reasonably anticipated and
guarded against, I scene just cause to doubt you can be gratified with
the opening of tlie whole line, from Windsor to Hamilton, by the close
of the present 3'ear.
*

*

*

*

*

*.
.

submit therewith a detailed account of the cost of the entire liue
between the Niagara .and Deti'oit rivers, two hundred and twenty -eight
miles, and the Gait branch twelve miles. This estimate is intended
to cover aU items of expenditure requisite to put the liue in complete
operation, with buildings ,aud equipments complete, including the
docking and filling iu depot grounds at Hamilton and Wind.sor, aud
I

the extension of the liue down the Detroit river to a point opposite the
ilichigan and Central Railroad slatiou.

The right of way, land and land damages, and the incidental and
contingent expenses of the Company are not included in the estimate.
According to this estimate the cost of two hundred and forty miles
of single track road, with au allowance of 17 miles of superstructure
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for side tracks, ttc,

sum
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" The Board of Directors, in laying before the Shareholders of the
!
j r.
t\, ;,. i,..,„oo„
IransacToronto and
Guelpli n
Company, a stacment otr tneir
Railway r.
tions for tlie past year, do so with no ordinary feelings of pride and
gratification, at the commiuding position and future importance
<•„.< „,f„,.„,.:=o
»
u- u
n i, »
r .1
a:
ti
which,
in the briot period of their term 01 othce. this intaut enterprise
has secured. When twelve 'iiouths aiio, the Directors assumed their
•.
i
i
n
^
.1
^ n
t
„f; „ ,f
onerous trust,
it was generally understood, that the construction 01 a
railroad fi'om Toronto to Guclph would be a task attended with much
.'
< u
-,
jj1.
f„„„if.,i
difficulty and discouragement, in consequence of the scarcity ol capital,
the limited powers granted by Parliament, and the powerful union of
opposing interests. Confideut however, in the intrinsic merits of the
undertaking, and the vast benefits to be derived from it by the citizens
of Toronto, and the inhabitants of every town and township interested,
the Board set themselves steadily to work to surmount the obstacles
that lay thick iu their path, and the result has been, that at this raoment, not only is the railroad visible as au actual fact, in a more or
less advanced state, in almost every part of the line between Toronto
and Guelph, not only have surveys been completed to Godeiich and
and full powers
Stratford; and partially so from Stratford to Saruia
obtained from the Legislature, despite of all opposition, to extend our
not only has this been accomplished, but
liue to the last named point
important as these must be considered, they are only a p^ 'I'tiou of what
the Toronto and Guelph Railway Company has achieved."
1

1

1

t.

•

1

«•

•

•

1

,

;

n'~ij,i

'^"'""'^

-

themselves

Ibr

,

14

'

:

„

speak

tlxus

1
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•
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Board

•

-A'

Shon Oa-Fct

Tlie

is

;

*
*

'^45

I

'

1

RO 4S

'

In submitting this report, I have felt compelled to speak ])lainly and
on all topics discussed in my judgment this was a duty
alike due to the Board of Directors, the Shai-eliolders and myself. All
my e.xertions must be directed to tlie promotion of the permanent interests oftho.se who furnish the means to carry forward to completion
the great work iu which you are engaged. Notwithstanding the iucreased outlay, according to the estimates now submitted, will reach a
sum con.sideraljly larger than had ever been anticipated by the frieuds
of the enterprise, we may indulge in the well grounded hopes that
with the application of reasonable economy in our future operations
and with an energetic and cordial co-operation among all the official
departments of tlie company, the whole line of road will be open for
traffic at an early day, and this noble enterprise may be made to yield
a fair increase on the capital invested.
explicitl3'

;

V -ti 1
Respectfully submitted.
ij

Tj

11

Chief Engineer.

.

.„,.„.,

aud Gm^lph Railway.

the Directors of the Guolph Railway Compan,j-Janc
JRepoHof
6.
J
J
I
^
^
'
This is truly au exulting and abounding fver of words. It is far,
very far removed from the subdued goodness, not to say softness of the
Report of the Northern Railway Board. It speaks in a tone of undisr
,.,
guised, and even affectionate triumph of the wonderful sagacity of the
-^

.

„.

,

BALANCE — to

it

°

^

We

very existence of

tlie

Guelph

all

line

the
are

due
'

we were with

begin at the end of the Report, struck as
„.,

fv
1
,
singular exigencies of the Guelph
,

.

appears the favourable solution of

vital questions affecting the

eratefullv

,,,,,.,

'.

which

.

.

J.

,.

..

the late

J
i,
delineated
in the
1-

i,

line, so distinctly

closing paragraph, which we subjoin: — "When

as

it is felt,

^

1

that all these vital questions have been decided in our favor, by
thp mere w-averiug, as it were, of a BALANCE, which a moments delay or a brief indiscretion might have turned against
u.s, cfec, ifec, ifec."
o
°
>
•'

'

'

principle

is

evidently borrowed from the

Bank

of

England Sov-

ereign
in the
of which we give
° Weighing
»
" Machine,' a short description
1^
=
preseut number of the Journal. The Report says nothing about the

ingenious inveutor, but with quiet Iiumour, tinged with e-xultation,

thinks that the Balance was •discred.'
It

may be

so,

but the aspect of coming times

is

not so undisturbed

it appears to the Directors of the Guelph Rail'
„
boraething we fear 'looms in the future,' and may

to our mental vision as

Company,
way „

,.j.

,

.,,.

not the Great Western Railway form a part of that shadowy veil which

we believe is destined to suppress with "cold obstructions apathy"
;
f
cji
ij
11
many offiv
of the Canadmn Shareholders,
the aspirations
and especially
•

i-

4.1,

/-.

1

3

thoseinterestedin thatparticularpirtionof thehnowhichis
to run from Sti-atford to Sarnia.

On

the 4th of May, letters were received, announcing the effective
accomplishment of the contemplated arrangements, by the completion
of an agreement, subject to ratificalion of the Stockholders of this Comp^ny, by which the entire interests of this Company became merged
in those of the Graud Trunk Railway of Canada, and the Municipali^^^^ ^.^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^^l^j t„ exercise their free choice in retaining or re-

«j§""\g t'\<;V' f'^'f- Those letters your Board have appended to this
Report, with the view of affording every proprietor of shares the tuUest
insight into the nature of the changes involved. By them, all ihe previous contracts with Messrs. Gzowski & Co., together with all the fiuan"^^ arrangements contingent thereupon, have been set aside and a
new contract substituted, establishing a mileage rate, for the constructio„ ^f j^e Railway from Toronto to Sarnia, of £8000 sterling per
mile, including all expenditure for the erection of stations, purchase of
lands, cost of tubular iron bridges for double track, and other works,
upon the scale adopted for the Grand Trunk Railway ; besides a sufficient sum to provide for the jiayment of interest on the entire stock
"ntU the liue is opened throughout, and an amount not exceeding
£15,000 sterling for the current expenditure of the Company, or the
p^y/^^^t of salaries, rent, stationery, and all other incidental outlay."

your Board

feel,

The

.,,,,»,»»

CL.^RK,

T.

Engineer's Office, G. W. R,,
Hamilton, 4th June, 1853.
.

our line with the Railroads of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Micliigan, and Wisconsin, all situated within reach of one or
^j,^^; ^C .^^ =^j,.^^,^ tributaries.

JOHN

(Signed)

„
To.onto

After some explanatory remarks the Report tells us that " under
the able agency of Alex. Gillespie and A. T. Gait, Esquires, deputed
by your Board, the arrangements have been all completed, the legal
documents signed and delivered, subject to the sanction oftheshareholders, by which the Toronto and Guelph Railway Company has become a component part of a great congeiics of Railroacls, extending
from the Atlantic coast ou the east to Port Saruia on the west, a distance of 809 miles, with branches to Quebec, and theuce to Trois Pis:
toles, 253 miles, and to Peterborough 50 miles, being 1,1 12 miles in all,
independent of the large unmber of tributary lines which must pour
iu their streams of travel, from Hamilton, from Goderich, Port Hope,
Cobourg, Rawdon, &c., besides the connecting links which will unite

(fcsfen(;(/(.?)

Then

follows au account of matters of detail,

...

rejoicing,

,.

,

which

which are not

of interest

report closes Avith a song of triumph and
i„ ,„ii „i,„,„ +„ i,„ t,„U!,Wo aan
Ave trust future events will sliow to be suitaoie, sea-

to the general reader.

,

The
j.

f ^

sonable and sincere.
„-d
t
„-ti the
4-i,„ i,;,f„,.TT nf youi
Pnm
"
history ot ,Tn„i. Uoraconnected with
Perhaps no circumstance
p^ny for the last year, is more significant than ihe fact, that whereas a
few months since, it was with difflculty tli..t even wealthy individuals
could be induced to invest their capital iu raihoad stock at all, and the
sole motive which induced the citizens to consent to give municipal
we now
aid, was, the indirect benefits to be obtained f om Raihoads
\

•

j.

1

;

holding .stock
^^.'"'^ indivi^duals then inost opposed to
U hen so sti-iking
unwilling"f
to dispose of It at par with interest.
which
obslacles
formidable
the
view:
when
too
is
kept
in
a change
have been surmonnted, iu the selfish opposition of powerful and exteasive rival combinations, are remembered— when the conimandiiig position of the City of Toronto, as a central Station of the Grand Trunk
j^^^^^^^ ^^ ^.^ J^^_ ^^ contrasted with what it must have been, if reduced to a rank subordinate to a neighboring city, is considered—
when it is felt, as your Board feel, that all these vital questions have
^"^1 ™^".): "^

now
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the mere wavering, as it ^vere, of a balance, -svliicli a iiiomeut's delay or a brief indiscretion might have
turned against us, then truly every shareholder of this Company, every
inhabilaut of each town and city on the line, ought to rejoice at the re-

been decided iu our

favor,

sult.

Your Board feel that they have done their duty, and they yield up
their charge in the full eonndeucc, that their acts will meet with the
entire approbation of the stockholders, and their fellow citizens
generally."

All which

respectfully submitted.

is

By

order,
S,

THOMPSON,
Secretary.

Toronto, June

G,

[1853

main chance, and suffered his

parents, relations, and neighbours, to
migrate to their annual resort for the winter, and that my poor friend
was truly tlie lad Robin of Summer, or rather Autunm, left shivering
alone.
1 ciilkd tlic attention of my family to the affecting fact, when
general sympathy was felt for the solitary bird, and fear expressed
that the intensity of the cold would number him with the dead.

Fortunately, the berries of the mountain ash in front of the house,
afforded an ample supply of food to Bob through the winter, till the
cedar-birds c:ime to feed on them, as they generally do towards the
end of the season. Several times a day he enjoyed his meal, with apparent relish aud gratitude, alwaj's returning to his roost, which was
generally the lowest branch of a plum or cherry tree, in the rocky part
of the flower garden.

On intensely frigid days, with a piercing cold wind, or when the
to ten or twenty degrees below zero, the effect
on poor Bob was truly affecting to witness. Once or twice especially,
while perched on the cherry tree, the frigidity of the atmosphe-e had
so thickened his blood and benumbed his frame, that he could not
maintain his pioper roosting position but with feathers ruffled, and
head dropping gradually lower and lower ;just like a person nodding
while dozing, but raising up his head less aud less high, as sleeps gets
the mastery gave sad intimation that the last fatal sleep of death was
upon him when, lo he would rouse himself as if by a desperate effort, and, recovering his vivacity and strength, have recourse to his favorite and only remaining food, without which he certainly must have
mercury was down

1853.

Hamilton and Toronto Railway Company.

;

EEPORT OF THE BOAKD OF

—

DIIIECTORS.

The Directors place before the Sh.ireholders a statement of the accounts made up to the 3 st May, by which it will appear that only preliminary cx]_icuses have yet been mcurred. The contract with an eminent English contractor Jias been approved of and adopted by the Directors and arrangements are iu progress for vigorou.sly prosecuting
the worlc. The Directors have to report that they have arranged to
lease the Line when finished to the Great Western Railway Company,
at a rent of 6 per cent, on the guaranteed cost of }he road, and an equal
participation iu any dividend lieyond 6 per cent, that the Great Westera Railway may pay to its shareholders, and which lease they
strongly recommend Ibr the adoption of the annual meeting of Shareholders. The Dii'ectors have to congratulate the shareholders on the
contemplated an-angements between the Great Western Railway Company and the Grand Trunk Company, by which rivalry, injurious
alike to the public and to the shareholders, will be avoided, and the
stability of Railway property in Canada secured.
1

;

All of which

is respectfully

submitted.

ROBERT W. HARRIS,
President.

—

!

!

perished.

His nocturnal repose, I have reason to believe, was in a neighboring
barn or stable, distant some twenty rods, since his flight about dusk
was in that direction, and from thence back again at twihght, a.m.

Thus like a brave pilot,
winter, unscathed by their
turn of his wiser aud more
thered hero, who had given

he weathered the storms and bitter cold of
When Spring came, with there-

severity.

lavored kindred,
ample proof how

we lost sight of our feamuch hardness he could

endure.
It would have afforded us much pleasure could we have related
the warm congratulations of his brethren, on again recognizing this
long lost member of their tratemity ihe last Robin of Summer.

RICHARD WHITWELL.
Philipsburgh, 22ml April, 1853.

CORRESPONDENCE.
"Rara
To

the Editor

—

Installation of the Chancellor of Tiinity College.

Avis."

which

was highly

interested in the account of the Land Birds wintering in the neighborhood of Toronto, read by G. W. Allan, Esq., Feb.
28th, 1853. Though aware that some of the birds enumerated might
winter with us in the dense forests of cedar and hemlock iu Canada
east, yet, I had no idea that so great a variety, as twcntv. cnuld be
found near Toronto, although nearly two degrees more to the south.
Sir,

I

my

The perusal of Mr. Allan's paper brought to
mind an ornitholofical curiosity which characterized the winter of 1851-52, and which,
eing so verjr rare and uncommon, if not without a parallel, is certainly
worthy of being recorded. It is nothing luore nor less than the fact of
a Robin red-breast remaining with us about the Rectory, aud enduring
the rigours of the whole winter by no means a mild one. At first
sight of the bird I could scarcely fjelieve
bodily vision yet was
soon convinced of what I imagined it to be, namely, what Thomson so
graphically portrays in liis " Winter," the season, in England, when
_

—

my

this general favorite seeks a

man

family
"

arrival of the Steamer, in clue time on Thursday, by
Cliancellor elect was a passenger, the installation of the
Beverly Robinson, Chief Justice of Upper Canada, as the first
Chaucellor of tliis University did not take place until Friday last.

Owing to the non

of the Canadian Journal

Hon.

tlie

J.

At Ten o'clock, the Lord Bishop, the Chief Justice, the Provost
and heads of tlie University, the Students and company having assembled in the College Chapel, the Liturgy was there said, after
which the Bishop, Clergy aud Students having adjourned to the Hall
where a large company was assembled, his Lordship took the Chair.
Shortly after the Chancellor entered in his splendid robe of office, the
College of various liberal friends. Immediately upon his
entrance, the Lord Bishop vacated the chair and the Cliancellor being
led thereto, took his seat, with the Lord Bishop aud the Archdeacon
of Kingston on his right, the \'ice Chancellor and Archdeacon of York
gift to the

on his

left.

;

more intimate acquaintance with the hu-

:

The red-breast, sacred to the household gods,
Wisely regardful of th' embroiling sky,
In joyless fields, and thorny thickets, leaves
His shivering mates, aud pays to trusted man
His annual visit. Half afraid, he first
Against the window beats then brisk alights

The Chancellor then proceeded to confer degrees when Messrs.
Badgley, Bethuue, HallowcU, Hodder, and Deazley, Medical Professors of the University were severally introduced by Dr. BovoU, and
having taken the oaths aud declarations, severally receivid their
degrees of M.D., in this Uiiivei'sity, ad cundcm, and also Dr. Bovell
who was presented by Dr. Badgley.
Professor

Hind then received

the degree of M.A.,

and Mr.

J.

M.

Sti-athy that of Musical Bochelor.

;

On

warm

hearth then liopping o'er the floor.
Eyes all the smiling funily askance,
And pecks, and starts, ami wonders where he is
'Till more familiar grown, llie table-cnnnlis
Attract his slender J'eet."
the

;

:

1 was anxious to ascertain what had become of the otlicr robins, and
after the lapse of a day ot two, the melancholy conclusion was forced
upon me, that, sure enough, this careless child of nature had lost the

Tlie fill.iwing gentlemen also received the degree of B.A., Rev.
M(-sis. .Mini It," Ingles, Goddes, McKeuzie, and Messrs. Helliwell, 0.
Rol.iiiMiiL and Preston.
Tile following being of sulticieut standing in
the College also received the degrees of M.A., Rev. Messrs. llerritt,

Geddes, McKenzie, Messrs. Helliwell aud C. Robinson.

We

cannot close our report of the proceedings of this day without
that it h.aving been recollected that this was the fif-

making mention
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mlnlsifatiou of tlie Lord Bishop in Canada, it was
proposed to conimemo:atellie event by founding in Trinity College a
Scholarship to be denominated " The Bishop Straehan Jubilee Scholarship," vahie £30 a year for which purpose the sum of £50(1 was
subscription list was impropi sed to be raised by subscription.
mediately opened, and the amount was subscribect in the room.
tieth yeal' of the

A

the meeting of the friends of the College which was held after
the installalion, it was decided to raise at once by voluntary subscription the further sura of £5,000 in aid of the funds of Trinity College,
and the sum of two thousand pounds was subscribed before evening.
Since then we understand the subscription list is fast filling up.
British Canadian.
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the building of the Observatory at Toronto, as a residence
for the officer in charge,
To the Literary and Historical Society at Quebec, as an aid
for the removal of their Library and Museum,
To the Natural History Society at Montreal, towards their building
Towards to the establishment of an Experimental Farm at
Toronto,

--•

.......-—

University

C

liege,

Toronto.

The following appointments hare been made by His Excellency the
Governor General,
University College, Toronto

m

:

"J. Bradford Cherriman, Esq., M. A., Fellow of St. John's College,
Cambridge, to be Professor of Natural Philosophy in University College, Toronto.
" Daniel Wilson, Esq., L L. D., Honorary Secretary of the Society of
Antiquaries in Scotland, to be Professor of History and English Literature in University CoUege, Toronto.
.

"

Gold in Engl.and. At a late meeting of the Poltimore Copper and
Gold Mining Company, the result of the reduction of 50 tons of auriferous gossan, from the mine, was pi educed to the meeting in the shape
of a piece of pure gold weighing 26)o ounces.
The loUowiug is the

The Rev. William Hineks,

Professor of Natural History in
Queen's College, Cork, to be Professor of Natural History in University
College, Toronto.
F. L.

S.,

" Edward J. Cliapman, Esq., Professor of Mineralogy in University
College, Loudon, to be Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in University College, Toronto.

" James Forneri Esq., L. L. D., to be Professor of
in University College, Toronto.

Modem

Languages

postscript to the report of Messrs. Rawlins

<fe Watson, at whose
works
was reduced —
tlie company may have additinnaldata for forming an opinion respecting the value of the gossan, we add that v.-e are
willing to undertake the reduction of the red ore, containing the same
proportion of gold as the lot we have reduced, and return to the company 1 oz. of gold per ton of dry ore, free of all smelting charges or

the auriferous gossan
P.S.

:

— In order that

;

we should

be willing to give at the rate of

to

various Institittions for the adva?icement of knowledge in

Canada East and West, 1853.

Aid

and Historical Society at Quebec,
Natural History Society, Montreal,
Mechanics' Institute at Quebec, -

to the Literary

-

-

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

-

-

-

-

50
50
50
50
50

-------.-..
-------50
--...-.50
---------------------.50
-------50
------.50
------.50
----...50
--------------------------.50
------------50
-----------------------------

same at Mouti'eal,
same at Kingston,
same at Toronto,
same at London, Canada West,
same at Niagra,
same at Hamilton,
same at Belleville,
same at Brookville,
same at Bytown,
same at Cobourg
same at Perth,
same at Picton,
same at Guelph,
same at St. Thomas
same at Brantford,
same at Catherines,
same at Goderich,
same at Whitby,
same at Three Rivers,
same at Simcoe,
same at Woodstock,

sa7ne in the County of Peel,
same at Port Sarnia,
same at Chatham,
same in the County of Hal ton,
same in the County of Ontario,
same at Port Hope,
Athenaium at Toronto,
-

-

-

-

50

-

50
50
50

50
50
50
50

50

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Huron Library Association and Mechanics'

Institute

Teachers' Association at Quebec, for their Library,-

Canadian
Canadian
Canadian

Institute at Toronto,
Institute Quebec,
Institute, to their Library,

-

-

.

-

-

-

Academie ludustrieUe de St. Laureut, for the years
1852 and 1853, at £150 per annum
do
Academie Industrielle, towards their building
For the re-organization and temporary maintenance of the Scientific

Observatory at Toronto

To reimburse Captain Lefroy,

in charge of the Magnetical Observatory, the value of certain additions made by him to

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

.100

50
50
250
50
IQO

300
150

2000

4s.

per ton of dry

ore.

ferous ore alone, irrespective of any copper or other lodes.

As

a proof of our confidence in the

undertaking, Ave

now take

500 shares in the company which were placed at our disposal

—

the

— R.cfeW.

The Fine Auts in Finland. At Helsingfors, say the foreign jourhas just been opened au Exhibition of the l*ine Arts the first
that ever took place in Finland. Of fifty-two pictures which compose
il, forty are by native artists
a fact sufticienlly noticeable in a country where but a few years ago so little was known of Art that the very
street sign-boards were imported fi'oni abroad.
It is also noticeable,
that of these forty about two-thirds are the works of fourteen young
ladies, nearly all of the old nobility of Finland.

—

nals,

:

Qovernment aid

£4

Now, assuming that the cost of the raising and carriage of the ore
would amount to at>out £1 per ton, this would cause a nett proiit of
£900 per week, or upwards of £46,000 per annum, and this from auri-

—

—

Coloured Snow, Rain, and Hail. In the New York Jonrnal 0,
Commerce, of the 2ud ult., an extract is given from the Boiion Journal
which it is mentioned that a fall of black snow occurred at Walpole
N. H., on the 30th March. The account forwarded to Boston was written with a solution of the snow as it fell, and had the appearance of
having been written with pale black ink. It is also mentioned in the
/ourna/ ')/" C'omfncTfc of the above date, that after the prevalence of a
rain storm in Cincinnati, in the latter part of March, the pavements
throughout tlie entile city were found to be strewn with a yellow substance resembling sublimate of sulphur, but which was asccitained on
examination, to consist of pollen of flowers, wafted by the winds fi'om
a tropical region to the north. Many earth worms were likewise deposited on the pavements by the same rain. This yellow rain extended
in

also to Louisville, Iventucky.

—

Mock Suns. The following accounts of this rare phenomenon, observed on two successive days, February 14th and 15th, at two place
in England, are taken from letters addressed to the Times by the
respective observers, Mr. Emerie S. Berkeley, of King's Clilfe, Wandsford, Northamptonshire
and Mr. John Thornton, of Kimbolton, Hunts.
The latter says
;

:

"

my

About a quarter past 12

p. m., this day, (Feb. 14),
attention was
called to a beautiful appearance of four parhelia, situated at different
points, of a great circle of briglit light, parallel with the horizon, and
Eassiug through the sun. Ai'ound the sun was a vertical arcli of white
ght, in breadth about one-third the diameter of the sun, and at the
intersection (;f this circle with the horizontal one tlie two must southerly
parhelia were situated these were very brilliant, of a fawn colour
towards the sun, and of a violet white on the remote side the two
;

;

more northerly

were much fainter. There was at the same
time in the zenith a beautiful circular ring, not very distinct towards
the North, but shewing brilliant prismatic colours towards the South.
The diameter of this ring, wliich was horizontal, was apparently the
same as that of the vertical circle in which the two most southerly
parhelia were situated. From further observations, taken at 2.45, r.ji.,
the angle between the parhelia was 48°.20'. At the same time the
angle between the sun and the nearest point of the prismatic ring in
the zenith, was 47°. The 'air was very keen during the day, and at
10 a. jl, the thermometer stood at 28 F., in the house."
The other account says
parlielia

:

"At

12 o'clock this morning I perceived on either side of the sun
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two parhelia or mock suns

these ^ere in their usual places in two
intersections of the halo in each pailiclion tlie colours were prismatic.
Higher in the heaveus, toucliiug tlie lialu, was an arch of an i-ry-erted
rainbow and still higher, with the prismatic colours much more virid,
was another inverted arch. Tliese two inverted arcs were as distinct
in colours as thecommou rainbow, but not of the same breadth. There
were various other circles not well defined. Verging toward.s the
North was a third parhelion, not consisting of prismatic colours, and in
which we could not trace the intersecting circles distinctly. The
clouds in the North were at the same time tinged with red. The parheUa lasted more than an hour."
;

;

;

[1853

—

JExIraordivauj Lenglhof Wire from one Piece of Metal. Arem.arkaWe
specimen of the ductilitj- of copper was manufactured last week at Mr.
Walker's miUs, Fazeley-street. The metal referred to weighed about
123 lbs., which was drawn out to a length of upwards of four miles,
and is to be laid down as a line of telegraph without liuk or weld.

A method has lately been introduced in Prussia of printing books
on linen prepared for the purpose. It is the invention of an apothecary
named Sanger, of Berlin, and is found very admirable in large schools
for the poor.
The appeai'ance of the book is by no means injured, and
the price is the same as if printed on paper.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
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Galvanic Elcclricily.

—An iuteresting lecture ou Voltaic Electiicity, was

reeeutlv delivei-ed to a minierous audience, at the Islingtou Literary and
by Henry M. Noad, Esq., the eniiiiLUt electiician
and clieniist. Tlie lecturer couinienced by alludiusj; to ihe a+)surd
anecdotes, which were found in every Englisli and French writer on
that a
phys^ics. respecting the discover}' of this species of electricity
pupil of Galvaui, while operating on the electric niacliine, accidentally
linnin-ht a scalpel in contact with the nerve of a f:df;'s tliigh. which he
noticed was injniediately thrown into violent convulsions, and that the
niasttr followed up the experiment, fancyiup; lie had discovered some
new principle in connection withauinial vitalitv. This was attributing
Watteucci
to Galvani an iguorance wliioh he certaii ly did not deserve
had practised ou animal eU'Ctricity long befoie, and Galvani, who had
been studviug the subject for 10 or 2 years previous to this peiiod,
was well acquainted witli its p inciples, and all his discoveries were
the result of practice, close obseivation, and inductive philosophy.
Volta, an Italian chijniist, followed up the experiments, and made
many valuable discoveries. It was then shown that the development
of a current of electricity could be effected without metals, a voltaic
pile of flesh might be constructed which would engei der a current,
Tliere was, the lectuier believed, not
although certainly a weak ore
an electrician in this country who did n<jt attribute the effects of the
battery to chemical action, while the German philosophy was that it
was only a natural result, arising from the contact of two dissimilar
metals. " ilr. Noad then proceeded to desciibe the several batteries of
Smee, DauieUs and Grove, the first of which was called the chemicomechanical battery Daniell's was the most constant, while that of
Prof. Grove gave the lai'gest amount of power, and was decidedly
eecouoniical, f"om there being no electrical action except when the cirvariety of experiments followed, showing the
cuit was complete.

Scieuti'tic Institution,

—

1853.

conductability and perfect insulating power ; that all native metala
and their alloys are conductors that among metallic oxides much difference exists, tliose opake and lustrous generally better conductors
than others
metallic sulphurets the same
the chh)rides partly conductors and partly insulators salts the same, the majority being msulators
that the molecular state determines the character diamond
insulates, graphite conducts well
that among minerals of vegetable
origiu, the more perfect the carbonization the better the couducting
power and tliat among the conducting minerals which do not crystallize regul rly, some present riifl'erenccs of conductability, when the
direction of the curieut througli the mass is varied.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Deep Sea Soundings. The Royal Society was lately entertained by
Cap. Denham, R.N. of H.B.M. ship Herald, with an account of his experiences in deep sea soundings. The expedition under Capt.D. was particularly directed to observe soundings, and it was very successful. The
deepest was attained on a calm day, OcL3lt, 1852. in the pa.ssage from
Rio Janeiro to the Cape of Good Hope. The sounding-line, one-tenth
of an inch in diameter, was furnished by Commodore McKeever, U.S.
N., commanding the frigate Congress.
The iilummet weighed nine
pounds, and was eleven inches long by one-seventli of an inch diameter.
Wlien the depth of 7,706 fatlioms was reached, the plummet
touched bottom. Captain Denham states that Lieutenant Hutcheson
and himself drew up the plummet fifty fathoms, but it indicatid the
same depth after each experiment. The velocity of the line was as
follows
:

;

Hours.

A

heating, chemical and magnetic powers which weie performed with
a Grove battery of 24 pairs, the decomposition of water, iodide of
potassium, chloride of sodium, and sulphate of soda; the combustion
the electric hght, and the usual appaof gold, silver, copper and iron
ratus for showing the exti'afifdiuary magnetic powers of a current of
pretty experiment was shown
was
exhibited.
electricity,
galvanic
with a handful of nails, which being placed on a tray of card board,
on the upper surface of the soft iron bars, surrounded by wire, on
;

;

A

'

making the circuit could be moulded about in any direction, and an
arch was formed of them, which on bre.-diiug contact, immediately fell
Mr. Noad also explained that in the most trivial actions of
to pieces.
every day life, enormous currents of electricity were evolved; no cook
could perform an operation in the culinary department, nor a joint of
meat be cut, but this result took place. This was illustrated by a
saucepan of milk being heated by a spirit lamp, and a wire from one
pole of a galvanometer fastened to the handle the wire from the other
pole was attached to a silver spoon, and the moment the milk was
btn-red iu the slightest degree, the needle was instantaneously and
powerfully deflected. Tlie entire lecture was a vei y lucid explanation
of the principal details of what is at present known in this interesting
science, and ajipeared evidently to be well appreciated by an attentive
audience.
;

—

ConitKlabUity of Minerals for VoUaie Electricity. From some researches into the conductability of minerals by M. EUe Wartmann,
Professor of Natui'al Philosophy iu the Academy ol Geneva, some curious facts present themselves, and on an examination of 319 species
which weie submitted to direct examination by the author, the comparison of the results witli those of previous experimenters shows in
general a satisfactorj coincidence. Where divergencies present themselves, they are to be refen'ed to the variety of structure resulting from
ditfei'ence of locality, and to the fact of having employed voltaic instead
of frictioual electricity. The purity of the mineral operated on, exercises a great influence on its conductability, and the author, tlierefore,
always employed well-define<l crystals the conducting powers of
Bulphuret of antimony, native and artificial, have been confirmed by
the experiments of .MM. Riess, Kavslcn, Jlunck, and Professor Faraday. The author found native crystals of realgar good conductors,
wliile M. Hausmanu estiinates tliem as semi-conductors, and Pelletier
among the insulators. Sulphuret of zinc is a conductor or an in^tdator,
black sulpliuret of
as it is prepared in the dry or humid manner
mercury conducts well, while red cinnabar is a perfect insulator. The
other siilphurcts exhiliit llio same peculiarities. In conducting these
expcrimeut.s, numerous difficulties presented themselves, and curious
variations occurred in examining tlic same mineral ; he found some
crystals ])crfcct conductors, and others, of the same appearance, which
arrested the most intense currents, until, by the contiinious friction,
the surface was abraded. Some beautiful crystals of oxide of tin
proved conductors al ng their edges, and in places on their facets, but
everywhere else insulators while the variable adherence of the surliliis tin- I'lmdiirliu^ power in ihe most
faces of cleiivage somftiuii'>
capricious manner. T]ii> ilr.liiciions ;irii\id .ii IVoiii tlicse experiments
are,— that the conrlurtin- inin.i:iK ImImhi; i.> Uvr piimilivi: crystalline
types; Ih.at minerals present all interuiciiiato degrees between perfect
;

Minute.

The

Seconds.

first 1,000 fathoms in
"
1,000 to 2,'i00

27

15

39

40

2,000 to 3,000
3,000 to 4,000
4.0(10 to 5,000
5,000 to 6,000
6,00(1 to 7,000
7,000 to 7,706

48

10
39
06

••

1

13
26
45
49

1

14

15
15

9

24

45

'

1

"

1

•'

1

"
"

...

Total

25

The whole time taken by the plummet in descending to this amazing deptli of 7,906 fathoms, or 7.7 geographical miles of 60 to a degi'ee,
was 9 hours 24 minutes and 45 seconds. The highest summits of the
Himalaya are little more than 28,000 feet, or 4.7 geographical miles
above the sea.

—

Gold weighed in the Bank of England by Machiner\'. One of the
most interesting and astonishing departments within the whole compass of the Bank of England is the weighing department, in which,
with the rapidity of thought, and a precision approaching to the
hundredth part of a grain, the weight of the gold coin is determined.
There are six weighing machines, and three weighers to attend to them.
Lai'ge rolls of sovereigns, or half sovereigns, are placed in grooves, and
are shaken one at a time by the motion of the machine, into the scale.
If they are of standard weight, they are thrown by the same mechanical intelligence into a box at the right hand side of the person who
watches the operation if they have lost the hundredth part, of a grain,
they are cast into a box on the left. Those which stand the test, are
put into bags of 1000 each, and those below par are cnt by a machine,
and sent back to the mint.
;

—

New Compound of Caoctuhouc. Mr. Goodyear, of New York, has
new compound of caoutchouc, which is produced by
combining therewith a product of coal-tar and sulphur, alone or in
combination with metals and other substances used in manufacturing

just patented a

Tlie product referred to is obtained by
heating coal-tar in an open boiler until it acquires a consistency about
equal to that of resin, and it is mixed with the caoutchouc in proportions which may vary according to the character of the material to be
produced. The sulphur, or compound thereof, is used for tlie purpose
of vnlcauiziug the material, which operation is performed by the application of heat in the ordinary manner.

compounds of caoutchouc.

:

;

i

Notice tt Correspondents.

We have

given the description of a

by R. S. of Aylmer, Canada
commend the construction of

New

Astronomical Instrument

East, our best attention.

We cannot re-

the Instrument for reasons advanced

by

R. S. himself, and which arc contained in the subjoined extract fi-om
his

communication

:

—"

I

am

fully convinced iu

instrument will answer every purpose that

upon

trial it

I

my own mind that this

have mentioned

;

whether

will bo useful or otherwise, of course remains a mystery."
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amount of heat (in order to expel it in the form of
vapor) which would otherwise have been profitably employed.
furnace of an

SiiimniL

CiinHitian

The most

method of condensing turf, was the applicaby means of a powerful hydraulic engine.
was not only compressed into a smaller bulk,
but the water it contained was forcibly expelled.
Two difficulties,
however, were soon found to exist
both arising from the elasticity of the fibres in the tuif ^an immense power was required,
and the fibres gradually expanding, attracted damp from the
natural

tion of great jjressure

TORONTO, JULY,
Iri.'h

we

In the Juno iminbor of the Journnl

own and

first

We

now

London Ilhmiraied Kews,

most important

descriptive of the

introJuceil a descrip-

Great Exhibition of the

other nations' Industiy.

give a series of extracts from the

Irish natural

and

artificial

productions.
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human familj',

tlie

TURF OB PEAT.

1.

materials that conduce to the happifuel

fills,

means

this

turf

—

Indnstiial Exhibition.

tion of the Inauguration of Ireland's

productions of her

By

1853.

perhaps, the most important

Turf is generally considered as particularly characteristic
of Ireland, where it occupies the same position in social economy
But, even independently of the various
that coal fills with us.
uses to which it can be applied, the large area it occupies is alone
sufficient to claim more than ordinary attention.
The entire
surface covered by bog is estimated at 2,830,000 acres, which is
Of this quantit}',
nearly one-seventh of the whole of Ireland.
1,576,000 acres are flat bog, spread over the central portions of
and the remaining 1,254,000 acres
the great limestone plain
are mountain bog, chiefly scattered over the hilly portions of the
country near the coast. As compared to the other mineral substances, (among which turf may be classed), it is of a comparaAll bogs also abound in timber- principally
ti\'ely modern date.
The oak is generally as black and
oak, yew, pine and birch.
hard as ebony, whilst the colour of the yew is but slightly
changed, to a rich brown or chocolate coloi-. Both the oak and
yew are found nearer the bottom of the bog than the pine and
birch, and mostly in a position to show that the tree had been
upright, even after the formation of the bog had made some

—

atmosphere.

To

get rid of the difficulties that arose from the elasticity of the
was proposed to place the turf mould, as raised from the

fibres, it

bog, in large tanks, and to have it trodden by cattle, or kept in
agitation by machinery, whilst a stream of water flowed through.
By this process, the light and fibrous portions were easily separated from the denser, and the latter being permitted to fall to the
bottom of the tank in a sediment, was easily dried when the

water was shut off.
The artificial coal made by this process is
hard and heavy, and possesses almost all the valuable qualities of
coal.

place.

Nor

are the fibrous portions of the turf

mere waste.

They

are

used at the paper-mills, in the manufacture
of the coarser sorts of card-board, known as mill-board, and of
which the covers of books, &e., are made, and generally in the
manufacture of all the coarser articles made of papier mache.
Many specimens of these will be found in the Exhibition.
at present extensively

THE DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION OF PEAT.

;

—

firogress.

As the bogs vary in depth, position, and appearance, so, too,
the turf differs in its characteristics.
Some turf is almost as black
and hard as coal whilst in bogs almost in the same locality the
turf is soft, and formed of fibrous substances scarcely half decayed.
But the chemical constituents differ still more widely, and often,
Of this an example is given in the " Industoo, in the same bog.
section of the bog of Timahoe,
trial Resources of Ireland."
forty feet deep, was tested, and the amount of ash it contained
was found to vary. The portions near the surface contained 1^per cent of ashes the central portions 3:^ per cent whilst the
lowest ten feet contained 19 per cent of ashes.
Further experi;

A

;

closel}' to

coal in

density and color; and, accordingly,

that turf might be artificially

made

its

we
to

composition, as well as
are justified in concluding

undergo

this change.

The first difficulty which must be surmounted, before turf can
become as useful as coal, is to decrease its bulk; but there is
another great difficulty to be overcome.
Turf, fVom its porous
nature, retains a large quantity of water.
Ordinary turf retains a
fourth of its weight; and turf, carefully dried under cover, still
retains

cause

and this is a serious disadvan'iage, not onl}' bea tenth
adds to the weight and bulk of the turf by the addition
;

it

of a useless ingredient, but because the presence of water robs the
Vol..

1,

No.

;

ous processes, it is not surprising that many similar experiments
should have been made with turf. The destructive distillation of

wood is carried on upon an extensive scale in many localities,
both in England and Ireland, and forms an important branch of
products are wood-vinegar, pyroligneous
naphtha, and charcoal.
Our readers are still more
familiar with the distillation of coal, which is principally conducted upon a large scale for obtaining gas for illumination, but the
manufacture of which has incidentally led to the production of
several other substances, including coal-naphtha, sal-ammoniac,
lamp-black, &c.
As both these manufactures have long existed
as important branches of industr}', it is surprising that more
enterprising efibrts were not made long since with peat, which
occuj)ied the intermediate place between the two.
As it would
be impossible to review the various processes, we shall rest satisfied
with a glance at the experiments made by Mr. Reece, at Newindustry.

Its principal

acid, creosote,

town Crommelin.
In the year 1849, Mr. Reece having brought

;

ments show that the turf which is found at a depth of forty feet
or more, and consequently subjected to a very great pi'essuve, approximates very

Turf occupies an intermediate position between wood and coal,
the different varieties of turf approaching more or less near to
each and, as both coal and wood have long been used in vari-

12, Jl-lv, 1853.

his experiments

to a satisfactory conclusion, obtained a patent for his invention of
the process of distilling peat in an air blast, and thereby obtain-

ing certain products.
As the matter was one of considerable
interest, and of vast importance to Ireland, his process was made the
subject of scientific inquiry at the Museum of Irish Industr}-, and

an elaborate report upon

it was published.
Mr. Reece proposed,
instead of putting the turf into a closed vessel or i-etort, and distilling it as coal is distilled, by the application of external beat,
to make the heat generated by its own combustion the an-ent in

The turf being placed in an iron cylinder, and
the lower portion ignited, the heat so produced acts as the heat of
an external fire would have done upon the peat lying immediately above.
Thus in the upper part of the furnace, there is a
its distillation.

simple

distillation

and a coking of the peat

;

whilst, in the lower

portion, the com.bust!on of the peat charcoal,

as

it

descends,

is
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This process, therefore, docs not materially differ from
going
close distillation, a saving of fuel being the chief recommendation,
The principal products that result from this distillation consislusf
sulphate of ammonia, acetate of lime, naphtha, fixed and volatile
oil, and a substance called para.ffine, which resembles bees'-wax
in its outward appearance.
It is more brittle, and has a very
singular smell ; but it is applicable to nearly the same uses.
on.

in

T-.

1

-1

•.

•

The Exhibition

J.

/

1

./. • 1
artificial

1

and

possesses specimens of turf

1

/•

fue

chemical products of turf, wnich
and perhaps cause him to
reflect, as he passes over the extensive wastes of bog in the Sister
Isle, upor. the possible future that may yet be
store tor Ireland
when science will transioira these solitary morasses into mmes
of wealth
dift'using industry and happiness, where not long
since famine and misery held undisputed sway
i
'

and a

collec ion of the principal

will not fail

he

to mterest

visitor,

m

[1853

winds through a course of 247 miles, through fiells whose fertility
cannot be excelled.
Here and there it expands into lakes, or
more pro];erly into inland seas.
Lough Allen, in the centre of
the iron-fields, covei's an area of 9000 acres, and is still very in-

Lough Derg

ferior in size to

]iortuniiy

This splendid river

•

pQ^^j^

fo,„,,.i °,.

^

g^t

,ti,l

^

^j^^^ ^j^^ i,.^,^
'^^^.,,

^j,^

.,,^^,

^g.^,.^^^

Coal in Great Britain, fills the important position we ha\e acIreland.
corded to turf
It possesses little beauty to attract,

m

and derives all its value from its utility alone. It is to coal that
England is principally indebted, for her commercial gi-eatness.
Without it the mightj' steam-engine would be an inert mass of
iron
our railroads would not exist
our steamers would not
plough the deep.
The jirineipal coal-mines of England are
generally well known, and specimens cf their produce are to be
found in most geological collection?.

—

—

^,

.

,

.

j7

,

There are seven principal coal

,

,

•

X

1

j,^^

,,„,.

^^^^ ^^-^^

^^ ^,,^^ ^ ^j^^

,,.^,,^jj

centi'e

the coal-fields of
of the Munster coal

^jvantacres exist.
It frequently
limestone used in smelting it, and

t„rf

,f ^^^^

^^.^^ j„ ^.j^^

^n

r^,

Ree.
Here every opand the che:ip cari'iage

among

^^^^

t,,^

„,,nnfoet„re of charcoal),
.
^ ^ ,.^.^^, ^^^^

-^ ^^^ ^^^^^^
^^._^^^^.

^

,

_

^

iir.

iron.

iji-i-

t
^ of^tIreland.
i
j
Iron
was formerly worlced extensively in various parts
^'''''''
*""^ *^^^ couutry was covered with timber, principally
oak, and as there were few roads and no other market for the
n

^

•

^^

ANTHKiciTE.

^j^-jj

rises

Connaucrht, and cuts throuQ-h the

—

jj_

Lough

or

offered for inland navigation,

is

of goods.

,

1

fields in Ireland,

equally to the north and south of the metropolis.

•

lying nearly

They

diflbr

a trifling sum at the mouths of the iron
timber, and its cheapness led to tlie
of smelting furnaces, and a o-i-eat
amount of prosperity succeeded, but unfortunately, with that improvidence that appeared (we hope it no longer exists) to mar
every enterprise connected with Ireland, each one felled and consumed the timber, but none planted. No one reflected that
the su]>ply of full-grown oak-trees covering the mountain could
ever fail.
All of a sudden the mamifactureis discovered that the
fuel was all gone: a consternation appeared to dull their faculties
a^^,
paralyze their energies.
feeble eflbrt was made to
],. the place of timber by coal, turt; or charcoal
s„
but in a short
^ime ruin succeeded the shortlived prosperity. It is now upwards
^f ^ <,entury since the last diarcoal furnac'e was extinguished in
Kerry.
Since then, the iron mines of Ireland have never filled an
important position as a source of national wealth.
timber,

it

was sold

for

The abundance of
number

mine5.

establishment of a

A

^

;

matenallyiii their geological circumstances— those to the north
of the capital, yielding bituminous, or flaming coal and those to
the south, stone coal, or anthracite which burns wilhont flame.
Notwithstanding the abundance of turf, coal was worked in
Ireland at a very early period and pits have been discovered
that bear evidence, from the rude stone and wooden tools found
in them, of having been worked by a race far anterior to historiBut. from the ignorance displayed formerly, and
cal records.
from present want of capital o7 enterprise, or something else, the
produce of her mmes IS tar less than they could yield with ease;
;

;

and

Ireland, that possesses sufficient resources to supply her

^

*^'° ^^^''^

The

own

Kilkenny and the Queen's
County, with a small part of Carlow; two in Munster one of
them in Tijiperary, bordering on that in Kilkenii}- and the
other spread over large poitions of Clare, Limerick, Cork, and
Kerry, being the most extensive coal-field in the empire.
All
these beds yield anthracite.
Of the northern coal-fields three are
in Ulster: one at Coal Island, near Dungannon; the second in
the nortliern extremity of Antrim and the third in Monaghan.
These last are small, -ivitli narrow scams; and are, consequently,

—
—

;

of

little

value.

The Connaugbt

of sixteen miles in
Leitrini,

its

Roscommon,

coal-field

Sligo,

coal-fields is estimated at'

It is impossible to cast

total area

of these

the eye over some interesting

maps

'

steps.

But

not only in the quantity of her ores that Ireland is
rich, their position is even more fortunate.
No river in the
empire can compare with the Shannon.
Its Majestic stream
it is

and

alluded— iron and

coal.

En-land
o

follows

is as

:—

' ^"'"^

''^^ 0,000 tons.

1845
1849
1850

1,512,000
2,000,000
2,250,000

"
"

two millioD

raised this year will, probably, exceed

a half tons

I" ^§50,

quantity of coal raised amounted to 34,T50,000
average price of coals at the mouth of the pit in
at 5s. Td., and that of pig iron at 48s.,
'^^ ^^''" fo^o'*^
tl^a' ^^e aquire an annual addition to our wealth
f''°™ tl^^^^e sources alone, amounting to the enormous sum of up"^^"•'"''^'s of fifteen millions sterling a year, viz.:
*°"5! ^"'^

tlie

^'^^

England being estimated

34,750,000 tons coal at 5s. 7d. per ton
2,250,000 tons pin- iron st 48s. "
,

,

/.

if

,
,•
to this the

£9.710,050
5,400,000
^

,

,

enormous enhancement of value
the iron receives by the addition of labour, the sum would almost
appear fabulous.
The following tables we extract from the
^"^1

showing the geological formation of Ireland, and exhibited by
the Chairman of the Board of Works without feeling surprise at
the mineral trea.sures that he neglected, scarcely below the surface
of the sou on which the unemjiloved laborer dra^s his weary
'^
'

^^^^

quantity
of iron produced
in
i
i

The quantity

extends over a space
in the counties of

and lies
and Cavan. The
1 40,000 acres.

greatest length,

^^ interesting to glance at the enormous additions we
from the two minerals to which

-

wants, and to become, moreover, an exporting country, imports a
large quantity of coals every year, said to exceed in value a
million sterling.
The principal coal-mines are seven: one in
Leinster, occupying large portions of

"''''

receive annually to our wealth

'^ '^e

were

to

add

"Industrial Resources:"

The quantity of cast-iron worth
;„„ ^ums when converted into
Ordin.ary machinery.
Larger ornamental woik.
Buckles
Berlin-work
Neck-chains

—

Shirt-buttons

£l becomes worth

the follow-

£4
..

45
660

.1386
5896
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And

the

formed

quantitj' of

worth £l becomes worth, when

bar-iron,

into

£2 10

Horee-shocs
Table-knives

36

Needles
Penknive-blades
Polished buckles or buttons
Balance»spriiigs of watches

7l

657
897
50,000

assume a moderate sum as the average value
and a half pounds' worth of iron receives by
the addition of labour, we should ha\'e no difficulty in satisfying
ourselves, that from this one minei-al a sufficient sum is prolucei
annually to defray the whole interest of our national debt.
If,

then,

We were

to

wliich five millions

COPPER.

IV.

Two-thirds of the entire copper supplied to the worU is fi-om
the Cornish mines.
The annual production of copper from Cornwall is 12,000 tons of metal, the value of which is £800,000
sterling.
This is generally smelted at Swansea, in consequence of
the absence of coals near the mines, and it being found cheaper to
take the ore to the coal than the coal to the ore.

the alluvial deposits of the

ri\'er.

Silver has sometimes been found in small quantities, in a native

The quantities found have never been of sufficient
value to. make the working for it a profitable speculation.
The
silver pi'nduced in Ireland is generally found in connection with
or pure state.

The

lead.

The Burra-Burra mines were

2«7

weighing twenty-one ounce?. The rumours of the mineral wealth
of the district, and the demoralisation that was the natural result
of this gold-hunting, soon induced the Government to take the
mining into their own hands. But, whether the result of accident,
mismanagement, or fraud, the project, as a monetary speculation,
was a total failure. In the course of the two years the Government inanaged the undertaking, no more than 945 ounces of gold
wore collected, the value of which was only £3675, and much
under the expenses of the establishment. The Government consequently abandoned the mines, which were afterwards leased to
a London compau}', in whose hands they pi'oved equally unproducti\'e.
They are now abandoned. It is probable that the
quantity of gold found at firet in the Wicklow rivers was the accumulation of ages, during which mountains may have been worn
away and carried by the streams to the sea; whilst the gold, from
its weight, remained behind, constantly accumulating.
No veins
of gold have ever been discovered, or any traces of it, except in

some veins is so rich in silver as to be called
Formerly the process of extracting it was wholly unand the lead, richest in silver, used to be sold in

ore of

discovered about the year 1845,
in South Austi-alia.
Their produce between that and the year
1850 amounted to 56,428 tons of ore, the greatest part of wliich

silver-lead.

was smelted

Latterl}-, however, arrangements have
upon the spot, but there can be no doubt
the gold diggings have seriously injured the copper mines of

The silver is now sepai'ated from the lead at the Irish
mines, and a fine mass of silver exhibited by the Mining Company,
in a single block, worth £200, attests its practical application.

Australia.

By

been made

at

Swansea.

to smelt

it

—

In Ireland, the principal copper mines form three groups the
first in the county of Wicklow, in the picturesque valley of Ovoca;
the second in the county of Waterford, occupying the district of

Knockmahon; and

the third

is

situated in the southern portion of

Cork and Kerr}'. The copper ore from the Irish mines
ported to Swansea or to Liverpool.
V.

Lead

is

ex-

way

into the market,

ai-e all

exhibited

by that company. The process of smelting the lead ore is carried
on by the compan}' at Ballycorns; and the produce of the Luganure mines in the year 1851, amounted to 674 tons, 'which
produced 460 tons of lead, equal to nearly 69 per cent. The

company

state tiie proiwrtions of

silver in

the English market, in consequence of

its brittleness,

the lead ore per ton

amount, from the Luganure mine, to 8 oz.; Cairne, 12 oz.; Ball}-hickery, 15 oz.; Shallee, 25 oz.; Kilbricken, 120 oz.; Strayford,
10 oz. The average of silver extracted amounted, in the year
1851, to 20 oz. per ton of lead; and the total quantity to 3860
oz, producing £1029.

at inferior

price.

amounting to only three ounces in the ton
no more than 1 5s., may be separated with

this process siher,

of lead, and woi'th
profit.

OTHER MINERAL PRODUCTS OF IRELAND.

The

and
Clare and Kerry, pipeand of magnesia, ochre,

other mineral products of Ireland consist of nickel

manganese, in small quantities, alums

and marbles, and some

slates,

LEAD,

diffused

pass before they find their

in Ii-eland,

iii

clays and china clays, minerals ofbarytes

through Ireland in far gjeater quantity than
copper.
The principal mines are situated in the counties of Wicklow, Down, Armagh, Kerry, Clare, Limerick, and Cork.
Small
veins have been opened in almost e\'ery county in Iieland at different times, but few of them have proved very profitable.
At present the principal mines arc worked b}' the Mining Company of
Ireland, and with great profit. The specimens of the different ores,
and the different stages thi-ough which the products of the oi'e
is

known

others.

be necessary to consider these, and, indeed, all the raw
materials of which we ha\'e made mention, when we come to treat
of the various manufactures, both native, British, and foreign, that
adorn the Exhibition.
It will

In the order we have preserved, we were anxious, as far as
metal as it leaves the miner's hands, without any consideration to the subsequent processes it may have to
undergo; and, with respect to Irehmd, we were anxious to put
before the reader a succinct view of her natural resources almost
without commentary.
possible, to consider the

It is impossible to view all these elements of national aggrandisement and wealth, without feeling that if Ireland had ever had
the good fortune of possessing as many Dargans as she has had
Smith O'Briens, O'Connells, and Meaghers, smiling plenty would
lono; since have dispossessed her poverty; and that island, so long
a difficulty to all governments, and a help to none, would have

been our support and our pride.

THE IRISH MARBLE COURT.
VI.

GOLD AND SILVER.

At

At

the close of the last century some peasants jn'cked up a few
lumps of bright metal in the Wicklow streams. It was soon discovered that this was gold
" nuggets."
The peasantry fi-om the
counties round at once flocked to the "diggings;" and all agricultural operations gave place to the gold fever.
In a short space

—

the northern side of the Great Hall

of great interest.

is

a small compaiiment

not only a fine collection of speci-

mens, but several larger manufactured articles, such as chimneypieces, &c.
The ]:)i-inci]:)al collection of specimens consists of a
sei'ies

of two hundred and forty-five, representing the natural
ifec, of Dublin, collected by Henry O'Hara

rocks, minerals, soils,

of time upwards of .£10,000 worth of gold was collected by the

Esq., C.E.

peasantry, in pieces from the size of minute grains to

hibited

lumps

It contains

A

fine collection of Irish marbles, in

by the iluseum of

Irish Industry;

a glass

case, ex-

some specimens of
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porphyry, from Lambay IskinU, and red conglomerate, from the
same place, both the property of Lord Talbot de Malahide; a
handsome doorway of Cork marble, two chimney-pieces, some
pedestals,

busts,

marbles of the

difi'ei'ent

The marbles
of three hinds

panels,

and

slabs of X'arious sizes, illustrate the

counties in Ireland.

Connemara are ^vell represented. They consist
the hard white, the black, and the green.
The

of

—

green varies very much in colour sometimes it is almost white
again, pale yellow; at other times, bright yellow, or dark green,
a! most black.
The most valuable specimens are generally of a
:

We

bright green, almost as bi'ight in its colour as malachite.
are
convinced, if this marble existed only in the ruins of some Italian
temple, it would not be less valued than the celebrated Verdantique,

than which

not inferior in beauty.

This marble
exists in abundance in the Connemara mountains,' near Ballynaliinch and Clifden and it works very well, and will bear turninois

it

;

consequently, applied to many purposes. TwS
very handsome tables of Connemara marble— the slabs of green,
and the pedestals of black— attest the size and perfection in which

in the lathe

:

it is,

slabs may be procured.
pirtment wehave alluded

of

These tables

will be

found in the com-

They areexhibited byMr.Lambert,

to.

Cong Abbey.

ill

T,.j„„i

working those imported

in

from England, Scotland, and Italy. The inferior ni;mtel-pieces,
&c., are genoi'ally of Irish marbles
but those upon which the
artist lavishes all his art are for the most part of foreign materials,
often very iulerior to those that abound close at hand.
;

.We

from native quarries
among- a few spirited capitalists, of a
like the Serpentine Company, determined to force a
thriving trade in Irish manufactured marble by the only practicable means
excellence in the material, cheapness in the prochiction, and skill and elegance in the execution,
sincerely trust the display of specimens

'"''" '"^ad

to the formation,

company

—

j.x,ax

tit-Inland

t

and

,

i

products,

its
^

'

,

,•

,

i

growth of flax. The light
^^'^ **^''"'® ^^''' ^^'^ softness of the climate, and the fresh breezes of
^^^ Atlantic that fan the island, tempering the heat of the summer
^""' ^'^ conduce to the health and perfection of that delicate plant,
'^^ ^^''^ '^° interesting, betore we enter into an account of the manu^'°*"''<^ °*
'« "o'^'^^ biiefly the progress of the growth of the
peculiarly suited tor the

is

Z'''^''

-"'^^^

material.

The Royal Flax Improvement

Society was organised in 1841,
which period the Irish flax crop averaged about 80,000 acres
annually.
In two years afterwards (1843), it had increased to
•*
noAAn.
/-i
Owiuir ito the sreatt scarcity
112,000: andi-in toaa
122,000.
1844, ^to io.iaaa
'„i
.•/.
„f
-i
*
°i
a ^^
ot seed, some xinprmcipled
merchants
passed
ott a Jarire quantity
'^
rli
t
^i
ot spurious seed upon the growers,
ihis seed was several years
="
,
„,
^,i
old, and, to give it the appearance of beiDo- new, had been mixed,
-^
!
y;
„
^
vi
j
v t ^to o-ive it
over a nre, in pans, with some deleterious nio-redieuts,

at

1^1-

•..
11
•!
Ri,„i.
Jilaek marbles exist in great abundance, but not in ffreat purity,
•

1

^
i
ii
T--11
l he mosti-important
quarries are those ot lulkenny
1/ ii
o„ 1 (jalway.
p.,i,„„,r
'PI
Tr-ii
11
1
ami
ihe Kilkenny
marble
when
cutis perfectly black;
*•
K„f
oft„.. „ „i ,
1
ii
but after
a short time ii
the whole surface, in consequence ot the
-.1
tu„ i;
1
„„f- „ „r
1
V.
i
1
ii
action
ot the hgat and atmosphere,
becomes studded
with the
-1
„
1
t.i,,Uo„.,,i
1
Til
Ji
11
V
shells and or2,-anic remnants of the fossd insects imbedded in its
1o„K.f„„„„
'n
1
1
substance,
iliese are varied, and as -curious as mteresting, and
*
,-„ (1.,^ ,,r„„ „f „
-t
11
111
11
i
ii
in the
eyes ot a geologist
would, probably, add much to the value
!„
11
.1-1
,^ft),o,„.,,.i
'Bi
r?
.-iot
the mai-ble.
i his Ualway
marble is exported in large quantities
!•
f<^ Mow v.. .!-•„., 1
T^ 1
-Di
11
J
i
to JNew lork and London.
Black marbles
are also found at
-1
/ /I
1
„ 1 n
nu,„.^ut
,„
ii
1
Ohurchtown an 1 Douraile,
the county of Cork; and in several
T
-,„,*•„
1 rnT,,^..t,-^„o „* ti
T»/ni
portions
ot the counties ofi- Limerick, Kerry,
Clare, and Tipperary.
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in Ireland,

fl853
engaged

tentiou of our manufacturers)
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^ iresu, glazed/ appearance
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The Ai-magh and Churchtown marbles are also well represented,
They present a mottled surface of red, brown, and yellow, sometimes tinted with purple.
They take a high polish, and are much
admired. A handsome doorway, completely made of these

*i
n
lust as the Chinese s'laze their green
-^
i
i
i t
ti,«
rendered
it completely valueless, and the
1
q
e
a*
*
i
larmerssuftered
heavily; i,
but ^i
the Society, having wisely prosecuted
•
^
-i,
»
n guilty parties, obtainediiheavy damages
i
^u
xt
the
against them.
Never'
•,•
r ^
? . '' ^
^i, ,='
i
i
i
/
i
theless, it produced so much disappointment and loss (and
'
.
„,
\
.i
f,i
,i
j.i
some
cases insolvency), .i
that, in the lollowing year, the breadth
,
n^/nn
f
sown decreased
to 93,000 acres.
The crop ofe-,o<n
1846 was one of
the worst that had ever been known in Ireland or on the Continent.
Tl'c result of both these causes combined was, that in 1847, the
sowing fed to 48,000 acres; and, in consequence of the general
disti-essed state of the trade and commercial panic, in which the
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fail to impress the visitor
very beautiful variety of native marble,
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1
The other marbles ofJ.TIreland
are—the ash grey, with a very fine
gram, in the counties of Cork and Limerick; near Shannon liarhour, fine sienna and dove-coloured marble; near Dunkerron,
county of Kerry, in small quantities, a purple marble, veined with
dark green, and resembling bloodstone. In addition to these
marbles, which generally are mentioned as .specimens of great
and inexhaustible quarries, Ireland possesses a number of veins
of \-ery beautdul marbles, and ]5orphyries, and agates, amethysts,
•fee, a collection of the latter being exhibited by the Lord Chan-

eellor of Ireland.

abound

The

f^iinous

ornament the

and they are now exten-
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participated, prices fell so much, that farmers were
discouraged, and only 53,000 acres of flax were sown in 1848.
As trade recovered from its depression, prices improved, and the

In
breadth of the flax sown in 1849 had increased to 00,000.
1350 it amounted to 70,000, and would have far exceeded that,
had seed been procurable— every available bushel having been
sown and the quantity of flax grown last year is estimated at
not less than 130,000 acres.
Of this, no more than 12,000
acres were grown in the provinces of Leinster, Munstei-, and
Connaught, and the remainder in the northern province of
;

Ulster.
'

nu
^'^° importance of this
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branch of national industry

In the Irish inarbles the articles exhibited, with few exceptions,
arc either contributed from the Dublin Society, or the Museum of
both institutions wholly or in part supported by
Irish Industry

—

P*^'"

This had

and oven, upon one occasion, £180 per
fVom abroad amounted to

1

be

ton.

£120,

The importation

:

„lears.

Government grants. We see also here and there a table (anil
«ome of them very beautiful) inlaid with native marbles and other
articles, showing great ingenuity; but we fail to fiud extensive
manufactories where Irish marbles are produced, not as curiosities,
l)ut to meet a fair demand in the homo or English market.
visit to the principal marble yards in Dublin will surpr'so us still
more; for here we find the artist (in a country abounding in tli>)
beautiful marbles to which we lia\o eiidea\oui-ed to direct the at-

-i.

will

°^ ^"^'^ ^^^ ^'"^ generally ranged
*°"' according to the quality, season, debeen the general average tor the last 15
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years; but sometimes the prices have ranged so high as
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come to any conclusion as to whethe
Ireland will soon be able to supply all the raw flax to the nianu
It

would be

difiicult to

IRISH INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

iBSaJ
facturer,
tinent.

be dependant upon the Conproduce of Ireland has inci-cased
demand has increased souiueli nio'o, t.!i;\t,

or whether she
Tlie fact

is,

must

still

\\hilst the

much, the home
though Ireland h;rs multiplied her pi'oduce nearl)' thveeibld, the
We do not
importatioijs from abroad La^e neailj' douMed.
know on which to bestow most praise-^on the laudowncr, who
trebles his produce; cr on the m^uiufacturer, wdio so far outstrips the farmer, as still to require ad\entitious supplies, and
hold oat to the farmer an ever impro\ iog marWfet,

A'ery

Linen foi-ms the most cliaracteristic portion of the Exhibition,
not only from the quality and quantity of the goods displayed,
but because it affords an example of the capabilities of Irishmen,
when they bring entei'prise and perseverance to the task, to introduce into Ireland a great branch of industr}', second to few
in the empire in impoitance, and perhaps destined to ri\'al our
own cotton fabrics. The manufacture of linen is almost altogeThere are a few f;ictorios in Drogther confined to the north.
lieda in which about a thousand hands are employed; but the
principal trade is carried on in Belfast, Lurgan, Donaghadee, &c.
In Mr. MulhoUand's factory, -which we had the pleasure of inspecting a short time ago, there were between 800 and 1000
people at work their cleanliness and moral superiority contrasting favorably with the lounging and listless peasantry of the
In the north,
south and west, we had visited a short time before.
education, respect for the laws, and sturdy honesty are the rule.

and Scotch

factories

soon began

in the Irish niarkets.

to undersell

became

It

the handspun yarns

necessary, to enable the Irish to

succcssfullv, to introduce this mode of manufacture; and
about the year IS'is, the first great spinning factory upon this
Others followed the same examsystem n-as erected at Belfast.
ple, and in 1841 there were no lesthan 41 mills, containing 280,In 18.30, the number had
000 spindles, at work in the Koith.
and in 1852, there
increased to 73 mills, with 330,000 spindles
were not less than 81 mills, having about 500,000 spindles, and
representing a capital estimated at between thi-ee and four
millions stexling, whilst upwards of £1,200,000 is annually paid

campeto

;

in wages.

A large portion of the

Southern Hall

is

dedicated to the exhi-

Almost all the mosteminent houses in the North
have contributed some of their choicest specimens. These consist of damask table-cloths of a beauty and finish which have
made them objects eagerly sought for by more than one Sovereign
of cambrics, single and double damask napkins, sheeting, quilts,
bition of linen.

muslins, and a

\-ai-iety

of other

articles.

SEWED MUSLIN.
Sewed

muslin embroidered with the needle,

nnislin, or

is

an

;

Turning from the representation of the raw materials to those
in a manufactured state, we have but little to greet the eye with
an attractive welcome, and that little, for the most part, so illIt seems
arranged, that it can only be seen at a disadvantage.

—

—

that the
almost incredible yet, nevertheless, it is a positive fact
only article in which Ireland, cuts a respectable manufacturing
figure is thrust in the background, as though it were necessary
Instead of linens occupyto conceal it from public inspection.
ing a prominent position in the Exhibition, they are poked into
lateral avenues and into dark recesses, which require a moi'o than
This singular
common amount of research to find them out.
arrangement is more Ilibernico, in every sense of the term, and
must speak for itself.

THE

J.INEN

;

hear of

it

in the earliest accounts of Ireland

The principal garment worn by the ancient chieftains
extant
was a shirt made of from 20 to 30 yards of linen cloth, and
sumptuary laws were even passed to set limits to the quantity
which cstentation would have used. We find linen also fVequontly mentioned among the produce of Ireland; and Hakluyt, an
ancient rhyme-writer, in the year 1430, states, that " Ireland's
commodities be hides and fish, as salmon, hei-i'ing or hake, wool,
The cloth was probalinen, cloth, and the skins of wild beasts."
bly the ancient Irish freize

.

—

of which presently.

was altogether
confined to the cottages of the peasantiy, where the peasant, in
the intervals of agricultural labour, wove by the hand-loom, the
yarn spun by the hands of the female and younger members of

The

Ms

linen manufacture, until a few years since,

family.

No

great factories existed at that time, nor in

until the discovery of spinning the- thread

process, could factories liave

extensive scale.
"

enough appreciated.

Although the sewed muslin trade
south and west of the island, yet we

by the wet

fact,

spinning-

been established on their present

About the year 1825, the system known

as

wet spinning" was discovered in Manchester; the process consisted in passing the fibre through hot water whilst it was beingImprovements -were gradually made, and the English
twisted.

is

carefully fostered in the

nnist not conclude that for

that reason it is not capable of flourishing without artificial aid.
In the north it receives none it is self-supporting in the widest
:

The

sense of the woi-d.

principal warehouses belong to Scotch

manufacturers; and the works are executed generally for Scotch
houses.
For one article made to gratify the luxury of the great
a hundred are made for the use of the million and, in addition
to this, a demand from America is daily increasing, and the
trade bears all the symptoms of one with which machinery can
never interfere, nor the caprice of fashionable society but one
;

;

founded on the requirements of the people, and likely to increase
with the comfort and growdng prosperity of the middle classes.
IRISH POrLINS

have already endeavored to date the time when the manubut it
facture of flax became an important branch of industi y
would be much more difficult to discover the origin of the manu-

We

industry,

MAKUFAOTCRES CF IRELAND.

'We

facture of linen.

interesting branch of Irish manufacture; the extent of which is
not sufficiently known, nor its value, as a branch of domestic

Ths manufacture of

tabinets

AND TABINETS.
is

almost the only one of which

There are, of course, several
the Irish metropolis can now boast.
other branches of manufacture, but they appear to exist almost
by suft(3rance. But that of which we are now treating has taken
a healthy root.

The

first

object of skill that presents itself is the manufacture
may be tenned .a native industry. Three

of poplins, which

Jacquard looms exhibit, in their several forms, the peculiarity of
the manufacture of figured poplins; and the cases immediately
adjacent contain some excellent specimens of the plain-work in
There is no great consumptheir several widths and qualities.
tion, howr-vi-r, i\'v tiiis nitii'li', aUliough it is never out of date
tlii-niigliout
Europe, a kind of bread-andii-irlv
being cn-id^Ti'il.
clieese ariicl<_', wliich can be adopted whenever the presentations
of fashion

happen

upon the taste. The principal conEngland; the least, perha))s, in Ireland

to pall

sumption of poplins

is

in

Since the application of this article to paletots the manubut, as that is merely a temporai-y
demand, the ordinary production must soon resume its level.
The Messrs. Fr}-, perhaps, occupy the highest ground in this
branch of industry, and exhibit a Jacquard-loom -weaving a singleoolou)-ed, but beautifully figured, poplin, which they designate
the Dargan Robe, in compliment to thfe lady of the spirited projector of the Exhibition, at whose order it is manufactured.

itself.

facture has slightly enlarged

;
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Upon minute

examination,

be found that the

will

it

TTiXillen

—

with
maniiikcture of Irelancl, as a whole, is at a low fbb, and
one or two exceptions much inferior to those of England and
that
E.xhibition
of
1851,
was
proved
at
the
Continent.
It
the

—

woollen cloths of France were, in a few instances,
suiipcrior to our own but, taking the general run of goods, we
Lad no sujierior, and scai-cel_v au equal. Ireland, on the conti-ny,
ranks nearly in the lowest scale of European woollen-manufactures; and witli the exception of her friezes and elbinas, the
the fine

;

productions of her looms are scarcely entitled to the appellation
The two exceptional kinds of cloth, howe\er,
of a manufacture.
just mentioned, she manufactures of a good qualitj', and turns
them out in a very marketable condition. There is, also, a ]ieculiar
character about the finer kinds of friezes and elbinas, which few
of our English woollen fabrics can lay claim to; they are honestly put together, contain a true qualit}- of the

raw

material,

and in

the wear maintain their beauty much longer than similar goods
The same remark may
imitated in England and elsew^liere.
be applied to her blankets, for which Ii-eland is entitled to great
credit; they are generally finer in the texture than those of Eng-

much warmer, and will wear longer, although a little
One, if not the main, cause of the superiority
higher in price.
of the Irish blankets, ai-ises from the wool being less carded than
that of the English make, and, as a consequence, its wiry elastiland, are

and

city

cohesi\e attraction

its

are

more

effectually preseived.

It must be confessed that Ireland throughout all her troubles
and with all her shortcomings of industry, has preserved a nice
appreciation of art. Whatever may be her delinquencies in other
respects, she pays great homage to the beautiful and intellectual
whether it be embodied in painting, in sculpture, or in music;
and no greater proof can be adduced of the warm sympathies
and mercurial feelings of the Irish character than the crowds
which linger in the jiictui'e gallery, and gather I'ound the several
pieces of statuary.
Nor is music less admired among our lively
neighbours; for Dublin, we believe, is one of the most musical
cities

music

many

of Europe, although she m.ay not indulge in so

concerts as her
is

more

affluent contemporaries.

cultivated in piivate

life

The

truth

to a great extent in

public
is,

that

Dublin and

and it is this kind of cultivation, more
than public concerts, that stamps the musical character of a
That this is the case in Dublin, there can be little doubt
for it is a well established fact that instruments of the most expensive kind find a sale there, and that large numbers of moderatepriced ones are annually disposed of.
Upwards of one thousand
pianofortes are imported from the great London manufacturer
every year and that number is exclusi\'e of other kinds of musical instruments, for which there is a considerable demand.
other places in Ireland

;

people.

;

The display of musical instruments in the Exhibition is,
somewhat imposing and deserves a more extended

fore,

;

there-

notice

than our space permits.

some decent qualities of tweeds; but she
chance of competing with Scotland in the manufacture

Ireland, also, turns out

has

little

of that

article.

The
read

frieze

most ancient Irish woollen manufauture we
mentioned in several old Acts of Parliament; and,

is

It is

of.

the

among the articles sent
mantles of cloth, one lined
with green, and one russet garment lined with Irish cloth.
so earlv as the year 1.382,

to the

it is

stated that

Pope from Ireland were

The

which are manufactured in several parts of
but principally in Kilkenny; flannels, drugget-cloth,

consist of blankets,

hosiery, tweeds, elbinas,

the

last two, reflect

and

much

friezes.

credit

Read

at the

Meeting of the Royal Astronomical

Socieii/.

five

principal woollen cloths at present manufactured in Ireland

the island,

Some Remarkson the Probal le Present Ccndit'on of the Planers
Jupiieraist! Saturn, in reference to Temi erature, &c.
By James Nasmyih.

Some

on the

of these, particularly

The remarkable appearances which

characterise the aspect of

the planets Jiqjiter and Saturn, as revealed by the aid of very
powerful and excellent telescopes, have induced some reflections
on the subject of their probable present condition as to temperaWith a view to elicit more special and careful observation
ture.
of the phenomenon in question, and promote discussion on this
have been tempted to hazard the following
remarks, which may perhaps prove acceptable to some of the
membere of the Royal Astronomical Society.
interesting subject, I

exhibitors.

"

The manufacture of lace iti Ireland was introduced, we believe,
by Mr. C. Walker, of Limerick, in 1829, and the firm of which
he was then a member, employ at the present time upwards of
600 hands at that work. Preceding that period the manufacture
of lace, of the character ^yhich we are about to describe, was
principally confined to the Continent, as neither the Buckinghamshire nor Northamptonshire pillow lace could be com]iared to it
France and Belgium had almost the exclusive supin quality.
ply of the finer kinds of thread-lace to this countr}-, antecedent to
and the very names of Vallenciennes,
its manufacture in Ireland
;

and Brussels, are
consumers of that
quality of

it,

" familiar

as

household words" amongst the
and still characterise a cei'tain
be manufactured. But Ireland

delicate article,

whei'cver

it

may

,

has step]ied beyond both these
quality of lace
in the I''i-ench

vent

The

and now makes a
of different kinds, which would find a ready sale
markets, weie there no prohibitory duties to precountiies,

tambour, and, above all,
produced in Ireland, and are
highly creditable to her industrial skill and energy.
The export
to England is considerable, and forms one of tlie most beautifid
articles of female attire \hat we can boast of, when comparing
our productions with those of foreigners.
it.

a]iplique, the guipine, the

the beautiful Italian point, are

all

In a former communication, in reference to the structure and
of the lunar surface, I made some remarks on the
it apjieais to me, gives the law to the
comparati\'e rate of cooling of the planets namely, that while the heat
retaining quality was due to the mass of the planet, the heatdispensing property was governed by its surface; and as the
former increases as the cube of the diameter of the planet, while
the latter increases only as the square of its diameter, we thus
find that the length of time which would be required by such
enormous planets as Jupiter and Saturn to cool down from
their original molten and incandescent condition to such a temperature as would be fitted to permit their oceanic matter to permanently descend and rest upon their surface, would be vastly
longer than in the case of such a comparatively small planet as
condition

principle, which, as

:

the earth.
"

Adopting the

results

which geological research has so

clearly

established as the original molten condition of the earth, as our

guide to a knowledge of the condition of all the other planets, it
appears that we may in this way be led to some very remarkable
and interesting conclusions in reference to the probable present
condition of such enormous planets as Jupiter and Saturn,
tending to explain certain phenomena in respect to their a.spect.
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Assuming

earth,

tlie

duced on the crust of the earth w mid be followed by tretnendoua
contortions of its suiface, and belchings forth of the yet fnolten
matter from beneath, such as )ieW legitimate tnaterial for the
itnagination, and the most sublime subject for reflection.
The
extraordinary contortions and confusion wiiich characterize the
mote pritnitive sedimentary strata, such as the gneiss, scliist, and
mica slate, in so very remarkable a deo'rec, shadow forth the
state of things, which must have existed during that ]>eriod,
when tlie ocean held a very disputed residence on the surface of

molten condition of the
back into the remote and primitive

as established tlie original

and going very

periods of

far

earth's geological history,

we may

find glimjjses

of the cause of those tremendous deluges, of which geological
atlbrd such striking evidence,* and by whose peculiar

phenomena

dissohing and disintegrating action of the igneous formations
which at that early period of the earth's history must have formed
the only material of its crust, we may in that respect obtain some
insight into the source whence the material which formed the first
sedimentary strata Avas derived.
If we only carry our minds
back to that early period of the earth's geological histor}-, when
the temperature of its surface was so high as that no water in
its liquid form could rest upon it, and follow its condition from
such non-oceanic state to that period at which, by reason of the
comparatively cooled-down condition of its surface, it began to
be visited by partial and transient descents of the ocean, which
had till then existed only in the form of a vast vapor envelope to
the earth, we shall find in such considerations, not only the most
sublime subject of reftection in reference to the primitive condition
of our globe, but also, as it appears to me, a very legitimate
basis on which to rest our speculations in regard to the probable
both of which great
present condition of Jvpiter and Saturn,

—

planets, I

strongly

incline

to

consider for the

reasons

before

hot a condition, as not only not to permit of
the permanent descent of the oceanic matter, but to cause such
stated, are yet in so

to exist suspended as a vast A'apor envelope, subject to incessant

disturbances bj' reason of the abortive attempts which such vapor

envelope

may make

in

temporary and partial descents upon the

hissing-hot surface of the planet.
" Recurring again to this early period of the earth's geological

when

was surrounded with a vast envelope of vapor,
consisting of all the water which now forms the ocean.
The
exterior portion of this vapor en\'elo]je must, by reason of the
history,

it

its heat into space, have been continually descending
form of deluges of hot water upon the red hot surface of
the earth.
Such an action as this must have produced atmospheric commotions of the most fearful character and towards the
latter' days of this state of things, when considerable portions of
what was afterwards to form our ocean came down in torrents of
water upon the then thin solid crust of the earth, the sudden contraction which such transient visits of the ocean nnist have pro-

radiation of

the earth.

Could the earth have been \'iewed at this era of its geologifrom such a distance as the planet Mars, I doubt not
it would have yielded an
aspect in no respect very dissimilar to
that which we now observe in the case of Jupiter: namel}-, that
while the actual body of the earth would have bein hid by the
"

cal history

vast vapor envelope then surroundiug

it,

the tretnendous convul-

going on within this veil would have been indicated by
streaks and disruptions on the surface, which would be mottled
with
marking-s such as we observe in the case of the entife
over
suiface of Jupiter : and by reason of the belchings forth of the
monstrous volcanoes which at that period must have been so tremendously active on the earth, the vapor envelope would be most
probably marked here and there with jtist such dingy and blackand white patches, as form such remarkable features about the
equatorial region of Jupiter
pi-obably the result of volcanic
matter, such as ashes, &c.,
which the volcanoes about his equator
may from time to time vomit forth, and send so far up into the
cloudy atmosphere as to appear on the exterior, and so cause
those remarkable features which so often manifest themselves on
the outward surface of his vapor envelope for I doubt if we have
ever yet seen the body of Jupiter, which will probably remain
veiled from mortal eyes for countless ages to come, or until he
be so cooled down as to permit of a pertnanent descent on his
sions

.

—

—

;

surface, of his ocean, that

in the

;
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"

is

to be.

In applying these views to Saturn,

it

occurs to

me

that

we

some glimpses into the nature of those causes which have
induced, and are now apparently inducing, those changes in respect to the aspect of his rings, which have more especially of
late, attracted so much attention.
If Saturn also be so hot, that
obtain

his future ocean

him,

it is

is

suspended as a vast vapor envelope around
some portion of this vapor may

possible I conceive, that

by reason of the peculiar electrical conditions which it is
probable his rings may be in, in respect to the body of the planet
and that such migration of vapor in an intensely frozen state, as
migrate,

• The deluges here nlhided to are qiiile distinct from those wiiich have so
frequently during various perioos ot tlie Earth's Geological Hi.slory, swept
over vast portions of its siirtace, and of whose tremendous violence we have
such clear evidence, in the denudation of the hardest rocks, th-^ debris of
which has yielded the maienat of nearly every ?edinientary formation, from
the period o( the old red sand stone formation upwards.

These vast and often repeated deluges I consider to have resulted from
mighty incursions of the ocean over vast portions of the earth's suiAice,
which till then were dry land. The retreat ol the matter below the earth's
surlaee, resulting Irojn tne progressive contraction, consequent on itsj^radiial
cooling, must have again and again penniiled extensive portions o(" liie solid
crust ol tile earth to suddenly crush down, like an over-loaded ill-supported
flo(>r, and so allowed the ocean to rush in w.th tearful violence, and to occupy the place of the so submerged continent.
Judging from the facts which Geological Phenomena yield us in alnindance, these incursions o( the ocean inust have been sudden, violent, and of
frequent occurrence.

sinking down of a continent to the extent of 1000 feet in depth,
but an idisjgniljcunt adjustment ol the crust otthe earth to the retreating or contraciing interior, as compared to its actual diameter (b-mg
only about one forty thoiisHndth part), but yet such a subsidence occurring
to any portion of a continent near tne sea, would occasion a lusli (i( waters
over its surface, amply suiTicient to perlorm all the feats ol violence antl denudation which have taken place during many successive periods of the

The sudden

would he

earth's Geological History, and of the occurrence and action ofwliifh we
have most palpable evidence, not only in the vast accumulaiions of debris,
caused by these violent incursions of the ocean, but also in the pn:digious
dislocations of strata, which have resulted from the crushing down ol the
crust of the earth, in its attempts to follow down and fill up the void or hollow
spaces caused by tjie contracting and retreating Niu lens, whiih, as belore
said, 1 consider to be the true cause ot this class of deluges, the trunendous
violence of whicn has yielded the old red .sandstone; and all other sandstones,
conglomerate«, boulders, gravel, sand, and clay.

it

must be

in such situation,

may

not only appear from time to

phantom ring does, but also does incrust the
of the interior old ring with such vast coatings of
hoar-frost as to cause the remarkable whiteness which so peculiarly distinguishes that portion of his rings.
In fact, such are
the extraordinary phenomena presented by this planet, that one

time, as the present

inner portion

is

led to

such as

hazard a conjecture or two on the subject; and, I trust
I have now the pleasure to offei', may meet with a kind

reception from the Royal Astronomical Society.

On

Erics^n's Hot' Air, or Caloric Ei ?iiic; by William A.
Norlon, Professor of Civil Engineering in Yale College*

(Continued from Page 249.^
PERFORM.\NCE.

There have been two trial trips of the Ericsson, in the New
York harbor and bay, and the ship has subsequently made a
successftil trip to Alexandria and hack.
On the first occasion only
the inventor, owners and crew were present.
The performance
on the occasion of the second trip (.Jan. llth, 185.3) was witnessed by the members of the New York pres=, and a few other
gentlemen, present by invitation.
The results of the trip have
been published in all the New York papers, but the different
* Sill. Jour.
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accounts disagree veiy matoniilly on most of the important points.
By personal inqiiiiy and by consnltiny- the most rclable at-coants
I have cndea\oui'ed to come as near to the trutli as pcissiblo.
The following are the principal lesults

No.

of revolutions of wheel; per ininnte, (ac^'ording to

Eries?on,)

9^

-

Same, (accoi-ding to other most reliable authorities,)
Speed through the water, (according to Ericsson.)
"

miles.

8-1-

(according to other authorities,) 7

"

Working

9

pressure in receiver, per square inch

Consumption of anthracite

coal

in

"

8 lbs.

24 hours

6 tons.

estimates of the speed through the water are quite
but the number of revolutions of the paddle wheels as
stated by different auihorities, lies between 9 and 9j. The number of revolutions, about which there is but little disagreement,
will enable us to obtain by calculation a pretty close approximaFor this purpose we have the following data.
tion to the speed.
Diameter of the wheels from centre of pressure, to centre of pressure, 30f- feet; paddles 32 in number, on each wheel, and lO-Jfeet long by 16 inches deep; dip of the wheels '44 inches. The

The two

clifterent,

following quantities vrere obt:^ined by calculation, viz. number
of paddles in water on each wheel, V; immei'sed paildle surface
:

on both wheels, 196 square

feet;

area of midship section, at

1

square feet; ratio of immersed paddle surface to
area of midship section, 1 to 2.653 same for Steamship Arctic,
1 to 1-662 (see Journal of Franklin Institute for Jan. 1853, No,
From which
1 p. 33;) slip of wdieels of Arctic, 19-32 per cent.
feet draft, 5'20

;

we find the slip of the wheels of the Ericsson, on the trial trip
The dista;:ce passed over by the
to have been 25'-l per cent.
Hence
centre of pressure of wdieels was 9-88 miles per hour.
allowing for the

slip,

the speed of the ship was 7-47 miles per

"if we allow for the less oblique action of the paddles in
the case of the Ericsson than in that of the Arctic, we find the
speed to have been 7-57 miles per hour (the slip of the wheels
beino- I'educed to about 23-4 from this cansc.

hour,

There is some
midship sections

little

uncertainty with regard to the area of the
I have not succeeded in obtaining

Although

the data necessary for

information furnished

an exact calculation of this element, the

me

in reference to the

model of the

Erics-

son as compared with that of the steamers of the Collins' hue,
has enabled me to approximate very neai'ly to a correct result.
The rule by wdiich the calculation was made has been tested by
It gives results, in alit upon a large number of ships.
most every instance, a little too small thus for the Arctic, the
The. greater "dead-rise'
result is 662, and the true area is 685.
of the Ericsson may diminish the area, as compared with the
Arctic, some 30 square feet; which would make it about 510
square feet. It in all probability, lies between 520 and 500.

tryino-

;

we take it at 500, the slip of the wheels comes out 23 per
1"'
miles.
In \-iew of all that
and the speed of the ship 7-0
has now been stated, we may conclude that the average speed of
the Ericsson through the water, on the trial trip covld not have
exceeded 71- statute miles per hour; and was most probably about
If

cent,

7^

miles.

the Ericsson^s Ein/ines, developed on the
Supposing
])ressure of air, 8 Ibs.+l 5 lbs.
(=-052) of the stroke, then the mean effecbe at
tive pressure, in each cylinder, would be C.4 ibs+15 fts.; and
the horse-power of both engines, calctdated by the rule given on
If we take the cut oft' yi\, as it is
page 403, would be 311.
stated to bo in some accounts, then the moan effective pressure
in the working cylinder we find to be 6.04 lbs.+ 15 lbs., wdiile

Horse-power of

trial trip.

the cut

•If

wc

oft"

Working

y

to

Inkeilic

number

c imes out 7.88 mile>.

ol

rcvolulioiisol

lliu

paddle-wheels

nl O-, iho .'|ced

[1853

that in the supply

cylinder remains

data the result obtained for the horse power

For a niean effective pressui-e, in each
is 292; and for 6^- fe., it is

the result

With

6.4-|-15.

at

is

these

259.

cylinder, equal to

ft)s.,

3*10.

The power developed by

the engines on the trial trip, was unthan the determination above obtained (311), for
the reasons mentioned on page 270; w-e may safely conclude
that it conld not have exceeded 300 horses-poceer. It was probably less.
This is but one half of the full power of the engines,
according to Captain Ericsson's estimate. This estiinate supposes
a working pressure of 12 lbs., to be employed, whereas, by
reason of leakage, &c., but 8 lbs could be obtained.
In fact,
making the calculation on the supposition of a working pressure
of 12 lbs., and taking the cut oft' at |- stroke, neglecting also, the
clearance, « hieh is not known, I find the horse-power of the two
engines to be 640. The allowance for clearance and other causes
of reduction wdiich have been indicated ( see p. 403,) may well
reduce this detei mination to 600.

doubtedly

The

less

powei-,

increased,
size the

but for practical

by enlarging both

may be indefinitely
keeping their relative

difficulties,

cylinders,

same.

Captain Erricsson has fixed upon 12 lbs. as
the highest limit likely to be practically reached in the working
of caloric engines.
This must be regarded as an indication
either that it is not expected the leakage will be entirely stopped,
or til at it is supposed that it will not be regarded as safe and
economical to woik at the high temperf.tui'e of 500 ° and upwards, necessary to double the expansive force of the air.
It is stated that

,

Consumption of Fuel, on trial trip, 6 tons of anthracite coal
da}-, cr 560 lbs. per hour.
This amounts to 1 "8 7 lbs. per
hoi'se-power per hour.
If the full power of the engines (600)
wei'c to be developed, the expenditure would be 0-93 lbs. per

per

horse-power per hour.

On

the other hand,

if w-e

allow that the

woiklng cylinwas fV of a pound per square inch, and the

excess of pressure in the receiver ovc-r that in the
der,

on the

trial trip,

excess of pressure in the supply cylinder over ihatin the receiver

we find that, with a cut oft at |, the horse power developed could not ha\'e been more than 248.
The expenditure
of fuel, answering to this determination, would be 2-26 lbs. per
horse-jjower per hour.
the same,

COMPARISOX WITH THE STEAM ENGINE.
1.

Comparative consumption of Fuel.

the foUowino- table.

Name

of

SMp

^''
|

-%r 'n?'""'"

This

is

presented in

ERICSSOFS ENGINE.
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except in the case of the South America, (a
ri\-er boat,) in wliieh the}' show the maximum peifoi'mThe data for the calculations were obtained for the most

ance of
Hu.lsou
ance.

tlis e'.igines,

Na\al and Mail Steamers of the United
whole
stroke, lui^, in oaeh instance been diminished 2 fts. to allow for
the reaction of the impei'fectly condensed steam on the other side
of the ])iston.
The reductions from the fourth to the fifth column
were etiected, except in the case of the Humboldt, by multiply])art

from Stuart's

States."

"

The mean

effective pressure of the steam, for the

ing by tV (nearly in accordance with the results of certain experiments and investigations made by Charles B. Stuart, Esq.,
(See work just quoted, p.
Chief Engineer of the U. S. Navy.

183 and fsG.)

The

lbs.,

which

boiler over the cylinder pressure.

Ntime

by diminishing the averabout the usual excess of the

following results were obtained

age boiler pressure 2

of s!iip.

is

27?

ERICSSON'S ENGINE.
side of the

steam engine

;

—

tha

economy of space being

nearly

twice as great.

—

4. Frklion and oilier Reahtanccs.
AVe may obtain an es'imate of the comparative resistance, in the t«o forms of engine,
to be overcome by the mo\ing power, by reducing the power of
the steam engines to the speed and immeisi'd mids' ip section of the Ericsson on the occasion of the trial trip; that is,
calculate what reduced power they would have if they wei'e just

capable of propelling wilh a speed of 7 o.[ 7i- miles per hour, the
which they are placed, if the area of theimmereed mid-

ships in

ships section were the
draft,

i.

e.

520 square

same
feet.

as that of the Ericsson at

This

may be

effected

17

feet

by obser\ing

that the horse-power will vary nearly as the cube of the velocity

multiplied into the area of the transverse midship section.
This
quite near the truth, if we suppose the diminution of power to

is

be accomplished by reducing the area of the piston, and other
parts of the engine proportionally
the pressure of the steam, cut
off, and all other circumstances emaining the same.
The following table contains the results of a few cidculations made by the
;

i

rule just stated.

Ilrse-pwr.
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It soeras liiglily probable that lier speed will

miles.)

The

be increased

by alterations and improvements in lier machinery, but it is to
be obserx'ed that when depressed to her load line, the full estimated power of her engines will propel her at no more rapid rate
•than 8^ miles per hour, in still water, and less than 7 miles per
hour at sea.

—

The weight of
6. Application to Inland Navigation, <&€.
the caloric engine, and ihe large amount of .space which it requires, would seem to preclude all hope of applying it success-

table

—

2? 5

latter part of the

experiment

—

namely, the rotation of the

involves a fallacy, for the rapidity of

its

movement

is

in

no degree owing to any inherent power of motion in itself, but
is solely due to the force unconsciously exerted upon it by the
exjierimenters, and the velocity of ihe motion is entirely and
dire.-tly proportionate to the amount of force expended upon it,
in addition to the

momentum

it

has already accpiired in passing

The table no more commovements than the garden-roller
drags the gardener who pushes it before him in both cases the
vis a terijo is the moving force, and the table and the gardenroller do no more than obey the impulse communicated to them.
from a

state of rest to

one of motion.

pels the persons to follow

its

;

fully, in its present form, to river or lake navigation, or to railroad

locomotion.
In its application to manu(See table on p. 408.)
facturing pur|joses and to iio drams of mines, &c., the same objections will hava much less foi'ce, anil a favourable result niay
therefore be more confidently expected.
In this point of \'iew^,

between the caloric
engine and the high pressure steam engine, working very e.vpanJiowevei-,

a compari-son shonl.l be instituted

sivel}'.

General Conclusions.

—The

more important general

conclu-

sions to which this comparison has conducted are,

It must, howevei-, be admitted, that Ihe first mo\ement of the
results of our own experii.s not so easily explained, for the
ment*, and those of other persons fully deserving of confidence,
have placed the fact beyond a doubt, that this movement of the
table is performed without any conscious effort on the part of the

table

ex|ierimenters.

chanism
in

1. That Ei'icsson's Hot Air engine', r.s compared with the
condensing marine steam engine in its most economical operation,
lias shown the ability to do the same work with the use of from
jt to -^ less fuel; and that if its full climated power should hereafter be developed, the saving effected woidd bo 70 per cent

2. That, for the same actual power, its weight is about three
times as great as that of the marine stefim engine, and th;it in
its estimated power should be obtained, its weig't would bo
as much as 30 per cent greater.

case

That in respect to the space occupied by the engines and
coal, the advantage is decidedly in favor of the steam engine,
4. That, the groat weight of the engine in proportion to the
power developed, must prevent, for the present, the realization of
Ti high speed in the propulsion of vessels.
At the same time it
is to be admitted that the full estimated power is adei|uate to the
3.

production of high velocities.
Time alone can decide the queswhether or not this maximum power is really obtainable.

tion

5.

The

it in its
foi-

great weight of the engine, and the space occupied by
all probability pievent its adoption

present form, will in

the purposes of inland aavigation and railroad locomotion, in
If used as a land engine, these

preference to the steam engine.

features will be less objectionable; aecordingl}',

it is

only in this

form of application, and in those cas&s of marine navigation in
which speed is likelv to be sacrificed to economy of fuel, that the
caloric engine may be confidently expected to achieve a decided
triumph o\er the condensing steam engine.

Although this discussion has brought us to the conclusion that
the new motor is not likely to equal the extravagant expectations
which are so widely entertained with regard to its capabilities,
still it must be freely conceded that the invention of a new engine, in resjiect to wdiich a just claim to sujieriority over the

steam

engine can be asserted, in any particular, is a great achievement,
and th.at the ingenuity and mechanical skill displayed in the invention and construction of the Caloric Engine cannot be too
highly extolled.

Report on Table-Slaving.*

When

a

number of

fingers resting slightly
bly,

happens

tliat

tion-is perceived,

persons

upon

it,

.sit

it

or stand round a table, their

frequently,

the table begins to

move

the experimenters follow

;

though not

in\'aria-

as soon as this
its

course,

mo-

and turn

round and round with more or less velocity; but as soon as the
hands are removed from the table it gradually stops.
*LiOi}don.

Mfctical Journal.

It remains, therefore, to

this efi'ect

is

produced, and

solving the jsroblem by

which

ai-e

movement

we

be shown by what mehave no difficulty

shall

reference to physiological principles

well-known to the Profession. The fact is, that the
in question is due to involuntary muscular action at

The direction
the ends of the fingers, exerted upon the table.
of the mo\ement is regulated, not by the will, but by the dominant idea in the mind, and the term ideo motor may very properly express the action in question.
It is necessary, however, to
explain more fully the class of efleets to which the term ideo
motor may be applied.
It is well known, that the movements of the human body may
be divided into voluntary and involuntary.
The actions of
walking, of playing musical instruments, etc., are instances of
the first; those of circulation and digestion are examples of the
second.
But there is also a class of actions comprising the ordinary phenomena of inotion, which are certainly not under the
control of the loill, but w hich, nevertheless, are directed by the
emotions or the idfas.
Thus, the somnambulist walks in obedience to some mental impulse, wdiile the will is dormant; and the
])erson wdio dreams, often executes mo\ements in which the will
lias no pait, but wdiich are excited by ideas or emotions.
Again,
although the will has no control over the action of the heart and
arteries, yet the ideas and emotions exercise a distinct influence
u]ion those organs ; and when attention is directed to their pulsations in nervous persons, the movements have been accelerated
Now in all these
or retarded, or have become intermittent.
cases, the ideas or the emotions act upon and direct the movements without the intervention of the will. In the case of table-

turning, the ideas are concentrated upon the expected movement,
and the muscular ap]iaratus of the fingers obeys, unconsciously
to the experimenter, the dominant impression in the mind.

When

a table is readily moveable upon its feet, or upon casa small amount of force, voluntarily applied by the fingers
will cause it to revolve.
This mobility is still more obvious when
the force is distributed uniformly by a number of persons all
round the table.
tors,

The amount of muscular force necessarily concerned in accomplishing the revolution is readily procur.d, independently of
will.
Let four or five persons place their distiibuted fingers upon
some surface, and retain their position for a few minutes, unrelieved by change; let there be an expectation of some possible
result, and there will soon bo perceived a tingling in the skin,
along the course of the muscles, and a degree of tension, which,
without volition, altogether, e\entuates in reflex, or, as it would
be styled in common language, involuntary action.
In tabic
turning, there need not be any voluntary movement, for mu cular tension, provoked by irritation, sensation, emotion, or fiie<i

PROGRESS OF GEOLOGY.
produce

attention, will

suflBcient action to accomplisli tlie expec-

mined

one minute and a ha^f

ted result.

In order to demonstrate the true cliaracter of these phenomena,
ourselves performed some e.xperiments, the
which are subjoined.

vve

particulai-s

of

—

June 3, 1853. First Experiment. Four medical gentlemen
round a small table, ha\-ing a stem with three legs, but withEach pereon placed his fingers lightly on tlie table,

sat

out castors.

of one person touching the little finge;s of the
him, and the thitmhs separated hij a considerable interval.
In this experiment, it was determined that no expectant
idea snould be entertained, that the attention should not le fixed
upon the table, and that ordinaiy conversation should be freely
carried on.
After sitting for twenty minutes, no effect wh.itever
was produced. The experiu.ent was com iienced at 25 minutes
past 7, and was continued until 45 minutes past 7.
the

[l8o3

to will that the table sliould

little fingei's

pel-son next

6th Experiment.

it

move from

moved from

—A lady

In

left to iii;lit.

placed both her hands

which in this case was a small and
two minutes from left to right.

table,

in

left to ri.'-ht.

light one;

flat

and

it

on the

moved

—

1th Experinent.
Four gentlemen and four ladies placed
themselves round the large drawing-room table mentioned in the
5th expei'iment.
They asumei successively the standing, the
kneeling, and

t

e sitting postures; but, afier wailing for twentj--

result whatever w;is produced.
The four gentlethen v.ithi.lrew, and f ur ladies then took their place-;, thus
placing eight ladies round the table.
It moved in two minutes.
five minutes,

no

men

Tliese exjieriments

ment

we

consitlcr to

hardly necessary.

is

The

e so conc!u>i\e-. that

'

com-

conditions of the bodies to be

ment.

moved, and of the human forces by which the moveinent is to
be accomplished, are precisely those which, n priori, we slu.uld
have anticipated.
small table is moved more readily than a
large one, and it is moved more easily upon an oil-ilntli than
upon a carpet it is moved more easily by females than by ma es,

fect silence

because, in the former, the muscles are

2nd Experiment.
round the

—

The same gentlemen placed themselves

table, in exactly the

same

position as in the last experi-

In this experiment, however, it was determined, that pershould be maintained, thnt the thoughts should be
concentrated upon some result, whatever it might be, but that
no expectant idea should be entertained as to the direciion which
he experiment was commenced at 12
the table should take.
minutes to 8 at 6 minutes to S the table begnn to mo\e from
After it had moved for some little time, the exright to left.
pei'iment was abandoned, as it was not tliouglit necessary to folfelt that his 1 f tarm was in a
low its circumvolutions. Dr. C
state of muscular tension before- the table commenced moving.
felt pressure on his light little finger fron-. Dr. C
Di-. J
's
left little finger, the pressure appearing to increjise up to Ihe time
Mr. JS'
M'hcn the table began to move.
felt a tingling in
the skin, as, also, a somewhat painful sense of muscular tension
After it began to mo\ e, his
before the table began to move.
fingei-s and hands unintention:illy, but instinctively, accommodated themselves to the movements of the table, the involuntary
muscular actions being di'ected in the axis of movement of the
was not conscious of any movement w hatever
Dr. S
table.
of liis own muscles, or of t ose of the gentlemen to his right and
wholly inditt'erent as to the direction
leTt. and his mind w;is
'J

A

;

that

—

which the

table

would

take.

—

Experiment. It was now determined that perfect silence
should be maintained, that the though's should be concentrated
upon the movement of the table, and that an expectant idea
should be entertained of the table moving from left to right.
The expevimeut was performed by the same gentlemen as before
and in the same positions. It was commenced at 7 minutes past
8, and at 15 minutes pnst 8 the table began to turn fi'om left to
right, but in two minutes it suddenly reverse.l its direction, and
turned from right to left. This latter ]ihenomenon was owing to
(without mentioning the circumstance to the rest,)
Mr. N
,
Src/

exerting a distinct vohintar3- force in
that in whicn the table was moving.
4</t

Experiment.

—The

positions as brfore; but

tlie

same gentlemen

on

this occasion

it

opposite direction to

C

and Mr.
t*-

tary actions

less

of the ideas only.

and

tatio'is

N

June 4th, 1853. 5th Experiment. This experiment was
made upon a l.nw, round, drawing-room table, moving upon
Eight ladies stood round it, with tlu-ii' fingei-s resting
castors.
upon the table, and their little fingers in ontact with the little
It was deterfingers of those standing to their right and left.

The more jjowertul the higher faculties of
quickly do the muscles act on the impulsion
In men, where the intellect is naturally stron-

testifies.

the mind, the
ger,

few words in the last
which state our opinion, thut it is leeakness^
will which readiness t .assume these involun-

especially call attention to the

and not strength of

in adults,

where

it is

strengthene.l

of ideomotor acts are repressed.

by

u^e, the maiiifes-

And we

would

call at-

with the object of
cautioning the public, through our readers, against trying these
It is very cei tain, that each trial
sort of experiments too often.
rendeis the "table mover" more ready at exhibiting tlie required
]ihenomena, more under the dominion of ideas, and less under the
dominion of rational will. Each trial then must weaken the intellectual powers, must make the experimenter less a man, and
more an instinct-governed anim.al.
The ];eculiar state of mind
induced, is not, perhaps, either hysteiiaor insanity; but it is akin
tention to this fact for a practical purjiose,

viz.,

to both.

The experiment, now

so often

repeated, of suspending a ring

by a thread coiled around the finger, placing the ring within a
tumbler, and healing it strike the glass as many times as corres]iond to the hour, is a phenomenon analogous to table moving,
and very interesting iu a physiological point of view. The per-

who performs the cxjierimeut exercises no voluntary action
upon the movements of the ring; but he knows the hour, and,
this acting unconsciou ;ly upon the organization, a .«eries of involuntary muscular vibrations are ])roduced, which result in striking
the glass the required number of times.
son

The Progress of Geology.*

down in the same
was determined that

left,

—

would

sentence but one,

sat

should anticipate a movement of the
but that Dr. J
an.l Dr. S
should
The experiment was commenced at
entertain the conti-ary idea.
25 miiiutes past 8, and it was continued till 20 minutes to 9, but
no effect whatever was produced.
Dr.

tible from right

.

We

;

,

more mobile, the icill lexs
more acute, the ideas more vivid. It is said
young persons succeed better tha ])ei-sons advanced in veal's,
a fact which may be readily explained upon the same principles.

strong, the emotions

Geology is in the ascendant.
It counts in its ranks some of
the most energetic and able men of science of the day; it claims
for its service the only Scientific Society that can bring together
a considerable congregation of attentive and intelligent'listeners;
occupies and

fills, at the annual gathering of the British Asthe largest meeting hall of all the sections, and wins
in the Provinces by a yearly sitting of six almost consecutive d.ays, distingiiisJH'd for the liveliness ^if the debate and
the interest of the subjects discussed; it enforces its importance

it

sociation,

admiration

•

Westminsler Revinv.
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on the attention of Governments, and into the

ears of politicians,

usually dull of hearing when addressed couceiuing matters juiiely intellectual, or calculated to advance rather than inj])ede human
progress.

Extensive surveys are instituted for the prosecution of

geological research

noble

;

geological treasures

;

museums

lectureships are

of geological truths.

A

are erected

endowed

foi'

the display of

for the inculcation

conviction has taken

i-oot

among

the

people, that the history of the formation of the earth, and the investigation of its structure and contents, are worthy subjects of

—

what with practical men weighs more
nai>nal inquiry, and
likely to prove more condiicive to the development of
few yeai-s ago, geology was perhaps more
national wealth.
fashionable and more amusing; as the work became harder, and
diverting,
her fashionable friends fell away.
But
the talk less
better and truer allies are arising among the masses of the people.
Let geology put trust in them, work for them, teach what she
lias learnt to them, and thei-e shall be greater honors in- store for
her than can be conferred by the applause of magnates, and the
The hai-d and horny hand of the miner
smiles of fine ladies.
and mechanic will be frankly proffered for the pledge of fraternity
no languid pressure thei-e, but a warm grasp and hearty
ehake.
The farmer, e\er slow and suspicious, will hold back
awhile; but the good sense that lies smouldering in this dullest
of the aiatars of John Bull will, sooner or latei-, burn up, and,
like the light streaming from the eye of a dark lantern, shew science
at hand to help, where an enemy and plunderer was suspected.

heavily

—

A

—

Ne.ther man not science can work the way to permanent position without a struggle.
Whatever is worth gaining must be
fought for. 'i'he rest of peace, which is faith either in virtue, or
in truth, or in order, must be won according to its kind b}' war
moral, or intellectual, or physical.
life

The man whose course through

provokes no enemy, and excites no opposition, must be a non-

A

entity; so, too, with doctrine, discovery,

and science.
late
and antiquarian professed
to disbeheve the results of his researches, and set about seeking for
errore in them, wdienever they were at once accepted without
opposition or cavil.
There was reason in this odd fancy more
than critics gave him credit for.
Geology would not have been
now what it is, had the path of its progress been less thorny, and
its opponents less active.
The energy and enthusiasm of geologists has made the growth of their science seem almost magical
in rapidity; yet it was no unsubstantial Boletus, springing in a
night, or it had been trampled down by its ad\'ersai'ies as fast as

eminent and eccentric Scotch

naturalist

—

grew.
gain for

it

It had, however,

its

adventitious helps, that served to

it the attention of the unscientific and of men of the
world.
The younger of all the Minervas that have budded from
the brain of Jujiiter, Geology would have languished, and possibly pined away beneath the cold glances of her stern and mature
sisters, and the more damaging enmity of her fiilher's priests.
had not paternal love endowed her with an JSo-is in the shape
of a winning presence, and the gift of the gab? Her missionaries during "the time— scarcely yet gone by— when she won her

way most

rapidly into

public favour, were orators and

men

of
mark. There was no mock modestv about her; perhaps not
overmuch of the realitv of that virtue^ Like a woman of genius
and a handsome one, too she was opinionative and dogmatical ; bold in assertions, and apt to let imagination get the masteiy
over judgement.
But these were the failings of healthy youth
the consequences of fullness and richness of blood, and much
more likely to end as they have done in a sound condition of
ripened hmb and body, than, if they had been substituted by excess of caution, fear of giving offence, shrinking timidity, and
dread of authority.

—

—

—

—

Of the three subjects which seem to suggest themselves most
naturally to the inquisitive faculty of the human mind
the constitution of man himself, the constitution of the world upon which

—

2-77

he lives, and the constitution of the universe, of which tliat world
forms a part it is remai-kable that the second, and aj)p;aentiv
easiest, should have been neglected for ages after earnest study ol
the other two had connnencc-d and ad»aiice(.l, or was so tiealcd
as to be jirolific only in vague tancies, and genei'ale no ti-ue sciGeology, as conti-auistinguished from cosn.ogon
ence.
teems
to have lain dormant during the br.ghtest epnchs ot jintiquiiy,
and to have e.xcitcd scaicely a sjiaik of thought, even in ti.e com-

—

,

A

bustable b ain of Aristotle himself.
server, old Strabo,

it is

tiue,

cal theorizing;

served for

sliiewd uid arcuialc ob-

had notions about

isolation of morsels of land, that

made

vul^all(H^

a fair apji. oai

li

modern

—

in reality, for very

modem

and the

lo g.

but with this almost solitary exception,

it

iiliilo^o]

o^i

i>-i-

was

re-

bus

to

inaugurate a science which, during its brief mt; nr}' :n:d ^Loiter
youth, attained the dimensions of a giant, and c ain.ed and won
an equal seat with its )>roudest compeeis.
JSulitaiy j rophets
arose from time to time, and seemed in imperfeclly umlersttod
predictions to foretel

the advent of a

new philosophy.

Gieat

men were among them; men who,

in the midst of sterner and
saw dim indications of mysterious and wondeiful
workings of the soil beneath their feet, and the mounta ns that

fairer pursuits,

They asked of themselves, why should theie
how grew up the mounTiiey demanded whether there was not an anatomy

cast long shadows.

be

hills to cast

tain tops
to

?

these long shadows; and

be dissected out of the corpse of mother

of her living and

moving children

earth, as iu the bodies

They

^•entured to think
that rugosities of the world's surface were the wi inkles of age, the
stamps of ancient cares,, the ravages of umecorded convulsions.

They gathered

?

petrifactions out of the rocks, and,

with ejectamenta of

tlie

ocean, saw, and what

is

comparing theni
more, admitted

to themselves that they saw, the unquestionable proofs of a similar
organization and an identical origin.
In Italy especially was a
light seen

dimly heralding the dawn and foremost among those
the glimmer was that astonishing old painter, Leon;

who marked

ardo da Vinci, on whose active mind all the sciences of his time
and scraps of sciences then unboi-n, seem to have been spread in
dabs, like the colors on his professional palette.
It is a great
glory to Italy to have placed the part she did in the nursing and
nourishing of infant geology.
Alas how many of the children
!

reared by that most beautiful of mothers have been abandoned by
her in their childhood, or disowned after attaining their youth or
manhood. Not so with this sturdy science; Italy has still her

and good ones too yet even these might have been
denied to her had the training of the infant rested in her care.
colder and cloudier skies, amid the rougher and sterner
minds of Bi itain, did geology attain that vigor which has resulted
in the strength of an immortal.
geologists,

;

Under the

Astronomy was the black sheep among the sciences durinothe middle ages geology has played that unpleasant ]iart in later
^"^ ^°^'^ enlightened times; nay, is even shunned as disreputable
"umbere ot generally well-informed and well intentioned peoAlthough to the honor of the priesthood,
P'® ^' *® present da}'.
;

7

^

??°'

^^"'

°^

''^

^^^^^^ advocates,

and some of

its

earliest

and

come from their ranks, parsons as a body
geology and geologist^, and were martyrdom by

coldest supporters have
^*'"

^S^^ ^^Y

'^^

roasting in fashion,

we might

De

and Mantell

la Beche, Filton,

see Greenoiigh, Lyell, Murchison,
all

protesting against plutonic

agencies at Smithfield, whilst Conybeare, Sedgwick, Henslow,
and possibly even the Bishop of Oxford (who knows more of
geology than common people give him credit for,) would be doing penance for their unsanctified acquirements in chilly dungeons
on a neptunian diet of cold water.
The two cardinal sins of
geologists in the eyes of good people, are their belief in the world's
preadamitic antiquity,
and their disbelief in the universality of the deluge.
The vague general distnist of them that
pervades respectable country society, and concentrates into positive

abhorrence in the congregations of Exeter Hall

will,

when
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minutely nnalyzod, be found to resolve

itself into

more

or less

two articles just tnentionmust conquer, and before twenty years are
and the [larti ihty of the deluge will
be taught to children in schools with no more hesitation than is
now entertained about teaching tiie motion of the earth round
clearly iiialerftuod olijectionsagainsl the

Of course,

cd.

truth

over, the woild's antiquity

the

Strange to say, the

s in.

tirst

of these obno.xious doctrines

was treated as an open question by many divines hefore geologiAlmost exactly two
cal disco\eiy brought facts to bear upon it.
hundred yeai-s ago, one of the brightest and purest spirits among
the clergy of the Church of England, Dr. Henry More, published
his " Conjectural Essay of Interpreting the Mind of Moses."*
In this singular treatise he boldly maintained that the narrative
of the Creation contained in the commencing chapters of G-enesis,
professes on principle to describe the appearance ('as distinguished fiom the reality) of things to sense and obvious fancies, " accommodating the outward cortex of Scripture to the most narrow
and slow apprehension of the vulgar," and offering " reasons of
sundry notable phenomena oF nature, bearing altogether a most
palable compliance with the most rude and ignorant conceits of
the vulgar."'
Jn accordance with his somewhat eccentric ]ilan,

he makes Moses interpret his history, veree by vei'se, for the beneof the more enlin-htened.
His " philosophic" interpretation of

fit

vei'se

(i. e.,

:

—

" I

;

created

all

substance, as well material or immaterial,

one upon the

other,

let

them

act

and in such periods of time, as the nature of

the production of the things themselves required."
This curious
passage (and the volume containing it) seems to have escaped the

Pye Smith and

researches of

others

who

battled in contiovereies

about scriptural geology ; discussions, the only value of which is
their tendency to remove the prejudices or scruples of honest but
timid men who fear to confront their faith with scientific truth.
Such interpretation as this may prove to them how dangerous it
is to laj- an oveisti-ess on the apparent meaning of passages susceptible of various readings.
On the view taken by More of the
meaning of the scriptural text cited, the most heretical of cosmogonists, Lamarckian transmutationists, spontaneous generationists,

and behevers

cause of dishke arose from
the circumstance that the active advocates of geology were not
always trained workmen, but volunteers, who had assumed the
hammar without previous pj-eparation, or very much consideration respecting its purpose or their own.
To see good work done

by such undisciplined troops troubled the

in the doctrines the "Vestiges of Creation,"

might

in

England

and orthodox. Let

this be a

warning to those who would

be a warning to geologists who are over-anxreconcile the literal reading of the Sacied Writings with
Let

ious to

it

also

the logical interjiretation of the facts revealed to them in the
course of scientific reseai'ch.
might extend the caution to
the best informed of writers upon scriptural geology, ami in that
categoiy we would place among the foremost Professor Hitchcock,
whose recent work, entitled " The Religion of Geology," is the
safest and best of an unsafe class.
Far superior to Pye Smith in
practical acquaintance with his subject, he treats it in a more
masterly and convincing style, but the resulting conviction is more
in favour of the earnestness of the author than of the soundness of
his arguments.

Some

—

^^here he could be instructed

in

Things have been altered

for

even the elements
the better since,

and there are now many opportunities of acquiring the fundamental knowledge desirable for those who would enter upon
geological research.
In a few years a number of young men will
be engaged in occupations of which geology forms, or should
fonn, an element, better trained for their work than any of the
buildersup of the science were.
The examination papers submitted during this spring to the students of the newly established
Government School of Mines would demand for answering a
long sitting of even the leading members of the geological Society,
and, (just possible, of course,) might not be answered after all.
It

was the tremendous pace

who having long ago
ought to have known and behaved
better, have been inclined now and then to disparage and trip up
their younger and more imjietuous sister, whose enthusiasm, haste,
and occasional levity, excited their ill-will.
The enemies of
geology delighted in seeing' the slight put upon her by these
grave and ancient raaiilens, who used her very much as the
of the older and steadier sciences,

to yeai-s of discretion,

at whicli

some of the

geolo-

earl_Y

gists went, that threatened to kill their

own, and called forth the
censures of the slower sciences.
They thought nothing of submitting our planet to sudden extremes of heat and cold; shivering
it into small fragments as suddenly as a Prince Rupert's drop
doubling it into intricate contortions with the facility (a not unusual illustration) that a pocket-handkerchief or a sheet of paper
may be crum[)led melting it down, stirring it up, and kcejiing
a suflicient supply of internal heat to produce a hypertrojiical
climate during immeasuiable ages; killing oft' whole floras and
faunas at a moment's notice, and creating a new batch of beasts
and vegetables with equal ease and rapidity swamping the earth
with no end of univereal deluges investing it in all but unbounded fluviatile formations or, wi'apping it in a chilling chr^'stalline
coat of solid ice.
With them our unlucky planet was fast be;

;

;

;

coming
" A world

Nu more

of wonders, where rTealion seems
ihe work ot Nalure, but lier drejims;"

and there is no surer proof of the good stuff of which geology is
made, than the awful trials to which she was submitted by her
over-zealous disciples.

We

come

—

of the subject.

all

dogmaticall)' put dov.'n scientific speculations on religious grounds
alone.

disciplinarians n:tich in

the manner that old soldiers become troubled when they find
militia-men fighting a good battle, or amateur tacticians developing excellent plans of wai-ftire.
In truth, however, if a man had
wished to educate himself regularly into a geologist during the
earlier days of the science, there was no school
certainly none

stoutly,and with equal reason, maintain that their peculiar tenets are
scriptural

[1858

One

sisters treated Cinderella.

of the second chapter of Genesis

is very remarkMoses) do not take upon me to define the time
wherem God made the heavens and the earth for he might do it
at once by his absolute oranipotenc}-, or he might, when he had

the fourth

able

proud

Repcopliiig of Streams with Fish
Commtmicat^d hy M.

my

J.

Klcktes

to

s,

or Piscicultuc.

SiUiman^s Journal for

tTtdt/,

communication I mentioned briefly the experiments
of M. Millet on the reproduction of fishes.
I ha\ e said that,
thanks to the modest fisherman of the Yosges, Remy, fish is now
a fact most valualsle to our old
in fact a manufacture in France,
Europe, which has hardly the means of sustaining its inhabitants,
and whose streams have been depopulated of ihe good kinds of
fish, the spawn having been destroyed by manufactories along
the water-courecs, by steamboats, drainage works and inundations.
In

last

—

A

paper by M. Haxo, Secretary to the Societe d'Emulation
des Vosges, gives the history of this important invention, and reviews the moans employed by Remy for populating with trout
The fisherman observed the
the streams of his neighborhood.
time when the female deposited its eggs; he remarked that the

male then comes and spreads over it the fecundaling liquid and
as our observer could but imperfectly protect these eggs from the
various chances of destruction, he learned how to imitate nature,
;

• •'ConJTiiir.i Ciilmlisljca; or, R

Conji'diirnl E-s.iy of inler|)relin(! Ihe
Mo?i-<. n<i-iirrliiii in a ihree-lod Cabula— Lileral, Philosophical,
Myilical, or Divinely Moral. liundon: 1653.
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by promoting the parturition of the female, and then that of the
irale, anil placing the eggs in the conditions most favorable for
their devL'iojiineiit; he had thus the happiness of seeing the
breeding of a certain number of trout, and noticed their preserving under the \ enter a part of their eggs, and living during
some lime at the expense of the rest.
But

this

was nut

all.

it

was necessary

to provide

for

the

young animal by a practicable process.
who hardly knew how to read, did not

ulterior preservation of the

'Ihe obs^-nre tisherinan,

yield befoi-e tliis ditiiculy: he set at work observing again; he
placed some frogs in the basin containing the young trout, judging
with reason that the spawn of these batrachians would be a re-

spawn of the ti'out; he gave them also bits of veal
But as these aliments, though successful,
as they grew larger.
would be too expensis'e, Reniy, not knowing of the existence of
source for the

the sciences of botany and chemistiy, contrived a process based
on one of the great lawsofi)atuie. He planted some herbivorous
the water which contained the carni\'0)'ous trouts, and
fishes
from this moment he had no more trouble with the raising of his
"eleves."
lu the couise of six years, with very limited means,
Remv', who was in the interval tissociated with Gehin, had bred

m

salmon and trout. After he had been for si.\
years thus preparing the living food for his fishes, M. Haxo,
made known his results to the Aeailemy of Sciences, and the
several millions of

Remy's

government 0}dered a fidl
Pisciculture was established in the basins of the canal of the
Rhone, on the Rhine at Luningue, in the department of the Upper Rhine, not under the direction of Reray or of Gehin, but of
M, Coste, who had succeeded in appropriating to hi's own profit
spirited dispute ensued,
the labo)'s of the modest fisherman.
which continues still, and has engaged several independent pens,
as MM. Haxo, Victor Meunier, the journal La Prcsse, the Abbe
Moigno, etc.. who defended the rights of the oppressed against
investigation into

process.

A

Justice will be done;

the despoiler.

Remy will receive a pension

as a national recompense.

The following

is

branch of industry.

method employed in this new
M. Millet, Inspector of Forests, the

briefly the

'J'hrough

;u'e become so simple that they can be executed by the
most inexpeiienced hands. The Adniinistration of the watei-s and

processes

is now organizing a regular service for effecting a repeopling of the watere of navigable streams. The apparatus of

eggs to pass out only as they are miture, leiving an interval of
two days between each opi/ratiun, thi-; cons stiug in passing the
finger 'lightly over the surf ice of the :;li !(> iieii of the female.
Another process consists in en 'lo-iing th^ fiiia'e in a cage with a
llie iemales drop
double bottom, formed of bars rather far ap irl
;

and aid tlieuis 'Ives iu it by
The eggs lii!) ujiou the fi-anio. The
rubbing'against the bars.
males jire^lien introduced, and often they fecundate at onre the
eggs, being incited to it by the piesence <jf the female and the
odor of the eggs; but if not so, it is provoked by slight friction,
as in the ejection of the eggs from the female.
eggs by organic

their

Another
and

contrac'.i .n,

result of interest

like species

which

is,

that

M.

Millet has caused

live in i-unning streams, to

trout

breed in standin the water.

grow

ing waters, by causing some aquatic plants to
The species which 1 have seen employed, was the

Lemna minor

(duck weed.)
This experiment calls to mind the organic equilibrium of Mr.
Warrington.
It is known that this chemist has for several yeai-s
kept in a glass vase full of water, a small aquatic menagerie, consisting of a
teus),

Valisneria spiralis, several fish, (species of Gasterosunivalves, without injuring the purity of
It is seen that the carbonic acid and azotized pro-

and some aquatic

the water.

ducts given out by the animals are absorbed by the plant, which
same time the carbonic acid into oxygen. The

converts at the

debris of the plant serves as nutriment to the suails whose eggs
in their turn feed the fish.

The

Millet has been put in practice in several
and re-peopling the rivers has been al.ieady
begun.
Contrary to the prescription of Remy and Gehin, who
nourished the young for some time^'on'^the sjiawn of irogs and
coagulated blood, after the pouch under the venter had disappeared, M. Millet commences the distribution of them whene\er
this period has arrived.
The future will show whether the
method just mentioned is wise, or whether it will not be necessary
to return to the process of Remy, which consists in " sowing"
M.
herbivorous fishes in the streams populated by the trouts.
Millet is still engaged in his labors, and we shall endeavour to
keep our readers acquainted with the progress of this new branch

process of

M.

places near Paris,

of industry.

forests,

M. Mdlet

is

On

placed in the hands of the fisli-keepers, and the living
so to speak, at all

alimenta.ty material will be manul'actured,

The details which follow are taken from a work yet un
published on Millet's process, which I have seen in the course of

the Origin of Coal-Fields.

By

Sir Charles Lvell.

points.

its preparation.

Two boxes of lead, 1 meter long and 1 to 2 decimetere broad,
and 5 to 6 centimeters deep, are disposed in steps in the fire-place
Some frames or sieves of hair, flags or meof his apartments.
According to the species,
tallic network, etc., contain the eggs.
these eggs are immersed to a depth of one or several centimeters.
These frames may be withdrawn or replaced at will, by means of
tringies which support thera by pressing against the side of the
reservoir of water, furnished with charcoal and gravel,
box.
is near by, and turns into the box, drop by drop, filtered water,
The water is
furnishing about 2 or 3 litres of water per hour.
thus always in motion, and it is only necessary to fill the reservoir each morning to keep the apparatus in action without super-

A

yision.

The
35

total

expense of the establishment

is

but 6

francs.

With

of water for six weeks, M. Millet has bred about 25,000
and he expects to breed some millions of diflerent species in the couise of the year.
litres

trout or salmon,

In order to obtain the eggs from the female, M. Millet employs
the process used by Remy and Gehin,
He makes the

neai-ly

The

force of the evidence in favour of the identity in character

of the ancient coal-fields, with the deposits of modern deltas, has
as they have been more closely studied.

increased, in proportion

thickness of stratified mud and fine
and in them are seen countless stems,
leaves, and roots of terrestial plants, free for the most part from
all intermixture of marine remains, circumstances wdiieli imply

They

usually display a vast

sand without

pebbles,

the persistency in the same i-egion of a vast body of fresh water.
This water is also charged like that of a great river with an inexhaustible supply of sediment, which had usually been transported over alluvial plains to a considerable distance from the

higher grounds, so that all coarser particles and gi-avel were left
On the wdiole the phenomena imply the drainage and
behind.
denudation of a continent or large island, having within it one
The ]jartial intercalation of brackor more ranajes of mountains.
ish water-beds at certain points is equally consistent with the
of which are always exposed
the
lower
paits
theory of a delta,
to be overflowed by the sea even where no oscillations of level
are experienced.

The purity of the coal itself, or the absence in it of earthly
particles and sand throughout the areas of very great extent, is a
a fact which has naturally appeared very difficult to explain if

ORIGIN OF COAL-FIELDS.
a vegetation growing in swamps,
and not to the dri/tiiig of plants. It may be asked how during
)i\er imiiidatiijiid capable of sweeping ixwny thu leaves of fejus
and the stems and roots of Sigihariaa and other ti-ees, could the

\ve

uttribute each coal-seam to

waters

fail

to transport

ration

iifter

anotiier of

some

fine

trees

tall

mud into swamps? One genegrew with their roots in mud,

and they iiad fallen prostrate, had been turned into coal, were covei-ed with layers of nnid (now turned to shale), and yet the coal itself
has remained unsoiled during these various changes. The lecturer
thinks this enigma may be solved, by attending to what is now

The dense growth of reeds and herbage
taking place in deltas.
which encompasses the margins of forest-covered swamps in the
valley and delta of the Mississippi, is such, that the fluviatile
waters in passing through them, are filtered and made clear to
themselves, entirely before they reach the areas which vegetable
matter may accumulate for centuries, forming coal if the climate
be f .^•orable.

There

is

no

possibilty of the least intermixture of

earthly matter in such cases.

Thus

in the large

submerged

tract

Sunk Countr}'," near New Madrid, forming part of
the Western side of the valley of the Mississppi, erect trees have
been standing ever since the year 1811-12, killed by the great
earthquake of that date; Lacustrine and swamp plants have been
growing there in the shallows, and several rivers have inundated
the whole space, and yet have been unable to carry any sediment
within the outer boundaries of the morass.
called the "

[1653

South Joggins are nearly three miles thick, and they
are known to be also of enormous thickness in the district of the
the Albion Mines near Pictuu, more than one hundred miles to
the eastward.
There ai>|>ears therefore little danger of erring on

strata at the

the side of excess, if we tfike half that amount or 75UO feet as
the average thickness of the whole of the coal measures.
The
area of the coal-tiekl, including part of New Biunswick, to the
we.-t, and Prince Edward's Island and the Magdalen Isks to the

Cape Breton beds together with tlie connecting
which must have been denuded or must still be concealed beneath the waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, may comprise
about 36,000 square miles, which with the thickness of VoOO
feet before assumed will give 7,527,108,000,000,000 cubic feet,
(or 51, 136. 4 cubic miles) of solid matter as the volume of the
rocks.
Such an array of figures convey no distinct idea to the
mind but is interesting when we reflect that the Mississippi
would take more than two million of years (2,033,000) to
convey to the Gulf of Mexico, an equal quantity of solid matter
in the shape of sediment, assuming t e average discharge of wanorth, as well as the
strata

;

in the great rivei', to be as calculated by Mr. Forshey, 450,000 cubic feet per second, throughout the year, and the total
quantity of mud to be as estimated by Mr. Riddell, 3,702,758,-

tei',

400 cubic

We

feet in the year.*

may, however,

if

we

desire to

possible time required for such an

In the ancient coal of the South Joggins in Nova Scotia, many
of the underclays show a net work of Stigmaria roots, of which
some penetrate into or quite through older roots which belonged
Where trunks are seen
to the trees of a preceding generation.
in an erect position buried in sandst ne and shale, rooted Sigillaria; or Cahunites, are often observed at diffei'ent heights in the
enveloyiing stratiV, attesting the growth of jilants at several sucsessive levels, wdiile the process of envelopment was going on.
In other cases there are jiroofs of the subtnergence of a forest
irader marine or brackish water, the base of the trunks of the
submerged trees being covered with serpuire or a species of spiNot unfrequently seams of coal are succeeded by beds of
rorljis.
impure bituminous limestone, composed chiefly of compressed
Modiola3 with scales and teeth of fish, these being evidently deposits of brackish or salt water origin.
leetuier exhibited a joint of the stem of a fresh water
( Arundinaria muHcrospenna) covered with barnacles,
which he gathered at the extremity of the delta of the MississipHe saw a cane-brake (as it is called in the
pi, or the Balize.
coimtry) of these tall reeds killed by salt water, and extending
over se\eral acr'cs, the sea having advanced over a space when the
discharge of fresh water had slackened for a season in one of the
Jf such reeds when dead could still remain
vi\er's moutlis.
standing in the mud with b:irnacles attatched to them, (these
crustacese having been in tlieir turn destroyed by a return of the

The

veed

river t
laro-e

many

)

an

the
1

same

firndy

spot,)

still

rooted

more

easily

Sigillarire to

may we

conceive the

have continued erect for

vears in the Carboniferous Period, wlien the sea

to gain on any tract of

submerged

happened

land.

Submorgpuco under salt water may have been caused eitlier
by a local diminution in the discharge of a river in one of its many
mouths, or more probably by subsidence, as in the case f the
erect coluums of the Temple of Sorapis. near Naples, to which
Serpula; and other marine bodies arc "^till found adhering.

some speculations respecting the
matter contained in the carboi.ifcrous
The data lie raid for such an estiIjut some advantages would be gained
some slight approximation to the truth. The

Sir Charles next entered into
probaVjle

volume of

soliil

formation of Nova Scotia.
mate are as yet imperfect,

could

we but make

reduce to a

minimum

operation, (assuming

it

the

to be

one of tluviatile denudation and deposition,) select as our agent,
a river flowing from a tropical country, such as the Ganges, in
the basin of which the fall of rain is much heavier, and where
nearly
river

comes down in a third part of the year, so that the
more turbid than if it flowed in temperate latitudes. In

all

is

reference to the Ganges, also,

presents in one

delta

Scotia

it

respect

may
a

be well to mention, that

striking parallel to the

at Calcutta the

Coalfield, since

its

Nova

depth, of eight or

ten

from the suiface, bnried trees and roots have been found in
digging tanks, indicating an ancient soil now underground; and
in boring on the same site for an Artesian well to the depth of
481 feet, other signs of ancient forest-covered lands and peaty
soils have been observed at several dej.ths, even as far down as
300 feet and more below the level of the sea. As the strata
pierced through contained fresh water remains of recent species
of plants and animals, they imply a subsidence, which has been
going on contemporaneously with tlio accumulation of fluviatile
feet

mud.
Captain Strachey of the Bengal Engineers has estimated that
the Ganges must discharge 4^ times as much water into the Bay
of Bengal, as the same river carries past Ghazipore, a place 500
miles above its mouth, wdiere ex])eriments were made on the
volume of water and pioportion of mud by the Rev. Mr. Everest.
It

is

not

till

after

it

has

])asseil

Ghazipore, that the great river

is

Taking the qnantit)' of
sediment at one-third less than that assigned by Mr. Evt-rest for
the Ghazipore average, the volume of solid matter conveyed to
the Bay of Bengal would still amount to 20,000 millions of
cubic feet annually.
The Ganges therefore might accomplish in
three hundred and senventy-five thousand years the. task wdiich
Mississi]ipi, according to the data before laid
it would take the
down, upwards of two million years to achieve.

joined by most of

its

One inducement

larger tiibutan'es.

to call

attenion

to

such calculations

is

the

accurate measurement of
the ([uantity of water and nnid discharged by such rivers as
the Ganges, Brahmapootra, Indus?, and Mississippi, and to lead

hope of

interesting engineers in

geologists to ascertain

which ancient

making

the number of cubic feet of solid matter,
formations, such as the coal-measures,

fluviatile

•Sec Principles of Geology, 8th

ed., p. 19.
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with

tlieii'

nssociatcd marine strata,

may

contain.

Sir Charles

derived from such
tliat the chronological results,
harmony with the conclusions to which botaniand zoological considerations alone might lead us, and that
the lapse of years will be found to be so N-ast as to have an important bearing on our reasonings in every departnrent of geoanticipates

sources, will be in
cal

logical science.
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granted the paroxysmal intensity of the forces above alluded to
organic and inoi'ganic, while the ordinary course of nature may of
itself aftbrd the requisite amount of aqueous, igneous, and vital
force, (if multiplied by a sufficient number of centuries,) we
might find oursehes embarrassed by the possession of twice a?
much mechanical force and vital energy as we require for the
purposes of geological interpretation.
Sill. Jour.

A

question may bo raised, how far the co-operation of the sea
in the deposition of the Carboniferous Series might accelerate
the process above considered. The Lecturer conceives that the
iuterveution of the sea would not aftbrd such favorable conditions
for the speedy accumulation of a lai-ga body of sediment within
a limited area, as Avould be obtained by the hypothesis before
stated, namely, that of a great river entering a bay in which the

waves, currents, and tides of the ocean sliould exert only a modedenuding and dispersing powei'.

rate degree of

An eminent writer, when criticising, in 1830, Sir Charles
Lyell's work on the adequacy of existing causes, was at pains to
assuro his readers, that while he questioned the soundness of the
doctrine he by no means grudged any one the appropriation of
as much as he pleased of that "least valuable of all things, past
But

so often

made

practically speaking,

the quantity of time assigned for their development.

an event which we chronicle with particular pleasure,

this line, is

and some degree of pride.

It is indeed

a matter of no small

moment to Western Canada, and especially to Toronto, that it is
now possible to pass from Lake Ontario at a speed exceeding
an hour, over an elevation of more than 730

forty miles

feet,

to

the landing place on Lake Simcoe, in direct, though not yet

communication with the

available

T7orl9-

It

of waters to the west.

however, in relation to the local advantages which the

is,

Northern Railway confeis upon the
it

and uppermost consisting of shallowwas brought about in the
course of three hundred and seventy-five thousand years, it did

fertile

passes, that \ve are as yet enabled to

which

actual observation

country through which

speak with that certainly

Many

and experience permit.

of the extensive countiy traversed

by the

press the passing stranger with a well

cannot

line,

portions
to im-

fail

grounded conviction of

its

admirable adaptation to support a dense and independant popu-

Of

lation.
itself,

the wild beauty of mountain scenery Western

can scarcely boast, and certainly none

Northern

Thus, for example, geologists will not deny that a vertical subsidence of three miles took place gradually at the South Joggins,
during the carboniferous epoch, the lowest beds of the coal of

Nova

at

the instance of the Chief Engineer and the Superintendent of

in the abstract of the indefluite extent of past time,

a rooted and perhaps nnconscious reluctance, on the part of most geologists, to follow out
to their legitimate consequences the proofs, daily increasing in
number, of this immensity of time. It would therefore be of no
small moment could we obtain even an approach to some positive measure of the number of centuries wdiich any great operation of nature such as the accumulation of a delta or fiuviatilo
deposit of great magnitude may require, in as much as our conceptions of the energy of aqueous or igneous causes, or of the
powers of \-itality in any given geological period must depend on
is,

to

Sir Charles believes, notwithstanding the admission

time."

that there

Tlie Norlhern RailAvay.

The conveyance of a i)arty of gentlemen from Toronto
Bradford, by a Special Train, on Wednesday, the 6th July,

as far as Bradford

line,

extraordinary

fertility,

population, of these

share

is

its

to

Canada

be found on the

but of undulating plains of

a teeming soil

lessei',

strewn around

;

is

and a

health)-, industrious

but more desirable attractions, a rich
path.

Scotia like the nriddle

water beds.

The

If then this depression

part of the Northern Line so rapidly passed over

Express Train, on July 0th,

is

42 miles

in length,

by the

and connects

not exceed the rate of four feet in a century, resembling that
now experienced in certain countries where, whether the movement be upward or downward, it is quite insensible to the inIf, on the other
habitants, and only known by scientific- inquiry.
hand, it was brought about in two millions of years according to
the other standard before alluded to, the rate would be only six

which empties

But the same movement taking place in an
inches in a century.
upward direction would be sufficient to uplift a portion of the

an easy and rapid communication between a very extensive and
fertile inland country, and the only port accessible throughout the

earth's crust to the height of

Mont Blanc

or to a vertical eleva-

In like manner, if
attempting to rise, in mid-ocean at the
hundred
years, the waves
rate of six inches or even four feet in a
may grind down to mud and sand and readily sweep away the
rocks so upraised as first as they come within the denuding action
mass having a vertical thickness of three miles
of the waves.
might thus be stripped off in the course of ages, and inferior
rocks laid bare.
So in regard to volcanic agency a certain quantity of lava is poured out annually upon the surface, or is injected

tion of three miles above the level of the sea.

a large shoal be

Lake Ontario with Lake Simcoe. The Station on the last named
Lake is very fortunately situated upon a deep and navigable river
itself into

brido-e the river

year,

is

navigable for

below the surface, and great metamorphic
ehanges resulting from subterranean heat accompany the injection.
Whether each of these eftiicts bo multiplied by fifty
thousand, or by half a million or by two million of years, may
entirely decide the question whether we shall or shall not be compelled to abandon the doctrine of paroxysmal \-iolence in ancient

into the earth's crust

as contrasted with

modern

times.

Were wo

hastily

to take for

thrown across

many

miles,

it.

and thus

Above the
establishes

on the North Shore of Lake Ontario.

rising, or

A

the Lake, about se\-en miles from the

substantial railway bridge, recently

Although the

line

has been opened for a very few weeks, yet

seems to have given already an extraordinary impetus to the
growth of the villages through which it passes. The present

it

interest attached to the northern line,

that

it

is

distance

the
in

first

is

not confined to the fact

railway winch has been opened for so long a

Western Canada, or that the speed attained by a

Special Train, nearly equalled the usual rapidity of the English

Express trains
line,

trations of the
arts.

and

;

it is

something to know that the materiel of the

the Locomotive and Cars, are in themselves, admirable
I'apid progress

we

are

making

illus-

in the mechanical

Canadian White Oak and Bird's Eye Maple, give a lightness
which wc have

brilliancv to the First Class Passenge;' Car?,
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rarely seen equallcJ,

and as

to tlic case

of their internal arrangements,

them

to liave

As

it

and comfort of the

would be gilding refined gold

sur^iasscd.

a portion of the line

which the

rapidity with

naturally gave to

is still

train

unballasted, the extraordinary

moved down some

of the inclines,

a disagreeable oscillatory movement, \\hich wiU

it

ofcourse be materially diminished when the ballasting

We do

not suppose, however, that

After some months

to.

will probably cease

To

traffic

by the increased

indebted

are

which

eifid locomotive,

one another

and

;

rious passenger

appropriate

in

of

the

we have

Mr. Good

within an hour's ride of

which exhibit a neat
workmanship.

for the luxu-

taste in

design,

The gentlemen who

and

partici-

l^ated in the rare pleasure of the trip, are indebted to the polite-

ness of Mr. Cumberland, the Chief Engineer, and to Mr. Brunei,

the Superintendent of the
their guests,

fine,

who added

is

made by

important ac

•

the Council to the liberal-

one of its members.

The
making
"

Council, however, trust it will not be considered invidious io
special reference to the extensive donations of Dr. Gibb, one
members, consisting as they do of above 300 specimens iu various departments of Natural History and comparative Anatomy, and an
of our

Toronto,

of

ity of

many

Society has received

already

of the pow-

McLean and Wright,

The Museum of the

cessions; especial reference

the irregular oscillations

construction

bring's the lakes

to Messrs.

care,

skill

for

[1853

substantiated by, among other advantages, the greatly increased subscription list, the success of the first soiree, held on the evening of the
12th Api-il last, and the prospect of a volume of Transactions Ijcing
published ere long. The Council arc quite convinced that the Society
will fully recognize and acknowledge the merits of its Chiei, who lias
contributed so much in rcinvigorating the character of its proceedings,
aud giving an impetus thci-eto, which, it is sincerely hoped, no untoward circumstances may arise to arrester retard."

completed.

stability of the track.

the enterprise and energy

the public

is

in contemplation at pre-

is

it

sent to run regular passenger trains, at the speed

alluded

-n-liole

equally large collection of miscellaiieous aud rare articles, fi'om
quaj-ters of the Globe."

An

extensive

study,

and very

We

tures.

and well arranged museum

and furnishes in

quisition,

all

an admirable ac-

is

a most prohfic field for private

itself

desirable opportunities for illustrating public lec-

the renovated energies of the Montreal

rejoice in

Natural History Society, and cordially wish that they

may be

sustained in healthy and vigorous action.

to the obligations of

by providing most abundant and deUcious

refresh-

We

ments, appropriately arranged in a second class carriage.

The Observatory,

have been favoured with the dimensions of the curves, and data

The

connected with the grading of the line as far as Bradford.

remarks which we have prepared on these and other associated
subjects,

want of space compels us

to withhold, until the

August

In our

last issue

we informed our

readers that the Magnetic

Observatory at Toronto, established by the Imperial Government

and supported by them

we

of being retained as a permanent establishment:
able to give

more

detailed information

Montreal Natural History Society.

The

twenty-fifth annual repoil of the Natural History Society

of Montreal
revival

among

inspired

It indicates the

a very encouraging document.

is

its

its fii-st

present

members

promoters,

of that vigorous spirit which

when they founded and

sustained for

a season, " the 2)ioneer in this country of the development of

Some

time in February

the observatory ahd return

home with

With

his usual zeal

much

pleasure the compliment paid

Council to their indefatigable President, Major Lachlan.
Institute,

by the
Every

recalling the incidents of the

Convei-sazione, will readily acknowledge the influ-

ence which even one active and zealous individual

may

exercise

upon the usefulness and prosperity of a Scientific Society particularly in a country whose rich domains of Natural History and
;

Science have hitherto found few discoverers willing to
cate to the public the results of their enquiries.

with cordial feehng,

the following allusion,

communi-

We transcribe

by the Montreal

Natural History Society, to the valuable services of their President.

•

in the ob-

no time in

h'i lost

results

and

interest of the

In rcfening

scientific

might be expected from retaining an observatory

that

complete in

all

points and which

had already earned a reputation

second to none throughout the world.

he was powerfidly backed by the

In these representations

own aud kinWith most praise-

petitions of our

dred societies in both sections of the Province.

worthy promptitude and

hbcrality, the Provincial

authorities at

once communicated with the Imperial Government oftering to

purchase the equipment of the observatory in

same

spirit

they were responded

pleted without delay.
this

purpose in the

to,

The munificent sum

last session of

full,

and

in the

and the negociation comof

£2000

voted for

Parliament gives a striking and

most pleasing proof of the esteem in which Science

to the transactions of the pastycai-, your Council experience some difficulty in selecting those of the most interest but thoy
would be wanting in duo regard to thr •j.'iut.iI rliiigs of the Society,

"

and energy,

bringing the matter to the notice of his ExcjUency the Governor

member of the Canadian
Annual

now

the military detachment

which had been, under his superintendence, employed
servations,

arc

subject.

pack up the instruments, dismantle

to

General, urging the importance

late

on the

Captain Lefroy received orders

last,

from the home-government

its

Natural History."

We notice with

had been

for a period of twelve years,

taken in charge by the Provincial authorities, with the intention

number of the Journal.

is

held in this

country.

;

I'c

to refrain from asUing espcc'iul .iltcnliun In the very valuable
services of our President, Major H. L:u hbn, w hu succeeded to the
chair in October la.st, consequent ou tlie romoval from the city of its
Your President lias been indefatigable
lormcr occupant, Dr. Sewell.
in Ilia endeavors to resuscitate the Society ; his personal labors in connection therewith have been uareniilling, and the value thereof is lully

were they

In the meanwliile Captain Lefroy had returned
leaving, however, the

Military

to

England,

Detachment behind, and formally

placing the Observatory, according to his instructions, under the

The Magnetical Observations had
by the introduction of Iron during tbo

charge of Mr. Cherriman.

been

in part

interrupted

process of packing
left

of the Insti'umenta which could not bo

soiiio

behind, and also

by nearly

ment of course occupied some
cal observations

have never been

as

it is

thought advisable

to introduce,

and

are daily expected,

tions will be

commenced

Instruments

at all interrupted.

to replace those taken away, besides others

and

Their adjust-

now completed, and
before.
The Meteorologi-

time, but

now made

observations are

full

thc^Instruments having been

all

for the purpose of final verification.

dismounted

the

which

has been

it

have been ordered from England,

and

certain necessary repairs

as soon as the plans for

altera-

them can be

procured.

The

Military Detachment so long employed on this service,

has been permitted by Her Majesty's Government to remain here
for so

man

long a period as

make a

to

may

bo necessary to enable Mr. Cherristaff'

that will bo

advisable to

render the

report to His Excellency, of the

and of the

required,

steps that

may be

establishment permanently efteetive and complete.

We cannot conclude without congratulating the Province upon
the completion of arrangements which secure to Western Canada
this extensive

and well appointed Magnetic and Meteorological Ob-

servatory,under a gentleman whose distinguished career at the University of

Cambridge

sufficient

is

guarantee that all the interests of

Science will be as industriously and oflBciently maintained as they

have hitherto been, within the same

ment which has given
tion

it

now

to

it

walls,

under that manage-

the wide spread and exalted reputa-

enjoys throughout the scientific world.

The Canadian Journal*

that the whole of the present edition, with the exception of a
copies, reserved for the pm-poses of the

subscribed

for.

We may also state that

it is

Institute,

has

been

confidently anticipated

that the circulation of the journal during the j-ear 1853-4, will

be such

as to cover all the ordinary expenses

In view of an extended

circulation, the

have made arrangements

monthly

of

agaiu dried his seed potatoes in 1851, and again his crop was abundant and free from disease, irhile everywhere on the surrounding land
Tliis was too remarkable a circumstance
tlicj' were much affected.
not to excite attention, and in 1852 a thii'd trial toolc place. AU Mr.
BoUman's own stocli of potatoes being exhausted, he was obliged to

purchase his seed, which bore unmistakable marks of having formed
part of a cop that had been severely diseased some, in fact, were,
quite rotten. After keeping them for about a month in a hot room, as
before, he cut the largest potatoes into quarters, and the smaller into
Accidentally the dryIialves, and left them to dry for another week.
ing was carried so far that apprehensions were entertained of a very
bad crop, if any. Contrary to expectation, liowever, the sets pushed
promptly, and grew so fast tliat excellent young potatoes were dug
Eventually, nine times the amount
tlirce weeks earlier than usual.
planted was produced, and althougli the neighboring fields were atcould
be found on either the herbage or
tacked, no trace of disease
the potatoes themselves.
;

This singular result, obtained in three successive years, led to inquiry as to whether any similar cases were on record. In the course of
the investigation, two other facts were elicited. It was discovered
that Mr. Losovsky (living in the government of Witebsk, in the district of Sebege,) had for four years adopted the plan of drying his seed
potatoes, and that during that time there had been no disease on his
estate. It was again an accident which led to the practice of this gentleman. Five years ago, while his potatoes were 'digging, he put one
in his pocket, and on returning home, threw it on his stove (pocle,)
where it remained forgotten till the spring. Having then chanced to
observe it, he had the curiosity to plant it, all dried up as it was .and
obtained an abundant and healthy crop since that time the practice
of drying has been continued and with great success. Professor Boll;

that it is usual in Russia, in many places, to smoke dry
ilax,wdieat and rye, and, in the west of Russia, experienced proprietors prefer for seed, onions that have been kept over the winter in cottages without a chinmey. Such onions arc called dymka, which may

man remarks

be interpreted smoke-dried.

The second fact is this :— Mr. AVasileffsky, a gentleman residing in
the government of Mohiteff, is in the habit of keeping potatoes all the
year round by storing them in the place where his hams are smoked,
it happened that, in the spring 1859, his seed potatoes, kept in the
usual manner, were insufficient and he made up the requisite quantity with some of those which had been for a month in the snioking
place.
Those potatoes produced a capital crop, very little diseased,
while at the same time the crop from the sets which were not smokedried was extensively attacked by disease. Professor BoUman is of
opinion that there would have been no disease at all, if the sets had
;

At the conclusion of the First Volume of the Canadian Journal,
we have much pleasure in informing its supporters and contributors
few

its

publication.

Council of the Institute

for a very considerable increase

in the

issue.

HoTir to Preserve Potatoes from the Rot.

been better dried.

fessors in the Russian Agricultural Institution at Gorigoretsky.
In a
very interesting pamphlet by this gentleman, which has just reached
us, it is asserted as an unquestionable fact, that mere drying, if conducted at a sufficiently high temperature, and continue i long enough,

a complete antidote to the disease.

The account given by

Professor BoUman of the accident which led
He had contrived a potatoe-setter,
which had the bad quality of destroying any sprouts that might be on
the sets, and even of tearing away the rind. To harden the potatoes,
so as to protect them against this accident, he resolved to dry them.
In the spring of 1850, he placed a lot in a very hot room, and at the
end of three weeks they were dry enough to plant. The potatoes
came up well, and produced as good a crop as that of the neigliboriug
farmers, with this difference only, that they had no disease, and the
crop was, therefore, upon the wliole, more abundant. Professor BoUman tells us that he regarded this as a mere accident he, however.
to this discovery is as follows

:

—

;

Gardener's Chronicle.

and Stone.— The manufacture of iron imitations
become an extensive branch of business in New York,
but little more than a year old. We have before alluded to

Maebleized

Iron-

of mai'ble has

although it is
the prooess as being chiefly used for mantlepieces; but it is anticipated
it may be
tliat it wiU hereafter be applied to many other purposes
used to imitate any sort of wood, or any other polished surface, as well
as stone, the closeness of the imitation depending solely on the skill
Care has, however, to be taken
of the artist by whom it is prepared.
not to hit a hard blow upon the surface and not to scratch it. If you
only
reveals
the same substance as you bescratch marble, the farrow
held on the exterior, but with" polished iron the case is very different
and polish may be applied to
giving
stony
face
of
a
mode
same
The
wood. Plaster of Paris, terra cotta, and other substances, as well as
iron; it is far superior to scagliola in every respect, and must expel
that substance from use altogether. "We look to see it appUed most
It makes very handsome pile.-itensively, especially in architecture.
;

lars, pilasters,

Thoroughly driel potatoes will always produce a crop free from
disease. Such is the positive assertion of Mr. BoUman, one of the Pro-

is
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and vases

for the inside of houses.

A different way

of

producing a result similar to that above spoken of has been discovered
by Professor Freund, a Hungarian chemist, tor sometime resident_ in
New York; it is chemical ana mechanical, the imitations of stone being
produced entirely without the pencil of a painter. Th; elements of
tlie stone desired to be imitated, are chemically combined, and finaUy
polished by grinding or rubbing with water, pumice stone, _<tc., much
as the stone itself would be. For architectural purposes this process
produces very beautiful work, far superior to any scagliola; we have
seen pillars and wainscotting with aU the loveUness of the finest jaspar or agate. Livcrjimol Albion.

The

tirst

vessel of the Austral.asl.an Steara-ship Company (Panama
"iork, wiU, it is
to commence operations in
new one just completed, c.aUed the Gold-en Age. She is of

Sydney), about
stated,

be a

New

2364 tons bnrthen, and has capacity for 1200 passengers (200 first
cabin, 200 second, and 800 third), Avith 1200 tons of coal, and 500 of
It is expected she will enable the passage to Australia to be
cargo.
completed within Uiirty-five diys fi'om Now York.and fifty days from

Engkud.
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Monthly Meteorological Register, at the Provincial Magnetical Observatory, Toronto, Canada West.— June, 1853.
Latitude 43

c

dec/.

39.4 miii. North.

Zovciitude, 79

de.g.

21 min. West.

Eleiialion above

Lake Ontario

:

108 feet.
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Directions to Binder.
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NOTICE TO MEMBEES.
Arrangements have teen made by the Council,
every Saturday evening, fi-om 6
their

names

Book provided

in a

to-

Any

9 o'clock.

for the admission of

Membei-

may

Members

to the

Reading-Room of the

introduce two Gentlemen

t«>

Iifaf trim,

the Readii^«Room, entering

for the puipose.

MEDALS-CANADIAN INSTITUTE.

PJllZE

The Council of the Canadian Institute have

established

two Prize Medals,

for

the best Essays on the following

Bubjects :
1.

A Medal, value £10, for the best comprehensive Essay on the Public "Works of Canada,—their commercial value,—their

relations to a general system

of

American Public Works,

—

their

Engineering pecuharities, cast aod other

statistics;

ikCJmpiinied with illustrations.
Medal, value £10, for the best Essay on the Physical Formation, Climate, Soil, and Natural Productions of
2.

A

West,

be

Canada

by appropriate Maps and Diagrams.

illustrated

The

to

Ess,ays

must be sent

must be accompanied by a

to the Secretary of

the Canadian Institute, on or before the

sealed note, containing the

name and

A

address of the writer.

first

day of

They

April, 1854.

Committee of Examiners

will

appointed by the Institute to decide upon the merits of the competing Essays.

FOR SALE:
A

By ERNST,

t^This

BAROMETER,

FOHT^BIflli
of

Pai-is,

with Travelling Case and a spare Tube.

Instrument has been compared with two

Standardx,

and

is

of the highest charafAer.^g

TKICE— SIX POCSTDS, ClRRExVCY.

— ALSO

A NINE INCH SEXTANT, BY BARROW,
DIVIDED ON PLATINUM, WITH ARTIFICIAL IIOUIZOX.

I'rICE

—FiFTEEN

PotTNDS, C't.

—ALSO

A

Twenty-inch Portable Transit Instrument,
By SIMMS.

PRICE—EIGHTEEN POUNDS.

MR. JOSEPH,

Enquire of

G.

J.

56,

OPTICTAX, TORONTO.

JOSEPH,

King Street East, TorontoCO'STANTLY ON HAND,

HYDRO]yiETERS, SACCHROMETERS,

BAROMETERS AND

1

HERMOMETERS,

TELESCOPES AND MICROSCOPES,

SPECTACLES

To

suit

all

Siy/ils,

and

a

General

Assortment

ALl.

(t^WORKMANSHIP WARRANTED -<:3

'm

of

COMPASSES, DRAWING INSTRUMENTS
THE ABOVE ARTICLES MADE AND REPAIRED.

THEODOLITES, TRANSITS,

AND SCALES.

h»

